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by
E. C. Simpson

Consultant
Kettering, Ohio

USA

This symposium, held in Turino, Italy, was the 56th of the Propulsion and Ener-
getics Panel of AGARD. The symposium was important, since the increasing demands on
turbine engines performance, durability, safety and pullution emission require an
improvement in test methods. The aim of the symposium was to provide better test
methods to the engine research and development engineers and to meet the manufactur-
ers', the buyers', and the users' test requirements for engine delivery, reliability,
economy and maintenance.

At first a comprehensive survey on testing requirements for engine qualification
and development was provided for both military and civil engines. Engine component
testing and complete power plant testing were discussed. Various aspects were ac-
counted for; performance assessment with transient and angle of attack effects;
complementation of advanced analytical prediction techniques by testing; and compar-
ison of test data and actual flight data.

Finally, trends for future engine testing were considered. New test techniques
and additional test facility capability may be required to cope with the changing
test needs.

In order to build a framework against which to examine more detailed require-
ments, the symposium opened with a review of differences between approaches to exist-
ing codes, emphasizing differences in reliability and durability testing requirements.
The influence of mission profiles and environmental condition impacts were discussed.
The possibilities of international coordination to the point of obtaining a common
requirement were discussed. The amplification of the details and requirement expan-
sions, and the need for these expansions as they applied to current military engines
being developed by the United States Navy opened the view of testing requirements
further. Also broadening the view was the system of qualification and certification
used in the Federal Republic of Germany. A difference is created by the fact that
the approving agency is concerned only with airworthiness, free from demands of
schedule, finances and other user nuances, and is true in nearly all commercial avi-
ation. Then some of the peculiarities created by usage were covered, such as heli-
copters, efforts combined with two countries participating in the certification on a
commercial effort.

An additional problem is created by the fact that some sections of the propulsion
system, (inlet, air exhaust, their interactions and driven systems) are integrally
connected to the airframe, and testing of the total propulsion and power system must
therefore be a combined and highly cooperative activity. These problems were pointed
out by two air frame manufacturers. Because of these technical aspects and the fact
that both air frame and engine manufacturers have great assets at risk, the document-
ation of the description, schedule, performance, etc., must be carefully defined, as
well as the basis for any measurement defined in great detail.

One of the really new testing elements that must be addressed has, in effectt
been adapted to military usage in theory and some field trials held. The basis of
this new technique is having knowledge of failure rates based on the failure mode
which may be used to extract the life built into the engine. There are two predomi-
nant failure modes, i.e. stress-rupture and low cycle fatigue. Another mode, high
cycle fatigue, seldom reaches service use, since it can exist only minutes; or, abuse
being random, can hardly be designed out of the engine. The defined process can aid
supply agencies in buying the correct distribution of parts, even when circumstances
force a major change in mission or usage. If durability is to be programmed, the
testing program must provide proper and adequate testing in the development, in terms
of time, hardware, money and facilities. What is really being called for is treat-
ment of the aircraft as an "engineering" system, rather than a "management" system.
When adequate data is accumulated this system makes possible a concept on testing
objectives which may well be worth an AGARD workshop in 12 to 18 months. The testing
to be done includes complete engine testing, environmental testing, component testing,
and bit and piece testing (including maintenance effects).

The UK programme of engine in-flight data recording and analysis in service,
which is gaining as an essential requirement (for the support of an on condition
maintenance policy), is the initial model of data necessary for the system outlined
in the foregoing. The minimal system, which began operation in 1974 accruing data
for engine fife usage information, has been expanded and results put to use.

The remainder of the tests have been found to be necessary and in general incor-
porated in most programs currently active. These include testing to determine airflow
patterns as created by the inlet during steady state and during maneuvers - a costly
process because of the data analysis effort required. Also required is an expensive
instrumentation arrangement, thus comprising a program which must be well planned or
it is useless, or much more expensive. Another element difficult to measure accurate-
ly - that is, measure with sufficient accuracy to be useful - is Radar Cross Section,
which frequently requires large sections of the aircraft to be attached.
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Infra-red radiation is just as difficult, but knowledge of survivability charac-
teristics require both measurements to be made. Emissions are another headache.
these include smoke in the military cases, and chemical emissions in the civil sector.
Many of the measurements are in parts-per-million, and approach the capability of
accurate measurement.

The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) offers another differing demand for testing, since
the life of the unit between overhauls is nearly always determined by low cycle fa-
tigue. It is frequently operated unattended and its life in general is depleted by
the start-stop cycle. It is frequently placed where it is difficult to inspect, yet
it is complex and must be dependable. The certification test on the APU probably has
the widest variation (dependent on use) of any set of engine certification tests.

Another problem which requires testing in the development program is pointed out
by our commercial friends. Since the engines for a fleet of aircraft lose efficiency
with usage, the loss or lapse rate needs to be known. One airline's data indicates
loss of 3/4% per year for the older engines, while the newer, high pressure, low fuel
consumption engines lose about Ik% per year. The differences are not that striking
if absolute increases are used. The performance deterioration has been studied in
depth, as reported by NASA for both CF6 and JT9.. The damage mechanisms and how they
contribute to the performance deterioration include seal rubs, erosion, surface rough-
ness and thermal distortion. If these are the causes of the deterioration, then it
is dubious that the current AIDS system can do much to pick out offending modules,
and in fact, an AIDS system accurate and adequate to pick up such elements causing
deterioration could well cause more maintenance problems than they cure, even if the
user were willing to pay for the more complicated equipment.

Another testing requirement which has been added in recent years requires demon-
stration of a minimum degree of tolerance to foreign object damage. Past field
experience indicates that the effect of various hardness objects is great, yet the
rules currently are concerned only with ice, rubber and birds, and therefore this is
essentially a limited test.

Recently a new form of testing has been demanded by some military purchasers of
aircraft engines. This general form of testing has been in use for some time in the
civil world. A current name for this testing is Accelerated Mission Endurance Test-
ing, and it sets up cycles to simulate the mission in use, then removes the long time,
steady state, easy (low life extraction) portions to give a situation that by adjust-
ment can be made to duplicate some service failures. In general, one specific test
arrangement will test one group of parts realistically, but not all parts. It is
therefore necessary that there be a way in which to evaluate the value of the test.
This can be done with field experience. Evaluating the value of a test is a common
problem in engineering, and a function often overlooked. The presentation gave a
discussion of the various types of failure modes which are currently not detectable
in AMT testing.

The importance of testing the entire propulsion system, which includes engine
inlet, inlet control, exhaust, nacelle de-icing system, and other power systems, has
long been contemplated and discussed and studied, and is the main reason for free-jet
testing. It requires about two times the air flow that a direct-connect arrangement
requires. While direct-connect requires between 15 and 20 corrections, free-jet is
more complex yet, particularly in the sub-sonic case. The results can be worth the
effort, as shown in the NGTE paper.

The technique of inlet compatability testing has been developing over a 15-year
period and has been brought to a relatively high state of effectiveness. The method
described has proven highly successful in assessing compatability.

Testing engine transients has become of increasing importance regarding durabil-
ity effects and prediction of stall, surge and other specific problems. The develop-
ment of the necessary high speed instrumentation and techniques for using it will vary
somewhat with the engine being tested and the purpose of the test, but the principles
remain constant.

Experimental Verification of Turboblading Aeromechanics is a new class of testing
required by the increasing diversity of modern aircraft and missions, causing in-
creased blading complexity and requiring consideration of extended and variable opera-
tional environment of the current and growth flight regime. Aeromechanical behavior
and evaluation must include practical operational effects and sensitivities. Predic-
tion of vibratory responses of forced vibration and fundamental mode instability mar-
gins is presently inadequate. The theory has been proven incomplete, and there is
certainly opportunity for development of a fundamental theory which responds to the
necessary parameters. These dynamic responses are influenced by pressures and temper-
atures which define the environment of the part. The instrumentation becomes very
difficult and complex, particularly for the inner spool of a multi-spool engine when
operating in the engine.

The thrust load on bearings is an example of other forces which need to be veri-
fied and are very difficult to measure; yet remarkable capability in terms of elec-
tronics exists to accomplish these measurements.
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Special purpose or broadly differing usage creates many specific testing problems
The problems arise due to additional data being necessary, additional components be-
ing introduced, or the design life of the engine being so very short for single pur-
pose that frequently an engine will not last long enough to obtain the complete data
set. In other cases the importance of data elements is altered by a gross change in
usage.

These variations were discussed in terms of a VTOL engine which is required to
vector its thrust, change thrust rapidly, and accept large bleed flow some of the time
an advanced reheated turbofan engine where the performance was to be measured of de-
termined in flight; and various validation methods used for determining aircraft per-
formance change caused by the variation in engines caused by production tolerances.
Also covered were the procedures and specific tests for helicopter transmissions and
the specific problem in dynamic testing of interface problems, as well as development
testing of a limited life engine, such as the microturbo TRI60 turbojet.

A relatively small role in the program covered component testing. This type of
testing is in general necessary to flow match the components, match of RPM for spools
of a multi-spool engine, optimization by adjustment of stagger and camber the flow
and efficiency of turbine and compressor, optimization of clearances, roughness, fits
and a myriad detail of design and construction definition. This class of testing
included large compressor testing, concentrating on the facility and instrumentation;
full annular combustor test facility, again concentrating on the facility and instru-
mentation. Also includes procedures, low pressure turbine testing and the accuracy
attainable. Also addressed in the paper was supporting bidimensional cascades,
rotating cascades, cold flow rigs and the total engine; a two-stage turbine rig
used to investigate the effect of the tip clearance on efficiency, Reynolds number
effect and cooling flow aerodynamic effects; mechanical testing, such as overspeed,
fatigue, bird ingestion and blade containment; and the need for controlling environ-
ment during this testing, instrumentation and additional facility needs.

The final touch was two papers predicting the type of facilities needed, but not
now available. I will leave it to the historians to show the correctness of these
predictions.

The symposium created an excellent examination of the various types of testing
which have been found necessary in the propulsion area. All of this testing can in
general be divided into four basic categories, which I have elected to call Proof
Testing, Capability Testing, Design Testing, and Trouble Shooting. There were two
other categories: one endeavoring to correct historic details of test programs to
include testing and acquisition of data that will provide aid and comfort to the
functions of maintenance, supply and cost-consciousness, an omission long needing
correction; the second predicting facilities that will be needed in the future.

It was noted that no paper (and very little mention) appeared on data accuracy
or confidence, despite the fact that the primary purpose of testing is to obtain data
which can be confidently accepted and used. An uncertainty report on the data is
considered as important in testing as the data conpilation. Considering performance
the most accurate data over the long run is about TI %, which includes force balance
and momentum balance methods at the same time. The worst (one-time) set of data seen
by the author is t17.0%. It is apparent that much skill exists, but if not properly
applied the test has zero value. Life testing has much scatter (largely due to vari-
ation of material properties) and can only be as accurate as prediction of usage.

Proof testing concerned about 50% of the papers, and since this is the payoff
test, there is great temptation by the manufacturer to aim at this test, fix bayonets
and charge without adequate testing in the other categories of testing. Of the 18
papers, 15 were on engine tests, 8 on the various procedures used, and 7 on qualifi-
cation of special cases. Three were on engine tests as part of their aircraft, one
of which was a special case. Many of the specifications call for a large number of
tests in addition to a complex and long engine endurance test, which includes many
throttle movements, altitude testing, several fuels, etc. Tests such as removing and
replacing the oil tank cap 12,000 times, a proof test that the control system will
function properly in a very severe electro-magnetic field, a test of the fuel pump
with very dirty fuel, an oil interruption test, etc.,are also required. There are
between 75 and 100 such tests, and only when all have been successfully completed
can the engine be properly called Certified.

Capability testing is usually conducted on an engine, but occasionally on a com-
ponent. If a component is used, it is usually for one of two reasons; (1) a failure
is likely to occur and it becomes far less expensive with a component because second-
ary damage is restrained; or (2) many of the instrumentation problems with an engine
can be eliminated. Seventeen precent of the papers were on such testing.

The newest test form for the military is "accelerated mission testing" and is
quite effective for life determination after the usage definition is known. The
limitations must be understood for it is not a cure-all. Such things as the effect
of errors in adjusting the engine, lapse rate of performance with usage, maneuver
limitations as caused by inlet distortion, rate of precession that the engine can
absorb and the airframe can provide, limits of afterburner light in altitude and
speed, relight limits, surge and stall limitations, low cycle fatigue life component
by component, flutter boundaries, stress rupture life and repair tolerances, as well
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as techniques, are some of the elements that capability testing will be required to
cover.

Design testing usually uses major components or small bench set-ups, and these
results are necessary to provide validation of computed designs; to provide correc-
tions to computed designs; and to optimize such elements as cooling passages, camber,
turning angle, deviation angles, boundary layer correction factors, temperature pro-
files of the gas (working fluid) and hot parts, transient heat flow, material property
variations caused by manufacturing processes, and heat treatment. They are currently
used to optimize variable geometry schedules, adjust designs for 3-dimensional flow
effects and determine minimum clearances due to transient temperature and stress
conditions. The usual approach is to design the parts based on experience and theory
and check the elements out as bench elements or components to the maximum degree pos-
sible to ensure profiles, flows, clearances, pressures, temperatures, etc., are as
they should be, insofar as possible with the transient conditions. This class was
addressed by 19% of the papers covering mechanical parts and elements, turbines, com-
pressors, helicopter trans-missions, combustors, and the facilities and instrumenta-
tion necessary to conduct some difficult forms of this class.

The paper which could be considered as "trouble-shooting" covers an important
example. In this testing function it is necessary to be able to duplicate the failure
not only in failure mode, but in cycles or time that relates back to the point in the
engine's life where the failure occurred. These tests lean heavily on experience of
the test engineer as well as clever deduction by an analytical design engineer. This
paper accounts for about 3% of the testing papers.

One view of the shortcomings of the testing which follows the historical approach
may be shown by the following:

1. It provides inadequate data to translate life expectancy at one mission to
another mission, an event which will usually occur one or more times in
military usage.

2. It provides inadequate data to let the Supply Agency do a good job of pur-
chasing the spectrum of spare parts.

3. It does not provide a logical life growth system in its makeup.

4. It provides a format too rigorous to permit proper aircraft system engineer-
ing - as opposed to system management.

5. It does not adequately address the problems of trimming in maintenance.

There were four papers, or 11%, which voiced methods and improvements in the
testing approach which would alleviate, if not solve, the foregoing problems. These
particular papers - since they seek to solve problems rather than report events,
methods procedures in use today, or about to be in use - are deemed important beyond
their number. We seem to have forgotten several facts:

1. For every new engine built there are 5 or more "overhauled" engines built,
many containing repaired parts, and the bulk of the parts are "used", with
all that this word implies.

2. Every Chief Engineer should have to personally go into the field and trim
one of his little gems (the most recent) so that he can know without equivo-
cation the kind of mess his trim procedure is. To cite a few examples: some
require measurement of a pressure ratio to the third decimal place - a value
which is influenced by a breeze of modest magnitude and breeze direction;
some engines take as much as 8 hours and several men to do the trim effort;
some engines must be retrimmed when ambient temperaturc changes a modest
amount.

3. All too often we find that we have in supply excess spare parts whose failure
rate is much less than predicted, and no spare parts for those whose failure
rate is much higher than predicted. Naturally, only the latter case creates
the havoc (particularly in these days of long lead time) of grounded air-
craft.

4. Engines, like people, are not born mature, nor are they likely to be. One of
the main reasons is that the aircraft, mission, usage and maintenance envi-
ronment are not correctly defined when the engine is "born".

5. The required operating characteristics of an aircraft increase in severity
during the development process for a number of reasons. Some reasons are:
(1) addition of missions, and hence equipment; (2) correction of problems;
(3) reduction of cost, such as substituting aluminum or steel for titanium
and causing large weight increases; (4) errors in drag estimation; (5) desire
for more range, etc. These changes require the engine to alter as dictated
by reasonable system engineering. There are cases where the weight of the
vehicle has doubled, but system management has not permitted the engine to
alter nor the schedule to slow.
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These four papers are, in a practical sense, probably the most important of the
symposium, if only they stir some thought, but more important, some action -- even a
little action.

Conclusions:

I conclude that the symposium did an excellent job in (1) defining procedures,
instrumentation, and tests for the currently new requirements; (2) pointing out areas
of change needed in the testing program approach; and (3) outlining some areas where
some research is needed, such as a basic computational system for blade flutter and
instrumentation for emissions, strain and other high frequency devices.

Recommendations:

I recommend that the Panel consider means of causing improvement in content of
engine testing programs by (1) providing a logical growth in life element in the
sequence; (2) adding requirements to support the logistic functions; and (3) recom-
mending a basic research program on blade flutter.
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INTR~ODUC TION

lhe Western World scene is present[\. dominlated by two outstanding codeCs for civil certification of aircraft t urhine
elltIgInIS. OwdOpted In thle US. FAR 33. and the other widely adopted inl Furope, JAR"E'1.

Ylie J AR "'I -' isa lairlx, recent Code Jdopted by tile European Joint Airworthiness Requirements Commtittee which
techm n liIN corresponds to~ Britisih B( AR Sect C bUt dIoeS not in CILode helicopter engines. [hie present sit oat iOf is
re pres( n tat ise ofIthe techi cal and s ienit ifi ex\pert ise ott bot h sides of the Atlantic where the most imiport ant engine
Manuf~Acturers have built their most suIcceSSfuLl products that became worldwide accepted. Ot!~er engine Manlufacturers in
different countr(Iies have f'ollowedI One of the two codes to certificate their products mnainly according to the area of'
Influence of their respective markets. We wish to point ot that since mnany of the suIccessful engines of thle western
wAorld have been certificated according to both codeCs. thle substantial equivalence of the airworthiness level "'de facto"'
afforded by the two sets of'regulatiotis is established.

Since 1 970 US (FAA) attd British Airworthiness Authorities (CAA) have agreed onl the mutual acceptance of engines
built in respective cou~ntries, provided that a technical evaluation is performed with particular respect to the areas of new
teat ure,. of' tile design itself'. This has been a valuable agreement and has saved time and money for both the Authorities
atnd itidustries concerned. It is. however. subiect to two dIisad vattages. Firstly. it dfoes not incIlude courItries ot her than
US and U K and bcause (if' its deCpendceI: Otl "*. - . tile service record of engines accepted agaitist tl."-se coides". it call only
really be Used by countries with an established anid proven record onl engines. Seconly, it is thteoretically retnewable
eve rN tie a Chia nge is toad e to thte req ii iremtle nt s onl cithle r side, and alt bough t Itis has never led to its catncellat ion, there
havse beent a reas a i ot whtichI thte words imitplyingW thtat thle re . is a general ha lanc e of't he two codes tiave been
dangerously st retchied.

In moire recent vears sit st anittat wo rk htas beet pe rtormed by an il tI oe- US1, U K anrd Franrce coiminitte Ic rv ing to
establish ttlie exist ing di fferentces antid to reacht agree tmenit onl kemm nt solutionis in different problecmi areas.

I Iarmionu/at itit appears to ble a different task Owing to different exist ing phiilosutphies anid procedures aid( difl -eret
mtatnufactutrers positiotns tot both sides oif' the Atlantic, attd thle rotad to reach tile Liltimiate goal appears to be rather long

at tis poinit itn titite

1-or natty years the 1-AR 313 forimat wa.s kept rallier short. Badsically onily thme accel-tatte reqiremtenits were written
in broad tormt while policy material to ctomiply with Ii le tirtial remluircinemits I usually a few setces it tlot onIN otte)
was laid toit in rather extended Advisory (irciulars.

B( AR Sect C hase included iii the hotly of tile regulationis alsut CAA aCepteLd policies Spellinig outt thIe details Oft
various test ing procedutres anid acceptable ilcaits oif comupliatnce iii great exteit.

It was Oflten 'said that bulilding suIccessfl enigintes is, ait Art ititre t~tan a SciciecC tItl tile logil ctscltetc a ta
tit the ''Artist'' (thle Maniuaacturer) mtuich freediomt was left itt perftrmitng hi, duty to comiipI With the riilev Flue
dilteretice hetssectt tile aimountt oh eniduranice testinig required anid thle etigi. , o\serhatil lite, %k luich mims Is about 211I or 11or1e
thtan thte tifticially detmonstrated perioid. cani he explainied onily etitsideriig ecotiotiti and teelitologs itpioseitteits
which hiave pushecd enginec durability far bevotid expectatiots.

III the whotle traiiewurk itt the certificatiton tests the imichianical. gasds nmiic ind tlterittotl taitti properties of tIIe
turbine ettgite receive proper assessnICint tigetler With] all enuginec related parts ,ind relited \' shotsI I \R .3 , niitkcs
specific inherence to those parts of fuel attu oil lines that are initegral parts ofl the engims ill assesstin their t-ndituiirm
vib-ratiutri and lire prooth chiaracterist ics etc.



lIR ARI Sect ( III addlitioin to N~stciii comiiponeiits that airc I ivsICdiiV AttacCII- Iii tile cLigic mai~kes also reference to
o *ic s~i ilii01iiniCIIIN tHIt mc part ill tie ai alt svssciii with mli overall sicw toi iigiiic aircraft iintegrationii n ili nfer-

1,i , S0IIri rctlkiirciiicilts tIlt arc currcntiv ill lI(AR SectC Cociver alsoi parts of fltb, aircraft systciis that inl tile IARs
giscnl inl tItcrciit pillIs oiutsidei FAR 331 1c lI- [AR 25 ). IL itI IIC s a ap p racI I is kisctIill respect oIi 2ictessoiI Cs t h I aire
ciscrcIt I A i1010 dLhctIhCd Laihiiii dctuinig tili rcqiiirciclilts tii he iIicliidcd III tie SpcihiCatil iissch aSi

\ibiat iii effect oin tie operation

.\cccrationTh duct oni file operat in
'. ;VIO)k lOds as appropriatc

High ciicrg\ roltating pairts conitainimenit
Recsistanice toi tire or Cxptiisiiiii

Mlagnet ic aiid rad io iiitc'rinCrclc
I Icitrical isiulatini
I 'hii %ardiatiii such a~s tuhidity CIC.

Mul Iit A.R 33 ieccrs hiroaids it) thieir rcliatiility Millet CXpCCtCd Hlight Mdi AtiiiiisilicricC cdiiiiiii.

( % Tsit-, it) the llrai',i ihicultics it) presenit a paper dICaltig with all engiiic certificatioii requiiremencits, siliii ofi tile
Tilost sleuiiiticaiiit iteihi's liatC hI)C~I IdC~lii hCd anld arc diScUSSCdI e\tCiVClV Withi t hi puirpoise Ofi ddilililg d ci iilparisii
hctsCcri tlie two sets (it rides is Infjlows:

I .~i Power ratiings
'. hiuiranct: es iii
3. St ress Md) fat iguce aspect s of rotating parts

Is. Ice proitect in
Ii. Ilgiiic fault analysis

)Ti, uicn c ral coTmmeni iits arc thecn g is ci fot he01ir reqireiients. Som ine ws arc thein ex pressed coilcern ing oithter
aspeccts of encigiine final ccrt ificat lolil thTat altiiiugliI outSidc tilc airworthiniess ccrt ificat ion can not bc Ignorcd sin~ce thicear
dli tda cd hi cx ist in encvi rollmentii ru lcs. SuI ci as iTO isc alli CX halist 1)111lit ii I requIiiremts .

1. POWLR ANI)OR THRUST LEVIELS

1Phc pcrfoi riian1ce diata priidedi by Enhgin ic ianhlit'act iircrs anld a pproved by~ thic A irworthliness AuithTorit ics givsce tic

iokr ;iiid or thrust prodLCI ucc 111 dil!II 1nzi cu decr speci fied con d it ions (i .e. initak c c ficic Icy. orwa rd spced, atmiiosphecri c
c Tepecrat ti re) wheni o pera ting withlin th tiitatins a pproivcd f'or thei defiii c ondiit ions of' poTwer anhil/or t i ruist ill tecriii

ot RPM. iirqlic id~ U4.

Iie coin dit ions oT t polwecr anld iTr thi~rulst as d chneuid iii th ticIwo set s f' rules uinder ex ainilat inn di ffcr to soul e x ten t
ifid tic tIilluWiilgL di ffCrClccs arc pOiltCd iiuit.

\lluIt tic dcfiiiit iiins Iior ratet ulaXIhinunII clnt ilIlILIS power aild iir thtrliSt 1111 n0t di 11'cr ill thic two basic codes I or
tlIiliitCd I'trioid (If lttiie) tile take iitf' power aind/olr thlrust is limiited to 5 inultes duiratioii accoirdiing to FAR 33 and caii
bc USCd Ili) tii l0 ii1li , i l 11i iilitiiiigiicd acropiaiics wi-ur oine power iiiit has I'iicd accoirding tol 1'A R Sect C.

Accoriting to bilt ciides wheini iiic powe5r uinit haS tadilcI dliriig takc off anid balked landing at greater power sctting
Lal l i iiSCd Ill ddditiiiil to tiic 1'.. p -wer alld/iir thiruist tiic iiiaXiillILiin coIntinlgciiCN power and/ior thiruist (I r aI perioid o~f

m12iiinutes) IFAR 33 hiiswever alilOWS tile uIsagc ii' tiic 2'2 IlilnOtC. levei [or thc algilcil~tcll thrust casc.

()ul,, It( AR liiwcscr iintroulce tlii dl'iitioli iii iiitcridiatc conitiilgecil powevr anid 'or thrLst that alsio cail lic
applied fiir a peicodi Of Unirest rictced Ii ratioTT whici onc power unit is shult dolwin iiritatll hiighicr t hail muax coninuouiils
poisvcr1. F;AR 313 speca ks iof 31) inulteis powe r rat inig thiiat is practically thti samle vel oi' polwer ats ablis bilt limiit cit it
perioidt if 31) iniitcs iinl\ fiir heicti~tr enigiines. Fiir sinle engiine hielicopter BCAR LIlICtcS ITl licii oif tAkc offt power
til, ii1i hlillr powevr coiniditiiii.

2. LNI)URANCE TIEST

[lower ratinlg bascd uipiii standlardl atunisphicric Clilidti IlS With ITiO airbiccit fr aircrattl scrvices aiid withl only tiie
aCi cssiinics I iist 21lii iececssary io ll igi i' funiic t ioin g mu lst hi establ11isheid tbcfori an ill atr te tic uIra nce test inl ordecr it)
rcdch Ii2ssiiraJiiI tha ti(itM nih citat chiange lids occu.Iirrcd iTl respcct iif 'l ginei pcrforinance (cal ibrat ion tcsts),

Whenci speaIkinlg oif ci udtira ic tecst oine ita y thin ik of it t ypical cenginccriniig evaluai1tiolni based utpoll soun ld pract ice tihat
stciiis trim imld app~lied philosophy and t hat lids nit! chmanged mutch through the years. InI tact this basic rdiquirclllclt oft

fltic icrtilt iat iiii tecst has a lsio flo wed th tiecngiinc e voluition thir0lOuItiiitt thc yca rs. Blasicall y evcry cndulraince test ing is
irecteci to aissess tie isten ofTI i wearF ill itchanical parts, th timnpact (If' vihratin an11 2id c ffcct SCtat illay cale ds iist ress Ill

tle hoti scctin lIT lii ii iral oin of ftc eindiurance tcsts is still limiited to 150i houirs inl both codes plus a limtited amnit of'
hiours it)i tie dcided hiy the Airwolrthinelss Authority.
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In lie ,:ii I field Ihere are exam ples ol endurance testing for a longer period of time (i.t. 200 hours ground testing
of tatnsport hel hcapters) ilt ti, "s aits g C'' tigure of 150 hours that dates hack to old piston engine practice lhas remained
the same. As it is gencrall recoigiliaed a factor tf" at least thrtee cal be assumed in assessing tie equivalent lift of ala
engie in flight operation that allows to grant the engine an initial overhaul life of about 500 oiurs. This is considered
tgetther with other prescribed specific tests for cvery aspect of the certification testing to he sufficient as a minimum
level of acceptance frona it airworthiness staidpotint.

If the Manulcturer wishes I universally accepted practice today) lie can demonstrate by extensive bench testing and
cud Iirnc c .yclcs t uch greater figures fitr the initial engine taoeverhaul life. Before and after at licial eaiduranct tt'sts the
engte running acairditg to the established air tnore severe schedule takes place very extensively to meet crrent civil
iiark et req uiretii t s-.

A\i imptortant itquireient was recently added to [FAR 33 concerning the "overhaul test" defhied as the test run to
simulate tI t c lnditions in which the engine is expected ti operate in service, including start stop cycles. The period of
time of the test is established taking into a.COUi limitatiana o operation prior to the first overhaul.

F aillti'g the aerainautical proigress. requiremtents have been coitinuously improved to keep pace with new develop-
ment itt.g lair tndurance testiag of dUal and trispool engines). Special requirements have then been added for supersonic
engines to acCOunt lar air inlt. temuperature intcrease during testing, for thrust augilenters operation and variable area
exhaust ato/I 's operatioat.

If one compares the typical at hours block tests ((a x 25 - 150 hours) of BCAR Sect (' (JAR "F') arad FAR 33
requireaenaats for subsoinic aeroplane turbine engines as per Figure I both endurance schedules look practically the same.

Itowever the 2 hotirs arad 30 atMinuites period at incremental power is divided into 15 steps with different criteria
with respect to significant peak vibration regimes. According to BCAR not less than 10 hours (but not exceeding 50"" of
the incremental periodt shall be run with RPM varied Continuously in the critical vibrational range while FAR 33 quotes
only the maaximnun period to he run under those conditions (also 50V' ).

On the samte Figure I the corresponding 6 hotIrs block for gas turbine engines for helicopter use is also plotted to
indicate the differences when 21/z power rating or 30 minutes power rating approval is requested. No attempt is made to
show differetices with corresponding parts of BCAR conceraning helicopter turbine engines since the main purpose is to
discuss aeriplane engines anid itnay differtnces exist.

Differenaces exist also in the testing programa oat the thrust reverser. An example of the schedules is given in Figure 2
and Figure 3. If the thrust reverser is tohe used in flight additional testing is required. Generally speaking the
equivalence of the respective testinag schedules il both codes is considered.

It Table I a comparison is presented betwect the endturance tests of a turboprop engine plus tle propeller according
ti FAR 33 and B('AR Sect C

3. STRESS AND FATIGUE ASPECTS OF ROTATING PARTS

3.1 Centrifugal and Thermal Stresses

Besides tie requirements icOncranitg the propetr tltsign anltd ftunctioning af the engine controt systemt that ttust

preilt the etagine 'ri exceeding the liiitations affecting turbine, cotmpressor rotaar structural integrity. the require-
lits c iccrat tg aictual stress mtargins ii rotors art s ewhat difIlerently laid out in FAR 33 and B(AR's Sect C.

According tt V:AR 33.27(c) ntilI lit' tirbine aid colpressor rotor siustainitg tie highest operating stresses ill
ta a xi iiiiting RPM (lth 'hoaliet ) i iust be tested, while according to B('AR each rotor Must be tested.

[lit' test schedultes ott bttli coetlt's are ill [ablc 2.

[tar a perioad if n, mitutes and at tnaxitiUli op~erating tt'nperatir (exctpt lIr test No.3) the raotair must be testtd
arcctrding tat FAR 33. Iti attditioi I-AR 33.88 rtquirts a test of 30 Minutes duration with gas temnperatare 751F higher
than t' itmaxinmum apt'tian liatit alt the catmnpltte engine.

Fotlowing tach ttst. cach roitoar itit l within tht tlililh-nsiital limil allowed by tlhe type design arid Mnaiy t10 li
cracked.

B('AR Sect (' calls for the mttost critical ttltpcrattire caonditions that the turbine rotair call attain ill the event of
tailures f lith cooling ai r satpply bill is ltss sptcilie ill acet'pt ing litt l st ,irticl te r the ndt lrance test. It appears
that th requireament Ifor cetri fugal st rt'ss are Inmore stvt'r'e in H( 'AR while thernal stresses requireatettS arcnire
stringet in fAR 33. Ior engitteS eqtipptd with a free turbiit H('AR rt'laures an uivertorqtu, ttst tIor I mtaninuts to
stibstantiat' a 211 stecaondts lilit. Ilhe aavertaarqle is asshined at tit naxilunm tnginc declared overlorque itr 3 in
t'Xcessafh0 t InaXullUl i tirque tah tht' ngine whilhever is gr'ater Nitcotrrespotnding requirelments ini FAR 33 exists.
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3.2 High aind Low Cycle Fatigue Aspect%

A sUrvey 0 i I rbaor\ stresse's of lot it I itz parts I in:Itic(IdIng discs arId %IIit I ISI togt I Icr wit h bWatdes) R- Ipre seIs I I it, corner

Stolle 01 tilg Cv dC ltigirl' lilec assessmrenti ]'jlL' irltrc'illueieO air inrlet distorsiiin Or other inistallation1 related aspects I (Cg

whenl the (Ise tit a lrlpLeler is ColIrrCrnp)MLa'dI ) s accournted foir duIring the alternating stress survey for tie purpose of

ineastirinru tic peak %aluies ini Critical parts. FAR .13 re'quires ill) stator and rotor blades* to) he surveyed hill onily to 10t3',

ot iliamom take off RPMI and~ does riot rInclude carcass nor faint Conditions to he investigate(] (accordiing to Wl('AR l

of \lamsiniii RPM\ or - in ec.'5 (1l Ina\iiII~IOI tivrstpccd must he investigated hilt only Critical blade rowvs are selected I.

H[lpak, a1I)Mplue Of* tile Stress.ess lost beC 11own~ to beC below tile endurance limit of thre mraterial. if not. for steel
p1alt i1111111te life IS Coiisidered ats attainled When atl peak dinjpliturde of the st resses. 1I m iillioni stress reversals have been
stistaired kINthOot lit iici amiur by tile test Specimien.

it is \k trtli to note thrat irotwitliStanding the reqoiremnit b'r sale lifeL'diCIrOSt rat ill Ofl bladirig bothI COdeC' reqIure
ls'o bdecoritairriicrit capaliilift roll) tile engine Case. Ibis retuoirericeit is detily i13ctate by orthier coirsiderat lrns

thanl purel% fat iue aispects I such ats forreign ObeCt inlucedl daliare) h ut certainly represents iii add itionial safevty aspect
\sJCv lemiibodied into tlire engine iii respect oI damrage deriving f'rorr fadtigue failures ( see [able 31.

3.3 Low Cycle Fatigue (Start Stop Cycle) (see Figure 41

lire asice, nron COritIniMicil rate Irorr all causesS Iworld widLC is I per 10'~ aircraft hours (f'airly Counstant vaIlue
htririg tilecp I ) 10e\ars). 0f all nron Conrtainmiients aboutt ialt invoilved at disc f'ailure of' which about 1 ,'8 rave resulted ill

tile release ot debhris approachig or equal to a third of' tIL! LI ise.

Possible alternate Siilutiion lii avoid 11o1 contained failures wold be a redcL~tionI ot' RPN., while a reduIctio ti 1'5' is,

rmcainrgful, il respect of Cc lt ritoga I st resses 11I0(Y), its eflleet LII enginiL ti-rust is alsoi ve'ry imiiportanit . O( )ntIe cithIer Ihand.
total Containmirent e\ccpt for smiall engine, is, not at leasible Soluioil as thre weight penalty is tuoo high 4 or anl engine of'
'0 inn thrust tire wegh1o thle shield needled is of thre rder of* 50; (If' thre bare engine weight I.

At tire present State of thre art a partial conrtainmeint leg. I1'20 oit bladed dIisc Mrass) is a p)ossibility andL research is.
ging u il Iild inrg tire co nitrol of thie directio oiltf' Crack propagat itun a rid optiiriin case dlesigni for con tainmenticr1.

Bon thI codles, reqire al oiiperat inrg limiiit ation iihe est.0b Iished f'or each rotor disc arid each routoir spacer iif tilie Comiipressor
anid t trbirie %kithI regard tl tilie iitiriih'r o1' start stop stress cycles. [lie start stop cycle is Itlen defined as acceferai ig tire
eiigirle afIt er startinrg to Iits ma ximiiumii rated powe r oir IIi rust anrd mrainit a iinrg tie power Sett ing Un t il teniperat tres are

stab hr / eLI a'tier whIi ch t Iie enrginie is sltilled an idLIis,: anrd spacer Iteiiperatutres are red tred to a sign ificanit aIuro mnrlt.

A lactor it three is prescribedI b' F AR 33 between tire service Iiie assurired and thle nurirnbcr of' cycles tested without
Italtires Ani increase 01- I tie service life Co de LCermnred carl be granted if' at least three sampitles of' tire discs that rave beenl

Oipe rate clIII acttia I se'rv ice throuitighi tile servic Ii Ic are tested for a ii i r er of' cycles at least twsice tlie req uested filfe
increase.

M 'AR Ltef1iri tile puredictetd sale tile ats:

"Ni' is tile n ube r of test cy ec'ks Ciomnple'ted at thre test rig. ''K- is a test factor Of' C(L i vale rice betweeI test Cy ces anrd

flight Q ' L'VS ii) tkernnisl Ot ta rig tie cda riage anrd "y"' is thre scuattIer f'acttrr uIsually t akeni as 4.

It liv iniitia at ic iof t tic se'rv ice lif Icshn ii Itbe est ablIishei c l ntilie test ava i Iatle dIat a. Sinrce ItIe prorgram doLItes irtt cover

atl Ipi ssiIi IC faLt irs %i hich mii ay af11ct thre lives oif servie com or 1( ic'i s ( corrosion, f'rettinig. Iiighi cycle f'atigrre st resse's) onl a
revs engine usually 1) 3 is retainred always less than 5000 cycles.

I uglier tiIn Mi C de cetiscs can thlen lie subseqtueritly granted, assisted by fuLrther analytical antI experimienrtal stress
dclct'rinrratiion cOI)rrIprIrrts iii irdter to inrease service I'.

Sti bscl tic' li sc'rvicc' Iitfc inrc'rease' ifa ii rximnatecly oric lou rt It ' rith li d'tic ted mraximiumtil lift' is suggested.

Hioth rierica adopte fo I r thIe establishuCt 1' ofIiSC life dIuIring engine cert ifieat ioni tests appear stiblst alitiallIy

cunsc'rvat ye. Holiwever present criteria certainly riced fuLrthier irmprovemnts iii respect tof' areas sLIch as statistical anarl ly.s

frac tutre mrt'chIaics an qul~Iia lily cororl ( produtritoil aspect s).

arid shafts
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4 1 Ifird Inge~fioii

I like piohlIei 11 %I'r% sicIsU Is indi"Cd 1),i" la~ sk-rs ice a I riii sersi lceriliceL 01 neirls all ciirreiit
"'ItIMICiii1a1 Iliele. fiIk~ lo 111ss .1 c siigls iiie ili si/c. bird oiIl wSiil iiIti ldiipC III *ip)IIOMJC. WYiiiei of cllt'i

111,idtscits. tccltccsect 11% iritiglit shut dccinii III ippromimcktl30l 01i the Iiicideints

I I c escn cI th- mimiic omciiircIlal tirlciric cligilics ills iscla ev shut cdccs i rate clues tcc Iirci Inges~tioni IN less thiaii lie

shilt doccs ii cc ses 100)000 ofl .ircralt Ifietits I-ccr high hs pass riitii 1rhcctai thi file itO ClgHIi slhut downvi to]]llciig
hodrs IIIcVstIcIi IN ijprcciiiIAtCl\ (I tilies\11111 hci h mi fuu or othivi sCCli CiMIiris ccci)isiulreu. bilt service experience has shown
no si,-niticalt lla/ich oi t hose elgiis

lian1ces ic 11i1%e shlut docwn iitde toc imediumii sie birdS Onl 1%%0 engine,, are of the Order of I per million aircraft flighits.

I hu. nmaimr concrnl ihoiut those data ', that tile dbSence Of it dclimi inilet urea rehtioishipt since Ilk' proipse(] linear
relaticccslilp beissecui tile( area lkid tile numuber ocl iiuediluii birdts Ingested is nit sOticprirINli available statistical dlata.

I-ccr Smuall aircraft pokcreCi by. smaller engHies it appears that the smiall bird ingestuion is ailsit proiblemn and] might
prosude a gireater ha/ard than the imediumi birds.

[11e lcillccss ie classificatiocn 01l birds, anid relevant type tests associated with thenm is taken from BCAR Sect "C"
(Jk"I -) but is. correspondinge to definitions ot FAR 33-

Ia birds ho/thucs basin 4 lbs 11 .8 Kg) of' "eight)
It us. required thlau ingest ion Into engine does nit give rise to lia/ardOnS condit ions to the aeroplane as a result oit
fil e dama~ige that II,[% be Ca iiSed Iminpact and ingest ion are a SSu meId to oceCi r at max trueC airspeed in se rvice cUp to
'500 in1 of alt it ode.

.ltl/imii birds Itiuse basing I~ lb Is (.7 Kg) cit-weight I

SmallI birds (those having 2 4o,(55 1 10 grt of weight I
It is req ui red that at thle ina ximium i trute airspeed do rinrg clim iimi nmediat ely after take o IT no uiinacceptable
Imniediate or ultimate engine perforimanee loss occurs nor serious increase of' engine operating temperature or
deterioration of engine handling eharacteristies and no dangerouIs physical damage after bird Strike (See I'liet 2).

4.2 Hail and Water Ingestion

I s occurrence is now being handled in eqJuivaent fashion by both regulations (see Table 3). For water ingestion
test. introducedI to cover thle danger of' damage arising 1'roni easing distortion or contraction When su~biCCted to suidden
chilling effects iof entry into heavy rain and to avoid engine flame out, both high power test and low power conditions
niced to be investigated. BUAR and JS.\J prescribe both ain ingestion test of'4'; water concentration of the intake air nmass
flows at flight idle speed and at take offt power I-r 3 minutes. NO Unacceptable reduetion of engine perf'ormance should
occur alter water ingest ioni tests nor d angerous mneeianecal d a mage or d eterioratIio n of' engine handling chiaract eristics
alter hail ingest ion tests.

5. ENVIRONMENT EFFECT

5.1 Engine Icing Protection

One of the basic decisions of the JAR Joint Airworthiness Committee was to accept IFAR 25 Appendix C as the
basic Icing atmosphere . Tiie engine test prorgrami itself does nut actually dIependI on the atmosphere detinitionl Since test
co nditiiins are defined elsewhere in the B( AR. H owever t his point was very important in achieving standardizat ion. lests
Oni hotl L odes areV made to establish t hat the engine will f'unction sat isfaetorily when operated iii tie atmiosphieric Icing
cinditiuins prescribed iii FAR 25 Appendix "C'' without unacceptahle (see Figures Siwa (h (and 0/'iil!0:m

Iiimiediate iir uiltiniate redCLIt iof enClginle perlornuane
Increase icf engine operating temiperature
l0eterioraticm ccl'engine haiidling characteristics
Mccha n cal d nage!

Ic isseveor guLidalice ci n ta i ned In I AA Advts'oiry C irecuilar 201 73 are still ci fgeneral nlatore anid tests lien tioned cover
ocnly testing at sea level uindser static coniditions. Tlie problemis of' Surge and flanie cout occurring alter ice shiedd ing
hiowever havec caulsed Scone concern bior JAR iii flight undicer niatural icing conittions since sea level testings dcc not prosicte
in their iopinioun adeCtuLatC coverinig. lests hiave tcc be cOinldliCttLI with representat ive intake and propeller (f'or tiurboproips)
since intake idistoirtion tilme to incidence oir ice formnatiocn ccl thne intake and proillr mnust be takenI into aIccounlt together
witll] shedding ccl ice iiitu ile engine ocr icing cif engine sensing device contained in tile iittake.



It, JAR I' (AR Sect f''I lhe (.l(lowing table is prescnted to prescribe repetitions o|I .ither

28 Knil (ontinl. tls/5 Kill Itermittent Maiiuim Conditions for 30 minutes conditliolls

or
h K in ('0ntinuous/5 K in Intermittent MaxiinIuin Conditions tor I0 minuLtes cnditions.

the test points have been indicated within Figures 5/at/th) and /(al/th) for the two cases mentioned albove and for

the O minutes tests respectively at 1.).. MC, 75'; MC, 50'; MC and idle according to A( 20-73.

hiring testing two minutes delay in initiation of operation of* ice protection systenis are considered representative

to dIenn0stratC that engine characteristics are not Unacceptably affected.

Fach test should hbe run at miniuin power declared by the Mail LI Iact urer and at tile end of thce specified period
tie engine should be run at maxiinum power conditions corresponding to test altitude to deionst rate an effect, of itIe
shedding.

5.2 Ground Freezing Fog or Freezing Rain

HIi'se conditions are a lroblll which has beetn experienced in service and FAA requires a separaic test with ant
atmospheric liquid water content of 2.0 gr/ttl while JAR 1: tB(AR Sect C) requires a test of 30 minutes duratlilon at
ni ll itl uLi Selected RPM with an atlmospheric liquid water content of .3 gr/ ni. At the end of the period tire cngine

should be accelerated at Maximum 1.0. power withoIt suLffering unacceptable damage or power loss.

5.3 Ice Crystal Conditions

Sect. 1: of JAR f B(AR Sect ( requires additional testing for engines designed with reverse flow intakes. or having

intakes involving considerable changes of air flow direction. This schedule is not reported here for sake of brevity.

6. FAILURE ANALYSIS

File failure analysis is becoming more and more a iseful tool in designing aircraft equipment and in recent years also

engine reqlirements have been updated to cater for this basic issue that certainly had a great role in assessinig safety tor
Supersonic aircraft and spacecraft. Indeed oil tire aircraft side the method has been applied to systems for a great Humbcr

of years.

In FAR Part 33 a requirmenet ( para 33.75 is laid oil concerning safely analysis and calls for analysis of any

probabl' maltunction of single or multiple failirc's that could cause tile engine to:

catch fire
burst Ipenetrate in its case
generate loads greater tlhan those specified for the cngine

lose the capability of being shut down.

[lic intent ofl this re'tuirement is tI give ill engine ternis thc interpretation of' what may constitute "'haiard to the

aeroplane" and tiis Often canllot he judgcd olly hv tile engine Manufacturer. It has been generally accepted that aircraft
dleSign shoutlI he alitcld ;tat t astrIphic failire rate for all airworthiness causes not exceeding all extremely rellote

probahility .

An eventl having an 'xtreml'y rclole probability to occur during the life of single aircraft becomes a rc'lotLe

prohahility if one considcrs the number of hours flown during the lifelime ol all transport aircraft having the same type
oIf cngitic'. I is ohliges the aircraft Mailuacturer to introdLICe costly modification and heavy reinforcement Ito lhc aircraIt

structure t) withstand disc fragment penetration Withou1t catastrophic consequences or engine fire. hic presenl

Ic'linitiOll of remote event is defined as aii event having about I0 1 prohability of occurrence while a very re'ote ccnt is

associated to a proahity Ill the I0 " I0 ' 
range. Predictions hased oil the present state of the art often tell short of

i.eslgn goal due to Shortcomings of tie present testing methodologies. It is recogniZed iltat the protabilily of prime
lailtures of certain lechanical rotating parts (e.g. rotor disc, shalt ) cannot be estimated ill numerical ternis.

IIc di Ilictilty of tie prohlem to reprodLIce during Iatigle testing of eigine discs tie loading sequence that occurs ill
real Operation IS Mainly cIIc to the presence of' tie blade induced stresses together will ccItri fugal and thermal effects.

I lie final accepanc olf the level of Safety of tile cIcSign shall te based ol "'engineering jiclge Celt and previous
expcerience coibined with sound design and test philosophiaes according tlo ('AR Scct ( which also admits ain absolutc

prool i1 not possible in those cases.

aving mentlioned le first difficLlly encotlered ill failure analysis we shall rc'all ITahle 4 which suniuari/es the

current deliniitions of tthe evenls its per B('AR Sect "("' itt acc.ordance to the principle "tie more dangerotls the less
probable""
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It IN sCir ilInp0rtal 10i iilltii0i1i1that t he tItii10C dIaiaVSIS lnieldes iliVeilgatiiiil A ill aiiiial miid atitoiliatic ilgiric
eoilnts eootingi s\teolls .La temiperatuire conitrolt. eligink goverlir overstcd limliters. thrust reverses (oi llroptltlrt

,.\ ste'll eCl WICIn the, Vespcetcd lalorcs call be o1 doilieiit type impoiirtanlt coIsequeCeICs are drasvn with reSpect 10 tile
IIIJIlltCil,iliec Aotr l rdlito t Ih c eek periods. Ili many cases failure ainalysis Wvill diciMld Oin Iiistallationi Condlition'.s
,ild It is \cr5 dill c:ult to dctiiic Wheni the Iliigiic Maijul'actuirer respoinsibility ends in certain Cases.

l ic Liture inal),siN Whebn sigurificaiit dulib Cesit uil thie ellt-ctl of fadilutres anid likely comrbinatiion of )ailijies

iduitiiv mutiucd tuiluures 11.1s to be substantiated by tests whien a hiaz'ardoius consequence is suspected leg. elect ot

unhjIljtlilc arisilig 101111 .1 tirge~ blade failuire or bearilig lailuirel.

i he -1,l 111 u thle liuliu1re aiiatis are aulsoi ver imupolrtanlt and invest togethecr with areas strictly related to enigine

desueN-l mu ld iht LOiitro Of uuuIM Iubictiurcu part, and equipinilts alSO different areas such as eiigine operatinig instrLIc-
l in 1IL'\\ cowCli V proced uresl and as Iniuucated bef'ore maintenance pricediures and checks intervals.

7 I-IN.L REMARKS

Alter res m'.k ig the dil'terentces between thre two sets of' roles Iii somec important areas we wish to point out that
lullS oft thieii can be attributed more to pecificC Chuoice dictated by arbitrary will than to tchlnical reaso~ns.

It Is d lfieilt to estalish~l where Ii mwot eases the best solut in is. Ini tact thle willinlgness to wuork toward a common
set ofI roles cold siuoplit\ tile task oft achiievinlg standardiiation in tie fituore. Some ot her aspects of' finial enlginle approval

reC also e st ii whInich p resenItly are hia oil ld as Se parat e issues fromii basic ai rwo rthi mss certification. Theiir imiportan ce
is a rc atisets recent add it ion to thle g'ene ralI framework of enginle cert ifi catio o filde to e nvironmi01entI requnireimen ts Such as

AN all exSamllpe we will recall thIe re levanlt roles to be folltowed ill U S tuir em01ission0 cont rot. F AA has issued thle
Spe~. a fecderal Aviation Regulatioil (SF-AR I 27 toi ensure comipliaince with aircraft aitd aircraft enlginie enlissiois stalldards
aniid re Lt ed test proceduiires, issuedL by thle :LtivironIlIlenlt Pro tect ioni Agen0cy (EPA) unIder Part 87. E3PA part 87 covers
together WithI enigines of new designl still tol be certificated also engines in ioperatiuoi (sucht as Pratt & Whlitnley JT3 D anid
Jr[1 l) famoiliest. FPA roles, define thle *'SMOKF NUMBER"' together with H ydrocarbons, Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen

(hide percenltage ill Weighlt not to be exceeded for engine exhlaust. rFlec main impact oif those reqJuiremnents affect tile
Cmbiistiur designl of the li'egine.

AN\ tar as Iloise ciontroll is conlcernied thle situiatioii is less clear for gas turbine enlgines since existing noise rules I ICAO)
Arnie I 6i anld I- AR 36 Ii thte (I.S)I apply (illly to1 a ircra ft Ii ftlight defining the noise levels not to be exceeded at the thIiree

Ilicasilri ig po iinlts as a fto tolfl1 ftice ma ximu 1111Weight of tile a ircra ft. II lowes-er thle mlost imIiportanlt noiise source (If'

aiirkeralt iniise call still be ideinti'ICit Ill enlgine noise. Thle nloise Staindards hlave lad a stroing imlpact ill the latest generationi
of e lIeIs di ld Will Coiltilluei tio greatlyv inlluitenlce filte overall d esigni (If' tuLtu re e nginles. D~rast ic reduoctioils 01 engine no0ise

11.asc beeni a CliicC cthtIroulghi nlew i Sigi (If' ciomipressors, tans, n1ozzltes arlid eniginle soundu proofing.

Ill i ord r toi reacth thle best dlesign cimiipromIise tire MIanu(1factourer perlklrmTI no111 S urveys oii a test st andi withI thle

comlplete engine but 11o of-ficial conftirmlationl of' fiinal results is givein.

IfI one loolk,, at thle airworthiness imlplicationls olf all enlvironmen~cital aspects thle tiasic issue whlich apipears evident is
tha t i'se ry sI roe t irat mod1 iit lin requniremilenti to basic eniginle cOIiIlpOiIICIts dict at cibty envirnlen t rules should be
dlihi t i'itii It'ill tieegille Coli ig ra till I thI at will und(1e rgo a irwoirthIiness ccert ificat ion test ing. If noit, costlIy repictit iion (if

ce rItication11 ts wvill t akei place anli will ic uiniavioid abIe. ( bvio Ully the test art iclei should be totlly reptresenlia tiyeo(f

fiiial eingiie confliguratio 1 fpe Deisign)I.

Ftile test sCItIicol stioulid include ttli uiveralt aidi comptrteensive overview of alt tests nleeded biefore final eniginle

approval (niot oiily airwmirtliss, ecrtiticatioiit. Fihe prop~er succession (it" relevanlt official tests shioulid tieret~ore be

pltanneld Wsitti the aimi to establish tire linlk betweenl eiliroililentat requirenleilts anid airworthiness testinlg

BIBLIOGRAPHY
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TABLE I

Turboprops Endurance Test
I ngiine Propeller (ombination)

I.. I Shldult' (AA Sch'ledule

I I50 h I adurarice test on engine fitted with 15)I Eindurance test on engine fitted with
propeller I% ariable pitch ) propeller (variable pitch)

Feathering Feathering
85 cycles 50 cyclces

Reverse Pitch Reverse Pitch
175 cycles o1 30" each from idle 200 cycles o1 reverse Ir m lite pitfh then
25 cycles of 30" each fronm M(' power returninig to coarse pit. ]1i) I ' ei.i

Negative Torque and Thrust Overspeed
25 cycles from MC power 10' at max RIPM + 5';

TABLE 2

VA R 33 BI"AR Se(r C

120'; ot I'Iaxillnll limiting RPM 125' of maxiIlll speed (RPM) to he
(rotors equipped with blades or approved
weights)

115'; of maximaur limiting RPM I l10, of highest speed (RPM)
it oil engine resulting from engine onipoanent

failure or system

120'; of RIPM (while cold spinning) I 05 of' highest speed (RPM) resulting
at which max temperature and RPM from enigine component failure +
induced the same stresses other failure (that cannot he

detected by crew)

TABLE 3

l'I.ar~tn'ia

Ohi'r t Qil fit i Speed Engin Operatioi

Small birds One per 0.0032 m2 of inlet area and lift off speed Take off
o/ a1 fraction thereof up to max 16

Mediuria birds One per 0.2 Ill2 of inlet area. additional Initial cliib speed Take off
I.5 lb one per each 0.(05 ill2 tip to max 8

Big hird, I Ma xi irnti l cli ibI speed IaxiIIItIin cruise
4 lb

Ice (t y aCCliiulated after 30 second s delay Sticked ill MaxiILtiiii cruise

IHail I1 inlet area < 100 ira2  Rough air speed Maximiruria cruise at 15000 ft
Orn hrailstone rat I ill
If inlet area > l00 in2

One hailstone of I iii and ure 2 in
hailstone for each additional 150 in2

Water X' weight of clgine airflow Sucked iin lake off and flight idle

Broken n Sucked ill at take off
heaviest 1 fail can ble tested 15 seconds delay before
cOurpressr separately) shut down
or turbilne
blade (80';
:of tie Mlade)

Mixed gravel I ni per eachn I00 i2 rat inlet area Sucked ia lake of')
(oaver 15 minutes period
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TABLE 4

(From Ft(AR Sect (")

hg, f 1w I rolil Ia Emli . ,

II ;llrl <. of ei Finur e S Il. %(,,

I- hr,%0(urca

SA C engine Minor elect Reasonable 1() 1 10 4
/hour NO

loss I posscr IProhahle

Mlaior ctlect Remote 10 I 0-/hour YI S

1j I)is tailurc Ila/ardoii IXtrCel, C I ) 'holUr YES
remnote

I hrustl i opposite

d irect ion

(c Inallilit. to shut

TABLE 5

Other Systems Requirements Comparison

I".IR I CAR , '
5"~(' / .Ihore, se o'i p Ih e ,S' rc S1,1 (Pilc

I )upiCatC x BCAR I'ermit single ignition
Ignition

m a irirnated Oil F: AR requires test ing of engines
with contaminated oil

Titanium ll fircs X B(AR to excluLe titaniUm
stators olIICsS conlpelnsatioll

factors are provided

PIuritv o1 X IWAR consider it part ol engine
BleCd Air certi ication

Ruihiiig ol X W(AR reqJuires specifically an
Rotating Parts investigation of position f ruhs

I-qumpuneLnl l)riC eD X BWAR covers filihire cases

lca r l)oAi FAR requires parts to colorm to
Inspectioni tlype design and nuIal lilits

Shaft -aihuircs X W(.\R more precise in requiring
(06ear BIoxest deiumoinstration or salety in ltilre

! case or delined integrity.
L
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D)ISCUSSION

H.I. HSaravanamutItoo. C arleton Univ.. Ottawa. Canada
Could tic lctuiirer please amilyt on thli d fcren1cc be tweeni t ranisicn ithirust rcM iii cii Cs to r B ritIishi and Amei ricani
certification? It shldlL he noted t hat small d ifcercnccs in tic definiition of initial aiid f'inal t lirLust ctt ings hiave a
miajoir cfTtct On file acceleration fimc. this is fundaiient ally ditc to tic large iireasc iii rotor t ime constanit at lower
rotational speeds. Flie initial set ting, t Ii rc forc, haS a coid crahlc cfft'c on ileh accelecrat ion tld SClcd lc, wh clIif)i
tu rn . .itfcct tli tecmpc rat Lire levels andt cycilic thei rmalI daiiiaC. Thic rcsponse requiremeinits l'or civil and miilitary
airc rat. and 'o r helciico ptecrs anid Itself w ing airc ralIt arc quiiite di fTcrc it an ithei se di tcrec cs mu lst be coinsidered in
spccit'ving rcspoinsc rates.

Author's Reply
By looking to thti two sts of rides Considecred 1 withlini tic Ameiindtmiicint statU O ft tic t w iSet s of roies las per
Bihliwtraptiv I. five 5 secoiids tinmc dclay is a cioiimon requirtemetnit fuor tlic accclcrat ion rate, hilt I in lst coiitCSS
that this imiportant itcii was iiot incCLudcd in thce list of itciis considerctd ii tlit comparison I made.



SPECIFICATION REQUIREMENTS FOR U.S. FIGHTER ENGINES

by

Martin E. Dell
Naval Air Propulsion Center

P.O. Box 7176
Trenton, New Jersey 08628

SUMMARY

Military Specification MIL-E-5007D, a general specification for the development of
turbofan/turbojet engines, has been used by the U.S. Government for the procurement of
new engines since 1973. This specification was tailored and applied by the U.S. Navy to
the F404-GE-400 engine (F-18 aircraft) development program.

This paper briefly discusses the military general specification philosophy for the
procurement of turbojet/turbofan engines using MIL-E-5007D. With heavy emphasis on
technical requirements and assurance tests related to engine durability, the paper
describes (1) improvements in MIL-E-5007D over previous specifications, (2) experiences
in applying MIL-E-5007D to the F404 engine development program and (3) assurance test
approaches being considered for a revision to MIL-E-5007D.

MIL-E-5007D: U.S. General Military Engine Specification

Description of the General Military Specification for Aircraft Engines

The U.S. military services have used the MIL-E-5007 military specification series
for turbojet/fan engines for 30 years (similar documents, MIL-E-8593 series, have been
used for turboshaft/prop engines for 25 years). The current turbojet/fan specification,
MIL-E-5007D, was published in 1973 (reference 1). Typical of other U.S. military
specifications, the document is divided into the following sections:

1. Scope
2. Applicable Documents
3. Requirements
4. Quality Assurance Provisions
5. Preparation for Delivery
6. Notes

Sections 3 and 4 represent the major thrust of the specification, providing,
respectively, the technical requirements and the verification/validation tests required
to provide reasonable assurance that the technical requirements have been achieved by
the enaine contractor prior to introduction of the engine into service.

Various revisions of the military engine specification have intended to: (1) improve
the clarity of requirements, (2) be more reflective of engine technology advances, (3)
incorporate lessons learned" from problems in previous engine development programs and
(4) consider improved test methods/approaches. Each revision has tended to result in a
document with more requirements than the previous version and increased testing. The
military general engine specification forms the basis for specifying the technical
requirements and assurance tests for any new engine development program.

Since the military services provide the engine to the airframer as "government-
furnished equipment," the specification requires the engine contractor to define interface
information which permits the airframe and engine contractors to integrate their products.
In addition, MIL-E-5007D provides performance, functional operation and structural/
durability requirements. Although some requirements influence the engine design, the
specification generally does not provide specific design guidance.

How the General Specification is Used

MIL-E-5007D is used by the military services as the basis for specifying the engine
requirements in any new engine development program contract negotiations. The specifica-
tion, as published, is "general" in that it covers numerous requirements for the engine
contractor to describe the characteristics and features of his engine (e.g., the control
system and function of each control unit, maximum operating limits, interface requirements
with the aircraft). The military services are also required by the specification to
provide specific direction to the potential engine contractors. Paragraphs requiring a
military service (Using Service) input usually incorporate such phrases as "when required
by the Using Service" or "as specified by the Using Service." When the engine is to be
developed solely for a particular weapons system application, the Using Service tailors
certain requirements to that specific application (e.g., the 5-hour windmilling requirement
may be reduced for a fighter application, requirements to operate in a hostile environment
may be reduced for a trainer application, etc.). The tailored requirements are usually
furnished in a document which supplements the general specification, as a part of the
Request for Proposal (RFP).

. ... .)



In the competition phase for the full scale development program, each potential
engine contractor is required to submit an engine model specification in response to the
aeneral specification and the tailored requirements document. This model specification
is written in the format of the MIL-F-5007D general specification document and reflects
the contractor's intent to comply with the Using Service's requirements or provides a
vehicle for the contractor to show a lesser or even greater offer against government
requirements. The government and contractor will then negotiate requirements which
mutually satisfy each party" considering economic, life and performance trades. The final
negotiated model specification defines the end product which will eventually be introduced
into service, and becoTes a major contract requirement when the full scale development
contract is awairded.

During the engine development proaram, verification tests may uncover problems which
the contractor cannot overcome within the funding, time and technological constraints of
the program. Where these problems result in engine capabilities different than the
originally negotiated requirements (usually reduced capabilities) the contractor may
propose requirement changes to the Using Service by the Specification Change Notice ).SCN)
process. The SCN process may also be used to update model specification information
based on actual test results, to make editorial corrections or to incorporate new technical
requirements desired by the Using Service. Approval of an SCN by the Using Service for a
differert requirement or capability than originally agreed upon may result in a negotiated
financial or other settlement between the contractor and the Using Service.

Improved Military Requirements

The requirements of MIL-E-S007D have formed the basis for the development of the new
generation of U.S. military jet fighter aircraft engines. The F404-GE-400 engine (F/A-18
aircraft) model specification was negotiated against a Navy-tailored MIL-E-5007D; the
FlOO-PW-100 (F-15/F-16 aircraft) engine specification was negotiated by the Air Force
against a number of requirements from which MIL-E-5007D was developed. Since the F404
engine was negotiated directly against a tailored MIL-E-5007D specification, this paper
will emphasize the requirements for this engine as evolved from MIL-E-5007D.

MIL-E-5007D is unquestionably a stronger technical document than its predecessor,
MIL-E-5007C (reference 2), published in 1965. New requirements, in the areas indicated
in figure 1, are intended to better define the engine interface characteristics, and
provide a more safe, maintainable and durable engine upon completion of the full scile
development program. In addition, lubrication, electrical, starting and control system
reqirements are more specifically defined compared to MIL-E-5007C.

The structural requirements of MIL-E-5007 offer some of the most important changes
from MIL-E-5007C. Structural requirements in earlier MIL-E-5007 documents were relatively
nonexistent. In MIL-E-5007C, requirements were added for containment and rotor structural
integrity, fatigue life and low cycle thermal fatigue life. Durability requirements were
stated as:

"All metallic or para-metallic parts of the engine shall be
designed to at least 5000 hours inherent life within the
environmental conditions specified herein and within the
power limits, critical speeds, and qualification test
schedules specified in the model specification and the
vibration survey."

Unfortunately, no test or verification requirements relative to this requirement were
specified. A review of all MIL-E-5007 specifications prior to MIL-E-5007D shows that these
documents tended to emphasize the interface and performance aspects of the engine. As
borne out by service operation, structural problems which affected safety, operational
readiness and durability often were not discovered until new development engines reached
service. Fortunately, redesign efforts w-re usually successful, but these efforts delayed
maturation of the engines during the production process and caused high engine life cycle
costs.

In 1969, the U.S. Air Force developed a structural program for the B-1 bomber engine
(F-101 engine). Reference 3 states that this program, referred to as ENSIP (Turbine Engine
Structural Integrity Program):

"is an organized and disciplined approach to the structural
design analysis, development, production, and life management
of gas turbine engines with the goal of ensuring engine structural
safety, increasing service readiness, and reducing life cycle
costs through substantially reducing the occurrence of
structural durability problems during service operations."

The details of this program are beyond the scope of this paper, but reference 3 provides
a good explanation of ENSIP. Most of the structural requirements in MIL-E-5007D evolved
from this program. For comparison purposes, the structural requirements of MIL-F-5007C
are summarized in Table 1 and the structural requirements of MII,-F-5007D are summarized in
Table 2. It is apparent from the tables that MIL-E-5007D structural requirements are much
stronger than those of MIL-E-5007C.
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In addition to the increased technical requirements of MIL-E-5007D, major changes/
additions were incorporated into the specification for quality assurance testing.
Table I includes the structural test requirements for MIL-E-5009D (reference 4), the
companion specification for MIL-F-5007C, which provided the engine test requirements
prior to the development of MIL-E-5007D. Table 2 includes the structural test requirements
for NIT-E-S007D. The following tests which influence structural design were also
introduced into MTI-F-5007D:

1. oil flow interruption - operate 30 seconds without oil
2. l1 reservoir pressure - cyclic pressure/fatigue and proof pressure tests
3. Fire - fire tests of flammable fluid lines, fittings, components
4. Ice ingestion - hail and sheet ice ingestion tests
5. Generator/alternator - overspeed, load, containment
6. Foreign object damage - operate with a stress concentration factor of 3 applied

to three first stage blades

The qualification endurance test has always been considered the final "proof" that
an engine possessed sufficient durability for initial service use. (Unfortunately, for
fighter and attack aircraft, this initial service use often amounted to only 350 hours
before engine hot section problems occurred.) Table 3 provides a comparison of the major
features of the MIL-E-5009D and MIL-E-5007D qualification endurance tests. Each endurance
test engine in the MIL-E-5007D program is required to undergo a 300-hour test composed of
50 6-hour cycles similar to the MIL-E-5009D cycles. By doubling the MIL-E-5009D 150-hour
test, the new endurance test has more than doubled engine exposure to both high internal
gas temperatures and cyclic operation. The increased hot time and cyclic operation
required by MIL-E-5007D test is believed to better simulate service operation. The number
of required starts has been nearly doubled, also. The increased time at high temperature
and increased cyclic operation for the MIL-E-5007D qualification endurance test is expected
to cause engine contractors to utilize new or alternate design methods to be assured of
passing this more realist-c test, with the result that a more durable product will be
introduced into service.

in addition to the increased structural test requirements of MIL-E-5007D, other
engine and component tests have been added to the quality assurance program. Previously,
many of these tests had been run as "good engineering practice" by the contractors.
MIL-F-5007D has merely formalized these tests. Excluding the new structural tests, these
new formal tests include a Pre-Flight Rating altitude test (formerly included as a
contractual requirement), and armament gas ingestion, exhaust emissions, radar cross-
section and generator/alternator tests.

Other details on the various engine and component tests required for U.S. military
engines are available in MIL-E-5007D, and are far too extensive to discuss here.

Increased Testing

Engine contractors have indicated their concern with the number and length of
formal tests required by MIL-E-5007D compared to previously used general specifications.
The Aerospace Industries Association pointed out in reference 5 that the number of engine
and component qualification tests had increased from 22 to 44, and test time had increased
from 543 to 830 hours. The figure of 830 hours did not include time required for LCF
testing, too.

The U.S. military services recognized that MIL-E-5007D would require more extensive
formal testing than MIL-E-5009D. It was also recognized that engine contractors tended
to desion to pass these quality assurance tests, and many of the technical requirements in
-IL-F-5007C were possibly being overlooked because tests were not required to verify them.
A.s discussed earlier, assurance of a more durable product upon introduction into service
requires rore complete (and cost-effective) structural verification testing. Considering
that past engine development programs have generally required approximately 10,000 engine
test hours, including both formal and contractor in-house tests, the increased assurance
testinu in MIL-E-5007D substituted for contractor in-house tests is expected to provide
core productive test hours for the development program.

F404-GE-400 Engine Development

The F404-GE-400 engine has been developed generally against the structural requirements
of IMIL-F-5007D and required to pass the specified structural tests. Table 4 indicates
the structural tests and analyses required in the F404 engine model specifications.

In addition to the -tructural tests required by MIL-E-5007D, the F404 engine was
contractually required t- complete other endurance tests consistent with Navy engine
development milestones introduced in 1974. These milestones will be discussed more fully
later. but they include a Low Production Release (LPR) milestone, which replaced the
qualification' milestone term, and a High Production Release (HPR) milestone. (In the
following discussion of the F404 engine program, the term "qualification" will be used
vi

r
e "LPR to reflect MIL-E-5007D terminology.) The additional contractual tests resulted

in the accumulation of well over 2000 total hours of engine simulated mission endurance
tosting and well over 2000 total hours of engine accelerated mission testing.
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The following paragraphs concerning the F404 engine development program will show
the results of applying the MIL-E-5007D structural requirements to the program. They
will show that problems were uncovered which otherwise might not have been revealed
until the engine reached service. Obviously, a good development program is intended to
uncover and correct problems in advance of service operation. It will also be shown
that substantiation and verification tests proved that computer programs, in some cases,
did not adequately predict stresses expected under operational conditions, and allowed
corrections to be made in a timely manner. The total engine development program has
provided both the Navy and the engine contractor with more complet-e engineering information
than any previous Navy engine program. This information will be useful in analyzing
possible engine problems in service in the future.

Description of the Engine

Prior to a discussion of the F404-GE-400 engine structural integrity program, a
brief description of the engine is appropriate. The engine (see figure 2) is a low bypass,
augmented type with a 3-stage fan, 7-stage high pressure compressor (each driven by a
1-stage turbine), a throughflow annular combustor and an afterburner. The inlet guide
vanes of the fan and the stator vanes of the first three stages of the high pressure
compressor are variable. Continuous fan bypass air is provided to the fully modulating
afterburner. Five bearings support the rotors. The engine, manufactured by General
Electric Company (GE) , has a thrust-to-weight ratio in the 8:1 class and provides
maximum thrust in the 16,000 pound class.

Low Cycle Fatigue

For qualification purposes, the hot parts tested against the specification low cycle
fatigue requirements were the 1-stage high pressure turbine (HPT) disk, 1-stage low pressure
turbine (LPT) disk, combustor casing and afterburner casing. The parts were required
to complete the equivalent of 1750 sea level static LCF cycles (each cycle defined by a
start-IRP-stop) to satisfy the MrL-E-5007D LCF general requirement for fighter engines.
The parts were run in various engine builds and tested using Accelerated Mission Test (AMT)
cycles to accumulate the equivalent of 1750 I'F cycles. The AMT cycle was developed to
relate to the major cyclic and high temperature operation expected by the F404 engine in
the F-18 aircraft in service. Each AMT cycle, designed to a time period of 36 minutes,
equated to one full LCF cycle and nine full thermal cycles (idle - at least 95 percent
IRP - idle) and accelerated service operation by 3.33:1. The nine partial cycles for
each AMT cycle were equated analytically to an equivalent number of full LCF cycles to
accumulate the required 1750 full LCF cycles for each disk and casing tested. The LPT
disk assemblies, the HPT disk assemblies and the afterburner casing successfully met the
LCF requirement without incident.

A combustor casing completed 4785 equivalent start-stop cycles, but exhibited a
small crack (0.2 in. max. length) at each of six strut outer leadinq edges. Unfortunately,
the casing had not been disassembled for inspection after the required 1750 start-stop
cycles because a major disassembly would have been required and there was a desire to
accumulate time rapidly on other engine parts in the test vehicle. The records of nine
other casings were examined to determine if these cracks were a common problem. One
casing had no cracks at 1916 cycles, one had a crack at 1205 cycles and all others had
no cracks, although none had accumulated more than 1105 start-stop cycles.

As a result of this investigation, GE ran a comprehensive thermal gradient test of
the entire casing and updated its stress model to more accurately reflect the true
stresses. Because crack propagation appeared to progress minimally after initiation and
offered no problems, the combustor casing was considered qualified by the Navy.

The 3-stage fan rotor and 3-stage forward compressor rotor assemblies successfully
completed 3500 start-stop cycles, as required by the specification, in spin pit tests
conducted at the Naval Air Propulsion Center (NAPC). It was estimated by the contractor
that in 4000 hours of expected F-18 aircraft service operation the F404 engine would
accumulate approximately 2000 start-stop cycles. Considering that the fan rotor and
forward compressor assemblies were designed for a 4000-hour life, the components were
tested to nearly two times their design lives relative to start-stop cycling.

Upon agreement by the Navy and GE, spin pit testing of the assemblies was continued
past the 3500 cycle specification requirement. After 6518 cycles the fan first stage
disk failed; the contractor had expected the fan assembly to reach 10,000 cycles without
failure. The high pressure compressor assembly successfully completed 14,000 cycles.
Although the compressor assembly met the specification requirement, the contractor
redesigned the first stage fan disk to provide increased LCF life.

To gain more information on the LCF life of the engine rotating parts, an extensive
component test program is currently in progress at GE and NAPC. Demonstrations of three
times the expected 1000-hour mission requirements are planned.

Engine Pressure Vessel/Case Desian

A combustor casing was subjected to a pressure of two times its maximum operating
pressure without rupturing to meet the specification requirement. The pressure was
increased to 2.22 times the maximum operating pressure before slight local yielding
occurred at a stress concentration point.
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Stren~qphnd LAfe

A detailed strenoth and litf- analysis was performed by (,F during the Pre-Flight
Ratine Test (lFRT) and Quall fication lest (.0T) program; . Most part 2 were considered
adquately designed to meet expo'cted F-IP aircraft s'rvic/i-ss ion li.fe rc.quirements
relative to stress rupture, fracture mechanics and low cycle fatique. However, the
analysis during the PFRT phase showed that the stage 1 fan disk, stage 3 fan disk, aft
fan shaft, inner balance piston seal, hioh pressure turbine nozzle and combustor would
not meet desired LCF life requirements. As a result of the analysis, the stage 1
disk, stage 3 fan disk and aft fan shaft were redesianed by CE for introduction latef n
the development program. Analysis showed that the 1411T nozzle, supposedly designed foL a
500-hour life, would show cracks after 150 hours, but was not expected to require repair
until 500 hours. Based upon successful testing, GF later changed nozzle life predictions
to 1000 hours. The combustor, designed for 1000 hours, was analytically predicted to
exhibit crack initiation at 540 hours, but these cracks were not considered by GE to
limit the combustor service life (without repair) to less than 1000 hours.

The updated strength and life analysis during the QT phase supported the earlier
PFRT analysis and also showed deficiencies in the HPT disk, LPT disk and LPT forward
seal based on the materials being used for the early flight test engines. The OT analysis
showed that these parts fell short of the minimum LCF design life of 4000 hours required
for expected service operation. Material changes for production hardware were expected
to correct these LCF deficiencies.

The QT Strength and Life report established the LCF test duty cycle and duty time
required for an AMT required by the F404 engine contract. As discussed earlier, a
36-minute cycle was developed. For the AMT, 2000 of these 36-minute cycles, or 1200
hours of test operation, were considered equivalent to 4000 hours of expected F-18
aircraft service operation. Later the contractual AMT was changed to a 600-hour test.
The number of thermal cycles in each 36-minute segment of the test was increased from 9
to 12, producing an acceleration factor considered to be at least 4:1.

Finally, the strength and life reports analyzed expected creep, or stress rupture,
usage by the engine parts relative to 4000 hours of expected service usage. The
fractional life used by each critical part for the time spent at the various power
settings was calculated; no major problems were uncovered by this analysis.

As part of the strength and life analysis program, a vibration and stress analysis
was performed during the PERT phase. The vibratory characteristics of the fan, compressor
and turbine blades were analyzed to check their mechanical design adequacy. The airfoils
were examined by the CE TWISTED BLADE OR MASS computer programs. The dovetail attachments
were evaluated by CE using their SINGLEHOOK, MULTI-TANG or ROTOR programs. The analysis
showed that vibratory characteristics (vibration-stress distributions, critical frequencies,
vibration modes, etc.) were within acceptable design limits.

To verify the vibration and stress analysis, an engine test was conducted with the
rotors intentionally unbalanced to at least their maximum limits. The test concentrated
on examining vibration and stress levels of shafts, bearings, some disks and other
critical components using accelerometers and strain gages. Spectrograms were developed
for both velocity and acceleration. Engine running consisted of starts, slow accelerations
and decelerations, chops and bursts. The tests showed that all vibration and dynamic
stress levels were below maximum allowable levels. In addition, the test history of the
number 1 and 3 thrust bearings was reviewed to provide further assurance that bearing
thrust loads were consistent with life expectations.

Another engine vibratory test was conducted to concentrate on bearing loads and
rotor deflections for an engine dynamically equivalent to the qualification engine.
No unforeseen major problems were discovered, although it was known early in the F404
engine development program that there might be some risk associated with the number 4
roller bearing. As a result of high vibrations during early P404 engine testing, Che
bearing clearances were tightened. This led to excessive edge loading and reduced bearing
life. Number 4 bearing failures occurred in the development program despite attempts to
provide minor corrections to design/assembly of the bearing. Finally, a larger bearing
(same outside diameter, but smaller inside diameter) was designed and was being tested
at the time this paper was written.

Creep

A creep analysis showed that the creep-limited components of the engine would not
exceed their 0.2 percent creep limits for the desired mission lives of the parts (4000
hours for most parts). For the turbine blades, their rupture lives were required by GE
to exceed their stated mission lives (500 hours predicted at that time for HPT blades and
1000 hours for LPT blades); the analysis showed that the mission lives would indeed be
exceeded by the rupture lives. For information, the predicted lives of the HPT blades
were extended to 1000 hours later in the program due to successful testing.

The 150-hour qualification endurance test, to be discussed later, was also used as
a basis for assuring that creep would not be a major engine problem. For the high pressure
turbine blades, the 150-hour qualification endurance test was considered a severe test,
since the blades were supposedly designed for 500 hours and the 150-hour qualification
endurance test required afterburner and inteimediate power operational time well above the



total huqh temperature time expected in 500 hours of service operation. For parts
designed for 4000 hours, the 150-hour test was not considered severe. All engine parts
successfully completed the 150-hour qualification endurance test without excessive creep.

Containment

Containront tests were conducted during the qualification phase of the program for
the fan module, high and low pressure turbines and forward compressor rotor assembly.
In each case, one of the highest energy stage blades was notched in the airfoil just above
the attachment platform to cause failure at maximum allowable transient speed. The
casings successfully contained the damage resulting from each blade failure.

Rotor Integrity - Overtemperature and Overspeed

During the PFRT phase, the engine was tested to satisfy the specification over-
temperature requirement of five minutes operation at a T5 H temperature (low pressure
turbine inlet temperature measured at the engine electrical harness) of 75°F above the
maximum allowable steady-state temperature. Both the fan and Gas generator rotors were
required to operate at or above the maximum speed limits. The test was conducted for
five hours, 15 minutes, at or greater than the specification required conditions. No
damage was sustained and engine part dimensions were within acceptable limits.

Compressor and fan rotor assemblies were operated in NAPC spin pits to meet the
specification overspeed requirements. They were required to operate for five minutes
at a speed simulating 115 percent of maximum allowable engine steady-state speed at the
corresponding disk metal temperatures. The disks were actually run at speeds higher than
115 percent to compensate for conducting the spin pit tests at room temperature rather
than at the appropriate disk metal temperatures.

Neither the fan or compressor had to repeat the overtemperature and overspeed tests
for qualification because the PFRT and QT parts were similar. The fan stage 1 disk,
stage 3 disk and fan aft shaft were improved for LCF life during the qualification
phase of the program, but the production parts were expected to have at least the same
overtemperature and overspeed capabilities as the PFRT parts.

Disk Burst

Disk burst tests were not required because the overspeed test requirements of 115
percent of maximum allowable speed corresponded to the F404 engine specification disk
burst requirements.

Vibration

Engine vibration measurements were taken in the PFRT phase of the program under
steady-state and transient conditions. Using vibration accelerometer pickups, no destruc-
tive vibrations were evident in the operating range of the engine. Other extensive vibra-
tion and stress surveys conducted were discussed earlier under 'Strength and Life."

Externally Applied Forces

Prior to performing a static load test of the engine, all static structural elements
which transmit to the engine mounts inertial, gyroscopic, and thrust forces resulting from
flight maneuver conditions were analyzed. The GE MASS, CLASS/MASS and VAST computer
programs were used in the analysis. The CLASS/MASS program analyzed flanges, shells and
other axisymmetric members; the VAST program analyzed the complete engine system. The
analyses, performed in the PFRT phase of the program, developed margins of safety for the
parts analyzed. For a number of parts, test data were also compared to the analysis.
In some of the cases, the tests revealed significantly higher stresses than the computer
analysis, indicating some imperfections in the computer programs.

Next, the engine static structures were subjected to loads simulating the maximum
combinations of inertial, gyroscopic and thrust forces, and the resultant mount reactions.
The specification required the parts to withstand the limiting maneuver loads without
permanent deformation and 1.5 times the maneuver loads with no evidence of cracking,
buckling or permanent deformation. Generally, the stresses for all parts were well below
the material yield strengths up to the 150 percent maneuver load operating conditions.
However, the turbine exhaust frame mount ring support links, although acceptable for the
100 percent load case, were not acceptable for the 150 percent case. As a result, the
links were redesigned to increase strength, and the new design proved to offer good load
margin when tested later during the qualification phase. A repeat of the PFRT engine
static load test was not required during the qualification phase because of similarity of
PFRT and QT parts.

Gyroscopic Moments

An analysis was performed during the qualification phase of the program to determine
the effect of the maximum expected maneuver loads on engine rotor-to-stator deflections
and clearances. The analysis showed that the cycling gyro loads were not expected to
result in any parts failure or produce severe enough rubs to affect satisfactory engine
operation (rubbing was predicted under some limiting conditions). Generally, good
stress margin was indicated for engine parts. One significant problem was uncovered by



the analysis, however. Stresses at the low pressure turbir.e torque cone rim bolt
holes exceeded the minimum -3 material vibratory allowable stress limits. The flange
was later thickened to correct the problem.

F404 Vnjine Qualification Endurance Test Results

The qualification endurance rest has always been considered the most significant
test for durability in the qualification program. MIL-E-5007D requires two 150-hour
tests on an engine. The F404 enuine was required to complete one 150-hour test on each
of two engines, each engine using a different fuel and lubricant. (Later, due to financial
constraints, the Navy changed the formal requirement to one engine test on JP-5 fuel,
the Navy's primary fuel. A 100-hour AMT was used as a vehicle to qualify the engine on
J P-4 fuI) . The F404 enoine was also contractually required to run an additional 150-hour

endurance test on one of the engines for demonstration purposes. MIL-E-5007D requires the
test to be conducted at sea level conditions, although some operation is required (one-
third of the test time) at high inlet pressures and temperatures corresponding to certain
maximum flight conditions. Nearly half of the F404 test was required to be conducted at
inlet temperatures and pressures corresponding to high Mach number conditions at altitude.
Table 5 presents some of the significant qualification endurance test requirements for
the F404 engine program for comparison to the MIL-E-9007D requirements in Table 3.

Although the MIL-E-5007D qualification endurance test was never perceived to
represent a particular number of engine hours in a service environment, there is a
temptation to compare the F404 endurance test against expected service operation. One
survey presents expected service usage information for the F404 engine for 1000 hours of
sei vice operation in the F/A-18 (reference 6). The engine is expected to perform 525
starts, 5990 partial stress, or thermal, cycles (idle - intermediate - idle) and operate
120 hgurs at maximum temperature. Considering that the F404 engine was required to operate

at 17 C above the rating temperatures for the various engine ratings during the qualifica-
tion endurance test, the stress rupture capabilities of the engine were tested fairly
well. In the area of centrifugal and thermal stress low cycle fatiuge, however, the
F404 engine endurance test was not expected to be a good representation of predicted
service usage for 1000 hours.

No major structural problems were uncovered by the endurance test, but some part
failures did occur during the test. The most significant problems were a cracked fuel
nozzle pigtail (the pigtail is located between the fuel manifold and nozzle), cracked
variable exhaust nozzle secondary seals and an afterburner pump seal failure. Fixes
have been initiated to correct each of these problems. The post-test inspection of all
engine parts generally showed that all parts were in acceptable condition and within
serviceable limits, except for the high pressure turbine nozzle. One of the HPT vanes
showed excessive trailing edge distress, believed to be caused by some plugged cooling
holes. A change to the processing and inspection procedure during manufacturing was

expected to correct the problem.

Where Do We Go From Here?

Since the publication of MIL-E-5007D in 1973, some key factors have occurred to
provide impetus for the development of a new revision of MIL-E-5007. The factors

include:

a. New engine development milestones have been defined.

b. Concepts of Accelerated Mission Tests (AMT) and Simulated Mission Endurance
Tests (SMET) have been developed.

c. Aircraft mission usage profile definition capability has been developed.

d. office of Management and Budget Circular No. A-109, Major Systems Acquisitions,
of April 5, 1976 was published.

e. A Task Force on Specifications and Standards Improvement was chartered as a

panel of the Defense Science Board in 1974 and published a final report with specific
guidance in April 1977.

In the following paragraphs, some of these factors will be discussed and explored

more fully.

New Enqgne Development Milestone - High Production Release

By the late 60's, both the U.S. Navy and Air Force recognized that old engine design
methods were not going to be so easily applied to engines utilizing the newer, lightweight
materials and designed with the newest engine technology, including more complex control
systems and variable geometry systems. Previously, engine performance was the major

consideration on all new engine development programs, and any durability problems could
usually be overcome with reasonable effort either in development or production. With

the newer technology engines, a different approach to assuring that the engine development

programs would continue to produce reliable, durable engines for service became necessary.
Fortunately, many new design concepts and assurance test requirements related to engine

durability were incorporated into MIL-E-5007D. Still other concepts and approaches have

been developed over the past few years and should be considered in a new MIL-E-5007
document. In 1974, the Navy introduced a new engine development program phase and



milestone, and a new endurance test. Engine development programs have classically used
the PFRT and QT milestones to clear the engine for flight tests and for production,
respectively. The military general engine specification provides the assurance test
requirements which must be satisfied to achieve these milestones.

To increase the assurance that an engine would be sufficiently durable and reasonably
problem-free upon introduction to full service operation, the Navy added a High Production
Release milestone to the development program. The HPR phase of the development program
was constructed to include a 1000-hour SMET and an engine LCF test, each test to be
performed on an engine produced by production tooling. The SMET was intended to be composed
of basic missions expected to be flown by the aircraft in service. The missions were to
be mixed in the appropriate proportion for 1000 hours of service operation. An Accelerated
Service Test (AST) was also introduced into the HPR phase. The AST was designed as a
1000-hour service type test of the engine(s) in an aircraft. The engine was to be
maintained by the contractor for the first 500 hours of the test and by the Navy for the
second 500 hours. The test was aimed primarily at assessing maintainability, reliability,
durability, maintenance manuals, service limits, etc., in typical service operation.

Since the HPR phase of the engine development program was designed to approve the
englne for full production, the former QT phase was redesignated as the Low Production
Release phase. An engine, upon completion of the LPR phase, would be permitted to be
produced in a limited manner for Navy aircraft assurance tests and limited initial
service operation. A typical development program utilizing these milestones and tests
is shown in figure 3. These concepts were generally incorporated into the F404 engine
development program, although the SMET requirement was for 750 hours rather than 1000
hours. A revision to MIL-E-5007D should consider this approach for engine durability
assurance.

The concept of a SMET as the final durability test requirement in an engine develop-
ment program seems appropriate; it offers a final "proof" that the developed engine,
manufactured with production tooling, can perform satisfactorily utilizing the same
missions as service engines. Obviously, a sample of one engine provides little statistical
assurance and confidence that all production engines will reach 1000 hours in service
with no durability problems. Additional approaches to assurance testing to augment one-to-
one SMET testing for durability will be discussed later.

Mission Data Development

Mission-oriented testing requires one major ingredient - definition of the expected
service missions (and the proportionate mix of missions over some period of service
life). To acquire mission definitions for Navy fighter aircraft, Navy and industry (Pratt
and Whitney Corporation) representatives surveyed Navy fighter pilots in 1974. Typical
fighter missions and a mission mix were developed and were utilized to define the initial
F404 engine SMET. In recent years, the Navy has developed a more detailed and systematic
approach to acquiring and updating mission information for all types of aircraft (e.g.,
fighter, attack, patrol, trainer, helicopter). The approach has been to: (1) interview
pilots and instructors, (2) acquire engine flight test data by flying similar aircraft
against the general missions stated by the pilots, (3) store and continually update mission
information in a computer system and (4) utilize the data to develop mission-oriented
endurance tests. Reference 6 describes the program more fully and provides a good
description of some of the typical missions flown by Navy aircraft.

With this ongoing system for maintaining knowledge of Navy aircraft/engine operational
use, the Navy has developed a tool which will be integrated into future engine specification
revisions.

Accelerated Testing

The SMET concept which requires test time equivalent to operational mission time on
a one-for-one basis is a costly test, considering the cost of fuel and other resources,
and requires a lengthy test period for its accomplishment. In the last few years,
accelerated mission testing approaches have been developed to compress test time. As
discussed earlier, the F404 engine development program has utilized the AMT, sometimes
referred to as an Accelerated Simulated Mission Endurance Test (ASMET), approach for some
of its assurance testing. An AMT is a shortened SMET intended to reveal creep and LCF
problems in the hot section of the engine; time at engine non-damaging internal temperatures
and minor speed cycles are deleted from the SMET to form the accelerated test.

Extensive experience with SMET and AMT testing has been gained by the Navy as a
result of TF30 engine testing over the past six years. The NAPC performed a 750-hour
SMET on a TF30-P-412A engine in 1974, a 400-hour ASMET on a TF30-P-412A in 1976 and a
1000-hour SMET on a TF3O-P-414 in 1977. Pratt and Whitney Aircraft Group also performed
testing and analyses during this period. This total experience and utilization of F-14
aircraft mission data resulted in the development of three generalized AMT mission cycles
for the TF30-P-414 engine. These mission cycles are being used in the appropriate propor-
tion by Pratt and Whitney as the basis for accelerated testing to uncover durability
p oblems before these problems occur in service (i.e., "lead-the-fleet" concept).
Accelerated mission testing up to 1000 equivalent flight hours has produced a good correla-
tion of engine hardware condition with TF30-P-412/414 engine service experience.



Reference 7 describes the concept of accelerated mission testing in depth and discusses
Air Force work with the TF34-GE-100 engine (A-10 aircraft) utilizing the AMT approach.
The TF34 engine tests utilized an acceleration factor of 2:1. The Air Force has also
performed extensive AMT testing with the FIO0-PW-100 engine, utilizing an acceleration
factor of 3:1. Because of the large amount of operational time at high engine temperatures
and the number of large speed cycles, fighter and attack aircraft AMT's are difficult to
accelerate by more than 1.5-3:1. It is obviously desirable to accelerate endurance test
time to as high a degree as possible. At least one company, Pratt and Whitney, is
currently studying accelerated-accelerated test (A

2
MT) approaches for turbine airfoil

evaluations, which could conceivably reduce the time to run an AMT by 75 percent for
_mrie evaluations.

It is recognized that the AMT (and SMET) have some potential shortcomings for
uncovering hot section problems. As discussed in reference 8, some of the problems
associated with the development of the mission-oriented tests are:

I. Sufficient operational data are lacking, so pilot survey data are used as the
ba-is for the development of generalized missions.

2. Engine data acquired from flight tests are generated in a rather controlled
environment by experienced flight test pilots (the Naval Air Test Center generates
data for the Navy) as opposed to operational usage with less experienced pilots in an
uncontrolled environment.

3. Environmental effects are not factored into the missions.

4. SMET/AMT testing is usually accomplished in a sea level static test facility;
the effects of high altitude operation on the durability of the engine are not completely
duplicated in the test cell (F404 engine testing, discussed earlier, did include the effect
of high ram conditions at altitude during the SMET and AMT).

5. Mission data, usually developed from older aircraft/engines used to fly the
missions, often has to be analyzed and revised to be more representative of the new
weapons system.

These shortcomings have not appeared to be crucial in the case of the TF30 engine.
Although the AMT as currently run does not show the magnitude of hot corrosion, or
sulphidation, found in service engines, correlation between the condition of test engine
and service engine parts has been good. Hopefully, for new development engines, the
projected, or expected, service environment (missions and mission mix) will permit good
correlation between SMET, AMT and service engines.

Rotating cold parts, considered as parts which are not in the hot gas path of the
enaine, are most often life-limited by LCF. SMET and AMT tests are usually of insufficient
time duration to reach the service life for the cold parts because cold parts are designed
to last 4000 - 8000 hours, and SMET and AMT tests are aimed at uncovering earlier hot
part problems. Since temperature cycling is not a major consideration in the life usage
of cold parts, accelerated test methods can be employed which subject the parts to only
the major stress cycles for the appropriate expected mission life of the hardware. An
Accelerated Low Cycle Fatigue Test (ALCFT) of the complete engine or of components in a
spin pit can reduce test time by a 10-20:1 ratio (i.e., 8000 service hours can be
represented by 400 - 800 hours of testing). For pure LCF testing, hardware (e.g., engine
disks and pressure vessels) should be cycled to include engine start-IRP-stop and idle-IRP-
idle cycles. MIL-E-5007D requires an engine LCF test for a start-max. rpm-stop cycle which
the contractor is required to develop. The specification also requires that the individual
engine components (e.g., fan, compressor, combustor, turbine) which are LCF life-limited
be tested to two times their lives. Spin pit tests for these engine disks appear to be
the cheapest, most practical approach to testing these parts for LCF resistance. These
engine and component specification tests are still considered appropriate, but mission
information, now available, should be utilized to develop the cyclic test requirements.

Earlier, cyclic and temperature features of the MIL-E-5007D 300-hour qualification
endurance test were described. It was pointed out that the general cycle used for the
test was heavily weighted towards checking creep and stress-rupture of hot parts. The
test also requires the demonstration of various limits, such as maximum accessory loading
maximum customer bleed airflow, anti-icing valve actuation, maximum allowable gas tempera-
tures, etc. The Navy is presently reviewing the 300-hour qualification endurance test
requirements. One proposal under consideration is to substitute the MIL-E-5007D endurance
test with two tests - an AMT equivalent to a specified service interval for the engine and
a Durability Proof Test (DPT) which would exercise various engine functions and demonstrate
various limits. An AMT would impose both creep and LCF conditions on the hot parts as
assurance of their durability. The DPT, a test conceived to be approximately 60% of
an AMT, would be used to demonstrate specification limits and assure that operation at
those limits for a reasonable time period would not detrimentally affect the parts.

Reference 8 provides additional information on a Navy 'Revised New Look' program
which requires accelerated assurance testing. Figure 4 depicts this program with a
few modifications. Note that a new development milestone, Developmental Release (DR),
has been added to provide additional assurance early in the program that sufficient
progress has been made towards achieving durability requirements.
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These significant changes are being discussed within the Navy now and a position will
eventually be coordinated with the other services to develop a revised military engine
general specification. The Navy is currently developing the details of some of these
tests in specification format.

The Navy intends to require that all future engine development programs include
AMT and accelerated LCF tests froF early in the development program to the end of it.
Specific engines will be assigned solely to perform these durability tests to uncover
failure modes, track crack progression of hot parts and develop some assurance that design
predictions and methods are correct.

MIL-E-5007D Revision

The prel'minary stages leading to a formal revision of MIL-E-5007r, now seven
years old, are underway. Each of the three services is studying the total specification,
and the coordination process among the services should begin soon. Impetus for a revised
specification has resulted from engine technology improvements, especially in the under-
standing of failure modes, durability problems and associated test techniques. (Some
recommended specification improvements relative to durability testing have been discussed
previously in this paper.) Also, there is a desire to make the military general engine
specification more "tailorable" as a result of conclusions drawn by the Task Force on
Specifications and Standards Improvement, which published its findings in 1977. The Task
Force considered the U.S. military specifications as "technically superior to their
commercial counterparts" and 'essential" for procurement purposes. However, the Task
Force recommended a joint government/industry effort to effectively tailor the application
of specifications and standards. Reference 9 provides a more comprehensive general discus-
sion of the Task Force's findings.

Closing Summary

MIL-E-5007D, as the general specification used by the U.S. military services to
procure turbojet/fan engines, has provided significantly improved requirements over
previous military specifications. Major improved durability requirements have paid
dividends on the U.S. Navy's F404-GE-400 engine development program. Some potential design
weaknesses, uncovered during the development program through required structural analysis
and testing, may not have appeared until the engine reached service if MIL-E-5007D
requirements had not been adhered to. In recent years, however, the development of
better, more complete aircraft mission data and a better understanding of engine failure
modes has provided impetus for a new specification revision. Specification improvement
must be a continual process which keeps pace with engine technology advances and "real-
world' experience with service engines. Maintaining engine specifications current will
assure that engines developed in the future will be durable and operationally effective.
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T ABLE I
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TABLE 5

Summary of F404 Engine Qualification Endurance Test Requirements

No. of -ng-ne 2

No. of test hrs ./onaine 110

line at Ith and hiaher (hrs) 78

Time in afterburner (hrs.) 47

Thermal cycles .375

No. starts 387

Interface - PTO, inlet, armament gas irgestion, bleed connections.

transient airflow, fuel

Maintanability

Environmental - fungus, humidity, exhaust smoke, invisible emissions

:rNiqn and ('onstriction - adhesives, self-retain2ng bolts, securing of
fasteners, clamps, screw recesses, drives

,atety

.tructural Performance - life, pressure balance, pressure vessel/case
desion, strength and life analysis, design
material properties, creep, disk burst speeds

Valor Compon(ent Characteristics - Enqine Control

Electrical Systems

Instrumentation

0il

Exhaust Nozzle

Thrust Reverser

Water Injection

Fig. I New paragraphs/requirements
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)ISCUSSION

J.Fresco. I urboincta. I r
)i .arloii, te.st r,'qtillrlelt. ot MIIo I .50071) such as rotor integrity test, it is requested to run al IliaXiiiUin,

temiperature

%k hat doe' 11a\iiiiuili temperature mean with respect to ratings when Oe eiigiiie f.ailire ratilgs are envisaged'

Aul or's Reply
It is in,, understanding that this, qucstion relates to the prohlei to testing to consider a contiligecy. or emergency.
enigine raling. lHie Navy has not lornahly accepted such a ratinlg. ()il a recelt programl where it was permitted. a
deiuonstration of the rtling was required a certain number of tines during the () I elLduratucv test

M.D.Paramour. %hiistr: of l)efence. UK
I understand that the (IS Nayv has Introduced a new specification NAP('-I-79012 \l)oes lhi, speciifcation include
tile prolposed revision to MIL-IO-50071) outlined i your paper, and what is the current status of tile new
spec itcat ion

Author's Reply
NAlP( -1'- T9002 us an interim Navy speci'icatio n which incorporates sonic specification revisions which were
de ,elhped as a result ii "lessons learned" in tie 1975 1978 tine period. The revisions have been applied im aily to
Section .3 o tie speci 'icatiorl. A mire extensive revision of' Section 3 has been prepared and is being coordinated

withi lfiie Na,. y Most of tile test concepts introduced in tIie paper have not been incorporated into Section 4 yet.
although effort In Underway.

[he Air Ftorce, cuIstoudins of MlF-I -50)71), are presently developing a revised specification which will be eventually
cuordinated bv time Military Scrvice.

P.F.Ashwod. National (as urbne I-.stablishmenlt. UK
What proportion of tie certification programme requires the use of altitude test facilities. and do you use such
facilities for endurance testing'

Author's Reply
Official tests which are usually conducted by tile Navy in ZIltituode facilities include: PFR and QT altitude, inlet
distortion and armament gas ingestion tests. Other tests reiuiriing tile use of special facilities (e.g. conditioned inlet
air) are: low and high temperatures, corrosion, sand and dust. gyroscopic mlolieilts and infrared tests. Rotor
integrity tests Including LCF and containment tests of components are also often undertaken in Navy spin pits.

Endurance tests are usually conducted in sea level facilities and may utilize high pressure facility air conditioned to
a desired temiperature. Endurance tests at altitude have been considered by the Navy, but the use of electricity to
operate plant e(luipment makes this type Of test costly (tile savings In fuel and its cost does help offset the high
electricity cost) aild lengthy endurance tests reduce the availability of precious altitude test facilities. At this time
it has not been proven that testing at altitude for durability verification purposes will provide much more informa-
tion than testing at sea level.
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SUMMARY

It will be shown how in the Federal Republic of Germany Qualification and Certification
of military used aeronautical equipment, here engines, is in agreement with the airtrans-
portation legislation of this country on the one hand and how it is bound in the develop-
ment and usage of a weapon system on the other hand.

The activities in the course of development and during usage will be presented with spe-
cial emphasis on the aspect that PWP-ML* is only occupied with the subject of airworthi-
ness free from the need for the pursuance of schedule and financial matters. Differences
to the procedures and the organization of other countries, if known, will be shown.

INTRODUCTION

In popular-science encyclopaedias AIRWORTHY is defined as FIT to FLY. However thosewho
are engaged in the aeronautical field have to consider other, i.e. official definitions
as for example the definition of the British Standard Institution ( F.S. 185, Section I

AIRWORTHY: Complying with the regulations prescribed by the
competent authority certifying the fitness for
flight of an aircraft.

This definition means that during development and manufacture of aeronautical equipment,
in this case an engine, not only technological and scientific fundamentals but also legal
and administrative aspects have to be considered.

Those legal and administrative aspects which we have to consider in the Federal Republic
of Germany differ in some areas from those valid in partner countries. This we experienced
throughout the development phase and also when approaching entry into service of the two
most important projects of the German Air Force, the ALPHA JET ( joint production with
France / and the TORNADO ( joint development and production with Great Britain and Italy
as well as when adopting aircraft originally developed for the civil market, such as
VFW 614.

Having learnt this lesson we feel in the interest of both parties, the companies and the
certification authorities, knowledge of the regulations and proceedings plus understanding
of the restraints put on the officials are most important because this will help to simpli-
fy and facilitate cooperation between companies and the authorities within their country
and also cooperation between the authorities and companies participating in a joint project.

STATUTORY FUNDAMENTALS

In the Federal Republic of Germany for both military and civil air traffic the Luftver-
kehrsgesetz ( LuftVG ) = Air Traffic Law applies uniformly. Thus it has been ensured by
law that the public safety will not sensiblykEaffected neither by military nor by civil
aircrafts. The LuftVG is a prevention law, i.e. it requires that before any aeronautical
equipment can be released for flight it has to pass an official assessment and get appro-
val from the appropriate authority.

This law is executed in the Federal Republic of Germany by different authorities indepen-
dent of both the manufacturer and the user. In this context only the c mplex of qualifi-
cation and type certification of engines will be followed up.

The Type Certificate will be given:
- for civil-used engines by the Luftfahrtbundesamt ( LPA ) Federal

Aviation Agency
and
- for military-used engines by the Leiter des MusterprUfwesens fur

Luftfahrtgerht der Bundeswehr ( BWB-ML ) = Director of Aeronauti-
cal Equipment Qualification for the Federal Armed Forces.

This separation between civil and military engines was considered to be necessary for

*NotetNames of authorities and abreviations are given iccording to the German designation



various reasons, among others the protection of military secrets. The legislator realized
the different treatment by granting an exeptional provision in the LuftVG. Apart from the
different administrative responsibility this provision also permits departure from the
LuftVG as far as necessary to accomplish the special tasks of the Federal Armed Forces.

INDEPENDENT AIRWORTHINESS AUTHORITIES

In the Federal Republic of Germany the general view is taken that the rights of the gene-
ral public can best be safeguarded impartially by an independent institution. fly this way
the different interests of the parties concerned. i.e. the manufacturer, the user, and
the general public are to the utmost respected.

Although engaged in the whole life cycle of aeronautical equipment PWP-ML is independent
not only of the user, that is the Air Force, but also of the divisions responsible for
development and procurement within the Pundesministerium der Verteidigung ( BMVg ) =
Federal Ministry of Defense and the Rundesamt fUr Wehrtechnik und Peschaffung ( PWR
Federal Office for Military Technology and Procurement. PWR-ML is directly subordinate to
the President of the PWP which.demonstrates its independence from the organizational point
of view as well. Figure 1 shows the integration of PWB-ML into the armament branch, and
Figure 2 presents the organizational structure.

ENGINE LIFE CYCLE

The procedure for the introduction of equipment for the Federal Armed Forces is covered
by the " General Regulations for the Development and Procurement of Military Materiel."
The flowchart contained in these regulations is subdivided in individual phases. At the
end of each individual phase an assessment has to be made and a decision how to proceed
has to be taken.

The individual phases and their decisions are as follows:

Pre-Conceptual Phase Military Needs

Conceptual Phase Operational Requirements

Definition Phase Operational Economical
Requirements

Development Phase Approval for Introduction
into Service

Procurement Phase Approval of Final Report

In-Service Phase

The Type Certificate of an engine is one precondition for the decision of the introduction
into service. It has been established by internal administrative directive at which point
PWB-ML is to be included into the equipment life cycle. The following regulation exists:

- During the Conceptual Phase BWB-ML is notified about major events in
a purely informative way, for example BWB-ML is provided with a copy
of the Military Needs.

- During all the other phases BWB-ML takes an active hand in the programme.

In Germany we are of the opinion that inclusion of the Airworthiness Authority early in a
project is beneficial to it. The parties concerned have to have a clear understanding about
all requirements with regard to airworthiness already when defining the engine. Also from
the technological and economical point of view early participation is absolutely necessary.
Due to reasons of cost and time, today, it is no longer justifiable that an engine manu-
facturer approaches the Airworthiness Authority for the first time after completion of
development requesting qualification. BWB-ML design and verification requirements, e.g.
with respect to necessary minimum performance, structural strength, or functional reliabi-
lity, particularly when using new materials or not yet covered new technologies represent
a cost factor which must be known to the manufacturer by all means prior to tendering.

In case of complex equipment, such as an engine, and due to the partly opposite interests
of the user, the procurer, and thekAirworthiness Authority coordination too is absolutely
necessary. Balance can only be achiaved if all concerns are duly taken into account. Ba-
lance will be disturbed immediately if one of the coordinated factors is altered, e.g. if
the. user's request increases costs will increase and airworthiness will possibly be affec-
ted. This balance can be ideally illustrated by an equilateral triangle containing both
the functions and the parties involved ( F gure 3 ).

INTERNAL ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE

Information on the military administrative organization within the Federal Republic of
Germany should be concluded by referring to the regulation which generally governs the
work of the Airworthiness Authority Representative. It is the Joint Services Regulation
ZDv 19/1 " Das Pruf- und Zulassungawesen fur Luftfahrtgerht der Bundeswehr " = Inspection,
Certification, and Licensing Procedures for Aeronautical Equipment of the Federal Armed
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Forces. Each Airworthiness Authority Fepresentative has to comply with the provisions
contained therein. Individual chapters of the ZDv 19/1 particularly those covering coope-
ration with industry are seperately compiled and are normally used by RWP in this form
for incorporation into the contracts placed on the manufacturer of aeronautical equipment.

.IAIIFICATION

A precondition for issuing a type certificate is the successful conclusion of the qualifi-
cation. It has to be demonstrated by theoretical and/or practical proof that the engine
to le qualified is airworthy, i.e. it complies to the Design and Test Specification.
( " complying with the regulations prescribed by the competent authority " ). The proof
of compliance is to be provided by the manufacturer. The Airworthiness Authority Represen-
tative is entitled to supervise the conduct of these proofs. BWP-ML is not equipped with
facilities which would allow to perform tests within its own responsibility but can make
use of other official establishments like the Erprobungsstellen der Bundeswehr = Federal
Armed Forces Test Centres, i.e. in case of aeronautical equipment E 61 Manching.

YONF, SFECIFICATION

The airworthiness requirements are included in the Design and Test Specifications. In the
Federal Eepublic of Germany the civil sector prescribes FAR Part 33 as regulation for the
certification of an engine and depending on the engine intallation FAR Part 23, 25, 27 or
29. The military sector issues its own national Airworthiness Regulations, the !uftfahrt-
taur]ichkeitsvorschriften ( LTV ). For the qualification of military engines no regulations
have been issued so far. In the meantime PWh-ML uses the U.S. Military Specifications

- MIL-F:-5oo7 D and

- MIL-E:-8593 A

as the basis for elaborating the Model Specification of the engine to be developed. To a
certain extent utilization of the U.S. Military Specifications is due to history. The
important weapon systems introduced in the Federal Republic of Germany after World War 1i,
such as F-1oh, have been equipped with engines built and qualified to U.S. Military Speci-
fications. Further utilization of these specifications is preferred not only for practical
reasons but also for continuity and treatment of engines to the same basic rules.

It has to be clearly pointed out that the Military Specifications referred to will be only
the basis for the regulation which define the requirements with respect to airworthiness
of the engine.

It is said as in other countries in the Federal Republic of Germany a Model Specification
will be established. The difference is this Specification gets here more attention than
the basic regulations like FAR, JAR etc. One can explain this point of view by the special
task of FWB-ML namely to make sure that an engine taken into the inventory of the Armed
Forces is airworthy and stays airworthy throughout the whole In-Service Phase. This hand-
ling enables PWP-ML to take into consideration divers points in more detail compared to
some civil or earlier U.S. Military Specifications. Moreover this proceeding is more
flexible with respect to international cooperation or joint military and civil development
of an engine which forces the adaption of an other specification system. For the inclusion
of most modern engine technologies, not yet covered by regulations, this is the only possi-
bility.

.-ome special features BWR-ML looks after in more detail are:

- the correlation between the engine and the engine installation in the pro-
pulsion system of the relevant aircraft

- the planned mission and mission profile

- the maintenance concept required by the user

For better understanding the following more extended comments will be made:

Correlation

in former days ( and partly still today for civil applications ) engines of specified
performance categories were developed separately from the aircraft. The aircraft engineer
had to comply with the installation instructions laid down by the engine manufacturer to
ensure that the engine functioned in a satisfactory and safe way. This made possible a
distinct separation into engine and engine installation both at the manufacturer's level
and on the side of the Airworthiness Authorities and has been embodied in the Design and
Test Specifications, for instance:

Engine Regulation Engine Installation Regulation

FAR Part 33 FAR Part 23, 25, 27, 29

MIL-E-5oo7 D, -8593 A MIL-I-83294

DERD 23oo AvP 97o

Today the integration of the engine into the propulsion system of the aircraft has advan-
ced so far that a close cooperation between the aircraft manufacturer and the engine
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manufacturer is indispensable. This design concept now most commonly used has also to be
taken into consideration by the Airworthiness Authority when preparing the qualification
programme. This is illustrated by means of an example: The engine of the Tornado Weapon
rystem is supplied with the required amount of fuel at the required pressure from the
low pressure fuel system. This pressure is produced by an engine-speed dependent pump
which belongs to the low pressure fuel system and thus to the aircraft part for which
the design responsibility lies wit4 the aircraft manufacturer. Each change in fuel flow
required for a given engine speed will result in a change of fuel pressure at the engine
inlet. Put there are other factors which increase complexity:

- There is the requirement for utilization of different fuels ( F 34, Fho
- The fuel is used as a coolant
- Compressor Bleed Air is used for fuel tank pressurization or as medium for

an ejector pump of a fuel/air cooling system in the heat exchanger.
In the end a great number of parameters are interconnected and each change of one parame-
ter can cause a change of one or more parameters or all of them. This interrelation can
only be controlled by incorporation of a set of data as detailed and comprohensive as
possible into the Model Specification or a related document such as an Interface Control
Document or by defining a computer programme established for that purpose. At BWB-ML the
organization of the various branches has been adjusted to the problem outlined above by
integration of the Airworthiness Authority Representatives responsible for engine quali-
fication with those responsible for qualification of the low pressure fuel system in the
PWP-ML section Propulsion System.

Mission Aspects

It is common practice that airworthiness of an engine will be verified to a general spe-
cification. From this it could be concluded that the design wilJ not be based upon the
factual requirements of the missions but upon those necessary for satisfying those spe-
cification. BWB-ML cooperates closely with the user from the very beginning to take
account of reality. For instance, the planned mission profile is taken into consideration
when designing the engine and demonstrating compliance. Thus BWB-ML is prepared to adapt
the schedule of the endurance run established in the specification to the requirements
of the mission, namely to relate it to a mission cycle. This is of special importance for
engines with a high power to weight ratio.

Maintenance Aspects

During the In-Service Phase of the engine an essential cost factor is the expenditure for
maintenance. It is the intention of each user to keep it as low as possible. In this
phase however besides the aspects of operational readiness which falls within the user's
responsibility the concerns of airworthiness have to be taken into account by BWB-ML.
This is contrary to the procedures in other countries. The maintenance concept, if known,
can be taken into account when determining the limits defined by airworthiness. For ins-
tance, if it is possible to count the load cycles of the critical parts with a recorder
the number of the allowable LCF cycles can be established as life limit; where this is
not possible a cycle to hour ratio has to be determined in the course of qualification
in order to establish the number of hours as the limit for the life of the critical parts.

Cooperation Aspects

Today engine developments even of relatively small engines are hardly or not at all possible
in a solo attempt. Such developments require international cooperation to reduce develop-
ment riscs and also to open a larger market. The latter will also be achieved by certifying
a newly developed engine for both the civil and the military market. BWB-ML is in a posi-
tion to cooperate in such projects as long as it is possible to meet the requirements of
the LuftVG. As an example, reference is made to the MTM 380 engine presently in the plan-
ning stage. In this project France and the Federal Republic of Germany are cooperating on
the military side; however, in addition, this engine is intended for commercial application
too. The set up of the Model Specification is to be such that the JAR Engine ( that is
basically FCAR Section C ) serves as the basis. Where requirements of the Military Speci-
fication MIL-E-8593 A are not satisfied by BCAR Section C they will'especified as additio-
nal subjects in the Model Specification. In addition, installation requirements as per
FAR Part 29 or special regulations concerning crashworthiness ( MIL-STD-129o ) have to be
met.

TYPE CERTIFICATION

In the Federal Republic of Germany the Type Certification of a civil as well as of a mili-
tary engine is documented by issuing a certificate. This document which is set-up in a
way similar to the Type Test Certificate used in Great Britain certifies the Airworthi-
ness of the engine. Furthermore it contains the limitations within which the engine is
airworthy. Unlike the above mentioned UK Type Test Certificate this certificate does also
specify the operation- and maintenance manuals. In addition it contains the requirements
for production acceptance testing of new and reconditioned engines.

In the Federal Republic of Germany HWB-ML certifies airworthiness of an engine at the end
of the development phase. This does not mean the conclusion of BWB-ML involvment in the
life cycle of an engine but only the achievement of a milestone. During the In-Service
Phase responsibility of airworthiness still rests with BWB-ML and hence the Type Certifi-
cate will be amended continually according to further evidence plus experience by BWP-ML.



The process of the qualification and type certification procedure for military engines
and the administrative responsibility is regulated in tile Federal Republic of Germany in
accordance with the Luftverkehrsgesetz = Air Traffic Law. For special features due to the
military aspects an excepional provision has been granted. A rough comparison with the
procedures applied in other countries shows that our procedure conforms rather with the
civil reculations introduced in these countries. In comparison to this civil practice
lb-!ML is not. only the Certification Authority but has also the function of an Airworthi-
ness [epartment of a commercial airline or an aircraft manufacturer.

1. * .. 1><: Section 1: lob2, Fritish Standard "lossary of Aeronautical Terms
.:uftverkehrs,7esetz ( IuftV2 ) in der Fassunj der lekanntmachung der Neufassung des

Luftverlehrsgesetzes vom 4. 11. 1909 ( FGPI. I S.1114)
1/1 'Sas }ruf- und Sulassungswesen fUr Luftfahrtgerht der bundeswehr, HIMVg FUL I 5,

Cktober 1974
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a:, la. lef t, tr 1, dve'q rent of more r-alistic pr o- -, :. Ti.-- ti',,s t'ir w - nsi rl fc,r t!.,.
,'lrr-t:t r.,viw , f the !'K qualifi ,atioi re ;iiremertti anr- ii
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'There are in th, NAT', coi..tri es several general spec i fi cations for mil itary "tgi r',-s and -'odi's of civil
airworthiness r-gulations. All of them deal int,-r alia with helicopter engines. These sit: of require-
ments are similar in, their genieral philosophy hut diff.r consideral ly it, dtail. Whi1st some- of the
differences arise from genuine variations in operational requiremert , others ar- simply reiults of the
separate ,velutior of the specifications, and a lack of successful effort at standardization. To achieve
type Apprcval in all the markets in which he hopes to sell his engines, an engine manufacturer would
obviously prefer tc carry out a single series of tests, rather than duplicate tests to meet small

differences in requirements. It is equally in the interests of military authorities, who not only set the
requirements lut have to pay for them to he met, to avoid unnecessary duplication of testing when

purchasing foreign-made engines. The UK military specifications have not been amended for some years, and
the time las come f,r a thorough review. It is therefore opportune to look not only at our own require-

ments tut also at others to see what can he gained from those in force elsewhere, both military and civil.
We mu-t examine whether these requirements have adequately met the needs of the past, and what changes are

teci.ssary tm meet the needs of the future. This paper sets out to show the path we are taking.

YP APPROVAL TESTING REQUIREMENTS

.1 General and Individual Engine Specifications. Airworthiness regulations and general military
specifications set out the mandatory requirements which normally must be met by a new engine. The
civil requirements cover factors affecting the safety and durability of the engine, but the military

specifications deal also with requiremonts enabling the engine to operate satisfactorily in a
militar role. For a military engine an individual engine specification is prepared which gives the
performance requirements. It will also detail the way in which the mandatory testing will be applied,

and any exemptions granted, following discussions between the contractor and the authorities concerned.

Thus the general specifications are administered with a degree of flexibility sufficient to meet the
needs of a particular engine. The main general specifications and airworthiness codes are shown in

Table i.

Brief Descripton of the Gereral Specifications and Airworthiness Codes

,., .1 L Eng RD Specifications. D Eng RD 2100 covers Test Requirements and D Eng RD 21300 covers
.esign. and 'onstroction. They are sed for all UK servre engines and are controlled by the

irct rite of r;gine Technology in MO(PE), formerly the Directorate of Engine Research and
Developm, nt, from which the specifications took their name. Separate Type Test Schedules and
Acceptance Test Sichedules are provided for engiies of Single-engined Rotorcraft, Multi-Engined

trrefraft and for coupled engines, as well as for varous categories of fixed-wing aircraft
engiref'. D Fng RD q(: was last c ,mT:r'hensively revised in 1167, hut a number of amendments
were isel up to 1 T01 to keep it up tc, date .

British 'ivil Airworthiness Requirement: S,-ction C WBCAR) . BCAR Section C, dealing with
'-tgi. 's an4t oopel l*rs, is acce;ted as a Furopean Sltandard hy the Airworthiness Authorities of
BRli um, Franc-, Federal Retpublic, ,f Germany, Italy, The Netherlands, the United Kingdom and
w"er:. te reqiroment.; ae cotrolled by the Engine Requirements 'o-Ordiriating Committee of
thr 'K 'ivil Aviation Authority. Al par. i-ipatirig nati ns ar, represented on the r'ommittee.

R A. lnrtioti c ,rs lth Design arid ,"-ri!trut ion, Typ- 1--st- and Acopt-atice Test:. ft is
r''vi,w', ar, ufl y, aril arlm ,,rI- an' r ,' r,,.t,w-n r-vi tot'n:; y mean, of 'R 'lue Paper' giving
i-lit iori 'r rivie') nii resit . ,,1rat,ot.-,,ct ti n ,- r e sv ted toi rigi:'s of ;ingle aid
tl

t 
i-eng i',d ,t,r--raft, as w,'ll a-' or 'e f, fix--winp air'raft. Th. Type T'-st !schedules

fr I- torrft ,-tiit.r: tav, ro, rtly tb n amnd-d to fa'i I itat,. or-l:-sal iat irn wit[, th, I]I7
FAF iart v ,usl 

t
'-y wr,, idi ti-al t,,, this in 11 ig Fl, ,R I ( .

M1I t- -,A .A ':hi i: the ;" v,-r-ral military st ,,-ifi tii for turbo-prop and tur o-
<:haft ''n it , c. It wa:; prnipared ty the T.7. Navy, an-d i-. :.imi Iar t., tll -I- -C71 , the s;pq .ificat i,,n
fr ft' r ',et ard I 'rt--far, engin,si. Its i: t-ib i F ly all ' I:' .irv.-,' . l.ik, th'

F'l r,'-,a' ;"-r' i-'a- irs, it. -',-rs ~i l-th -sigr and ',st.ni,-ti,,n iPilirmi.rttll arid Pi-liminary
i-ivtt Patina, 4ualifi,'ation and A---ptan,-' I',-sts -Qu' ality A:':,ran ir-vi:;i'ts). 'Th"

i a: .4ti or, Wa: i::: .d :r, 1 '1 ,::iup -rs'.Ii r.g a riumber -,f earIier p-ci fi'at i- nr; dat ing fr,,m
"K. V i r t ia rn. -f at imm i.nt r, v i . tt t.l.i; s; i''ifi -at i,11
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'islt- !,0u ,19 'ire: im a1 'rili - i ~ ilngt wioti ,--n'-r'f
r, "i i!. I t ri -p. - trd ;I' 'it -ar t' Itrii t*rie c prt -n':: it rin it ro nwti' I .f

- I *t' .''.r' 'ts; -tr I ' ii-i tt.- h.~i xIi i- ti:' trigi ou. rai'. 1 , v:r;s t.' rtnr

* -. ' . ,: tt s-it. ftc-S- ;r im I -- rrd -'i n-t-ws t't'it . st rin w-its.ri -t 15 C: I-t~ -r

I - -' If .r' iA rmt t a-t. h't y w t i p- mi' va iti'. t h tt'o igru r n ir-tl'V-iri-l

A.' fr- -is Jri -Ii -i t its 1 I -i v-'loprs--t at. --rgisle ibti'ld I- flight t,-st'-d to
'' at., Fit at tIlt i tipi tor i rip f I i plit mrars -tivr'- A formral tes,' is required to assure

-vt Ito-A 'if.tei iii~~ i'. yrorsrri-,. Ani'development approaerres complettion,

r ran~. 1' Pyl AT ;rovR1 t' un. d 'riertak'-ti to -isur- the fitress of thle engine for serviec tide,
I I iiii t o rino limit: witShit whi ch it may 1 e safe-ly operated. To Fuinnuni that

(Ii ~ ~ t c- - tirm .- Thgs-' AT zr- val utarlari], -alI are given an, Arcer~tanci. Test to cheek
t. ', roar c'' 'i:,l -rr- t f 4itiit ii (T.i i, nil, i n tihe I 15, tiempl e engi nes are sot jIct,1 to a more

p r 1iot i c i inl I it y" Te'. rnigr ntinet' it to rvici-, rhcltks most be undertaken to ensure that
I-I-ir-iat ii.St. tL t r - 'ur-u. Formal t'st pirogrammres are also requir-d to accept

t' -r %tinio"I t ar-! to val idete modifications. Depe nding con She signi ficance and

.1 , .T~ f 1 t, Mi if ain thi' bitt' r may vary from a short check up to a repetition of much of
45te ra t-i'tt,g.iv The sztructure of these -I ~ is shown in Tat le 9.The remainder of this

par ice' - w t''eAi-pr'vel Tests, as these are the most comprehensive te-sts to which an engine is
a'-! vi :;' t he s'tardard agai nst which suttsequent testing is measured.

liiV'TF'-TS IAL 2 TCN FSTSt

Tb mmricr Flements. hefour codes of requirements mentioned in Para 2-, have 3 features in

a. 'onditions according to which the satisfactory completion of the tests will lead to the
approval of the t'ngin-.

t Fn i tn"- Tests,.

- 2 trp limerntary Tests .

n'litisns for Type Approval. It is a feature of all the requirements that satisfactory
tmttinothe formal tests is a necessary but not a sufficient condition for approval. A fault

whtich may he seriou-s so service operation may occur only a very few times in the limited hours of
dev-lopment testing, and possibly not at all during approval tests. It is essential therefore that
,at. aufthority bases its approval on its total knowledge of an engine, not just on the outcome of the
fcrmal tests. Ti kni-wlidge should include all development testing of an engine and possibly
service exi-rlenc- of earlier versions of the engine. D Fog RD 2100 therefore states that in

a'iitnt:. ton m-ting thti Type TPest requirements, an engine must have "a satisfactory background of
development exferieo-'e,". B('AP includes like requirements in Section A, which deals with Certification

anr- -': royal I mci-luresi. MII,-b-oYI9A adopts a somewhat different approach. It acknowledges that the

rrmal t-sts, as" nrly ,To t chs-cks on the performatce arid integrity of the engine. It therefore states
t:.'it r, twi 's'tr.lni g Sr.- r-1q iremeoit- for t-nt v-ni ficatioo of i ndividual poi nts of' performance or

T ra t: ir g 'siraqc t - r: st i i's..... the enigine maniufaeturer/censtructor shall continue to be fully
r i - fi r tilt1 f'-at',r-'s elharacteristi cs aind performance of the engine throughout the environ-

'it---------atl :1-rating -ne-lope, to the extent r~quired by the applicable contract."

s.'t'r t'-ri'n Eidurarce arnd Supplementary Tests, Tile most significant stage in the approval
nw -f. at. -tigint- in tie i-n lurant.- test. The, build standard of the engine which passes this test

at. f-s r -w.i ' aprioval i.s giv-n for seorvice use. The endurance test is not able to
ass--' 'ai: : -"-t -1 'tipi.- funi'tioning and integrity, so supplementary tests are required.

m-i- I.a i. -rri -- oit r: ogi red representative of the production standard, Should
as't-7: r.'- I ir'' . :-'. melt: floe tier. t, the eripini' may he necessary. It is therefore
s rt-ft r, --tI--tary I-:tsto t-- uarr. ! tut hofs r" thI- en burance test, so that any

--.it; I . -an t -itt.-r-s rat-il if ioss-ilr 10 it. thI- eridormoce test engine, so avoiding the ne for
- 'ia:''.''S '' 1f--to it. ut'- 1 'i modi ficatiorn approval tents, In practice this ideal is

'it.- s:, - m-if' -at i-nr. rink'- tim-, to develop and procure. Following an untsuccessful
-n-n'i '. f'',, a .':at - f i ,tt Sb'" ijtplemo rtary aid endurance tests may be required to ensure

- ~~: liP:.'m: I i f; -at i T.. hi' r-T.ueati-i '-ridiranee runn inrg does riot always incur extra
X: - ri 1:. in fen e "iv- ari-" -ntign en endurance tested for sm

- - - -'i-s 'Pt.WI--ri at -tigito- has t-nr dfvelo'i;'d to the stage where its per-
1' ma.'- 'r- fi iS oitigart- seti sfai'tory , arid its i inttegrity lie: licer -'sttl:-shed by

- t -a' -r.' ary t '- tit g, its -israrilIity at a determinied 1,-vol of performance- is e-statilishied by
t3.a~"-tin sh ari is; code- of regulations all use fi)r this purpose variations on) thle

tim tI.- tour S --- t, v-e into f- -hour stages .

-it I--' sq rat.- 1: :oi-o '-: h-r''- I-pt-r -tgr-tr-liirr'l by tht' fouir col'::,
S ~ ~5 i ly IIS'i~thSt r itiir Sitir' ri-ijiir'' at. -tci rtit.iig hiring tie' PWs ho"ur

r ni- 1. it.- stri-u it.' trt. 'rt r i'irryiig itut an ,ndutrti(-' tit r-i oompi'sx, arid it i;

-ml .. :' t -pr-e S-i tf-'yt ii r I i. , r d'i gr am~ .
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Ail additio nal measure of s,,v,,rity is iml, :;ld in t:oth thel+ IJK and UJS military :,Ipecificatiron:; Ly
thet use of t--trperat,ire margins. 1; E"ng RD I) 10 requirtis a]I runni ng at rati ngs other than

o ti rig1-,Icy rating- to bo 'it %1 t rr to in. in:, ,mirittir,, ( !it :tlr -it, I t, t) J V tt~, th,-
operati ng 11imi t to be cl-Lr,-d by the t, st,. A nrw,,r margin, r;,-gotiabl,, betweol thf contractor

and t tie authority, is appl ied t, , (-nrt i g,'y ratings . In prati e lower margins have been
tsed until now. All engines teste-d since the OFK .margi o was introduced in 19']5 have Leer.
derivatives of engines whose. Tye' Tost requiroment; w'-re fixed before that date. I,ikewise
MI' ,-.-8'%iA requires a margi, of at least nOY at all ratings, there, beirg no contingency
ratings in normal US practie. A furtt!,+r margin is added to e-nver system inaccuracy limits.

Returning to Figures 1-', it is instructive to, 'ompare the schedules of the different
authorities. All have the sam Frin'al el,-ments; the 2, 6-Eo'ir tag's; ,'ar-iof e tcitp
of long periods at the "n'rmal u ; ratings", cyclic periods between low and high ratings, and
incremental running. The iiffintie between the schedules arise from the varying mix of
these kinds of running, which result in the varying total running times at each rating shown
in Table k. The differences t,,tweei the D Eng RD 2100, BCAR and FAR schedules are
comparatively minor, but between these three and ?.TI,-F-8593A the difference is large. This is
a direct reflection of the lack of contingency ratings in US Rotorcraft engine practice. The
nature of a Type Test is determined to a considerable extent by the rating structure of the
engine, and this sub ject is dealt with in detail in Para 4 .1 below. The BCAR schedules were
previously identical with those in 1) Eng RD 2100 but excluded the temperature margin
requirement. Th- '-- BOAR schedules are very nearly identical to the FAR rules, so that an
engine testeu to them will qualify for FAA app-)val. The change was made because standard-
ization with !ItS civil rules was thought more advantageous than with UK military requirements.
Technically the change was of little consequence, the FAA test being of similar severity to
the D Eng RD 2100 schedule, when the effect cf temperature margin is discounted.

The regulations also require a minimum number of starts to be carried out during and/or after
the endurance run, as shown in Table 4. BCAR Section C requires in addition that where
applicable all normal starts be made with the free power turbine locked to simulate operation
of the engine in the telicopter with the rotor system locked. There is a similar requirement
in D Eng RD 2100 for running at ground idle or during starts with the free power turbine
locked.

Although all four sets of regulations include a basic endurance test of 150 hours, MIL-E-8593A
is unique in requiring four such tests for full approval. The four tests are run as two 150
hour segents on each of two engines, each engine using a different type of fuel and oil. ( .g.
MIL-L-7808 oil and JP- fuel in one engine, MIL-L-23699 oil and JP-5 fuel in the other). The
specification gives an option of running only one 150 hour segment on each engine, an option
which has certainly been exercised on occasion. D Eng RD 2100 has a normal requirement for a
single 150 hour test, but an option for a double 150 hour segment, which has never been used.
All specificati ns require further testing for clearance of additional fuels and uils.

As important as the requirements for running the test are the criteria by which an engine is
judged to pass or fail, but these are specified with much less precision. The criterion is
usually that the engine must be "satisfactory" and must n,,t show "excessive" wear or "undue"
deterioration. MIL-l-8593A at least goes as far as to define "satisfactory". It is the
intention of D Eng RD 21 ' , although not stated (xplicitly, that an engine which has just
completed a 150 hour test should be capable of repeating it. It was the thoi.it i rat thi ..
capability should be demonstrated that led tc the option for a double 150 hour test.

5. Evolution of the Test. In the early days of helicopter turbine sngines, the Type Test
schedules in D Fng RD 2100 were similar to those for engines of fixed-wing aircraft, which in
turn had evolved from piston eigine, tests. Service problems of unexpectedly low cyclic lives
and vibration soon indicated that th traditional test method of running an engine for extended
periods at hig. powers was not alequate. The extended periods also led to practical
difficulties in running thi te,:;t. Thi; led to a revision of the schedule at the beginning of
the P9 6 's to the pr.'sent pattern of ". .-hour stages, with stops being permitted between
stages. The content ,f the- stages was arranged so that much more cyclic usage was accumulated
durine t!e iln h, urs, and peri'dso f inir,-m'.~t run;ning were introduced to identify vibration
prhbems. It is a feature of all r,.ilatiois that the incremental power levels must be adjusted
if vibrations are detected :in as tr" ru. ti, ' igiine dliberately at the speeds where vibration
rcur.;. M, ri' rementl. y sti 1 t,. tr': iv, t 'ml'-raitiir' mffrgin n, ted above was intrldueed to give
a greater alsurafee Of egi r- I f I'-

Rationa'] fff th Test. At,t t. re:enrrt istate of evolution the rationale of the Type Test
is; that it jenonmtrates that tie itist i: r'apat r1f iing operated safely at each of the
de'- lard ratin,:; for an ailquat' period, whif'h will b' the initial overhaul life. The UIfe of
-- -ngine- is of ofurse capat Ic , f exttsin tiy furthelr ,'tgine and component tesfting and by
.x.Uniinati r of i'rginf:s in s,ervice. Thc di'monstration is effectted by running the engine for a
suffi m t'vismt,,r of Periods ait each rating, each at I ast as long as the time for which th,,
rating i; to t- appr,,v''d Iisuffici,.nt cyr lie work is at prf-sent included to demonstrate the
safe, cyclic lift' ,f the erigitie for the initial ,ritid, so supplementary component LCF tests
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-It Ic li t .- 1itI t, tie- pro- ict-te w:ag,- it, tih- initial ove-rhaul lif,',rf -th erigin,'. lncr e rtal

r.a.1itiF is lotn to ii-tify potential weakn.o:;,n at int,,rmediate power l]-v-''o.

11h, ;-ml rtivelt slow -voi Y lowii ,f tie- tI-:;t : enltii,' haI: i:i-n -v :e.- i r, part ty t.1e- -. ir- to

.. th. It I:,I- o rst,,,t, a.- a yard:tick i y whicl: to c'omparf- an -rtgir - with it!- earlier v-rsior,:: anl

it, y.r.,vi t-i- 'i . tartly it tat i--n ,li to tie- do;ire rot to fall too far out of !i n-

w-ti Cti,--r authorite-:; ail s-, hindr iit-ial ro-ognition of approvals.

1t k ; to t,. admitt.d that aft-'r ergito;: enter -rvice they moet proilem': which the 'Pytp- Test
f' I -i. tt, al. It i7 olviroc! that +.ti - 1'

,
(1 hoir t-nch te;t +I--:i rot reproduc- in -very

r. -I -t --- tir ti- way an -- tgi . is operatod or th- eriviromient it m-et;: when install-d in a

h io; --t$r. A -e..rvi., engiti'- is given many mr,- powe r lever movemento imposing minor titr-;s

,-l-,-, ,(ol 5 imulats in t.- Type Test; it is suject-d to a severe vibration environment by

t--- t,-ri;t-r airframe and rotor system; the itilet air flow is distorted; the -,gina structur

ii I..t t d f oletios cau -ed by flight manoeuvre-s. A further factor is that the Type Test

i 's ari ly carri,-d out on a "worst" engine as regards resonant frequencies, mechanical

r it ., to. Atti t.:; have been made t, overcome these deficiencies, both by trying to
Stm-Cite mre ac-irately the aircraft enivironm,-t during the endurance test, arid by carrying

ot firther sut plemettary tets. As an example of the former, the GR T700 was type te-sted in

thiC t tred ,'tates oni a test bed mounted on a vibrating platform to simulate the helicopter
environment. The 1)5 nave also carried out a Flight Qualification Test (Preliminary Flight
Rating Test) with an engino built to maximum permitted imbalance. Accelerated Mission Testing
and Simulated Mission Endurance Testing have been carried out to try to subject the engine to
,peration more like that which it will see in service. It would be interesting to know how
successful these tests have been in preventing problems from occurring in service.

Supplementary Tests

ii .1 The Purpose of the Tests. The title of this section, Supplementary Tests, was chosen as
it is the term used in D Eng RD 2100 to describe the tests other than the endurance test
roluirod for Type Approval. The word "supplementary" is deceptive. It implies that these
tests are in some sense less important than the 150 hour endurance test. This is not so. The
supplementary tests are an integral and essential part of the Type Test. They may be
-lassified trider 3 broad headings:

a. Demoistration of correct functioning and achievement of performance targets at all
points in the flight envelope.

b. Demonstration of integrity and safety margins.

c. Demonstration that the engine can survive the environment and hazards it is likely
t, meet and will not itself cause unwanted environmental effects.

Description of the Tests. Table 5 shows the principal supplementary tests and indicates
whi-s of them are invoked by each of the main codes of regulations. All of these tests are
common t, both fixed-wing and helicopter engines, but the condition under which the test is run,
e.g. te- flight envelope, is set to meet the requirements of the particular aeroplane or
teli 'optor. An approving authority would normally grant an exemption where a test is not appro-
Triate for a particular engine. Different terminology sometimes occurs in different
si cifiC'ations for similar requirements. Table 5 does not follow any particular specification
tlt uss descriptions which most clearly indicate the nature of the requirement. A further
pr blem in mating comparisons is that one test sometimes covers more than one requireme-nt. For
exam le, over-temperature and ovor-speed demonstrations must be run consecutively on the same
--ngine to comply w tr, MTL-l.-81,8CA but the other rules allow them to be run separately. Another
difficulty is that checks required as a separate test by one specification may need to be carried
ut dIiring tte enduirance run Ly another (e.g. assessment of the effect of air bleed on

r erformance). certain requirements in FAR 'art 33 are found in 'Design and Construction' for
which specific tests are laid down in the other Codes; the test requirement is therefore
implicit, in that the engine manufacturer must show the authority lie has met the design require-

ment, rather than explicit. S;pace unfortunately does not permit a complete listing .f the

re ;uirement; f-r component and a-cessory tests.

At indication in Table 'i that a topic is dealt with by more than one set of rules does not
inIicate that tihy all re-quire identical tests, although in many cases they do. In particular
a rumb-r 1 re-uirements in It Eng RD '100 and BCAR Section C are identical. lver the years

attempts ha-b- been made to stan-lardize certain of the supplementary tests in D Eng RD 100 with
those - f MIL-E-)', A aind MIL-' -'eO7D, through the Propulsion Systems Working Party of the Air
?tandarlization "'o-ordinatirg Committee (ASCC) on which UK, USA, Canada, Australia and New
Sealand are re-pre:;ented. This effort is slowly producing usef'. results, and a more determined
off,rt on th- part c f the IJl and UK, the two major engine building nations in ASCC, would enable

re-al r, gre os: to b-. ma-Ie-. Infortunately thr,- is no equivaloit lATO counterpart for this
Working iarty as there are for some of the other ASCC groups.

The list of supplemeitary te-sts shows the differences in the roles of the civil and military
authorities. Ti,' civil requirements are limited t(, those needed to ensure integrity and

airworthiness, whereas the military specifications includ- other tests needed to enable an
engine t, operate satisfactorily in a military environment, e.g. salt water and sand ingestion

tests. FAR Part 33 does not deal with such matters as pollution, noise and smoke, as they do

not affect the airworthiness of the engine. They art' regulated by other US rules or agencies,
but n':t 'f course with the interests of the aircraft operator in mind. MTL-E-8593A includes

a number of topics not dealt with in D Eng RD ;'C00, to which the UK will give attention during
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New rejuir-r,'mentct in D Frig fR .1'00. -rtail tests are included in ML-E-ll'i A which 're" not
found iti P Fug R, . Ion. Th IrK wi.l i, cioinidring whether to i neldiid some of these requ remert,;,
an, it -, whet er the" I n,.thod ,f test .ai be adopted dir ct ly in the interests of stuindardi zation.
N,,w r-iquiremniits which are likely to Ie dealt with in P brng Rh .o1 and r) png RI , jr "yr, Eletro-
Magr;'tic iompatibility (FRMC), Infra-Id Radiation, Nuclear Rtarening and possibly Eixhaust ia;

minr nionr ant N(nI e.

'.7 Asr;,ssment of Test Results. The protlbm ;f ub.ject v' .jrui''rn'ot it acestip t-2t rlt. is

t.rials mcre iifficult with s ipj lj m'ntary tests thai. with the endurarce test. As in the ca:; of the
I1K Stanid Prosion Test noted above, a numbe.r of test requirements give no indication of at ace-ejtance
criterion, and indeed may be regarded more as "lemonstratiors for info)rmation" rath,r than pas/fail
tests. Nevertheless some comrin i d ci jctive standard of judgement is desirable particularly when
'niW' nation needs to validate the approval of at. engine granted by anrther. A useful view of other
nations' apprcaihes car, be gained from multi-national qualification groups, such as that set up by
the UK, Federal Republic cf Germany, and Italy to approve the RB 199.

. PTIONS FOR THE FUTURF

4.1 Providing for New Rating Structures. Fach of the 15 0 hour endurance test schedules shown it;
Table 3 assumes a particular rating structure for the engine. As already noted, the MTL-E-l593A
rchedule diverges from those of the other I authorities because it makes no allowance for contingency
ratings for engines useo in multi-engined helicopters. T, this respect at le.ast UK military require-
mcnts are unlikely to fall in line with those of the ITS. The traditional UK rating structure for
suc: engines is nevertheless being called into question. Operational needs in future will demand
greater flexibility in the way engines are operated. The use of helicopters for tasks such as sonar
d'inkirng will require the repeated and longer us;e of high ratings, up to take-off power, on certain
sorties. The engine operating limits" determined by type testing normally allow only for a limited
.s,, of each rating per flight. However the advent of time-temperature recorders and low cycle
fatigue counters will permit a much more flexible use of power. No longer will it be necessary to
limit the usage -f each rating in every flight in order to ensure the safe and reliable operation of
tire engine throughout an overhaul life measured in hours. Instead life could be declared in time-
temperature and low cycle fatigue counts, and the service operator would be free to use as much or
as little of this life on each flight as he chose. If the time between overhauls is not to be too
short, some sort of engine management policy will still be necessary in practice ti restrain over-
erthusiastic pilots. One role of the Type Test toerefore will ie to determine the initial life
recv rier limits up to which an engine may be operated rather than to determine an overhaul life in
hours during which an engine may be operated for a given time per flight at each rating.

A further development is the need for emergency or "once only" powers. The contingency ratings used
at present in European engines for multi-engined helicopters provide additional power for use when
the other engine fails. Maximum Contingency, normally a 2) minute rating, is used to recover the
helicopter from immediate dan, r, should failure occur during a take-off, landing or hover.
Intermediate Contingency may be used for 1 hour (D Eng RD 2100) or an unlimited period (BCAR) in order
to return to base. These ratings may be used without restriction, with the proviso that excessive
use, for example during training in "engine-out" nperation, would require the overhaul life of the
engine to te reconsidered. The proposed emergency power would be above the current Maximum
Contingency level, and could be used only once or possibly a very few times. The advantage to be
gained is that smaller and lighter engines could be used for a given aircraft weight, requiring a
higher percentage of Maximum Continuous power t,, be used during the cruise, providing better SFC
and exterded range, tut at the expense of engine life. As originally proposed, emergency power level
was to be available once only; its use would entail the rejection of the engine at the end of the
flight. As it would only be used following the failure of the other engine, two engines would need
to be changed when the aircraft returned to base. This would be particularly disadvantageous for
strip-borne helicopters, as sufficient spare engines would not normally be available. An emergency
power 1-vel which could be used for, say, I times would therefore be more useful. An operational
difficulty with this concept is the impracticability of training in its use, as continued use of the
emergency power would result in a high rate of engine rejections. It is envisaged that emergency
p w-r worild h- rqirei f r a period of' approximately i minute before a reduction tc Maximum
Contingency culd he made safely. To give an adequate margin of safety, the inclusion in the
1I5r hour endurance test of f, il minute excursions up to emergency power has been proposed by MOD(PE).

.Irt onry is it true that changes in tie rating structure may influence Type Test requirements. It
in equally true that the nature of the Type Test can influence the ratings that can be offered. In
determining the.se ratings the engine manufacture r has regard n,;t ,nly for the proposed ,perational
usage ,f the aircraft, rut alsr for the Type Test requirements that the engine must meet; the more
severe the test, the more conservative the ratings. As already seen both the US and UK military
aithorities require the endurance test to be run at turbine inlet temperatures 30K above the
operating limits. If the aim of 50% creep life usage during the test is to be met in both the civil
and military cases, obviously the power levels which can be declared from a military test will be
those obtainable at a turbine inlet temperature 30K lower than those which can be declared from a
civil test. The consequence is that the manufacturer is obliged to offer a conservatively rated
engine for military use, but can provide a "hot-rod" version of the same engine for civil use; the
reverse of what one considers to be usual. When deciding the temperature margin required in an
individual engine specification, careful consideration must he given to the trade-off between power
and engine life which is appropriate to the particular application of the engine.

4.;, The Reason for Change. The principal criticism of the current method of 'Type Approval testing
is that it still fails to reveal all the problems that occur in service. Up to a point this is not
nurprising. By the time Type Approval is granted, experience will have been gained from perhaps
lOrrOO hours of engine running. Serie; engines will in the course of time accumulate many hundreds
of tiosands or, frr civil types, millions of service hours. Little wonder then that not every
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iff r(H1,C neral Speci fication f, r !iesign aril
Constractioni f G3as Trirtin, Aero Fhirwfo arid
Jet Pipes

FUHOPP AN Bi'AR oct ion -t i sh Civil Ai rworth inross Pe-jujr,,mcr~tL
IV I. 1,ecti on (: ?;ngines- and r'I'r

(European Part i c i pat ior.

ICMIITHY MT-E A Genreral :Ipeci fiationi f, r 7 urt&os:aft an Il
Turboprop Air-raft. Engir-s

IVI FH frtAirworthiness :tandrarls , Aircraft I-2gin'c-

TABLE 2

STAGES OF TESTING

DEVEFLOPMNT Flight Qualification Test

(Prelimiunary Flight Rating Test)

Type Approval Test
(Qualification Test)

PRIODUCTION __ Product ior. Acceptance Test

Product ion Quality Test

14 2) Y AT T 0 J M dification Approval T,-st

W:1 1if'* /C.r Power Plerformance lindex (Deterioration) 'heck

FEi A H Ive-rhaulel Enigine Arccptarice
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TABLE 4

STAHTS

Starts during Hot False Additional Hot Total
150 hour Starts Starts or Cold Starts

Endurance Test

V Eng RD .'100 25 10 10 55 100

BCAR Section C7 10 10 5 5 100

FAR Part 13 25 10 10 55 10Q

MIL-E- '5)3A 190 10 10 150" 320

*NOTY: Each additional start to be followed by slam acceleration to Maximum
power, remain at Maximum for 30 see, followed by immediate shutdown.
Time between starts for 18 of these additional starts to increase
incrementally by 5 mins, ie 5, 10, 15 ...... 90 minutes.

TABLE 5

SUPPLEMENTARY TESTS

5.1 PERFORMANCE

D Eng RD MIL-E- FAR
2100 8593A BCAR Part 33

Low Temperature Starting X X X X

High Temperature Starting X X X

Altitude Performance and Fuictioning X X

High Temperature Performance and Functioning X X X

Altitude Relight Envelope X X

Acceleration Response Times X X X

2urge Tests (Hot Reslams) X

Pleed Air - Effect on Performanc- X X X

Power )fftakeo - Effect on Performance X X

Fuel Pressure -Pe t2 X X X

Fujel Temperature Tests X X X

Alternate Fuels X X

?Iergenc Fuels X X

Inlet Pressure Recovery and Distortion - Effect on Performance X

Altitude Windmilling Test X

Starting Torque Test X
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MECHANICAL INTIEGRITY

X Normally Mandatory 0 IOptional

D Eng RD MIL-P,- FAR
J On 8593A ICAM Part i.

,:ow v'yel, atigue of Critical Parts X X X X

Ither -atigue Terts X X X

P;ic Crack Propagation and Burst Tests 0 X 0 0

Vibration Survey X X X X

Rotor Integrity (Overs. peed following failur-) X X X X

Operation at Max Overspeed t.mit. X X

'v,rtor lue Test X X

Overtemeratur, Test X X X X

Blade Containment X X X X

Acceleration O'ycles n 0

Sortie Fattern Tests 0 X

Governor Checks X X

Top Thmperature Limiter Check X X

Fuel Contamirition X X X X

Windmilling without (,il Supply X X X X

Accessory Drive Tests X X

Free Turbine Overspeed Trip Check X X

Component Pressure Tests X X X

Engine Carcase Loading - Strength X X X X

- Deflection X X X X

Gyroscopic Loads X X X

Engine Mounting Point Test X

Engine Slinging Point Test X

Simulated Foreign Object Damage Test X X X

Engine Heat Rejection and Oil Cooling X

Engine Operating Attitude Test X

Effect of Power Turbine Shaft Failure X

Failure Indicating System Test X

Continuous Ignition Test X

Exhaust Gas Overtemperature X

Cooling Air Supply Failure X

Maintainability Demonstration X X
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I _N ; NMPi N1 AlI

19 . MlE CAR FAR
I'' i.jA Part A3

Multiple :,mall lPrri Ingestion X X X

Multiple Metiim Bird Inges tion X X X

:::rgle Large Bird Tngestion X X X X

operat ion iii To ing Cond it insi X X X

Hailstone I uge t ion X Y. X

Atmosphierio Water (Pain) 1 n-ci. X. X X

'abin Air 'ontamination X X

orrosio.ii ptblt (CIall Water Igt

fand Inges;t io Xi X

.7moke TestY

Armament Gas Ingestion X

Noise Survey X

Exhaust Emissionsi X

Nuclear Hardening X

Hadar Cross-Sect'oon X

Infra-Red Radiation X

Electrumagnetic Interference arnd Cnm:,itihili ty X

TABLE 6

CORROSION SUSCEPTIBILITY TESTS

III us

SUSCEPTIBILTTY TO CORROSION CORROSION SUSCEPTIBILITY TEST

1. Motor engine; spray salt solution into ?5 x 48- HOUR CYCLES AS FOLLOWS:
e~ngine intake and over exterior. _____

. . I-lug nenings and leave to stand for Time Engine Salt Water Engine Air
I we-k . _____

'-;ea (hours) Operating Injection Temp R.Humidity

.Reat .Operating oN10 3 i

:'.7trip aLnd xaie(Note 1)

T' 'A: IPMI;, WFEKl 7 IORI Not Operatingi OFF Atmospheric Atmospheric

AL.T WATER EFFE7 7 Not Operating ON 100C 93% Min

1. 1 erformanoe calibration.. 12 Not Operating OFF 43±C 90 i

* Ha If-, !,r rcil -. 74 Repeat first 12? hours hut with engine operation

as in Note 21.

N" AINl ALT WATER Noe1 ) T a ,U
MINS RATINGINJECTION lI

maximum ON 110 is 1-'. r. .1101

H Maximum (Continuous ON Nt ) 1 a
Gr idle OFF I) x In is yl-- of 71. Tll

- Two Accelerations I OM mx :sn 111.
i rng OFF I') M . Max ort i us

1-rformance calibration before and after TOTAL TIME: 12100 HOURS, INCLUDING 150 HOURS OF ENGINE

washbi ng. RTNN

4 . S trip and Examine.

NOTE: rCompressor washing to he carried out
during test if perfoirianre rn>11 to
a pre-deterinined level.

EN 1IrNE RUNNING TIME: 10 hours.
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I)IS'LJSSION

V.l'iorini. R ,XI . It

I'l-tr the aiiutlhor i', to be congratulatetd for lis coimiprecensive review.

\ls questioin rchrs to the present engiie acceleration rate rLquirerinet (both F-AR33 and JARI refer to 5 second,,

tinieI. in tie light of recent inulti-servicel helicopter applicat ions which have recently eiiployed a collective hias

acliiator to increase the accleration rate of power response of tie engine by son artificial mieans, what is the UK

position with respect to future engine requirements in this area

Author's Reply
i'hcrc is at present no requ irement for acelera tion response lite in the U K general specifications L)LngR1)2100

and 2300. liis is a subhject whil is usually dealt with in the individual engine specifications. For helicopter engines

I \konlid not consider anl acceleration time of 5 seconds to be soffi ciently fast, and I would expect to see a flgure of

3.i seconds in all indivi,lual engine specification.

Alain Deveaux, Service Technique des Programmes Aronautiques, Fr

You indicated that for the determination of the longevity of critical parts you would not be satistied with an

analytic study. but would demand practical tests. Today we possess a sizeable amount of knowledge concerning

crack propagation, and tle use 0f computers enhances the precision with which we will be able to grasp phenomena.

What reasons do you have to adopt the policy you propose, and what kind of tests would you include in the

regulations"

Author's Reply
The lifing procedure which we have recently drawni up anticipates that safe cyclic lives will be derived mainly frot

spin pit testing. We do not consider that the development of computational techniques has yet reached a stage

where we can rely on them alone for establishing lives. There is in the UK a programme for developing these

techniques, which includes work on fracture mechanics and crack propagation. This programme is entitled "Life

and Methods Programme" (LAMP). When this programme is completed, we shall reconsider our policy concerning

low cycle fatigue lifing methods.
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BOLING COMMERCIAL AIRPLANE COMPANY
ENGINE PROCUREMENT PRACTICES

1) ( Nordstrom - (Chief Engineer, Propulsion I eclinology
1) 'A Houwer - Manager. hngine I echinology

R A. kla, s - Research Specialist. Engine I echnology
Boeing ( 0111 nircTial Airplane Company

PT () Box 37017
Seattle.%ashington 981I24JJUS.A.

ABSTRACT

I or the past decade Bocing has hlid 't uniquc position amoilng the world's conmmercial airframne comipanlies in offering nmajor portions
of our lpiidLI, I line %% itli a Nariiet\ oh engines supplied b.N all three large commercial manufacturers An examrple is tile 747 airplane with

oIS gines it I thrutst itiings in I, nacelles Our new airplanes. tile 757 and 767, arc! also being offered with several engines from tile
saiiie mul~an ituirers Boeing has des eloped iframiework of interrelatedI due 11iCinitS andi an internal evaluation methiodology to ensure
consitec and 10ntrol oftthese multiple engine ofterings. Ibis paper briefly defines the documentary framnework currently used andi
pros l,. in ,oTile iltij. our engiine It, l,1111a0ce Ci ilitition andi developint program moniiitorinlg niCthd.S

B3ACKG;ROUNI)

Ilie itrod uc tion of wvide bod% ai rcrafIt with high bs-pass ratio engines in to coinmnercilal serv ice in thle early 1 917I's was accomipanied
Knu meroiis pertoriiancle. operational. ant iinteniance PrOlCIeis Thle initial engine installation (in the 747 souffered fromt ses eral

problemis. for a tulle ec5ii iiipedine sch 1 ediilkcl airp~laiie deliveries i fig. I ). ihe entire airplane programn was delayed by inl airtlane sub-
sN stem osver which Hoeing was able to e sert litleI ontroil. nor did we in itially possess soufficient technical understandiug of thle causes
of these engine problemsl. I lie most important job Hoeing and the engine uianiiiacturer hiad was to cure the imediate engine andi
iirtrame deficiences itf-ecting airpl,11e lisheries and perforance guarantees. Fririi a %antage point of- I0 s 2ars. we now beliee
both Pratt & "litites iind hoeig did a prctt Igood ioh of' deselopung solutions tol these iniiial priobleims.

SliirtNI ftc r gett in g thle program in itmore esen keel. we began exsplorinlg improvemient of 747 p rogranm offerings by i,'stalIi ng
I tcrna tie eniginres (

1t' tionil en~gines Wert' not newi to Hoeing airplanes, tlie 7()7-4211 was a svariation of thle "707-320. eq oi pped nIil

the, Roll,-Ro cc R( ( ) I2_ ( onwxa rather than the standard Pratt & Whitney engines. However. prior to I1973, no substantial engineering
.id miarketi canipaignu hiad been directed toward broadening the market oif one airplane by routinely offering engines built by a

irictx uIt uuualnutil, turers Accordingly .Pratt & Whiitney. General Electric. and Rolls-Royce were encouraged to offer improsedl dens-
IsIf thle lot al s ersioirs ot their large. ligli-bs pass-ratio engines foir installation on iminproved versions of tile 747 airpilane.- The

110IfUiA (iure r A cr,, recc pti~. and i iuire 2 shows thle I1S enugine con figuirat ions andi ratings cc rti lied for (the 747 diiriiig the past
10 N ears I hosc famiiar %s iti tie requirements of Parts 25. 33. and 36i tof the Federal Aviation Regulations will recognie this list as

I mruiilible . i, puhuiut imioh ing miore than 2.001) test hiotirs onl 115 idifferent 747 irplanes. including thle initial certification

ENGINE FIRST ENGINE F IRST
MODE L DELIVERs MODEL DELIVERY

*uT9D 3 DECEMBER 1969 B C6ER SI JUNE 19iE

*JYT9 3A MARCH 1970 . R8211 52462 NOVEMBER 19(8

* (TO I OCTOBER 1971 * CER45A DECEMBER 1978

BJiTli APRI6L 1973 B JiT9 7J FEBRUARY 1979

*CI650E OCTOBER 1974 * R82I1 I52414SP JUNE 19i9

I..~~BJ19D 7F DECEMBER 1975 *CF65RE2 Jots 19

* iT9 AP JANUARY i91E CER,4AJ SPTEBR i9i1

9D 70TniA APRIL 19i6E *(9D0 OCTOBER 19(9

*R82115248 JUNE i977i BR211524C2 JUNE i9B0

Fqiu'e 7 141 F /ioN L we Umni 19/f) Fqijr 2 747 Programii CerIt-twedl EngmueU

wuOs IN isic-suppo rt It mrnorthiness ertiititon agenjes frontm uiny countries. in additionu to thle Uinited States F AA. w as essential
In rulU~g this iccord ind is appreciited I ida', . iirrent andi prospectist- 14' Ciistomiers are oiffered the range of engine Installations

it ig ,I in5 mm imln nultiple ritis frum ill Ttee lareZe engine maufacturers

I lie ai ilahulit~ ' o(t Alternatnecipies ijr thle 747 ),is liustered at liealtli . coitpetutuve atiiosphiere aurilng thle world's engine rranu

ta, ftire r, I lie birgourung position ot customer airlines hias beeni enilrincd in obtaining the lowest possible acqiiisitiiln and( minaurenance
, osts -\nd. the Hoeing ( oiuirer,.ial .-\rplne ( oliupauu is uuow able to il ter it \&-ide range o~f airplane'enipie comblinations wthl greater
inarke t penet ration

INTROD)UCTION

soliitionii to the early engiine prohleiii became appharent. iioire idanced ratings. with their inherent risks.~ were offered. Our
engineering staflt on tiuiie to exphand our siistantial eneune data library. an atcontinuled develorping inure comprehiensive imoudeling
proigramns. A series of adnministrative indilLinital pro,, oire, evoulved that today allow fur a detailed, techntical understandingoEl
a propi ued engine anil its develoupmnental programi risks UsNing tb is as at basis, we are able toT establish realistic aircraft performance
guaran tees andi delis cr% SOC hielilS I hIs applies not only toi prioduiion airphlanes. hut also toi our new airplane programs, the 757
and l6



Requests for tie" or ders I t engine proposals i1av originate Irim any quiarter An airline ina acquire ;I new. long range route
aithorii, that dicta:teN an elgine with higher takeofft thrtt to carr the larger fuel loads. or all engine of lower Itiel onsulriptioT ito
inc+rease range An elgine lioaiiilatret snlported b ill-house+L or gosernIIIil1nt resear .J fu ind,, lii, develop ulier ef licl~ieit t~iilipO-

nents or iniprosed turbine cooling schemes anti be anxious to market these tiel saving features Our own marketing studies lnight
indicate that a higher gross weight airplane requiring higher thrust engines would be well receii.ed %hate,,er the incentive, the potential
business opporttinit, would he exainined by Boeing. followed byr di scussions with the varioiis engine nanlifa t iirers Botlh would
explore the technical an-_ econoiiic features of the engine configuratlion and rating under consideration. including the estimated
detelopiiient tilietable Itf these general disciissiins appear to be fruitful and a market for the inproved airplane seenils probable. thin
detailed business and teiticall discussions can be undertaken (Conlprehenmise negotiations iiia, result in a series of business ani
technical agreelnelits between Boeing and the engine 11ianulacturer

the business discussions with the engine manufacturer and the coordinaliin of all acltisties aniong the Boeing technical, marketing.
financial, and other groups are handled bh the Engine Managemtient ( roup I lie resulting busineNs agreement includes contract term
and conditions. detailed engine specifications,. Hoeing's program support plan. and the custoier airline's product Support plan I fig 4 1

CONTRACT
I TERMS AND

- - , CONDoTIONS
AIRCRAFT ENGINE PURCHASE
MODEL MODEL ORDERS p PRICE ESCALATION

L WARRANTY
. GUANTITY

747 1008 * JF9ID 7A/ 7F/ 7J * INSPECIIONIREJECTION
* CF&4SA214SB21 SPot/ OE1 1POE2 & SCHEDULE . CHANGES

R R8211 57482/C2 0 DELIVERY •rEAHIPITS
CONF IGURA TION

747-2006 * JT9O 7AJ 7F/ 7J/ 70
* CF&50E/501E 7 15E2, oQUCY

* P8211 52482/C2/D4 PRDC P -rFA[PPRDGRAISPRTSUPPO R T

747 200F/G . JT9O 7A 7F/.7J1 70 ECIIICATION PLAN FOR PLAN FOR
• CF6 SOEI/OEI OEE2 CUSTOMERS BES
* PB211 P2482/C2/D4 I ___

7 JT9O 7A/7F1 7 REQUIREMENTS * WARRANTY & TECHNICAL

SCF 64A214582 * GUARANTEES & SERVICE * MAINTENANCE
* RB211.62482/C2 * COMPLIANCE 0 TRAINING I OPERATIONS

EVALUATION
a SPECIFIC DEMONSTRATION

METHODS

Figure 3. 747 Program Engines Offered Figure 4. Engine Business Agreement

The detailed engine specification is the technical keystone of the business agreement. Ihe guaranteed thrust, fuel consumption,
noise, stability, weight, starting. vibration, and installed operating margin characteristics are defined Also defined are the special
procedures for all bench, ground. and flight tests required to demonstrate compliance with the guarantees Additional requirements
for the engine, such as bleed air or electrical power, airplane interface definitions, supporting test documentation and analyses, and
acceptance tests and limits, are similarly spelled out.

TECHNICAL AUDIT

The technical evaluation of any proposed engine offering attempts to answer the following questions

* Are the thrust ratings, engine configuration. and weight appropriate for the intended application?

* Will the planned fuel consumption be achieved, and will the in-service deterioraticn rate be acceptable to the airline customer?

* Is the engine properly sized and designed to allow for later growth?

e Will the engine comply with applicable government regulations, including noise and emission regulations?

• Will the stability and control characteristics be satisfactory?

* Will the engine possess adequate temperature and rpm margins?

• Have sufficient engine manufacturer resources been devoted to the development program in order to minimize the possibility
of unforeseen performance. durability, or delivery problems?

Throughout our long airplane development history, we have maintained and continued expansion of our own engine development
files, engine and component analysis methods, and performance trend prediction computer programs. These engine audit tools have
been derived from in-house studies, industry and Govertnent published documents, and continuing discussions with the engine manu-
facturers Very stringent i,itema security procedures are used to safeguard the proprietary data of the individual engine manufacturers.

The evaluation process begins with a very detailed Boeing request for data that substantiates the engine characteristics (fig. 51. Thrust
specific fuel consumption ITSFC1 is probably the category that receives the most attention during the audit. the engine manufacturer's
guaranteed TSFC is usually based on a thermodynamic model of the engine cycle using component analyses or test data. engine ground
tests, or flight tests As shown in figure 6, we independently assess the basic thermodynamic cycle, component efficiencies. required
turbine cooling flows, and installation losses in order to estimate the initial ISFC performance, as well as any projected in-service [SFC
detenoration [he thermodynamic cycle defined by the engine manufacturer is first duplicated using our own cycle analysis computer
programs. We then examine the expected efficiency of each component and compare available test data and the measured trends
observed in similar components If the claimed efficiency is considered optimistic, based on state-of-the-art considerations and the
development program identified, the efficiency is degraded To a more realistic level Similarly, if the turbine cooling flows result in
excessively high tuethine metal temperatures, the cooling flows are increased If the inlet and exhaust system installation is provided
by the manufacturer, inlet recovery characteristics anti nIle coefficients are also scrutinized and adjusted, if necessary. The short-

term and long-term TSFC deterioration, due to seal wear, airfoil erosion, and thermal distortion, is estimated from NASA analyses
and the individual engine's characteristics. Using these techniques, we then predict the probable initial anti in-service TSFC levels of
the proposed engine.
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Noise and enliln chlaracteristics arc also examilned and co)m~pared to cuirrent and expectedi fulture regutations to ensulre contormlity
to applicable statuteIs

l-inal~v. tihe engine TmanLtfactLIrers intended de~eloploent progranm is examined for the number of test engines comm~itted to tile
p~rogramO. the calendar lttTe allottedt toT tilt deselopoment schedule, tile Dutjbr of expcted test hours and cyctes. and sev~eral other
,ritical characteoistics I,. grealy sirriplified exam~ple Lof' a new engine programn development schedule is shown in figure 9 ) Derivative
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engine d e~lopnient programos tend to tie shorter with fewer deiclatled test engines because of the programt development background of
thle parent engine I'ossihle conftlicts in lacilitv Iitili/atioii with otlier unrelated developi ent programs are also considered. along with
.general I-s siieit IIon Oas~ten, .% between thle sltdl tectinlllogical goial, ens ioned by the manufacturer and time resources allocated

tossard ,hiies ig thiewe goals

RISKS

I ruin these exainaition, III expected peroriiame. stability dmirabitm> , iiectianticl dlesign. noiise, etmissions, and development
scheduleI objectises. %%C can estilimate the pirobiable engine proigrami risk toi Boeing andl the cuistoimer airline As figure 101 illustrates. our
tC,111nical andi idiiinistratisv eonclusions are cliiiimuniialed back tio the engine imanuitacturer. who is then given time opportunity to
respond ss lb appropriate data. atial> ses. or resvhiediiling alternativev It is not our intent toi directly impose design alternatives oir
schedulinrg clbammges oil the itanuitactUrers. hilt rather to idemitit> those areas of concerni which adversely affect otir confidence in the
proposed engine

11i1 techiclal s atimation. or auitt represents iinl the beginning of ant ongiiing dialogue with the engine imanufactuirer that
ointnie% throughout thle desetopiiient. flight test, and certification of? the airplane, engine combination.I lie engine and airframie

p rograiiis proceed iii parallel I iilliiwiiig extensive dcxc lopimen I testing t tat mlay include both ground and flight testing, the engine is
certified by tile I- AA, I nigine certification itoes iiit represent a perforimance endorsemient bly the FAA. but thme certification testing
does establish miiniimum standards for engine durability . foreign iibject ingestion, transient response. and other categories relating to
flighit ;af -et%. Thy Huieiiig-owselt 747 is routitnely iiseil as the flight test vehicle for tiew or derivative engines for the 747 airplane
program. It will also play a major rote in te flight testing of tile engines for Ste 757 and 767 airplane programs, -1he initial production
engines andi nacelles that are usev in the airplane flight test program are thoroughly ground tested and calibrated prior to installation on
lie airplane ( onpatce will nuiw be deimoutstrated withl the engine installation requirements of FAR 25 and, hopefully. with the

perforniance guarantees iof the engine specification. A typical overall enginel/airframe development program is illustrated in figure 11.
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DAT MAAGEENTDESIGN TEST

AIRFRAME DEVELOPMENT

BEGIN
PRELIMINARY FIRSTVDESIGN FLIGHT
PROGRAM AIRPLANE AI1RP1LANEAI

ENGINE IGO-AHEAD ROLLOUT'CETFAIN
MIANUFACTURE. _____________

Figure 10. Risk Assessment Figure 11. Program Schedule

IElie Importance of continuous, close cooperation between the engine and airframe manufacturers cannot be overemphasized.
t he itmpact of engine programt delays on airplane production programs, as well as on airline training and scheduling activities, can he
enornious. Yhrough the continuous technical audit process which is being vigorously followed on our new airplane programs, the 757
and '767. figulre 1 2. it is our intent to provide our Customers with airplanes delivered on schedule, with reliable engines of predictable
performance. and to minimize introductory engine service problems.

Figore 12 7571767 Programs
CON( LUSIONS

I lie earlN lu stlir> ofi ctimie rciat wide-bomit airplanes was plagued withm etngitne performatnce . stability, andi durability problems.
lie lesuns learned troiti reso iivIng these introductory urlibleits e nab~led time Hue ing Conm mercial Airplane (otupan > it) adopt admimn

istTril le anii Irchimal lirlveduires which hiave

* 1 i.lluraged a coipetitise atiiiiipherc ailing the wourld's engine matufiacturers atid thus mnimitied airlinue'r acquisition, tite.

,itt milntenance costs

* Relhil et te likelihoodml oh iuniforeseetn developmenvit andu introductuiry problemts through our audit and timnitoiring procedures

* 1 -spandell Hoilng pienet rat iii of the comime rciat ai rlane miarket and allowed Boeinsg to better tailior pridiCIhts to Stif ic
uIsItoluier reqillurements

I li hou~~lseC ngiiie ru-s ew purocedtures wilt continuIe to lie refinmed as additiional atnalysis atid] develoipmetnt data beclne ;Iaable In oiur

loifit iing TI Ilrt tI aisit the lirlitie lit [lime woirhld it prosviling the tru,vehtg public with himw cost. dependable. atnti ate air tranispoirtation



DISC USSION

M.NlihaiI. Bureau Vcritas. Fr
Mr Nordstriuiii lcture \&a'. ecelleiit aind very tiniely. I woiuld like to .isk himri three questions:

I I Flosw does, Iueiiig see tire problemo oh tile Inicidence of' tile decay of' tile power ol' enginies aiid of tile length
(it flights oil tile gulraitee ot performiances. particiularly (lie guarantees conicernring thle power of tire aircraft
aind its specliic level of' fuel Conisiumiptioni? D~oes Boeing see it as a problem that conrcernrs thle iiaiitact urer oir
latlier t ire cust oner

I Do vsil thuink that the position of' the eingine in thle aircraft mloidifies tile vibration,. arid that the vibration of aI
positiied engine is different? Do you actually define, or dot youi intend to define in the future maxinral values
of s ihrat ion tor positionred engines in fuinction of' t heir position in the aircraft?

II One of' VO Iir Slides "Structuoral Mech anical D esign iiRev'iew" you speak of tennsuIt atinis withI tice enginle
ilaiiit' actlirers and the customiecrs to deterinine the design review. D~o you have a liccetiiig with thle engine
nMa nuifactuore r hefore thle mcetinrg wvill tIile C Listiiie rs, thle a i rlinie peioplc, or is it all iii oi I pack age'

Authior's Reply
1I )e t erio ration iiis normally broken downi into t wo aspects. Slurrt tecnn de t erio ration oftile engine is basically

wearn g in (if sealIs and othIier ro tating part s and usually resulIts in a siiiall increase o U TSF( ' and engine
ciimperatuores 1-1l1 isc t eriorat in wichl ira y Oc cur prio r to delivcery of'thle airplanre to the airliire Cuistoirrer is

nrmially conlsidhered undicer the airplaire perfornrance guaranrtees. Longer terill deterioration of thre enginre is
caue 05c1hy e rosin randc/or corrosion i of' air fil s. thrermllal distort ion of' air tfoilIs anid ot her Ca uses acting uover or

oiccuirri ng d urinig Inong tecnn operation. No rmnally , thle cngi nc mianiu factuiirer de alIs directly with ile airl inie
operator ill t his regard.-

Flre enigilne thrust setting paranreter is chosen such that thre desirecd engine thrust is obtained regardless of
enginle dleteriorratin. so tlrat thre full thrust rating selected is always available to thre operator. When tlte engine
is not ca pable Ic if Ili yen ng rated th rust withlin il e opera t ing RPM or t emipera ture Ii iiits, air enginle overhaul is
required. Evidence exists inidicating that long termr deterioration is primarily sensitive to engine cycles, rather
han hocurs itfir pe rat ion i

(2) With respect to enrgine vibration. engine position vibration effects in general occur in thre range below 10 Hiz.
while vibration eff ects ot'interest to the enginle usually exceed 10 liz. Because of this separation, thle variatio~n
ofecirgine porsitinr normrally does not affect engine vibration limrits. We have no currenit plans to define engine
vibratioir linrits as a function oif engine position.

t3) We htave Continuous ongoing discussions with potential airline Cutstomrs: we have continuous o~ngoing
discussins with all potential engine nmanufacturers; and We have Conitinuous ongoing discussions with thre
regulatory authourities. Thre final conrfiguration we specify evolves from all these discussions.

E.E.Abell. IISAY. Aeronautical Systems D~iv., US
[lrw iruch growth do You nourmally expect from a new enigine when you are considering offeriirg it onl a new
aircraft"

Author's Reply
We look for a lhuirilull growth of' 10U' iii thre samne framne size. that is. without changing thre fll diameter. We also
examiine thre possibility of' generatinig a famrily of' enigines using the samne core by downsizing or incereasing thle L.P.
systelr.
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[hiis paper describes developinent anti demonstration testing req 01irenients for tle tIex family of transport engines. It includes

propulsion system performance and functional testing with emphasis (n performance. Rationale is provided for the major tests required.

The testing reqirenenl Identified herein reflect exii rience gailned in Ihe 1-1(01 I program. Ilie paper stresses the need for inte-
grated. closely coordinated test programs involving the airframe and engine conmpalies. Ihe test concepts, objectives, and definition of
what constitutes performance deinonstration arc agreed before the airplane progranm go-ahead. Responsibilities for tie various tests
are assigned to tie engine and airframe c(impanies as appropriate. lie reluirelment for correlating grouind and flight propulsion perform-
ance results is discussed.

Finally, examples of propulsion testing during the L-101 I development program are described.

INTRODUcTION

In the development of early conmeroal transports, the tendency was fIur the airframe manufacturer to treat the engine as some-
what of a separate entity and adapt it to his aircraft. In this current age of advanced technology, high performance aircraft and propul-

sion systems, a more sophisticated approach is required. The engine can no longer be considered a separate entity because the
aerodynamic and functional relationships between engine and airframe are much more critical than in the early transports.

Accordingly. in current and future transport aircraft it is important to use an integrated systems approach in developing the
aircraft-propulsion system combination. This is necessary in order to fully exploit the performance potential and ensure mechanical sys-

tems functional compatibility. The aerodynamic and mechanical sophistication of modern transport aircraft has attained a level that
requires the engine and associated systems be integrated carefully with the pod and the pod. in turn. be integrated carefully with the air-
craft and associated systems.

This integrated systems approach requires highly coordinated design, development, and testing programs involving both the
engine company and the airframe company In some cases the engine company is given responsibility for developing the complete pro-
pulsion system. In other cases, the responsibilities are shared for portions of the propulsion system other than the basic engine. In either
case a high degree of coordination is required.

rhere are three principal cases for consideration in propulsion system development and testing, namely. ( I ) new airplane and new
engine model undergoing development at the same time, (2) new airplane which will use an existing engine (requires adaptation of engine
and associated systems to airplane and associated systems), and (3) existing airplane which will use a new engine. Case ( I ) is the subject
of this paper because it Ia (offers the potentially greatest opportunities in the development (if a commercial transport and fbi represents
the greatest challenge to the airframe-engine company team, particularly when the airframe and engine both incorporate advances in

technology. Case I I I also requires the most innovative effort in planning of the development and testing programs.

A simplified plan for a total propulsion system development program is illustrated in Figure I . This program inchldes engine.
nacelle pod. and propesion subsystems development as well as certification of the propulsion system in the aircraft. The major propiil-
sion system development programs are listed below.
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In hlit of the %cr\ lairge miagnituide of Ihc totail tfripisiin systemi developmecnt prograili (Iigure 1 I this paper will Loiiccnitratc
oni ctigic pertorian cc and( prIItIilsioni s temii-a irtraiiie ae roil I ialnic integration (IniclIuiiinig pertior iiice iiric nIied anid I kill, tiionallcI
oriented ,icrodN naiiiic integration ) Ilhc portion of tlfe flying test bed anid flight test programs% related to these two viihtcts will also bc

discuisscd. Ilie topics lof dilssion Ire. cnc'losd Ill [lie boxecs In tile above list 'I lie variouis te'st priigraiiiv requiredlo file thc ccliipiicnt
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INTEGRATION

II PERFORMANCE ORIENTED EXHAUST MODELS

*FUNCTIONALLY ORIENTED
INLET/ENGINE ODELS &ANLS
COMPATIBILITY ENINTEIN

PRTTPE INLET AND
CNiN CROSS WIND TESTS

FLVING TEST RED

THRUS REVRSERISOLATED REVERSER
MODELS

ERO iNTERACTION
IMODELS

FOD MODEL TESTS

YEARS 0 1 2 3 4

Figure 2. Performance and Propulsion-Airframe Aerodynamic Integration
D~evelopment and D~emonstration Testing

'llie purpose ill thc presenit paper is to i I f describe propUlSion Systetm testing requirenments anid associated rationale for the next
generation of cionmmercial transports and (2) show examples of propulsion systemr testing of a recently developed coimmercial transport.

While the discussion is centered around developmeLnt and testing for turbofan propUlsi0I Systemfs, the general approach and
philosioph y would be simif1lar fur primplai ( turboprop) systems.

IM I(NI III R I.ORMANCl I I SI RI-QUI RrM- INS

ni is sectioin presents aI broaif descript ioni of enfgine pertiriance test requiirmenfts and associa teit rationale for the flextI genera-
tioi ofii tranisport enginies. 'ile basic test Lconce pt s, oibjectiyes, andi definition ol wfiat const ituites perfoirmance detmoinst rat ion are agreed
to before airplanie goi-ahmead. As part of the evolution iil required testing. respotisibili ties of engine company andi airtratner are also brietix
descrihedl

Categories if performance

Iwo hriiad. general categories of perfomrmanmce exist for a cottmnercial transport propulsion system, namely, operation atl ( I ratedl
enfgine thrust conditions (such a% takeoff. nmaxitmunm continuois, rax climbi, etc.) and (2) part power cruise (including high altitude
crume and low altitude holding I. Accurate determiination of thrust is required in both categories in the first to ensure adequate aiircraft
takeoff., climh. and engine out perfornmance andi in the second to ensure that predicted engine crise specific fuiel consuttption (SIVl is
achieveud. Overall aircraft perfonnuance relateid to tile second category is determined] by mieasuring the specific air range ( ratio of' true air-
speedt toi engine fuel flow rate expressed if naufi cal milesc per pound)I.

Accordingly, accu~rate idetenrmination ill inst alled enigine thtrust is iof pa ra miount imiportancee in the developtmenft attd cert ificat ion
of a comniercial transport. This is the gemness of, and primnary requiretnent for. the testing describeid in this section. The thrutst iletermii-
nation mnethoidoliogy is based on Reference I While accurate fuel flow mneasuireiment is also reqiiireid, experience indicates this tim be
mu~ich less challenging tfuan thfrust de terminmation.

Souirces of Test D~ata Facilities

III view of the critical import an ce anud challenge oftdetermi ning th rust throughout the airplane operating regitue%. four sources of'
test data are reqii red, namely. I I I sea level test stand. (2) afltit ude test facility (A AT"), (3) wind f unntel test, and (4I flight test. Part of'
the agreemnent as tol what constitutes performance dentonstration involves "closing the loop" between these fourt data sour1ce's, as Illiis-
(rated in Figure 3. '1he following represenfts a brief description 1ff proposed procedures in fising these facilities in the developtment of a
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thrust mlap tiir thle nest tainn lv t engines in anl advanced ciitner-
cial tranisport, Du )ii t Ihe broad scope (i this paper, only limited
exaples of data f ronti prior tests are presen ted. the applicat ionAt fl

of tile thtrust toaps fit determining thle engine and airframe con tri -
but ions tot specific air range is alsoi dis ussed. D1SUCSCOIGTELO

I'llusl ap Drivaion roteure WIND TUNNEL
Ibrut Mp leriatio l'oceiirs .TEST STAND

*ALTITUOE FACILITA I
o F LIGHT TEST I

Determination oT' net thrist in fl ighit requires that tile '

engines be carefully calibrated against sonie quantity which canl he 5A

measured accurately in fligt. Ibe ratio of area-weigh ted total
pressures in) the engine e shatist ito thle tiital pressure at thle f'ront
face ot the f'an call be shown to be a dependable indication ot net WE PE APPLICATIONS

thrust. I lie only adlditioinal ktniwledge reqired is flighit Maclih ENGIN PERORMANCE DEMONSTRATION
*AIRPLANE PERFORMANCE DEMONSTRATIONnuimber and altitude. I'le area weighted total pressure ratio : AIRPLANE CERTIFICATION

approach is referred to as aii "Integrated Inigine P'ressu re Ratio- A ENGINEN MAPS

111 PR I thrust itndicating system. t-he enuginle net thrust is
expressed b% tile relationship Figure 31. Engine Perfornmane

FN ft[11PR. Mo1  P2F

where h static pressure at altiltiide nilrinaltied by sea
level prt sure PE

Mo=flight Mach inum11ber

This systein is illustrated in F-igure 4.

rhis thrust relationship is initially deteniined by careful
testing titI thle flIl-scale. fligh t quial ified en~gi ne on sea level static
test stands. such as sholwn in F-iguire 5. and fi an altitude facility
c:apable ITI siullating flight conditions Ii.e.. Macli n umber and 1
altitudle byl providing appropriate rant pressure and temperature at PITGAE PF AFt (Pe AE)
tile engine l'ace and( staicl, pressure at the no/Ile exhaust). The INERTDA + AE
resltant thrust inap is. of' colurse. adjusted for differences in IEP = INTEGRATED
installation effects I i.e.. Inlet recovery, bleed, and power iifftakeiil IE2
between thle ground test t'acilities and thle actual airplane. The2
englile cIoiipan Is responisible for conducting these ground test Figure 4. Thrust Indicating System
thrust calibratiiins. I lie tests. hiiwever. also are observed and
analh telt b% aurl ratrle orni~pany engineerng representatives.

As plart of the airviraft tight test progratm, the
grut ind test thlruist ca libratins described above are i nde-
perILICIT t Is tiecketl b% a dlirect calibration of* the thirut
tla p bet wen MaL Ii rltibers (it 0 andI 0.2S. This can he
carried illt lin tilie rujnwa , by the acculrate mieasuirenment
If ist 1anlc as a llltion l lit tle~ friint which aircraft
j-cratiii ian bl tlefenulinetl An linhilard unstruitien-

Jttitll l'ijkgt. known ats the Space tracking Airborne

He~eiving 'tstein I SI ARSi. provsides this capability.
\cc [. t i 'i tests at varfo~us thTrust levels and cloastinig

they clveitloil tst' It Idle thrust art, c indiicteu fit botI
dire, tion ii. 'ilL lie riunwas indl at variouls gro~ss weights.L

Hll esn ables the es t rarieoui lse ct I o air)ranile drag.
Trolliig, I ntlion. runway slope. anti wind toI be extracted.
A
5 lthioiughi rilliwas topc% and winds art known and

bittiri, tittll test I", filiqi seties til removlie aiv ii'ulcr-

1,btAITWl tIro ll, the s SI -ARS tet t Ith len ttiparCLd

I olliiwiig the StI AKS ftestilig. I substantial

li1iriiig whit i ill engine parainetrs ire LcarctullN

rI-LITrled lt luding I I IH turbii gas teitiperat fire,

Ind1 eliglne slAtI spetids I lit puirpose ofI tils test Ing
ithiroe -tld. naiely . to (I I iclietk tngtint ali airplane.

t.ikei il and1 Liiii oit( peftrl uam~lc (msulg (ict Ilut'd ~ .w
liiw spetdtIthrust inap. i121 establishf a tdata bank (it
eligii parameters whichI will be itsedf ti satisfy I AA
cyeriiatlion reiliirentents.and 13) tstablish engitie Figure 5. Open Air Static Test Stand
optratIing lla ps.

At Mach niimbtr greater than 10.25 otlier mtethodts are required to check thle thrust levels determtined frotn tile altitude lest
facility. I wui such mnethods. Using thle airplane as a dynamnometer lIi ttetertiine aircraft drag, are I ) idle descent tests at tow thrust levels
int 4 -') conistant attituide airplane Ldeceleration tests using anl inertial system. This testitng is conducted over a range of altitudes ati Macli
niiers hetween approimiiately 25.000 atid 35.000 feet andi 0.7 to 0.815,respectively.



Ii deterniing in-flight thrust using method )I idle descent , data are taken during constant Macth nutnher descents conducted
at low thrust levels, but not so low that an unknown spillage drag increment can appear and cloud the test results. Aircraft drag is deter-
mutied trot I tie rate of descent, aircraft weight. and the engine thrust. 'lhe low Ihrust levels used in the deterniination of aircraft drag
are obtained fron tlie alti t ude test ,.ilthI. I he aircra It us t lien flown it Ithe same Mach number in level flightI and Ihe ItFPR required to
fly is recorded. Since thrust is equal to drag for this level flight condition and drag is known fron the idle descent test, a thrust/IllPR
point on the thrust map is obtained.

Flhe advan tage of low thrust desceit testing is thal tile great inajonty of the required thrust is provided by tile flight path coipo-
nent of the force of gravit. while tile thrust Contribtlion o1 tie engines is small. If the relative error of the low-thrust calibration
obtained in the altitude fa.litx is at all reasonable. then the thrust used in the idle descent testing will have only a small effect on the
accuracy of tle aircraft drag. Several such descents at difft'rent Macli numbers will serve as anchor points for tile fligJt calibration of
thrust.

MACH 0.82
I-xamples of- drag polars derived from II 011 idle descent flight tests coin- FLIGHT DATA

pared with predictions based on wind tunnel data (adjusted lor Reynolds [lumber) 0.6
,ire shown in I-igure 6. The ageelent between tie two sets of data is excellent,
contfirnling tie aircraft drag and tie engine thrust map.

I he second nethtiod, used as arl independent check of tile altitude test 0.4 ,
facili- t( I l I. consists o a flight test involving airplane deceleration at constant
altitude with low thrust levels. An inertial system is used to nmeasure the aircraft CL
deceleration. I Il, iethod is currently under investigation.

0.2 PREDICTED FROM
In the speed regime between Mach 0.25 and 0.7, the airplane can be flown WIND TUNNEL TESTS

in level flight. in climbs, and in descents. st that a wide range of thrust levels can
be made available at several different stabilized I -g flight conditions if Mach
number and atitlude. Since at any specific flight condition the dra,, of the air- 0
plane is independent of flight path angle. a good check oit the inc:eniental con- 0.020 0.030 0.040
sistencies of tile thrust iap at several Macth numbers is possible. The difference in CD
thrust required for clinib or descent call be calculated with respect to level flight
and compared with tihe predictions of tile thrust map. A lirther check on the MACH 0.84
incremtental consistency of the thrust itap catt be carried out iii level flight for FLIGHT DATA
several ,ondition. b a, varying tie split in thrust between the wing engines and the 0.6

,:enter engine in a three-engine aircraft. For each split the equality of total thinst
is ensured by Illaillinig Cituality of both speed and altitude.

li suinniar , the thrust map is determined by the combination of low 0.4
,speed. high speed. and intertediate speed and altitude flight testing anth is then
:omiipard with data obtained itt tile wind tunnel, tIle altitude test facility, aid CL
lit 'ea level test 'stand.

0.2 PREDICTED FROM
Sumariiing responsibilities, the engine company is responsible for the WIND TUNNEL TESTS

conduit and analyses of sea level test stand and altitude facility tests. The air-
frame coipany will be a highly interested, active participant. The airframe coin-
pan is responsible for the conduct and analyses of flight testing with the engine 0 I A
t iotpan. as a highly interested, active participant. Thus, "closing the loop" 0.020 0.030 0.040
between tile four data sources (sea level test stand, altitude facility, wind tunnel CD
test and flight test I is. obviously, a joint, coordinated effort between the engine
,oipany and the airfratne company with shared responsibility. Figure 6. Comparison of Wind Tunnel

and Flight Data
Speci tic Range and Thrust Map Application

The final products of all of the efftrts described above are sets of thrust maps, fuel flow maps, and airplane performance charts
covering the operating regime of the aircraft and propulsion system. These maps are agreed by tile airframe and engine companies and
are used in II I certifying the airplane (21 demionstrating that the airplane leets its perforntance coinmittnents and 13) dettonstrating that
the engine has met its pertiorntance coilnmitnments.

Ilaving the thrust map, II-PR required to fly, and the measured fuel flow. it is possible to determine time engine and airfrate con-
tnbiutions to specific air range tSAR).

SAR w, IN /aIrlramIl I:lN(;INI:

where Vo = airciaft true airspeed
Wf = engine fuel fhow rate

W( = aircraft gross weight
I = aircraft lift
1) = aircr..ft drag

S";(* = specitic fuel consumptiot. Wf-/FN
FN = engine net thnist

the airframe component of the specific air range is the lilt-to-drag ratio. For stabilized I -g flight conditions, the lilt is equal to
the aircraft weight and the drag is equal to the engne net thrust. I he aircraft weight is determined by subtracting the timne integrated
measuired fuel flow rate front the aircraft weight nmeasured prior ti takeoff using accurately calibrated scales. The drag at the IFPR
required to thy is determined from the engine thrust map.
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I li engine comrpontent of tile specilic air rainge is the SpecilicC melC cinstutnption which is the ratio (ii tel tflow rate toi net thrust,
11we file]flow rate IN itteastired during flight. and the net thrust is again dietermrined fronm file engine thrnst mnap.

In the -elt l( (it i perltiruinate teviatitti tront file predicted level oii airplante tierlirtinate. at k.nowledige oft tire coitribuinig ele-
mienIs etiables dicteriiIitont ilt tilt surce oh t ie deviatiunitI his itivatis. oi Icourse,. lha I comitparisonts betIween ptfred( ied( aitd achtieved
eninie anid atirtrai.. perlitritiatie call tie inte at tis pint Ini little. Application of the iir-ist tral, ti tisl inaier is potssible since tire
loop bet ween sea level test stand, altitude test facility, wind tunnel test. and flighit test performance has been closed.

III adlditioni to allowing tilt separation ottftle aiirframie and eniginte ctint ribitlions tot specticr air range. tile thrust inap alts, enables
tile deselm'ptttent or 11 PH setting charts. Ihlese charts are used by tire flighit crew tit tieerinvne tire level ot It PH that itist he set Ii

imire tie priper rated thrust lesel dutrinig aircraft takeoff anti clih. Also, tnaxitnizi cruise settinig diarts are utsed tit establish filie air-
rut11 11111 littl se itt ittidei 'Alien appropriate. Fihe takeoll 11 PRH setting chlart is a futiticimi it alffttilde andi ainbietit tetttpekratiire. while

thet,- , tu Im i ma,,ttiui rkitse citurts are functions tif Macit uitiber. alttltic anttiempiteratuire. i1) alllases. till set ittg chart Is deter-
mine-d t1Iott IeI, thustl Itiap and thle requiired rated IIthrust. High acciUracx of tire thirt itiap is retquired ti order that ipplicatitit of thle
set tute, tarts resltsI In adequate0 lee tit thrust Vs ittiott eslcedIng engine temptterature intl shall speed littiuts.

I hits. 1ITrbuite ea L! etiL'perature. andt shalt speed mtapis aire also derivedi frotitilt- light test data Iltrese mtaps are Imtpotrtat I or
11 tieli Clitetite tierttirriate ind Integrity anid are etitc tTCjC Isit IIS ~ II 1SIstenIcy checks oft enginec perfttrmiance.

PII All I SION iN S I 1 \IRX I H..\Mi Ai Rol) tI\AMI( IN I I(,RA IION I ! SI RIt 01IHIM\11N I S

it, ise ctin presen- itte requtiremienits Itir thevelutiuIeIt~t ttsitigf anth demoitnstratittn if the aerinatincs of fle toverall piropulsion

ste 11iiei.iteh Ws1itilte atratieliii> Is a ithighly chialleniginig area itt develoipinig technoltogy which etcittpasses nacelle. intlet. exhaust
ssset.antI p~ ot andi their initiat interactions as well as their Interactionts with tile witig. I his area requires extreniely closely citurdi-

Inate'd ci otn beisse t'l It* etigitiect otiipam\ atid tit-e aurfrattier because there are inits siubtte trades betweeni the protpulsiotn systenm internal
Ito, .itd tile estertial flows arottntd ttte na elie. particularly whlentit!e aerttd~itaiiic initeractiotns are protperly conusidered.

I )t, Mt thle reasonts aerotliarnic initegratioin tof' tile
pu pitlr Isit"i seIi will itile airfraite is so chialleniginiig relates
tot the rapidii changing flow titrectiois anid Macti niumbers in
tire region (it the niacetle as Illtistrated Ill Figure 7. [ii this-
simtplified Illtustratiotn tif .i long ntacelle in a conivenitional itica- .- .

titin under tire w inig, the wing flow field is cthatnging rapidly A
frtont an utiwash ahecad tof the iing tit a dowtiwasti dotwn- I
streamt itt thle lead intg edge. III th lideal case, to achi eve itii- t-------

imi drag. tilie nacelle coltttrr would be shaped tot ftollow-
thme wVing t0 hisil sti-eitinenS In crise- Th1e reSul1ting
ttauelle with a ltigltv cturvedl ceniterlinie is Incomipatible with M
einie geoitry ( straigtht Ccetiterliti I ands tither etinsidera-
trttlis Sith Iis jittItIa Iclination itt tlie groiss thrust Vector.

Ac~s trdi IIglN . t titp roiNss are inivolved in arriving at a pro- '~ - ~ - - -

piilsiitt si ste ii prop~erly in tegra ted withi the airframie. [letcP
scompe of thle ii icele Ic eigii chatllenige is further enilarged by
the %ariety tif anidle wing iiacelte cotn figura litons involv-
Ig bit Itivritd% na titus an itttechlati cal trades. site sit which

are Illiust ratedl In I igitre 8.
Figure 7. - Ideal Nacelle Aerodynamic Contour
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Figure H. Candidate Wing Nacelle Configurations



Ilre d~evelo'pimeitnt a it roputlsioni syslti aieriodyniamiically rIntegraited with file airirarine has lto date conisisted o iii comrbiinatio of11

russis and resting "s fll heavy dlcpeiidefiice oii thle latter, While ettoits are underway which may reduce somiewhiat future depeiidenice

oii testiing, 111 heipliasis In lit, iliscliisii is oril testiiig

Categories oh I tevekipmreri I sting

Ili developing irnew coucirercial transpoirt airrcraft, tile nracelle ae rodyn iairut develorpmrenrt will proceed fin parallel with ile enrginie

deselopmrerit. lie airnrier will. oft course. obitajin fromi the engine oliiiipanilte pertinent engine diiieiisioiis airflows, pressure ratrios.
andi otlier enigine paramieters that at lcl nacelle design.

lie airfrarre arid engine cornpanies will proceed withI
sortie what parallel e torts sii tire areas oit nacelle aeriidvnai NACLL

tines, Inlets, and esiaus11 NVSteIIIN I including thrrust reverser).
With a new airplane and new engine ciomnbination, a certain
a111011o1 t il plica tion1 is dlesirabnle Ili oirder tlo achieve tile
best designi cornprinises arid i) vahlidte tier irriance t re tnts
Ini thle huuted ltme 3aalable, lie prirpulISinir S'Vstell coirip0- INLET
rent, to, be c\anilired are defined arid Identified fi Figuire 1).

Initial]\ resting " Ill he periorirned ins 'act I cninritan ruI sit-
lted ")fillr.poirents anid Integrairion wilt nicerr as Iii Iterative
proicess as tire comprtonients comei rtogethier I lie prorcess is
t)en ss.jil ni iteratire because f I I thie new airplanie and lite new EXHAUST/AFTBODY/ NOZZLES
prirpriiir s% srcii are beinrg de velopied sitouil Ianieitis arid

I'Itire .nerird% tamic floiw, anrd relte Itnt tegrat ion pricesses Figure 9. Major Aerordynramic Contiours Affecting Performance
ire oIriptC\.

I %%ir alegories ofi acrodtainc devehlopmrent testig ire defined tor tire purporse of ihis discussion . nairets . ( I perloriairce-
oriented nacelle .ierirniariric contour developmnit. iiiviinng. I)i nacelle. (t) tInlet, arid ( c) esiaLIStalthodvyiiiizles arid
I ' tkinctiot11allk -rrierited aorridViliiic developumrenit including, tat ier 'engie comtpatibrility. (b) thrust reverser effectiveness, 1c) thrust
reve!rseri artraireC tern id -itfafii Ivnteractinrs, arid tilt foreign object aid( ii i gas rIngestiuon. D~evelopmenit of com porete rs in thiese twit areas
.ire iinituialic initerdiepenrdenrt. arid fi some cases present Icnfliecting configuratioin reqir emrenits. Accorrdingly, anralyses and testing ii tile
I tir areas iurst proiceed Iii puarallel.- Withlin tire scorpe of' tis paper, it is Possible to cover onlii tile mrain, principal elemrents inrvolved in
acnrd\ IIJIC atie eveirpirrert t0i tire propulsiont systemi. It is also possible, because of' scope, toi provide uonly limrited examrptles of' test results,
represeirrtig a ver sruaill percentage o(f totat testing of air actual devel opmienrt programit. RESPONSIBILITY

ENGINE CO. AIRFRAME CO
Respronisibilities bnetweeni airframre arnd engine coii ePERFORMANCE ORIENTED NACELLE

partie, for develipirietrt and demnnonstration testing ofa new AO CONTOUR DEVELOPMENT
protpulsioun yslei are as prorposed fii F iguire t1.,Inir sutme 1 NACELLE 2 1
ciritorrert Is. tire assigltrittil of prilte responsibility is obvious, 2 INLET21
such as Intlt and nacelle Cointouvr developmtenit to thre airfrarner. 3EHUTATOYNZ E

In oither cases, [lire assignmitent is less oubvious, such as tire OFUNCTIONALLY ORIENTED AERODYNAMIC
DEVELOPMENT

exhaust 'aftbridv. which generally experienices signtificant aero- I INLET/ENGINE COMPATIBILITY 1 2
dynamiic interactions with tire wing flow field and tire pylon. 2 THRUST REVERSER EFFECTIVENESS 1 2
hil Such cases, parallel. cirriheralive. coordinated efforts are 3 TH RUST REVERSER/AIFRAME

AERODYNAMIC INTERACTIONS 2 1
pursued jointly by birth engine comprlany and airfrainer to 4 FOREIGN OBJECT AND HOT
arrive at a tMutually agreeable. optinmal configuration. This GAS INGESTION I 2

type orf coordinated efforrt is essential fIt any new airplane, I PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY
new roplsio sytem rogam,2 SECONDARY RESPONSIBILITY

Figure 10. - Propulsion System - Airframe Aerodynamic

Ilerforiirance4)riented Nacelle Aerodynatmic Developmnent Integration - Categories of D~evelopment Testing

Figuire 2 shcow,. the mtajor elerrerris of* performtance oriented nacelle aerodynamic testing for art examiple developmrent proigrami.
The testing prorceends chtronologically along the foulowing general litres: scale miodel tests (if isolatedl ilet arid istriated exhaust sycstemts.
tests if a fiow-tirirgh nacelle on an aircraft mrodel, tests ouf a powered nacelle oul art aircraft model, sea level arid Slirnriated altitude static
engine exhaust systerir tests. engine flying test bed flight tests. and produiction aircraft flight tests.

In a new a irpiane-irew engine programt. Whrereiit deCv0iprreut is occurring si fit till anerrirs V, schedule is file largest single chrallenige
It is. Iterefoure, iii paramotrunt inmportance that developmient testing of miajor comnrponrents stieh as nacelle. inlet, arnd exhaust be tInnderwad
at tire tune rf* airplane protgramn goi-ahead. This will generally he the case inrasmurchi as prelimiinary design. analyses. arid supporting tests
wilt have heen in prorgress in anticipationi of prougramr goi-ahead. Inrograti go-~ahead will initiate art acceleratiorn Ii tire configutrationi devel-
nopmient testing in orrder to mieet required schedules for prototype and produictioni hardware.

Isoilated ilet arid exhaust iridel tests are conducted by tire airf'rartier arid enigine comrpany. respectively, earl) fi the rur 'grain

Both Isiola tedt low speed arid hig)) speed tests are puerformted toi de terinre Inilet total pressure recovery atid drag. A Is' ic.l Inilet w inrd Ifull

riet mordel inistallationr is shorwn fi Figure 11

Isuolatedl ex hauistI irdet tests are coinduicted using aI tblowrn rlirdet Whrere e sterially' -sutplied high pressure air is itsedf toI sunu tlate
the e xhtautst novw.- A typical exhaust wind Ifunnel installation is shonili itFiguire 12. Figure 1 3 illustrates alt exvamnple test resil Il il Ie
effect of ex ternial flow rut fan nozzle flow coefficient obtained froumi art early mnodel test.

Anothter exsamtple oif air early Isola ted e xlraust/af'tbody test is shoiwn Ii F'igure 14, whrereint sluadowgrapli flow vistiahiation is-
Ira te% tire sentiit Iy orf Ian ext enal floiw Field to a nmodest iodi fica turn in ex hanust /afibitnty cnttour. Ai assuicia led 3 4 percent I tnirnr e

iert in engine groiss thrust was realized . whtich yielded a 2-1/4 per errt imiproivemnt fi netI tirnust fi lthis exsamtple.

I he resinlts nif isurlited co mponutent tests and citrcturrent prelimtinary ndesign sItuihe fnirin thIe baisis fuor aI preliiary baselitne na~cellIe
configuiratiurn. Initial lest s itt this early baseline nacelle con figturation ton a scale motudel airerahf are with In flurw-tlrnnnglr nacelle. lIe flow-
through nacelle. if Cerure. dries not simiulate thre enuhanUst streantube of the engine. It does, however, prouvide a cost eflective mneans for
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Figure 11. -Nacelle Inlet Model Tests

Figure 1 2. Engine Primary Afibody Model Tests

GROSS NET
SHADOWGRAPH THRUST THRUST
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1.4, 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.2 2.4 2.6 2.8
NOZZLE PRESSURE RATIO 1i

F igure 13. fxternal Flow Fffect onf Nozile Discharge Coefficient Figure 14. Nozzle Aftbody Contour lDevelopmeni



camlk studiesc I nclic lAli! tloiv held IMI ictiiiii Aiid timerel''v 1,it picliiiiimm~ai s micle -mdilkii sitidies iy pert itatiimns aroumndl a
hiselimie co11il immiirilii I I le *'iitgiatiiii pnertuirbatioins khiiii .ni testiiig ii. 1tiillckd ins pairallel iiiivses ofi trades between eXt.rmal
dildi MICUi t Ii l pl I'llii sv steiii periioli.a nd ;imlWeight

I I1isiimc estaibished a preiiiiary baseline nacelle anmd pylomi coniiiguirationmii miite basis ofi isolted Inlet. cliatst, andi aire:ralt
'I'l mile I box -tliiigh modimels. I .wereuf nacelle testing i, initialed A pmwered naLclle imoidel is illustrated ill Iligure 15.

P~mx eed icevile Imiomdel developmemi testinlg is a particularly Impoirtanit part oit the nacelle aermidVmM1III dIeVelipiuuentI Il (Ildft It
plroidc ciii sesnst Il1(m pressures andi streanitnibes retireseiltative ill time hill-scale: atppiicatin In tile critically Iiimportanmt region ofi esiKIaISt
p50mm x mii!lux mm,% Iiteractioiii. While introducing omul ' a lmummmest coimptromimise III Inlet streamiube area as ililustrated il in ure I I, I xsperi-
L-11m1 111 his M~ (11im1x Ii IA fitsulil:imiges Ill eXsliSt/AftbodN p) ionl coin igurationu canl ailect airplanie performance hs several pe rcenlt. AL mrdi-
mmef-'I . IM~mxrem(I naJclle testiI! is exercised earlN inl tile airplane dcelopmet prograit. Ibhis coinsists ol tlesting a baseline I based mmil tIme

iinrclmiiimiar% Isoilated commipmmuent aiid flow-ibrougm nacelle tests described aboveland a numbuer ol coinfigurationi perturbatimons tio ipti-
mumI/c prmiiii I \,iiilcsk oit powered nacelle testing are illustrated inl [igure 17. IFor conufigurationms Wherein time aermidyuamui. muter-
terei.- - iml be s10Ilmui tim ble s

11
l, blown nmiacelle tesinug couldm be suibstituted for a pourion mit time powered nacelle testuing.

Figure 15. - Propulsion System -Airframe Interaction Model Tests
( Turbine Powered Simulator Testing Technique)

POWERED NACELLE

Figure 16. Powered Nacelle Simulation Inlet and Exhaust Flow

EFFECT OF NACELLE LOCATION EFFECT OF NACELLE CONTOURS
ON AIRCRAFT DRAG ON AIRCRAFT DRAG

/F VARI.CNTOUS CNTUR

POSITION 3 /

0.7 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.a 0.9
MACH NUMBER MACH NUMBER

F gu re 17. Effect of Configuration Perturbations Cruise Powered Nacelle
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ile imporlanc'e of powered iacell ' It'lting i lrlfit'l fur llhe tderiredi lli lt'ct'ile Ve oft'ft'tIi lie prodtctiloll exhaust allbody/

s hin ctlfiguratlnoll based largeh ol llese tests lie cih'.nlt o i' ilhemae oii IIe ha si 'tI tt It illy iitasire force iiicrte'iients (its

c'onlrafsted to absolutes) between colli firamliiis wloch art' Ltoifiriiett I tend by analys t' f pr"su tre liltlriiiis ill lIt' Wing/Inaclc

c .liillst I'low regoins.I flit fiial analysis all 'liir ', of dala will be exaiietfd a dil correlateil including isolated Iilet. Isolated t'xhaitl.

floI trough nacelle, and powered nacelle test cult,

\i llo tile flying te't bed i, priiiiarily for l iIiliiuiill, urielitefd elgili+ne od 11 s\ ,tti, (l'stilg .iind iiily appiroximates file tlw-'A

ticlId oi tilt itllal aircraflt. it neverthe'less firo ides fiielv dat a iill it' i',tt , of acro ilt i tml inf grif Ion li1 particular, it pro tie lue
firsft t'illkliiI o, l e iafcfhing tlfa for full ,talc wirttl-oii t onfiiiis Pro r lall sc lt el fc ' illiii wiil'i-i I -ft-rallon fuiif ftll 'cal

irttiitit d altlilt ilis' , t ' til,\gilit' kiit ' t11 it' t'e ofe ctico rst', witit -oll N llarkl f it' 11%ig testtl bed prilt L's lilt'first full -act Ii-flight inl' pret.'1t reciter, dala A uhotograph of flit' V( f10 tl\ixig ftes btd used tilie I (-11f 10 11 21 1 declopincilt

pru uiir iiil I\ shown ill I igurt' 1

Figure IN. - Flying Test Bed

Iln order it) properly understand tlle priipulsion system airframe aerodynalic interactions, static pressure surveys will lie made
during the production airc'raft flight fest program oil the nacelle. pylon, engine alfthoLv a! wing lower surface in the flow channel area
bouinldel fh. wing and nacelle. I'hese Sli eys are of principal interest iii the altitude crise colnditioll. iThe pressiure imieasuremeints
obtained are norniali/ed and conmpared with scale model powered exhaust wind tunnel dala as illustrated ill Figure IN. lHie purpose of'

tliese tn11'als r iNsis lI teitlt'm .' slifliether all, significaii Reynolds nuilliber t fets exisf relative lo flhe scale model data.

I 11C' C'nd rtftll Oll prolHl, I +,'sis tem airfrlamelt aQIto-

l, tli lm tlcgrilhl1 (e0ltlplllt1 is If tIe lllir Ot ii I i rt-
pcltu l l tita ul o lit' pritl ti.ti .li ral t in flight tf'st. I salples .. + r I

Mt t,.'iils l fit thi tlre irt' A lhtiltrlctiid ill termnis if tliiprotclliellt Lts INBOARD
-• FLOW

In s t iatiiiit fur irtuit" eu f af*1itlt's Ill I igitrt' 201 STATIC TAPS / CHANNEL

I u hl ,K 0riented Aer - Fn-uc v LOCATION REGION

0.2

Inlet-I ngnne (om tiniaffilifx Inlet-crngine comnipat ibilifty is olitS0.1 FLIGHT TEST DATAif tfit
+ 

st fittlille rgfital il<.t'elitpiiileii areals ii1 an11 iit'w tirfilatie - C

ilew ellzilnt prograli. ( oinpatihtlitv testing tnsists otlhret' PRESSURE 0 ... A WIND TUNNEL DATA

flit scheduhle trienled phases I lliistrattd ill I igurt 21 ). COEFFICIENT
Iilti'l\N. I I t inld funnel Mno

d
el 

in le
t 

'
lis

t
iri

t
i

r
I 
a
n
d 

calculateti "0.1 /

eS itIiate l 1iit Ipatihil y. ( r) SL eenT gt'neraled tl orli tiei Iit.i2g

with engine ant I ; I mil-engine coinpllibilnt testing with -
actUal Inlet Antd ellgalie Ite ti |lpallbili " eV aluitlniOns 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0 8 1.0
I igure 21 t. hetonie proigressiivfx more iealist ic with each X/C

successive phase ill the testing lutigralt. Figure 19. Flow Channel Pressure Survey ('ruise

I fit' haset' I effirt t oti l 'I rt'lati! d erttlt lok at inle-t'iigit' conipatibility It is based tin scalt' mtiodt'l iillc t'st tlata anf

ilit' t "Ill t-to n ifilanti t,'filtlift' of li n inif ui ltirt'sstr lisntit titiit ililt'r' ,lt-t ' lit' lhe llv i u t f'e ltfi finiil tailn llr iiil. aintl l it' ilishi-
lll ftlt' lralt t'SfiitA s will fit' bst'tl tin rig iir rt'start th tests whith onlll iri iiatt' flit' fiial fail lntl t li pt'ss : ,!figUraaliiis

-\cc'ilLoi) P ias.t' I t iiifiaring Intl istorltn inlices with f-ait t.lfnprtssiir intlices, rt'fpi't'eifs a preliniiniryr bui t'es' are esaluaalioll
oft oiiipatiblluts l Itiseort -ist Is rt'fieaft'il as flit' inlet an fai ctlirt'ssiir tinfigural 11tldtvt'lopinein procet'ds
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Figure 20. Enigine Primary Affbody D~evelopment

PHASE I PHASE 2 PHASE 3
AIRFRAME & ENGINE CO. ENGINE CO. AIRFRAME & ENGINE CO.

INLET WIND TUNNEL SCREEN GENERATED INLET-ENGINE
MODEL TEST TESTOIT INE COMPATIBILITY TEST

ENGINE STABILITY ENGINE STABILITY
WITH VARIOUS WITH ACTUAL

DISTORTION PATTERNS INLET A CROSS WINO
GENERATOR

DISTORTION INDEX SECOND, CLSER LOOK ENGINE STABILITY
(ACLTDATCOMPATIBILITY WITH INLET/ENGINE

BUT STILL APPROXIMATE INSTALLED ON AIRPLANE
BECAUSE TURBULENCE *CROSS WIND

LEVELS ARE NOT CORRECT -ANGLE OF ATTACK
FIRST, ROUGH LOOK - YAW
AT COMPATIBILITY

F-igure 2 1. Inlet-Frngine D~istortion Compatibility Test Requirements

fItie Phase 2 e tort co osistso I f'ull scale distort ion testinig of a development (exsperimtiental)1 engine. The distort ion is gene rated by
art ott' sreen a rrangcillirts in ttie duic atieaut otthe enginte - Fan and comnpressor flow stability and performnance Lirecdeterto ned lora

wide range of inlet flow distortion patterns. inclidinig tibe inletI flow dist ortioni pat terns supplied by tile ai rf'-rne comnpany based on scale
msodelt in let tests. These patterns sint date cross-wit d. ta keoff. aircraft stall, and cruise conditions. Thle enginte coinpan y inay elect to test
cc rtaini screen miist ort 1111 paltterns tttolre eere t hin any supplied by the airframne comnpalny in order to obtain the stability% li flitso01 ati
anid conip re-omr

Althtougth Phase 2' is a very imlportant anid necessary elemtenit of the itilet-engitie cotmpatibility deCVe0ilontt programn, it still repre-
sent is al t'proimilate sIitmla ttin of thle acital flow becai se the screen genierated distortion does not provide tile t orbulence levels that
will lie enicoutittered by tilie entgilie with thle actual itilet. ThIe levels oif flow turbulence associa ted withI actual ittlet pressure distoirtiott cant
hai c itgn ificanIt ef ects. onl fati anid cortnpresso r tlabi lity.' It is. thle refore. of crucial itoportaince to initiate phase 3 testing t[ the earliest
possible (linte. Phtase 3 consists of twit mtajor categories: t I groiuntd testing ati etigine with '11C fill[ Scale itilet uisitig crosswiti m generators
and I _' tlight testinig thle eigitte withtftle prodictioti ittlet in (a) the Ilyitig test bed and I h) thle actual flight test aircraft.

I li grouitnd testing conlsists Wi oipe rating an engitte over at wide ange oif steady-state power set titigs atid wind directiotis incluiding
cro sswi nds. headwinds. atid Itailwintds. IThrotl te b ursts atid ret ards are accoinmplishied at key crosswindi atid qutarterintg witid cond itiot,,
Ilte sittitilated crotsswtind veloicities ratige frot approximtately 20 to 60 tmiles per hiour. Stable (surge free) etigine operaiont during this

testing prolvides a high confildence level in irilet-ctigine colilpatibility. The grouttd testing part of the Phase 3 itilet-engine cotnlittibility
tes tltg can be accottipliIed at a relatively early date by tisilig a developmettt engine alonig with at developmtenit in let.- Both file engitie
and inlet approxmtae tile produiction con figtiratitons- It any differetnces in configturatiotn occuir betweetn this test artd thle productiotn
inlet and engine, tile lest woiuld he repealed.

In tile flyting test hed part tif Phase 3. the pod is placed iti a flow environmlenit (local Macli nuttber, local flow angle. etc.) whtich
sitiitlales. insoifar as practical. the flotw envirolnmlent oif tile production aircraf't. Accordingly. dturitig the flying test bed phase it is ponisi-
hie lto approixlimate extreme operating conditioins such as aircraft stall (high iocal angles of attack), large aircraft yaw anigles. e c.. which
wtll be tof the same oirder oif- magnituide as those uif the productiona aircraft. Again, a high degree of conflidence in inlet-engiiie coinpali.
bility will emterge as a result oif this testing.

The definitive test oh inlet-engine compatibility consists of detitonst0ra~iig engine flow stability with thle productiont ittlet and
engine on the production flight lest aircraft. As part of this programi. the inlet is usually titled with a rake contsistitng oh a large ntutmber

of pilot tubes 160 to 90) just ahead oif the enone face.
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the iiltirirate test ciuirsi0t ofi demioinstrating the capability oft'ile engurne ROTATION
ti operate InI a stable mrannier dluring extremie operratinig conrditionis, such ats air-
,Taft 'till. iriamiiumiti ireratirirAl ra!w. anhd high criOsswiirils arid quirtering
wids. Ilis' diionstratiiir is, III cirurse accomnplishied during thti 'light test
certithatiri prrrgiai. As a part tit [liei inlet-ilgirle criipatibiluty testing, a ft-sw
1,e Take probes will be inrstrumieinted with last responuse transducs-rs toi uler-
mrine both esleriall anid inlerrialls generated dynanlic distortionr. lii inlet
dustortirri rake data wsill bie eixattied Iii lertis ofi t I Itie basic flouw patten
cliaractcristics and I 2)I distortrion indices which will be comrrparedl with tire
eTunigiIC allouwabrle indi11ces.

Iwon eisaiiiples ot Inlet-engiiie cominpatibility test results aIre ullrustrated Ini
I isrire _'21 flira r I~ I I anl enlgine lace Tt tal pressure recovCrx pat trnl at aircraft
rotationr and I ')I ti-fltlit inlet distoirtin inde\ expiressed as aI percentage of the

enigine Alliisabie uni11t. lorthtil heasic distortion patterns anrd [lie comiiparsn0.
oft inlet and envinle riidi1ces bess sue part sit the finial deIIIrrnisiratriil arid siubstair- 0 8

IM -ligTIL 1 1111 11\TOTAL PRESSURE RECOVERY
ISOBARS

Ihirrusi Revecrser hI llec tisenes ans1i -\uiraiet Aersrd\rrairc Iteractiriri I lirist
reversir e, cri ijes' irreasu rd reverse dtIi st isa; percenit age III iiile grorss TYPICAL IN FLIGHT
thrist Ii tire tforwsard thrlist 1irsise Is lirte prone respisibility of1 tile engine WU

,omirrprr a, iirsiictod p rey irriisi\ ,Ilie prirprie or (lie puresenit discrissirrir is to
il line lrrrr.li ie efftri imirles ini ac-hieving a target level 01 ellecti veiress.

Ii hee ec tort, lroruresivel lead Irui baici i serser rrntoile rure oiphtiticatodi

phase snt reverser desetrioprierit irairicis revecrser-r rairie aeroidiai
ite rn t ions 30 -

IL
0

lii jiltic:ilitirri oI airplane proirn gor-ahead. Thre erigIre,1 sirrirpirry will
onnirsrsis le rinirsel tests ofi 1\1aIlv s% irinetric reverser cast ides tro deterinre 1 20

reverser asce ti ut e-teeltiveness ail dftow c irettcienir,. A-oi rd i gh - lomi r
a1rid losW I1tre rirerrIets Wvill he rudek Ill aitiri lit IL Ticell(tpressilre IrIreasure- 03
Irlints vwill be Mrade tsr chck ire, estirirated I nITrirrig hisses Usedh Ill preliintary -10

reverser perlririanxI.e cailatrirrs arid to relate Turning lisses arid Inirce ireasirre- 2
merits it reverse Thrust.2

lrrrior tio prograir gir-ahead. thie errgine criirparry arid a irIcarre cii iiparr' 0 60 70 80 90 100 110
Will reree tri .r target level ot thruIst reverser etlectiveriess. lie airtrarrer will CORRECTED ROTOR SPEED-%
alsoi srrpph\ estitrates ofl tire floiw pat terns frormr the reverser wich are trolerable
Ini termr it irtcrtereric with airpltane orntrolt arid effects )rrr lilt arid drag Figure 22. Inlet-Engine Compatibility

Ilie ire tsteIv fin thrrust reverser she. elopn l testinrg 'N tie englue criripair will inivolive blockinrg va riomi areas Ii a scale mo rdelI
Lain reverser to ii rrrd ice tire torle rable flow pa Ite ntis est imnated by tire irirairer. I li istestirig will indicate Itile degradation Iii reverser eflc-
ivies' ,h dii ti cascadie bilockage.

VerN eark Iii tire reverser develropmienit prigraiir tile ai rframei cornparry will lhe testing a scale miodel ru tle conplete airplane.
liiit a tl . test rrig "i Till rela tiveir stirall bli kage nit tire reverser cascades will he dune1 tri deternie effects sif t e reversers. oi airplane lift.
drag. arid stahihftu arid onirtrolr 11 it1 grOIrid operationI -'1 in-flighit, but iii groUnrd effect. arid 13) in-flight. A riuicher of reverser block-
age part ers swill T heir he testedL - IitrigrapIs ofi a 1 '211 scale WIord t i ilel incodel ofthle L-I I I ruse d iil winrg anid ceiiter etigi ne reverser

stvlrirrttesting ire shouwn it I Figuire 23.

4 m 

4

I igure 2. Thrus Reverver Aircrift Interactions Moude I 1 Is

ITT air isseriiallstirlu elrirt. thue CIrirIs1 urirriparu Will lie lesting Tire inore pnnnrosing reverser hun kage pratternrs trui tire uir-
framrer's wind trurnnel modriel tesf Ts I)I 11 ftriltie slIClIct (u1 thruist reverser sI ttiveiress It us sit thril thrust reverser dhevelopmiieint is air
iterative prrIrcess.



I tight tests will be condleei to cheock the thrust reverser perhiirinaiv. f ins will involve gircrall landing tests wherein thre
reverser isaplrlie11d itter landing gear touchdown ind airs raft dceleragtioii is mieauired dinig the landinig run roll out, Knowing tile air-
crantt drag from ir e prey iisl% describedt grounod decleraulioi testing, the rolling frictioin coetfuicient, aind aircraft weight, thle nlet reverse
th"rst deLcerirou force is calcuilated. lie results of thus calculatimn are their comprtared with the predicted reverse thrust during thre
Iliniurr run roll ot

I oo-ugr 0 buect and I lot (;;as Ingestion lForeign oblic irgestion and hot gas ingestion durring thrust reverser operatioll require atteion
reisirbl erls ii thre programi to ensuire .i well integrated propurlsioni s tiiarrrm omuijatiOll and carl Ii, tlioCrc tile %election Of

asse -5 idC patt101rn 0116fgUratioin. Itlie einginie s iipany has primie responrsibility inl thus development ethfort.

Itie gun i une aind eiigiiie coinupanes will agree to uI thrust reverser cancelauguu speed by tire lttie it airlaine program gio-ahiead.
Ma pr guble, t ies such as t Iirust reverser eftrecti veness. ai rframne reverser ae rily Ii uic t eiract iiuns. st ructuirat loads, aind back pressure sI is-
tortnoir oii tile tfill ilt hive established thre general reverser cascade flow patterns fairly early Ili thie propulsion system development pro-
grauir I lie engine ciiulpamu wilt then coiidluct scale mrodel test, iif a comnplete airt-lane model over speeds ranging from cero to
npv nsuurratels 100 mutles per hour. Iwo tests wilt lie pertirviled I I Isiulated foureign object Ingestion and (21 sinrilated [loit gas

Ithe simnulua ted foreign Object in gestionr tests, tlow ----
%isiiati,.utioi s achieved bN using ainiolse tir steami for tire reverser
loss% imediumii. Witli tire aid of'this techiqute the degree oftI LW OE
rtei erser flow tpenie tration inito the treestreanu canl lie vusuraticed asq.1 ~l~dir ,i tie %indtwiel loo (smultin [le mlwa). GROUND IMPINGEMENT BOUNDARIES

Ilre oIl irslar\ iris, vsorarl ait lovv sliceds and alt at highier
speeds .Is illustrated qlialitalivelv orliFgiure 24. Sma;ll particles of' LO SPEED /
appropriate scale are iIIritsdriced along thlis boundar "' arid thre
rusiniber Of priescaptured Ii tire engine inlets ire recorded.
Itils test givecs anl approsirrate iridicatr ., ot tire reverser cancella- HG PE
lion pce LIor low pr~obabulit\ ot foreigii object Ingestionr.

lv thre simuilated hot gas Irngestiion tests, steami oir liot air
is isedI as filIe reverser Ilow iiediim Ir lie riocoulpes are placed
at key , areas Iii tire Irlets arid arirund thre racelles, wirrg, furselage.
arid Ia ndlinrg gear. Ili general . at t ire revers r carrelltatiron speed.
liot vas ingestion is nit .1 problemlor cnurrenrt techiioloigy high
bN pass engines having coinveirtionral installagtins. ]'he imipinige-
mnt l of- reverser air gin surrorlir sinrg aircrafIt surf-aces hias alsir in il Figure 24. -Thrust Reverser Model Testing-
po ued aup proiblemr,. Foreign Object Ingestion

LOSING RI-MARKS

Ilie highlights, ill a priopulsiorn sisteii pertorrrance developmrent arid dhemnrirstration program fOr a nest geirerahioii aircraf't arid
einie cmibinIa tiorn rave beer) presentled. lestirig requlireentIs andl rissocritech rat ionate were discussed fort I I basic- ergine perhuinriarrce
and 12 1 protilsgori s stern initegratin with mnrfrarre.

Forr a new aircra ft-new engine curnibinirahn bith IinicorpoiratIinrg agdvarnces in techniology arid Uindergoinrg dlevelopmrentIv ii uttanr-
NitS shegiile is tile single tluugest challenge. Ihis follows fronti hire t'gct that dlevelopmient of' thre full perfirrauict potential is air inter-

,ore. ilsivituse prrcess invoglvinig prorprlsioni systemu grlid airfraiie. While tlie dleveliopn t iof individual comnrrents proceed in parallel.
ihr< bisus ss tehumle shuatleirge us gins if develiirchuing mrajor COrnnpuireritS while sirriultaneotusty including thre interactive effects
Irrii55ui. niliniit. I his nirysulve Innorvative plningI111 to enlsure that tile level out vesigri/per'orrnce dlevelopnrt reriains consistenti
g1411111 i li" 111,lnir 011oennrpieits is tire ovseraill .iicratt-eugine develmrent pirogramr proiceeids.

I l,,hullerige cail be tinlet successfuglly b rImpleenthing ( I I subhstantlial prelimiinary sdesignr, agnalyses, andI testing prioir to pirogramn
id es 'ictrenel' clrose Loginlgriori including larnring arid SClelmirrg between -airfragmie arid engine comnrrrries Ili tire areas gif

1cri,'riance ansI proipulsirin spstet-airframge Irntegratiior.

kI K. igh Danfrth. I .. -(gmrrelatuirr iif Vuild-ILuigirel arid Flight-[eVCt Data fnur tie I gcklmeed 1 -I011 Iristar,"
r-odit iv, Vi ,Akl ) [:MI1 Spev iglusts Meetirng. Paris, I rarice. 0 cturber 11-13. 19~77.
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DISCUSSION

M.Mihail, Bturea u Veritas. Fr
I What is your opinion oin the accuracy of the measuring instrjiiientatlion used oil ar ralt as compared to that

used oil the test .tand at the tinme of certilication or when tihe engines are delivered':

2) Is there a correlation between on-the-test-stand vibration and on-aircraft vibration concerning the same engine?

You spoke of' maximal values. )o you think that. given the accuracy of the instrumentation which you
mentioned. they are identical in both cases? this is a more specilic instance of imy first question.

Author's Reply
(I I In response t0 your first question, thlie accuracy of instrunelitatioii on aircraft anid OIn the test stand are very

comparable in my opinion. We take great care in the calibration ol the flight test instrmiientation. The engine
comipanies have. over the years, developed similar tic, hliiques so that it is my belief thai the instruientation
accu racy (on tie aircraft and the test stand are very similar. I think tlie best check thal t one cal get oi t lie
.'cLracy of ally experimental data is to have several different soUrces of data and coimpare the resuiIts.

(2l Rgarding your second tqiuistion I did iit discuss vibration in iliy talk. this question is out ofi my field of
speciali.ation and. theret ore. I will leave it to the dyna i.i iss.
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DANS LE CADRE DES ESSAYS AVIDNNE[JRS
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RESUME

La rentabilit6 6canomique d'un avion civil bi-r~acteor repose pour une grande part sur sea performances

de d~callaqe ;ii est donc tr!s important do connaltro l'6volution do la pouss6e install6e des r6acteurs

durant cette phase do vol.

Cello-ri est caract~ris~e par one utilisation particoliere des moteurs qui impose A l'avionneur

- l'6tude des relations liant la pooss6e au param~tre de conduite principal do moteor,

apr~s avionnaqe, aossi bion aux r6qimos 6lev~s quA~ coos des ralentia et de moolinet,

- l'6tode do l'6volotion do ce mAine parasitro do condoito Tars do d~collaqo (A position de

ianetto constante) 1i~e aux phdnom~nos dynamiqoos ot thoroiqoes auxsquela oat sounds To

moteor.

Lea syst -mos do rr~jolstion actoellersent mis on oeovre contralent imparfaitomont aprhs l'ajostemont do is

manette co parami-tre do conduito provoquant one dispersion do sea 6volotions. Poor la prochaine q6nMration

do moteors, lea matoriates proposont des r~qolations plus porformantos, co qoi devrait pormettro d'amA-

liorer los performances et ia durde do vie des motoor.

Notations

EN poss6o netto

WEE d~bit carborant

N1 vitoase do rotation do corps basso pression

N2 ". haute presasion

EGT tempdraturo sortie turbine basso prossion pour ['WA

haute prossion pour GE

Indices

S calcolA A I 'aide do programme do calcul do simulation do fonctionnoment stabilis6

do moteur,

C calculr A 1* aide des snoures effecto on vol,

F estimfl.6A1 'aide fios valeurs caiculIles (C,) et do, l'analyse deo la polaire.



INTRODUCTION

fit rerherche des, raracttrist igoes gui permet tent tie diterlmiurer lea performance!; d'oo avion so d16rol-

laget eat 1' or des huts ie ev;s -. ;ais 'or vol diet' par; ion avionnaur . En offal,

1'importance commerciale tie ca performances, aasocifte mox exigleoces de a;(critis, ittqinse git 'ii inos-

seiei me iiicore conlaasance p)055iii I des ra rar t 6ri ati goes asrint ynami goes de l a cc flu Ic aina i gue des

pnttasees di sportil eau5 cot; s do c (4tte phase de vol.

* eat i at ion de ia pntusse eat rerttioe i6 Li rate par lea fait go lv tisrn IIage eat Iaseau Ic phase de vol

poor laguel le 1 'eguipage ne root rtle pas & toot moment Ie psramitrr repr6sentatif de Ia pouss('..

La mane-tte des gsz eat amen-e :i Is positijolt ui pernet. dobtenir le [PR o lc rt~jtme fanl ddsird A

Mi W 0,1, pois ella eat lais;s6e fixe dorait le dilcollage. t'6volution do paranrbtra de condoite 6tant,

pendant rette meconrie phase, inflocitr~c par is mime de gjai at par la mime en 6quilibre thermigue des

cttrrposantts do sot cur.

11 at door 6tAI n~cesmaire tie d~finir deox types deamais ous permettant

- de d~finir toot d'abord lea relations liant la pouss~c mu pararntre de condoita en fonction-

nemeot stahilis6

- de difinrir eofin l(Ivolution de cc m~ine parambtre de conduite au cours dii d~collage.

[as easais permettroot, duLne part de corriger le programme de calcul mimulant le fonctionnemant

stahiliaP; do meteor at donsot sea performances, et. d'autre part de d~terminer l'influence des

ph6nombnrrs dyoamigues at thermiguas sur la pouss~e.

1 E- TUDE 0115 RELATIONS ElAN! LES CARACTERISTIUIIES PRINCIPALES DUi MOTEUR AU PARAMETRE DE CONDULTE EN

FONCTIUNNEMENT STABIILISE

1.1 -Etude des rdgimem 6lav~s +x

Dartsa des conditions de vol memblablas et+

tians la m~ine configuration marodynamique

de l'avion, soot effactu~s dam eamaim balmy-a

ant A la foim la zone utile de la polaire at

lea r~gimes utilises par le meteor bora des

d~collages. _____ COND

Durant cam emmais, o0 enragjistra lea parambtras raractfsriatigoem do meteor ainai gum lam va-

lours nisrassairas so cairol de la poomm~c. Cam enragistrementa r-os permottent tout riabord

die comparer poor chague point d'emmaim, lea caract~sristiguca mesuredos aver relies pr~vuem

par lo programme de calro!, pois d'6tahlir lea corrections A) apporter a cc dernier.

(your Figure 1

L 'artalyse de la poumm~e cat plus dIflirate car elle nest pas mesur~e en vol maim ralcul~a,

dotne tart Ai I aitic des preasions et des tett~6rmtures des flux, 4t d'autra part A P aide des

coefficient!; de toybrre eatimts ora d'asais sur magoette at so bane statiquc. Maim do fait

clue lea, taux de tdtente trouvf~m ora ties assais en vol soot gdrt~ralement aup~srleura A ceos

tenuesct li(Se A rellc de 1 'extrapolation ties, coefficients de toybire. Ausmi eat-il nereaesal-

re tie v~rifier lam pous!A-e calrolees 'i I aide d'une approrhe otilisant lea carart~riat igues

,-rodynamigues de I'avion (Voir Figure 2).

irt),tr t'ttstir rtmvest; tin! potim!;tle (tou val etr dft tarambitre tie t'otaitte ) on ti6tertti ne oine- tolai re

tr ittrari i rr tie cttrtitt it'v.
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Toul o variation sionifjcative mettra alors en i'vidence uric mauvaise estimation des coefficients

de tuyi~re sur 1 'av ion. Partant do I'hypoth~sv que la poussde caleul~e oat correcte pour les

taux de d~t onte obtonus alu banc , n ld6finij I a p0 oi ro de I 'avion, puis anl ca culo Jos

corrections A apportor Ni 1i1 POuSS(o du moteor afin de rendro la polaire ind~pendante du pars-

mwtre do conduite.

Doux cemonlios de corrections d~finivs aprbs les ossais en vol sont pr~lientds sur la Figure 3.

1.2 -Etude des has r~qimes

Afin de mieux dtetrmjner los caract(-ristiques do 1'avion,en particulier dana lea phases

doenvol, outrie litudv des pouss6es aux r6gimes uilev,~s, ii oat Flialement n~cessaire do con-

naltre avec precision la trafn6o de moulinet et los pouss~es aux bas r6gimes.

En effet, ii eat psrfaitement possible dleffoetuor lea essais do sestire de pente do montL'e

avoc un muteur 6teirt, donc simulant la panno moteur. En revance, tous los essais d'acc~l~ra-

tjon monosoteur ot doenvol peuvent uniq'josent 8tre effectuds avec un motoor au ralenti pour

des raisonis do slcurit6.

11 so-ra donc n~cessaire , lors do l'analyse des essais on vol, de retrancher la poussde de

ralenti et d'ajouter dana l'6tabljssemenL du Manuel do Vol ls trainfle du moteur 6teint.

Pour d~terminer la diffdronce entre es doux torsos, nous effectuons, au cours du sckme vol

lorq do mesuro do pente do mouitie, dos ossais balayant une polaire avec un motour au moulinet

puis avoc ce moteur so regime ralonti. Si l'estimation des caract~ristiques b bas rdgime a

Wtt corro cte, los deux polairos seont confondues. Si cola W'est pas le cam, il faudra en

admettant quo la pouss6e au ralenti eat correete, par exemple, corriger l'autre pour obteriir

leur coincidence. On uiti Iis;ra COs corrections pour d6pouiller los essais on vol et 6ta-

blir le manuel do vol.

A l'aide de ees essais et do l'analyse efoectu6e, on dispose alors d'un programme simu-

lant lo moteur en fonctionnesent stabilis6, et du moyen de corrigor lea essais effectuds au

ralenti. 11 nie reste plus qu', ddterminer l'6volution do la pouss~e au coors du d~col-

lage.

2. -ETUDE DO DECOLLAGE

Lors du d~collage,ilutilisation des soteors actuols so diviso en deux phases :Ia mise en gaz et le

fonctionnement 5i angle manotte eonstant. (Voir Figure 4).

Lo pilote, apri~s avoir lAchLI los freins, eherche 5 afficher en quelqoes secondes 1e rdgime n~ces-

saire pour effectoor le d6eollage. Durant cotte phase, l'6volution do Is pouss~e d6pend de Ia ma-

ni,~re dont a dt6 6ffectude la sise des qaz. Coest pourquoi on prend en compte 1l6volution qui cor-

respond A la proc~dure pr6eonis6o dana le manuel do vol. En effet, toute variation par rapport A

cette poussde n's qoouno faiblo influence sur les performances do I 'avion.

Apr?~s l'sjusternent do la manette, le parambtro de commando Coo PLA) est stabilis6. Cependant, le

moteur eat snomis, d'uno part aos inertios dynamigoes et thormiqoes do sea corrposants provoqu~s par

la miso do (is? rapido ; et, dautre part, sux influences successives do 1lace~lfrstion, puis de l'en-

vol do l'avion. Aussi, 1l6volution do sea earact6ristiquos diff~re-t-elle do cello donnde par le

programme do ealcol simiulant le mnoteu' en fonctionnoment stabiliscl.

Afin do diterminer es diff6rences et d'6valuer la pouss~e disponiblo au cours du d~collago, on,

effoctue on nombre important de d~collages pour chaque procriure de misc do gsz envisagde (manuolle

et automatique) et pour plusiours valeurs do parambtre A afficher.



ALI cours do chaque d6collage, los parambtros suivants sent onrogistr6s en fonction du teiris :para-

mttre do conduito, anqIle manotte, vitosse ot altitude do i'avion, toir9Araturo antianto. A ])aido do

Ce!; enregistrosernt-5, on distormine 1'instant A partir duqoel la position do la rnanotto do!; qaz

roste figte ;)on dWinil aritrsile point d'ajustomont. toe programme do calcul donne les caractdristiquos

stabilisises, i anqir' manetto qui correspond aux conditions do vol. et A) is valour du pararailtro do con-

doito oiirogistri) cot instant0 . 11 ost onsuite calcults, A chaque instant do d~collago, l'EPR ou N1

torine par co programme pour los conditions rtselles de vol et pour PLAn. On obtiont ainsi I '6vetlutien

stabiliske q ';rri tj( is' , parambtro do conduite Pt on Ia coriqiarnAi son 6vlotion ri~llo.

(Voir figure 1,)

11 est denne possible do duterminor pour cliaque proc~dore, do misc do gaz sinai quo pour ch-,ije rnivesu

dte poossuice, I ' uofli~re des plidnombwrs dynamiqoos ot thormigues sor 1 Ivolution du paramLitro do con-

duito. to riiveau et la dispersion des icarts obtonus nous pormottent do choisir Is prec6dure do misc

do gaz la plus appropriuie so meteor consid~r6, ot do dufinir linflunco do nivoso do poussdc.

La figure 6 mertre los Ovolotions obtonoes sur doux typos do motours, josqu'A 2 mo spruis lajstmont

de' la mariett. Ces evolutions soot 0dtodi(,s sor ton des meteors maintono so r~gime do di~collago,

taut re uItant so ralenti, pendant 5 et 10 an afin do simulor los conditions rdolles do vol roncontruios

1ors; d'uric panne

A partir do l'Avelutien do paramitro do condoite ot des relations qui liont is pooss~o A co dernior,

duifinios dsns is promibre partie, 0003 di~torminens one loi:

a FN/pFNJ f(t, COND5a ff) (oI6 COND rt. est is valour do parambtre do condoito

affichie) poor chaque proceuidro do also do gaz rotonue, manoolle 00 automatique.

On choisit l'rcsrt do poossic lc plus pdnalisant poor loutiliser dana los calculs gui ddfinissent

los performances de l'avion 0n voc do l'6tablissemont do Manuel do Vol. Los pooss~os disponibles

sent slors dftormin~os comme suit:

- lecture de is coorbo do condoito et calcol. des caractdristiqoos do meteor A M =0,1 I l'aide

do programme do calcul stabilisi corrig6

- duifinit ion do PIA correspondant A ce point

- caicul ds performances do meteor stabilisi poor los nombres do Mach ot Iea altitudes odcesssiros

- pris' err compte de l'inflocnco dos phuioneno dynamiguos ot thormiqoes on fonction do teira lora

do calcol des por foraices avions.

3. -RfIttLATlONS FUTURES

Cos essais, toot err pormettant dostimer IsI poossuio disponiblo mors d'on d~collago, mettent ausas en

uividonce one cortaino dispersion des 6volotioiis do I 'PR o do NI, ot donc do I'Cl, ior oine m~ine

procuidure de mis3e do gaz. 11 rfssulto deccli -ci quo pour ta plus grando sajorit6 des cos, l'LCT

obterto est !iopcrieor A celti gui correspond a la poosslo otilisie poor 1 Atablissement du Manool do

Voi. Ce, phuinembnre ditdriore pruimator~irt los moteurs do fsqon motile. Los progrLs do Irilectronique

ont conduit los motoristes T
i defiriir des systuimes gui pormcttron-L sor los neuvoaux meteors ,do ruglor

directemont le paramuitre do coniduit(, repruIsenitatif do la pousslo.

tuelloeU soient I altitude et I., teirpiraturo do terrain, le piloto artrrora Is manoetto des gaz A

oine position fixe poor Ie duicol isgop. Solon In conistructecur, I 'EEC eu le PMU r6-olcront A toot instant

PIt no le r6igimo fan A portir do lois fonctions do la teiprarstr, do l'altitode et do nombro ite

Mach, rendant ainsi lour 6volotion ruip~titive. Cr's syst?,mes, s~me s'ils iic suppriment pas lea ossais,

tnuiij'irs nicossaires poor 6valoor tea, 6velutions niaturollos des meteor; lers do la cendoito manoolbo,

ro i iit r I iert it ionijir tor I 'iir drio r de~ii vie' et Inn Ia purr ;sd(e ntI1 ti i '.
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DEVELOPMENT OF TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR CIVIL ENGINES

J. M. Cundy

Chief Engineer - RB 211-535 Developments

Rolls-Royce Limited

Derby

SUMMARY

A summary is given of the objectives for the testing programme
of modern civil transport engines. A typical modern testing
programme is described covering timescale, test hours, number
of engines and the different types of testing, such as
performance, environmental, systems and mechanical testing.

The effects on the programnme of parts with long lead times,
and the requirements for separate component testing are
addressed. The testing conducted for manufacturer's purposes
and that required by the certification authorities are compared,
both for complete engines and for separate components and rigs.

Typical test programmes in altitude test facilities and in

flight are covered. Comparisons are drawn between modern
programmes and associated techniques, and those in the recent
past. The paper concludes with a look at the future, including

the influence of new materials and the demands of higher fuel
efficiency.

1. INTRODUCTION

This paper examines the Development Programme required to take a typical commercial fan jet from draw-
ing board to Certification.

Before discussing the detail it is relevant to briefly review the background from which today's
engines evolved and look in particular at the Rolls-Royce RB 211 which has provided the experience on
which this paper is based.

The modern wide bodied airliner evolved to meet the need that became evident in the Mid '60's for an
economical form of mass air transport which was compatible with existing airports and the communities
around their. The engine manufacturers were faced with the challenge of a thrust requirement which was
approximately twice that of the then current civil engines. Each engine manufacturer produced engines
similar in size and cycle but differing in mechanical execution as befitted their differing backgrou.d and

experience. The Author's Company's solution was the Rolls-Royce RB 211 (Fig.l). This engine was marked
from its competitors by having three shafts.

The two shaft gas generator is a design feature founded on experience from earlier engines which
results in a compact engine with a short, very rigid carcase (Fig.2). This compactness provides for a
more efficient integration of wing and propulsion systen aerodynamics and forms the basis of the tecise
control of tip clearances between the rotating and static components which is so essential on high pressure
ratio engines for minimum fuel consumption and good perfoimance retention. The equal split of gas gener-
ator pressure ratio between intermediate and high pressure shafts minimises off-design compressor matching
problems and 'variables' can be limited to a single stage of variable guide vane at entry to the IP comp-
ressor and low power bleed valves from IP compressor delivery and from the third stage of the six stage
HP compressor. The RB 211 was the first Rolls-Royce engine to have 'modularity$ designed into the engine
at the earliest stages and has resulted in maintenance procedures which can significantly reduce unproduc-
tive 'do.m-time', both during commercial service and the Development Programme.

Since Service Entry in the Lockheed TriStar in 1972 at 42,000 lb. Take-off thrust (RB 211-22) the
basic design has been developed to meet the further needs of the TriStar and the Boeing 747, evolving to
a certificated thrust level of 51,500 lb. (RB 211-524 C2) with 53,000 lb. available in the near future.
This has been achieved without increase in diameter and with a reduction in overall length, weight and
specific fuel consumption. A version with a smaller fan diameter (the RB 211-535C), derived from the
HP system of the -22B and with IP and LP systems closely based on those of the latest -524's is currently
well advanced in its development programme. It will power the new Boeing 757 and gives 37,400 lb. Take-
off thrust. (Fig.4).

It is this engine family and its development from the first run in April 1969 through to the current

programmes on the -524 and -535 that form the basis of this paper.

2. SCOPE

The scope of this paper is defined as beginning at the completion of the Design Phase and finishing
at achievement of the engine Type Certificate (Fig.5). It has been rather arbitrarily limited thus to
maintain the task within manageable limits and, as such, addresses the phase which generates the most
intense period of effort for the Development group. It commences with a Planning Phase where the
opportunity has been taken to describe in some detail the types of testing required. This is followed
by a Testing Phase where examples are given of particular tests. Post engine Certification, and hence
outside this papers scope, is a phase of testing in the assigned aircraft which leads to Certification
of the installed engine and aircraft in combination. This is usually accompanied by a programme of
testing to demonstrate that the engine meets the terms of the commercial contract between engine and



aircraft manufacturer This phase together with the engine manufacturer's calibration testing that pre-

cedes it would form the subject for a substantial paper in its own right, as would the final Development

Phase, Service Support, which develops modifications for problems revealed in Comnercial Service plus

component life developsent. Mechanical and Aerodynamic rig test programmes parallel the Development

period discussed and although very interactive with it are only considered briefly.

In tI ise of all engines in the RB 211 family and many of their predecessors, Rolls-Royce has Design

responsibi Ly for the complete Propulsion System. This includes the intake, cowlings, thrust reverser,

core engine fairings and nozzles - the nacelle - which in conjunction with the engine forms the Propulsion

System. (Fig.6). This total responsibility leads to an unhindered integration of nacelle and engine

design and development. It is therefore included in the paper.

Opportunities to plan and execute a Development Programme for a new engine type occur infrequently.

In practice it is more usual to find that the programme requires the proving and Certification of a variant

of an existing engine where perhaps one or more of the shafts incorporate significant change. Due to

interactions it is still necessary to carry out many of the tasks that would be associated with a new design,

however the risk of unexpected 'surprises' is lower. This paper is broadly based on experience of a

number of such programmes and as such should provide a reasonably comprehensive review of a typical modern

programme.

i. THE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAIME

It is convenient to divide the development task into two phases:-

'Planning' and 'Testing'. In describing the Planning Phase the opportunity is taken to cover in some

detail the types of testing required. The Testing Phase is then given to description of examples of

specific tests.

3.1 The Planning Phase

This Phase starts, typically, in parallel with the start of the main Design activity and becomes an

ongoing task for the remainder of the programme. The Development Engineer will take as his basis the

Design Specification a document which defines in some detail the design or design changes planned, and

in conjunction with specialists from the Design and Technology staff, produce the Development Plan. This

will address the following major items:

0 Development test requirements.

* Development Engine Programme.

* Supply programme for Development engines and spares.

• Test Facility and Equipment requirements.

* Planned achievement of progress with 'milestones'.

Consideling each in turn:

3.1.1 Development Test Requirements

The test requirements for the particular specification will be determined from the following typical

list of test examples.

(a) Endurance and Cyclic

The former is testing to the 150 hr. endurance schedule specified by the Certification

Authority for the Type Test, the latter simulates service operation between low and high

engine power to a schedule chosen to gain experience in the shortest possible time compatible

with the particular design aspect under review. It can include repeated engine starts and

reverser operations. In combination this testing can normally be expected to rapidly reveal

shortcomings in the durability of the new design features.

(b) Performance Development Testing and Noise

This testing anticipates a performance short-fall on the initial development engines. Even

when the aerodynamic rig programme has demonstrated achievement of aerodynamic targets it is

normal to find that development of the initial design is required to reduce clearances and

leakages to design values, to correct gas annulus mis-matches between static and rotating

components and to check out the effect on the engine performance of modifications that will be

required for mechanical or functional reasons. A typical programme would have two Performance

development engines. One engine would continually assess the effect of design changes on

performance by frequent tests to assess individual or packaged modifications, with the emphasis

naturally on continual improvement. This engine would be heavily instrumented to enable the

performance of individual components to be assessed. The second engine would typically be

maintained to the highest possible mechanical and aerodynamic standard to demonstrate the

absolute performance level, thus serving as an accurate guide to the performance of the initial

production engines. It's programme will require periodic calibrations in an Altitude Test

Facility that is capable of simulating the range of altitude and Mach No. of the aircraft

concerned. Testing at simulated cruise conditions will predominate. Additional tasks will

include testing to establish optimum nozzle areas, the effect of air bleed on performance and

performance under windmilling conditions. A detailed assessment of the engine noise character-

istics will be conducted on an open air test stand specially designed to minimise extraneous



affects lue to the ground or surrounding buildings. It is convenient to combine this test
with ai 'Open Airt engine performance calibration in both forward and reverse thrust. No

corrections to the measured thrust are required so the test can be used to develop the
corrections that have to be applied to measurement of thrust on the enclosed test beds. BN)th

Noise and Open Air performance tests present difficulties, for botL if they are to generate
accurate results demand dry, still air. These are realised infrequently in the nctoriously
changeable English climate.

(c) Functional Testing

Functional testing is a 'catch all' title for the multitude of tests required to examine and

confirm or correct the design requirements of the mechanical and operational functioning of the
engine. Engines conducting such te~ts tend to be heavily instrumented, to have long and

complicated builds and short duration tests. To be successful this type of test demands close

and thorough liaison between the development engineer, the technical specialists who contribute

to the specification and carry out the detailed analysis of the tests, the instrument designers
and the measurement engineers who are responsible for the correct functioning of the special
equipment.

Examples of Functional Tests include:

* Straingauging for measurement of direct and alternating stresses on most new static and

rotating components. The degree of equipment sophistication will range from the simple
case of, say, an engine mounting link, to the complex case of measurement of vibrational
stresses in HP turbine blades with the associated hostile factors of temperatures, pressure
and centrifugal field, plus the need for very specialised lead out equipment.

* Thermal paint test for temperature surveys of all major engine components and in particular
to develop the cooling of combustion liners and HP and IP blades and vanes.

• Pressure and temperature surveys to ensure the correct operation of internal cooling and
ventilation systems and pressure balance around bearing housings.

* Measurements of the transient thermal response of discs to provide information for accurate
stress analysis and clearance matching. The HP system is of prime importance and presents
similar difficulties to the straingauge case.

* Assessment of the correct operation of the engine oil system, including the efficient
operation of the oil supply to and scavenge from the engine main bearings and gearboxes,

and assessment of the oil cooling and filtration systems and their controls.

* Measurement of bearing end loads.

0 Assessment of the engine starting performance using a special 'Cold Room' test facility
for simulating starting down to -40

0
C. and hot day starting to simulated inlet temper-

atures up to +55
0
C. Similar testing is conducted in the Altitude Test Facility to assess

inflight relighting. All such testing may be accompanied by fuel system ttuning' to develop

optimum starting performance.

* Assessment of the engines vibration characteristics to form the basis of Operational Limits
and to enable an endurance engine to be built to simulate the worst service conditions.

* Assessment of engine handling at sea level and simulated altitude conditions to ensure
optimum operation of compressor bleed valves and/or variable vanes to provide stall free
operation under the most extreme throttle manoeuvres. This will include tests to artific-

ally raise compressor operating points by injection of fuel or special operation of bleed
valves to provoke stall and hence assess operating margins and thus margin for in-service
deterioration.

* Assessment of the correct functioning of the nacelle. This includes the thrust reverser
and its operating mechanism and control system, the nose cowl anti-icing, fire detection

systems and the various ventilation zones.

* 1 above list addresses the major requirements but no list can be comprehensive. Additional

special tests may be required to assess damage and engine integrity when ingesting birds,
hailstones, and high water concentrations, the effect of ingested dust and internal oil
leaks on the purity of the air supplied for cabin conditioning, etc.

(d) Certification Tests

Airworthiness Requirements demand that the engine manufacturer demonstrates a prescribed standard
of engine integrity to the satisfaction of the Authority concerned. Satisfactory demonstration

is marked by the granting of a Type Certificate. This major landmark in an engines development

is required to enable the engine to proceed to the nest phase - the Flight Certification - and

thence to Commercial Service. The requirements are demonstrated from a combination of engine
and rig tests and technical analysis based on the results of these tests and, where appropriate,

analogy with previous similar designs.

The scope of this paper does not include a detailed consideration of all the tests involved.

Comment is thus limited to the observation that data from the Functional Testing plays a major

part in the preparation of the Certification submission. Specific engine demonstration tests

includes
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" The Type Test.

This is a 150 hr. endurance test to a schedule defined by the Airworthiness Authority. It
is designed to subject the engine to a full range of conditions to expose any weaknesses

in the design. As such it includes periods of running at all pcwer levels with particular
emphasis on maximum values of shaft speeds, gas temperatures and oil temperature, and

minimum oil pressure. The testing at steady conditions is conducted with and without

air and power off-takes and is interspersed with accelerations and decelerations and cyclic
testing. The test includes a prescribed number of starts and thrust reverser operations.

Satisfactory completion of this test as established by the thorough examination of the dis-
mantled engine after completion to the satisfaction of the Authorities inspectors is manda-

tory. The maximum values of shaft speed and turbine temperature demonstrated together with
other limiting parameters become the Maximum Operational limits in Commercial Service.
Great care is thus necessary in planning and executing this test to ensure chat the condi-

tion' tested are adequate to enable the engine to deliver its full performance.

* Overspeed and Overtemperature Tests.

These are tests to demonstrate the ability of the engine to operate for short periods at
conditions above the maximum normal limits. They again provide clearance for Operational
Limits.

" Cold starting demonstration.

* Interrupted oil supply demonstration.

* Windmilling without oil.

* Icing demonstration.

* Smoke emission compliance demonstration.

3.1.2 Development Engine Programme

The assessment of the test requirements for the specificatior in question will provide the basis of
the Development Engine Programme. To determine the order of tests a judgement will be made of the likely
risk areas in the new design features. This leads to the choice of key functional tests at an early

stage in the programme. Examples are straingauge surveys of new discs and checks on the functioning of
the cooling systems of the high temperature turbine blades and vanes. An initial performance assessment
will have high priority. Incorrect aerodynamic functioning can lead to time consuming diagnosis and

correction with a resultant delay before endurance experience starts to accumulate on the final standard.
In the interim a poor performance standard may preclude the attainment of full rotational speeds on
endurance tests with the possibility that mechanical problems may remain unexposed.

In parallel with the above testing endurance tests will reveal unexpected design weaknesses at the
earliest opportunity. Endurance testing will be of two types. Early 150 hr. endurance tests will
explore the capabilities of the design at the more severe conditions of shaft speed and temperature and
will also ensure that the engine is operated for a period at all speeds within the operating range to
expose any unexpected resonances. Additionally it will serve as practice running for the formal Type

Test later in the programme. Early cyclic testing is particularly relevant to establishing the durability
of the combustion chamber and high temperature aerofoils and has demonstrated that it can rapidly show up
durability and reliability problems in all parts of the engine more rapidly than by running to the 150 hr.

endurance schedule.

The above testing will be followed by more routine functional testing, by detailed performance tuning
and by continual endurance tests (both 150 hr. and cyclic) to accumulate hours and cycles on specific sets
of parts and to test design changes that have been shown necessary by earlier testing. In the final
stages the emphasis will be on the formal certification tests required to justify the granting of the Type

Certificate.

The resulting programme will establish the number of development engines required, and te3t dates for
specific tests and the required build up of test hours and cycles. (Fig.7).

1.1.3 The Development Supply Programme

The information contained in the Development Programme is the basis for the Supply Programme. This
will consist of new development engines or conversion kits, spare modules to ensure rapid shop turnround

on selected engines and spares. It will establish when orders need to be placed to ensure timely complet-
ion. In the initial stages it will concentrate on long lead time items. This phase is interactive with
the design programme where designs involving long lead time components must be specified, at least in
sufficient detail for material orders to be placed, at an early stage if the elapsed time for the total
programme is to be competitive. As the programme progresses the Supply Programme will concentrate on

getting new engines built for test and then on supplying modifications and spares for successive build,.
A successful Development Programme is extremely dependent on a well planned timely Supply Programme.

3.1.4 rest Bed and Special Test Facility Requirements

The Development Programme will establish the number of engines and rate of testing. This will be
related to the required Test Facility capacity and support services on the basis of previous experience.

Test facilities for engines of the RB 211 type are large and, extremely expensive. A test bed with its
exhaust equipment is some 200 ft. long, 30 ft. wide and 35 ft. high and with its special instrumentation

currently represents a capital outlay of £2.0 million and an annual running cost of £O.7 million. Utilis-
ation must be high consistent with adequate capacity to meet the Development Programme.



This can he categorisd as special equiimeIt tr use in conjunction with the engine and special meas-
Iril0 cquip;Ikl t on and in the engine. Examples of tLhe former include airmeters, inlet flares, slave

exhatt equipment , speciaL inlets for noise test ing, ground handl ing equipment for the engine and its
iodunel etL . lhe latter include pressure and teiqirature rakes and tappings, straingauge lead out
t~i ilitle, hear ing Load measurenlent equipiment etc. The lists are far from comprehensive and all must

desinelif anid procured in I timely manner.

. , 1.,,_r, , A iitor,

to check thit tfie development programle is proceeding at the required rate it is usual to establish

fitrili: the plainin g phi 0 monitoring parameters ith targets consistent with the required rate of achieve-

Nit prime ri oitor, ire the oiL td Jp of engiie test hours and cyctes. These will be backed by
stef'ctod technical Milestones. Fig.8. The selection of the latter is dependent on the particular
-pec ii ication and xperience of th (ii I tCultie expected based on previous experience of similar prograrime.
Eig.O sh:ce the averaged opinion of sixteen senior engineers from the Author's Company of the difficulty
,i -ititactorilv copleting various aspects of development testing as defined under fifteen categories.
i I rt spo us cove redI all a!spect! of deve oprIlent inc ud ing all the rig test tasks but remains a good guide

to tie diit icuItee expel ted in the dievelopment engine programc. Mechanical reliability is marginally
thr To- diiticult, toslety flto-aed by Performance, which reflects in particular the intense competitive
prtisure to improe ftuel consumption.

I ., ,- tilt. [base

Tfis phase of the prograime typically consists of two years of intensive engine testing. It is not
practical to liscuss this in detail so a selection of examples has been taken to illustrate various aspects.

Example i - The Type Test

fie regulations require that all Take-ofi and Maximum continuous running is carried out at the maximum
shatL speeds and turbine gas temperature for the rating in question. Unfortunately the engine

characLteril;tics when operated to the limits of an aircraft flight plan do not result in these para-
,eter reaching their maximlum values simultaneously. The problem is compounded by having three
shalt. It is therefore necessary to change the matching of the Type test engine to achieve
simultaneous maximum values. The matching adjustments required at Take-off and Maximum Continuous
are di ftrent. The maximum turbine temperature is only used in Service rn hot days, if the Type

Test engine were run to this temperature on ordinary day temperatures and particularly in cold winter
weather the pressures in the engine would be far above maximum service conditions. Ways have to be
found Lo overcome these difficulties. The high pressure case is normally avoided by heating the

inlet air to the test bed. This requires that some 2,000 lb/sec. of air be raised in temperature
by up t,, 25°C. This is expensive and the equipment is inflexible. More latterly the problem has
been overcome by intrl,-cing a pire:0ur Ai', It engiie iilet ,dit : al screen in the illlet ductring.

Fig.10. Tie speed/temperature matching case is solved by special adjustments to the engine. Con-
sidering tfie turbine temperature as fixed at it's required valu the HIP spool ,pfeed i, raised to it's
maximum by twists to the compressor blading front stages. The IF speed is then raised to its
maximum by positive adjustment of the variable inlet vanes. The fan is then raised to its maximum

speed by enlarging the exhaust nozzle. The gas generator adjustments reduce it',, oflicincy which
can result in insufficient gas horse power to drive the Ian at maximum speed with the largest
possible exhaust nozzle. In this case It is necessary to clear the shaft speeds on two separate

tests. Allowance must also be made for a drop in all speeds at a turbine gas temperature as the
test progresses due to deterioration and accretion of atmospheric dirt. These factors make the
running of the Type Test at the correct maximum conditions a very fial longing ta.k and its success-
ful coruplet ion in occasion of great relief.

Example 2 - The Nacelle Leakage Test

Complete sealing of the nacelle is of prime importance on an engine of the RB 211 Type. Air that
leaks through nacelle seals and joints instead of going through the propelling nozzles is wasted
thrust and hence degraded fuel consumption. Ten square inches of leakage area is approximately
equivalent to one percent of s.f.c. The test consists of sealing the inlet and exhaust nozzles
of an engine with blanks and pressurising the engine interior with slave air. The leakage rate
is measured and then individual leaks traced and sealed to determine their values. Leakage above
the pecified level will require design action. This simple test has proved most effective in
reducing fuel consumption and is an area where the Author's Company has gained from their respon-
sibiiity for the complete propulsion system. (Fig.ll).

Example 3 - Bearing End Load Measurement

Gas Turbine main shaft bearings experience an end load which is the difference between a large rear-
ward turbine load and a large forward compressor load. This difference between two large quantftfrv
is difficult to calculate accurately. If the load capacity of the bearing is exceeded th -ervi,

life will be reduced, if it drops below a minimum value the bearing will skid with the same rt ul.
It is thus necessary to seasure the end load on each bearing. This is achieved on the tmre tit t
intershaft bearing which locates the LP shaft by the provision of equipment which can loaf th, Il
shaft hydraulically. By raising the oil pressure the bearing is made to move from lts c..

bearing load can then be established from the oil pressure and the area it is bearing on. IP

will be repeated at conditions throughout the Speed range. (Fig.1
2
).
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Example 4 - Measurement of Temperature and Stress on the HP Rotor

Measurements on the HP rotor present the most difficult challenge to the measurement engineer. It is
necessary to transmit the signals from the rotating shaft (10,000 rpm) to a ground station. The0
environment is hostile (350 C) and space is limited. To be of practical value the equipment must

be accurate over a wide range of conditions and very reliable. FLg.li shows a .yt ,i, 1'. -gned
and developed by the Author's Company. It contains induction coupling rings for the power supply

and control circuits and capacitive coupling for signal transmi.sion. It can transmit data from
a.c. or d.c. straingauges, thermocouples and thermal mats. Six transmission channels can be employed

at any one time and by internal switching it has the capability of handling for example up to 64

thermocouples which can be calibrated on line. The unit is cooled to maintain acceptable operating
temperatures. The ground station digitises the output signals and converts it to engineering units

in a computer for on line presentation to the crst engineer.

Example 5 - Cyclic Testing

Cyclic testing is used to expose design weaknesses. Fig.14 shows the cycle that has been veveloped
to give the maximum experience for minimum elapsed time. This is important to both mirrmise the

time required to expose problems and also to minimise the fuel bill which for an RB 211 is typically

£750 per hour for this type of testing.

Example 6 - X-Ray Measurements

Performance is critically dependent on maintaining minimum clearances between rotating blade tip seals
and the associated static members. The development of designs that meet this objective uses infor-

mation of many types including theoretical analysis backed by measurements of engine pressures and

temperatures. it is particularly aided by X-ray photographs. This technique which has been
developed to have a capability of accurately showing the position of rotating blades under running

conditions is illustrated by Fig.15 which shows an LP 1 turbine blade as photographed with the engine
stopped and also at maximum conditions. With computerised analysis it is possible to accurately
determine relative positions to within a few thousandths of an inch. The equipment is powerful to
achieve the required penetration and safety precautions have to be rigorously observed.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The foregoing is a brief review of the intense period of development testing to Certification of a

typical programme on one of today's high by-pass ratio fan jet.

It is conventional at this point to consider changes from past practices and anticipated developments
for the future. Test practices have in fact changed little in basic principle over the last 20 years.

The introduction of the large fan jet in the late 1960's required no major change to the Certification
regulations. The step change in physical size with the attendant problems generated by the new test

equipment required to accommodate it are now overcome. In some respects the increased size has advan-

tages, for instance, providing more space for instrumentation. The progressive increase in pressure
ratio with the accompanying increases in compressor delivery temperature and turbine entry temperature

has required increased attention to turbine cooling systems and the introduction of new alloys, principally

nickel based, with higher expansion coefficients than the ferritic alloys they replaced. This makes the

iontrol of clearances bet.en static and rotating members more difficult at a time when increased stage

loadings demanded that they be reduced. Development testing, backed by continually improving technical

analysis has made a major contribution to the precise control achieved on today's engines. For the same

reasons, thermal stresses, particularly in turbine discs, increased in significance and accurate life pre-
dictions have now become dependent on a precise knowledge ot transient thermal gradients, again the

development engineer has been required to provide accurate measurements. The introduction of computerised

analysis techniques has led to quicker response to test results and the ability to plan more complex tests.

The emerging environmental concern has led to new types of tests. Mandatory noise and smoke limits are

established and today's planning now has to assume the introduction of exhaust pollutant limits. The

above trends are expected to continue, perhaps at a diminishing rate. They will be accompanied by the

introduction of new materials and manufacturing techniques which will include powder metallurgy for discs,

superplastic forming for titanium alloys, novel casting techniques for turbine blades and increased use

of composites, all driven by the competitive pressure to produce lower fuel consumption and reduce weight

and cost. The development engineer will continue in his current major role in taking these innovations
through to commercial service.
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trainsient poiwer usage stnd thus. defines more accurately the ranges (if operational severity exposure of the engine components. Continued
updlating of tfil. prtrCeSs 11 eSsential if the engine testing is to he effective in yielding a capability to project and program engine operating
and igist its support requirements.

Engo- start Engine Stp Eng ea Sttr Engine Stop

MIssio Tise Mision Time

(a) Estimated Poler IREPt Required as a function of (bi Actual Poer aEtight Test Data) Requited as Recorded
Mission Time for an Intercept Mssion on Instrumented Aircraft During an intercoept Mission
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Teot and Evaluation Procedures
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Pt-rt ilil te itertltiit lit- tCurrent test tiroiedutres. i t tat It nei Ili %vst em relpiiirements. can deliver the maximum payoiff for each engine

tn-t h iair aiittlishetl. 'I his~ will alsir lead tio itlri ived esaluat ii ti artt(l tIjeittions it system pserformance arid ioerati litv- characteristics
ittil t ridriof I-, (mi t n d risk, antd cit nit in the evils ttg nr'stem Empn~hasis will hie placed ItIl the expanded uise of' mathematical modeling
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Conclusioni
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Figures 1 and 2 itaken from reference 1 ) graphically illustrate how rapidly support costs have increased
in a time span of two decades Figure 1 shows that Operating and Support costs (O&S) have grown from 35% of total
life cycle cost to 800,. of the total life cycle cost in the time period studied Figure 2 shows that. despte the rapid
increases in fuel costs the elements driving this increased O&S cost are maintenance labcr and parts
replacement These increasing support costs of propulsion systems have generated for both government
and industry a need to reassess their approach to engine development Most past engine developments hve
emphasized performance as the primary goal and used reliability criteria based on approaches which were
developed for electronic systems (in those cases where reliability was specified at all ) There has beer, little
attempt to really understand the causes for high operating costs and to tailor engine development accordingly
What has to be done is to set cost requrements, then prove by test and analysis that they can be met However before
!he development test effort can really be determined, a thorough understanding of the total system requirement,
as 't affects the engine must be obtained This aspect has not been adequately addressed in the past

Acquisition Cost vs Operation Maintenance Cost Drives O&S
and Support Cost Ir,A c1

P C 

W, 

A C

t i~,,~. 1 i Malenance/Fuil Rollo

-

0o 0C 'WA i7

iOC Year

Figure 1 Figure 2

Requirements Definition
Requirements to the engine manufacturer come in the form of thrust, fuel consumption and weight that

will allow an aircraft to meet a specific mission, as in Figure 3 From this can be derived a design mission power pro-
file i e X% time at max power. Y% at intermediate power, and Z% at cruise for various combinations of altitude
and Mach number Unfortunately, closer examination of real engine usage shows that hidden behind this simple
profile is a malor engine variable the number of throttle transients to be expected in actual flight Figures 4
and 5 show the variation in engine usage taken from actual flight data to the same profile as Figure 3

Further complicating the engine usage issue is the fact that the profile and throttle transients for the
design wartime missions are frequently much less severe than the training profile used to maintain pilot proficiency
Lack of appreciation for the magnitude of these transients is reflected in past qualification requirements

Typical Mission Power Profile Minimum Severity Usage
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Table 1 compares the MIL 5007C endurance qualification which was used in the late 60's and early 70's to
qualify fighter engines with a current endurance test based on flight data for a 1000 hours of operation The com-
parison suggests reasonable correlation between earlier test and flight usage for steady state power settings but is
not representative in terms of transient usage As a result, engines which have undergone AMT (Accelerated
Mission Test) can be expected to have superior lives in real service usage A clearly defined engine usage spectrum
is a prerequisite for any form of engine parts life requirement and an ability to estimate parts life is the cornerstone of
support cost prolections

Maximum Severity Usage
F101-X/F404 Durability Testing

* Ij I c

101.1 T~ Pa.., *el S .0!! 1 0!!Id. I,! l *
I',ll iI!.*I I 96 CyC . Cr'..

• PFRT

T (MIL-E-5007C) 60 26 78 10 140

T Q
U .QI

(MIL-E-6007C) 10 65 325 26 350

AMI 430 127 2171 65 6499

Figure 5 Table 1

Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF) has been the classical measure of reliability and by inference, main-
tenance cost Although more than 90% of maintenance actions are taken at organizational level (Flight Line Ma;n-
tenance) less than 10% of the operating cost occurs at this level (Figure 6). Unlike avionics, a combination of
high costs of some engine parts (e g . cooled turbine bucKetsl plus a wide variation in the cost of gaining access to
the failed part makes MTBF inadequate as a cost control requirement for the engine Examination of logistic data
shows that both parts and labor costs are directly relatable to the number of times an engine comes off wing and
goes to an intermediate or depot maintenance shop (Figure 7) MTBF and Mean Time Between Maintenance Action
(MTBMA) do have a part to play in the overall reliability picture in that they significantly impact two other critical
areas - operational readiness and mission completions, however, support cost reduction requires a major effort
to keep the ergine out of the maintenance shop Predominant causes for shop visits are life limited parts, system
operability problems, and performance deterioration Targets in each of these areas must be determined at the
outset In order to design to these targets. requirements must be clearly defined as to the weapon system objectives
and how the engine will be used to achieve these objectives

Propulsion System Cost Breakdown Engine Maintenance Cost vs Removal Rate
(4 Year Average FY 75 - FY 79)
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In the operability area it is equally important to define the range of conditions required for the aircraft to

meet its mission requirements. The projected range of angle of attack, yaw. and inlet engine flow match must be

determined for all flight conditions to which the aircraft can be taken in controlled condition (Figure 8) (Altitude
and Mach number for these maneuver values may be in or out of the 1 g envelope.) Failure to fullv establish these
requirements will result in an inadequate test program followed by frequent engine/control ren 'vals because of

adverse tolerances stack-ups of otherwise serviceable components Given adequate definition of the aircraft
requirements, shop visits for operability problems can and should be targeted so that refurbishments can be

carried out at a time when the engine is removed for replacement of a life limited item
A concensus amongst aircraft propulsion system specialists could quickly be reached about figures of

merit for thrust to weight, or specific fuel consumption of a military engine but the benchmarks for the cost per

operating hour could not be established nearly as readily Similarly, the qualification of engines concentrates on
ensuring that the engine is safe to fly and meets performance: however, meaningful test requirements for sup-

port cost projections are rare if not non-existent For a major reduction in support costs to be achieved, require-
ments directed at these costs will have to be issued and tests to verify these projections made part of the qualifi-

cation process
In order to quantify these requirements, General Electric has a system of ten "Bottom Line" measures

(Figure 9) These are used to track the operating costs of existing systems and so establish the design target or
benchmarks for engines under development The payoff or "Bottom Line" for making durability/reliability a
prime factor in engine development comes in the form of

* Lower Operating Costs
* Improved Readiness
a More Mission Completions

Fighter Maneuver Envelope 10 "Bottom Line" Measures

for Inlet/Engine Compatibility All causes Esen..

Uncontrolied , 0 e * Shop Visit Rat..I.
Fiighl iO 90 0 .** • 0e LRU Raig.!|

'0 rain Cost

congroii ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Prt Cog -~ ''nsum.wpion Cost. , peraigCs
Controlled Flight 

Uncontrolled
l Palt consumption

30 and LaboCost..

o Engine Holeeflevcntos Readiness
MTBMA,...
Mission Abort Rat. - .t

l inFiighi Sudw - .. Mission Completion
*~0*' SFlight Shutdow.

Figure 8 Figure 9

Development Program
Once the requirements are understood then a development program can be structured to prove by test

that the durability/reliability requirements can be met. No single test will do though, there are many factors to

consider This program
* Tests Parts to Failure

This is necessary to establish service limits and to establish progression rates for cracks, oxidation and other

failure modes Minimum failure rates are established by operational requirements If the engine does not meet
these rates, improvements must be made and prcven.

a Tests an Adequate Statistical Sample
It must be recognized that parts have individual life variations. An adequate test sample is necessary before a

Weibull failure distribution can be plotted, to analyze and provide reliable life predictions
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Smulates Actual Service Usage in Testing
To accurately evaluate durability, testing must simulate the actual mission in terms of hours of time at full
temperature. number of equivalent full throttle cycles, number of start stop cycles, acceleration times, and a
representative mix of maximum rotor speed Additionally, pressures and temperatures must be typical of
s, rvice usage across the flight envelope Figure 10 shows the flight conditions simulated in a typical develop-
ment test series Endurance effort is concentrated at flight conditions typical of the major forecast usage. Sys-
tem functional tests are carried out at all points of the projected flight envelope. For realistic cost effective
development. Accelerated Mission Testing (AMT) which incorporates extra severity and eliminates non-de-
manding portions of the mission is now the standard test for engine endurance
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Figure 10

" Evaluates All Key Failure Modes
High cycle fatigue low cycle fatigue, rupture and creep, oxidation and burnout, erosion, and physical inter-
ference and impact are some of the key failure modes that engine and component test programs must consider.
Different parts have different dominant failure modes

" Simulates All Flight Conditions in Test
Durability and reliability tests must include various altitude. sea level and ram engine test facilities, as well as
many component facilities from spin pits to shake tables

" Demonstrates Life and Reliability Requirements Before Production to Assure Early Maturity
it is important that the first production engine meet initial service requirements for reliability and durability.
These requirements must be established in the engine's specification and testing must assure requirements
arf

, met during development For these requirements to be assessed. it is essential to track engine usage from
flight test data aiid mission projections

" Makes Cost Effectiveness an On-Going Concern
There should be on-going CIP development to make cost-effective, in service improvements (such as improving
repair techniques maintenance methods and cost reduction) that will assure that engines continue to meet
Bottom Line Measures oi in-service excellence, even after 10-15 years and at 3000-4000 hours age'

Summarized bhlw are the malor test techniques necessary to a successful development program:

1. Accelerated Mission Testing
This is realistic endurance testing of an engine under conditions that closely simulate the actual usage it will
be subjected to irn field operations B5 reducing missions to their cyclic components, equivalent operational
engine running time is more rapidly accumulated

2. OtherEngine Testing
- Test Cell - Other engine testing - where all aspects of the complete engine characteristics are demon-

strated prior to qualification These include ruggedness (ingestion of foreign objects, ice. etc ) maintain-
ability demonstrations, climate environment, etc

- Altitude and Ram Facilities - The purpose of these complete engine tests is to demonstrate capability and
characteristics of operation over the complete flight envelope Stall margins are measured with maximum
inlet distortion and the interaction of controls and engine transient characteristics are determined and
auqmenter and burner stability envelopes are mapped In addition, instrumented stress and structural
capabilities are evaluated at the most severe extremes of the flight envelope
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3. Special Engine/Component Testing
Special engine component testing - these are the tests which supplement AMT endurance and other corn-
plete engine testing in order to evaluate component aerodynamics
Table 2 shows the failure modes for different engine components
Table 3 shows the relationship between test technique and failure mode

Mechanical Failure Modes
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How an Accelerated Mission Test (AMT) is Designed
Since the AMT test is now the backbone of durability development, it is worth looking at how such a

test is designed

Steps in creating an AMT
1 Airframer and military service define aircraft missions:

Flight conditions
Throttle usace - time at full power and number and type of cycles

Time of each leg and mix of missions.
2 These missions are surveyed to separate the major elements affecting engine durability from those

portions ,)f the missions which have little or no effect:
Low cycle fatigue cycles.
Thermal cycles
ime at max power

Afterburner light cycles

Figure 11 compares the relative severity of the AMT duty cycle with the potential applications While
the AMT cycle is intended specifically to evaluate the engine in 2000 mission hours in the F-16, the
severity of the test cycle will give excellent results applicable to both the F-15 and F-14.

Major Elements Affecting Engine Durability
2000 Mission Hours /(640 hours of AMT)
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Low Cycle Full thermal Time at Max Afterburner

Fatigue Cycles Cycles Power, Hrs. Cycles
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Figure 11
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3 Once the major elements and mission severity are identified, they are translated into test cycles
which simulate the same or harsher engine usage Throttle movements approximate realistic pilot
actions The specific engine test cycles used in performing the AMT are illustrated in Figure 12

Fighter AMT - Engine Test Cycles
Air Combat* Air-to-Surtace*

Ma.- Max. •

I....-Int . . . . ..- - - -:
Int ie . .... . , . .

Idle-,1 ". . ;: -;- - ,- Idle'= : -_ : .

237 31 Min Cycles 217 38 Min Cycle.

Ground "A"* Ground "B'*
Mae- - Ma.-.

.- - . . .- i l - _- -. - .. . ...
-U-7

Idle -Idle

29 71 Min Cycle. 16 - 53 Min Cycle.

Ram Inlet Test Cell (Single Run)
Low Altitude & Supersonic High Cycle Fatigue

Max - - - Max -

Inl - - - Il- - - _- -
43 175 Min Cycle. (c P1 24 56 PSIA 1 Cycle for 32 Hrs

T1 143 F

*Test Cell P-14.7
T-59'F Max A/B n Typical Test Time (Hrs) 320.8

Heated t - Throttle Angle M x Dry L..Cycle Equlv. Mission (Hrs) 1100Heatd Inet P14,7Idle
T-90 F. 1001F

Figure 12

Clearly there has to be a system provided to link operating costs to the component lives as tested by
AMT, spir, pit. rig tests, etc. This is provided by logistic models combined with mission severity models. Data
requirements for such a model are listed in Table 4.The mission severity model uses the test data base and pro-
.ects service lives based on the projected engine usage (Figure 13) For non-life limited parts reliability growth
is predicted based on past experience and the early development history. The logistic model takes into account
the scenario infrastructure, number of bases, locations, flying rates, maintenance turnaround times, pipeline times,
etc It also should be capable of assessing secondary damage to be expected after the initial failures and the
impact of the maintenance policies selected. In this way parts life and reliability can be converted in $'s per hour,
thereby ensuring engineering requirements (parts life) which can be demonstrated by test and be used to verify
cost requirements.

Logistic Model F101 DFE Operations f Support (0 & S)
Logisti Req ees Cost Analysis Approach

Data Requirements

*Expected Component ifii Dais iWeibaulsi
AMT Il. F.I.renc.

Mxisil-, A-11111. by OPSeV

* Random Failure Characteristics
Ulhircl Relobi.ty S-11, Item.

GrowI Oeenial.I on Fit Ccle

*Fieet Operation
4 C Oel-,,ry Scl.dul.

Table 4 Figure 13



Operational Support Requirements
One thing is almost a certainty in a military development, that is by the tire a sy';tem actually com-

pletes a development and is deployed the planned usage will change either because of a change in role or required
tactics (Even it the role does not change, actual usage may differ from that projected ) To this enid although not
discussed in detail in this paper, the ability to track actual engine life consumption in service on all engines is
mandatory to an efficient logistics system

Advanced logistic models referred to earlier can project spares needs based on these new life inputs,
thereby allowing for forward looking logistic requirements rather than systems which look at the previous years
requirement to determine the next buy With hot section lives capable of 3-6 years already being demonstrated
on advanced engines, a backward looking logistic system is obviously the route to disastrous spares shortage
when wearout does appear

Life prediction based on real usage combined with an adequate test base and modern spares fore-
casting techniques allow rational judgments to be made on the changes necessary to spares provisioning. It
also provides the key to any additional durability development

Having established the need and the capability to project operating costs for engines, the mator ques-
tion remains what numbers are realistic? Figure 14 shows the bottom line numbers for line existing in-service
engines and compares them to the goals of GEs latest fighter engines ... the F404 which is in the early stage of
production and the F101 DFE which is in development

10 "Bottom Line" Measures
All Causes, Events
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Figure 14

The figures shown are for the mature goals. Equally important is to achieve this maturity early Figure
15 is typical of the goal for these engines in terms of when maturity should be achieved. This early maturity is not
only highly desirable to minimize early support cost and maximize operational availability, it is absolutely vital to
avoid prohibitive modification and post-production development costs. This can be achieved by a reorientation
of the development effort (Figure 16) This approach where required parts life is established prior to production
combined with maximum effort fix cycle for early service reliability problems (some of which must be anticipated)
can achieve the goal of acceptable support costs for advanced systems.

Engine Development - A New Approach
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II' 11,i:ialit uho\% . Or cluiu gt' 'iiit' and l1v

Do %im : t'\it'ct S I 1 11 tu' tiuutlitas jutell sAith SVR On the prvst'ut eeration ol filitt'r aurcrilt

Xu thor's RepI%
Ike dtIiit's'it' 1) -1[. I I1leltte. c:Iultili1s tii 01i iii1 iiiiist uteeiit lighter tugines. I alsi lh'lit'tt lit'uait. 01 t'e

miicitii,iict' osi t ie tiuuiuuiCLu l at either (llit 1iNi iKii[eliatt' skpOr A thet liVit. ('OSts issOCuatt' tll ith liht l1it

iniiiiitat'iie juct' a iiiou Hurt ol lt'e iiutrAh 111iiIaiit'iai cost

lIn kiuiinariu. I di cexpt'u this torrflatioui to) coiinILIt'. I iuighut Midu it is nt't'tssauv (ii take great taut' Whutii Liiog thue

I'S \I daita 5 stt'iii (i ut'.isiut' ctiinit cis. us 'I' 'rt .ire seteral quirks aIssi ated wkih hmui (lie udata is mnh1iall\

eftid ,



SPIt'IFI CAllUS DIS ISS!\I S DLt lI \tI.UIt'IMI
'POUR UIN MoItl It WAYIllS IDE COMIAI

J1 . CARII I

S. S..C. M. A. - VI I.IAROfCIII
-S 50 - MO)ISSY-IIZAMAYL I.

L~a SNUCMA a one produict i on d1ivers if i~e de tint etrs civils et m iIiIa i yes.
In cc devtiier doma ine, I '-.'-o itt ion des motettrs SAC-MA atix eel I "es d~es Av ions Mi rage dle
Dassauli t a Jotiti lie Aci a tnt fail o dI 1ax-ionts ilont !a A-pu tatijel stir le pl an mtondial itWest
plus a fa i Irc. Ra ppel Cots iti Iteg met eii s Atai r 9C jqu i pent I Us av ions Mi rage I I I , I 's slot envs
Atar ONK propulsent les Miraiges IV de la levce A~rientic Strat~giqiie l-vanlaisc, tanilis tilit leg
mcters Atar 91K50 sent inentis siti Mirage F1 et depois petn stir Mirage 511. Nattirel lemett, IC-
xe lot ion des naiteO vs Ata it PC an PiKSn a vssent WEt Iemcit Wt one augmenta i ion de poussi e eni
sec et en PC pui sque cel les-. i sent passles respect ivement de 4,4 T 5 S T et de h,2 1 A ,25
La plus rCcente version tI ions Mirage, Ie 20010, a insi que le prototype Mirage won11 (ttir~ac-
teur) sent 6quipes do mottill s imple corps dutlete flutx M 5-. Notis at. tons d~cr i re IN fai~on dent
a Wt condit le devel eppvett de ces deux meteirs.

1.STRUCTUREtI WP 'P 'RtANMI Ill IlVILOPtPVMLIIS

Chaque type die me teii a son prog ramme p ropre de d (xelI ppement , qo i d~pend des appl1i cat ions
part i ci i& es do met eor li-itite , ma is autss i de I 'xeIli olt dans INa fagen d 'appr-tChnder I a
condoite d 'til d&veloppetsent tiotetir. 11 existe cepenilant ties catfgories d 'essa is ine ! 'en re-

rotive tooiou vs ilan 11otl prog rammte , ma is qiti pelivelt ItereeI pluis otn me ils dit'jmportanc e set on
IN 'tan iCre dont, prCc ist'ment est condit cc programmie.

In attont, on tvottve tes essais part iel s tpar piC-ces, cottposaltts ont sons ensembles metetivs
cc sent I Cs C55s is (Ic carac terisat iott des pr inc ipalix flI ment s (cempresseurs, turb ines , chain-
hves de combuiistitn, Acliauffe, ttiyeves, etc ... Ia iitsi quei tICs essais mtteaniqnes (lest in~s Sj
xArt f ier Ila vatI id i K (Ie coltcept ion (IC certa iltes p iCces.

Itans Iv Citttmc temttps, et itn pei (hils !a ttt'tte cattgttvie pie Ics essai s pavt jel s, en tretixe
les Cssaiis d &qipcttteots (Arputlat jon d 'ensettihtc dii tioteir et tens les 6quipements ii5oc ics).
Llnsnj te, vienltent les essa is Stir tiotetir cottplet , (lii petiveot varier sclon tQ nature Al 1' essai
(essa is dIC caract~v isat in feltet teltle, tsCcaniique, d'eniltrance, eai essais centractxiels).

infill ut l ieu les essa is en xe lt q, cotttte I cs essaiis ati se], lptvellt apparten ir A ph o-
stelirs cat&-i'iries seloit tles n eti it ions dilessa is (x-ol s stir Itorteir sbsctniqne, oi let ) slit banc
velant rapide, ptis Stir I 'acmen de dntat ioil)ni selon IC etiractire centractitet dIC I'essai.

Ch~taquei pays avant tine idistrie de ttetis ti'axielts a ses prpc cat6gerics it'pretixcs
il~mtrittils. InIt Iritie, tout Ititetir axiott mit ittlive a A satisfai-t aux (pretixes stit

.2 1 pretives cent ra. tuel I Ies att hianc solI

I tre've de pitis sanlce M : ccut Cs sai ia poui b ut de v~ri tfier tttie Io teut tea I jse
pe ndat i mijnuteCs IN pous~ S axC t5rXite ati coitrtat. 1 1 petit y ae it- p1 is iv('ts ensa isa
A1 c- i IX ails I ii anlts A p"Wniis itlc C.

I retixe A qiutalifi cait iton pooir vol (Q) : it S it'i it ' ('5511 i d'e(ndtilalte C St O heutirtis

rait t u o dett I- s is c I. US Itt C n111 t i s a s ei ' I ax-Cc til t ust dt'l t~vn jet t n s~ It j I

liNt1vt ieC' U t s t q s Itlaisat e poll Itor se de vtt. avei "n po5t v I I Sit tCt

'ait ic t ' v i t t CCt e an t. q St t Iiiont tol et t~oni te a tt v I ic Iti t ie da at l a conditionsI s'ac l it.',
do -lit I it S n It' a lit Sill . Ct 5 lt v t litu i i t I t t I ititi S Ct "C in (ta c ('it I i ts aa C I * -ll iii It ' du s

to inw iw t de a l e sta mi s o itA II t II lit S d tit t- coniiIth S, tt'flion a r t ilt['ti I i c u tit I i ttt' tux 'CS -

urn ilqthitS i A 1'nt i- do liih t5 - Itet 11 ti' gti~t It n en faIit t i dttt' t ic i r CSro h jttI'dttt.C i'II' n

Wit hit dei I c-ili -u t llt 5s de vitS 'a titt l ' I tI lilt I l a it.-I C s a tittai ntS d t' la maci e ,

till ton Ion1' 1 o p na t dIv n ftr rvI~~ vn itn It t g r l A I i o 1 e



Sont de volt sArlc Ivs ussais sunit r~aI is6s sur avion d'tirmc. Leur huit est de d6mon-
Irg la comttIi i Iit mtvu cir iv ion et la cipic i t6 dc I cnsumhe Ac~ c ouvr ir I!a total iNt des

ii cHIatiton'i a'-cc du mat Cr i i do s6i c. Ait rcment d it , a part ir d'tin 6c hatt i I Iotnage do

titn p it'pirittct d i t

! a amtpagnet des sa is est organ i sf av cc en g ro , tinc pC r iod pr6pa rato irc sons rcs -
pnaili t dui cons tinc tur ivec sti IV I CFV, et tine aut re peri ode sous rcsponsahi I itQ CLV

"n~ttiqu ('ttt. 11 CiL ris"tI t I a defini tion dc cons igncs of ric iclicIs d'nuti Ii isat ion du matCr ic I.

tvjtyp d'Cprvcv n'existe qn'cn France. Sa dnr~c MOMai sur piusicnrs mois, car la
'Is",w d'csswis et dc v~iifications est consiti~rahic. En contrepartic, ii faut sonligner
t1cuotditionts rentarqtahics dans lesqticlles le mat6riei entame sa vie operationnelle. Le
Mii,'' 11 tk~tm et I 'apitajet-ILarzac en t~moignent.

Irtuwi Atar 9 ~K50 est tine version MANv~ du motenr Atar 9K proptilsant le hirdaceur
vi1 *c ~Ik (lttur 11 et dest in 5 6qtiiper I 'avion polyvalent Mirage Fl1.

5'A '0 ATR 9K50O

ics objcctifs vis~s, par rapport ai I 'Atar 9ii, etaient

un toe in6l jorat ion de li Cs A hasse alt itude (p6n6trat ion),
* ine am6 Iiorlt ion de I]a potiss~c en stipersoni qoc,
*I 'adaptIt ion 5i tt mononlntctr de combat avec des cx igences part ictil res stir ics plaits
matnocvrahiiit6 et sictiritC de fonctionnement. Dans cc htit, ics principaics modifica-
tions introdnites ont Wt:

- ila modificatitn die 2 grilles comprcssenr pour augmenter Ie d6hit et li marge an
pompag C,

- tote am Ii or t ion de I!a c hambre de combuist ion potur adapta tion des tectp6ra t rcs doI
paci et des rApart itioits sortie chambre 5 tine tcnip6ratitrc entr6e turbine plts

- one norivel Ic turbine ainsi qti'tn raccordcntcnt sortie nturice redessinC afin d'atzc
I iorer rcndement et diir6e de vie,

- 6)aicment tine modiflicat itoi de 1' inject inn do carborant daits la richauffc pour atti-
lI orer Ic rendlemett

- entiin, de notiveauix 6qtiipemcnts pour ait6l iorcr I Cs tjtal i ts op~rat ionnci Ics ani
quc hi fiahili t foic t icel IC.

Itant donitC tit le Icitotetir Atar 9tK50) est tin MWiv d'ttn mtotetr existaiit, son priogrammett de
d6veloppcmcnt a Wt nattirci litent di ff6rciit d'tii moteir niouiveau.

T.I. E:55114 part icis

I Is ttnt port6 stir Ies composant s itod ifti6s ci t6s plus hat, et utit t 6d pen ticittrcit
Acaiuse dti fa ihi c noinhre die pariIes concerit6es, ia i 5 aiissi parice ttc Ie m5iod ificat ins

s 'applIi tta ienit tidu matCr i ci cutittti, cc ti e st forit d irflrent tin cals oft Ic matCr ie ci st
comiji~temitnt ntouveatu. W.'est ptoiriiiii i!t rNaIisttion tapitic d'essa is ttotcir fut possibile,
it i 'aiccnt a dotic itf dtiiI6rmeiit placO stir Ics essa is ti motcttry comj'Icts.



Co. F. ( itis tI Ic It ciii11

icS eSS l Is Ont ( tc 1i011u1ihCeiIX 13 ss;o is Onlt ( 16;1 c-i iscs ilepuis ]a pcc-ltttcre
-o t j1oi all hott c Fe Ie i 6v 1 'i e 08 J Fl 1 is es piltI s C s ll6v e Q ppeirimtiei t " t It " i L ci i ti a i 1 cit'

,Ic toNIt Ii rI- t Is d, i c ? cse

c s so I s d C (vi Ij tia (o11 petitl or eli t 'c cc c tti ills clii) t echit log ciques10
II tIl Sc C Ilt] pc) 0 1it IlT d 8 C ( I o IIIt Fi 11 U 111101 1 F ' ie II e t ClIIlC,

S Cs I1 I S (Ie Co C I-ZIC t ("I-i S oIt 10 (1, I lI C I:I T 1-m t 511 3 iiio t eii [ , pI()i r c-to ; S 1I it e n
1FI L 60 In iic is itiiIicc nlCic- IeS
, Cs so S d c 'let e'lt ion cal It CI ,J ('LI HApt lie (ii V till to ;AiI-e LlIF1' ; iIc tI Iii j e t i Irl1)i inc.

.2.2. LCliie c, (tt t co lc te Ftc I ves

I TCII I c line 1'icn1t (IeCs pt) -C IIve vSC 0 11t ro IC tICi I e Cs S ' CS t C f fCC tl 1 ;-utIn I' t illC t r eS
f 1) iCe, tIc i I i t C 1;to hI I - I I citi1elI It pti c Ic I Cl I t (ill ,i I s a F S i s so i t d C il o on 11 1 -ii , t i cC, ct
tlo I d ' ill iloIitllCLI nou ilQ:c'ti. C I 's t a in si Ile I' Clli, Cc le iiI sI Ti1ce c-it I ic-u dccix jols
11 it I al 1)1 ill Ic 1 ic lotot io 11ii d iI OtCH lI ct I lici Ivc d c (Iiii I I I Ica t i cn 1)0(11I VO F fit sO -

tisIaIt C 5(9 1 t TITi CI s p) tt s to ai-F

()]ilt I I , F ' ) c Ic-i e F ' , e I Fe Qcu t Fi cii tilt att 0910i F c I ; i e Qc , daits lces cini -
I lolis iset io'litces pt-cc CdectiiuillI Sells cillit 11) e 'Ices scl v ices cfiF I (A iIs litFitt-el I detc

I F toui t s't I Iit c -eV cTic ci re ititle 10i is I ,i fit C cc-t de cc t pcC d 911 Iiee, cot-I I ,C x 1Crl i ec
-ti) k-ic o1)1-lo t iolitel FC clcpilis 5l; i) Ilttclitt2u ~ iic 00( 11HC III~ntic' (litc jtict i S till

1, F o t)1icm d e Coinc t F o nti.,litel t 11 I el - it' aI Ct C nccitic el iC- ci .c

Les (pr-et.cs de- perV cirititces cLint Ct6 flltsCc'sm des points conlttlca tticl

tlies- D0I Fieiictcuis Ile dc-e FOppement cint il 'oil C-tC catet- is's c confi crma -

S3 S F i is moit ICur c- 1)coI

Le s ,sa its Ccoilis tItilct ellc o Itt d ,; oliid -t C ec - ctti s stuic aiioi porteioc Actutognac
Sultttlit 1101t1 1 'Ctlie ilt cOiI)tiCIctiIt (Ill cc1ittcsctjy c-T vol . it slI t e, lIit A ttar 9 K a 6ctC
tt sciitS C 0 iii T )QIII -CeeC 0V -coICS 61,11 cIiilciuent s dII iA'i0 CT Il Ctc c-Stlcc cit VOl. li'autic i-t,

1 a Cc-c plrcc dC- 3 i iec-s cs55t1 s de 1 I:1C t V iSO tii ncii cc I des py-lhI Ciscs dC i ntec-faces
0 c- i ott - iltict I -i.

ic' ''Son dc- c-cl pitot ype'' ;I 6t6 c~al i sC iilla I it Mi cage Ill ct ticquis en f~vrier
1IQi. La1 CoitJlajnc- (I ' essa is c-cc-spcildndtt all 'Soll de o I s Sic' est d~roille etl 8 mincs
plc-ins c-C-poccis uic_ _' ans : de ncivemhc ii 0-0 icc enilic 19-2 .

-I. IlFV% iI'FM1IN 11M NI8V IIIRl ki 53

iLe iticteic M1 SS e~t Lin iicitilcs Simle coc-ps Iitililcu flux f ligile I F orit I a concept ion a
etC -oil]tie s impl e dls Ic dC-pacYt li c-a isoirt des liccil iims dce cifit Ct Cdc-nt 1ct ien.

2 M M53

.~M.-

I s ; ig i t c et te fo i s dI utn mo t oic r eit t i- ent n t no Li ve e t tno n (I 'tin dec 1 i v6 c omme I 'Attai-
)K31). Sa conicept ion remottc "I 19(17, oh A COttC 6(ILIC I ' tICeent a (tW mis Sttc- Lin ci6veloppe-
mnnt liitl s(' ie s cimrnpo stin ts e n e ssiS a listpit ielIs , (lIn s I ' i dle C c r 6dutiic lo essoSO sai no t euc.



iC po it aI dooc tC 1 oh ,i ct Ju tn cfIfo rt pa rt ictill ic i. Tolls loes Cl I mnt s cost I t lt if s
p)r ic ipn JoI I ilomottli- out d aboid CtC cssay~s , ca rac t~r is6s, d~vcl opp~s cn essa is part ots.
tic cc soicuit Ie comprossoirl, ha chambre doe comhtist ion, los turhi nos, los C-qtipcntts
pinc ipans, le circuit ca rbtira t , etc ...

La ph ipal rie Josc typos J ossa is sont bieol connus , nous a lions d~c r i i tin poll plus
on J Ctai Is til montage mo irus r~pandi , tit iIi s6 pout- Ia iniiiso anl point oe Ila r~c banffo . Hil
hauc d * ssa is part icis a 6tC sp~c ialennt cons t rnit in CITY- tic SaIcI lay II ptperIIttC 1 IC

J oloppiticnt do Ia r~chauffe CclhIt.l girandeur dtinc cliamhrc do r~chatif fc Ct Pn SyStUtit
IT N1 S3 (f igure 3).

P1INSTALLATION POUR ESSAIS PARTIELS
DE RECHAUFFE

Iin amonit oilt IT C e f foctnls I es c Ia s i qnos s sai s dc r~challffe en tcome Tic hi I nsi on-
ncl I Ie. La x oinoi t r iLiins ionnoi I C e6ta it donc cons t i tuo , poulr 1I flHux pr i Ia ire Jun 'tleC 1at.1-
ire Joe p r C hait1 f fe , atis d i len S i 005 inipor tan tos comtpto t 0011 til d 6h it -volI time ClI oC , nd J il i S -
pos it iI FC ll tnfgcti r Jc s maniire Si control or et tiniformi ser In r~part it ion Jio t empfrature Si
I ' onti c-(c Jo1 Sy 'tcis IT , et p)our tc finux soconda ire d ' tne a Iinnt at i oi s6 pa rc par I-tro is
t unduii t "oS 100 I gIla 1t Ja lOS, iine p i c c coliistine pollr Ina tra ns it ion "I tine sec t ion annuIalI ire
al In a ou C 1 icilic C, ac Iet: I -1Lix c.hatlid . Ati-d eI i , Ina ve inle PC C ta it con s t i tie di 'tinl v I i ta 1l1o
C a Iil \1 ,- cc nofi t i ro I se" ,c tion varI-iale . Los d6bi t s d 'aIi r c t JOe c ar-hitra tC t a il t
c oro rI t taapt 6's il c ond it Iins Li dc 1 s-c ~i r~es. tiut Io donaI ie dO vo I M S3 pouta it

A1 r 11i i S i I C l t t ic C C 11 0 iid i t ii0 11S al sToo1t 1ii:

Lc ( ; [ois ill Ii iOnt condti it "I r~a I iser cc hanic ont CtC dJ ; ahor Idli po ss i 1i I i tC d c Ics -
tt ItI.-S, S\ xtcIlcJ iu -citatll ft dans ties Condlit ions motour avant In ii spo itiih)i I i tC d e c elIi1-cL
Walit re pat t I c M 33 posa i t ul prob I mc part iouII ort J r-6Sottrr enl in i soii Jti1 n1 iali cI cC'

dc- tcisp)c i tiiire sort it. flux pt-ionirc', ot ties proitlimos thor-Iiiiitis ct siir-toit tios ii stpics dc
coQk Cf i-lC t io dul ca U ht tau)11t c;iI ICS losrIIipO5 Pill ii jectioti cic ccl a posatit. (''s t pductipo i 1ia
wss i h i itc c-dc fonit tionnoer 'Ivec ti dal -htnant chaiii at 6t6 r~aIis~c Cos isqties ont dTI~C

CtC kjillt i tcp c'S IC 1'1110iiotno it6 1 Cd i tonTIprIt ttire Sor-t ic fl ux chancid, e1 1 es Solutioins
iapplupt icc oit Ctc C JCgtg~us. Au -tie I, hiCI oic'olt eCitil cc hatic a scrtxi ai rcsoic d ' Iltt t
proh) c fles apparius suir mnotc'tit, L glglt tlt (I tips iapplrCiAhIt' pIi~t qu' lCs eSSa is ii' Cta i ot
P
1 
s I ii ) a I disIp00 iil i t C u mii iotcu r.

Lartc hiatt I f rinot cutt \1 53 es t ati i ou-cl 'lih Men all Pcint , et Ia Cootti ii i ott app' -
tt' p);t iC ct' lL au ttc t t to S iliipor t atit c cc ttii rciud prtubabl l cine ltpproch tic'dent i tic'cti IL

11 In nttic oXounp Ic 's cc't CC II tii is Ci 6~i pC' oiit.S pouir (lilt i I s essa ts de 5 i iliii i I oi t I t Ii
plirtictii-ttent ptluss~s et oult const i ttiC tIno a itit. app~c ialt Sl Ia conuce.ption cot S i I :u 1so

Inns ttn prei ci s taiiv , It'lid tC-tir ct tois I C' 6 CjttI pr'iueItS s nt Ct C S imi;l( lis. I.e mo1v ci, tits
c-ti ollcr at CtC lil t t lk tcti i 1 'ii % it ic' ci l 1 1 L, d Ccv I it I t~ i ail 'o in tS 511. 0g-IId ordre .it't I' ai pt r -

t -- iitimuiiCt tte a r CalIi st la s itiIit at It't dli mo Icii I at pit it i c t tlt tog i tpio r (a; I i stit IT Cc' I It'~ c deS
Cuqu I Iltiici 15s. CIc t t e S i T till t a C 1 t C iiii (-I tct'u t (Iuuidailieit t a I a i t td c i it in I a I dit p: li C t poult
Ites,,ter I c coitpcir.t emn' tldyitnunIt( it(' assi it S tiL J111 ic'c Ici US1 iS cit. C Ygul:it itns ellV i s~g ( os, pour
0 hit I s t I In a St tttc tii rc' I foic t i ii1i1t1' I I C' In tI Ci X tt iclItt Ct' C IT SpC i f i et' lIVcc pi( c is iS t I oi 'l s Cqtup tp -
unet' i .

lilns tin druIx i u' statdc, Ict' on utit lcltit i qtt Lie r-tttt tat iil cie ll i c p raitdettr a
Ct C coup IC ;iltt 5 iiitlilt OttVtir i tric, iiicyeitii Ilitn- Simultationt des5 ini 'Itefce entciire It' c attckt-
litoitr to r"'gutat ion e't sos entr~cs/sttrtit's. It a1 C-tC allrs possiblo doc tester It' conipor-
onion t Jyuaiqttitt0tll? hc'itt iicvt c cit CIIttItCl c't VC-Icctl11p toitti Cc', do ittl tic ll po in ei t tPopl-

t ]rn i Sc'r I ('.S 'r scats cti oc tcttu S'' ct It' sC'tiet.ciicutt ties frc t ioits c1tt ' i I ai sitic



test n s thi i tic do2 le'i it ciii cr et it fait I 'ob iet d ii i mis an po1 i in~jt piitiliii c I (s
(s sa is d' ensembiV let dl toniis Ivs 5 eqttipemen t imporii tanlt 4 hy roil iA aiq e orii it ouLt roiii v It( it

de it r It5 111'i tu v plvIiiiih t it an tt~t I 'Ict- io hit en ds ti u L ix u u I w hyid um a i u of 61 U

ta, . Iiv rcts par Ii's (qit httipvm t s~ deitis va c r Auc'hI i I c tI tt compaijtibles ave tiV le
s tmultuti itttetr et rvst itiaitt mix ciltiipctiicts sunts fiom phys.itue lvi tesses dic iota-

la miw n -t c.cit ides (ct Ia teuirs hvthom retan ques cit vira i c yiandcttr atit I in i I ti it-
p iiutjtii W dit ts rttvtix dic simiilat ion et a iccr li Ia finetssc e d i la i mis aC i poinit.

Iim no' tlitiCt laI miis ani point di- Iin i yi li du Asemi cc rrec te dii ]i Ia rcgtt Iat ion tat Iv-
rtit ht pit I itiscriuIc dt-s contdit ions dic vol , ii I'tidc tics reconfigurations Asul tant

!A it t jo. in purmianeitt-it di u n o te c simul IatioLil dui moe ii, an Futr cet A me sit i des
ii. wn j" .. k - t Ittt pendtaint li phase dc dl(vcleppemtxit, a liermis d I pr~pai-cr xlii haiti iii
rV .. iuIi iAc itttilt lejt Itanu dcs i tg Iinuis et ' inlt rtij tiutn dics nontcllIes funcetioins

! jn I iutu Q" ip v ut i , ei t ton i i& " nttnt- i- tIiii iuttl I des tecmlps d' cssa is lone t icnltn
hi , ,w, a ins t ,p'iiin u ilcute vti itsati i des tcerlaties ctiltntis Lotilte tent dic ia

p - i i N du ta ku deii Iii I Is cxplit a Itilts plus a re- sit i t Iateu qlii titi mi te ri.
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iWari t'accesseires et !at r6gtilation tiu motetir.

*:..Iltixes cotiilaltuetil les
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-v~ttlit dic regilat ion, dent I' volution C-ta it diltermin6e par les rAsil tats des essa is
pt iel s 6veqn6s plits lattii

In mu dr ta ptif atvec sicecbs I 6prctve Q pour vol stir Mirtage Fl , mod if i6C
up tai 19

Inif in I Cprciivc T 1150 henresl ta W-C rCal is&- entre novcinhre ot dC-ccmhre 19-4>.
titmm- poutr I 'Alir QK5f, cette Cpreuvc fttt rf-a Iisile avee line partic tde ctycles s ilml-

laut !a miss ion en cittissoin d'atlt i ttjd. Tut Ie dolciiie de vol a W-C cotnver-t, avec
Itiem curIa inleS excuirsioens alt-Lie) i pui sq 'tin fenct ionncment earrespondant ii Macht 2,-I
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K!. I sasi t titelir cit vol

Len essutis coiistitctciir ont d'aherd cii lien stir avion porteur Caravel Ic, avec tin plre-
m icr itil ti tuil II -3t. !Is cill eu pouar bitt I' affiner les rC-glagcs do la rC-gulation dii
mitt-ut, a its I~ lii a misc tit liint doe la rcthauiffe, tittile I domaine de vol dc ]a CtiravelleI.
lius tilt itutdes superi-tires ti. SC) wo)( ft - VC = 150 Kits,oitt ti tsi et e'xtlloi5.

Decs vol s stir fuinc vulant rapiiie Mirage Fl ont dC-htC en dCcetlhre 1974.

ILe prem icr vtt d"it Mirage 21000 a ci Ilicc en mars 1978. ILe programme lion de vol sCr ic
ext enI cotirs actitellenent.

r. DVLPENII tIN MOI~IU It IAR UU

Les dclix molcurs dent il vient tl'~tre question ont W-C tICvelopp6s tI'une maniCre ''classiqte.

L.'6-volution ties cild it ions iltitil isat ion des moteurs pour avions de combat, dtue 5 1 ICvolti-
Ii ion ties per formances ties tv ions, a pour etlnsC-tlience tine approche scns im Iement diiffCrente d'utn
programme tie dICveloppement tde mntelir notuveaul, comme Ice M 88.
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Hii pai iaiete t lieriridynraiiqiC ii itrtant poulr I ' oht en! ionif d '"n ra pport
ili-M assv CI vil dui iliteur est la temp~ratulre ent rie tuirb ine. Ii' ut re part,

Pi'mpoia tiie den transitoires acerolt !a diificit6 pour les Sol lit itat ions ther-
0 Iiques qui en decou lent dan s I es partieCs cliaiides dii mot cur. I I ('st devenu nec es sa ire
du tester Les part ies ciaiides doris les condlitionis Its plus pinches poss ille do foric-
tionriersert riuterr, aiiss i hi en en trans ito ire (lii'en stab ilIiQs, en rcspec tant:

L es cond it ions afrot hermodynam iques eXact es, cc que pe rret tent ra rement I es bane s
d'essaiq part ieis (niveaux de pression pair cxcmplel,

*les condi tions I imi tes. Eri particijlier, il est important qie ]a turbine fonictionne
ivCt des i~part it ions de tempCratiires rCal istes.

W'est pouiquoi le corps HPl coilplet est essayO isol~ment avec ]a possibilIitC
do rest itiier dans on banc atmosph~r ist, ics niveaiix de pression et temp~rature coin-
rvsporidant oils cond it ions sortie HP'. W: est cc qui est en coors pour Ie fiitur mloteur
MI S8. I I sera possible ainsi d'acqu6rir iine certaine endurance Suir Lette partice s-
sent icile dui niteur avant qie le iritelir compiet ait fonctionn6.

Lii amerit mie, dans Ie cadre de programiies die recherches , do seiihlIables imon-
tages sent effecti~s pour val ider des techrielogies des parties chaudes, auhes de tur-
b inc eli part iciilier , qui sent dest i nes A Pre lit iiis~es dans on progranume meteor.
Wecst Ic cas du o rntage ''Iextre'' (figure 41) AIa SNECMA, qui est en failtion corps
HPI dent scuelIcs Ia cliambre de combuis t ion e t l a turhbine sent repr~sen tat ices d 'one

echno logic de meteor a antC6, l e tompresseur lHP Ctant on corspesant de serv ituide.
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"In t tI mont age pe rle t I c fonc t iorneeiln t Pu iin ensemubl1e charnbre die combusion ~-
turbine HPl dans de's condi tijels r igetireiselent ideritiques Ai cci Ics d'tii niotetir Nvo-
IiiC, aux points dte cue niceaux tie pressimu et telipt'rature, et r~partitions de teni-
p~i ature, perilettolit aiiss i d 'efectiier des fonct ionerillerts transi teires, tltnc ties
eve Its d 'endurance. ILe montage liext rte cl bient~t: aborder line eampagne d ' essa is avec
c yceCs, assurorit ailisi iine ttape ilipertailte daiis Ic travail de d~veloppererut d'une
turbine Ai huites pterformiances.

Di cit liii ii q ni ti aI int?, ite etiilre sseui HP WI ait es saO i sel Cuerit aii banc
prit I,i ds t ritt i cts do simsula ttill des contdit ions de fort t nnemnlt eoi~ra tioniiel

siont de plls ci Ills poulssfes. Sonis Ia formie ti'abor tie distorsions stationnaires,
tstitiii s pil des lusliosit ifs gril Its, ce qui West pas niouveaui. Les cartes die pies-
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it li cii uilehr itc ii, k i riCes iqiiirit W est possiblte par ties nesiures effectuies slir
Ics Iemes ut riv u 1ir ii n volI. it' jiruli ~ue dets distorsi ens i usta t enn i res est plus
euileh pa:. itt i pose ui'aerui line difficiilt do tieisiirts cir stiifferiecet tencore
pl us i vul, et di iii? part pa rce qie miie conna issarit I 'oetc tif 5 simiiIer , sa
ValI sat ion es t p lus utI *lict t, quo poulr d"l Stlt ioira i re. Aii dtpoit , en nue ctinnai issalt

n i Its tib ut tit% s v iiil Cr, lii I ts A ispoit ifs permet tan? la rest itiltion dteg ceripo-
sarits i nstat ionr i urv,, til so ioruia it hi rt'rf'rcer les d istors ions stat iorina ires.
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et il reste beaucoup de travail il faire Jans cette voie.
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Une experimentation de telles entrees d'air a djl 6t6 faite en souffierie,
et a donn6 des r6sultats encourageants. D'autre part, une exp~rience devant un comn-
presseUr A l'chelle 1 a 6t: r~alis~e r~cemment.

5.3 . hxemples d'essais nouveaux sur moteurs complets

5.3.1. Essais de Simulation de fonctionnement op~rationnel

Il est apparu que les essais classiques d'endurance tels qu'effectucs sur
Atar 9K50 et sur M 53 ne suffisajent pas toujours A repr6senter le comportement du
moteur durant sa vie op~rationnelle. De plus, les exigences nouvelles 6voqu~es plus
haut ne peuvent que contribuer a renforcer cet 6cart. D'ot) ls recherche de formes
d'endurances se rapprochant davantage des conditions r~elles d'utilisation, celles-
ci 6tant d'ahord 6troitement lives au type et A la mission de 1' avion.

tin travail important a 6t: r~alis6 aux USA A cet 6gard. On peut signaler
liar cxemiple, les travaux de Ogg et Taylor (accelerated Mission Testing ot Gas
turbine engine), lDe m~me les travaux de G.E. 'Enginc life usage exp~rience of YF- 17-
YJ 101 flight and ground testing" par T ,OIlA, ont conduit A d~finir u.k cycle pour
essai d'endUrance acc~l~r~e dans les conditions sol par simuILlation de la mission de
I avion YE 17. La norme All. miime, pr~conise un type de cycle pour essai MQT. 11 ext
4evidvnt quune telle procedure sera d~sormais suivie pour un moteur nouveau.

5.3.2. Nlesures de signature infrarouge

Ce type d'essai fait partie de la norme MIL.. Des mesures de signature IR
ont 6t4' effectufes sur avions en vol et au sol, mais rarement, si mtime jamais, sur
moteur iso]6 aui bantc sol. C'est pourquoi, disposant d'une installation de banc
d'essais I P'air libre, celle-ci a iW utilis~e pour de telles mesures sur M.53.
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SUMMARY

Th history of the gas turbine Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is reviewed to indicate the

wide variety of design and usage requirements that have evolved. Particular emphasis is

given to the requirement for unattended automatic operation responsive to multiple, var-

ahle power demands. Early units were of simple design. Increased utilization, partic-

ilrly on board civil and military aircraft, led to need for higher performance and reli-

ability, resulting in more sophisticated gas turbine designs and control systems.

In the initial applications with military aircraft, an APU start was followed by a

1!mitd period of APU operation. This resulted in a high starts-to-hours ratio of 10:1.

Te current ratio has decreased to 2:1 for civil applications.

Development and proof testing programs for civil and military requirements are for-

mjlated as a function of specific user needs and the similarity of the API and its compo-

nents to proven designs.

Each installation of the APU on-board aircraft requires tailored designs for such

locations as engine nacelles, wheel wells, and tailcone sections. Compatibility and per-

formance tests are conducted to confirm analysis and to develop the installed system.

Proof testing at ground level is recommended to substantiate reliability, followed by the

final flight test phase.

INTRODUCTION

The Auxiliary Power Unit (APU) is a gas turbine engine that has a variety of uses,

both on-board and as ancillary equipment to support jet aircraft. APUs have been derived

from propulsion engines, and propulsion engines have been designed using APU components

a-, basrelines. APPI testine requirements depend upon the particular application and upon
tihe expected life cycle. The primary design and operational criteria most significantly

different from propulsion engine counterparts are:

(1) Operation is fully automatic and unattended and is responsive to a varying

load demand.

12) Power delivered is in the form of compressed air, electrical, hydraulic, and'or

shaft power.

i3) Loads .,an be m,.Itiple and simultaneous, with priority given to one type.

BACKGROUND

During the late forties and early fifties, the increasing sizes of military turbine

propulsion engines resulted in the development of the pneumatic starting system as a

repla-ement for electric starting. Initial APU designs were simple integral-bleed
radial-flow turbomachines of about 3:1 pressure ratio and were used for aircraft cold

weather heating and turbine engine starting. The first on-hoard APUs were in Navy flying
tots and provided electrical power only. The first on-board pneumatic units were

installed in the C-130. APUs installed in ground carts provided starting air for the Air
Force C ntury Series fighters, Navy fighteT, bombers, and patrol aircraft. Some of these

units are shown in Figures 1 through 6. It became evident during this period that utili-

zation consisted of a large number of predominantly start'stop cycles with relatively
short loading periods. Time between overhaul was relatively short and was expressed in
hours and/or starts, whichever occurred first.

The advent of turbine-powered commercial airliners expanded the Lise of ground pneu-
matic starting units and created the need for the APUs with both bleed air and electric
power capability. During the early sixties, the first on-hoard commercial airline APt

installation was introduced. An FAA Technical Standard Order TSO-C77 was created for PI.S.

civil APU applications. It soon became evident that the APU usage in commercial applica-

tions had been significantly underestimated. The starts-to-hours ratio decreased, and

,prating time advanced to about 3000 to 3500 hours per year.



The first wide-body aircraft, the Boeing 747, required the design of the largest APU,
the Garrott GTCP660. This is a 24-pound-per-second axial machine. A crosq-section is
shown in Figure 7. It is an inteqral-blped engine -ith relatively low thermodynamic effi-
ciency duo to a pressure ratio of approximately 4:1 set by the aircraft bleed-system

requiromnts.

The anticipated operational time of commercial AP'Ts resulted in more consideration
heino given to higher offirioncy for the next commercial applications, such as the McAir
DC-10 and the Airbus A100 aircraft. These aircraft utilize the Garrett TSCP700, a cophis-
t citd APO of unique two-npool design, shown in Figure R. The engine develops 8:1 pres-
sure ratify. The high-pressure spool drives the accessor ion and the 400-liz eloctr ical
power ienerator and is controlled at ronqtant speed with varying electric and pneumatic
load demands. Variable turbine inlet guide vanes automatically control the low-prennuro
t irhine and compressor speed in response to bleed air demand from either the air condi-
t ini, or main engine start system. The 4:1 pr'-"ire air for the aircraft pineumatic
system is bled aft nf the low-spool compressor.

A sophistinatod approach to the cost-of-ownership determination for on-board APT's in
the advancod I, cing and Airbus airliners has evolved from recent airline experience with
APiPF. Cons i derat ion for much higher fuel efficiency, longer life, higher dispatch rel i-
ahl I ity, mi nimim weight, and result inq 1i fo-cycle costs have led to the creation of a
hiher por formanco ga tarhine design with advanced control and health monitoring syn-
tems. The APO selcted t" meot these criteria is structured from the power section of an
oxist inl prfuction 840-hp turboprop engine of 11:1 pressure ratio, with minor modifica-
tions to provide hiqher cyr-lic life, and drrated in speed and temperature. This basic
power section, wh ic h ias high-thermodynamic performance, drives a load compressor that

provides pnomaric power at the des! rod 4:1 pressure ratio and an accessory gearbox with a
reduct ion output pad fr mounting an electrical generator. A cross-section of this
engine, the Garrott ,'CPMI , 15 shown in Figure 9. A full-authority digital controller
provides automatic unatt nded eration with electric power priority. Fault isolation
monitnring and Built-in Tent Equipment (BITE) are provided. The unit starts at up to
75,000 foot r762 ml and on-rates to 40,0oo feet f12192m) . The digital controller oper-

ato,- with the aircraft air conditioning svqtem to minimize air and fuel usage. Air for
- in o'n ine srartini and for driving an air turbine motor hydraulic pump also is provided.

eoc or - I-omm itor and business propeller and fan let aircraft also have chosen on-
',ard AP97. Each installation iq tailored to fit the needs of the aircraft.

,,-ont on-hoard military usage of APMls in the mid and late seventies include the new

I ilhtweiqht fighters, attack aircraft, and helicopters. This has called for new classes
Y a vanco technology APis in the smaller sizes, up to 250 hp. The need for higher ther-
moi,,ynamr- prformanc, presents special design technology requirements in this small size
"las (3 pounds ses'ndl in order to moot the weight, performance, and reliability needs.
Ap's on hoard the F-'9 and the A-1O aircraft are shown on Figures 10 and 11. The latest
if rnos I lghtweight , high-prformance units is the Garrett GTC36-200 APP designed for

th,' F-14 fighter chown on Figure 12. The concept employed in this unit is similar to that
dosrsibed above--a power section driving a load compressor at shaft speed, with both the
engine and the load compressor sharing a common air inlet. Variable inlet guide vanes

automatically control tho load compressor air delivery in response to a demand signal.

Now reiquirements for aircraft ground support APUs are being met by units such as the
Advanced Wrisnd Power Mrnit AG'

1
) shown on Figure ! 3, currently undergoing field opera-

tional testing for both military and civil usage. This unit has an APU installed in a
self contai nfd e nclosure. The onit delivers compressed air for main engine starting, 400-
Hz electrical power, dc electrical power, and 3000-psi hydraulic pressure for servicing.
Batteries provide APP starting, and fuel for two-hours operation is included. Bleed-air
hose and electrical cabling are stored within. Acoustic treatment is included in the
exhaust and islet, and inlet air filtering is also featured. A motor wheel drive provides
power for aircraft ramp towing. The basic APU used in the AGPU enclosure is also utilized
aboar business jets and military attack aircraft and helicopters.

Increased fuel costs have revived the need to consider the recovery of heat from the
exhaust of APtis utilized in ground operations. APU heat recovery developments have been
executed at various times since the mid-fifties. The small-sized APU with its low-

pressure compressor is particularly suited to stationary or rotary recovery of exhaust
heat. Figure 14 shows a recuperated 30-kw generator set with a stationary exhaust heat
exchanger (recup-rator) which has demonstrated 40-percent fuel savings at full load.

ENGINE TESTING

During the introductory period of ground and airborne gas turbine APls, simplified
design and qualification criteria were used. Although environmental design and testing
ru rements borrowed from propulsion engines wert directly applicable, the early reli-
40 i I i*' development and qual ification tests proved inadequate for the thermal-shock

"/ci-' ,operation that war to prevail. Indeed, one of the first 200-hour qualification
endurance "osts wa; conducted with only one start aid shutdown. Design life limits
r'n-ored aro3und the t ir-ine with the general requiremet of 1000-hours life at rated tem-
periture with material,' data judged inadequate by toeia's standards.

In the early t iat ler, field experience with pneumatic starting of turbojet engines
rosilted in a start stop development cycle at AiResparch, depicted in Figure 15. Forced
cooling with the ongine non-operating and with up to two-hour shutdrowns were used to



accelerate the thermal cycling. This cyclic loading pattern was eventually adopted as the
reliability demonstration start/stop cycle of the military testing specification,
MIL-P-8686. First use of this test cycle produced major failures within a few hundred
starts. Design iterations with emphasis placed upon thermal transient analysis evolved
to solve the thermal-shock problem. As a result, in 1955, a 10,000-start/stop qualifi-
cation test (20,000 load applications) was successfully completed on the Air Force MAIA
start cart.

This design and testing expertise was applied subsequently to the continuous line of
APUs designed to meet specific operational requirements of both start cycles and hours of
operation.

User specifications require variations of cycle/time reliability qualification test-
ing. Examples of the requirements for production APUs for on-board military aircraft that
have recently been qualified are shown below and on Tables I, IT and Ill.

Garrett APO Model Aircraft Reliability Qualification

JFS-190 F-15 2000 starts; 150 hours

GTCP36-50 A-J0 1250 starts; 1250 hours

GTCP36-200 F-18 8400 starts; 1000 hours

F-IS qualification was unique because the APU system is an integral part of the pro-
pilsion system. The F-15 APU system includes the Jet Fuel Starter (JFS), the gearboxes
and drives for hydraulic pumps and alternators. The testing of the F-15 system did not
follow the usual qualification requirement for other APUs. Many aircraft and propulsion
system requirements had to be met because of the essentiality of its operation. These
system requirements are presented in Table 1.

Service operation of the A-10 has revealed a higher APU starts-to-hours ratio than
shown above. Recent qualification testing of a modified fuel control system required
6000 starts and 1250 hours to the schedule shown on Table IV.

These tests are electronically programmed to operate the complete repetitive time
and condition cycle automatically and unattended around the clock. Fault monitoring and
shutdown are included. Manual shutdowns periods are executed to conduct prescribed
timely thermodynamic performance calibrations or scheduled maintenance per operational
and maintenance handbooks.

Civil certification requirements of the APUs are satisfied by conformation to
Technical Standard Order-C77 (TSO-C77) and the Joint Airworthiness Requirements (JARs)
and are applicable worldwide. Special conditions are sometimes added by customers.
Table V shows these requirements, for both essential and non-essential applications.
Figure 16 shows how requirements are combined to satisfy simultaneous military/civil
applications of an APU.

Special attention is directed toward rotor integrity testing. This testing is con-
ducted in the operating engine at maximus temperatures and at 105 percent of overspeed
pro'ective shutdown speeds which range between 107 and 110 percent of rated speed.

Strain measurements are performed upon the critical compressor and turbine rotors.
Locations of theso gauges are determined by component tests coupled with analysis.

Containment testing of blades and rims of high-speed rotating components is common
to most turlhomachinory; however, hub containment testing is unique to APUs. This type test
has been developed over a period of many years, requiring extensive expertise in providing
maximum containment capability at minimum weight penilty.

'ro determine that the objectives of the hub containment test are met, the test is run
at maximum allowable speed, temperat ire, and stabilized conditions to assure that all
parameters are met or exceeded under the most adverse conditions that would be met in
service. Dotermination of the fusing method is made by analytical methods followed by
-mpirical whirlpit tests to fine-tune thp speed and temperature at which component will
s eparate. Final tests are run in a fully operating engine.

APT' d-velopment test programs are tailored to fit the needs of the applic,.tion and
th,, final proof testing requirements. The program hardware content and quantity of test-
inq aro 3 function of several variables. The baseline consideration is the degree to
which an extension of the state of art is applied to given components for system, thermo-
,ynami, or reliability porformance. Minimum risk is achieved with existing or modestly
caled components. Many difforent APU models have been developed and produced by Garrett
since 1948 as shown on Table VT. After unique initial design and manufacturing knowledge
was acquired and proven for this small-size high-speed turbomachinery, accclerated
development became possible. Utilizing a mix of existing and/or modest upgrades of tur-
b ine, compressor, and accessory designs from an over-increasing pool resulted in low-
risk, relatively short test programs which required modest hardware investments. In most
)f hese instmnces, four to six equivalent program engines would fill the need. Two
thousand to 3000 hours of engine system development with the associated ratio of about 6:1
,;tart cycles-to-operating hour were completed prior to proof testing.



Developments which require new or major departure from existinq components require
more extensive program content. In those cases, thermodynamic and mechanical rig compo-
nent tests are required to a degree commensurate with the departuro from existing tested
hardwire. Engine development in this case can require' up to 10 or more program engines
and up to 10,000 hours of testing. The initial stop is mechanical checkout and operating
capability. As noon as the control system is operational and performance is close to or
meet inq retli rements, initial full envelope test ing must he explored. This has been
achieved on most onginos within four months nf initial run/build. The unique requirements
for static altitude starting and operating up to 40,000 foot after cold soaking and -65'F
at ,ea level poses a severe range of prohloms for fuel insertion, combustion, controller
Ind start system needs. These component designs must he establ ished as son as possible
to maximize inefilness of all other program testing. The envelope limits sot the acceler-
ition fel schedules which ar, major life determinants for the turbine section. Obvi-
,isly, chanqe that are applied during the development program that affect starting or
thermodynamic lrfrmanc regliire repeated altitude environmental checkout. As few as
two and as many as 10 altitude environmental tests are required including final proof
testing. Garrett has several high-altitude, environmental chambers which are used exten-
sively for these purposes.

Crntinually increasing demands have Oeen placed upon improving the thermodynamic
performance, life, and l ife cycle cost of the API, along with the expctat ions of al
"sers regarding minimum attention he paid to the APU during its operational life. These
needs require special control sys tem developments, esperially when coupled with the
requirement fnr unatt -.,ed operation in the mode of responding or reacting to nschedu led
loaf femands of different types.

Control systems have evolved from simple hydromechanical governing with acceleration
fuel scheduling via pneumatic temperatures limiting, through various degrees of electro-
mechanical controls to the latest design--a full authority, digital electronic engine
control 10r.

The two most recent APP developments at qarrott utilize gas turbines driving load
compressors that require advanced control systems to extract maximum performance with
minimum f el consumption. One of these, the Garrott OTC36-200 for the F-I8, employs a
load compressor whose bleed air output is modulated bv an actuator that controls inlet
guide vane positions. Compressor surge protoctior is provided by a modulating surge bleed
air valve controlled by an airflow sensor. The other is the Garrett GTCP331-200/-250
being developed for the advanced airliners under development by Airbus Industrie and
Boeing. This APO is also a load compressor type utilizing a fill authority digital elec-
tronic controller. Closed loop feedback systems ar, employed in engine acceleration and
compressor load control, which can he adjusted by lectrical signal levels from the air-
craft airconditioning system. An electronically controlled surqe protection bleed valve
is also used.

These two programs, for example, require major consideration for the development of
the controls for engine/aircraft system operation. Several engines mist he available for
development of the various components in system operation and the selection of the loca-
tions of the reouired sensors. The system must be rosponsiv- to sudden load demand
:-hanges, both electrical and pneumatic with priority given to the electrical require-
monts. Consequently, considerable iteration of transient response characteristics must
he developed within the full operating envelooe (altitude and temperature). Concur-
rently, starting and acceleration schedules must he fine-tuned. Since the APP must opei-
ate unattended, failure mode analyses result in several protective shutdown features,
some of which are intentionally by-passed under the emergency in-flight operating mode.
In addition, a fault monitoring and panel indicator is provided as shown in Figure 17.
This particular APP development program utilizes about 11 engines and will complete
approximately 8500 hours and 20,000 starts.

Two production engines will be placed on extended reliability testing with a load
schedule to simulate the intended airline life cycle.

One important characteristic of the commercial airline operation that is impractical
to simulate in the test cell on a long term basis is the normal condition wherein the APU
operates on the ramp for main engine starting and airconditioning and is then shut down at
takeoff. The APII is inoperative during most of its service life at the flight altitude,
ou ing ,at the extreme cold temperatures. The aircraft descends, iOnds. and the APP :3

ltartel immediately before or after landing. This provides for an ,xtension of tih
thermal-shock envelope which must be accommodated in service.

COMPONENT TESTING

Mechan ical

Now accessory and controls components are kept to a minimum. Successful degiqns ate
modestly scaled when necessary. Judgments are made whehor suhstantiations v similarity
is adoquate or actual hench component testing is needed. When tests are ! quired, the
established military tests are used as faselines. Where practical, new -om'rnents from
multiple sources are subjocted to continuous unattended cyclic testing.

The fuel controller is always tested for performance range. When a now design o,
ma or redesign is used, it is subjected to full or maior port ,ions of military specifica-
lion tests.



Ai r-to-oil Am a Iqa I r igs have been used extonsiveIy to develop and ostahl I sh per-
tormanco th rq the ooprating rangeq. Enduiancr, tests of air-nil seals are no longer
pr formd om r tq ut Acompl ished duir irq engine test ing.

Rear ing desiqn expert i se has advanced to the point where anti-fr iction or Journal
rigs are not genrally tel. Instead, the entire rotor system development is utilized.
An xample is ;hwn on Figuoe 1. Most Gar rot t AlIs operate ahowe the second shaft
cr t,'al ;ped. In one case, the engine operat ing pod is above the third cri t ical.
Past r,tt systems utilized fixed hearing mounts and mechanically spring mounted systems.
Crrent designs exclusively use the viscous damped squpze film design. The rotor r igs
are itilized for sizing the system elements, confirming the sritical speeds, and tailor-

I q the o il dampi n needs.

Struct itl tests are conducted on new designs for rigidity and pressure vessel capa-
hilities. Wtructural and system vibration tests are conducted in a special facility with
the enline non-onperational. A shaker table is vibrated with the engine mointed per
installatimn requirements through the specified frequency and amplitudes.

Rotor integrity is verified via actual temperature and strain measurements in the
operating engine. Rench testing of rotors includes the current state of art stress vibra-
tion and burst requirements.

The smaller APLTs provide the advantage of using cast rotors, thereby having advan-
tages of the their high-temperature properties for turbine wheel use. These cast wheels
are subjected to overspeed and burst testing in spin pits to confirm design and material
capahilities in the actual part. In addition, new designs are subjected to accelerated
thermal cycling hy "dunking" the wheel into a fluidized hed. These repeated step thermal
loads reveal configuration capability to absorb hiqh-compression/tensile cycling at vari-
its locations of the wheel. Although it is not a quantitative measure per so, experience
provides an excellent relative measure of design capability and survivability n engine

cyclic operation.

Ae rodnami

Many combinations of radial and axial configurations have been utilized in Garrett
APt1s. These configurations have consisted of radial compressor(s) with axial turbine(s),
axial compressors with radial turbine(s), and combinations of axial and radial compressor
with combinations of axial and radial turbines. in all cases, the actual engine housings
and rotors are used in the thermodynamic testing. The turbines have been confined to cold
testing, which has proven quite satisfactory and is conducted only when there are signifi-
cant sizing or configuration changes.

compressor testing is conducted on rigs with separate isolated turbine drivers.
These are also full scale utilizing engine hardware. Particular attention is paid to the
inlet configuration and its effect upon performance. For performance and safety reasons,
the air must be ducted to the inlet of the compressor. For minimum weight, single entry
ducts are desirable; therefore, the inlet plenum must be designed carefully to avoid pres-
sure distortion and unfavorable swirl at the compressor entry. Specification distortion
limits are provided at the plenum entry simulating limited air supply. The large bank of
compressor and turbine design data available allow contingency testing only in some
enline programs.

INSTALLATION COMPATIBILITY AND FLIGHT TESTING

On board APtis are installed in various aircraft locations such as tail-cone section,

wheel wells, and engine nacelles.

In order to ascertain the suitability of an on-board API installation, it is neces-
-jr f r the a rframe manufacturer to conduct a series of tests. These fall into two

nor i1 ,'atoiorion: compatihilitv tests inormally conducted with a compatibility test
fixt ir, -r with the aircraft on the ground) and flight tests.

P., pit tiso of these tests is to determine the compatibi l ity of the APP with the
i r r it f- nrtillition and to ascertain that the installation environment is in accordance
Nl r Ga rt rqwi r,ments for satisfactory operatinn of the AP and asso-iated equipment.
T. I'r tt l r law ion consists pr imari Iy of the AP enclosure, generator and con-

1, '
,  

ntd ,xhai t duct ing systems, actuators and doors, fire extinguishing equip-
;,'nt, ,i.,'., i'otrtment, accessory cooling system, hleed-air system, fuel supply system,
d- pw,,' ppl,', ind uirsraft-furnished elements of the APO starting system.

Th,, -t7 re tntended to provide advance information concerning the effect of air-
, egif ipmnp -m the API oterat ion il charactorist ics and to reveal at the earliest prac-
' i l I inm wti thor design chanqn are required to achieve a satisfactn ', installation.
Th r,-omm tendd mpat hi Ii ty tests are l isted rn Table MII. Completo cordination and

Si oira hetwern he airftrame company and Garrett are r iqtoired in preparation of the tot
pr~ rim in}d in nndwcting of the tenting.

PS ,mmoed d to,'-ttng det ine qrin I test roqeg i ore nts for a complete compatibility
. lo ii . Pe.nmri ly, the instal ltinn designer wi 11 find it ornnomir.ally advantanetiu;

ind m ro oxp'l;t i s"n to make i of A romlatitility test fixiito or APO compartment mock-
upfr tin " iti. Some example; .ire o shown in Figure s 0 and 20.



Normally, this test fixture will he used in lieu of the actual airplane for most of
the compatibility testing. The most nignificant advantage of conducting the compatibil-
ity tests in a fixture as early as possihle is to reveal deficiencies in sufficient time
to permit corrective action and the substantiation thereof, and to enable the necessary
changes to he made in production aircraft. This test fixture offers the additional multi-
ple advantaqes of:

o Accomplishing testing prior to aircraft availability

o Decreasing amount of time that flight test aircraft are required for ground
test operations

o Providing the capability of more complete instrumentation as shown on Figure 21

o Facilitating use of automatic programming for cyclic proof testing.

Usually, the aircraft manufacturer will supply the compatibility test fixture to
Garrett and arrange for the testing to be accomplished in the AiResearch test facility.

The compatibility test fixture consists of the actual section of the aircraft or a
full-scale replica, encompassing the APU compartment and all aircraft systems interfacing
with the APU. It should be constructed of identical materials and type of structure and
should include the engine mounting system, driven accessories, identical wiring and pip-
ing, inlet and exhaust ducting, fire detection, and fire extinguishing components. It
should also include fuel system, boost pump, starting system (electric or hydraulic),
electrical system (ac and dc), battery, and battery-charging system.

After a satisfactory installation has been proven by test, an accelerated service
cycle test is recommended, particularly if the aircraft is to be used in scheduled airline
service. This extension of the installation compatibility test has proven worthwhile in
the past for a number of APU installations, by revealing design or equipment deficiencies
under simulated service conditions. Thus, corrective action may be expedited prior to
delivery of aircraft. Compatability testing has been conducted on many civil and military
engines as shown on Table VIII.

Flight tests are required to determine if starting and operation of the APU, as it is
installed in the aircraft and in operating and non-operating APP environments, are satis-
factory and in accordance with the APU model specification throughout the required oper-
ating envelope of the aircraft. The recommended tests are listed on Table IX. Tt may
also be desirable to combine some of these tests with aircraft certification testing, par-
ticularly those concerned with certification of the APU installation.

Instrumentation locations used for flight tests should duplicate those in the com-
patibility tests, wherever possible, in order to provide a comparison between static and
flight conditions.

Flight testing in many cases has resulted in installation or aircraft surface
changes. Inlet and exhaust pressure conditions are measured under varying attitude and
flight speed conditions. If these are not favorable at the inlet or exhaust, modifica-
tions are necessary to provide proper skin surface pressure/flow conditions for starting
operating or non-operating modes. Figure 22 shows some typical aircraft modifications
that hsve been made.

For those installations where starting and operation of the APU in flight is not
required, flight test requirements are confined to determination of the presence of wind-
milling, the speed and direction of the windmilling, the vibratory environment the loads
at APP mount points, and whether leakage from unrelated aircraft systems can cause flam-
mable fluids to enter the APP inlet or exhaust systems.

SYSTEM CYCLE TESTING

After the aircraft installation compatability test is completed, the test fixture
may be used for a system cycle test which is recommended to uncover APU installation
system problems before the production aircraft is available.

A typical i000-start cycle is as follows:

(a) The air inlet and exhaust doors, are required, are operated as in the installa-
t ion.

(b) The gas turbine is started and accelerated to governed speed.

(c) The gas turbine is loaded in accordance with the following schedule:

No load for I minute To simulate

Full load for 5 minutes actual shaft and
bleed air loads

No load for 1 minute in aircraft

Full load for this test is defined full electrical load with sufficient bleed-
air load to give the rated turbine temperature.



(d) The gas turbine is shut down for 5 minutes.

All doors are closed as in the installation. An appropriate soaking down
time(s) is exercised.

(e) Steps (a) through (e) are repeated to accumulate a total of 1000 cycles and
100 hours.

Prior to and upon completion of the 1000-cycle test, the installed gas turbine is
required to demonstrate the sea-level performance output ratinqs of the APU
Specification, adjusted to cover the installation losses.

CONCLUSIONS

The Auxiliary Power Unit is a gas turbine engine that is designed for a wide variety
of applications.

Operational criteria most significantly different from oropulsion engine counter-
part, are:

(l) Operation is fully automatic and unattended and is responsive to a varying load
demand.

(2) Power delivered is in the form of compressed air, elect 'cal, hydraulic, and/or
shaft power.

(3) Loads can be multiple and simultaneous, with priority given to one type.

Baseline military and civil qualification tests exist as MIL-P-8686, ADS-17, FAA TSO
and JAR's.

Supplementary qualification tests are invariably added by customers.

Complete test requirements are formulated unique to each APU and are based upon the
qualification proof requirements plus:

(1) Design maturity.

(2) Reliability requirements.

(3) Intended usage.

(4) Installation conditions.



TABLE I. MILITARY SPECIFICATION APPLICABlE Tn THE JET FUEL STARTER 190

USED ON TiE F-15 AIRCRAET

Military Specification
Number Title

MIL-E-5007C-I Engines, Aircraft, Turbojet and Turbofan, General
Ii October 1966 Specification for

MIL-G-66413 Gearbox, Aircraft Arounsory Drive, eneral SPneCi-
3 May 1968 fication for

MIL-C-45662A calibration Cystem Reqeiremenfs

9 February 1962

MIL-STD-210A-I Climatic Extrmn7, for Military Equipmnnt

30 November 1958

MIL-STD-704A-l Electric Power, Aircraft, Characteristics and
30 November 1968 Utilization of

MIL-STD-781B-l Reliable Tests: Exponential Distribution

29 July 1969

MTL-STD-810B-1 Military Standard; Environmental Test Methods fsr
28 July 1969 Aerospace and Ground Equipment

MIL-STD-882 System Safety Program for Systems and Associated
15 July 1969 Subsystems and Equipment; Requirements for

TABLE II. F-18 GTCP36-200 LIFE CYCLE/RELIABILITY DEMONSTRATION CYCLE

(A) Conduct Steps Al through A6 (C) Conduct Cl through C6 (3 Times)

(28 Times)

Al Unit Start Cl Unit Start

A2 Ready to Load 15 seconds C2 Ready to Load 10 seconds

A3 Main Engine Start Mode 36 seconds C3 Main Engine Start 240 seconds

A4 Ready to Load 15 seconds Mode (Motoring)

A5 Main Engine Start Mode 36 seconds C4 Ready Load 10 seconds

A6 Unit Shutdown * C5 Main Engine Start 240 seconds

Mode (motoring)

C6 Unit Shutdown

(B) Conduct BI through B4 (4 Times) (D) Conduct DI through D4 (7 Times)

B1 Unit Start Dl Unit Start

B2 Ready to Load 15 seconds D2 Ready to Load 120 seconds

B3 Main Engine Start Mode 36 seconds D3 Subsystem Checkout Mode 1800 seconds

B4 Unit Shutdown * D4 Unit Shutdown *

*Time between unit shutdown and subsnquent start will he two minutes minimum.

Steps A through D (5 hours) shall he repeated 200 times to total of 1000 hours and
8400 starts



TABLE TIT. A-10 C1P36-50 1MRINAL Q iA.t I1'A'PTON TEST

0 ] 250 hoa rs porr i;nqulinco rhown

A fluncre iK 10 hour s I nnq

0 1250 starts requi red

o 30 startq mu; le prr,'vdd 5y 2 iour hloFdwn

o 2n starts mist hr, mnde rolnwin; r 1 dnwn

St'p Sto

1 5 in it no- load 14 5 min at no-Ina

2 1 1r, 45 min 30 ,oc at 25A 15 2 min, 15 sCO at -Ix

3 2 min, 15 qec at nax 16 5 min at no-load

4 '5 in at no-load 17 1 hr, 45 min, 0 sre at 100A

2 min, I se(' at nax 18 2 'in, 15 nec at max

A 5 min at na-load 19 5 min at no-load

7 1 nr, 45 min, 30 sec at 50% 20 2 min, 15 sec at max

3 2 m'in, 15 sn at max 21 5 min at no-load

0 I i in at no-load 22 1 hr, 45 min, 30 sc at norm
shaft/min bleed

i0n 2 min, 15 soc at max

23 2 min, 15 sec at max
11 5 min at no-load

24 5 min at no-load
12 1 hr, 45 min, 30 sec at 75%

25 ? min, 15 sec at max
13 2 min, 15 sec at max

Steps 1 throuqh 25 = 10 hours; therefor,', rin spqtronco 125 times.

TABLE TIV. A-10 CITCP36-50 RI.QUAI1F1'TTION TEST

o 3250 hours per sequence shown

o Sequence is 12.5 minutes Tong

o 6000 starts required

Stee 140. ('n t ion

I No 
, Start API

2 10 seconds no-load

3 60 seconds full-hlood load

4 10 secoed no-load

5 60 seconds rfll-hleod load

6 120 "econdn no-load

7 370 seconds part-bleod load (700 50*F)

8 120 seconds no-load

9 Shut down

K )1



TABLE V. TEST REQUIREMENTS FOR ESSENTIAL AND NONESSENTIAL UNITS FOR CIVIL APPLICATION

TSO Part 37
Subpart B Applicability

Section 37.183
Par-arah Subject Essential Units Nonessential Units

4.3 Attitude Conditions X X

4.4 Magnetic and Electronic Interference X X

4.5 Operating Characteristics X Not required
(see TSO for required data).

4.7 Negative Acceleration X X

5.0 Design and Construction X X

5.2 Air Intake (Icing Characteristics) X Not required

5.2.1 Foreign-Object Ingestion X Not required

5.2.2 Inlet Air Pressure Drop X Not required
(Velocity Distribution)

1.3.4.4 Oil Tank Pressure Test X X

5.8 Drive Attachments X X

5.11 Safety Devices X X

5.13 Rotor Blade Failure Protection (Note 2)

(1) Rotor containment, Optional Xnonessential

(2) Blade portions likely to occur x x
(3) Blade containment X X

(critical stage)
(4) Critical stage X X

(see 3.23 for definition)

1.14 High-Energy Rotors

(1) Containment Optional x
or Integrity X Optional

3.15 Vibration (Rotors and Highly X Optional
Stressed Parts)

5.16 Stress Rupture and Start/Stop- X Optional
Cycle Fatigue

5.17 Control of Unit Rotation (if Optional Optional
included--Manufacturer's Option)

6.0 Block Tests

(I) Unit calibration X X
(2) Rotor Integrity X Optional
(3) Rotor containment Optional X

and Rotor blade X X
containment

NOTES: (11 This table includes all paragraphs of the TSO and the Flight Standard
where testing, analysis or documentation is specified or implied. The
design requirements of all other paragraphs are satisfied by inspec-
tion or review of manufacturing drawings.

12) The manufacturer may elect to demonstrate rotor integrity in lieu of
full rotor containment on nonessential units.

(3) The FAA may specify other special tests if deemed necessary.
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TABLE VII. APU INSTALLATION COMPATIBILITY TESTS

Test
Item Type of Test Description of Test

I Compatibility and Calibration* Utilizing the bare APU configuration,
determine that the APU and the aircraft-
furnished, shaft-driven equipment are
compatible and capable of specified per-
formance.

2 euel Drain Check Concutt wet start attempt with ignition
deactivated to demonstrate acceptability
of fuel drainage from turbine plenum,
exhaust system, and APU compartment.

3 Installation Eftects on Determine installation effects on APU
Operation starting and performance.

4 Compartment Temperature Survey Conduct a survey to determine component
surface temperatures and compartment air
temperatures during APU operation and
following shutdown (soakback effect).

5 Electrical System Compatibility (a) Establish that the aircraft and APU
electrical system controls interact
in a compatible and suitable manner.

(b) Conduct electrical tests to ensure
that the voltage, frequency, and
fault-clearing controls are satis-
factory.

(c) Determine adequacy of electrical
power supply to APU starter (or
hydraulic power supply if hydraulic
start system is used).

(d) Determine adequacy of electrical
voltage for actuation of relays and
solenoids simultaneously with maxi-
mum voltage requirement of the APU
starter.

b Fire Detection and Extinguishing Conduct checkout test of the fire detec-
System tion and extinguishing system.

7 Bleed-Air System Compatibility Conduct pneumatic system tests with
actual or simulated aircraft ducting to
determine compatibility of the APU with
the aircraft main engine pneumatic
starters and/or environmental control
system.

8 Exnaust Wake Temperature Survey Determine that exhaust wake temperature
do not create excessive skin and struc-
tural temperatures on adjacent parts of
aircraft and that exhaust gases are not
ingested into the APU inlet.

9 Service Cycle Test. Conduct a cyclic test of operable instal-
lation equipment to simulate actual ser-
vice usage. This involves opening and
closing inlet and exhaust doors, starting
and operating the APU at a load schedule,
followed by shutdown.

id Acoustics (optional) Determine the acoustic characteristics of
the installation and/or effectiveness of
the attenuation.

ii Maintainability (optional) Demonstrate the maintenance and servicing
of line replaceable units (LRUs), instal-
lation and removal of the APU, and use of
AGE equipment.

tTo be conducted in a standard engine test facility.
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TABLE VIII. AIRESEARCH CONDUCTED COMPATIBILITY TESTS

Installation APU Installation APU

A.300 TSCP700-5 Lockheed Electra GTCP85-291E

DC-10 TSCP700-4B Fairchild AC-119 GTP85-127A

DC-9 GTCP85-98D Grumman TC-4C GTCP85-134

Dassault Mercure GTCP85-163CK MA-lA Trailer GTC85-70

727 GTCP85-98 MUST GTCP85-127

747 ,TCP660-4 M32A60A GTCP85-180

Fiat G222 GTCP36-16A TMC105-6 GTCPI00-52

Gulfstream I1 GTCP36-6 CVA 62 GTCPIOO-56

Lockheed P3A GTCP95-2 EMU 12-E GTP30-67

HSA Trident GTCP85-139H GTGE70-6 GTP70-50

Namco YS-II GTCP36-16 EMU 14 GTP70-52

PUPE70-1 GTP70-21

TABLE IX. APU INSTALLATION FLIGHT TESTS

Test
Item Type of Test Description of Test

Inlet Temperature/Pressure Obtain APU operating and non-operating
Survey data, including the starting cycle, also

ascertain nP between air inlet port and
exhaust outlet port.

2 Compartment Temperature Determine PPU compartment temperatures and
Survey temperature of various APU and critical

components while operating on the ground,
in flight, and following APU shutdown
(soakhack).

Exhaust Wake Temperature Determine that exhaust wake temperatures do
Survey not create excessive skin and structural

temperatures on adjacent parts of the air-
craft.

4 Tnstalla~ion Effects Determine in-flight installation effects on
starting characteristics and performance, on
flight-operable and FAA "essential" APITs.

C)vorboard Drains Check for proper function of the overboard
drain systems.

Vibration Survey Determine vibration characteristics.

7 Operational Data Record various APU op,-rational data.

8 Inlet rcing For FAA "essential" APU, start and operate
throughout the icinq envelope defined in
Appendix C of FAR, Part 25.

9 Acoustic Noise Survey Determine presence of acoustic noise above
150 dB in the APU inlets and APU compart-
ment, both in flight and on the ground with
APU operating and non-operating.
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Figure 1. Model GTCP30 Cross Section.
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Figure 2. Model GTC85 Cross Section.



Figure 3. Model GTCP85.
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Figure 4. U. S. Navy Start POD.



Figure 5. U. S. Air Force MA-.A Ground Cart.

Figure 6. U. S. Navy RCCP 105 Auxiliary Power Unit.
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Figure 7. Model GTCP660 Cross Section.
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Figure 8. Model TSCP700 Cross Section.
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Figure 9. Model GTCP331 Cutaway.
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Figure 10. F-15 Accessory Drive System.
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Figure 12. Model GTC3600200 Cross Section.



Figure 13. Advanced Ground Power Unit (AGPU).
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Figure 18. Rotor Dynamics Test Rig.



Figure 19. Mercure APU Compatibility Test.

Figure 20. A.300B APU Compatibility Test.
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- do 1975 a nos jours s 'oct fa it ressont ir progqress ivemont * cej'en'lant , Iaj
ne~cessite' (if, procedoer, I intervalles, do tong's do fonctionnomont dtri's
a 1.) vet if i cat ion des "per formanees, do r avisiofl genera le" . Coci non so u c-
men t en ma t P(ro do te mpe'ra toure ECC', pour ga rant ir on cer ta in tern)'; dout i-
I it it ion sans atto ire la I imitat ion operat ionnelo , ma is encore et surtout
en matie ro do retaili as ement 1' one cons;omma tion Fpoc if igjue r' ta [liea
uno valour plus prochle d,- eel le diu re acteor d 'or igino, avee lLuello en
particulior le rayon daiction ot le cost direct d'exploitatiu)n do l'avion
ava jenit 6t6 6taoilis au depart . 11 apparut a lors n6cessa ire do rostaurer
p.§riodiquemont ces performances au plus pres do- leur niveau d'origjine.

En offet, on avait note en service, sortoot pour los reajcteurs a fort taux
do dilution, 2T90-7 et CFb-5t)C par oxemple, one allure caracteristique des
courboc do d6gradation tie performances en service (fig. 1) (Ref. 1).

Apres one periode assez courte do d6t6rioration rapide, correspondant tres
prolablement a la "mise en place" des jeox do fonctionnement r6gle's au plus
juste en revision gdn~ralo do modules, prend place one d6t6rioration progres-
sive a taux rolativement constant. Poor le JT9O-7 et le CF6-50 ces taux
doe d6t'Srioration sent d'environ 5' C lEG'?), et do 0,5 % do consommation
sp~cifiqoe par 1000 h do fonctionnement, on periodo stabitisdo.

Los crises p6troli&res do 1973 et do 1979 n'ent fait qo'accontuer cette
nocessit6, los revisions gtnerales lou cellos des modules principaux) appa-
raissant d'autant plus soohaitables qoe loor coOt d'ex6cution, on valour
d6sactualim~e se stabilise dans 1e cas de r6acteors ayant atteint lour mato-
rit, alors quo le co~t d-. carburant no fait qu'augmenter ot aux deux reprises
ddji citi~os, do fayon spectaculairo.

1.2. Suivis statistiqoos

La disparition do la notion do r6vision g6n6rale 6 potontiol fixe, la n6cos-
site do maitrisor la d6t6rioration des performances des rdacteurs livr6s
a l'avionnage fait quo lo suivi statistique des performances r6acteurs apres
r~vision on atelier prend one importance accrue. Lo soivi est offocto6 apri~s
tout typo d'intorvontion, main prond toot son sons apr~s des interventions
do m~mo nature. Pormi collos-ci on distingue maintenant do plus on plus
cellos corrospondant aux programmes do "restauration des performances" do
type RAM (refurbishment and modernization) par exomple pour 1e JT19D, 00

"MPG' (workscopo planning guide) pour le CF6-5O par exomple.

Los figures 2 et 3 repr6sontent poor los r6actours CF6-SOC r6vis6s par AF'
pour l'onsomblo des partonairos do groupe Atlas, l'dvolotion do sos perfor-
mances globalos essontielles:

- apres r6vision mineure (fig. 2),on "1main base"

- apr&s application do programme do rostauration do performance "MPG" (fig.31

Co dernier graphique traduit leffort permanent d'AF pour atteindre on niveau
do performances constammont am6lior6 afin do retroover los performances
d'origino do r6actour par retablissoment des profils et des joox d'ailettes
par exemple, 00 m&mo do los am6liorer par l'introdoction do modifications
stroctorales toojours rolativement importantes,telles 900 1e recambrage
do certains stators, afin d'optimiser le point do fonictionnement r6actour.

Par aillours, l'6todo statistique des causes do rejet au banc d'essais permet
do sorveiller le maintion do la qoualit6 do type d'intervontion effocto6.

Los figures 4 et 5 donnent on oxemplo do co typo do soivi pour los reactours
essaydis soit apr's rdvision partiollo (cas des J'?9D-7 i AP'), soit apres
revision p)lus fu moins importante (cas des rdacteors GFt-SO) aux diff6rents
hanes d'ossais des compagnios faisant partie do groope Atlas.

1.3. Ca rac(:t,',ristiques actuellos des essais au bane des ri~acteors

Les eons idbra t ions histor iqoes ot statist igues exposi~es c i-dossus permettent
ponsons-nous d'P'clairer dW'n jour nouveau, los caract6r ist blues fondamentalos
rOwbrch6en ictuel lemont au bane apre_ s re Ivision part iele 00 g6n6ra lo des
re actoors;, qui apparaissent e sontiellement commo los soivaints:

- I oncrt icnnemcnt "t i able" do r( ,ac tour e t do sos aecesso iron,, ' est-:i-dire
;ins fuites; extf-rieores air, bombe, earborant) et a Vinteriour do limi-

ten; 'Pot iination donneos; (EC'!, niveau do vibration on ('artiito! ir)



- 10Cr lunnement "j(rt(rmant" du 'cnur , W:est-a-djre perirettant do pro-
le1vi une utilis;at ion du ruacteir flon I imitee p05 (de tomps apres aviun-

flage l imitati[on EGT), ou non Oconomiu Ij( n iVeal do0 Consummation vpec ifi -

qluo Pat exemple)

1.4. Limitations relatives A l'interpretation des essais GPA

De lagyn 0n r, le , son los les per fornances g loba los du r6ac teur sont ro Iverns
Ipoussee, consummation carhurant, niveau ECT). L'inatrumentation actuello
et surtut les m6thades courantes d'9valuatjon de performances ne porerrtt-nl
jan d'apprecier de fayun li able le niveau (d0 performances modula irez (Ref.
2 ot 3)

Nous ci teruns a ti tre (I exemple 1 oxercico de remise en Ntat progressv
ef fects~e en 1978 par AF cur le r~acteur CF6-iOC no 455 169. A chaqoue C tope,
un seul module fa isa it l'hlet do remise en etat, lV roacteur Ktant onsuIto
reassemhl( et pas au banc d ossa is. Le depouillement des essa is par 1a
mothode standard faisait appataltro, par rapport a un reacleur de ref eronce,
des var iations do rendement etio de(1 cooefficient do Idbit jui n (taient
par en yonera 1 105 ours on rapport avec les chanqements introdu its dan-
le reacteur (fig. 6). Par contre, le depuillement de cos mes eais par
la m(thode CPA de HSDI as i t ient compte do coefficients de correction vnr iA-
:102; our chaque msure, about issa it a des rdsulta ts boaucuup plus coherent;:
(ig. 7).- Anssi cette methode ost ol le ma intenant general isee pour los rjac-

teurs JT9D-7 rI CF6-50 du grospe Atlas. (fig. 8)

2. ESSAIS REACTEURS A L AVIONNAGE

2.1. NecessitO do tels essais

Les essais as banc so1, si stiles qu'ils soient, nulammont on maticre do
reduction dos travaux a l'avionnage, no sont pan toujours executes as banc
Wessais specialise. Dans la mesure Qu A nest pas necessairo de sassurer
que le reacteur apres revision partielle, possede sn niveau (10 p055500 nini-
mal, il est possible d'effectuer sne partie de ces essais qsr avion.

II est on effet absolument n6cessa ire de s 'assuror quo chaqse r~actour,
asun avionnage, ind~pendamment des travaux gu'il asubi, presonte un niveas

do fiabilit6 et de performance satisfaisants.

D'astre part, ii fast noter gue daos cer ta ins cas les roactours sont essay
as sol dans des configurations dIhabillage -en particulier tsy r' (Is Wjc-
lion ou avec cortains accessoires diff~ronts do coax lus i (sust Pur oviun.

2.2. Caract6r istique essentielle des essa is roacteur 1 l'aviuno(_

Les essa is A 1 avionnage sont caraclerimen par 1 asssrince q ily ,ppor t-nt
qsant A I integr it do I'inter face r~actesr-avion (pro~mve d, fuile P
dif f6rents plans de raccordoment carhurant -t air et jprlme o) lagc -
de2 commando essent jollement ). Il is ermpttent qa lemont dec nsi or Ke or-
taimn functions non5 yir iiable; au hanC sol, 1(210(5 le, In Vlwomut dw.
inve rsour;; do pussee on le lonc t ionnornont correct dos p-s ra Ii~ hyd rAi -
quo et (lectrisoe.

Cotta incs valour s de f usctiolnnemen I dependent 1)1 h-sent dP 1 insw 1l 1 is;
ot do ivent I ere not~es pour r fr once sitar io st I a pisr nutal de Ic ie
',aleum es-t cello du nivoas do vibration. gui pour me valnui rel'SeAl
hass sal , post var ier con-;id~ral eisnt d' sno prosit ion reactowsr ur ovion

a une astre, en function do la valour 3ssez aliatuireP do Q KAM& dof
mats support r6actesr.

2.3. Limitations do tels essais

Ces essa is sys toma hg sos pour lout av ionsoao rea(:tour, Crj( tostunt une
charge do travail importanto, (Some ;Ian 1e cas u Ins pri-t( p1les ont to

of foctu:- as fhanc d' essa i sal. Ils sent toutofuis essont ir I, ainsi qu(0
noss I avons do ja indigs( pour s assurer do niveaux init laux satisfa i;;ats
en ma tive de f iahi IiSt do fonctIioinnomen 1e0t do prormarknces.

G* p(5ath analysis; do Hamilton ;tandord
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Sur ce dernler point if convient de soul iqnur Inc Ca ct-rv tout , !it l imi t,
den ver if icat ions do performance (sons parlor do Ia diifficult6 H' :(plijvr
des mothodes tel los que In t;PAJ Cortes I avion Wes't pas 1, bain 1 'o:;a
ide~aI -hien qjue permanent- do roactour . 1'outet ci:; le motor iste n,' 'Ut

'iue reqrottor quo I ,vlonnenr, do tayon qjon'ra 1, fl introduise pa. no in:tru-
mentat ion de precis ion :;uft isante pour otahlir a 1 aviognna3, ot at y Iilto

ennulte do fagon ott 1(300, 10 niveau (des performances reactours, qni condi-
t lonfe d'j iilents 1ljrqeme'nt c01llos to Iv ion.

Do faqon generalo le niva do3U( precis2ion (H0 1'instrumentat inn readorut :ur
avion est celui nessairita lit fichajo deo la poussee, -t a Q urvpi 1 Inuo
do non (lepa ssempnt den Miitos do funct lonnomon t on ser vice.

A ce su jet, ii pout otto in tOres853n t do compartor -pour uno i nstalla t ion
tocente- Uos n iveax de prec ision de lecture (10s instruments pr incipaux
reacteur provuP: our A 310 A3u ip& H1e C176-80 put exemple (f.iq . 9).

Los tablleaux analoques que P on pourra it 6tablir pout des instal1lat ions
reoentes (A300t3, B3747) "aU plus anciennes (RR Avon sut Caravello - PWA J'IT8-7
Par 13727) sera jent encore plus 6loqjuents.

11 en t suite quo P". suivis do performance avion par exemple on matioro
He consopnmatjon pr~zentent un deyr6 important d'incertitudo (fiq. 10).

3. ESSAIS R1,ACTLJJRS AVA'%' REVISION ETAT EN ATELIER3

3.1. Nicessite dto tolo es5310

Lcapilication qjonoal joe de la politiq3ne d'entretien selon etat A tous
s ro Ictour't( rcCnts (fot 1taux do dilution et a~ performances mitrinso-

ques 'lecoco, to~ qu' le 1 JT9D-7 ou lt CF6-50C , a pout corolla ito la n6ces-
site do connaitre, a leur entree en atelier, l'6tat, c'est-a-dire le niveau
do perot mnc d OtF1C(c Cacun (102 modules pt incipaux rdacteurs. En off et, noun
avons vL1O qu au-dela do la temise en getat patticuli~re Wie a la revision
pr incipa le to dosi onto du teacteur -qui pout Atre Wie A un incident trvn
localis6 ii. Yvto nocossairo de maltriset do faqon petmanente la deyra-
Hot= doneso petrformances dos toactents Qfig . 1).

1.2. Limitations et con';oquonces_

Do tUlP en''' ReO flOJot p-in toijutrs jW(5ible, en particulier apr-s cortains
incidents tot iqino mecaninue qU i no petmettent pan do fonct lonnement ule-

lear , tel 3 no in 001 ions, trupt ures (1 91let tes , deter i (ratio(1 do ton lements
e tc.

E3i ((Utto, ii convient (30 notet q3u'is entralnent un coit Qt un dolor jH(1
royL: Io( oUpplIomntairo. Wenst pout3UOi il no sont gonotalement pa Mffe-
t Ur(75

En c((5003U0190, 10 soul teouts possib~le est l~valuation (d0 la diqr3adlatjon
'tos toiJteUts n s5 etvice a part it den 6l6ments su ivants

Performne aut 2(8003 (nc W' ssa is avant (totn jet avionnage

M!nune ,r PtliBn."a1819 l t ion (Ut avi((n

* (hutp (o pnrtormancoq ('v9IuoO on( rorvice c((ntinu.

3.3 . Su101 -300 o-rfor(nc9os oar aVion

Lo oauivl !( .o'n 1i -'II- 0108i~ Jo:; pet)rm~nce: roaco'ten our 100(1
;ppatilt ('(('C' _j (0j n--c-' it,-w''w'nt ollo, si lon volt i)')

1
ijueO 'Jo

Id fan 1, In:. ;u-lli'aoeo t 1Q In. oconomi.3n0 possible uno politiuo
d'Ontrtitlnn 0K'l5( Wtt.

- (rto: cprta in:; points; Ho topote pouvont Atte dispunitles, 'jue Po~n alt
prcd at: det veif icitio(n1 do perorm (~ances an ((oint I iNo 511 de I aqon

plan if ioe tolutes eon 1(M h do fonctionneoent par exemple sUt tulrh"(((,
puls;( n D)ART1) 01 nut plainto ("qnipaqe pout limite 03(otationnell(' attointo,
a"1 ano-TlLP 1 e lo o anct irnownt jrC. do1 t(1(1 100 rcteun (He tdyot( qp'lOrlo.
ljins (7(0 (0(0 to vl'if icat ion au point I ixo, le rpleve dos( 1(ar.((otr('8 34in-
ci paUX a doe; points- 'at f ohaje do" (15&p lion (lotormineop, permet Line
comparaioon avO(: Ins va leur ' r('los lt'; to I 'ovi(nna'(( et 1((8C do d tot-
miner dtons; arlI Ia itlo m1osut, :i 10 tiatteut setjit encoreou noi (n doans

Ios limite:s ' creotation au Ionc :01 ot Ovotulipm(Ont do retoucherO so0.,
to Ila' vs.
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CF 6-50C 455169

EVALUATION OF MODULE PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS PROGRAM

ACIUaL HAORDo. R E CL A GES I C r o r CASE = -ent L

HSD got poh GE Engine penlorinnce
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HS, GE eAItO ON IS, X eSt a o( I, I
Fort

2. A f0ow 0,4

1. A o. 0,2

L PC
1. A flow - 2,7

-0,7

LPT LP - - ,

%A n

% A A54 -. 2

LPC OLS 0,5

1 j EIT( 0,0 - ,, - .4

HPT

A- ', -TA - ,5
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oI PC (L,
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PARAMETRES PRINCIPAUX REACTEUR F16.9

Precision et Fiatlilite requises sur banc d'essais sot et sur avions

(Exemple CF6-8O/A3101 seurcm.SE AIM logo

PA R~TREPRECISION FIAIIILITE
PAA.R ANC SOL SURP AVION BANC SOL SUR AVION

N,00N .0,I + Os Z + O,1 Z + 0,25 X

ECT * F * 3'F + 1,67 C + 3*

Wf OAbit burant + 11. 1 0, 4 , .

Pt 5.4 et Ps2c .0,25 1 1,0 x Inif. A 0,5 1 + 0.25 2

Ps + 1,5 PBI ±1,0 2 Inf. A 3 PSI ±0.25 1

T 3 ,67* C + 3,0 'C lf. A 3'c

Tc+ I* C ±1,00 C Inf. A 2% O ,5*C

E SV 0,75 degr(- 1,5 degelf.A 1.5 degr6 0.5 %

,1\1 ou TAT jj C J + l 0 *

PT2 0, 2-1 I In!.-I 0,4112( + ,

P0 0,007 PSI1 ± 50 pieds Inf.0,0I5 OSI ±10 pied%

SUIVI BIE PERFORMANCES AVION 8747ICF5.50E

ECARTS AVEC REFERENCE
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t I t 'l, Ii vi I W ( 'ho r atv r lad in '' tip rot't r ne s, airfnq ots (rot lt 2) rda lr
'',Swt i''r 'it' Ft'ri'iti~t n t ftse . ,i th Naonl . n nt

ii.t A. I t I 'Ina io i fon Iteo'rntiona toris n s ice rr c om rca aircrA ft
I iI 1, it... - :!, ,t i ui c t tt n spir 'in n t an' d as' F'ratht. a Witri' a

h! :- , I ! s .(min 1 - . 'T t viai l y o air tr ns o tin hi th e te e Wf
!n,!ti. At'a FwIFr~ Fg r F , clutke n t From tfS. rw ' oenats'.';ar IA

n' l '-I, '' ! in: ir e tav drm tta l incr aed' Thei e or fue prices torf

* I ' i''l it, i ] itt Ii'r iF Ii fitl effi c Iiency th Na'tiona ' Ii Ft lita

:I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ Fl I A! t , NS ;i!fae th AicatEvq E firw c AE)pir i



It ;hOu If t Ilhtolttd that the JT)lD and CI"t6 engines r" ] h;t il d u, rlig ln ""nl-'0lhiki I ion

alitlllil- " co' pl t . (i er this cotiL' t eiin((21h ieni's ar, rpaitod, as requirid, kaied or,
anl linet lnn] e ti' n dita rther thin art a f ixed t lime interval bitwi'n overhauls. This "On-
C',lt I IaI 1ntenance" concept requires the engine ke assembled from moduleis or subas-

smbl ups t hat ar' onlp ,tly interchangeable' so the engine can kbe asi ly disassembled.
This li

t t 1 
I mai nteiiallce of individual modules rather thll 'nltire engines and, moreover,

Fplmllts re'pai r of only those parts that are defect Lve. Thus, in airline practice, when
ain onqige enters the shop for repairs, typically the modules aru separated, repaired if
reqlilred, and dispersed to inventory. A "new" Pnqine is then assembled from moduli's from
i. vntory and retutnd to the fleet for service.

RE:SIUITS7 AND )IS5CUSSI PINS

Historical Pat a

lerloManc.' deter i rat ion trends were determined by both Pratt and Whitney (JT9DJ and
Ketnral EltctL. ic (ClF6) from analyses of historical information from contributing airlines
(re1 resentinq approximately one-third of the world's fleet of airplanes), aircraft companies,
,01paul"repair organizatio1s, and iengine malnufacturers. Figure 5 shows the sources of

thelse data. Included were (1) data from engine testing (e.g. , production acceptance,
aircraft acceptance, and pr - and post-repair), (2) normal flight data and (3) observations
aind documented records of used parts condition and replacement rates.

The ma or cont ributors to performance deteriorat ion are shown in Figures 6 and 7. In
the cold section of the engine (fan and compressor), airfoil quality (foreign object damage
'FOP), erosion, and surface roughness) is significant. In the hot section of the engine,

t rral distortion is one of the predominant deterioration mechanisms, causing - for
,ximple - warpage or distortion of vanes. Clearance increases, resulting in efficiency
1,sses, occur throughout the entire engine as a result of blades rubbing their outer shrouds.

The performance degradation mechanisms - such as clearance increases, erosion and
irfoilI roughness, and thermal distortion - affect the cruise specific fuel consumption
,FS') as shown in Figure 8, for the JT9D-3A/7/20 engine modules (refs. 4 and 5) and
Figureo 9, for the CF6-6D engine modules (ref. 6). In each of these figures, the degradation
mechanisms r.flect the module condition at three points in an engine's life cycle:

1. First flight of an airplane

2. Muir iple f iqhts - typically representing the point at which the engine comes in
fo r f+lirstf r-p.!.a

1. Multtiple flights after first repair/overhaul

Assumptions isd In th' data presented (Figs. 8 and 9) were (1) thfi original modules
r-,ainpd t qth, ald wore noit separated, and (2) only the high pressure turbine module

.a r.' ii , r oipdired between the second and third point in the engine life cycle. Th s
'-,KNi "u,- wa- ,npi'd to illustrate the contribution of each modul to total engine

'- fit1 :r l' t- irrt ion over a number of fl ights . Slimlling up all the modular deteriora-
bIler f II ighLts thia gives the deteriorat ion for an "averagi" engiln.

, -, om itteld in Figures t and 9 because the direct effect of 'rliblstt
>. t, r;1 I it IONi i - , rma , is insiqllifirant. It should be acknowledge , iowev r, that

N Ii ' i 1 f ''tS r So. p r lotmram, can be s ignifican! . In addition to reduciiq tli 10r1,

,i, i ,: 'lt'tl', Ilt a) tmprl atulii, patterns affect cloaran, s ak,
I. "' I NAN .I . . ...a..I1 n tb h l till no. Th NASA Engine DiaqgnostIcs pr,-lram did n,

I :t s - Nt :1 4 ' I r e', 1 -''?t , f! ac t s .

i ti ' ;' nt; ''11 ' i'nlia' uf p 0r'i) nc-' deteri rat liol based (l ll Ii> l1"
c'; ,ita. i me' lnslar ,s th

"  
data sample wass lmited . r, -l, il

N1 : t Y, dita sca t 'r wan: l rqc. '' j int ify til'' "a bl h it y of 1 , l .st 1,"i
1ii , *it . ,, .ere ,nplo',,,o j', 1,rth Pratt I ard Whitney and wn' ,ri 11l ' t t ,.
!a qi1 ! . th, vv;,rA ,l v alu*," oft pl'rf< rna-]: ',- dwa' i~rat io~n al(riq with the t a tI- in;tirlc l

x, I: lt i n (,f ti hi ' l '-i l ' I data la '.' il , f tl I II 'nI lilies, an al 1 t, ta, i' -

r I-t , ,l r , i ii - tor within the, filrs It ' IL I ll 'I

,I 'll ' i . I' I th, o, 1id s, it was ]r'ikh,, to is the flrst flight of thi' aiipla, as ,'
-.t: ! i Enastt i !'infq 4hort- , rm .ffe.ctfs. The nwhsp, uent dete-riorat ion1, i"Ectriwd to An1: 1,'-n

S r- ,A, t ,1lrf : m r gr'|ad]ual and incyradSCtS Wi th fl ight cycle's and/or] tim1e un~ti t he
_ . 1[' rem -- F I ,' , -cous oI''di;l mechanit catl pro[ lden ; at wxn w,(dnco ,nt ,estal1 ishc'd a,×hal : t 4als

i t ur' 11 K ) I imIts.

T', ",l , for th. tt 'rm t rl r 1dt11; io a hli' ,''1 D and CF ellgilnes wei , in

, rl, dt ,ri rin I tll I t both test call and Iruist p rf (i anct i vt rdilngs, sulppli'lll ntl

by ha1rdwae inl ' loll . Ihe ar ss'ess;ments from all th, s data souLIrcts ii ci li'atedl tie
•n ,r i ;, nrt -t i' pa lrtrmricli dlt, riora 1111 Iol thi" JT4l)- IA/ . 2 is a 0.7 t'rc it c ullls

Ot(' l'r'i:,ti' u kis I' thi ('F1, vtihUi' v e is 11. toI 0.9 piiri'nt . The O 8 percrent SEF'C value for
1,, CPA -A ; a;baid upon hardware' observat ilons; and dh diull'llti'ik r'corfds of used liart s

r',r fit whslil 1' petr Idrllillc'
, 
data results;, which iubstant iated the hardware results within

thi' ralge of fata sca ter, indicated the value to t' sl ight ly higier (0.9 percent) . F'or
thi; pi'r , tii' hardware/used part value is uslfd, larndware'usvd part examilati lons showed



t hat -I c raItW,,' !rier eas's art', the t pr'tftrrrir Ian t ca tr-l tf 'hr t I crm Ilt ter It~ oIIt I' f

tr It ti ig lht F ig1S . I in1t1 9 ) arid are a I esul It of r lihr of I it I oriry I an'd r , 't It pa r - Ifc
'Il 50 t s i n thei 119 1) a re hI I ieVe'i t o he ir4i;tI c d W It It I( I. iC:t i (re,; pr fili I I yr 1!t'

I rrtitlck! t I rJht lIr ia t hat orcir iir igq t ak' of f rota uoi , f 1 1 t m1i lje , i

t 1r 1lis' t e V " r a5I1. I tt: tq ri' e lo wetr t I a isi e n t s kifit If)(Iti I Itfo-i'( f II V Ig i I I t M , i t 1 1 1

t- I "t Or CaSe Iint el ti'e't that produce i ncreases, itn1 1 ail t I, I la r Ino

l: Xiani I lli t l otl I t t'( t'tF6-6 dal ~ t a ( F1 . 1) StIeI )W r t hai t hIi' 'I I r; 11 , I ,I? II- I I
'I IUirC5i colrIt I )u te o,(_ve (' rI) percent of t lie, t ot Il short - i 1n 11 p1 ta , rII.,toI,-r' ! 1

VIt I:t' U f tis pet fr rranct, .lt rrIrrat ion Ii 1)i , 1 d I' lit t r]iw I t o'

: 1t :4 t Iot I t oir I (.1)Ur : t " arid , I I't II t roat (-. it 1 l1FIt) r t'

m, w ! Ia te" I -t I t 'i t t i nq Inl, !t I tI 'i Iat , ;II . I T ,II

t I lr it at ed tnil jvtra p etc tr to niit< 1 1 r- t i r n it Ia on foYt I Ms 1) - tA,, 2 I

1 4 lt V a S 2 . " I 1 T t) I II) 'la 2. pe1n arrr 12.4CaIId tIIIs ; lIu (,r j

A L - r- um t r-i somta to r , th Il m Ia ut birt iI trr i;;rTrewr r r''el tha I'r uI Iu-nF

I lrr t thifit -1)n& fI nIt t was52r i ptot r nt i rogttt 5. 1) 2 )h(-r i it i I

I It. ns tcort I on is a Iri, a CrrIIttrl!hut 1114 source hr ( I~r rie ti-m ipt-*a-'

As merit ronted earlie r , fte assumrpt io ns tSod i n these ,, anralIyst' I I rtI'
w rera1 r,, (Iar every repari r 7y clIe aind f urthecrmo re thI at all )fh,,r !ill , t' t("

f--r rse 4'te-tuot engine rebut, I; IS after repai r. the-examini ng F Igi - ! rt1u
I.i,'T,- rAl -.u a pri t tit t I) rrI f ab'out 0. if per cent crttisetilt ! ;r", 11:.1

r epa aIr whle for th lit 16-f, th!e valIue i s ahjout1 0. 9 pe rcettt . 'Ilet v cOl 1 f,-rIITI
otri gen-erallyI niot realI i zed I n p rac t toe , however, be cau se t he dat a 'ibt atI 'it fd )7
4, , a nd f)i n idi-ca t es thtIa t no t all le r f arm a n l deteur inor at t iIs h ~torcdl., r-t I a :'

r si l o f a p prtorx ma t cl1y 0.2 pe rce nt c rui1s e .1FC d eteur L oriatI1uII rertla ItnTIta. ,I c It Itt

,c ia) IrE: ion Tests

Sevral tests of J'29D anti CF6 engines were conducted to expand the unn, rstanir t or
tormanc(i dotortorat ion and miri preci sely assss modul ar conrtribut ion t t he- ,v 0 ra I i VCt

1,-s ( TablIe 3 ) . Praft & Whit ney acgiired p re- arid pos t -repa ir pe r formance d1at aas wel I
as pa r t. cond it ion i nfo rmat t:o (n f rom 3 2 JT9 D- 7A enrg ies inr Pan Ame r 1cart WorrIld Oi r , i' s I-i

t B ft iig 4 7 -:11 ati recr a ft . Itt addi t ion, four oi these engines toUri' special) I- t ruItrerter
a id peritodically subj)ected to (rn-tfte-wirrg ;rondr calibrations dur tIng thteirfIIs W c' '1 S
(, f npc ra t 0 on r e f. 5) . nIne , If thle se e ninesr1 2, ( se riaI niumbe r ( S ,'N 7 431 w as rrr-ovcd L t I ni toi

a.rrat t .1nd sub lectel, to t'Xtetn lye performarce tests and hardware Intspect i ro-s Ire"f
Arialys is of thec data from these effor ts corrobo(_rated the historiteal dat a r,,sul to w'iI
i rdi1 ated t hat tie JT913 ex'ii 5it s a crui se SEC loss of about 0 .7 pe cen t dir irtq t is eatIy
fl ;gtt -y (-rI .e 'lli perfimarice deteriorat ion in the long-term ( 1000 cyclies) was ll rout -
ere t ie, o'lnrt - term tirteorio rat tt that- occurs diuring the early f I ,htI

waos at tiltt)d tio cli a annt,- inc:re-ases throughout the engi ne. At 1000 f Ilght oc i, i, -
il (jt'er o (,nt, rof tlit pe,,rtf or man:e t' r II-tr ati1on i s at t ribI)u ted tto c learanr'e 1in1 r an , wi1
remat rn

t
e(r is I dust d 1,y tfir'rmalI dit r t Lon inl the turhtines artd rierr asei l Ita I ;I ,

rnrug' -ness Itn i fan, ard low pres.-sure coimpressor.

.o'ri ti' at i 0 h of lttlCal CF6-i,)) soirt-ter:i perf ormance dteter iorat Itnrr r nuIlf!tw~:
accompl 1ir rieh1 fiy a e r iers o f tes-;ts a nd inispections conducted with an engine, tha t was; r'1ri "''5
from i tX'-It-10 atirraft printr to de li very toi American Airlines (ref. I) . IIs itIr"ra
'-rogino' had undergone the iirma I Doug Ilas Atrcra ft Company acceptance test r I I ; ht s biut a,
not been 1 nt roduced i ntoi rex erue soervice. The test s fo I Iowinri removal oif t. hit, rig i, !
50 t7) f rom thn a ircraft i nd iat ed an increase i n crui se SEC oif 0 .9 percernt ivt'r t It', I v Ii
r -a suret lu r 1 ig engi no produc t i on accept ance te st s a t tGeneralI ElIecct ri c, 'lai I e
Subjsegrien t eng ine di 1sas semb I y and de ta ilIed i nspec t ion revea ILd the Stiur t - t tr M de t 'r I or it I

to hb p r i ma r i Ily a reosulIt ot ft1) 1 
ade t i p - to- sh roud rubs caus ing i nc-re ased cI a r arit tI!tIi

:Iigfi T r es suure tu rf, tic, module , ag a in cortroto rat i rig t hie hfiis t or icalI d a ta itesr;iil t i

lotnj-ermperiormanci' dotetioratiit tif the CF6-61D engine, as Shonr Irn Tl-It I a
invjestigated tirrtugh test arid parts inspection of two enineris: thie first rIlqirnt aofe
approximately 40010 horurs of operation 11910 flighits) prior tot its firs;tr'urtsmrt
(S/14 4794) and fte second engine (5/N 1801 , prior to its third retutbrhimenrt , after 1l1 o oir
horurs 'if operat inn (1740 flights) (refs. 9 and 10). Tlhe primary result of tiin invest igi-
fion wan the identification rif the deterioration mechanisms thiat cntriirutr' ti' lint-term
deterioration (increased blade tip clearances, Increased airfoil startaCt' rinUgtrrt'Ss andl
erosion, anid distort ion of parts) . The value of overall e'ngirne pettttrmaurrc, de'ti1i irat ten,
although loss conclrusive than for the JT9D because uif thre small data sampit', did till
within the statistical data band, Table 2.

Additional special testing of the CY6 was dimne tri determine thie conrtribttion (t
indivitdual modules and components (Tabtle 3) toi theo overall increase it til i no steii i ic tiii' I



c s,!n : 11pt Ion!. 1k,a-k- t -hac k test;ts ,t CF6 ( t ans a]nd In=w p~lea'sureK t urbine f ITT]) mI dJlj . ; l A t~ -

t, I : ad t !in ami,uhtl of detoriorat Ionl att r ibut ah I a to t hospl (crmiplonl'nt ;. Tho n=;,{q"q,n in= 4hin.
t h b,,ack - t - ack t,,s;t ks et ac- rripI l shed wa1w: (I) test the; Pt'r , in 1, a-, or,1 1,v,,!1

" , t i, :i , (2) 1 1, t, ,. % - ; ,' > , , - ltIt c mo h I , (tIAn ,11 I, PT ) , ( ) reI ',a r t r . rth r -m vad m ,, hi I - , !
i,, , i t wi,: th ,A no " 

' r '
(,r refusb hsh d one', (4) rp~a!ssurl, the, module, inl to e in rn " $in , ai :

I, -l '-t f ie,,, 'i I no . ,I a alta t oa;t', a i "I tWo f ans, in which the' fan L!lAdesr wor", -1o,' n ,,

, i ii I o id i' , -,, I t ......n t , ut idn, pt du,'ad a fI , l , ' ,1 , r a1l I' du'c I' n'I ' ' , -I'( ,
- n'e2 ! i }l - lopot l va',lue. S;ix ITPT modulus wi th vat i (us ()pirt in ll t imu fro, l (t . I I ) ,it

t, ' tad to d k-to,-bac k .,I th new anld tipfuthish:},d mo)dulus,; and the' avo rag{
,  

change , ; cruis--;,

,A-',' ?t r ,uto, I 1, I T dhe tat 7i? t 1 i w s a011, 0. 4 ut 1 ,rcent . Ins wt 11 m of t h, T til 4 d4111 ,

('e' ;,'1 ,,:11 t !A 141 p f m i i 'm a Iy c a:f t1he I- tr I f i ta , tWar a 1t 1 wr dst clearance n 11 stro

i nnl' inn ii-' 1 d q ,, tu.'1 -t"-I- 1umd)( ruhllr.

4 n ; ! I r ,Alp c i1 i c L t -t , : i

?ti x :, l I a I , ! t l ' i I, I a t ) 1 1 1 ' 1a ttd ~ a~ I a I ,II t ! I I i ,,. ,l I I nr I I I t t ! I J I lrt; I' I r .

iI t, r t o t a prit mary1 c2 a ls, o)f tlj i cnt .1 ,i ma41-, drri'a ra' l aI rv icae loperat 1(14
A', i , 1 ' I tu ''(4: 111 load, lou t tho cdh1 110. l llth o n, ne lIt Anri l ona thI - fli t ro f 111211 i

Cid't X nt s '.In ad 1" 5 atiin U tioe 1ASRA moelt, , d Sr iusdat accn rsu t r n rmc
1u_- M u~qt asp ra, : nJ;, cleaa.nce, T"' t his eflf ct , i nv.,s:t lqat io)ns w-Y , Ilii/I t I aft~d bet lo(t..i

4,,i ;t 1, t14 i l t And at .react ofr1 incr durase ng gusI, ti1 nc oll Kr t n haqrd a n .11.

A mAl af -,t incre4ased clyrslances in the fTr O nutu was befl,,t.,rls ol t
, '1 ,t A ndamia An.1 11 rt i t n ran sm tt 14 t th iii n , riq n Tl a r cs ft y W rl h

tA-,, andiq, tc'.) 1,ns hwn in slau t r Aiontegrated NASA dtructural Aal is
14A:TRAN , :11l of the 1T9 747 insthalat ion, Fequsrt 12, dsh n lofpbes e ointll eoy thhot oruini
1' mm,,4Ii AMIplart' Company (CACQ and Pratt L Whitney, was ,sedd to predct engine structr-

A'1 I t iio1ns and tful C, csump inn tncreaseas resul t ind from variieus aarcr ait/enine flg I
'1411 e' du 4 tn Tuae i-etatp engine operad on (ref. 1c). These profiltes i luded repr-
n; 'nt ,ti: ns , f !he, aircraft flilght accep;tancet losft and no~rmal rvelnue service operations.

S.itlmat,.s ntu the f et load maqn;tudes that might a expecud during the flight profiles
wart i-v{'ided by H{CAC. In| addition, the NASTRAN model was used to account for dynamic

,f'tM ls rlult nq fr a rcraft operat ion during gust encounters and hard landin s retl .to .

Thi e utrut of th NASTRAN analys s is in the form of structural deflections of the
''iin irt ors and cases resulting from tliht loads on lhe engine. The process by wiuch
t hose -t ruct ural de l ct ins were translated to performance losse as documented in
teerrces 12, 3 l, and 14 - required the establishment of baseline or "hot running
-luaanc s rir the partic ular flight condition being analyzed. These baseline clearances
,o',k nto1 account the, effwct of centrifutal forces and internal and external pressures
and temperatures. The next step wa to add to thesi ofatnese the eontriaut:on from
manufacturing offset ,trinds of the seals along with any rub damage produced during the
pre'vious f iglht condit ons. The resul ing clearances are those that are available toaccomm1,odate structural def lections due to thrust and flight loads. Asymmetric rotor/stator

Clef lect i,ns wore then ntroduced from the NASTRAN analysis and when the relative closures
exceeded the available gap, the extent of rub damage was recorded as circumferential
urn; !,rr" 'wear ,F thle hlade tilps, and local wear of the rub strip, Thle trade-off between
b,]ada:-Vilrub- tri; damage was obtained by using empirically derived abradability factors.

The rpultinq rub damaq was hen convrted to an average clearance increase for each stae
the Pn '''. The final stop involved the conversion of these permanent clearance changes

1ncr,'as in 1F1 ry th,, use dl of influtce coefficients unique to the JT9D engine. These
i .il,nts .. lat Made, ti clearance ncreas1 io perfrce ncteases t 10rformance'loss (SFC).

.slts t tihelrse NAlTRAN analyses ar e shown in Table 4. As indicated, the nacelle
.''1 IinImic (prissur-) ltoads account for 87 percent of the total short-termnC eiLne perfor-

,, 4 ) t,,rlirrat l (y7 percent cruise SFC increase). inertia loads, which affect the
11, it,'1 !I -rmarl t, thuse approximately 1ne percet of the deterioration. The dynamic

1 did P['JiVt -'ius, Anyl) Siqnificant c:hange.s inl thp ste'ady lo)ads analysis.

'K', m,'jai Y, a herttor underst anding of t he effect of f Iiqht lo~ads on tPnqirte running

,-1aarancql and tlhr aslsl iated perforFmance dete rioratiion, a se .qence of analyses (ther'5i, ,-
.:,,1l in! te lst:s (e.pTrical) was developed, (Fi'g. 11). hor the simulated aerodynamic" loads
ran,; a A- Ml''i) y p repare'd ,T9D engine was inlstrumented to measulre, performance-, r](,arnce~s
and ,-.:;a th~rmal gradients and subhsequuntl 1} instal led in a highl-energy X-ray' faci1lit'y
M i' . 14). This; facility was modified with a specially designed loading device that use~d

"I,,-I1l,-bands" aro unld t!he e:ngine nacelle , c'onnecte~d ton casbles that were' used to apply

;ir- lat,t t H lht Kads to the' enlgine.

F xtt'wiv.- ins:t rumentl] at €in (F ,iq. 15l) prllVl~i, the me'asuiutqlmusit np~ctas.s lt, to assess;4

pe. rformanrce t ri~rat ion on a moIdular" basis. X-rays and lasert pl ximTyl } piubes wore usedO~

t,, mes ure blade. lip and s'a] cl]ealrances.. '-rd'ys, b,Alh trop and O tt,,ns, wore ta|kenT at

sav ,n ai al posit ionsr alonq the, engine', while l, ]as":l p ximity" po~dws worn av'ailable, l~"
nine s;taq q (foulr cir,'umfPr,,ntial k c (at l(1ns pot staq| , . In Addi~t1(ion, 400] t hv,~imocoulw s anId

p.ronsu re tdlp' weorn irnstalle~d In) in-asuirt nq n TI cTH'<as",¢ Illnq , an/d c'avity ail twmp tm uie ,"tHd

,rl,4n~uir, gradien'ts. T[hese tempe ralture m' asutN ml i nI6It s we're reqi red~ti to) separ ate the'rml] ]ly

1 ndu" ,d cleaa nce]2 -hanq~l,s from those. caused by "xi: 'ttlnl l y dT' ,t[ lad ;t rut l al I Atds.

T'he' nlmtlat ,d aerodylnamic load tesvt |pr ,r m "I n s(is ' d! i. d , three, su'!uutn('t' which wt'in
irI , Id f, I I , w d I' prl f rm a i i' ,,t 1 it t i tn i And I' , I t' i ,ra i ( m i s. I s I 'nl ,Int s T'I It

fi irr;t t , at ;-ju. , v!~ c involved th ' Mh t ,rmlhnat lion t a {halnqps,1 inl a i'n!|~ t iUiinln(| (rl roi[,c due

to the rmal and thrust lo ads. In the, secondll~ test sequence,
,  

change s inl enlq~linu stati I " '<ld)

:[ ;.ran~r'us! worn, estab lished ,as a fulnc'tion "I ,imlall]tt(d( inlet aero(dynlamiclo] ads. The, thind~
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Th' tijl u a4 lt ; t p q.a t !at e arTe docu11tt tic A nj i n Flgurp 11 as a comt -site carve,
and, ',aibtel-, "N;, A .q .[l ,!l t; Ave A'' age' data (J'FTQD and C|"h)". TIh' ,assumptiorn als d L,,

i , ,.'- I , the' co(mp,,sit . 'J ,. w. , l i l the ra,t , (of dtote ro'l Itf ioll beltwee 'ir he data poinrt s

win:; lihnar btweenl'' rpp r1 cyzcles:. Tlhis I in~a r as;sumpt ion wa made betcaus;e t he exact

_,1pe, c' Ll I,!il't be ' l 1 ,; !y ,b ! lilI e i ] i t he NASA enrq I np( d i gynost i c st ud ieS ( re~fs. 4 , ,

, I . 'Firelit p ci[, l "_ I ' ,', pr .,se ntn t , i qin~llal indut r~ y esti mate, refe!rences!: IC, and ]-7

ca 1q'4', rt to the NASA Program. Com.parin q the two, reveals that the ,nriqnal
I T!I!,,! ! . "It ,I or orritant let ei i,)iation was high by at least a factor of 

t
wo, As a par'' 'a-

,A S F1ine D lie-, s . pr or am, Cost eftect ft. ftasLbi lity studies were also condu,' €
.,! 'h - n ' .ex~rap~litd t, t1iy': fuel price (approximately 25 cents per liter) -
T* I" I th at SO

!  
IIm f ruise SEC currently unre storid, after each engine r

7
pair

nc. , .in'-, f tc I' ,!5t ar, ]n add iion, remedia] hardware modifications ha'-
'" . s.,i ' 'h:ch wi Il i tl , ciz t he short ard long term performance deterioration.

W" qChIJT[I NK R.MARV;;

Ih %..AA }.iloe )Iiatnest ics Program results revealed wide variations in the performance
it, , it ion rates{ for individla I engines in both tie JT9D and CF6 engine families. The
;ti me ,,mtrutginq factor to this variat ian is believed to be the "on-condition maintenance''
• -.pt which permits selective repair and interchange of engine modules during engine
!,-;air ,v.haul. The results presented in this paper are a reasonable representation of
t:',i, a",, ao' de ,i rat in characteristics of the JT9D-3A/7/20 and CF6-6D engines. Testing
or specific .ffcts i oaontinuing and, therefore, the results are not final. Analysis of

the'se carful]t " doumented engine tests may suggest revisions to some of the findings.

In summary, some of the most important results to date reveal the following:

I Short term performance deterioration is less than one percent cruise SFC.
The causative factor ts either flight loads (JT9D) or thermal mismatches (CF6)
which iesult in rubs between blade tips and stationary shrouds.

0 Long term performance deterioration occurs gradually and is about 2.5 to 3.0
percent cruise .:FC (including initial short-term deterioration) after 2500 to 3000
flights. The ong term losses are associated with more severe rubs, airfoil
'ualite, and dLstortion.
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TABLE 1 - ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS

Engine JT9D-7 CF6-6D

Max Power at Sea Level (Dry) 202,829N 177,920 N
Total Airflow 696 kg/s 591 kg/s
Overall Pressure Ratio 22.5 24.4
Bv-Pass Ratio 5.1 5. 72

No. ot Compression Stages
Fan 1 1
Low 3 1*
High 11 lb

No. of Turbine Stages
High 2 2
Low 4 5

No of Combu-tion Stages I I

Application Boeing 747, DC-10-10
747SP,747SR

*Designated as a Quarter Stage

TABLE 2. - PERFORMANCE DETERIORATION
AVERAG, VALUES/STATISTICAL VARIATIONS

A CRUISE SFC

JT9D- 3A/7/20 CF6-6D

Period Flights Avg SEE Flights Avg, SEE

!;hurt-Term 0 7 -0.3 1 0.8 -0 6
ILng-Term 1000 2 0 t0 8 1650 2.3 +1 1
Lonkg-Ter ' 3000 3.0 -0 8 2500 2 4 1.1

SEE-Standard Error of Estirrite (Root-Mean-Square of
Deviations About a Fitted Curve)

FABIE - SPECAI ENGINE TEST RESULTS

PI riod A'.,g A
,r S riil Cru:ise I "mar' is f

Mdule I',. i re Non Flights SFC r-,t r rat i n

Sh rt rr,, Ji D :4 1 141 0 ,l ,l U c,
2F6 0' a0 9 Ir r o

1_--STT alIrI (g-r' l-lijJ'L [ ., I ) Ill ( S' (I .• r ' , I? (K;F6 0.01z,') I?7 .ln/, i ' rv (a ;

H i -- IIan F , ., , , ,ralit

3 '' .. .. {. -( Avy) C I rrr r ,

I, rt a

. ,h ,c, L~At NR.pair



TABLE 4. - JT9D/747 Propulsion
System Structural Analysis

Steady State Results

Engine
Components % of Total

Loads Affected SFC Loss

Nacelle Aerodynamic All 87
Inertia

"G' HP Turbine 8
Gyro Fan 5

Dynamic Results

Wind Gust Encounters
No Significant Change

Revenue Service From Steady State
Landing

TRUNKS
25r hI INMI R\AIINAL

' 20 DOMESTIC

20 --
ti 6 0'. i

1973 1914 1915 1916 197' 1918 1919 1980
Y, AR

[,,ure 1. Fuel cos history. U. . Airline let fuel price
ruitlhly dverdes. LAB data
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Figure 2. - The JT9D propulsion package. Figure 3. - The CF6-6 propulsion package.

LOW
PRESSURE

FAN & 
TURBINE

QUARTER HIGH PRESSURE
STAGE COMPRESSOR

COMB U STOR(

q PRESSURE
TURBINE

, GEARBOX

Figure 4 CF6 engine modular design.

GENERAL ELECTRIC PRATT & WHITNEY

GE/EVENDALE P&W ENGINEERING
GE/ONTARIO P&W SERVICE CENTER
COOPER AIRMOTIVE BOEING
DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT

AMERICAN AIRLINES AMERICAN AIRLINES
CONTINENTAL AIR LINES NORTHWEST AIRLINES
NATIONAL AIRLINES PAN AMERICAN WORLD
UNITED AIR LINES AIRWAYS
WESTERN AIR LINES TRANS WORLD AIRLINES

UNITED AIR LINES
PACIFIC AIRMOTIVE

Figure 5. - Data sources.
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iIRMAt ALTERED
)IS'OR PROFiLL

Y tr(~t IION
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SHROUD
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i-LEARANCi INCREAq RUB." RU

I"7Q-2100l
CLEARANCE ICRF AO I.IERAAI DIkbioRTI0N r' 79-2Mq

Figure 6. -Contributors to engine performance deterioration. Figure 7. - Examples of engine performance deterioration.

SCLEARANCE INCREASE

AIRFOIL QUALITY
DISTORTION

C3 CLEARANCE INCREASE25FLGT
AIRFOIL QUALITY
THERMAL DISTORTION LO0 1650 RLIGHTS

300 FLIGHTSHT .8 - 1FLIGHT

ot .6 U'.6

~ .5n .5

tX.4 1FLIGHT ~. ~~..3
.3

S.2 .2

0 FN HPT\ -0 -
LPCAW P HPIC LPT HPC HPT

HPC HPT

Figure&8 - JT90-3AJ120 performance deterio- Figure 9. - CF6-6D performance deterioration.
ration. Modular contribution. Modular contribution.

DECE FRM TAEOF -ACEL O THUSTGYRO LOADS

* POWER TO IDLETAEF

CLEARANCE INTERFERENCE
NACELLE AERODYNAMIC/
PRESS. DISTRIBUTION-LAD

ROTOR* NACELLE AERODYNAMIC LOADS
TIME eINERIA LOADS

Figure IOl - Hot rotor relturst. HPT clearance. Fkure IL - JT90 external applied loads and reactions.
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INCLUDED IN ANALYSIS

Figure 12. JT9DIZ47 propulsion system structural modlel.

INVESTIGATIVE SEQUENCE

EFLETIOS CERAN C LOA CLCULATES FNA
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IIITES RESULTS ANFRACE DFETIN COEL
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ATION
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Figure 13. -Effects of flight loads IT9DI?47 propulsion system

A*/

Figure 14. - J79D engine Installed In X-ray facility.
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INSTRUMENTATION

CLEARANCE MEASUREMENTS

o X-RAY SYSTEM

o LASER PROXIMITY PROBES - 9 STAGES, 4 PER STAGE FAN,
LPC (TH STAGE) HPC (5, 6. 9, 10, 11 AND 14 STAGES):
HPT (1ST STAGE)

PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENTS

o ALL STATIONS TT, PT, AND PS

o K1, N2, FN. WF

ENGINE CASE THERMALS

o HPC. DIFFUSER, HPT, LPT, TURBINE EXHAUST CASES

o 400 CASE, FLANGE. AIR CAVITY THERMOCOUPLES AND PRESSURES

Figure 15. - JT9D aerodynamic load test

INSTRUMENTATION

ENGINE ENGINE
(OUTBOARD) (INBOARD)

BOEING

INLET (INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL) 45 252
PRESSURE PROBES

ACCELEROMETERS 12 12
RATE GYRO 2 2

PRATT & WHITNEY
EXPANDED ENGINE PERFORMANCE NO YES

FAN CLEARANCE PROBES 4 4

HPT CLEARANCE PROBES -- 4

HPT CASE TEMPERATURE TI/C -- 20

Figure 16. - JT90 propulsion system flight test

7 4 ORIGINAL7 r SHORT-TERM /.0 IN AL

6 DETERIORATION " I INDUSTRY
- j ESTIMATE

L - -rRECOVERY AT
, /ENGINE REPAIR, NASA PROGRAM

2,A~ 
RESULTS -§ TR AVERAGED DATA

SUNRESTORED& CF
PERFORMANCE

1 1000 2000 3MC 40 5000
FLIGHT CYCLES

Figure 17. - SFC performance deterioration trend.
TypIcal engine.
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with liur (4) laser pimiiity lirohics inl hiitii tilte OLithliarlid ihliard enginies shollid Intdicate it any rob strip
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Rclsiatance A In nst in tes crirps; Arnert;

Monsieur 1.J. ARl i/I
I nqtri our
S NI C MA

77550 MIIISSY-'iAMAYEL
F RANI'I

'cOMMA I Rf

* 'expusAL dcr riit I apprccche t hcour Ique, cor rfilr~ pa r des r6 silt a t sc Pxp6 r imen t airx , i t i Iiccl-, pollr c i -is 1rconcr
loes aubaqes doP ItFte (I' tine t urbumach ine c icvi Ice, clans Ile bu t d' abou t ir -, iii mut eur r (ccuIs tait Ai I' i nqc ctiurci dwc
corps Atranqers. L 'uobjec't 1IF poursurivi cut docublo du'tne part satxisfcciro les rNcqlemerita tie cert Ificituri
internaticucaux (FAR, JAR-F) et , d'autro part, ctrstituer des marjea dle tenue mrifcaricue corfurtable .afiri
do mirnimisaer los culcts do remisat en A~tat . doonc cai' clcer I es frais doe majicterncince cie!s cuixpaqu tea utl El sa-
t r crs.

Ap ris title itrl' ye dosc ricptIio o mttetcr Icc rpI iecint a do ce r tif icat icnr et tie I Pcapprccte tht~ctr cjcce, 1f iwr cc;
de 1' occsA dtc r ii aircndammerit 1'ercscmb i' LIP! es-a icc rAi s's, * pi cnt AIL tA 'nntinucererc t citlclisA! sPur
afficor los rc'scli~tcc ttc~cricltcecc vi cqci cut abuti c' la Icc iiciur finale dut mittecr ('F M'c,.

- Ci St HAL[ItFS

lo mittetir Cl Mci. a 6tt i6ttcci Pt dVtvelpp61 par Ia 551 ('MA err Frctnce vi CFNF PA) It[THIU ccx LISA putt int
rcivai 116L enccmerrctcio ccc it c'cccrcicnatio dc tc (FM IlE FNAl IONAL . I'' out cr10 clt6t appcirtercant curt jninterront

Sl lai SF(MA Pt Gt(I ci cr6AcI pcc-cr la tort ificticur, la verde- et Ie cctppcrt ccpri'cc-veti do mtrcctur acipris tie
1;. cltcntUIe.

If- IFM'f ecct tin cctecir ai fort tciix tie tilutotnc (6). ccppartetcctt ht Ia c'Iascce decs mrapirer; tie 'ZWOiII ?A
17'500 licvcs tie rcrcc sccp (1)21(10 ;l 12700( claN). 11 oat, tie co fact repr~cercttif dec; mtitttcrs tIc' tatIlle ticiypnrte

tic la rcccoule le j16n~ratictni.

I urscqce cc prrcjoi a d~marrA, all dJEbot des ann~es 70), piusieccrs obtjoct ifs principaux unt AtA fixt's aux
dcccx qrctUpesi ccitn i lUeS

-excel lencte fiabil1itA i etirtenabilI tA
-faiie ccrnsnmmatinn dof carburant
-fciiblc nivcati de bcruit et Lit, pol)licurto
- ircictcic rcchos;t escco

IcP chccc x Won' tr'mccdc;laritA% crtcl Icenio, ti ctycIe teprmitcinamtcqte appropri6. ajoutfA? oic rafftccertctctt
tr'ticctict (tcctIric; pcccccs6 ai (etiaic; ci 'toti r Lin rappottrt 6ctcs1-raccoA[vA. cin faibie bruit, tine facitlo
(ccl [cit ticP ci irc, baccsc t& c ccntttcrcct 1(cc) spit:'l ciju ic~ce ci tscjc' cie macitenabiitAs ctrfrirmc cccx cis de ls ctcmjcc-
corcc' ic itties cii Icc :t r ice!; .

I c rtbtitc ist Idu crcctttctc a fa it I 'cdtjet ci ''ccacci tide reciterrltec irtcccci fs cians I 'uptlcccr rconr c;t_)ecrtc
Opi 'cci iifatic' Its; pxicoricec; deii'trifcc'ciion mcic t6tjclorcitn dubtenir tine tr'cc crattce fiait6 i ec'xplctt-

cit's, dw fotttclo cti'jtc tie rxcc';c et Aicit ciprt'cc incident c inci cjce tif' Ecitilec; cicrrccc; ci' tmrutcIiscit curt.

Lac rcicccsti'cco cart cioiprer'rt 6 iivvfc' dcmi ciccit faire tri'tcvt (ca pccrti ccfrcntale dot mcttcr , ptotrrAs-
ten' cicc icmpct!'; c.ti ccrpcc Ait inqr'. cctrt tic':. .'ctcct '; ccccecr'; (ILL ['1M"6' ctlari Ic cicmaccr' tie la !c6c'cc6 des

o Icl'.

I cIIHi tcl(e d Icii' rrccprtc;ac I I i 16 cici rp (i vt ',Si (1-MA, tiac; I v citvt'Ittpetrci't ic mcttccr , accjistprcAt A ct t'v
cp ri irct' 'cccc 1c6t la ic Ar ci (I'vc ~ tie lyrppcer Ic r'ccrjcc itcssc (crccccccn citi, , ('1 M'(,.

Z- Ofi SllRIP_ [P1)5% 'cilMA IHi- Pii Mli I Of'

I o, cctt cr ('i't c'cci #!tirco t ciric-cctijff lanir' dccii Ic i tccix t1ie I ti iicri ccc!;ti dr (. I f, roitor iccscc prcccc iotr t c
td" iri tc Ot ;fip tIf, !icici f [arcti e' it r' is Ai ciclec tie c'mpirr ,,crc lc'i ba;o; crites!ci1cit crit rccicc jar tiole tcc iripc ft

4 6t ity':l;. It' rcctctr iccit e pres iccr possbcic ') i6taqec tie, p't'cccionr ( aver, 'tatcrc; var iccit's ) out raintc; pcar cir
cccii Atacjr',c turbine rcfruidco par cccr. Ic PSictix rcotorcs !,011t cctijti c par 5 pci crcc, ciccit tn rtctlcmcrct
cliiffeIt it cc7 puysu ';itr ciccx ctrct'trocc clii cccrtt ri'c cctivccrccit: I' ccci ter inioercnicicre, c;tclptcrt cut

I 'cilc'cci'tc vi le crtoer (I 'Ac'iicpccrtc'rit (tc ipot i' Iei' lciilIecttt'rt a rc c Ire'.

ac pctticccst hc rctttoir ccci rep r c e ac itattocr ducii i'ccr i r cit ericiti aci crce ci Ip tritticti cictticr tic- I 'ax it' ti
petit At co reprcc, incit par P'tnt' ocit i ctitie o cec; cleic c;t rutittrc''.

I ws citicec. tie ica ccici fflacte inc t I t t)otecic AtAl iticitecw; ciiouir 'c cb~l', t'tccccrIrcc' plus dcc; ,cic cii; hiccic p!;
l(cc fciriccircec; Pitrioe hiccric marcje aii purrpccqo alcl I cf-ecc; uctne (rccccii rcciict; ;ci

:F ticffcccl o mprric; ac 6tAs ctteiri en coiiiccact itle iocttrtoIilti (tact wi'tl cbre cqcc i'ct , )c cir r ,i'
ttccccicic'e, tciiiip lou(itr Ia pcremclre ftuc; ccii mrondie ccr tin miritir civilI. A cccvocir If,!;i cilitric etri'rc; cit

f)(,r cich(Ir ciii's.-

Ii v cirtvr criterm~fiiciro. Atjcclernrcoii 6t tic) it pccc hc ',Ni ('MA, c'cc it Il j itc ipccle c ct' ccii ic rcct i' Ic'llcc
cccccciro ccii rcpcciiiA rccffic'anie poocr c'oncccrver If, ri'trCil r'liverc jetty ric ir/cd ttir c!;ci; tic': i'itcrce. v Ii :
t') f [ fin~te :effcort tic poctiiiiccv, i'ritc'c'; carctiyrtiic'., c'i. l',tet t c hu ci cct' crl!; (cl W lc'iir! ccccci Iv
roctor fill, ca Atl cotc;ti poocr rlccicci or cucit citictil; exti rete; ciiic 'c la Icc jti (If, 2,'' cito'e; t- ccufitt

9 
v Ft (cci'c

at onc itntape ciii roctrir flP.



I e icotmp r et;set r HP,' (It t'omptort e 4 ('It atjc: de !;t att or 4tjoMIitt F, i? sir t attle , etst compost di u n rotor 4' tatmbour
dtirt let ( I tIt t; strInt ;taIt'si" rot I- ' i. I it tart ei doi ('ompreseour eat. const i tot tde tenti coqui IIes , jui peu vent.
Mt IF tlti t(6et; I~~r~ttt I ifiri tie fac j Iiter P accts attx or ITars! i nternes.

a i ambre tit cotmbtust ittt tt etr; cttttr, if m titatntotlatre et 4I Injectijort 4 basse pression. Cette
chtimbre, * Jtt a f;ivut ist lita rt I tat iot Won 'totu 'tipri !; Compact , a tot ttegr fie polluiort nettement irif~r leur
itix tixatiiux Im intet; let; rtftjlrI'nvtt; eni v tii'iir . I a;I uirlite lit, h ont tsrtl ttatje, at let; tbe!; mobiles et fixes
ref u rirs: parl air. I it; en'o Poit- e rtor it st atoir soott milt stt;s liar let; (cottirments W'air a temptratore
a r ttIhr.

I ait torbip HP.I' 4 tt acit . cotitttrte tc iiti';salt!; it ittin tert;atjr tdtus lea sect ions travail lantes et
ion carter mutnittiJo refrttitl p ar tde I 'air qrAce 4 tdes rainpe'; &ilatIif Fis, ce qoi permet tgalement din mai -
tr iser lea leux entre rottor et stator.

Ltimme iternttre trtftrmat ion, riotit signalons qtte parmi Ies mo t eurs ) haot taox de dilution actoel lenient

etn exploitation, Ie CfM'"6 eat ccliii ti etimporte le mains de pi?,ces, par exemple 34% de moins qom le FF6-5O.

S IAPPLI OI5 HItt lMl 515 01 CERTIFICATION

liepuis le dtmarraqr tIlo projet. 1i avait ttt6 titctdt, par [FM INIFRNAIIONAL qoe lea deox certificats de

t~tte. amtricain et franqais, tievaicot 6tre obtertos.

Celt at about i 4 1 additiot de ileox rf~gleinents de certification : Ia FAll 33 poor la FAA et le JAR-F poor
lit lIAC tout Ie programme Jr dt'veloppement, fut ilone congit poor satisfaire lea deox rtghements en m~ine
tempt;, tmptr it; I ' ttttestiott ties coFps ttrattgers.

tei prttqritme W'ingestior t a6t6 partalqi en trois parties, tqoi 6tajenit fouction dr I 'exigence attachte 4l
clacune d 'cilet;:

I' tin moteor affeetti
* xiqerice :pas din risqoe poor lavion, extinction do mrtteor admise
*tInjgstiuntdes curts soivants:

*one! tube de soofflante
*on oiseao de 4 lb (1.8 kg)
*tine chape de pnieotatiqoe

2 plus doUn moteur affecitts
* tvgnce hemo-t-eur doit 6tme capable de foomnir one poosm~e r~midoelle 6gain A 75% din la pooss e

dtu dtcollage
*It~it inn des corps soivants

*sept oiseaux nayens (1,5 lb =0,68 kg) en mains doune seconde (ln JAR-F Wn
exige tqoe cing)

*4,H a; (136,1 g) den gravier
*31.2 a; (941.2) din sable

5' Plus tWun motror affectts
* I nqencp aocone perte de poissance
*Ingjest ion ties corps sinvanta

*2t, gr~lons de 2 in (51mm) den diambtre
*25 gr~lons den 1 in (25.4 mm) den diametre
la sake de 50) gr~lons en moit's din 5 secondes
G lace pravenant de i'entr6e : pas de d~givrage pendant 30 secendes
*a :a 4 6 en masse do dtbit. dair.

Aiti rh'ttn pectit ent joqer, la ijiantit6 des corps ttrangers devant Latre inqtrts 6tait tr~m grande, Ai tel
pinrt tjte darts Ileatt jamait; aucon motetir de cette tail le W en avait avalt aotant, avant d 'obtenir ma
certification.

Ili risquke iiitiurt erocoorl.t par ott motcur ert vitl eat ritantmoinm tres intel et ne peot Aitr ignorA. ['ext
ptotr rette ritsoit title FM 1511RNAT IINAI , et ian SNIIMA en ipartici er, d~cid~rent d'6tendre le programme d'in-
jest itn cit a jtiitant tdes essait; tde super stvtr itt, tels a te : I ingestion den barremox de glace, de piosieorm
oaixv det 4 lb. et ti'att s corpt 4trariqcers.

I 'object if finoal ttait ilapporter ]a pretive d'une merge extrAmement confortable vim-A-vis des donaaem
tr imautet; et tsetintatres. afin Ie faire non ttolement ]a dtmon-stration ltgain din la certification mais aummi,
ent limtitant Ic'; tlratt; atix pi?,ces impacttsem, done grande fiabilit6, don faibile coOt de remise en 6tat,
Iinic immoitbilIistion rtdtitte et polio itn tr~ss grande stetiritit d'exploitatian.

4- APIII ('ii- MAT HIMAI11110

IcP publU-mc cnn';jt;tait A simoler nomtriutiomeot. h I 'aide doj programme danalyme dynamiqon tridimenmiannel
nonri littaire lAM NiIF-I, I 'effct Won Impact Ion corps Atranger sor tine aube de compremmeor en fonictionnement.

I 'exatmert tdes exiqjeites de certification A matisfatre, ainmi qooune campagne pintlaminaire den tins d'oi-
l;catix ir ties t;cctctirs it'ubes stat itlun', ant permis ite dtteinminer qoe le cat he plus stvtlre Atait reprA-
-rit( ptar I'irtjeatio t , I 'nuseao mayet de It) lb (11,6H kg): ii y a one exigence de "aurvie" de 75% de ha

joitit6vt doi tintetF; det li-;, pnour de!; raisons caminerciales Avideotes [FM INTERNATIONAL avait fixA on abjec-
bi ier, p hi; anbtiu ii pa'; din fratjmerttat ton des aube;. F 'eat done poor ce cam part icolier gum 1 approche

matfittatil itit a ttt 'ill stm.

Iruti zonret!, Wimpwact ont 6ttt etoisie'; A prioiri : le pied din I aube, le milieu de La hauteor et le sonnet,
to voiciirale lit talirn exttr iint.
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I escondit tons tie fondc jonnement du moteur lors de V ingestion soot d6termin~es par la vitesse tie d~col-
lage le r~qinte ti rotat ion de la soufflante Pt la vitesse d ingestion maximaux "oot done conous.

Ces valetiri; tnrt M6t maiirtetersa' curstantes pendant toute la campagne dessais et de calculs.

'tot galement fixies 6 Pavance :les conditions aux limites de laube :encastr~e au pied, appuy~e
aul stemmet et Ic's caract~ristigties m~cartiques die la mati~re.: limite 6lastigue, allongement 61astique, coef-
ficient de Poisson. Module flastique onf de Young.

les propridtfs plastigiteF die Ia mati~rre ont 61:6 dt'duites d'une courbe de traction classique.

Ie programme tie calcul permettait la prise en compte ties charges ext~rieures :champ centrifuge, choc
Lie I niseati et des charges indijiter; par les thformations (efforts d inertie).

lP calctil dii COMportetitett dynamitqte tie lauhe a W~t fait par 616ments tie plague mince dont le maillage
ctej 'turret mat ion)est rpprfisentt' sur la planche 1, po~ur le cas particulier dtjn impact 6 mi-hauteur de la
pale. \aturel lemerit la f inesse tin mail lage eat augmentfe dans la zone de choc et est done variable en
foc ton tIfI la hit it cur.

Plancti. I GEOMETRIE DE lAUBE ET MAII.LAGE.

Uxo 0 aZ= 0
Town fixi ton"ntmwilamenz

Niveau

do [impact

~ i

NFrontiji. oncastri.

I f- I~lu dw; eff orts a 6i rial v96 par fin programme manuiel simple ditcri t ci -dessous
* t rmifiatitn tie. In tIraircite itlitnentaire (Pii tmea ditroupite par tin canal inter-auben Pt de son vecteur
siti c (direc(t toft. intensitit)

*Iltaidi emetit tic In cairatti"r istiue die I effoti Wiimpact en foct ion dto temps par ittude duo cheminement
tif- I a t rarihe titiri If! canial iriter-atihw, vti p~ttiche 2)

* r t effort -At 1-itpartj i tir ia surface projetite tie la I ranche d oiseau. au lieu de Ie considitror concentri;
tinj cit re die Iimpact, . mmc certainf atitetirs le foni lr ties fituties prit Iiminai rca. V augmentat ion do
I thu ot ijp 'j I'atigmentat iont iiinc itice rtstiltant tie La tiitirmat ion dii bttrd dt attagie na pas ittit conse-

* a vii ccIc ;) t ranche iii sesti esnst iiftr iterutaait e pentdantt )a tiaj cc toire iarts 1le canal.
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Plagicho 2 -VALEUB DES EFFORTS DIMPACT REPARTIS ET DE LA CORD' IMPACTEE EN FOdCTION CU TEMPS

ycorde uviact6e Presseons

Effort d impact tepeese

Coide nmpactde

0 lio 200 300 460

Tempo [s]

tn ;iltermi1nat ion de la caract 6r ist igue (de l e ffort est fa ite par points dont le pas eat de 2 0 (o temps
total mis par la tranche pour quitter laube. A titre dinformation, le temps total de lexemple donn6
en planche 2 est de 0,45 ins, le temps pour atteindre leffort maximum 0,23 ma.

I orsqoe la caract~ristigue des efforts en fonction do temps eat 6tablie, le programme PAM NEP-D effec-
tue Ie calcol par 6l6ments de plaque mince sur lensemble de Ia pale et d~termine la d6formde globale 4i
LdPS temps choisls.

Vonime (lit plus tiaut, le calcul eat fait dana le domaine 6lastoplastique ;chaque point nodal des 616-
['not,, ti 0, tegr~ de libert6 :S translations et 3 rotations. 11 eat ainsi possible de connaitre lea zones
,fortes, cant raintes partictilitrement en traction et flexion.

D~e mfine, on tract! automatigue des zones a iso allongement permet de connaitre lea zones; oui les d~chi-
hires snt s * iit ier.

la plariche 3 inontre ie trac6 de la d~l~rm!,e de l'aube 4 diff~renta temps do phdnom~ne. 11 y apparait
retteiicnt comment Ins d~formationa et lea Obranlementa alinitient et se propagent It- long de Is pale:

* 80 temps t = [0,2, ma gui correspond so temps d'6tabliasement de l'effort maximum seole tine poche
eat formtn nto Point it'impact
aun temps t =0,45 ms, temps total d'impact. I'lbranlement se propage vera le haut et vera le baa
aun temps t =0,6 ins, in smmet de laube amorce oine rotation sotour de l'axe X, gui eat encore
pltus grand ao temps t =(0,76 ma. Vette rotation favorise naturellement lea chevauchementa des talons
s;uptr inura.

W,!s Ins; premiers calculs., ii avait ftfs dfterminO, que, dana Is zone do pied. Ia limite de rupture do
mattrisox Wrtant jamaim atteinte (calcul pied encastrAs).

Uela fit confirm6 pendant Is phase exp~rimentale o6i aucone d~chirure, amorce de crique ou fragmentation
ai; 6tV rencontr6e.

[orago'on aura pr6ci-6 que le programme peoit calculer lea contraintem aur le profil, intrados et
extrados, on aura one id~e globale de Is puissance de cialcol de notre modtle mathtmatiqoc.

Ila port~e dun tel outil eat nanmoins Iimit~e si ii ne repose pas sur des bases exp~rimentales
statiatinjues tr(,m solides. ['eat pourguoi, en parallble, oine activitO d'eaaai sans pr~c~dent a ft6. d6cid~e
par [FM INTERNATIONAL dana le cadre do programme de d6veloppement do CFMS6.

5- APPROCIE EXPERIMENTAL[

51-1 (Ijcia-Historique
L'activitL6 exp~rimentale dminqestion des corps fAtrangera a 6t,& d~finie et appligutsc par Is SNEUMA au
Centre d'Easais de iillaroche, pr~s de Paris.

[leux objectifas principaux Atalent assignts h cette activitAi
obtenir ites r6multats d'esaim nainbreuix et exploitables, bora des ingestins doiseaux moyesa pour
alimenter et affiner en permanence l'approche analytique.



Plench. 3 - AUBE DEFORuMEE

0,25ms 0.45 ms 0 60 ms 0.76 ms

Nivnu

d mpac

Eftectuer un grand nombre d'ingestions d'autres corps 6trangers afin d'6prouver d'une faqnn r~aliste
les versions successives des aubes de soufflante, d~finies par le calcul. en vue d'obtenir Is certifi-
cation finale du moteur CFM56..

Une partie des essais de d~veloppenent a 6t6 r~alisde sur des montages partiels, au lieu d'utiliser
des moteurs complets.

Les bancs d'essais partiels utilis~s sont des fosses h vide qui ont l'avantage de ne demander qu'une
puissance minime ainsi qu'un personnel tr~s r~duit pour leur raise en oeuvre.

L'exp~rience a montr6 d'ailleura que les efforts a~rodynamiques, qui ne sont pans simulos dans le vide,
ne chanqent en rien lies r~sultats ; ceci est dOi principalement au caract~re trims rapide des ph~nom~nes
6tudi~s :temps tr !s brefs, 6nergies considr~rables.

Ls p~riode d'esai seat 6tendue sur 4 anndes (de 1975 h 1978) ; environ 35bi aubes de soufflante de
diff~rentes versions ant 6t d~truites (soit I'6quivalent de 8 aubages); Sinai qu'un compresseur BP'
comp let.

Tous lea easais out 6t r~alis~s avec des pouleta achet~s chez un fermijer des environs du centre d'essais:
Ils 6taient nourris de bld, de malm et d'orge (pas d'hormones) et vivaient en libert6 dans lea champs.

Ila out dt tu~s par asphyxie avec du gaz carbonique (C02 ) de fa(;on A conserver dans leur organiame
toutes lea matiLrea, y comnpris le sang.

11 eat done consid~r6 que Is duret6 de laura os ainsi que ]s densit6 moyenne ant reprsent6 (lane ma-
ni~re r~aliste lea carect~ristiques des oiseaux reels.

5-2 Easais partiela
Les d~buts de lapproche th~orique avaient permis de determiner lea conditions dana lesquelles un im-
pact d'oiseau pouvait se produire. Pour verifier lea premi~res conclusions, un ensemble de tirs,
sur des aubes de saufflante iawnobiles, a k~t r~alis6 en reproduisant lea conditions d'impart : vitesse
de choc relative h l'aube, angle d'impact par rapport h Ia corde, conditions auJX liites (pied et
talon extddrieur).



I 'aitsenie tie Chatmp ('P1 ri fuge 6~att 6ivtdcmment importantis, mats IF knit jiriiritiitrc 6tait W ' ipeorter des
dtit'ec; vXi6 iintatlts sau cat cii et de faire des; pr Ps is;ifis de I enee en tenecti ennement

Les e scis sivarits ant (It(' r~aliis-s

f, it Iir; d'eis;cae meyest (I ,') I) 4i la vitesse stifiiiti~e tie. d( cei lage
*7 1 irs de barreaeAx de tilace (I x 4 x , isnch) 4 Ia vttcFsc stmui~lc iaspiratien tiaivA [a mance

5 t ir d;e1'0Ise aLI loerds (4 it1)) 1 Ia v itessc simijiie dep crolistiIre.

I ejsriograsmce de' tirs sur seefflante eni retation dan!; lest fessnes a ritP iulte mis en rotite. Li? caicul
clais le ch amp cefit r ifuge . avait p rev; ties fr agmrintat ices; stir Ina meme vesr sion it attbes qee cc lie uti i a;If,
pooir' les essa i stat i gucs ; c 'eCs;t ce qtti a 6t(P effect i veiient etniri ftiP. U 'est alo- I to~ liuine nt crisis actit-

lIP tlh ' it (Irat ion a (ItF pregramaPe eet re le ctIcai c t les essais a fin icilteelu ir .i ici conftjr at i or tifI -
il ity e tic P' autiatg capablIe rip rf'siscter , scans fraoinenter , 4I P ingcsft tost dii' otsceciix tie I ,' SIi.
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SUMMARY

The paper describes the free-jet test facilities available at NGTE for testing complete aircraft
propulsion systems, that is the air intake, engine and exhaust system, at conditions reproducing those
encountered during flight at altitude. Supersonic and subsonic flight conditions can be simulated, both
steady state and transient, the latter aspt t including the effects of time-variant changes in aircraft

flight speed, attitude and engine power.

The scope of free-jet testing is reviewed and compared with what can be achieved using direct-
connect facilities.

The paper concludes with a description of subsonic free-jet tests made under the extreme conditions
encountered in an icing cloud to determine the effectiveness of intake and engine anti-icing equipment and
the ability of the powerplant to operate satisfactorily following the shedding of ice that may have
accreted on the inlet duct surfaces.

1. INTRODUCTION

The three main elements of a jet aircraft propulsion system - the intake, the engine and the pro-
pelling nozzle - interact closely with each other so that the overall behaviour of the system can only be
assessed when all the interacting elements are present. This is especially so in the case of supersonic
powerplants where correct matching of the intake, engine and nozzle is vital for reliable operation and
optimum performance.

Free-jet testing enables intake/engine interactions and compatibility to be studied over a range of
conditions including flight speed, altitude and engine speed. The effects of aircraft manoeuvre transients
can also be examined. Methods have been developed at NGTE to enable tests to be made at subsonic, transonic
or supersonic flight conditions and various aerodynamic techniques such as spill air diffusion, transonic
free-jet testing using slotted blowing nozzles and airframe boundary layer simulation have been developed
to extend test plant capacity and make the test representative of free flight.

A specialized form of free-jet test which has assumed considerable importance in recent years is the
full-scale icing test undertaken to examine the performance of intake icing protection systems. Tests have
been made on supersonic powerplants to complement conventional icing tests on isolated engines using
connected test facilities and on helicopters to examine the likelihood of ice shed from the fuselage being
ingested by the engine. These techniques are described in References I and 2.

The NGTE Engine Test Facility, shown in Figure 1, has five altitude test cells, three of which are
normally used for free-jet testing. Together they have covered an extremely wide spectrum of tests, from
low altitude subsonic tests on a small pulsejet through transonic launch tests of a ramjet missile engine
to high altitude supersonic tests of the Concorde powerplant. These latter tests are described in
References 3 and 4.

2. FREE-JET AND CONNECTED TESTING

The test arrangements for these two basic types of test are shown in Figure 2. Each type enables a
different aspect of powerplant performance to be studied. The free-jet test enables intake/engine inter-
actions to be explored whereas in a connected test the performance of the basic engine and its exhaust
system is under examination. A comparison of the test capabilities of free-jet and connected facilities is
given in Table I.



TABLE I

CAPABIIlES O}F FRE-.IET AND CONNECTED TEST FACILITIES

Ability to test
Type of test

Free-jet Connlect ed

1. Engine steady state performance Limited Yes

2. Engine transient performance
(hand i ng) Yes Yes

With limited simulation

of inlett flo w di strt ion

i. Intake/engine compatibility Yes Not appli able

i Dlinition ol intake control laws Yes Not appl icable

Interact ion between intake and engine
controls during lIight transients Yes Not applicably

6. Ix amination (1 off-design and fai lure
I;ses (Mach overspeed, cold day,

vyIW, Ci, Yes Y es

Basic engine only

7. Ixamination ,I engine light-up

sequence during launch (missiles) Yes s
Limited tests on basic

engine

L. cin tests Yes Yes
Basic engine only

fvaluation of engine steady state performance requires very precise measurements of engine airflow
and thrust and such tests are made using connected rather than free-jet facilities. Connected tests are
normally, made with the cell set to the correct altitude pressure so that the pressure ratio across the
engine propelling nozzle is exactly simulated. These considerations need not apply to free-jet tests and
normal practict is to run with the cell pressure greater than that correspondi-c to the test altitude.
lhis redutes the power required to extract the exhaust from the cell without influencing the internal gas
dynamics of the engine, provided the propelling nozzle is "well choked". This method of operation requires
the achievement of a good spill diffuser pressure recovery, an aspect which is discussed in Section 5.2.

Irire, further points concerning testing technique are worth noting:

a. It is necessary to run all engine tests, whether connected or free-jet, at the correct
Iret. light air total temperature. This is to ensure that the engine operates at its correct
non-dimensional speed and that the intake/engine matching is correct.

b. Free-jet tests have to be run using dry air to avoid condensation effects which

degrade the flow quality in the jet.

c. lie size of the tree-jet is seldom large enough to allow extensive representation of
parts of tile aircraft structure adjacent to the air intake, but some simulation is usually
possible with flat plates.

i. SCOPIE OF FREE-.El IESTS

tree-jet tests an be run with either a dumnmy engine (ie plug nozzle) or a real engine installed
bekind the intake to investigate such factors as:

a. Intake pressure recovery and engine face pressure distortion (both steady state and
time-variant). Tests can be at full-scale and are often made at full-scale Reynolds number.

b. The management of variable geometry intakes in terms of variables such as ramp angle,
dump door angle, blee,1 flow, etc to establish intake control laws which will ensure acceptable
engine face pressure distortion.

c. The effectiveness of intake anti-icing systems for both supersonic and subsonic power-
plants, including those used in helicopters.

d. The suitability of the intake control laws with an engine running behind the intake.
These can be assessed in terms of surge-free engine operation over a range of Mach No, pitch
angle and yaw angle. By operating the engine off its normal control line the extent of the
surge margin can be determined.

e. The combined effect on the engine surge characteristic of intake distortion and power
off-take from multi-spool turbojets and turbofans,

m ii i - -
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t. Ihe pv rat ior and ,i Icl v-ness of the fuiel control system during the launch and
I ight-tip phase of ramjet and turbojet engines for missiles.

DESCR Ill I ON FRI-! FT TE ST [AC II, I 1ES Al Ni;TE

4. 1 Cell I

Cell 1, which first ran ia 1957, was designed for supersonic free-jet tests of ramjet engines.

Fixed circular blowing nozzles are employed to cover a Mach number range from 1.8 to 3.6 and these are
used in conjunction with an axisynmmetric spill diffuser system. A selection of slotted blowing nozzles is

also available for transonic tests. The blowing nozzle is mounted in a mechanism which allows the nozzle
angle to be altered while the test is in progress between O

i
l and +250 in the pitch plane. The test

envelope of Cell I when used in the high supersonic mcde is showwn in Figure 3, from which it will be seen

that the correct air inlet temperature can be achieved only up to Mach 2.45 since the capacity of the air
heater is limited. This cell can also be used for subsonic free-jet tests of small powerplants, but the

test envelope in this mode of operation is rather limited since Cell 1 has no cold air supply. Two
typical Cell I installations are shown in Figures 4A and 4B.

4.2 Cell 3 West

Cell 3 West, which became operational in 1969, was designed for connected tests of large fan engines,

and as such is capable of passing airflows up to 550 kg/s. It was soon appreciated that the large airflow
combined with the low inlet temperature capability made the cell ideal for free-jet icing tests of large
installations. The ,ell has been used extensively for icing tests on the Concorde and Tornado powerplants

(Reference 2) and for forward fuselage and air intake icing tests on Sea King and Lynx helicopters

(Reference 5). When used as a free-jet test cell the blowing nozzle is fixed, but a limited range of pitch
and yaw can be achieved by altering the attitude of the test installation. Some typical Cell 3 West icing

installations are shown in Figures 5A and 5B. A description of the Cell is given in Reference 6.

4.3 Cell 4

Cell 4 was designed specifically as a supersonic free-jet cell capable of testing medium-sized

powerplants at high altitude conditions over a Mach number range from 1.5 to 3.5. It was later 'stretched'

to test the Concorde powerplant over a more limited range of conditions, and still later adapted for sub-
sonic free-jet testing, althoigh the latter capability is at present limited as no cold air supply is
available. In its supersonic mode of operation the cell employs a variable Mach number blowing nozzle, a
variable geometry rectangular spill diffuser system, and a capability to tilt the blowing nozzle in both

pitch and yaw at rates of up to about 8 degrees per second. Figure 6 shows Cell 4 as used for supersonic
free-jet tests of the Concorde powerplant, while Figure 7 shows the test envelope of the cell for the two

supersonic blowing nozzles currently available.

Cell 4 has also been used for supersonic free-jet tests of the Tornado powerplant and for subsonic
tests of the Jaguar, Tornado and missile powerplants. Two typical Cell 4 installations are shown in
Figures 8A and 8B, while a full description of the Cell is given in Reference 7.

The leading particulars of the three cells are shown in Table 1I.

TABLE II

Dia Mach No Pitch/yaw Free jet Type of Air supply

(m) range capability d (i) or area (i ) nozzle temp

Supersonic 00 to +25" 0.4 and 0.6 Fixed
1.8 to 3.6 in pitch dia circular

Min temp,
ambient

1,i "Itansonic 0.43 and 0.66 circular
to 1.8 dia slotted

Max temp,
210

0
C

Subsoni( 00 to +150 made to suit convergent

Nozzle fixed.

3W 7.6 Subsonic Installation up to 2.5 convergent Cold air

can be tilted dia to -37oC

approx
Max temp,

ambient

Supersonic ±10
° 

in pitch 1.1 area variable M
S1.5 to 1.5 and yaw

Min temp,

ambient

4 9.1 1.75 to 2.3 2.3 area variable M
Max temp,

4 70"C

Subsonic up to about convergent
1.7 area
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5. SOME FREE-JET TEST TECHNIQUES

5.1 Blowing nozzles

For subsonic tests the blowing nozzle is usually made of sheet metal with external stilfenting where
necessary, and may be either circular or rettangular in dtXoss setion. For nozzles touipled direttly to an
air supply duct a gentle straight taper is employed, while em a nozzle fed from a plenum (hambe.r a ,i r i,,r
arc contraction followed by a parallel section has been used. An example of the latter type tan he seen in
Figure 8B.

The axisymmetric supersonic nozzles used in Cel I are of heavy cast iron construction with an
accurately profile-machined bore.

The transonic slotted blowing nozzle (developtd in Britain initially by Bristol Siddeley Engines Ltd
tor ramjet testing) is a device for producing a uniform parallel jet at subsonic, transonit and low super-
sonic Mach numbers without the complexity of variable geometry. It is particularly useful for simulating
transient ,-onditions such as the rocket boost phas, )I a ramjet powered missile where the flight speed
changes from subsonic' to supersonic over a relativ( 1y short time span.

The nozzle consists of a tonventional convergent section where the airflow is accelerated to unity
Mach number followed by a parallel section in the walls of which are cut longitudinal tapered slots having
an increasing width towards the exit end of the nozzle. If a pressure ratio in excess of the critical value
is applied across such a nozzle, the static pressure in the flow downstream of the convergent section is
higher than the ambient pressure to which the nozzle is discharging and air is progressively spilled through
the slots so that, with a correctly proportioned nozzle, the static pressure in the flow falls to the ambient
pressure at the nozzle exit. A slotted nozzle of the type used in Cell 1 is shown in Figure 9. The slotted
nozzle is extravagant in airflow demand and at M = 1.8 about 30 per cent of the flow escapes through the
slots. In addition it is not practicable to use a spill diffuser system with such a nozzle. Both plant
compressor and exhauster power requirements are therefore high. Current slotted nozzle designs are limited
to a maximum Mach number of about 1.8. The variation of Mach number across the central 80 per cent of the
jet diameter for a typicil slotted nozzle is shown in Figure 10.

Two variable Mach number supersonic blowing nozzles are available for Cell 4 with exit areas of l.1m'
and 2.3m

2
. They are of rectangular cross section with fixed exit area and variable throat. The vertical

side walls of the nozzle are parallel and between them the flexible top and bottom walls move, deflected by
movement of the throat blocks. The throat blocks pivot about a point such that the divergent section of the
nozzle adopts a curvature which approximates closely to that required to give a parallel shock-free jet at
the exit. The l.-im' is constructed in stainless steel to withstand the high inlet air temperature corres-
ponding to Mach 3.5 conditions (470

0
C) and weighs some 38.5 tonnes exclusive of its supporting carriage.

Figure Ii shows the entry of the 2.3m
2 

nozzle as viewed from the cell plenum chamber. To keep the nozzle to
a reasonable length and weight, bearing in mind that it has to be pitched and yawed at high angular rates
(up to 8 degrees/s), it is accepted that the quality of the flow in terms of Mach number uniformity will not
be as good as that achieved in a conventional wind tunnel. The variation of Mach number in the jet produced
by the I.Im nozzle is shown in Figure 12. It will be seen that for Mach numbers in the range 1.8 to 3.0
the variation is less than !0.02. As the Mach number is increased above 3.0 the flow quality deteriorates
due it is thought to the wall profiles departing from the required shapes.

5.2 Supersonic spill diffuser systems

To develop a parallel shock-free jet the isentropic pressure ratio corresponding to the recuired Mach
number must be applied across the blowing nozzle. This pressure ratio increases rapidly with Mac'i number
and at Mach 3.5 reaches a value of 76.3. If, however, some of the kinetic energy in the air whiih passes
around the outside of the test intake is recovered as static pressure at the exit of a spill diffuser system,
the overall pressure ratio across the cell need not attain such a high value. For example, with a typical
spill diffuser recovery factor the overall pressure ratio required to achieve Mach 3.5 would be about 8.0.
Since the blowing nozzle airflow in both cases is the same the exhauster volumetric flow capacity required
to )perate the cell is reduced by a factor of about 10 and the exhauster drive power reduced by a factor
of 3. Spill diffusion is therefore an important technique for minimising plant size and operating power.
This is illustrated in Figure 13.

At NGTE, spill diffusion systems have been developed for use with axisymmetric fixed Mach number
nozzles and with rectangular variable Mach number nozzles. The latter systems were developed using models
of about one fifteenth scale. Subsequent tests on the full-scale installations gave closely comparable
performance in terms of pressure recovery. The axisymietric systems are of fixed geometry but with a
translating front ring to make cell 'starting' easier, while the rectangular systems have fully variable
diffuser passages.

With both systems the model tests showed that a significant saving in the main exhauster capacity
,an be made if a small amount of air is pumped directly from the cell working section (about 4 per cent to
S per cent of the blowing nozzle flow). If this working section bleed extraction system is made large
enough it can also handle any low energy bleed flows from the test intake (ie ramp bleed, sidewall bleed,
eti. The worting section bleed has to be extracted from the section of the cell which is at the altitude
p ssur, and this is achieved by using an air driven ejector for the first stage of compression, the ejector
is~hrgiig into the main exhauster circuit.

The performance of a spill diffuser system is usually measured by the minimum overall pressure ratio
netessary to maintain a parallel shock-free jet at the nozzle exit, and model test results for several
retangular systems of various spill factors and intake geometries are shown in Figure 14. The best per-
f,,rmanie adhieved with axisymmetric systems is also shown for comparison.
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5.3 Spill tactor requi rements

As mentioned it. Sect ion 5.2 , the achievement of a high pressure recovery in the sp I I di tfuser enables
the size. and power of th, exhauster plant to be reduced. An equally important parameter is the spill factor,
that is the ratio (let area-intake ateal/intake area, for this also dir-l tly aff-cts the required exhauster
capacity.

With supersonic instal lat ions it has been found possible to achieve spill la tors in the region oI
1.2 whilst retaining an ability to test over the appropriate ranges of pitch and yaw angles.

Once a test iacility becomes available, pra, ti.il considerat ions usually make it expedient to modify
existing diffuser systems rather than build new ones so that tests are often run with larger spill fators
than could be achieved using made-to-measure systems. This has beei thie cast- at N;TUf and a, counts for the
tact that the Tornado prpllsion system was tested at considerably higher spi 1 lactors than was Concorde.

The whole question of the spill factors re-quired for subsonic testing is very much open to debate.
It is considered further in Section 7.5.

ligure 15 shows the rati, , o spill factors over whith tree-jet tests have been run at N(;TE.

5 .- I Boundary layer simulation

When an air intake is mounted close to an aircraft wing or fust,lage, part of th, boundary layer formed
oln the adjacent surface may find its way into the intake in some circumstances. Even if the boundary layer
is not ingested directly, spillage flow from a boundary layer diverter may affect the main intake flow. In
tree-jet tests it would obviously be desirable to represent adjacent airframe surfaces in full, but usually
the size of the test facility is insufficient to allow this. line solution to this problem whicb has been
developed at NGTE and used dur.ng supersonic tests in Cell 4 is a device, known as a Boundary Layer
Generator, which generates in a short axial distance a layer of low energy air with a pressure distribution
approximating to that which exists in a turbulent boundary layer. The device is mounted within the blowing
nozzle and adjacent to the test intake so that the artificial boundary layer is in the same position
relative to the intake as the natural one on the aircraft. The development of the boundary layer generator
is described in Reference 8.

Figures IbA and lB show two such installations in Cell 4, the first simulating the wing boundary
layer in the case of the Concorde intake and the second simulating a fuselage boundary layer.

b. INSTRUMENTATION

The majority of the instrumentation and data recording systems used at NGTE for free-jet testing
follow conventional lines, but the need for two additional requirements has become evident.

These are:

a. Shock wave flow visualization systems for supersonic tests.

and b. an array of rapid-response miniature transducers for the determination of time-variant
pressure distributions at the engine face.

Flow visualization of the intake shock system, particularly in the region of the cowl lip, is
essential to enable the intake operating point to be defined and optimum matching with the engine achieved.
A simple shadowgraph system has been found to be quite satisfactory, the shadowgraph screen being viewed
with a television camera and the picture displayed on a television monitor in the cell control room.

The use of miniature transducers for the measurement of time-variant pressure distribution has been
widely adopted and has been fully reported elsewhere. At NCTE a facility is available for continuously
recording the signals from 40 rapid-response tiansducers mounted in an engine face total pressure rake.

These records are processed off-line to yield either instantaneous distortion coefficients in digital form

or computer-generated distribution patrns.

A detailed description of the cell instrumentation systems is given in Reference 9.

7. EXAMPLES OF FREE-JET TESTING

7.1 Engine face pressure distortion

Even under normal flight conditions the total pressure distribution at the engine entry may be far
from uniform. This is particularly so at high supersonic flight speeds. Steady state and time-variant
distortion patterns can readily be obtained from tests of a model intake, but whether an engine will tolerate
a specific level of distortion can only be determined from full-scale tests with the engine installed behind

its intake.

Steady state distortion is obtained from a conventional engine face pitot rake, the pressure being

recorded on the steady state data gathering system. Because of the long pneumatic pipe lengths involved it
is assumed that this gives time-averaged values. In fact the engine face pressures may be fluctuating
continuously and this can result in the peak time-variant or dynamic distortion being considerably higher
than the steady state value. Time-variant distortion is obtained by combining the steady state readings
with the pressure fluctuations measured by miniature pressure transducers mounted in the rake adjacent to
the steady state pitots, the pressure fluctuations being recorded continuously on magnetic tape.



igure I 7 presents som time-variant distortion reiords obtained from Cell 4, tile circumferential

distort ion coe I icient DC 135 being plotted against time. The steady state distortion level is also shown
for comparison. It can be seen that the distortion level increases with Mach number, the peak time-variant

distortion reaching about 1.5 to 1.7 times the steady state value.

7.- gine surge investigations

Engine handling tests are traditionally made in a connected facility using bias gauzes or plates to
simulate speific pressure distortion patterns. This provides only a crude simulation of steady state
distortion and cannot reprcsent tile changing patterns which occur as a transient progresses.

The great advantage of a free-jet facility lies in its ability to provide a far more accurate rep-

resentation of conditions which exist in flight. This has now been firmly established as the result of
extensive testing in Cell 4 and subsequent flight investigations.

Much ot the later Concorde work was concerned with demonstrating surge-free operation over a range of
conditions, including engine slam acceleration and deceleration, aircraft yaw and operation in 'cold day'
conditions. These tests were made with the intake scheduled by its automatic control system.

Results from these tests are discussed in detail in Reference 3.

7.3 Thrust measurement

In a free-jet test the accurate measurement of thrust presents difficulties. However, thrust measure-
ment has been attempted in certain specialized cases.

The first concerns altitude tests of ramjet engines where combustion performance can vary significantly

with air inlet temperature and pressure and with flow distortions induced by the intake. To enable these
effects to be quantified a force measuring system was developed for use in Cell 1. Briefly, the method was
to measure the overall drag with the engine unlit over a range of cell conditions and, knowing the intake
flow characteristics, to calculate the internal drag. The external drag of the installation could then be
obtained and applied to the hot running condition. The combustor performance was obtained from the net thrust.

Another method of thrust measurement which has been used satisfactorily for a non-reheated turbojet
installation is to use a pitot rake located in the jet exit. The engine airflow is obtained from an engine

face rake and this is used with the measured values of exit total pressure and temperature to obtain the

gross exit thrust. Because of the difficulty of obtaining reliable mean values of pressure and temperature
in a non-uniform flow a high accuracy cannot be expected, but a value to within a few per cent can be obtained.

7.4 Dummy engine/real engine correlation

Tests with a dummy engine, ie a variable area plug nozzle, are useful when evaluating intake perfor-
mance and establishing the optimum intake control laws. Experience has shown that data can be accumulated
much more quickly and over a wider range of intake conditions without the additional complication and limi-
tations imposed by an engine.

Comparisons of real and dummy engine results have been made on a number of powerplants and good cor-
relation has been obtained. Figure 18 shows steady state and time-variant distortion coefficients measured
on a subsonic intake in Cell 4 over a range of pitch angles. The steady state coefficients show good agree-

ment between dummy and real engines, but the time-variant coefficients obtained with the real engine are
slightly higher than those with the dummy. TIl intake pressure recoveries obtained with the real engine are

also shown and these agree closely with those measured using the dummy engine.

i.5 Subsonic free-jet tests

Considerations of basic aerodynamics suggest that correct representation of the flow field in the
neighbourhood of a subsonic intake requires that the area of the free-jet should be considerably greater than
tl,, capture area of the intake. This requirement is well known and i adhered to for conventional wind

tinel tests, especially if force and moment measurementsare. required, but it does not necessarily have to be
interpreted s, rigidly for propulsion testing. To examine this possibility, NGTE investigated whether the

thniques it has developed for supersonic testing could t)e extended into the subsonic region.

In oun such investigation, tests were made in Cell 4 using a two dimensional supersonic intake coupled
t f dlunnTly eng1i gIe. Ihe supersini 1 blowing nozzle was removed from the cell and replaced by a convergent
nozzle, having an outlt (ross section 1.2 m wide by 1.6 m high. This gave a spill factor of 3.2. For com-
parison, the C,,Ti-rde. installation for supersonic tests in Cell 4 operated at a spill factor of 1.15.

lhe aim ,I the tests was to establish the extent to which the conditions in Cell 4 reproduced those
existing in tree tlight. lhe success of the simulation was judged on the basis of the engine face pressure

recovery. No full-scale free flight measurements were available and so results from wind tunnel tests on an
extensively inst rumnted tlmodel i tile complete aircraft ere used to provide the datum for comparison.

lie tests in Cell 4 covered a range of angles of intake incidence up to 300 whilst the wind tunnel
tests in tfle md airi raf' were taken to 20 aircraft incidence. A comparison of the measured intake

pr.ssre reveries at Mach 1.5 is shown in Figure 19. The variation of pressure recovery with intake flow
ratii fl lows tie same general trend for both tile cell and aircraft model data, but the curve for a given
intake in iden, e in the cell is roughly equivalent to the aircraft model operating at half that incidence.
It is thiught that fuselage upwash and Reynolds number effects on the aircraft model could account for some
, this difference although probably not for all.
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7.6 Flow visualization

Occasionallv circumstances arise when a qualitative indication of the flow field in an intake can be
helpful in gaining a better understanding of its behaviour and thereby enabling its performance to be
improved. A simple technique which has been used with success in Cell 4 requires tile intake surfaces of
interest to be painted in bands with a mixture of titanium dioxide and oil after which the cel1 is run at a

fixed condition for 15 or 20 minutes and then shut down as quickly as possible. Although the resulting
patterns relate to the flow in the boundary layer and are not necessarily representative of the main bulk
of the flow, nevertheless they provide a useful indication of condition, within the intake, particularly
when it is operating off-design.

Figures 20A and 20B show the results of two tests on the Concorde installation run at Mach 2.
Figure 20A shows the path of the bleed flow into the intake ramp void and Figure 20B, which was taken alter
a run at 40 yaw, shows how the effects of yawed flow persist on the floor of the intake duct right up to tie
engine face.

7.7 Free-jet icing tests

lce increased importance attached in recent years to free-jet icing tests, particularly on helicopter
installations, wais mentioned in the Introduction. At N;'Iu these tests are made in tle largest altitude cell,
Cell 3 West.

A general description of this facility is given in Reference 6, and results from free-jet icing tests
on helicopters and on an aircraft powerplant (Concorde) are given in References 5 and 2 respectively.

The Concorde tests were made at a spill factor of 1.8 and overed a range of conditions representing
encounters with icing conditions of varying severity with the engine operating at reduced power. At the end

ot each icing test period the engine was accelerated to maximum continuous power. Figure 21A, one of a series
ii photographs taken during tests on the Concorde powerplant, shows the ice deposition after 30 minutes at an
air temperature of -lcniC with a water concentration varied cyclically between 0.6 and 2.0 gm/m

3
. The flight

condition represented was Mach 0.5 at 5.2 km altitude. The tests in Cell 3 West were made before the aircraft
ha! flown in natural icing conditions and at this stage there was some uncertainty as to the extent to which
the cell was representative of free flight. However, subsequent cold weather trials on the aircraft gave
results identical with those obtained in the cell and this added further to the background of comparative
data which shows that free-jet cell tests can be used to give reliable indications of conditions expected to

occur in flight.

Free-jet icing tests on helicopters are undertaken at NGTE primarily to examine the performance of the
engine intake anti-icing system. For such tests to be representative it is necessary to test with as much of
the fuselage surface ahead of the intake present as possible to ensure that tie flow field in the region of
the intake capture plane is correct. This can be done at NGTE because the facilities available are of such a
size that full-scale helicopter fuselages can be accommodated in the test cell and, by correctly positioning
them in the air stream, a large part including the windscreen, cabin roof and engine intakes can be subjected

t, icing conditions. No attempt is made to simulate rotor downwash, the tests representing forward flight in

the speed range 45-8) m/s.

The question as to the extent of full-scale representation arose in an even more acute form when heli-
copter tests were first proposed since the test vehicle is only partially immersed in the free-jet, a practice
wholly at variance with conventional wind tunnel practice.

hi resolve this problem NGTE undertook tests using a one-twentieth scale model of the complete cell

installation, including a model helicopter. Measurements were made of the pressure distributions over the
fuselage surfaces for comparison with those made on the same model helicopter in a conventional closed circuit
wind tunnel. The close agreement obtained between the two sets of data gave confidence that the Cell 3 '4est
representation was good and this has been subsequently confirmed by flight tests.

Figure 21B, taken from Reference 5, shows the ice build up on the untreated front face of a foreign
object deflector fitted to a Sea King helicopter. The test was of 30 minutes duration at -4

0
C air temperature

with water concentrations of 1.75 g/m
3 

for 27 minutes and 1.5 g/m' for 3 minutes.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper C,s presented a summary of free-jet testing techniques as they have been developed at NGTE.
Most of the work as been directed towards supersonic testing, originally to enable ramjet engines for
missiles to be developed but later extended to cover powerplants for supersonic aircraft. More recently the
potential of subsonic free-jet testing has been explored and has been found to be considerable, especially for
icing tests on helicopters and on powerplants for fixed wing aircraft. Although when judged by conventional
wind tunnel practice the techniques for subsonic testing appear crude and unrepresentative, a sufficient back-
ground of experience has now been accumulated to give confidence that the results obtained from a cell test
closely represent what occurs in flight.

In the case of supersonic aircraft, where interactions between the intake and engine can critically
affect the performance of the powerplant, the ability to test the complete system is immensely valuable. No
connected test can completely simulate the flow conditions at the engine entry plane over the whole range of

power settings and flight conditions. In a free-jet test, steady state and time-variant total pressure dist-

ributions are correctly reproduced by the intake so that aircraft manoeuvre and off-design cases can be
examined without hazarding a test aircraft or demanding unnecessary risks to be taken by a flight crew. This

is not to say that connected tests have no part to play in supersonic powerplant development, indeed this is
far from the case, but rather to emphasise that a balanced development programme must include a significant
element devoted to free-jet tests of the engine coupled to its intake.
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INLET-ENGINE COMPATIBILITY TESTING TECHNIQUES
IN GROUND TEST FACILITIES

by
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ARO, Inc., AEDC Group

A Sverdrup Corporation Company
Arnold Engine ring Development Center
Arnold Air Force Station, TN 37389

SUMMARY

Inlet-engine compatibility is a recognized major concern in essentially every aircraft
development effort. Testing of many configurations throughout the development cycle of a
propulsion system is generally required to establish the performance and operational suit-
ability characteristics of a production configuration. A disciplined test methodology
based on the use of standardized test techniques is necessary to generate the technical
data base required for effective program management decisions.

Established test techniques have been developed at the Arnold Engineering Development
Center for the systematic and quantitative assessment of turbine engine performance and
suitability. A review of the currently available techniques for the evaluation of tur-
bine engine stability is presented. Recommended test matrix selection criteria, instru-
mentation and test equipment requirements, test procedures, and analysis techniques are
discussed with respect to turbine engine testing with three basic engine inlet environ-
m, tal conditions: uniform, steady flow; steady-state distorted flow; and time-variant
distorted flow.

1. INTRODUCTION

Basic propulsion system requirements can be grouped into two primary classifications:
steady-state thermodynamic performance requirements which are usually summarized in terms
of thrust and range capability, and operational suitability requirements generally de-
scribed in terms of system stability, durability, and controllability. The requirements
for steady-state performance assessment are readily understood and historically have re-
ceivet much attention and emphasis. Standardized test techniques have been established
with general acceptance and use throughout the aircraft industry. In contrast, opera-
tional suitability requirements have received significant attention only since the advent
of sophisticated multi-mission aircraft designs. Inlet-engine operational difficulties
substantially in excess of anticipated or tolerable levels were experienced with the in-
troduction of turbofan engine installations in tactical aircraft.

Considerable effort has been expenuJ over the last decade to develop a thorough
understanding of engine suitability with particular emphasis on inlet-engine compatibility
problems. As a result, there is general agreement throughout the industry concerning the
cause and solution of compressor system instability, and a recognized need for industry
guidelines to assess and systematically evaluate compressor stability (Ref. 1).

In response to this need, established test ecihniques have been developed at the
Arnold Engineering Development Center (AEDC) for the quantitative assessment of turbine
engine performance and compressor stability at mission-related test environmental condi-
tions. A review of the compressor stability test techniques applicable to full-scale
turbine engine system test requirements is presented.

Many of the techniques discussed are based on testing conducted at the Arnold Engi-
neering Development Center with the sponsorship of the Air Force Aero Propulsion Labora-
tory (Ref. 2).

2. ENGINE STABILITY MARGIN REQUIREMENTS

During normal engine operation, compressor stability is affected by many factors. A
graphic presentation of the primary factors is shown in Fig. 1 and discussed in detail in
Ref. 3.

Evaluation of inlet-engine compatibility requires consideration of the compressor
stability margin utilization due to inlet flow distortion and all other factors which
either degrade the compressor surge line or increase the operating compressor pressure
ratio. Stability assessments to quantitatively estimate the singular and cumulative
effects of these destabilizing factors are necessary throughout the propulsion system
development cycle. Engine test techniques which may be used to systematically determine
margin utilization, in a building block concept, have been developed based on three basic
engine inlet environmental conditions: uniform, steady flow; steady-state distorted flow;
and time-variant distorted flow.



3. UNIFORM STEADY ENGINE INLET FLOW

Testing with uniform, steady, engine inlet flow is required to establish engine base-
line performance (normal operating line and surge line) from which to quantify the effects
of destabilizing factors on compressor stability margin.

Engine inlet flow quality for baseline testing can be defined in terms of measured
inlet total pressure and temperature parameters (Ref. 4). Based on test experience at
the Arnold Engineering Development Center, engine inlet flow conditions with one percent
or less steady-state spatial total pressure distortion (Pmax - "min)/Pav1 excluding the
boundary layer, and one percent or less time-variant spatial inlet distortion, character-
ized by APrms/Pavg (0 - 700 Hz) , and one percent or less spatial and time-variant total

temperature distortion are satisfactory for baseline stability testing.

Stability requirements are generally divided into two major groups for consideration
in establishing a test condition matrix: requirements caused by changes in environment,
and the requirements for engine operation. The changes in operating environment include
the effects of Reynolds number (flight altitude), corrected rotor speed (flight Mach num-
ber), nonstandard day conditions (inlet temperature), external engine thermal environ-
ment, and flight transients where stability characteristics may vary as eng-ale internal
thermal equilibrium is achieved.

The effect of Reynolds number on engine stability can be determined by investigation
at selected engine inlet Reynolds number index test conditions. The maximum Reynolds
number index selected should be representative of low altitude engine operating condi-
tions. The minimum Reynolds number index condition should be selected to provide data
along the lift limit of the engine operating envelope. Test conditions suitable for in-
vestigation of a typical current augmented turbofan engine are shown in Fig. 2. Testing
over a range of inlet air total temperatures provides data at corrected compressor rotor
speeds and thermal conditions representative of a variation of flight Mach number.

Typical requirements for engine operation include (1) operation with and without
engine airbleed and power extraction, (2) operation with control system variations repre-
sentative of control tolerances, (3) operation with steady-state nonaugmented and aug-
mented control logics, (4) engine power transient operation, and (5) engine operation
during flight trajectory trarsients.

3.1 TEST INSTALLATION - UNIFORM STEADY ENGINE INLET FLOW

Uniform inlet conditions can be obtained with a conventional direct-connect engine
test installation (Fig. 3). Flow straightening screens downstream of a critical flow
airflow measuring venturi, a large inlet plenum, and a bellmouth at the engine inlet duct
provide metered airflow with uniform inlet total pressure and temperature profiles and
minimum time-variant inlet distortion.

Steady-state instrumentation is required at selected stations within the engine to
establish engine baseline total temperature and pressure profiles from which to evaluate
variations attributed to induced inlet flow disturbances. Transient instrumentation (low
frequency range of flat response to approximately 20 Hz) systems are required for selected
sensors to obtain performance during engine power or flight trajectory transients.
Limited dynamic instrumentation (high frequency range of flat response to approximately
1,000 Hz) systems are required to identify the critical compressor component or origin of
compressor flow breakdown.

3.2 TEST PROCEDURE - UNIFORM STEADY ENGINE INLET FLOW

Stability margin, defined as the operating pressure ratio range between the normal
operating line and surge line determined at constant compressor corrected airflow, is
shown in Fig. 4. The change between the operating line and surge line with inlet distor-
tion provides a quantitative measure of the stability margin utilization attributable to
the inlet distortion condition. An array of compressor loading techniques is available
to experimentally determine engine-installed compressor surge limits. In general, these
techniques may be divided into two general classifications, transient and steady-state
loading methods. The most extensively used transient techniques include variations of
the fuel pulse method which is based on use of a controlled transient fuel pulse to in-
crease the compressor pressure ratio above the operating line (Ref. 5). The technique
usually requires only minor test equipment modifications, but does require transient mea-
surements which are generally more difficult to obtain, with accuracy, than comparable
steady-state measurements.

Steady-state loading techniques typically include flow blockage methods such as "in-
bleed" or mechanical blockage systems. A typical example of a steady-state loading sys-
tem used with a dual rotor compressor is reported in Ref. 2. The fan compressor is
loaded by reducing the exhaust nozzle area, and the high-pressure compressor is loaded
with a high-pressure compressor inbleed system. By simultaneous use of the gas generator
and fan compressor loading systems, valid matched component operating conditions can be
maintained. A rotor speed ratio corresponding to the steady-state normal operating
value, or a rotor speed ratio based on data from a mathematical model may be maintained
for matched component operation.

_____________________________________________________________ _____) _______



3. ANALYSIS METHODS - UNIFORM STEADY ENGINE INLET FLOW

Typical results obtained during testing with uniform inlet flow conditions to deter-
mine enline baseline performance are shown in Fig. 5. Data defining the high-pressure
compressor operating characteristics are presented; high-pressure compressor pressure
ratio is shown as a function of high-pressure compressor corrected airflow. The data ob-
tained at a compressor inlet Reynolds number index of 0.6 are representative of perform-
ance at moderate to low altitude conditions within the engine operating envelope. Cor-
rected rotor speeds from approximately 9,900 rpm at high flight Mach numbers to 10,500
rpm at low flight Mach numbers are representative of engine operation at military and/or
afterburning power for the typical turbofan engine reported in Ref. 2. The variation of
baseline stability margin attributed to Reynolds number, or altitude effects, is indi-
cated by the significant shift in the operating line and slight variation in the surge
line obtained at Reynolds number index 0.3 test conditions. At a constant high-pressure
compressor rotor speed of 10,000 rpm, the stability margin decreased from about 18 per-
cent at Reynolds number index 0.6 to approximately 14 percent at Reynolds numr)er in-
dex 0. 3.

Stability marTin requirements for engine transient operation such as engine accelera-
tion and deceleration transients or engine flight transients are obtained using close-
coupled (approximately 20-Hz response) pressure transducers and high-speed digital data
acquisition systems. Typical results obtained during acceleration and deceleration en-
gine transients are shown in Fig. 6 for the high-rressure compressor of a typical turbo-
fan engine. Stability mar;in allowance is requied for the acceleration transient;
margin is increased during the en;ine decelerat ion transient. Margin requirements typ-
ically are reversed for the fan compressor; margin is increased during acceleration and
utilized during deceleration.

4. STEADY-STATE INLET DISTORTION

Testinq with steady-state inlet total pressure distortion is required to assess the
effects of classical and composite distortion patterns on the baseline stability char-
acteristics of the compression system.

The test matrix should be selected to provide data at the same engine and environ-
mental test conditions which were investigated with uniform inlet flow. During develop-
ment testing, classical or parametric patterns are generally selected to determine or
verify the basic distortion sensitivity characteristics of the compression system. Test-
inq is conducted to evaluate the effects of pattern shape, extent, and intensity on com-
pression system stability and to determine the distortion transfer coefficients of multi-
spool compression systems.

For qualification or certification testing, test matrix requirements are generally
limited to specified engine and environmental "rating" conditions using flight-type dis-
tortion patterns. The flight patterns are derived from inlet model test results obtained
at selected mission-related operating conditions. An established practice in industry
has been to simulate inlet model derived peak time-variant distortion patterns with
steady-state patterns for engine stability test assessments.

4.1 TEST INSTALLATION - STEADY-STATE INLET DISTORTION

Testing with steady-state total pressure distortion can be accomplished in a direct-
connect installation similar to that used for testing with uniform inlet testing, except
for the installation of a steady-state distortion generator approximately one engine
diameter forward of the compressor inlet.

Screens have been accepted throughout the aircraft engine community as a standard
steady-state distortion generating system. However, screens have an undesirable oper-
ating characteristic because the pressure loss is dependent on the screen porosity
(blockage) and approach velocity; therefore, each distortion pattern variation and/or
engine inlet duct velocity (engine power level or simulated flight Mach number) change
requires test time utilization for a screen configuration change to maintain a desired
total pressure distortion pattern at the compressor inlet.

Airjet systems are an attractive alternate method for generating steady-state distor-
tion patterns for many test program applications. Airjet distortion generators use a
counterflow (to the primary engine inlet airstream) airjet system in which the jet flow
momentum cancels part of the primary compressor inlet airstream momentum with the accom-
panying total pressure loss. The flow distortion pattern is varied by remotely control-
ling the jet flow rate and distribution.

An AEDC-developed airjet distortion generator system (Fig. 7) is reported in Ref. 6.
The system includes a secondary (airjet) air temperature conditioning system (to match
the temperature of the primary engine airstream) ; a high-pressure (sonic) airjet nozzle
array (56 equally-spaced flow nozzles); and a computerized airiet nozzle flow control
system to provide a dial-a-pattern capability. The AEDC airjet distortion generator has
been shown (Refs. 6 and 7) to be an efficient tool for providing steady-state inlet total
pressure distortion during turbine engine stability tests. The system flexibility pro-
vides an order of magnitude increase in the available inlet patterns over current screen
techniques. Desired patterns generally can be obtained with approximately the same ac-
curacy limits obtainable with a screen distortion generator. Typical pattern character-
istics, as shown by the isobar map at the enqine inlet, are presented in Fig. 8. The
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ai r let listort ion qtnerator produced similar areas of high and low total pressure and
maintained similar area contours to those produced by distortion screens.

Similar airjet distortion generators are reported in Refs. 8 and 9.

4.2 INSTRUMENTATION - STEADY-STATE INLET DISTORTION

The instrumentation requirements for testing with steady-state distortion are similar
to the requirements for testing with uniform inlet flow conditions except for the in-
creased survey required to measure distortion at the compressor inlet and to measure the
propagation of distortion through the engine. Test assessment (and communication) of in-
let flow distortion necessitates precise definition of the inlet instrumentation system.
The aerodynamic interface between the inlet and the engine should be defined and main-
tained invariant throughout a propulsion system development cycle for all testing (inlet,
engin,, and inlet-enqine tests). Recommended guidelines for selection of the aerodynamic
interface plane (AIP) are reported in Ref. 1. The AIP criteria should include definition
of the probe sensing characteristics and the detailed radial, circumferential, and axial
location of each sensor relative to the engine inlet.

Measurement of the propagation of distortion through the engine is necessary to de-
termine distortion transfer coefficients (for analysis of multi-spool compressor systems)
and to determine the effects of inlet distortion on control system sensor locations
(engine/control system interactions). However, physical installation of the increased
nurber of sensors is generally not feasible in a turbine engine test. A technique to ob-
tain the required increased instrumentation survey is the use of the rotating distortion
pattern concept (Ref. 10). The distortion screen assembly is automatically rotated and
positioned at discrete circumferential locations during the recording period of a steady-
state data record to provide the capability of multiple data values from each installed
sensor during each data record (Fig. 9). An effective multiplication factor of about
three (the ratio of effective to installed instrumentation sensor locations) was success-
fully used in a demonstration test program; effective multiplication factors on the order
of 10 or more are feasible.

4.3 ANALYSIS METHODS - STEADY-STATE INLET DISTORTION

Computer programs to describe the steady-state total pressure distribution at the
engine inlet are useful tools for rapid visual assessment of the flow pattern. The total
pressure distortion obtained with a 180-deq one-per-revolution circumferential pattern is
described by the engine inlet face maps shown in Fig. 8. Areas of constant pressure
(± small tolerance) may be indicated by use of standard printer symbols. Several varia-
tions of this concept are in general use by different engine and airframe contractors.

Numerical descriptions or indices to identify the relative severity of distortion
patterns are used by most engine manufacturers. The descriptors, coupled with empiri-
cally determined compressor/engine distortion sensitivity factors, are used to quantify
the effect of inlet distortion on engine stability and performance. A numerical distor-
tion description provides a means of identifying critical inlet distortion patterns and
of communication during propulsion system development. The Society of Automotive Engi-
neers, Inc.-recommended distortion descriptor methodology is reported in Ref. 1. The
purpose of the inlet-distortion computation procedure is to reduce the inlet distortion
pattern (individual pressure values of the aerodynamic interface plane) to a set of
numerical values which define the relative severity of the pattern in terms of circum-
ferential and radial pressure defects. These distortion descriptions are combined with
engine sensitivities to determine surge pressure ratio loss.

The distortion descriptor elements include definition of the circumferential inten-
sity, APC/P, (magnitude of the circumferential pressure defect); the circumferential ex-
tent, 9-, (angle subtended by a low-pressure region); a multiple-per-revolution factor,
MPR, (number of low-pressure regions); and the radial intensity, APR/P, (magnitude of a
radial pressure defect).

The descriptive elements are used to define compressor surge pressure ratio loss by
the following equation:

iPRS =il Kci ( )] + Kr +-P-

where

'PRS is the loss in surge pressure ratio due to distortion expressed or a fraction
of the undistorted surge pressure ratio.

N is the number of instrumentation rings.

K is the generalized distortion sensitivities (empirically determined)

,'.PC/P is the circumferential distortion intensity.

i PR/P is the radial distortion intensity.

C is an empirically defined constant.

Subscript c refers to circumferential distortion.

Subscript r refers to radial distortion.

Subscript i refers to a particular instrumentation rinq.
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The sensitivity terms and constant C can vary with distortion (extent, multiple-per-rev,
ring weighting factor, etc.) and with compression system design.

A detailed description of the SAE methodology is provided in Ref. 1. Although a
universal descriptor that can meet the requirements of every compressor does not appear
to be within the state of the art, the generalized approach recommended by Ref. 1 can be
expanded to form nearly any distortion descriptor in current use.

Typical test results indicating stability margin with steady-state distortion com-
pared to baseline data obtained with a uniform inlet flow condition at Reynolds number
index 0.6 test conditions are shown in Fig. 10. A significant reduction in the available
stability margin is shown at all operating rotor speeds.

5. TIME-VARIANT INLET DISTORTION

The techniques used to assess the effects of time-variant distortion on compressor
stability are similar, in concept, to the techniques used for steady-state distortion,
except that the inlet-engine test environmental conditions are assessed over "short"
time-averaging intervals determined to be critical for the analysis of compressor
response. The selected time interval must include consideration for all frequency and
amplitude components which alter compressor stability or performance; it is generally
determined by selecting an "averaging time" which will correlate the compressor response
(i.e., loss in surge pressure ratio) with test results obtained with steady-state distor-
tion. Time-averaging intervals corresponding to about one-half to one and one-half
engine revolutions are determined for most compression systems (Ref. 11).

The test matrix should be based on the inlet system characteristics and may require

consideration for several "types" of time-variant compressor inlet environments:

1. Random frequency pressure fluctuations

2. Discrete frequency pressure fluctuations

3. Composite time-variant pressure patterns

5.1 TEST INSTALLATION - TIME-VARIANT INLET DISTORTION

Testing with random frequency time-variant pressure fluctuations can be conducted
with a modified direct-connect installation (Fig. 11). A critical flow convergent-
divergent nozzle with a variable position centerbody is used to generate random frequency
turbulent flow by interaction of the shock wave and boundary-layer systems in the same
manner random frequency turbulence is generated in an aircraft inlet system. The turbu-
lence level is increased by decreasing the nozzle flow area which increases the strength
of the shock system. A turbulence attenuation screen located downstream of the turbu-
lence generator may be used to impose a steady-state distortion pattern on the random
frequency turbulent flow system. The random frequency generator centerbody may be offset
to obtain asymmetric distortion patterns. The time-variant distortion characteristics of
the random frequency turbulence generator are similar to the full-scale inlet character-
istics if the generator is designed to approximate the length/volume characteristics of
the aircraft inlet duct from the inlet throat to the engine face.

Geometric refinement of the technique may be used to simulate specific inlet configu-
rations. The random frequency generator reported in Ref. 12 is designed to produce dis-
tortion patterns which are similar in shape, level, and dynamic content to test results
obtained from two-dimensional inlet models. Further extension of the test technique to a
semi-free-jet system permits the simulation of inlet spillage and bleed flows forward of
the engine inlet (Ref. 13).

Discrete frequency pressure fluctuations can occur in an aircraft inlet duct as a
result of inlet instability, such as buzz, or as a result of duct resonances (Ref. 14).
The propagation characteristics of a discrete frequency, full-face inlet pressure fluc-
tuation through the compressor components may be determined using discrete frequency
generators. This type generator is an effective tool for evaluating the validity of
analytical models which describe the dynamic behavior of compressors.

Several types of discrete frequency generators have been reported. The airjet dis-
tortion generator system designs reported in both Refs. 8 and 9 have discrete frequency
pressure pulse capabilities. Test calibration results of a discrete frequency generator
designed and fabricated at the AEDC is reported in Ref. 15. The generator consists of a
rotor installed between matched stator assemblies. The output frequency of the generator
is remotely controlled by varying the speed of the rotor. The amplitude of the pressure
fluctuations can be varied by changing the solidity (blockage) of the rotor-stator assem-
blies. The output of the generator at discrete frequencies of 50, 100, and 300 Hz is
shown in Fig. 12 as the normalized peak-to-peak total pressure variation as a function of
frequency.

A similar design concept, the Planar Pressure Pulse Generator (p3G) is reported in
Ref. 16. The p3G is a choked-flow device which uses a single stage rotor and stator com-
bination to sinusoidally modulate the minimum area. The frequency of the planar waves is
controlled by th,, r tational speed of the rotor, and the amplitude of the waves is
governed by the r, r-to-stator spacing.

Complete propulsion system (inlet and engine) testing is desired to evaluate inlet-
engine i teractions prior to flight testing the aircraft system. A typical inlet-engine
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test installation in the AEDC Propulsion Wind Tunnel Test Facility is shown in Fig. 13.
The AEDC wind tunnel test facilities provide the capabi lit' to test full-ucale inlet-
eng ine installations over a portion of the design fl ight envelope. Currently, evaluation
of pitch and yaw conditions is somewhat restricted due to tunne.l blockage considerations.
In addition, the current wind tunnel facilities do not have the capabi1ity to duplicate
the full-spectrum engine inlet pressure and temperature levels experienced in fli,ht.

The Aero Propulsion Systems Test Facility (AS'F) , cur rent I scheduled for completion
in 1983, will provide a significant increase in turbine on,gine test capahil it ic's at th,

AEDC. A schematic of the proposed freejet propulsion system test confituration is shown
in Fig. 14. The ASTF is designed to duplicate inlet-engine environmental conditions of
tull-scale propulsion systems over the design flight envelope of most curreni and pro-
iected aircraft system designs.

5.2 INSTRUMENTATION-TIME-VARIANT INLET DISTORTION

igLh frequency response instrumentation systems are reguired at the compressor inlet
station (AIP) to define inlet environmental conditions, and at stations within the. entjine
to determine distortion transfer coefficients and component response to time-variant dis-
tortion. It was not until the mid-sixties that the time-variant nature of total prc-ssure-
distortion was evaluated quantatively (Ref. 17). Since that time, si';nif'cant advances
have been made in unsteady total-pressure measurements, data acquisition, and analysis
techniques.

diqh frequency response total pressure measurements require flush mounted or very
close-coupled pressure transducers. Selection or design of the transducer/rake configu-
rations requires consideration for particle impingement and thermal environment effects,
aerodynamic (angle of attack/yaw) characteristics, system resonance frequency character-
istics, vibration sensitivity, and structural and functional integrity. Absolute pres-
sure measurements are generally not obtained directly from high frequency transduc(,rs
because of the complex calibration systems and procedures required to obtain accurate
measurement with currently available transducers. High accuracy low frequency response
(5 Hz), "steady-state" measurements are combined with the lower accuracy but high fre-
quency response of the "dynamic" measurement to provide absolute "instantaneous" pressure
measuremonts. The high response transducer location in the probe is designed to avoid
particle impingement. The system resonance frequency should be well above the data fre-
quency range. Resonance frequencies on the order of five times the highest data frequency
are generally considered acceptable without significant degradation in the test results.

Close-coupled high response pressure transducers are difficult and expensive to main-
tain in the high-temperature environment within the engine. A nonresonant (infinite
tube) instrumentation system configuration (Refs. 18 and 19) which maintains the desired
frequency response characteristics but which allows locating the transducer remotely from
the severe temperature conditions within the engine is an attractive alternate configura-
tion for some data requirements. The transducer is side mounted to an infinite tube (a
continuous tube on the order of 55 ft long extending from a 0.25-in.-diam total pressure
-robe) as shown in Fig. 15. The long length prevents reflected pressure signals from
reaching the pressure transducer. The transducer is readily available for servicing or
inspection. However, analysis of the phase angle characteristics for the system indicate
significant phase angle shifts at signal frequencies above 500 Hz.

The nonresonant probe system will serve as an "event indicator," e.g., a system for
stall initiation detection, for engine transient measurements, and for spectral analyses
from single probes. The system is not suitable for measurements where phase response at
high frequency (greater than 500 Hz) is a requirement. Sizable corrections are required
in determining "instantaneous distortion" using this system because of the phase lag
characteristic.

5.3 ANALYSIS METHODS - TIME-VARIANT INLET DISTORTION

The analysis methods required to evaluate stability margin with time-variant distor-
tion are similar to the basic approach discussed for steady-state distortion; however,
more sophisticated data handling and processing methods are required because of the sig-
nificantly greater data volume acquired. High-frequency response data requirements from
a single "data record" or "test condition" may be greater than the data requirements for
a complete test phase requiring only steady-state performance measurements. Rapid data
quality authentication and data compacting techniques are clearly necessary. Real-time
analog processors have been developed (Refs. 20 and 21) to calculate distortion descrip-
tors which may be used to identify the time at which maximum distortion occurs. For
selected test conditions of interest, short time segments of the data record containing
the observed analog peak distortions may then be digitally processed to achieve greater
accuracy than available from the real-time processor and to obtain the inlet-engine pres-
sure profiles at the times of the peak distortion levels.

Several techniques have been developed to assess maximum distortion levels with
limited high-frequency response instrumentation and/or with minimum data (test time)
records. Although these techniques are primarily designed for use during inlet develop-
ment programs, they may also be used during test assessments of full-scale turbine engines
with random time-variant inlet flow distortion. Use of an analysis technique, based on
extreme-value statistics, is reported in Ref. 22. The technique can be used to statisti-
cally predict the expected maximum distortion level corresponding to any time period of
inlet operation, including estimates of the prediction tolerance, from a short time
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segment of distortion data. Data acquisition time periods of approximately 2 sec may be
used to assess maximum distortion levels for stationary test conditions.

Other techniques which address the analysis of time-variant distortion level or pat-
tern, or the loss in surge pressure ratio, are reported in Refs. 23 and 24.

Typical data describing instantaneous distortion characteristics are shown in Fig. 16.
The deviation of average (spatial) face pressure from the steady-state value (spatial and
temporal averaged) provides an indication of in-phase, full-face pressure variations.
The history of the inlet distortion index parameter, KD, provides a tool for the correla-
tion of pattern severity with duration. The distribution function data shown is used to
statistically represent a data re-ord history and to indicate probability of obtaining
desired test conditions or instantaneous distortion index levels.

6. STABILITY CERTIFICATION/QUALIFICATION TEST METHODOLOGY

Engine stability certification or qualification testinq is required to provide a
demonstrated quantitative evaluation of stability margin at specified engine and environ-
mental conditions. A typical format illustrating the effects which may require con-
sideration, and the estimated margin allocations, is shown in Fig. 17 (Ref. 11). A num-
ber of the destabilizing effects are directly added, while others are statistical in
nature and are combined in a "Root Sum Squared" (RSS) method. The presently accepted
method of interpreting the assessment is to add directly the totals of the lirect addi-
tive and RSS items and subtract this total from the available margin.

The margin requirements for each factor of the assessment must be derived using
stability data obtained during engine development prequalification testing in conjunction
with qualification engine test results; qualification test engines are not rormally sub-
jected to intentional surge because of the hazard of structural damage and the resulting
unnecessary delays in engine qualification testing. The compressor surge line and total
margin requirements must be determined during engine development and prequalification
testing conducted with qualification configuration compressor components. Limited
verification of the operating line excursions caused by the primary factors such as con-
trol requirements and distortion effects may be obtained during the qualification test.
In addition, engine operation in the region above the maximum predicted compressor oper-
ating line, but below the predicted surge pressure ratio, should be accomplished whenever
practical.

A test methodology to demonstrate remaining margin is illustrated in Fig. 18. In the
example shown, an equivalent maximum operating line is established to account for the
estimated internal effects (engine quality and deterioration) margin allocations of the
stability assessment. By using the equivalent maximum operating line, a portion of the
remaining margin (estimated net margin to assure stable operation) can be demonstrated
during testing (Fig. 19).

7. CONCLUSIONS

The results of testing at the Arnold Engineering Development Center have shown that
established test techniques are available for the systematic and quantitative assessment
of turbine engine stability margin on a building block concept. With defined engine and
environmental boundary conditions, engine stability can be assessed in the same quantita-
tive manner that steady-state engine performance is evaluated.

A test matrix rationale has been established for the systematic acquisition of test
data to define the stability margin of current augmented turbofan engines as a function
of engine operating conditions and environmental factors which are representative of
engine specification requirements and/or inlet-engine interface conditions.

Proven steady-state and dynamic pressure measurement systems have been demonstrated
which are compatible with the total operating environment with a quantity and placement
rationale.

An inventory of proven test equipment designs has been established which permits a
building block concept for the systematic examination of different phenomena on engine
stability margin.

Component loading techniques have been demonstrated which permit matched and unmatched
component operating line excursions with a standard engine configuration.

Standard data analysis methods are available for the quantitative assessment of
engine stability margin and for the definition of environmental conditions representative
of inlet-engine interface conditions.

A recommended test methodology, applicable to inlet-engine compatibility certifica-
tion/qualification testing requirements, has been demonstrated.
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DISCUSSION

P.F.Ashwood, NGTI . UK
W'hat is the turbulence level iI a direct-connect test installation at the engine lace, and does the choked venturi
air measu ring device cause additional Iluctuation?

Author's Reply
[he turbulence or time-variant-distortion level in the Al:DC direct-connect test installations is on the order of one
percent or less. characteried by APrns/PAVG (0 700 I lz) at the engine inlet. This is the target level for uniform.
steady engine inlet flow quality with or without the air flow measuring venturi installed.
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GAS TURP I NE ENO I NE THAN: I ENT TEST I NG

by
D. M. Hudnltsk1

Enpl ne Laboratory
Division of Mech .,ical Eririerii
National Research CourirI of Canada

Ottawa, Canada, KIA (jRi,

SUMMARY

To assist the Canadian Armed Forces in resolving engine operational proble,-ms in their
CF-5 aircraft, the Engine Laboratory of The National Pesearch Council of Canada' ha-; been
conducting extensive steady-state and translent-performance tests on J85-CAN-15 turbojet
engines. As the test cell was originally equipped only for soa-level-static steady-state
tests, instrumentation and techniques were developed to monitor ard record exlerimental
data rapidly and accurately during rapid-transient engine operation. The current technique
provides report-quality time-plots and compressor operating lines immediately after test,
thus permitting rapid assessments of engine performance.

INTRODUCTION

During the early part of the seventies, the Canadian Armed Forces acquired the CF-5
fighter aircraft, a modified, Canadian-manufactured version of the Northrop F5 (Figure 1).
The aircraft is powered by two General Electric J85-CAN-15 turbojet engines, built under
license by Orenda Limited. Not long after the introduction of the CF-5 into service,
reports of in-flight compressor stalls and combustor flameouts were received from the .ases.
It soon became apparent that the problems could not be traced simply to a single cause,
and in 1974 the National Research Council of Canada (NRCC) was approached for assistance.

The Canadian Forces and NRCC agreed to attack the problems by comparative assessments
of different engines, engine components, and engine adjustments during various transient
power manoeuvres, under sea-level-s;tatic conditions. Since the Engine Laboratory's test
cell selected for the test program was then instrumented only for steady-state testing,
the instrumentation and technijues; for the monitoring and reduction of transient data had
to be developed.

This paper provides the background and defines the requirements of the test program,
and specifically discusses the evolution of the transient data acquisition and reduction
methods and instrumentation to the present state.

PROJECT BACKGROUND

Description of Engine and Problems

The J65-CAN-l'5 i:: a single-spool afterburning turbojet engine, consisting of an eight-
stage axial flow comir,,ssor, an annular comhus tor, a two-stage turbine, a diffuser casing,
and an exhaust section (Figure 2). A variable-geometry system controls the angle of the
compressor inlet guide vane and the position of two interstage compressor bleed valves to
provide off-design compressor stability. The exhaust section contains an afterburner
terminated by an Infinitely variable exhaust nozzle that is fully modulated throughout the
engine operating spectrum.

Reports of uperational problems with the engine, experienced at Canadian bases, seemed
to fall into certaln patterns. For one, comprf.snor stalls and combustor flameouts were
reported more often In wintertime than In summer, leadlg to the assumption that Internal
engine control: lid not respond properly to low ambient temperatures. Then, a batch of
engines from the "new production s.eries" seemed to nave a greater stall anu flameout
propensity than those h-longing to the "old ;roduction series". While nominally no
differences were to have exi :t.d betwe'en t tw..o types, the Canadian contractor admitted
to certain changes in compressor stator mate.rial 'ind to desigrn modifications of some
components. Finally, more problems with tt engl ne were encountered by the training
squadrons than by the operat inal squadrons at each base. Hence, the type of manoeuvres
flown and the level of pilot training all earu1 to have some Influence on the occurrence of
engine misbehavlour. In some cases, the. coml r:r wert into stall only briefly, recovering
fairly quickly, while in others the main ',)I', u:t' r :mid/or the afterburner flamed out. It
was against this background that th,, I nv, I vai we progr;ams at NRCC were planned.

Engine Test Programs

As mentioned earlier, only sea-level- tatic tes t capabilIties exist at the Engine
Laborato'ry, NRCC. This limltat iun pr-o luded anly Inv-.stigatioi i which an engine could
be subjected to simulated flight condition.; und',r which the Incidents occurred. Conse-
quently, It was decided to establish through comparative testing whether a particular
engine or engine group was more, or les, stall prone than another, whether a new componer;t
performed better, or worse, than the, original orie, or wheth,2r a particular engine adjtust-
ment or setting would be beneficial to engine performance.
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Encino Tent Installation

7T', rin' Laboratory's" No. 9 test cell Is a stralght-through flow type, with the
test ,ostitr mea:urin. ' m Ly 5 m in cross section (Figure 3). Sound attenuation is
achieved ty a set of inlet-sillencing splitters and an outlet silencer. The test engine
is mounte, on a frame which Is suspended on flexure plates, permitting thrust measurement
by means of a hydraulic or electric force cell. Direct observation during a test run Is
obtained througi a window at the control room or through closed-circuit television.

Steady-State Data Acui itln and Reduction

Prior to the '8-CAN-1 project, No. 5 test cell was Instrumented for steady-state
testing only. Instrumentation consisted, typically, of manometers, pyrometers, voltmeters,
ire':ure gaures, and digital indicators for fuel flow and gas temperature. In addition,
the enC ., 4;erat r had me aircraft cockpit Instruments for engine operation, rather that.
for performance mon' torrn±. haw data were recorded manually and reduced with the help of
lest calculatrrz

-
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test condition. Although these data reduction methods produced fairly accurate results,
they were wry luborlou; and pr- sented a major bottleneck in the progress of the program.
The solution to the problem was the development of an automated data reduction system.

Magnetic Tape/Hybrld Computer System

A major improvement to the acqulsitlon/reduction procedure was made by recording the
raw information on analog magiletic tape and processing the data on the hybrid computer
facility at the NRCC. By replacing the engine block in Figure 4 with F.M. magnetic tape,
the information flow could be duplicated on a hybrid computer. The analog portion of the
hybrid computer contained the necessary hardware for signal conditioning, data display,
and A/1 corivez's1on, while the digital portion controlled the data flow, processing, storage,
and printing. Visual display of the data from the magnetic tape, from the output of the
signal conditioning box, and from the output of the A/D converter block was essential in
order to ensure that the data from the tests had not been corrupted by the reduction
process. The software package, which replaced the all-manual activity from A/D conversion
down, had to be interactive and easy to use, and had to be perceived by the users as doing
functionally exactly what they had done by hand.

Program Design

Once a clear understanding of the data reduction process was obtained, a distinct
program design phase was begun. Functional duties of the program were mapped out, such as
reading calibration data, generating calibration curves, reducing raw data, printing, and
plotting. The arrangement of data structure and flow of data between the major program
modules is shown in Figure 5. Each rectangular box in this figure indicates a major
functional module of the program; the ellipses represent data bases that are handled by
the various blocks of code. Because most of the problems encountered in developing
programs of this sort are related to the manipulation of data, inspection of data is the
only possible means of program verification. Therefore, Figure 5 is a critical figure in
the design process; a great deal of time and effort was expended on this diagram, to
insure efficient specification of data base structure for the code. A clear understanding
of the kinds of data being handled was imperative, so that they could be separated into
different groups on the basis of their physical attributes. For example, raw data from
the A/D converters are distinguished from their counterpart in reduced engineering terms,
and problem constants are distinguished from scale factors. The A/D converters are a form
of hardware that can be thought of as locations at which information can reside, i.e. a
data base. This diagram also treats the human operator as another data base.

Tne human operator provides the source of program control by interacting with the
executive. Each functional block is a separate subroutine, and control is always returned
to the executive upon completion of a task. The executive then interrogates the operator
as to his next desired function. Upon receipt of the information from the human operator,
the executive then schedules that task and control is transferred to that block of code.
Some argument took place among the program designers concerning the feasibility of com-
pletely automating this process. However, it seemed imperative that control of the data
reduction process remain in human hands. This technique allows the operator to inspect
specific results, stop the program at any point, or return to and repeat a previously
completed function. Also, the selection of particular transient runs is made easy because
the human operator has manual control of the tape recorder. In this way, transients that
had been discarded by test personnel could be disregarded by the data reduction people
before they wasted valuable human and machine time trying to reduce them. For these
reasons, program control remained with the operator.

Signal Conditioning Problems

Two types of signal corruption were encountered while developing this program.
Figure 6 shows an example of both of these forms of corruption. Figure 6a illustrates the
noise that appears on magnetic tape for various reasons. It may be caused by noisy
instrumentation or difficulties with recording the information on magnetic tape. The
second form of data corruption is shown in Figure 6b. It is an inaccuracy known to test
personnel and is caused by the large dynamic range of the required instrumentation. At low
flow conditions the output of flow-measuring devices such as turbine wheels becomes
somewhat oscillatory, the frequency of which is dependent on the flow rate.

Appropriate signal conditioning had to be developed to handle these two different forms
of data corruption. The analog portion of the hybrid computer provides a very flexible
design tool for developing signal conditioning circuits. The availability of strip-chart
recorders and display scopes for monitoring the results of the signal conditioning provided
Invaluable insight into the design process. White noise on a particular channel, for
example, was easily eliminated by using low pass filters. The varying frequency hunting
that was exhibited by the flow measurement was, however, a much more difficult problem to
solve. Here, the solution was found by reviewing the way data reduction had been initially
randled by hand. Because the oscillation was a known characteristic of the measuring
device, the person reading the raw data from the strip-chart recorder output simply
smoothed out the data by eye. Because the frequency depends upon flow rate it followed
that this characteristic could be removed automatically by using some form of adaptive
filtering; however, in this particular case, because the level of fluctuation dropped
:harply once the throttle lever was advanced, it was decided simply to begin the record of
the transient only after motion of the throttle lever was detected.
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If the frequency of notse Is discern1blo and riot randomly generated, It i: Important
to det e rmt ne whether the no Ise Is a real phenomena of the engi ne , a funct Ion of the so.nsor,
or some ot her cause. One I ntere:;t I ng example of si gnat cond It ton rig ('ccur'r-d I rI the
m;,afurOm01It of engine thrust. A strong 18 liz s;Igrial was measured from the thrust trar:;duco.r
when the englno was operated at high powr. As thils frequerncy was In the hand width of
liiterest, a low pass filter with a lw, sharp cut-off frequency could niot he used.
Secondary engine Indicators such a;; nozzle position did not correlate tu the- thru:st
oscL 1 lat ion. Investigation with a frequency analyzer ;howed that the thrust bed wa:
rlnging at ito own natural frequency of 18 Hiz. The solution to this noitse problem wa; first
to stiffen up the thrust frame thereby increasing its natural frequency to 30 lIz, then to
remove the remaining noise with a six-pole filter set to a cut-off frequency of 2, liz.

Data Compression

The second major step In the development of this program was in desigrilng a m-thod
for compressin, data from the transient record,;. Data compression was necessary for

,vera1 reason., Some transientsi were slow-throttle manoeuvres from a condition of engirln
idle u to maximum thrust over qu te long periods of time (up to 60-100 second.; to complete
the, manoeuvre). Other tests. involved throttle bursts from part lower to full tower, which
were comsl,,ted in as little as; ' seconds. Figure 7 shows a typical trace that had to be
sandled ty the software for data reduction. This figure shows that data acquisItion laced
o-n a fixed time-step size was not a very efficient use of either the computer time nor the
storage space available. Also, data peaks or dips could be missed if the sample rate was
riot sufficiently high.

A system for data compression that considered a tolerance between the current reading
and the previous reading for each channel of information being processed was developed. If
the difference between these two readings was within the tolerance, the information was
discarded. If, however, it exceeded the tolerance, the new information was stored together
with the value of time at that point. Many trade-offs in efficient use of storage with
this technique are possible. If time is maintained as a separate record for each channel
of information, the tolerances could be used to compress each channel of information to its
minimum. This procedure would of course require the storage of an array of time points
for each channel of information. If, however, any particular channel could trigger the
storage of the current reading of all channels, then a single record of time for all
channels could be stored. For our engine tests, it was quite efficient to allow any
channel to trigger the storage of the current reading; therefore we maintained a single
time record. If, however, one were to encounter a wide difference in frequency content
between the signals being processed, separate records of time should be maintained, if not
for each channel, then at least for separate frequency bands.

Once the logic of the data compression techniques was established, the tolerances
were tuned to provide adequate representation of the transient data without storage of
excessive information.

Instrument Calibration

Sub:tanttal effort was expended in ensuring accurate calibration of the Instrument-
ation. In the hostile environment of a gas turbine engine, deterioration and shifts in
transducer calibration caused by vibration and temperature fluctuations are expected.
Therefore, complete-system calibrations were done at the beginning of each day of testing,
using the engine as the signal source for all the sensors, and a final check was made at
the end of the test. -teady-s tate readout instruments, calibrated independently on a
recular uasis, wre us,-d for on-line calibrations. Before reducing the data obtarniel
,twoeen these soal brat ton runs; , the calibration point.- were plotted us inc a least-stuares

curve fit of the data arid compared against previous tests. A tyl ical Instrument' : -
calihration [,lot is shiown in Figure 8. The curve obtained from the current cal t , or
rAnts was compared to the prevlous fit to monitor the condition of the Tnstrumetts . rI
figure shows two classes of error that have been encountered in the course of ter;tlnr
e,,gine,:. The first is the occasional "bad point", obtained when the urman operator
mIsreads a gauge, or when a voltage spike appears on the data transmiss ion lines. The
s-econd Is a DC shift of the output occurring sometime during the course of the test; It
results in a major deviation of all the calibratton test points. This kind of error
usually Indicates a major fault In an instrument. Such Informatlon I: crucial to the
quality of the final tet re;ults; and depend:; largely on visual treatment of the data ho
jople with extensive experience.

';'hi development of software for u;e as a tool by an experienced Individual required
a -lar iIcture of the tasks involved as perceveid by the user. Obviously, tte system

ad to be able to cenerate a curve fit to the data polnts; usin a proeeduro that provi.ded
t' :sam,- deogree of vi; ibllt as; previous hand tecniI au.; . The calibration curves could
then ie revlew-ed relative to the data from which they were generated. A mechanism to
remove had points as well as to recover original data In case the wrong point was
re:moved was also required. The piece of software accordingly developed fitted a curve to
th,- raw data obtained from the magnetic tape. Thls routinre provided digital plottlIi of
oth th, data and the curve, with the option of either automatically removing the worst

;o1nt rolatlve to the curve, or selectlng sp:,clflc pints that, the operator wanted
r-,vJ. This module Troved to be a powerful tool arid was u:;ed with ease by persons
rotally unifamilar with ,nmputers. It aliso provided rapid fedhack to the test personnel
CoS, mctrilg In:strumeritatlon problem: or read ng error.; that occurred durting the tests.
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t' ;1, 1 ILtth ' " ! 11- ' !:' it II 'ITIJpl , t 'r ITI l, l ,/p !| t, a ac u I It I on arid r .d uc 1, (i d(..e r-as,-d

.. ' t:!, i iti, f,' ,ioh I r:iri' n r tl from t.W, mati- ay:; to 1l mlriuto;. Hlowwv r, computer
l ! ! :. , ! r .y t , m I ott t In 't'nit r lal Ir:'ttlry, ' to hI

J 
:h, kJdul'd a we.ek In

i r' AA : 1 ' ,: k wa t 11'. lF. M. tl, or()' r ,'i('rd- ; it wai; I Im ted in the number of
4 it ,r , I, o':d wo.' ut ' ' 11r1:1m1 to oarry aick ani fl)rth bI-tw--n lahoratorios on
a r, .i-ul I -irt 1 'to .

f'i ', ! ,' c t Ilg t r ii c(mput-r: had J,-croas:;(d ut itantial ly :.iri;-c th,' prnject
w ~ts i t '' , I tE !ill, La t orato ,,I Iy Io In:tall a dedicated irnlrilcomTutEr-basel
dalt a a. 4us I- i 1 t11 szy it 1 n No. K -I I. Hardware comporient ; were purchased that achie-ved
fI ictit l tll !in, :'am"e thll s a:; 1dld th, maruetic tap-/hybrid computer. Even the software,

o Ich wai: wtl ttr it: F, rtra I V f:r ti hybrld computer, was dlr-ct ly transferabJe with
millimum ciii''. T zi..am, d-re of ope,ratrr Interaction designed into the hyt, rld computer

ter was" ro'talinod a.: a ds lrail , foatur,, but the workload was reduced by eliminating
the ned for a tape recorder. The layout of the hardware is shown in Figure i. All com-

,ets, with the exception of the X-Y plotter, were purchased from the Digital Equipment
orporation. Figure 9 shows two separate computers: a PDPlI/03 connected to an X-Bus,

and a PDP1I/34. All the data acqul:ition and processing is controlled by the PDPl/03,
which is located In No. '_ cell, while plotting and printing is done with the PI)Pl/I4,
which resides in a central location within the laboratory. Reduced data can he displayed
on the video terminal in No. 5i cell several seconds after a transient has been recorded,
to confirm that all transducer: are operating satisfactorily. The reduced data are
stored on magnetic floppy disks that are manually carried to the PDPlI/34, from which
time-plots and cross-plots are generated. Figure 10 is a photograph of the PDP11/03
minicomputer boxed in the large cabinet containing the data acquisition subsystem, the
video terminal, and the floppy disk drive. Figure 11 shows the test cell control panel.
The instruments for operating the engine are to the left, the steady-state readout
instruments in the centre, and the signal conditioning equipment to the right. The
manometer bank on the extreme right remains mainly for posterity, but it is still used
to calibrate the low-range pressure transducers.

PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

A digital drum plotter, an analog X-Y plotter, arid a line printer were available as
media upon which to present results of the data reduction process. Generating printouts
of the time histories of the reduced data was first thought to be a major use for the
data reduction package; however, the usefulness of these data was limited. The printout
only provided the test engineers with a check on the quality of the data relative to
runs previously done without the aid of a computer. A package was developed to auto-
matical'y scale the results and plot them individually on the drum plotter as a function
of time. This routine produced acceptable results; however, it remained a relatively slow
method. A second package was developed for plotting results on the X-Y plotter through
D/A converters, with scaling established by coefficients in the input data set. The time
required to plot results by this method was limited only by the response of the plotter.

By plotting five or six traces on a piece of preprinved paper, we could obtain a
comflete time history of the engine in a matter of several minutes. In addition, the
cross-plots, displayed in the form of compressor operating lines, provided a useful
method for assessing engine performance. Figure 12 shows one of these plots. Parts a
and -Lof Figure 1? are time histories of the measured and computed engine variables,
eLilinlnn with the initial movement of the power lever angle. Only 6.8 seconds of data
are plotted, but approximately 12 seconds of data are stored. The operator can easily

1,-ot all tn(, data, If desired, but usually only the first 5 or 6 seconds of the transient
Is _f lnt-rlst. For cross-plots, as for example the compressor operating line in
F!gur - ' 12c, all the data points are usually plotted, but again, the quantity of data
displayed is under the operator's control.

The numbe-'r of data points required to produce a 12-second time-plot of this quality
7: samples per trace. The sample rate is set at 90 scans per second. Therefore for

a l-seco nd time-trace, 1080 data points would be needed; however, the data compression
t-chnI ju( reduces the data storage requirements by 380 samples per trace.

in, of the .perational problems the Canadian Forces commonly encounter is a high
lIclil--rice of compressor stall: during cold weather. An illustration of stall margin
f,--radatl,n as a function of compressor inlet temperature (CIT) Is shown in Figure 13.
ll,t, th- steady-:;tatr- arid transient operating lines move toward the reference stall line
a.s t- Inl.t air temperatur- decreases. This upward shift was readily measurable even
trough tr IT difference was only 6.2'C. This example illustrates the resolution that
can t, ,taln-d wlth th- data acquisition system. The production of report-quality plots
Imm.dllat,yl; art -r -.ach ergilne test series has greatly reduced the time required for
,valuating, th,''fct f engin modifications on engine performance.

0 iNC[.IflANI hEMAHK.

(1) A ti:;t cell at t,,- rivine laboratory has been equipped to accurately ten the relative
perfrormance of ga: tirblnies undergoing rapid changes in transient power levels.

( ) A :;,ftwar, package has been developed that is highly flexible and easy to use, with the
aide d advaintage If belng, transferable to any other computer that accepts Fortran Language.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF TURBOBLADING AEROMECHANICS

V. M. Cardinale H. R. Bankhead R. A. McKay
Manager Aerospace Engineer Senior Engineer
Aeromechanics Compressor Tech Group Aeromechanics
General Electric Co Aero Propulsion Laboratory General Electric Co
Lynn MA 01910 WPAFB OH 45433 Lynn MA 01910

Summary

Experimental verification in the laboratory is a vital link between the aeromechanical
design and integrity validation processes. Based on this premise, this paper offers
insights into the practical application of experimental aeromechanical procedures and
establishes the process of valid design assessment, avoiding highly theoretical
approaches and concepts. The procedures include methods used in design verification,
pre-test preparation and instrumentation. Examples are given of typical classes of
vibratory behavior and their sensitivities to both engine-system variables and in-
service and flight environment effects. The paper further illustrates that early
systematic explorations of these variables are necessary to establish these sensitiv-
ities and provide adequate margins for long service life.

Introduction

Increasing diversity in the application of modern aircraft and missions has resulted
in an expanded spectrum of power plant designs and requirements. As a result, advanced
technology has been required to provide energy efficient systems with long-term
reliability. These expanded requirements primarily affect the turboblading components
(fans, compressors, turbines) of turbojet/fan/shaft, variable cycle engines and their
related augmentation systems. Such requirements have not only escalated the complex-
ities of turboblading design configurations, but require serious consideration of
extended and variable operational environments of both the immediate and the potential
growth flight regimes.

An evaluation of aeromechanical behavior must consider practical operational effects
and sensitivities, including aircraft manuever and flight transition distortion, and
the integrated effects of a number of other variables, including variable geometry,
bleed, power extraction, operating line, and other engine and inlet transient conditions,
such as those associated with environmental and weapon delivery gas ingestion. The
long range effects of deteriorations, foreign object damage, airfoil erosion and
potential control malfunctions also need to be addressed. Predictions of vibratory
responses, fundamental mode instability margins, and surge-induced stresses are not
yet adequate to eliminate the need for experimental validation of these effects.

Overall experience, guided by aeromechanical fundamentals, serves to establish systematic

design verification procedures with considerations given to the total engine system.

Design Verification in the Experimental Laboratory

Certain key parameters are influencing the design of modern high performance gas
turbines. In fan and compressor blading, the design trends are being dictated by
increased tip speeds, relative mach number, lower radius ratio, and fewer stages.
The resulting design trends are moving toward thin, highly twisted, low aspect-ratio
turboblading with attendent complex, high, steady-state stresses, increased exposure
to adjacent stage passing frequency resonance and decreased fatigue resistance to
foreign object damage. The result has been unique geometry configurations, such as
the integral blade/disk configurations (blisks). While life-cycle cost efficient in
small sizes, blisks have limited the frequency and damping control options. Similar
trends exist in turbine blading but are further complicated by increased inlet and
cooling temperatures that result in thin-walled, complex cooling passage designs.
These factors require an efficient iterative design process with aerodynamic, mechan-
ical and aeromechanical disciplines, but more importantly the resulting hardware
requires detail design verification by experimental laboratory test procedures.

Verification of design intent is established by test and comparison of the following
characteristics with pre-design calculations and criteria:

1. Frequency and Nodal Patterns (Mode Shape)
2. Steady State and Vibratory Stress Distributions

3. Fatigue Strength

4. Structural Strength (Weak-Link Determination)

These data are also used to establish the vibratory limits of various modes from a

single airfoil strain gage in subsequent component or engine development tests.

1. Frequency and Nodal Patterns

Of first priority is to determine the natural frequencies and mode shapes of all the
modes that have potential resonances over the engines entire operating range. While
a variety of standard test techniques are available, including holography, what is
experimentally important is establishing statistical data on frequency deviations



resulting from manufacturing tolerances in order to verify resonant margins with
respect to the extreme frequency blading. Assesment of the natural frequencies and
their statistical deviations can also be indicative of general manufacturing quality.
Careful consideration in duplicating boundary conditions is required as it significantly
can affect the basic frequencies and statistics. Circumferential variations in boundary
conditions are usually found in the stator vanes. In some cases, frequency "tuning"
is more effective by modifying the boundary conditions. Such boundary conditions
referred to include flexible shanks and other attachments, disk rims, stator vane
platforms and supplementary shrouding.

2. Steady State and Vibratory Stress Distribution

In order to establish the allowable vibratory stress of a vibrating turboblade in a
given mode, it becomes necessary to determine both the complex steady and vibratory
stress distribution and relate the critical stress from the material's Goodman diagram
to the stress of the generally located airfoil strain gage (see reference 1). The
critical stress in certain modes may occur in the shank, attachment, shroud, or other
locations of the structure. Special experimental tests may be required to establish
these critical locations and the relative structural strength.

The experimental stress distributions sought have generally been obtained by applying
large quantities of miniature strain gages over the airfoil surfaces and at a special
location predetermined (by fatigue test) to be a critical stress point.

a. Steady-state stress distributions are obtained by generating stress influence
coefficients from unit radial load, bending and twisting moments, and applying the
pre-calculated, running loads and moments. Full scale spin-pit tests are sometimes
employed for steady stress distributions, but are restricted to local zones due to
limitations in read-out capability. Three-dimensional photoelastic techniques have
significantly extended the evaluation of steady-state stresses in greater detail of
the entire structure. The technique consists of replicating models from actual
parts. The assembled photo-elastic cascade is then rotated at equivalent speeds at
which point the strains are "frozen" by a cycle of heating and cooling (see reference
2). Such models have recently been used to evaluate stress levels in the attachment
and the airfoil with particular attention given to the shroud location.

b. Vibratory stress distributions are obtained from the same matrix of strain
gages by exciting the airfoil in each mode of interest to a sufficient amplitude. An
obvious limitation of this procedure resides in its inability to yield the correct
stress distribution for the mode operating under centrifugal field forces, which can
be significant for certain modes. Full scale spin-pit testing has been used, but has
the same restrictions noted as before.

Recent advances in efficient finite element programs have been utilized to calculate
natural frequencies, nodal patterns, steady-state and vibratory stress in complete
airfoil structures including attachments and shrouds. With pre- and post- processors
and with suitable adjunct programs, allowable vibratory limits can be established
analytically which correlate well to the available experimental data and which can
help overcome the experimental limitations of spin-pit testing noted above.

3. Fatigue Strength

Design verification of manufactured turboblading fatigue strength becomes increasingly
important with current design trends in geometry and stress. Some factors that can
significantly reduce fatigue strength include:

a. Forging Grain Size - Recent tests with large integral-bladed titanium blisks
show fatigue strength reduction that is A-ratio dependent:

A = 10-15% where: A = vibratory stress/steady stress
.5,A,1.0 30-50%

b. Foreign Object Damage (F.O.D.) - Typical in-service FOD occurs predominantly at
the airfoil leading edge and, in many cases, in regions of high tensile stresses.
For these cases, replication of typical notches and tears need to be assessed with
the steady state stress present.

c. Corrosion (Intergranular Attack) - The effect of this well-organized problem
for certain unprotected alloys has been to reduce fatigue strength as much as 50-60%.
As these three illustrative examples show, static fatigue tests at A = - are not
sufficient to evaluate all aspects of material fatigue strength. Specifically struc-
tured tests must be conducted to establish allowable vibratory fatigue limits.

Under conditions of stall/surge, turboblading structures can be subjected to overstress
in excess of 2-3 times the material's fatigue strength limiting the engine to a
finite number of stalls that can be tolerated. Generalized behavior in this high
amplitude fatigue range exists (reference 3), but critical stages may require specific
verification of overstress capability. The technique consists of determining crack
initiation at various overstress ratios. Specific applications are discussed later.
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4. Structural Strength

Just as certain factors can reduce a material's fatigue life, there are also certain
geometric and mechanical configurations which can reduce its structural strength. These
need to be evaluated. Examples include stress concentrations in the transition regions
of the partial chord support spindles of variable stators, cooling holes in turbine
buckets, and fillets of dovetail attachments. Low fatigue strength of brazed or welded
joints is also a structural strength factor. In the total turboblade structure, its
lowest structural strength member is called its "weak-link." Laboratory tests need be
aimed at verifying that "weak-link" and evaluating its relative magnitude.

Engine/Component Instrumentation

Once testing in the experimental laboratory has verified that the design intent has
been satisfied, the next step in the development process is to evaluate the aero-
mechanical design integrity by early and extensive component and/or full engine
testing.

The prime objectives of this phase are to define and perform systematic explorations
that can evaluate and minimize vibratory stress responses and establish adequate
margins with respect to such responses for long life in-service applications. Such
tests are performed in conjunction with aerodynamic performance mapping, which when
combined require operating the component over a wider range of extremes than in
normal service. As a result, a great deal of pre-test preparation and instrumentation
is necessary to ensure the vehicle's safety through effective on-site interpretation
of the aeromechanical data.

1. Strain Gages

Strain gages, mounted to the vibrating airfoil, have long been the primary aeromechanical
sensor, since its electronic signature contains the severity of vibration (amplitude) of
a given mode (frequency). Moreover, its characteristic wave form is the result of the
airfoil's response to instantaneous flow field and is indicative of the mechanism of
vibration. Limitations in application do exist, however.

a. Quantity

In order to minimize the total quantity, each gage must be responsive to more than
one mode. Approximately 3-4 strain gage locations per stage are required for proper
evaluation of the first 6-8 modes. Assuming 4 gages per location for evaluating
blade-to-blade variation and strain gage mortality, a 10 stage compressor would
require 120-160 strain gages! The problem is somewhat alleviated by judicious selec-
tion based on anticipated mode/stimulus responses and/or multiple builds/tests. Even
machines with fewer stages, such as 1-3 stage fans and turbines, still require large
quantities of gages in order to give statistically significant assessment of the
vibratory limits. Turbines with interblade mechanical dampers are notorious for
their large blade-to-blade variation and gage mortality.

b. Performance Effects

Using0 large quantities of strain gages, particularly conventional high temperature
('400 F) gages and small size units, causes a measurable loss in performance. Recent
advances in miniaturization and thin film gages are alleviating this problem.

2. Light Probes

The emerging technologies in the light probe systems (see reference 4) have proven to
be invaluable as a supplement to the strain gage in measuring non-syncronous vibration
of every rotor blade in the stage. This is of particular value in detecting instabilities
where there is a high degree of circumferential response variability. The system's current
limitation is its inability to measure the syncronous (resonance) vibration of each rotor
blade, particularly of the higher order modes.

3. Aerodynamic Instrumentation

As indicated earlier, concurrent aerodynamic and aeromechanical mapping is conducted.
The aerodynamic mapping requires inter-stage total temperature and pressure instrumenta-
tion which is generally mounted on the static vane cascades. In a particular case,
the internal distortion produced by the circumferential spacing and axial superposition
of wakes has caused resonant vibratory stress responses in the aft stages that exceed the
the endurance limits. Subsequent removal of the vane-mounted aero instrumentation
eliminated the vibratory response. Miniaturization in aerodynamic instrumentation is
required to eliminate such problems in development testing.

4. Supplemental Instrumentation

Correlation of certain component or engine parameters or structures to turboblading's
vibratory characteristics can provide valuable insights to identify and attenuate the
forcing mechanisms. Pre-test considerations, for example, might include instrumentation
to detect and correlate the shaft and bladed-disk torsional vibration with the fuel
and combustor pressure fluctuations resulting from the fuel pump vane passing frequency.
A simple strain-gage torsion bridge on the shaft and a fuel manifold pressure pick-up
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is indicated. Incidentally, a simple fix for resonances of these systems is a change
in the number of vanes in the fuel pump. Bearing cage accelerometers have supplemented
diagnosis of blade vibration resulting from interacting tip rubs and non-syncronous
rotor whirl. Similarly, strain gaging of fan casings have been used to detect traveling
waves in the structure interacting with blade tip rubs.

These are but three examples from a long list of supplemental instrumentation and
data that requires more attention in aeromechanical evaluation.

Obviously, simply strain gaging blades is not enough. To fully understand and diagnose
vibration problems a wide range of supplementary data must be taken, including at
least the following:

a. Rotor Speeds (N 1,N2 )

b. Inlet Pressure/Temperature (PT2,TT2)

c. Variable Geometry Position (where applicable)

d. Exhaust Nozzle Position (A8 )

e. Starting/Customer Bleed Position (where applicable)

f. Output Torque

g. Discharge Temperature (T3 ,T5)

Data Monitoring and Data Acquisition

1. Slip Rings and Telemetry

Slip rings and telemetry systems are used to transmit strain gage signals to external
monitoring and acquisition systems. A brief survey of typical slip ring capabilities
is given for comparison with requirements indicated earlier.

Stage Capacity
Diameter Speed Number of Gages

(in.) (RPM)

70 5000 100
24 15000 50
16 20000 50
7 50000 8
4.5 75000 6
3.5 100000 4

Telemetry packages, necessary for monitoring core rotors in two spool designs, have
been limited to 20-24 gages for the space and environment available in speed ranges
up to 20000 RPM.

Generally, these capabilities have been adequate for the larger machines and single-
stage components. However, urgent development is required to increase capacity for
the small engine sizes (diameters less than 16").

2. Monitoring Equipment

Since the electronic signature of the strain-gaged vibrating airfoil contains the
nature of the aerodynamic flow field, the forcing function mechanism (aerodynamic,
mechanical or both) and Lhe response severity, the monitoring aeromechanical engineer's
prime tasks include:

" Providing insights into the a--odynamic characteristics of the component and
their sensitivities to the te . variables which contribute to on-line optimiza-
tions, explorations and general test guidance.

" Insuring vehicle safety, particularly in off-design testing, by overriding
operational control and returning the unit to a pre-determined safe operating
point.

In order to accomplish these tasks, the test facility must provide an aeromechanical
monitoring/recording complex, integrated with the operational control station, consist-
ing of the following equipment:

a. Oscilloscopes

A high density array of miniature oscilloscopes (approx. 2" x 3") is required for
displaying each strain gage signal as an overall signature of amplitude and wave
form. Sweep triggering at I/rev aids in establishing the existence of non-integral
order vibration. An experienced engineer can monitor approximately 16-24 signals.
Switching arrangements are necessary to parallel any desired signal to a master
oscilloscope and spectral frequency analyzer for more detailed analysis.
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b. Spectral Frequency Analyzer

The natural frequencies of the airfoils' modes and their individual amplitudes that
constitute the overall signal is determined here. With memory capabilities, trends
in amplitude and mode involvement are apparent with slow transients.

c. Fast Fourier Transform Analysis

Currently, soft-ware systems have been utilized for modal analysis as described above
which plot the results on Campbell diagrams. More significantly, recent advances
utilize the system to synthesize and display wave forms and frequencies of signals
generated by the light probe system (see reference 5).

d. Oscillographs

Turboblading fatigue cracks and failures can occur during cumulative stall testing in
that surge-related stresses can exceed 2-3 times endurance limits for brief encounters.
By applying amplitude and cyclic duration of the surge events to material overstress
and high-amplitude fatigue characteristics, an estimate of expended life and/or
fatigue degradation can be made (reference 3).

The high speed oscillograph record provides the time-history events of stall, and
generally requires playback immediately following each event.

e. Recorders

Obviously, with such instrumentation generating invaluable data, magnetic tape
recorders are mandatory for post-test detail data reduction and analysis. For
correlation purposes, simultaneous recording of the supplemental instrumentation with
strain gages is required.

Facilities

Successful design verification of development engine/components requires validation
of adequate vibratory stress response margins such that the production units be free
from fatigue when operated over a wide range of inlet pressures and temperatures set
by the flight map (see appendix). Specific air-frame induced inlet distortions,
including the effects of crosswinds, transition of vectored thrust aircraft, and
thrust reverser operation (see reference 6), also need to be examined.

Additionally, such stress-response margins can be diminished by certain engine-
reiated variables that range from typical in-service tolerances, transient behavior
and deterioration to control and system malfunctions. The corollary to this, however,
is that these variables can be used to maximize stress-response margins and thereby
provide growth potential for the unit.

1. Typical Engine Variables

The prime variable in the development of compressors and fans is the variable geometry
system in which each stator stage is independently variable with the key objective of
optimizing stator vane scheduling for both aerodynamic and aeromechanical matching
over a wide range of operating conditions. Additionally, systematic explorations are
aimed at determining the need for and/or minimizing the number of variable stages.
At the same time, this unique aeromechanical exploration of the variable geometry
system provides a means for investigative extreme cascade migration, individually or
ganged, to establish limiting stress responses or stall margins. Similar objectives
are achieved with independent control of such variables as exhaust area, by-pass
ratio, bleed and power extraction. In full engine testing, transient speed excursions
(bursts/chops) affect the maximum range in operating line. System thermal lags
during bursts and chops precipitate tip rubs for aeromechanical evaluation. Introduc-
tion of contaminants duplicating long service flow deterioration establishes cleaning
requirements based on the limiting vibratory responses caused by this mechanism of
cascade migration.

2. Test Plant and Facilities Requirements

The fundamental objectives of the test plant are to provide inlet and discharge
environments of pressure and temperatures consistent with the flight-envelope or
discharge conditions of the low pressure system when evaluating core compressors.
Separate control of these variables is desirable for systematic tests but emergency
reset to "safe" regimes should also be provided. In new component rigs and for
special explorations in full engines, sub-ambient inlet pressures to approximately
1/4 to 1/2 atmosphere precludes overstressing during initial check-out procedures.

Special considerations for inlet distortion testing could range from simple distortion
generating screens to subjecting complete nacelles to actual crosswinds and thrust
reverser flow reingestion.

For turbo-shaft engines, systematic aeromechanical mapping of the power turbine is
best conducted by holding constant gas generator speeds, smoothly loading and unloading
the output shaft affecting a torque-speed "sweep". In this manner, resonances can be
evaluated as a function of torque. A dynamometer of appropriate size is required.



The above are illustrative examples of test techniques and the rationale of utilizing
the supplementary instrumented variables indicated for both the engine or component
and the plant facility. Specific examples of the vibratory stresses and their sensi-
tivities to the variables and indicated solutions are given later in this paper.

Vibration Signature Analysis

It has been emphasized that the characteristic signature of a strain-gaged vibrating
airfoil is its response to the instantaneous surrounding flow-field in which it is
immersed. As such, it is indicative of not only the severity of the mode(s) involved
but also the mechanism of vibration causing it.

Vehicle safety might be insured by assessing only amplitudes of the mode(s) and their
potential combinations; however, experience has shown that interpretation of wave-
forms, with their time-history response and sensitivities to the variables explored,
has contributed importantly to an integrated aerodynamic, aeromechanical and mechanical
development process by providing "on-line" diagnosis and remedial actions as indicated.

Turboblading vibration can be classified into three main categories with typical wave
forms given in Table 1 (a-m).

CATEGORY TABLE
1. Resonance (Forced) Vibration

* Aerodynamic la,b
* Mechanical lc
* Combined Modes ld,e,f

2. Flow Induced (Aerodynamic) Vibration
* Separated Flow lg,h
* Rotating Stall li
* Surge lj

3. Self Excited (Flutter) Vibration lk,l,m

Key characteristics supplementing the wave forms of Table 1 are jiven here for purposes
of illustrating typical diagnostic interpretations.

1. Resonances

All resonances are typified by frequencies that, when in proxim-ty to peak resonance
response, will be exact multiples of rotor speed and "track" with slight rotor variations.
There are three basic kinds of resonance which must be considered: aerodynamic, mechani-
cal, and combined.

a. Aerodynamic

While Table la is an example of responses due to wakes from an 8-strut frame, Table
lb is unique in that the response is the 7th harmonic of a 1/rev stimulus caused by a
reversed stator vane segment. (The design was a 12-segment banded stator vane configura-
tion in which one of the 12 segments was misassembled.)

b. Mechanical Resonance

Mechanical resonance due to tip-rubs is indicated by sable 1c. Inspection of the
wave form shows two rub spots exist approximately 154 apart.

Total system damping is obtainable from the decay in the wave forms. Introduction of
such an impulse stimulus has been used to determine the total damping of cantilevered
compressor blades. Typical values of log decrements in the first flexural mode range
from 5% to 8%.

Other examples of stimulus sources that cause potential resonances include adjacent
blade or vane passing frequencies, fuel nozzles in combustors, starting gear tooth
passing frequencies, partial entry turbine air-impingement starters to name but a few.

c. Combined Resonances

Combined mode wave forms are self-explanatory as indicated in Tables ld-lf. It might
be of design interest not to design blading whose second to first mode frequency
ratio is 4:1 when potential stimuli exist at 4:1 (such as 4 front frame struts and 16
inlet guide vanes.)

2. Flow Induced (Aerodynamic) Vibration

This type of vibration, referred to as "separated-flow vibration," is characterized
by non-periodic amplitude modulation in the fundamental modes at their natural frequen-
cies, independent of rotor speed. The mechanism is separation and re-attachment of
flow. Increasing severity increases both amplitude and amplitude modulation until
the cascade develops a rotating stall and propagates surge. This typical progression
is shown in Tables lg-lj. The slip speed of the rotating stall is estimated at approxi-
mately 45% of rotor speed.
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Turbobladinq response to surge is of special importance since the mechanism (see
reference 7) results in brief but damagingly high overstress ratios. Table lj gives
specific characteristics of surge responses, such as pulse frequency, mode, overstress
ratio and cascade damping which governs stress duration.

3. Self-Excited Vibration

By far the most destructive type of vibration encountered in turboblading, self-
excited (flutter) vibration is characterized by subtle indications of onset and
explosive amplitude build-up to levels that can approach 2-3 times endurance limits.
Frequencies correspond to the natural frequency at onset and are independent of rotor
speed. In some cases, we note frequency suppression in the order of 5-8% as entrainment
proqresses. Such a controlled sequence is shown in Tables lk-im.

An instability boundary by definition is the locus of zero total damping of the
cascade in a given mode. Consequently, one should logically expect that mode's
resonant peak amplitude to increase dramatically when in close proximity to that
boundary. This characteristic has been used to assess proximity to instability by
making small speed excursions and noting the systematic increase in peak resonant
response.

Illustrative Experiences in Aeromechanical Experimental Verification

Prediction of the vibratory responses in forced vibration, instability margins and
surge related stresses are presently inadequate due to the extreme complexities in
adequately defining aerodynamic flow fields, forcing functions, total damping and
non-steady aerodynamic coefficients over a wide range of operating conditions, particu-
larly at siynificantly off-design conditions where experience indicates most of our
problems lie. Furthermore, the prognosis for short range developments that may
preclude the need for experimental design verification is poor. Such developments
will best be utilized in guiding the advanced technology engine designs. In the
foreseeable future, systematic design verifications will need to be continued and
improved, utilizing existing data-bank experiences.

In an attempt to guide that experimental data bank, we give illustrative experiences
gained at General Electric during the past 25 years related to three general topics:

Resonant Vibration
Self-Excited Vibration
Surge Overstress and Fatigue Capability

An attempt is made to consider practical gas-turbine designs and operational effects
that have caused problems and to establish effective fixes but, more importantly, to
establish the variables required in aeromechanical experimental verification.

1. Resonant Vibration

It is not possible to avoid resonance for multi-moded airfoils in multi-stimuli,
variable speed machines. Current methodology for minimizing resonant response is
through the following approaches:

Frequency Control/Stimulus Selection
Stimulus Control and/or Attenuation
Internal Distortion (Harmonic Content)
Damping and Structural Strength

Typical examples of implementing these approaches are given in Table 2, which provides
the relative risks and trade-offs in accepting certain resonant potentials. One
needs to rank the modes of vibration assuming the consequences of fatigue in order to
assess relative risks. As shown in Figure 1, a Damage Severity Criteria is established
for compressor/fan blading with implications and impact given.

a. Illustrative Examples

e Frequency Control/Stimulus Selection

Here we consider a design or perhaps a redesign approach after tests have indicated
such necessary action is required. Figure 2 depicts two methods of avoiding resonance.
The first example assumes the airfoil frequencies are known and resonance is avoided
by selecting (or changing) the excitation stimulus to nl/rev or n3/rev. The second
example considers designing the appropriate adjacent blade rows with the required
aspect ratio to avoid the rotor or stator's first two-stripe (1-2S) panel mode resonance
with its adjacent row's passing frequency. Based on current solidity trends, we find
this criterion to be met when the ratio of the blade to stator aspect ratio is
approximately 0.6.

o Stimulus Control and/or Attenuation

During development it is sometimes expedient and cost-effective to accept a potential
resonance provided its stimulus can be attenuated so as to reiuce vibratory responses
to acceptable levels. Such is the case in the following example shown in Figure 3.
Figure 3a illustrates the configuration of a damperless high pressure turbine design



with its oriqinal 5 equally spaced T5 harness probes. Shown in the Campbell diagram
ot Flqure lb is tie 5/rev first flexural frequency margin provided in the original
design. Production versions required improved T5 harness correlation by converting
to a 7-probe configuration which has a potential 7/rev resonant response at approximately
93, of desiqn speed.

A strain gage instrumented test in which the variables of operating line and probe
axial location was conducted based on prior experience with discharge struts. As
shown in Figure 3c, the resonant response was reduced to acceptable levels by increased
axial positioning of the probes, the mechanism at work being pressure field attenuation
with axial distance as indicated in Figure 3d.

* Internal Distortion (Harmonic Content)

Table Ib shows that a resonant response can be excited by a single discrete pulse.
Mote qenerally a resonant stress response is dependent on the harmonic content of the
circumferential distortion patterns. In the example presented in Figure 4, the
internal circumferential distortion pattern was caused by aerodynamic vane-mounted
probes producing a superpositioning of upstream distortion wakes. This figure sequen-
tially illustrates the reasoning and rationale of the test events. During the first
xcilrsion to maximum speed, an excessive 12/rev first-flexural response occurred at

14700 RPM. Upon detail playback, nearly all integer n/rev responses were noted in
groupings of 6, with 12/rev being the highest response, as illustrated in Figure 4a.

Because the differential in number of upstream stator vanes was 12 and they were
heavily instrumented with the aerodynamic probes, a Fourier analysis of the combined
wakes was made and compared with experimental data as shown in Figure 4b. The obvious
solution was the removal of the probes which eliminated the responses as shown in the
12/rev response of Figures 4c and 4d.

Earlier applications of this approach can be found in reference 6 with regard to
responses due to multiple disengagement of variable stator vanes.

0 Damping and Structural Strength

When frequency control and stimulus attenuation cannot be used effectively, damping
can be a powerful design tool. Three sources of damping exist:

i. Material Dam in: The hysteretic damping of materials used in modern turbo-
bladiig ranges rem 0.5 to 1.5% log decrement (600>Q>200).

ii. Aerodynamic Damping: The amount of aerodynamic damping is generally dependent
on the mode and state of condition of the working fluid. Some data are currently
being evaluated for effects of cascade migration. Typical experience with total
damping for various modes is as follows:

MODE % LOG DECREMENT

IF 4-8
IT 2-3
2F .5-1.5
2T 1-3
I-2S .5-1.0

Note: Since most of these data were derived from integral blade-disk
configurations, mechanical damping is assumed zero. Damping data of
axial dovetail designs appear to fall in the same range.

ill. Mechanical Damping: Perhaps the most effective means of controlling resonant
response is mechanical damping. The following example describes a growth step redesign
for production that was limited by design constraints from utilizing beneficial
frequency and/or stimulus control.

The general design configuration is shown in Figure 5 along with its Campbell diagram.
Note that the extreme frequencies, based on platform/dovetail boundary conditions,
are showi. The interblade phasing during resonance establishes the intermediate
frequencies shown (and provides the mechanical damping) with 4/rev resonance existing
near design speed. In other cases effective tuning can be achieved by appropriate
shank-damper designs. Figure 6 schematically represents the bench test optimization
procedure and resulting 4/rev engine response. Figure 6a depicts the configurations
tested with the prime variables being damper relief angle and loading. Note that
structural strength improvement was also introduced by thickening the shank in con-
figuration 2. Some earlier testing, along with external literature (see reference
8), suggests that damper load is the prime variable governing damper effectiveness.
We find, however, that damper angle is significantly more important, as shown in
Figure 6b. Engine test results of configuration 2 are shown in Figure 6C. The
production version of configuration 2D reduced that engine's stress response to
levels within the range of our composite turbine bucket stress response eyperience
shown in Figure 6c.

Similar effective damping control of resonant response applied in compressors is
shown in Figuro 7. After initial development, it became possible to "lock" the
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initially-designed variable vane simply by installing a lock-plate and nut which
"hard-mounts" the vane into the casing.

Tests of this configuration revealed the existence of a significant response in a
high-order torsion mode which exceeded endurance limits at approximately 97% fan
speed. Adding a simple Teflon bushing, which "soft-mounts" the spindle in the casing
and thus provides torsional damping reduced the responses to negligible levels.

b. Resonant Response Sensitivities to Engine Variables

Because the integrated gas turbine variables are subject to transient deviation in
actual service, experience has shown that specific tests need to be conducted to
evaluate resonant response with respect to:

Variable Geometry Systems
Flight Map Environment
Compressor Interstage Bleed
Output Torque

The following examples not only show the significant effect of these variables on
resonant response, but also suggest the test facilities required to analyze them.

* Variable Geometry System

Corrected speed (N/eT) governs the tracking of a variable geometry stator system
utilizing a temperature sensing element in the compressor inlet as shown in Figure 8.
Resonance, however, occurs at a given physical speed for which the variable geometry
can vary depending on local ambient temperature. Since temperature environments can
vary significantly, this sensitivity can be thought of as an ambient temperature
sensitivity. Figure 9 shows the systematic exploration of this mechanism. A stage 1
stator Campbell diagram shows potential passing frequency resonance with its upstream
rotor 1 and dow8 stream rotor 2 passing frequency stimuli at 94 and 85% physical
speed. On a 59 F standard day, the V.G. position at those conditions are 24% and 73%
closure, respectively, as shown in Figure 9b. Stress responses passing through these
speeds are 32% and 28% of endurance limits. By opening and closing the V.G. tracking
through mechanical biasing, a maneuver which simulates lower and higher inlet tempera-
tures, the response is mapped as shown in Figure 9c. Two important conclusions are
noted here:

i. Lower inlet temperatures (and opened schedules) tend to increase stress
response. Fixing this stator in the open position would be unacceptable.

ii. Contrary to intuitive reasoning, the downstream rotor generates the more

significant resonant response amplitudes.

* Flight Map Environment - Inlet Pressure & Temperature

Extending the previous example to include the effects of inlet pressure in the flight-
maps' pressure and temperature regime, we now recognize the need to test for pressure
or density effects at constant corrected speed (constant TT2) in order to maintain a
constant variable geometry position over the pressure range tested. Figure 10 illus-
trates these points, noting that in vacuo (p/po = 0), vibratory stress is zero. We
find that:

,v, (/o) 
' 

...,! being mode and density dependent

where: .5- I.0

* Compressor Interstage Bleed Effects

Interstage bleed, generally provided for customer use, anti-icing air, cooling and/or
sump pressurization, can be an effective exploratory variable in that it can alter
the matching of upstream and downstream stages, affect the operating line, and be a
powerful influence on turboblading stress-response, as shown in Figure 11.

During development of the original design (Figure lla), second torsional mode responses
with respect to the adjacent rotor passing frequency were excessive and could only be
reduced by an overall operating line reduction. Interestingly, the stage 4 stator
row bleed caused unloading of stage 3 and loading of stage 5. Minimizing responses
to 100% endurance limits with 10% bleed was the best that could be achieved, resulting
in a redesigned third and fifth stator by tuning and avoiding the passing frequency.
As indicated in Figure llb, attempts to shut off stage 4 interstage bleed to sump
pressurization requirements (1-2%) caused the stage 4 stator response to increase
rapidly, leading to a final redesign to avoid the 32/rev passing frequency.

e Output Torque Dependency in Power Turbines of Turboshaft Fngines

The gas force loading and the vibratory forces resulting from a given pressure or
velocity defect are proportional to the torque developed at a particular turbine
speed. Based on this premise, aeromechanical mapping techniques were developed to
evaluate resonant responses occurring in the operating range as shown in Figure 12.

N



The Campbell diagram in Figure 12a indicates the power turbine resonant speed-range
or i terest. Power-turbine speed-excursions (speed "sweeps") are accomplished by
setting a constant gas generator speed and loading and unloading the dynamometer,
allowing the power turbine speed to "sweep" through the blades' resonant speed.
Resonant stress is then correlated to the resonant speed torque as shown in Figure
I 2b.

In Figure 5, tangential platform clearance is shown which is set to preclude "arch-
binding" or loss of this clearance due to differential thermal gradients. The platforms
essentially "hind-up", causing reduced damper effectiveness, which then increases the
stress-response. The response data were taken from a development design with inadequate
clearance to prevent arch-binding. Responses approached 140% endurance limits at
hi1h torque. Clearances were increased on the instrumented unit and retested.
Stress responses at the maximum torque value did not exceed 50% endurance limits - a
reduction to almost 1/3!

This type of turbine bucket mapping is also useful in establishing turbine bucket
instabilities, which will be discussed in the next section of this paper.

2. Self-Excited Vibration

Many excellent papers in the open literature give comprehensive treatments of the
mechanism and theoretical approaches used to describe self-excited vibrations.
Limitations are also adequately described. While it is beyond the scope and purpose
of this paper to further elaborate, our prime objective is to suggest practical
considerations regarding the aeromechanical verification procedures that achieve the
objective of assuring adequate instability m s. The consequences of not providing
such margins are very serious since the explosive severity of vibration is such that
a complete blade row can fail in seconds as shown in Figure 136 Approximately 2%
speed penetration into the instability regime (equivalent to 1 incidence for this
case) results in stresses approaching 2.4 times the endurance limit.

3. Instability Regimes and Representation

Early work by Carter and Kilpatrick (reference 9) idealized instability regimes in
terms of the reduced velocity-incidence (angle-of-attack) map redrawn in Figure 14,
based on experimental tests of an early compressor rig. Regimes identified then were
related to subsonic stall and choke. Increasing values of the reduced velocity
parameter are generally destabilizing. However, other variables affecting instability
are ancidence (or proximity to stall or choke), fluid density, solidity, Mach number,
and blade twist/bend deflection ratio, all of which further complicate such representa-
tions. While this method is perhaps the most useful to the aeromechanics engineer,
other methods have been used for convenience in presenting the data or in generating
experimental instability data, and include the following:

Compressor Map
Variable Geometry Map
Speed-Temperature-Pressure Map
Flight Map

o Compressor Map

Figure 15 identifies 5 distinct regimes on the standard compressor map:

1. Subsonic Stall
2. Supersonic Stall
3. Supersonic Shock
4. Choke (Note two regimes)
5. Blade-Disk-Shroud System Modes

It is important to recognize that the assumptions implicit in this method are nominal
operation of variable geometry and bleed with constant inlet temperature. As indicated
by two regimes of choke instabilities in Figure 15, this method is subject to misinter-
pretations, as will be discussed later. If one chooses to map the compressor as a
function of the variable geometry position assisted by operating line adjustment with
discharge area, the compressor map of Figure 16 is generated.

9 Variable Geometry Map Representation

An invaluable development tool in optimizing compressors for both aerodynamic and
aeromechanical objectives is the variable geometry system. This consists of a number
of variable vane rows whose stagger angle can be varied and scheduled as a function
of corrected speed by means of mechanical activators positioned by the main fuel
control. Such a production system was shown in Figure 8. During development, optimi-
zation is accomplished by varying each row remotely so as to effect an extreme
cascade migration. Instability margins are then evaluated by systematic off-schedule
operation of the ganged schedule as shown in Figure 17. Additionally, resonant
response sensitivities, as discussed earlier, are also evaluated.
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o Speed-Temperature-Pressure Map

Self-excited vibration is governed by the blade incidence (a corrected speed variable)
and the absolute value of the relative inlet velocity (an uncorrected variable).
Since these ate not directly measurable, we seek to define the corresponding engine
variables.

Variable Relation Engine Parameters

Incidence - f(Np// -)  
NpTT2

Vr 2

Velocity - or Np'TT 2
r N

,1 Np/ p 2

Thus, the appropriate plane of instability mapping is in the physical speed (Np)
temperature (TT2) plane. Composite mapping of various rotor designs is shown in
Figure 18, with evaluation conducted at various levels of constant inlet pressure
(PT2)-

An extensive data bank of this type of testing and experience is now being utilized
for further investigations by various government agencies (see reference 10).

0 Flight Map

From mapping given instability in the N -T plane for various constant pressures
(P ), one can now superimpose the instabRli les onto the flight-map by transposing
th boundary point-for-point at constant physical speed. The method is illustrated
in Figure 19. In this particular example, the growth version could become a problem
for two reasons:

i. The extended flight map regime increases both pres~are and temperature.

li. In order to maintain thrust at elevated temperatures, an increase in engine
physical speed may be required.

b. Compressor Map Representation Anomaly

During variable geometry mapping of a mid-stage compressor blade, an instability
regime was mapped to the extent of finding its closed "island", as shown in Figure
20a. Aerodynamic data evaluation indicated the regime to be in close proximity to
the stage choke limit, with data generated to construct its reduced velocity-incidence
map and normal operating line migration. By performing speed excursions on lower
operating lines (migrating the incidence more to the negative), the compressor map
representation of this "choke" instability appeared to be consistent with other
experimenters; that is, it is located below the nominal operating line as shown by
zone 4 for the nominal blade in Figure 20b.

Similar tests of a blade closed at its tip section generated nearly the same stability
boundary (in terms of V-i) as its predecessor but the design could not safely exceed
93% NG. Mapping this bounded instability "island" with the "closed" blade can be
seen to produce the compressor map representation of this regime as indicated in
Figure 20b, labeled "closed blade". Although it has all the characteristics of a
transonic "stall" instability, the cascade remains choked. A stator stage with a
similar choke-instability regime has been recently tested with resulting compressor
map representation as described above.
If the supersonic shock boundary (or any instability boundary) is a closed regime,

similar difficulties in interpretation may exist.

c. Illustrative Examples of Cascade Migration Mechanisms

Before consider ng specific mechanisms by which cascades can be migrated for exploratory
and empirical Lesting, designers need to consider some practical, "real world" examples
of engine operation and environmental exposure that can cause loss in instability
margins.



Type of Operation Engine Parameters Affected

" Transient Power Bursts/Chops Operating Line
" Afterburner Transients Operating Line and Speed
" Flight Map Operation Inlet Pressure and Temperature
* Fouling Environment

(Sand, Salt, Oil, Smog) Flow Degradation
* Inlet Distortion From

Aircraft Inlets/Ducts Flow Degradation
" System Failures A8, A2 8 - Operating Line

V.G. - Flow/Speed
" Combinations of Above All

The consequences of the problems listed above and some methods to assess their individual
contributions to instability margin loss are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Simple cascade migration methods used in aeromechanical mapping are also presented.

* Incidence Migration Methods

There are three fundamental methods of migrating the cascade's incidence and relative
velocity. These are the effects on the vector diagram due to:

i. Operating Line
ii. Flow Degradation

iii. Variable Geometry

Figure 21a illustrates incidence-velocity migration due to operating line effects and
flow degradation (including that caused by pressure distortion) at constant inlet
swirl angles or V.G. setting at a given tip speed. Flow variations WvO) are the

primary cause as indicated in the velocity diagram. 6

Figure 21b illustrates a similar migration, assuming flow is held constant, caused by
varying the cascades' upstream stagger.

From these cases, high operating line, flow degradation, distortion, and opening of
upstream stators are seen to increase incidence and generally be destabilizing.

* Iliustrative Practical Examples

Typical practical applications and examples of these fundamental mechanisms are given
in Figures 22-26 and are self-axplanatory:

i. Figure 22: Transient high operatirg line due to power burst, penetrating
subsonic stall instability boundary.

ii. Figure 23: Transient low operating line due to afterburner shutoff, penetrat-
ting choke instability boundary.

iii. Figure 24: Flow degradation; migration caused by systematic flow reduction
induced by "fouling" with soap/carbon solution.

iv. Figure 25: Variable geometry mapping techniques utilizing "ganged" or
individual stator vane settings to establish margin (measured in AN//).

v. Figure 26: Combined effects of flow degradation, V.G. setting and tip
radial distortion on subsonic-stall instability.

Note: This last example is a classic case history emphasizing the
need to design cascades to stall prior to encountering instability.
In one application, deterioration-causing power loss prompted the
operator to open the V.G. to increase flow and power. Needless to
say, after successive adjustments, power loss was sudden - with
broken blades. The obvious solution was and has been to incorporate
periodic wash procedures.

e High Inlet Temperature (TT2) Migration

In various military applications, certain engines are subjected to bursts of hot gas
ingestion resulting from gun or rocket firings. This type of environment is conducive
to stage migration which can result in penetration of instability boundaries. Self-
excited vibration, as indicated by the boundary on a stability map, is governed by
the blade incidence (a corrected variable) and the absolute value of the relative
inlet velocity (an uncorrected variable). Once a stability boundary has been determined
as a function of reduced velocity and incidence, it becomes a simple matter to para-
metrically determine the blade row migration as a function of inlet temperature,
physical speed, and V.G. setting as shown in Figure 27. Note that the temperature
transient could be such that the response of temperature sensing devices might cause
the V.C.. schedule to lag considerably, since the schedule is controlled as a function
of corrected speed. Figure 28 is a typical trace of elevated temperature migration
into a first torsion subsonic instability regime and shows the effectiveness of V.G.
reset while at elevated temperatures.
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Figure 29 is the result of a parametric study of two stages of a multi-stage compressor
showing the instability boundaries of the stages as functions of inlet temperature,
physical speed and V.G. setting. These results concluded the following:

i. Stage A, which had a very respectable stability ma6 gin at the design point
could become unstable if a temperature transient reached 260 F without V.G. schedule
response (typical rocket-gas ingestion temperatures).

ii. Stage B could become unstable in the idle range with temperature values of
140°F, such as could occur from ingesting exhaust gas from a leader aircraft duringformation taxi conditions.

iii. Relative to the potential problem of stage A, V.G. preset prior to gun or
rocket firing appeared to be the most effective method of preventing high temperature
migration and has been used to preclude both instability and/or stall during weapons
delivery.

0 Turbine Instabilities

While the self-excited vibration of turbine buckets has not been a problem in produc-
tion engines, some machines have been operated excessively off-design to explore the
potential for this type of vibration and to establish margins for future growth
applications. As indicated earlier in the resonant vibration section of this paper,
power-turbine mapping techniques uniquely provide instability margins of an unshrouded
power turbine as shown in Figure 30.

d. Self-Excited Vibration Response Sensitivities

In systematic evaluation and design verification programs, certain variables affecting
the threshhold sensitivities of instability boundaries have been determined. Some
have had significant impact on improving existing minimal margins, while others
unique to a given engine size and/or manufacturing technique are second-order effects.
Some of these experiences are offered here to illustrate the need for future designs
and/or test procedures.

* Effects of Inlet Pressure and Variable Geometry

Inlet pressuie sensitivity on the choke instability of a mid-stage compressor blade
was of concern due to the requirements of a cold-day, high Mach number application.
Figure 31 depicts the results of mapping the compressor with nominal tracking variable
geometry and discharge area. Clearly, increasing p6essure is destabilizing. However,
note that the production design incorporating a 4.5 opening of its upstream stator
schedule increased speed capability from 97 to 103% (AN = 6%) and provided an addi-
tional 10 psi inlet pressure capability. It should be 9vident that incidence (or
choke proximity) control is significant.

Note also that a pressure threshhold for this stage is defined at approximately 14.7
psia which has significant implication for test procedures. A case in point was the
aerodynamic mapping of an advanced te:hnology unit in an overspeed exploration.
Testing was performed at 1/2 atmosphere to minimize dangers in "inadvertent" stalls.
Supersonic shock instability was not discovered until tests at ambient inlet pressure
was conducted two weeks later. The threshhold pressure was at 13 psia. The message
is clear:

i. For development rigs, test at least to the full atmosphere at overspeed

conditions to the maximum and minimum operating lines.

ii. Conduct ram tests prior to production commitment.

9 Effects of Frequency Tuning

Destabilizing effects of the cascades' frequency distribution was conducted shortly
after publication of reference 11 in both the subsonic stall and choke instability
regimes. This effect is not of academic interest since frequency statistics are a
function of manufacturing process and machine size for a given tolerance.

Results are shown in Figure 32. In the stall-flutter regime (Figure 32a) an initial
Stail cascade with a standard deviation (1a) in its first torsional frequency of 2.0%
was not limited by instability. Selectively reducing the deviation to 0.64% resulted
in an instability near the operating line. Similar results were obtained in the
second flexural mode choke-instability regime shown in Figure 32b.

It is emphasized that both stages, while sensitive to "frequency tuning", were corrected

by altering incidence (stall and cl-' .- '". ",

* Effects of Solidity

Upon encountering "choke" related and/or shock stall instabilities, preliminary
rationale indicated that improved margin could be achieved by altering or reducing 0
the inter-blade shock strength. Early tests of variable stagger around the row (+3
failed to show significant improvement. A reduced solidity test did, however, improve
the design margin. (Circumferential dovetail designs allow solidity changes to be
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made quite easily.) Quantitative derivatives had to wait for the USAF/GE Annular
Cascade program for such design derivatives (see reference 12). Derivativeg for
typical mid-stage cascades are shown in Figure 33, which is approximately 1 inci-
dence improvement for 10% solidity reduction. Similar experimental data is now being
generated in the subsonic stall regime for front stage blading with preliminary data
indicating incidence margin loss with solidity reduction.

a Effects of Twist-Bend Coupling

F.O. Carta recognized the destabilizing effect of torsion-bending coupling in the
open literature in 1966 (see reference 13). In that paper, structural coupling was
derived from the kinematics of part-span shrouded blades with aspect ratios on the
order of 3-4 (based on inferred data given in the paper). Furthermore, the constraints
of the assumed system mode kinematics restrict the torsion-bending phasing to -W/2
(torsion lags bending). Nonetheless, this commendable work reactivated the interest
of our existing empirical correlations of non-shrouded blading with aspect ratios in
the range of 2-3 with torsion-bending phasing of 0 . These empirical data, presented
in arbitrary scales in Figure 34, depict the subsonic stall flexural instabilities
along with their composite torsional instability regimes in Figure 34a. Of significance
is the diminishing critical reduced velocity threshhold, or "floor", with an increasing
twist-bend parameter defined in Figure 34c. When these data, (which include the
torsion threshhold floor), are cross-plotted against this parameter, it can be concluded
that for this class of turboblading in the subsonic stall regime, the instability
threshhold is strongly governed by the degree of twist-bend coupling. The transition
from flexural to torsional modes is seen to relate to the twist-bend coupling parameter
( b/ ). This is consistent with Carta (reference 13) and Bendiksen/Friedman (reference
14).

In this last reference, the authors state that "structural coupling is also believed
significant in non-shrouded rotors due to high pretwist found in fan blades".
Structural dynamicists recognize, however, that the twist-bend parameter is governed
not only by the total twist but inversely with aspect ratio: i.e.,

b = Total Twist
- =fAspect Ratio )

Additionally, recent low inlet radius-ratio designs with high hub ramp angles that
result in relatively short trailing edges also contribute to increasing the twist-
bend coupling.

We now review Figure 34 with concern, recognizing that a "rugged-looking", low
aspect-ratio blade (with a large twist-bend parameter), if made thin enough, has the
potential for a fundamental mode instability. Such a case has recently been reported
with a blade whose aspect-ratio (based on root chord) was approximately 1.4.

As turboblading design trends continue towards thin, highly twisted, lower aspect-
ratio configurations (shrouded or unshrouded) with design points of increasing relative
Mach numbers and pressure ratio per stage, twist-bend coupling may become of prime
importance in all regimes of instability including the unstalled supersonic regime
indicated by Halliwell in reference 15. Halliwell indicates that "there are no ready
techniques to overcome supersonic (system mode) flutter". However, General Electric
experience indicates that the method implicit in the empirical data suggests that
control of the twist-bend coupling parameter may be one important variable. Another
parameter under consideration includes local leading-edge chordwise coupled deflection
for low aspect ratio blading with thin leading edges.

While introducing this variable into the GE/USAF Annular Cascade program for systematic
explorations has been considered, a similar approach must be made for full-scale
research rigs, particularly for the supersonic regime. Such experimental programs
can establish the sensitivity of the variables involved as well as correlation/evaluation
of the emerging flutter codes.

3. Surge Stress-Response Characteristics

A principal objective in designing modern fans and compressors is to provide adequate
surge margin for inlet pressure and temperature distortion, particularly with renewed
interest in "nonrecoverable stall" of these new power-plants. Increasing experimental
validation to establish existing and/or develop improved surge margin is of particular
aeromechanical interest and concern.

During such testing, the surge-resulting overstress and related cumulative fatigue
damage can cause failure in such abusive tests or limit the turboblade life in the
production unit. Related deflections can also influence axial and tip clearance
requirements.

Early development of high amplitude stress fatigue capabilities of materials and
applications to overstress and fatigue reduction in turboblading was developed at
General Electric by CE Danforth in 1959-1961 (reference 3). Successful results were
achieved in his application of the technique soon after its development. One test
compressor was interrupted for blade replacement of a particular stage because applica-
tion of the procedure during on-line evaluation indicated loss of overstress capability.
Subsequent fatigue strength reduction was as predicted. While the generalizations

_________________
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and methodology are beyond the objectives of this paper, its application is illustrated
only to emphasize the need for early aeromechanical test data.

a. Typical Behavior

Modes of vibration during the surge sequence described by Mazzaway (reference 7) are
generally confined to the fundamental modes, with the first flexural mode predominant.

A typical engine stall response consists of multiple high-amplitude pulses with
repetitive surging occurring until a flame-out or throttle chop occurs; or, in the
case of a component, when the fast-acting discharge valve is opened. Damping in
these uncomplicated "machine-gun" surges is in the order of .5-.10% log decrement,
sufficient for each pulse to decay well below endurance limits prior to the next
surge. Experience indicates surge frequency of 10-15 cps for machines with corrected
flows of 5-50 lb/sec. Pulse duration is generally 1/4 the time for surge repetition.
Usually, the first 2-3 pulses are the most damaging with each succeeding pulse diminish-
ing the magnitude.

Not all compressors are typified by this characteristic, since their blade responses
can be complicated by the presence of rotating stall (and bursts of instability)
after the initial pulse.

b. Illustrative Examples

Overstress response in surge, given in percent of endurance limits, is shown in
Figure 35 for both axial and centrifugal compressors. Note that the overstress
occurs in the 90-100% corrected speed range, which is typical.

The axial compressor responses (Figure 35a) are typical of early low pressure-ratio
machines with maximum overstresses of 1.5-2.5 (at 1/2 atmosphere) in the aft stages.
Incidentally, this development configuration incurred an axial interference in stage
7 rotor when stalled at full density. The centrifugal inducer vane responses (Figure
35b) show multi-pulse diminishing stress response with the maximum loading of 140-
155% limits occurring at 95% corrected speed. It is this unit for which the following
overstress surge capability assessment is made.

c. Overstress and Fatigue Capability

A unit whose aeromechanical surge data shown in Figure 35b, incurred 33 stalls without
incident of inducer vane cracks. An assessment of fatigue capability indicated a
capability of 300-400 stalls with overstress ratios of the first 2-3 pulses in the
95% N/p0 range of 140-155% endurance limits. Subsequent testing of another unit to
explore high speed stalls incurred 26 stalls. Upon teardown, cracks were detected at
the leading edge root section of three vanes. These vanes were measured to be .006
inches under nominal thickness.

Parametric overstress capability was analyzed by modeling the surge-pulse as shown in
Figure 36a, utilizing the overstress data from the instrumented test and applying
corrections for local leading edge thickness. Results shown in Figure 36b, indicate
potential crack initiation at 15-22 stalls compared to the actual 26 applied. The
"fix" for this case obviously was a strength improvement to account not only for
thickness tolerance, but also for in-field erosion.

Conclusion

The cost to produce and maintain advanced turbine engines is increasing and is
tending to curtail development of new-technology, mission-oriented engine systems.
The current trend is to provide a power plant for a new weapon system by producing
derivatives of existing engines by the use of a common core, for example. When a
"new" design or derivative version development is embarked upon it is recommended
that present military specifications for engine qualification/verification be signifi-
cantly modified to include aeromechanical procedures outlined in this paper. During
previous development programs, the testing of component rigs, core engines, etc., has
been accomplished with primary emphasis on performance and operability parameters
such as component efficiency, specific fuel consumption, thrust, stall margin, etc.
These parameters are important, but the justification for extensive development of
multiple configurations to obtain small improvements is questioned. More emphasis
should be directed toward aeromechanical life/durability and minimum maintenance
costs.

This paper illustrates that, while design criteria do exist, the overall complexity
of the problem of assuring structural integrity does necessitate experimental verifica-
tion for each class of design. No realistic assessment of durability can be made on
a sea-level test stand. The necessity to develop and verify integrity as a part of
the qualification/acceptance process prior to production cannot be overemphasized.
Test facilities must have the capabilities to extensively stress map engines up to
and beyond the temperature and pressure extremes of the intended flight envelope in
order to insure that the engine has vibratory strength capability and growth potential
for adapting the engine to changing requirements within the intended application.
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Appendix

Figures A-l, A-2, and A-3 are graphical representations of engine inlet conditions
as functions of total temperature, total pressure, mach number and altitude. The data
are based on the following:

(1) Fig A-1 Standard Day Data - U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1962

(2) Fig A-2 Cold Day Date - Mil. Std. 210A, 2 August 1957, Climatic Extremes
for Military Equipment, Table II

(3) Fig A-3 Hot Day Data - Mil. Std. 210A, 2 Auaust 1957, Climatic Extremes
for Military Equipment, Table III

(4) Isentopic Ram Recovery
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Table 1: Strain Gage Signal Waveform
Characteristics and Interpretations

RESONANCE

_lRev_

) IConstant amplitude at a given rotor........ i.T., iU W" Wspeed due to first harmonic integral
U order blade resonance.

(8/Rev) Stress
c time

0 1 Rev /7 Cycle Decay

< Non-constant, cyclically varying
amplitude at a given rotor speed due

(b) to seventh harmonic integral order
blade resonance. The rate of signal
decay is a function of the blade

(7/Rev) system damping.

- - - --------------------------------------------------------

Blade tip rubs produce waveforms
similar to waveform (b) with cyclic

(c) decay evident between rubs. This
Q) waveform resulted from two rube
E separated by approximately 154

i Rev (14/Rev)

-----------------------------------------------------

Regularly occurring maxima and
minima with a sinusoidal envelope
of amplitude (beating) whose period
is the difference of the two
excitation frequencies.

1 Rev

'0

(e) Multiple modes with a large difference
c in frequencies responding simulta-
-neously. In waveform (e), the

0amplitude of the higher frequency
U is one-fourth that of the lower

frequency. It clearly appears as
the higher frequency response super-

1 Rev /imposed on the lower frequency
response. In waveform (f) the
amplitude of the higher frequency
is four times that of the lower

(f frequency.
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Table 1 (con't): Strain Gage Signal Waveform
Characteristics and Interpretations

INDUCED FLOW VIBRATIONS

0

4 (g)

0These two waveforms show randomly
modulating amplitudes resulting
from slightly turbulent or separated

,I l f F~~l flow in the upper waveform to violent
4Jh) turbulence or separation in the lower.

-•4-4A waveform typical of rotating stall
M4J where the blade amplitude suddenly

SU)increases as the blade encounters
each stall cell and decays.

(i)

-,,SURGE

Waveform characteristic of a typical
4-pulse repeating surge ("machine-
gun" surge) with surge frequency of
13 CPS (TSURGE= 075 sec). The

(j) maximum overstress ratio (TPULSE/
0

Expanded Scale Waveform TENDURANCE) approached 1.6 at
95 N/T. From the expanded pulse
waveforms, average cascade damping
is .07 log decrement. Response

frequency is usually the fundamental
flexural mode.

.PULSE

NOTE: The above waveform examples are also typical of
progressive characteristics during cascade
migration towards stall.
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Table 1 (cont'd):

SELF EXCITED VIBRATION

Typical waveform characteristics of self-excited vibration
during cascade migration into instability regime. Initia-
tion is usually characterized by separated flow vibration
progressing rapidly to sinusoidal waveform amplitude at
the airfoil's natural frequency.

Table 2

METHODOLOGY FOR MINIMIZING RESONANT RESPONSE

METHOD EXAMPLE OF IMPLEMENTATION

" FREQUENCY CONTROL - BLADE TAPER
- SHROUDING, AIRFOIL ATTACHMENT
- CHORD LENGTH, SOLIDITY
- ASPECT RATIO, RADIUS RATIO
- UTILIZE PROVEN FINITE ELEMENT

ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

" STIMULUS CONTROL - SELECTION OF NUMBER VANES/BLADES
- STATOR SCHEDULE ADJUSTMENTS
- DISTORTION LEVELS/PATTERNS
- BLEED PORT SPACING/QUANTITY
- INDEXING/MAPPING TO AVOID

REINFORCEMENT 6 SINGULAR HARMONICS

" DAMPING - MECHANICAL DAMPERS
- STATOR SHROUD RINGS

• STRUCTURAL STREN(GTH "BLEFING-UP" BLADE/VANES TO REDUCE

VIBRATORY AND/OR STEADY STATE STRESSES
- REMOVE/REDUCE STRESS CONCENTRATIONS
- MATERIAL SELECTION FOR INCREASED HCF

CAPABILITY

"~ ~~~~~~~~~~ 
~ 

~ 
ST UT RL. 

.
... 

B E IN 
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LA 
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PRATING OPERATING
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ASPECT RITIO SELECTION

SIGNIFICANCE: SIGNIFICANCE:

" TAKE ADVANTAGE OF MODE SPACING . LOW ASPECT RATIO ROTOR (FEW BLADES,

TO SELECT STIMULUS, LOW 1.5 MODE FREQUENCY) AND HIGH

ASPECT RA' 10 S'ATOR (MANY S ANES, HIGH

" RESONANCE AVOIDANCE WITHIN OPERAT- I-ZS MODE FREQUENCY) COMBINE FOR OPTIMUM

ING RANGE (IF . n or o3 WERE CHOSEN I-S MODE PLACEMENT FOR BOTH.

AS NUMBER OF VANES).

Figure ? - Schemes for Frequency Tuning
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4a - Initial Response
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Figure 4 - Harmonic Content - Internal Distortion from Aerodynamic
Vane-Mounted Probes
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Figure 8 - Typical Variable Geometry (V.G.) System and Operation
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Figure 9 - Resonant Response Sensitivity to Variable
Geometry System

1. EARLY COMPONENT TESTING TO EXTREMES OF INLET PRESSURE/TEMPERATURE
RANGES OF FLIGHT REGIME REQUIRED FOR RESONANCE ASSESSMENT.

CHARACTERISTIC DEPENDENCY

9 RESONANT SPEED MODE, N PHYSICAL... (N P)

o VIBRATORY FORCE FLUID DENSITY*... (p)

o DAMPING MODE SHAPE, DENSITY

o STIMULUS (V.G. POSITION) CORRECTED SPEED (N/O)

* ... FOR A GIVEN STAGE LOADING AND STIMULUS

2. TYPICAL EXAMPLE OF RESONANT RESPONSF OVER FLIGHT MAP RFGIME.
(PANEL MODE RESONANCE WITH I.G.V. PASSING FREQUENCY)

IPANEL MODE AT
1' NPHYSICAL

--

RELATIVE INLET AIR DENSITY (p/po)

Figure 10 - Flight Regime (PT2-TT2) Effects
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BENCH TESTING OF A VECTORED THRUST ENGINE

R H BLAKE

MANAGER - TEST OPERATIONS

ROLLS-ROYCE LIMITED
P 0 BOX 3. FILTON

BRISTOL BS12 7QE

The Rolls-Royce Pegasus engine with its unique four exhaust nozzle thrust vectoring demanded
special installations and test equipment to enable testing of Development and Production engines to be
carried out close to an industrial complex without any outside influence.

The paper describes the history of plant development to accommodate the test programmes, including the
need for thrust vector measurement and exhaust gas collectors to allow nozzle swivelling without hot gas

re-ingestion.

The evaluation of plant effects on engine performance and the philosophy adopted for simplified

Production testing in the horizontal thrust mode only are described.

I HISTORY AND ENGINE DESIGN EVOLUTION

The significant milestones in the history of the Pegasus vectoring thrust engine, designed specifically
for a single-engined VTOL aircraft, as shown in Figure 1, date back into the ig50's with the first engine
run in 1959. Flying began in the following year with tethered hovering. Conventional flight trials
followed and in-flight transition was accomplished in 1961.

The Kestrel aircraft was developed directly from the prototype work with an improved Pegasus and service
trials were carried out with a special tripartite squadron by three nations (UK, USA and West Germany),
where the operational practicability of the vectoring principle was proved. The Harrier entered
service in 199 as an operational aircraft with the RAF and has subsequently joined the US Marines and
Spanish Naval Forces.

Progressive development has continued, from the original Pegasus 1 engine in 1959, to the Pegasus 103
and 104 in service today in the Harrier and Sea Harrier. Thrust has increased by almost 140% and the
thrust-to-weight ratio by 60% without any significant change in dimensions.

The obvious need for the centre of gravity of the aircraft to be coincidental with the centre of thrust
of the engine demanded close collaboration between the airframe and engine manufacturer. Thus, the

engine design and its development had to relate very closely to any aircraft changes, and vice versa.

When in hover, stabilising jets usino engine bleed air are used to correct for asymmetric aerodynamic
loads and for manoeuvrinq, as shown in Figure 2.

2 SPECIAL PLANT REQUIREMENTS

From the aforementioned, it is clear that special test plant and techniques were being evolved along
with the initial engine trials. The first thrust vectoring was carried out on an open-air plant
with the nozzles swivelling from horizontally rear to vertically up to avoid hot gas ingestion.
Forward and downward thrusts were measured but the latter proved difficult to obtain with equal accuracy
because of the additional load of the engine test frame and thrust cradle (12,000 Ib) on the thrust
capsules, ie in order to measure 9,000 lb thrust vertically to 0.25% accuracy demanded a capsule
measuring 21,000 lb with + 22 lb accuracy, is 0.1%, which was not then available.

It also demanded a different build standard of engine with respect to the nozzle rotation to that of

the aircraft installation.

The need to test Development engines close to the manufacturing and engineering base and to accelerate
the programme demanded an enclosed plant capahle of the full engine range of conditions at all times
without environmental,weather and noise restrictions. Accurate measurement of thrust in horizontal
and vertical planes, which also enabled evaluation of the thrust centre position, was essential.

The requirements were further complicated by a stringent endurance schedule. A typical cycle is shown
in Figure 3a. This illustrates the numerous cyclas required to test and demonstrate the life for an
engine of this type of application. This naturally gave problems of life of the collector duct system
which necessitated modifications to prevent crackingbut the basic design has not been changed.

Details of the limited life ratings necessary for the engine operation and the complexity of the
Parts 14end 6 of the endurance test are shown in Figures 3b and 3c. In order to record the engine
conditions throughout these parts, a special continuous recorder was necessary.



GENERAL DE5CRIPTION OF PLANT

A very larqe plant, shown in Figure 4, was built and commissioned in 1Q62, and a second in 1964 (which

also had the capability to test vertically-muunted lift engines, if the need arose), which irncorporated

exhaust collector ducts to enable thrust vectorinq from horizontal to vertically down without any hot

las ingestion into the engine intake. The design of these had been previously proven on the open-air

plant and only minor modifications were found necessary to achieve the requirements.

4 EXHAUST GAS COLLECTION SYSTEM

There is a collector duct for each nozzle exhaust. Four are arranged in pairs to exhaust into separate

Cullum detuners for eat-h side. A simplified cross-section is shown in Figure 5.

Because the pressure loss of the collector duct varies depending on horizontal or vertical entry gas

flow, the entrainment ratio and the nature of the airflow around the engine changes. It has been

difficult, therefore, to evaluate true free-field performance in the vertical thrust mode in a test

plant. No true free-field facility exists where this could be measured for comparison. It would be

very iffirult to do so without re-ingestion effects being highly probable. However, with an aircraft

of known weight hovering at an altitude where re-ingestion and ground effects are not possible (at

last 80 ft) and with intake and other aircraft effects, a relationship has been evaluated for correlation

of test bed measured thrust with aircraft installed thrust.

Performance tests with an aircraft intake fitted in the test bed allow a close comparison to be made.

The main difference can be accounted for by the stabilising bleed which is needed in hovering mode
and which can be assessed reasonably accurately. Cross-calibration with open-air testing in the

horizontal thrust mode has enabled test cell effects to be evaluated.

There is also a different thrust between horizontal and vertical nozzle positions and the engine running

conditions vary slightly due to the different aerodynamics through the nozzles resulting in a change

of exhaust pressure and angle or splay.

5 THRUST MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

The thrust measuring system is also unique to this type of test plant. As shown in Figure 6, the test

cradle into which the engine is mounted from below, is suspended on three links from above; at the
bottom of each is a thrust capsule. These are not all vertically in line with the front and rear nozzle

centres when in the vertical position, front and rear nozzle thrusts are calculated from a moments'

equation. One link is centrally mounted at the rear and one each side at the front. This permits the

individual measurement of front and rear vertical thrust to allow calculation of the position of the

centre of thrust, which, as previously illustrated, is critical to aircraft stability in hovering flight.

In order to restrain the cradle when in the vertical thrust condition, a front link iq employed

which allows the small amount of vertical freedom necessary with minimum hysteresis a facts. The
horizontal thrust measuring capsules are at the points of attachment of these two front links - one on
each side.

The thrust capsules are calibrated in situ with the complete engine and plant interface connections

installed. Links are installed to allow a hydraulic jack-up system to simulate the engine thrust

loading or the cradle, each force being measured with master standard thrust capsules installed between

thp jack and the link.

The thrust rap'ules have been the Elliott load cell type which have a Wheatstone Bridge measurement

system. We are (urrently changing to a Bofors shear-type load cell which has the same type of
electrical measuring system but gives improved accuracy.

In order to simplify the measurements to the minimum necessary, where two thrust meters need to be
summated, je the horizontal and front vertical thrust measurements, the two capsules are connected in

parallel .ith a 'ummnn voltage supply, as illustrated in Figure 7. The outputs from the middle of the

Wheatstone Bridges are also connected in parallel to the measuring system.

Because of the static vertifal load of appruximately 12,000 lb, the thrust measuring systems are set to
zero, prior to applying loads, by an electrical adjustment.

No problems of calibration linearity have been experienced over the whole range despite the fact that
the direction of loads on the measuring capsules change over al approximately 12,000 lb total vertical

thrust.

6 PRODUCTION TESTING PLANTS

The Production and overhaul test plants are naturally very much simplified from the Development plants

explained above - the principle differences being that testing is in the horizontal thrust mode only.

The exhaust collection systems in use at Rolls-Royce are shown in Figure 8. Other types are in use at
istomer overhaul test hases.

As previously stated, the important thrust measurement is the vertical thrust and an evaluation of
thrust centre. A cross-calibration between a Development plant in vertical thrust and the Production

plant (horizontal) is carried out,which gives a simple thrust correction factor to be applied. Also,
a cAlibration of the nozzle pressure ratios against vertical thrusts, front and rear, is obtained

as shown in Figure '. Thus, nozzle pressure ratios measured on the Production plant allow evaluation of

thrust entre. The summation of thrusts calculated from pressure ratios allows a check to be made on
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the total thrust measurement.

7 FUTURE OEVELOPMENTS

Futire development of the Pegasus or similar vectored thrust engines may well have a reheat-type boost
system in the fan exhaust to the front nozzles, commonly known as Plenum Chamber Burning (PCB). This
will undoubtedly give new problems in the collector ducts, particularly in the vertical mode,
necessitating water-cooling and mechanical improvements to withstand the greater thermal cyclic and
shock loading, corrosion and erosion.

Some experience was gained with PCR into the collector ducts in the mid 1960's with a 85 100 engine,
a much larger engine than the Pegasus, but the project was cancelled after 197 hours of testing, of
which 10 hours was with PCB.

Within the next two years, we will be installing a full on-line data acquisition and processing system
with computer test control possible.

The test plants can be modified to test an engine similar to the Pegasus but with a single vectoring
rear nozzle, space exists in the plants for a collector duct and separate central detuner for the
exhaust, as is evident from Figure 4.
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SIGNIFICANT DATES IN THE DEVELOPMENT

OF VECTORED THRUST

FIRST RUN OF PEG.1 SEPT. 1959

FIRST HOVER OF P1127 OCT. 1960

FIRST FLIGHT OF P 1127 MAR.1961

FIRST TRANSITION OF P1127 SEPT. 1961

TRIPARTITE KESTREL SCQD. FORMED MAY 1965

HARRIER ENTRY INTO SERVICE APR. 1969

(THRUST 9000 Lbf
PEGI

,THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO 4-34

HRUST 21500 Lbf

I -f THRUST-TO-WEIGHT 
RATIO 6.94

LA
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THE VECTORED-THRUST PRINCIPLE
0 U Nozzles rotate in unison" 1giving thrust vector throughS aircraft c Gig

SS

Single engine at I

aircraft C of 9

S= Stabilising blood

Compact, quick-acting vectoring system

Total thrust

• --_ Thrust
vectoring rang*

Front nozzle Rear nozzle
thrust thrust

Thrust Centre

THE VECTORED-THRUST POWERPLANT
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~ ENGINE RATINGS
0 U

Normal Lift Dry Tj determined at rated S-01. with
(N. L.D.) bleed

Short Lift Dry Increased speed & thrust at Tj(NLD)
(S.L.D.) +18 c & same bleed

Normal Lift Wet Increased speed &thrust atj(NLD)
(N.L.W) +10 c with water injection & same

bleed

Short Lift Wet Increased speed & thrust at TJ (NLD)
(S. L.) -t 23 c with water injection& same

bleed
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Z -? Part I is made up of 4 cycles each of-

a) Slam occel. from Idle to S.L.W. with nozzle swivel from horizontal
cz~ Uto vertical

b) 15 sees at S.L.W.

c) 75secs at N.L.W.

d) 6Osecs at N.I..D.

eJ Slam decel.to idle-with nozzle swivel to horizontal

f) 11S0secs at Idle

-A

a ~ Part 6 Is made up of-

a) Slam accel. from Idle to S.L.D. with nozzle swivel from horizontal
LI) to vertical

b) hiisecs at SLD

Z c) 4Osocs(60.100&200socs on successive cycles) at N.L.D.z
D ~ d) Slam dlecef. to Idle with nozzle swivel to horizontal

IL) el isecs at Idle
-

1611.1Note: - Continuous recordings of limited performance parameters
Z are made for all running above Idle

0
zx
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THRUSTMETER WIRING ARRANGEMENT

FOR SUMMATING LOADS

Thrust capsule L Thrust capsule R

Zero a

Vsupply

I'1 ojl2v d.c.

?v output

tIncreasing with thrust increase

SDecreasing with thrust Increase
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WQ 32
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I)ISCUSSION

D.K.Hennecke, \ Il. (c

Ilow mu.h Neced mr dt .ou rquire for the staili/ile si"r 
' Do you sIIuIaIte It In your tsts

, 
and, it oi do} . doesn't

it intrfere 1moiti tor thrutt incasUrcu'liitY'

Author's Reply
Bleed air is takenu off during the enduraince esting. cycling bttween ,JriOUS tIOwS uP to I lb se.. with %ir,, short

tranisielts to I lb 11'sec., Much c\ceds 10 1tof the core engine tlio.w Ilit uctilg 11 1i bleed Ir iMSS rOIII thr e

thrust cradle to the fiXed plalt through a Ilexible joint. a thrkist spoiler caii also he Iittc to the eluist IIs,,

wliencer testinil with bleed is carried oLt, during eiidihrince or pert rmnance testing. the thrust 01 the hieed is ilot
inicluded.-
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PERFORMANCE ASSESMENT OF AN ADVANCED
REHEATED TURBO FAN ENGINE

V. Zeidler
Messerschmitt-B61kow-Blohm
8000 MiInchen 80 - Germany

D-8012 Ottobrunn

SUMMARY

During the test phase of an - in this case two engined - combat aircraft extensive
evaluation work has to be done especially if this aircraft is powered by a newly
developed engine. As far as engine performance is concerned various approaches to deter-
mine thrust-in-fliqht and other appropriate parameters are discussed. The degree of spe-
cialization or simplification of some methods points to the applicability, i.e. the quick
estimation of actual take off thrust with regard to safety aspects in case of single en-
qine climb out requires only a simple option, which produces acceptable results even if
the engine is of lower instrumentation standard. On the other hand, inflight thrust for
enqine performance assessment and aircraft drag analysis is calculated by an ambitious
computer programme using test data of engines with higher instrumentation standard. Even-
tually the influence of ATF testing (Altitude Test Facility testing) on the accuracy is
described.

INTRODUCTION

During the development of a military turbofan engine from its test bed stage (develop-
ment engines) via the early flight cleared phase of the final production engine standard
two complementary test philosophies are followed up: the engine manufacturer is endeav-
oured to improve engine performance in terms of thrust and s.f.c. as well as engine and
reheat handling by improving the component efficiencies and altering control laws (fuel
supply, nozzle area control), since these engine qualities are subject to minimum
requirements of the customer and user. The engine user on the other hand is interested to
know how the engine behaves in both, handling and performance during flight rather than
on test beds. As handling can be covered by Yes/No tests, performance evaluation requires
extensive use of flight test data. Engine thrust for example is to be calculated as accu-
rate as possible to fit up the individual lift-drag polars for given wing sweep posi-
tions, flap and slat positions and the great variety of external stores which the air-
craft can he equipped with. This implies of course a steady improvement of the computer
programmes as the amount of data increases, which in turn enables the user to assess the
engine itself in detail. The following paragraphs deal with the problems and knowledges
concerned in the engine performance assessment.

NOMENCLATURE

a = Angle of Attack

Aj, A7 = Nozzle Exit Area

ATF = Altitude Test Facility

BL = Bleed

CG = Gross Thrust Coefficient

EHV = Effective Heating Value

EPR = Engine Pressure Ratio

FAP-METHOD = Gross Thrust-Area-Pressure Method

FG = Gross Thrust

FM-METHOD = Gross Thrust-Mass-Flow-Temperature Method

FN = Net Thrust

FNIN = Installed Net Thrust

FPR = Fan Pressure Ratio

HPT - True Pressure Altitude



NOMENCLATURE cont'd

Ma = Mach Number

MFM = Main Fuel Flow

MFR = Reheat Fuel Mass Flow

MFT = Total Fuel Mass Flow

MI = Air Mass Flow at Enqine Entry

M6 = Gas Flow at Nozzle Entry

M7 = Gas Flow at Nozzle Exit

NH//y = Aerodynamic High Pressure Spool Speed

NL/j_-W = Aerodynamic Low Pressure Spool Speed

NPR = Nozzle Pressure Ratio

PTO = Free Stream Total Pressure

PSOSL = Standard Static Pressure at Sea Level

Pamb = Ambient Pressure

PTl = Total Pressure at Engine Entry

PT2LB = Total Pressure By-pass Entry

PS2LB = Static Pressure By-pass Entry

PT4LB = Total Pressure By-pass Exit

PS4LB = Static Pressure By-pass Exit

PT4 = Total Pressure LP Turbine Exit

PS4 = Static Pressure LP Turbine Exit

PMIX = Mixed Total Pressure at Reheat Entry

PS6 = Static Jet Pipe Pressure upstream Nozzle Entry

PT7 P3  = Total Pressure at Nozzle Exit

AP = PMIX - Pj

POT = Power Off Take

SLTB = Sea Level Test Bed

SFC = Specific Fuel Consumption

SOT = Turbine Stator Outlet Temperature

R = Gas Constant

TIF = Thrust-In-Flight

TT1=TTO = Free Stream Total Temperature

TSOSL = Standard Static Temperature at Sea Level

TT3 = Turbine Stator Inlet Temperature

TT5 . Mixed Jet Pipe (-R/H-) Entry Temeprature

TT7 = TT6 = Total Temperature at Nozzle Exit

TRcap. = Reheat Capability Temperature

M1[TT1/PT1 = Corrected Air Flow at Engine Entry (- WAT)

(M V-T/P) 3 = Turbine Capacity
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NOMENCLATURE cont'd

(Mf-T-/P) 5 = 5 - Corrected Gas Flow at Jet Pipe Entry

qREH. = Reheat Efficiency

Rcap = Maximum Reheat Efficience

e 9 TTI/TSOSL

6 = PTI/PSOSL

Y = Ratio of Specific Heats

1. THRUST EVALUATION OPTIONS

Depending on the task at hand e.g. enqine performance, aircraft drag analysis, safety
aspects during take off several, more or less sophisticated approaches to thrust deter-
mination can be pursued. The engine performance module presented in this paper consists
of one main and some secondary options.

Engine performance and aircraft draq analysis require, for example, as main option the
"thrust derived -P method" in connection with the so-called nozzle calibration to obtain
gross thrust and alr mass flow, respectively. Since these two most important engine
parameters are determined at the same engine station, the nozzle exit plane, it is
labelled as a "linked method" so as to distinguish it from other methods. Any pressure
distortion induced by the intake and any temperature profile disturbances are eliminated
as much as possible. Therefore, measurements made farthest downstream of the engine will
usually give better results than those carried out just behind the fan.

If on the other hand the gross thrust is obtained by nozzle parameters as mentioned
above and the airflow is calculated from a fan map, the method is denoted as being
"unlinked". The accuracy one can expect is lower because independent measurements are
subject to individual tolerances which, in turn require individual mathematical
approaches (see also para III). This happens in principle to some of the secondary
options provided as back up methods.

These options have been selected out of a total of about 32 ways of computing basic
parameters required to obtain the net thrust by combining gross thrust and airflow
subroutines. The selection was done with respect to the highest accuracy achievable
together with the utmost simplicity in the computational methods.

One of these secondary options fulfills the requirement of easy and quick estimation
of actual installed thrust just prior to take off.

The following table shows the subroutines combinations of which lead to the 12 net
thrust options.

Massflow Gross Thrust TT6 Calcul.

BI fan-character. Al FAP-method CI engine heat balance
requ. for those

B2 by-pass calibr. A2 FM-method options which use
+ heat balance A2 or A3 in

A3 nozzle pressure combination with
B3 by-pass calibr. methods B3 or B4.

+ heat balance
+ turbine
capacity

B4 nozzle calibr.
+ heat balance

For the detailed flow charts see fig. 2 to 6. The air mass flow subroutines B1, B2, B3
and B4 are combined with the gross thrust subroutines Al, A2 and A3, thus giving 12
options to calculate gross and net thrust by use of flight data. A distinction will be
made between linked and unlinked methods. For engine station identifiers see Fig. 1.

Option I (see Fig. 2) is an unlinked method. Airflow is obtained by use of a certain
form of the fan characteristic (BI).

Since this kind of fan map is a function of the engine pressure ratio EPR = PMIX/PTl
or PS6/PTl the intake pressure recovery map has to be included in the calculation loop
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(airflow MI is a function of PTI which in turn depends on MI via the intake recovery
characteristic). Then gross and net thrust can easily be determined by use of the FAP
qraph Al. For the definition of PMIX see Fig. 9

That graph Al is generated from sea level test bed data. The expansion to higher
pressure ratios PMIX/Pamb or PS

6
/Pamb can be done by AFT calibration. This qraph is valid

for the uninstalled as well as for the installed engine, i.e. power of takes, bleed air
extractions and aircraft intake effects result in an appropriate pressure ratio chanqe,
thus always yielding the correct qross thrust. For the reheated engine, lines of constant
R/H-nozzle area Aj can be plotted and used same as in the dry case.

The intake recovery characteristics 9R 
= f 

(WAT,a , Ma) usually represent model data
which may be confirmed or improved through flight test. A 46-probe rake is sufficient for
this task but the number of test conditions at which stabilized data must be gathered is
rather high.

The fan characteristic B1 is the result of SLTB- and ATF data. This special form was
selected to provide a unique line for any operating condition. Experience shows that the
scatter encountered is just about acceptable for this characteristic to be used as a back
up subroutine.

Opt ion 2

(Fig. 3, unlinked method) Subroutine B2 does not require intake recovery curves
because the airflow Ml is obtained in a straight forward manner from measured engine
parameters, a by-pass calibration curve and the overall engine heat balance. Gross and
net thrust is calculated as before with option 1. The advantage of the by-pass
calibration according to subroutine B2 or B3 is, that the by-pass ratio can easily be
determined.

Option 3

(Fig. 4, unlinked method) requires the turbine capacity (Ml/P) 3 because the heat
balance covers only the combustion chamber. The turbine stator inlet temperature TT3 is
found by an iteration process which in turn leads to the unknown engine core flow. Total
airflow Ml is obtained by adding the core flow and by-pass flow, which has been deter-
mined from the calibration curve same as in option 2. The advantage of this subroutine B3
relative to the simple B2 subroutine is the possibility one has to calculate the HP-tur-
bine rotor entry temperature SOT from TT3. The turbine capacity M3rT/PT3and the indi-
vidual compressor bleed factors have to be supplied by the engine manufacturer. Espe-
cially the turbine capacity should be very accurate because a variation of 1 % entails an
unacceptable stator inlet temperature deviation.

Option 4

(Combination B4-Cl-Al, linked method) This combination of nozzle calibration
(subroutine B4) and heat balance provides a preferable method by which the airflow is
determined. The calibration curve "flow function v.s. pressure ratio" is derived from
SLTB data and extended by use of ATF test results. The unknown airflow MI and the mean
jet pipe or nozzle entry temperature for either dry or reheated operation is calculated
by an iterative process on the engine heat balance (Subroutine Cl). Gross and net thrust
are obtained as described above.

Option 5, 6, 7 (unlinked) and 8 (linked)

(Fig. 5, option 5 presented as example.) The major difference between options 1/5,
2/6, 3/7 and 4/8 is the use of a second type of gross thrust function FG/(M6.-.Vr) vs
(pressure ratio) instead of FG/(Aj-Pamb). This function A2 is as reliable as Al in terms
of data scatter. Since this characteristic implies the unknown nozzle entry temperature
TT6, the subroutine Cl has to be incorporated into options 5, 6 and 7. The heat balance
Cl is already required, as described for option 4, for the flow function of the nozzle
calibration B4 and, therefore immediately available for the gross thrust subroutine A2.
For the definition of the engine heatbalance see Fig. 9.

Option 9, 10, 11 (unlinked) and 12 (linked)

(Fig. 6, option 12 presented as example.) Calculation of air mass flow Mi is performed
as in options 1/5, 2/6, 3/7 and 4/8, however, the gross thrust subroutine A3 provides a
more ambitious approach to thrust via the nozzle pressure ratio NPR. Engine parameters to
be measured are fuel flow, jet pipe pressure, nozzle area and bleed air flow. The
iteration on the heat balance jet pipe pressure, nozzle area and bleed air flow. The
iteration on the heat balance leads to the nozzle temperature required to determine the
NPR. Since the measured nozzle area is a geometric rather than an aerodynamic area and
the total pressure PT7 - PT6 does not include any losses, the calculated ideal gross
thrust has to be corrected with the so-called thrust coefficient CG. This coefficient
is function of NPR and therefore a typical result of ATF testing. During the early test
phases an altitude effect became apparent expressing itself throuqh distinct CG-lines.



It can be shown that there is no altitude effect, if a temperature correction is applied
to the measured nozzle area, which takes thermal expansion of the nozzle petals into
account. The CG -data then collapse within the usual scatter.

These secondary options have been used as well for back up investigations as for
special purposes. Data and results are presented in para II.

The flow chart for the "main option" is shown in Fig. 7. After having stored the data
obtained during flight the loop starts with an initial TT5-input.

Nozzle exit pressure is calculated from measured area weighted PMIX by ust of the AP-
calibration curve which is based on ATF data. With the static thermodynamic parameters in
the nozzle exit plane and discharge coefficients obtained from model tests the
aerodynamic nozzle area A 7 is determined and compared with the measured nozzle area Aj.
This comparison will usually show that both areas differ after this first step.
Therefore, the whole calculation is restarted after having corrected the calculated
nozzle area A7 by a AAj term. This AAj value is obtained from another calibration curve
&Aj/Aj = f (0 5).

If A7-AA3 and A are identical after the nth loop, gross and net thrust and various
engine parameters can be determined. If the engine was in reheated operation, the calcu-
lation of the static parameters in the nozzle exit plane including the reheat nozzle area
requires the determination of the reheat temperature and the fundamental pressure loss
due to heating. In this case the third calibration curve for the reheat efficiency
9Reheat 

= 
f (R/H-temperature TT7) is used. Again this characteristic is the result of

SLTB and ATF testing. The required max. capability curves for TT7 and reheat efficiency
have been evaluated from component test beds. The subsequent calculational steps are then
the same as above.

If the instrumentation standard of the test engine does not include the rakes to
measure PT4 and PT4LB which give the area weighted PMIX, a calibration curve EPR vs. (MFM
or NL/.f9) would aid in establishing PMIX. These curves are the result of a great number
of ATF- and flight tests with appropriately instrumented engines of the same performance
standard. Due to the data scatter the accuracy in thrust is about I to 2 % worse than
that achievable by a "heavily" instrumented engine.

The subseque-it calculation is basically identical to the above described pattern, but
due to the fact that PT1 is reuqired so as to determine PMIX from EPR, it is necessary to
incorporate Pa: into the calculation loop because it depends on airflow (intake recov-
ery!) which improves after each loop until A7 -AA j = Aj, as already mentioned.

With the subcritical spillage-, intake bleed- and afterbody interference drag charac-
teristics applied to the net thrust the so-called "installed net thrust" FNIN can be
estimated. Due to the bookkeeping method used only thrust dependent drag components have
to be used to distinguish between engine thrust and aircraft drag.

Within the scope of engine performance it is customary to establish a performance map
thrust vs. Machnumber with altitude, air mass flow, engine pressure ratio and s.f.c. as
parameters, for example. Therefore, it is mandatory to correct the engine parameters as
calculated from test data to round numbered altitudes and to a certain temperature level
(e.g. ISA or ISA + 15). In the following these are named reference or standard condi-
tions. This correction is done by a test engine performance correction programm (Fig. 8).
Basically the correction is made by use of a "ratio or slope method": after having
calculated the engine parameters, e.g. compressor pressure ratios, engine pressure ratio,
airflow, turbine entry temperature in the above-described option 13, these parameters
will then be determiend anew using appropriate gas generator characteristics for test
conditions as well as for reference conditions. The corrected data then are obtained by
the following equation:

corrected data = test data x gas generator data, refer.cond.
gas generator data, test cond.

Thus the final results as gross thrust, net thrust, airflow, s.f.c corrected to
standard or any other reference condition are then calculated in exactly the same manner
as tWeyhave been computed in the main option for test conditions.

2. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF RESULTS

In the following, some graphs will be shown and briefly discussed as far as calibra-
tion curves are concerned as used in the thrust options. In addition, also some flight
test results pertaining to engine performance are presented.

A convenient generalized presentation of these results, with only a small scatter, are
plots of gross thrust functions FG/(Pamb . Aj) vs. P/Pamb (- FAP, subroutine Al) or
FG/(M6 .AFT) vs. P/Pamb (= FM, subroutine Al). It should be pointed out, that gross



thrust functions calculated with PMIX be plotted against the independnt pressure ratio
p-

6
/Pamb and if calculated with PS6, be plotted against PMIX/Pamb.

Fig. 10 shows the FAP calibration curve established using ATF data, i.e. using without
exception, only measured engine and ambient parameters. The mean curve through these data
appears again on Fig. 11. The data points along this line are the results of 10 test
flights. In this case the gross thrust was, of course calculated utilizing the main
propulsion programme according to Fiq. 7. Both characteristics show small scatter, which
means that this is a reliable method.

Since all the FAP-data, i.e. uninstalled pass-off data from SL Test Bed, installed
acceptance test data from the aircraft with or without power and/or bleed extraction and
intake influences, as well as ATF test data collapse, for a certain A , onto a unique
line, it is obvious that this simple method should be used for gross hrust calculations
Just prior to take off. Especially if overload take offs at high ambient temperatures
have to be performed, the measurement of just PMIX or PS 6, Pamb and Ag allows the
on-line determination of gross thrust and thus the decision whether a ingle engine climb
out is feasible should the higher thrust engine fail at the critical point during the
take off run.

Similar results can be obtained if the data are plotted as in Fig. 12 and 13. The
former again represents ATF data with PS 6, PMIX, M6 and FG being measured values. The
mixed temperature TT6 is calculated by use of the engine heat balance. Fig. 13 contains
the mean PMIX/Pamb-curve of Fig. 12 and calculated gross thrust data which are based on
in-flight measurements. Again, in both figures the scatter is small. A deviation of
in-flight data from the ATF calibration curve is not discernible. In Fig. 14 the fan
characteristic according to subroutine BI is plotted with ATF data. The results of the
calculations using in-flight data are satisfactory in comparison with the nozzle calibra-
tion method.

Tha by-pass calibration curve as required in subroutines B2 and B3 is presented in
Fig. 15. The results have been obtained by use of ATF data with the B2-subroutine itself
running in a reverse mode. Since the data scatter in this case is about + 5 % the final
results obtainable with option 2, 6 and 10 are just about acceptable. A quite similar
picture can be produced with the B3-subroutine which contains a different heat balance.
The scatter is slightly worse. Therefore, options 3, 7 and 11 as well as 2, 6 and 10 are
used only as back up methods or for turbine entry temperature and by-pass ratio determi-
nation, respectively, Ref. para I.

Good results can be obtained with the nozzle calibration curve of subroutine B4. If
the data points are interpreted as having scatter (this happened with some engines) the
uncertainty is + 1.5 %. However, in this case (Fig. 16) an altitude effect can be ob-
served rather than a scatter. If this fact is taken into consideration the uncertainty is
reduced to + 0.4 % for the worst data points.

Finally the most important calibration curves required for the thrust derived Pi
method are discussed. The jet pipe pressure loss for dry engine operation AP = PMI1 - Pj
has to be known in order to calculate gross thrust and mass flow from P = PT7 via the
flight measured PMIX. The analysis of ATF data showed no significant difference between
the area and momentum weighted PMIX, but the area weighting method does not require the
determination of the by-pass ratio. It is therefore reasonable to use the simpler and
consistent area weighting method. This P- can be computed from ATF data by use of the
following ideal thrust equation for convirgent nozzles:

2 Y Y - I 1
(1) FG = Aj amb . Y . Y (subcritical

Y - 1 ['1ambJ nozzle condition)

(2) FG = Aj Pamb'f2( . .___ (supercritical)
Famb

Since all parameters except Pg have been measured, the latter can be determined and
thus AP too (Fig. 17). The ratio of true specific heats, y , is calculated within the
iteration process, which implies the determination of the required mean gas temperature
at the nozzle exit TT7 by heat balance.

This, in turn, allows the calculation of AA = Agmeasured - AjcalcuI . (Fig. 18) from
the isentropic expression for non-dimensional mas fl6w at the noz le exit:

Y-1 (/2 ) [ 13) ( J___T 7 Y .. 2 y
\pj A 7 R(Y1 Pm

A7 can now be determined and compared with the measured AA. The nozzle gas flow M7 is
obtained by adding the fuel flow to and subtracting any bleed mass flows from the engine
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inlet airflow MI measured with the aid of a venturi facility in the ATF. Both, AP/PMIX
and &A/A-, are plotted vs. the flow function at station "5", i.e. at reheat entry, as
MS TT 5/MIX.

For the reheated engine the reheat efficiency calibration curve (Fig 19) is required
from ATF data by the reverse use of option 13 with all necessary ATF engine parameters
being input parameters. The main difference to the dry engine operation as far as the
pressure loss between stations "MIX = 5" and "J = 7" is concerned is the fundamental
pressure loss due to heating. While calculating P REHEAT, the dry AP-characteristic is
assumed to be unchanged, and therefore, used as iA the non-reheated case. The capability
terms in Fig. 19 are functions of the by-pass exit conditions and thus established
through component testing.

Once series of test flights with a sufficient number of suitable aircraft manoeuvres
have been completed, preferably steady levels, but also level accelerations and climbs
with constant Machnumber, at maximum dry (MAXD) or maximum reheat (MAXR) power, engine
flight performance maps can be established. An example for such a performance map may be
a presentation of thrust vs. machnumber and altitude with lines of constant airflow,
s.f.c. and others superposed. This is possible for the reheated and non-reheated engine
at the appropriate maximum power. For comparison each may be plotted using either
predicted or test data. The test data should be corrected for round numbered altitudes
and ISA conditions.

Other ways of presenting engine performance can easily be imagined, of course, for
example FNIN vs (MFM, Ma, HPT) or SFC vs (FNIN, NH, Ma, HPT).

Some remarks on the performance of converqent nozzles will conclude this section. In
general, nozzle performance is expressed in terms of nozzle coefficients, which take
account of actual flow effects such as (1):

- Three dimensional nature of the flow in the nozzle

- non-uniformity of pressure and temperature profiles in the planes of measurement

- coverage of pressure and temperature probes, which will not necessarily give
representative mean values

- local flow direction deviations

- dissociation at high temperatures

- pressure losses due to friction and due to facilities as flame holders between
plane of measurement and nozzle

The following nozzle coefficients, as defined at the nozzle throat, are in common use:

discharge coeff. CD  M =Mact7 -
AactPt /Aact'Pt Mid

or CD = -_Mact A t.ct -Aideal-
Aact'Pt Aid 't Aactual

both for the same NPR. The resulting numerical values of CD are idential,

- thrust coeff. CX = and

- thrust coeff. CG = FG & /FG
Aafct Pamb /Aa t •amb

It can easily be shown that CG = CD• CX (for the convergent nozzle, only).

These coefficients - as function of NPR - represent typical characteristics to be
determined preferably by ATF testing. The results can - as all the other calibrations -

be used for thrust-in-flight purposes, keeping in mind that it is important that a
completely consistent approach between calibration and application is maintained.

As at the beginning of a test programme a sufficient number of data such as full scale
nozzle coefficients are usually not available, model nozzle characteristics obtained
using cold air instead of hot gases are supplied by the engine manufacturer. Therefore,
early calculations with test data are restricted by these shortcomings.

However, ATF testing allows for comparison between full scale and model data. Figs. 20
to 22 show ATF data related to the appropriate model data. For example CD/CDMODEL vs
NPR appears to he equal to I for NPR > NPRCRIT within a scatter of + 0.5 % (Fig. 20).



It deviates up to - 2 % for lower NPR. In general, it can be stated that the ratio of 1
is maintained and the scatter decreases to about + 0.2 % for higher NPR's.

The CX/CXMODEI,-characteristic tends to values between 0.98 and 0.99 for NPR1.9
(see Fia, 21). A similar picture is shown for the gross thrust coefficient ratio
CG(/CGMODEL vs NPR in Fig. 22.

Even if these facts should be ignored, the effect on the accuracy of the thrust-in-
flight calculations would be of lower order as lonq as consistency - either only model
data or only full scale data are used - is maintained.

3. ATF TESTING REQUIREMENTS AND ACCURACY ACHIEVABLE

Aircraft performance evaluation phases usually require engines to be either pre-flight
or post-fliqht ATF calibrated. The calibration runs should be performed at those condi-
tions at which the test flights will be carried out. These will normally cover great
parts of the flight envelope with the guarantee points being included as a minimum. In
the case of a pre-fliqht calibration the ATF test points will be at ISA, in the other
case the mean ISA conditions, at which most of the flights have been performed, should
preferably be applied. At any test condition the engine has to be stabilized within a
certain R.P.M. range and - if applicable - within a certain reheat power range. The
latter will chiefly cover the supersonic flight regime. Both the R.P.M. and R/H ranges
are required to obtain calibration lines rather than calibration points.

The most important requirement for any calibration is that the engine remain "sealed"
under any circumstances, i.e. in terms of instrumentation, fuel flow meters and
components, after removal from either the ATF or the aircraft, into whichever facility it
was first installed. Otherwise the consistency, as discussed in para II. is not longer
maintained.

Several investigations have been made concerning accuracies (1), (3), (4) in terms of
mathematical handling of linked and unlinked methods, influence coefficient estimation,
error limit classification and effects of whether one or more engines were SLTB-and/or
ATF-calibrated for a given performance phase.

The advantage of the linked methodology is the smaller uncertainty achievable due to
the beneficial effects of non-independent errors (the mass flow is used to calculate
inlet momentum as well as gross thrust). Thus errors may cancel out in the net thrust.
Erros in the unlinked methodology are assumed to be independent. This leads to a
root-sum-square combination. An Example may clear the situation: for FG/FN = 2, 1 % error
in FG, 1 % error in inlet momentum FO

- the unlinked method results in:

EL(FN) = 22x(l %)2 + (-1)
2
x(1 %)2 = 2,24 % error in FN

FN

- the linked method results in:

EL(FN) = 2x1 % - xi % = I %
FN

error in FN, because FG and FO are linked by airflow.

The influence coefficient IC can be defined as the percentage change in the result
(net thrust for example) caused by 1 % change in a input measurement (e.g. pressure,
temperature or fuel flow). This can easily be done by the use of the appropriate thrust
calculation programme, e.g. the main option. The results of such an investigation for two
given flight conditions are presented in Fig. 23 and Fig. 24 as an example.

For a Gaussian distribution the "2-0-Uncertainty" or "2 0-Error Limits" of parameter x
(=EL(x)) is defined under the restriction that the various parameters be independent of
each other and be within the same error class.

The following equation expresses the 2-0 -uncertainty of a final result y (e.g. net
thrust) in terms of error limits and influence coefficients for one or more input
measurements xi:

y - Xi
IC(y xj) = - -

Xi



If 2- O 1 is the uncertainty of one engine and 2- 62 that of the second engine to be

installed in the aircraft, the uncertainty of the installed thrust is determined by

2- d' (FNIN) = _(..9 _21

The 2-6-values in the following table have been calculated on the supposition that
the uncertainty of the SLTB-calibration of AP, AAj and 9REH is twice that of the ATF
calibration and the instrumentation is unchanged, as stated above.

Altitude 5000 ft 5000 ft 20000 ft 20000 ft

Mach No. 0.45 0.7 0.9 1.4

Power dry dry dry Combat

1 ATF cal. 3,9 % 3,5 % 3,0 % 5,8 %

2 ATF cal. 2,8 % 2,5 % 2,1 % 4,1 %

1 SL cal. 6,5 % 6,2 % 5,8 % 8,0 %

2 SL cal. 4,6 % 4,4 % 4,1 % 5,7 %

1 SL + I ATF 3,8 % 3,6 % 3,3 % 4,9 %

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The results achieved during in-flight tests, ground tests with the aircraft, ATF and
SLBT tests as shown in the aforementioned Figures lead to the conclusion that test
techniques and evaluation methods are available, which give immediate answers to the
question whether the measured or calculated gross thrust or the instrumentation is wrong.
Furthermore, ambitious calculation methods in connection with sufficient calibrations
allow good results in terms of non-dimensional as well as absolute values as they are
required for on overall assessment. Higher accuracy is achieved if linked methods are
used. Best accuracy can be obtained if at least those 2 engines of any performance
standard are ATF calibrated, performance and aircraft drag shall be analysed with. This
should imply the successive up-date of those parts of the software which are subject to
alteration due to progress of testing.

In any case, it is most important that consistency be maintained between calibration
(ATF) and application (flight test analysis) if the above mentioned evaluation methods
are used, because consistency may be impacted by negliqences in the software as well as
in the hardware handling.
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D)ISCUSSION

D~on Rudniitskj. N RCE. Ca
I Irrs goond does thre engine calibrat in hold during the lif -e oft hie engine? Also. it sonmc cornponents have toi he
re pta ed III service. is a recaliia tion reqired?

Is the calibration also a function of measured total pressure profile?

Author's Reply
Since tire flight engines All: tested so tar rave been pre- OR post-calihrated. rathrer thIan pr-.N)post-caltbrated.
file anrswser can hie given onl iVnd irect ly,. re I rring to( tie thtist eva I ua t iu met hod presenited. By calibrating the
noi~e and measuring down streaml of alt comiponenTts evenItLnatty to he replaced. all effects nit deteririratror dile ton
aging are auitomrat ically included. ills tire thrust mray change. hut not thre calibration itself.

It commponienmt s are cha rnged, a carefu cot nmpa rison ouft tie originalI St, calibratior ( pass off test) withI tile new 0n vIIC sIl

gi e anl answer whet her a new ATE calibration is reqtrired.

No. becrirse all pressure pruobes are ganged, tuIs giving a mecan pressure.
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LES ESSAIS EN VOL DE MOTEURS D'AVIONS DE COMBAT - METIIODES DE VALIDATION EMPLOYEES PAR LE CEV

Par
llIng~nieur Principal de l'Armement MONLIBERT

et
1l'ng~nieur Principal des Etudes at Techniques de l'Armement TAPELLA

Centre d'Essais en Vol
13128 ISTRES AIR, France

RESUME

Pour les moteurs d'avions de combat, Is validation du standard de sdrie ne peut etre d~fini-
tivement acquise qu'apr !s des essais en vol. Lea essais de validation effectuds par le CEV permettent sinai
de s'assurer du bon fonctionnement de 1lensemble des moteura de sdrie dans lea conditions d'emploi les plus
critiques et de verifier en vol leur conformit6 A certaines exigences contractuelles et r~glementaires. Apr~s
recensement des paramttres influents et inventaire des conditions d'utilisation qui doivent faire l'objet
d'essais en vol, le Principe des rn~thodes employdes sera exposd. Ces m~thodes consistent soiL A essayer des
moteursextrOmes" construits A partir d'616ments choisis ou r~glis chacun en limite de tol~rance, soft A simu-
ler lea configurations extr~mes par des rdglages approprids des r~gulateurs.

NOTATIONS EMPLOYEES

N vitesse de rotation
T tempdrature totale A l'entrge du compresseur
11 taux de compression
P pression de sortie du compresseur
C ddbit instantan6 de carburant
d densit6 de carburant

1. INTRODUCTION :BUTS DES ESSAIS DE VALIDATION

A la wise en service d'un nouvel avion de com~bat, it. conviant davOiT Is ceritude que 1Ian-
semble des moteurs de s~riefonctonneroflt correctement des tora que chacun d'entre eux aura satisfait aux
6preuves Individuelles de r~ception.

Ce rksultat ne peut Otre acquis qu'apr~s Ia rdalisation d'un programme de d~monstration com-
portant notamment des essais

- au bant, en conditions de vol simuldes

- en vol sur I'avion de combat auquel le moteur eat destin6.

La d~monstration en vol se fait d~s qua le standard de sdrie est fig6. En France, pour lea
programmes nationaux, cette LAche incombe au CENTRE DESSAIS EN VOL, 6tablissement de La Direction Tech-
nique des Constructions A6ronautiques.

Au tours de cette demonstration, Is CEV doit

- v~rifier l'adaptation du moteur de s~rie A l'avion de s~rie dsns lea conditions d'emploi
pr~vues par lea clauses techniques at s'assurer que lea exigences r~glementaires et contractuelles vdri-
fiables en vol sont satisfaites

- valider des consignes at un domaine d'utilisation pour L'ensemble des moteurs de s~rie en
tenant compte de La dispersion life aux toigrances de r~glage at de fabrication.

De tabs essais doivent donc ttre menks de fs'on A rendre compte du comportement des moteurs
las "momns bons' susceptiblead 'tre fabriqu~s en nombra significatif. C'est pourquoi Ia CEV a 6t amen6
en accord avec lea constructeurs, A adopter certaines an thodes de travail.

Nous vous proposons, sprks une brve 6numdration des assais en vol A antreprendre dana la ca-
dre de La d~monstration, d'exposer les principes de ces m~thodes.

2. INVENTAIRE DES ESSAIS A EFFECTUER

La nature des essais A entreprendre at lour volume d~pendent de plusieurs facteurs tals que
La complexitf du moteur at Is nature dee missions attribudes A l'avion.

11 est clair par example qu'un appareil devent 6voluer dana un domaine de vol trLs Otendu doit
faire l'objat d'essais plus nombreux qu'un avion destind uniquemant A La besse altitude. De mma l'exis-
tanca de diapositifa particuliers (rdchauffe, appauvrissaur de tir, r~gulation do aecoura) contribue A
accrottre le noubre de vtrifications.

L'inumdration qui va auivre constitue une enveloppe desn eassis en vol habituellement effec-
tudss dana Is cadre d'una validation de motaur d'avian de combat claaaique.



Ces v~rifications peuvent se ranger en trots categories

2.1. Essais-relatifs A l'utiLisation courante.

- v6rification de labsence de ph~noml~nes anormaux teI3 que d~crochages compresseur, instabilit~s,
"blocages' de regime et d~vissages,ou dLtermination des zones d'apparition de ces ph~nomi~nes

- contrle du fonctionnement avec r~chauffe

- dvaluation de Ia pilotabilit6 et ue La rapidit6 des transitoires, notanmment en patrouilLe serr~e

- v~rification du respect des limites de fonctionnement valid~es (vitesses de rotation, temp~ratures
de turbine, environnement thermique et vibrations, etc ... )

- mesures de performances, notasnent pour ce qui concerne les pertes li~es aux conditins d'avion-
nage.

2.2. Pan!nes-et dt~positifs de secours.

- 6tude des conagquences des d~faillances de certains 6quipements, notamnent de calculateur

- vgrification de l'efficacit6 et du fonctionnement correct des dispositifs de secours tels que
surpuissance 00 regulation de secours

- raliumages en vol

2.3. UtilisationspjrticoL~res.

- Otude du comportement moteur aux hautes incidences et en vrille, sortout lorsque celui-ci duit
imp~rstivement rester sain comme cela est le cas pour Les avions "6cole"

- 4valuation de Is pilotabilit6 et du comportement moteur lors de ravitaillements en vol lorsque
Lalimentation en air risque d'Otre perturb~e par Is pr~sence de Is perche et du panier de ravi-
taillement en amont de l'entrge d'air

- v~rification de Is compatibilit6 avec les armements dont 1'emploi est susceptible de perturber
le fonctionnement des moteurs tels que canon, roquettes 00 missiles et contrble de 1'efficacit6
des dispositifs de protection associgs (d~charges, appauvrisseur de tir ...)

- 6tude du comportement en givrage naturel

- essais en conditions climatiques extremes (temps chaud et temps froid)

- contr~le du fonctionnernent en environnement radio.-6lectrique perturb4, notamment pour ce qui con-
cerne La par~ie 6lectronique de Is regulation.

Cette 6numgration non exhaustive donne on aperqu de La diversit6 et do volume des essais A
prgvoir. Dana Is r~alit6, le CEV bgn~ficie so moment de son intervention de 1'exp~rience du cons-
tructeur et les probl~mes de fonctionnement qui peuvent subsister A ce stade do d~veloppement sonc
parfaitement connus. Cela permet bien souvent de restreindre le champ des invesvigations et de por-
ter laccent sur lea points Iug~s lea plus critiques.

3. IDENTIF ICATION DES PROBLEMS POTENTIELS DE FONCTIONNEMENT

Aucune famille de moteurs n eat totalement exempte de probl~mes de fonctionnement, fussent-
uls mineurs.

Dana le cas le plus favorable, ai Is mise so point a abouti, ils ne se manifestent que dana
lea conditions extremes d'utilisation et ne concernent quoune faible proportion de mtoeurs.

La nature de ces probl~mes de fonctionnement eat sauf exception connue bien avant que ne 6
butent. lea essais officieLs de validation. Deux types de ph~nomenes sont le plus soovent rencontr~s

3.1 . Le_d~crochagj So!!presur:

Ce ph~nom~ne s'observe loraque Ia inarge de d~crochage devient trop faible.

Pour on turbor~acteur simple corps simple flux, cette marge peut s'exprimer dana le champ
nl, NI o1W par Lg'cart A IT entre point de fonctionnement et Ligne de d~crochage. on distingue deux
cas repr~sent~s sur Ia figure n' 1I

- le fonctionnement stabilisk pour lequel Ia marge est Ia distance entre lignes d'adaptation et de
dfcrochage

- Les transitoires d'acc~l~ration pour lesquels la marge est La distance entre butge d'accMlration
et ligne de d~crochage.
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'marge en fonctionnement stabilisk

siarge en
transitoire d'accol~ra*Won /

dkcrochage., -

-..btde d'a 166ration

ligne d'adaptation

NI IT

figure n* I - Nerges de dkcrochage

3.2. Le_ bloctge"_ou je dvissEage

Ces phknom~nes correspondent A une annulation de la marge d'accdl~ration qui peut se reprg-
senter dans le champ T1, NI/ /- par la distance entre ligne d'adaptation et butke d'accdl~ration
(figure n' 2). Il y a blocage ou d~vissage loraque ces deux lignes se croisent.

but,6e d'accklftation

mare 
dc 

ration

ligne d'adaptation

N /T

figure n' 2 - Marge d'acc~l~ration

Dans un souci de simplification, noua nous limiterona dans la suite de l'expos6 aux seuls
ph~nora~nes de d~crochage et de blocage.

Par suite des dispersions de fabrication, les limites d'apparition de ces ph6noai~nes varient
d'un moteur A lautre. De plus, pour un merne moteur, elles dependent dun certain nombre de param?!tres.

11 convient donc de connaltre tous les parami~tres ausceptibles de faire varier ces limites.

4. PARAMETRES- INFLUENTS

Les param?!tres qui favorisent le dkcrochage ou le blocage peuvent se classer en plusieurs
cat~gories:

4.1. Param, tres ext~rieurs.

Certains param~tres de vol ont une influence plus ou momns marqu~e sur lea marges de ddcro-
chage ou d'acc~lration. Parmi ceux-ci il convient de citer l'altitude, le nombre de Mach, la tern-
p~rature ext~rieure, lincidence ou le ddrapage dont dependent les caract~ristiques d'entrde d'air,
notamment lhk -gn~t6 Certains Ventre eux peuvent avoir une influence sur la position de Ia
butke dana l~e champ compresseur. Par ailleurs, lea variations rapides de temperature d'impact peu-
vent changer I'6tat thermique du moteur et donc son adaptation (dformatiuns de la veine suacepti-
bles de modifier lea caract~ristiques de turbine ou de compresseur).
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L'affichage de c. s param.-tres n'est pas toujours mattriaable, d'o ia n~cessit6 de transcrip-
Lions lorsque les essais nesont pas r6alis~s dans les conditions pr~vues. Cela est particuliRement
vrai pour la tempc~rature de Ilatrnosphtre qui peut Ltre trcbs diff~rente de celle d6sir~e si les essais
ont0 pas lieu pendant la %aison favorable.

4.2. R6ylages du moteur.

Les paramctres susceptibles de faire varier lea marges peuvent se classer en trots categories

- les rr~glages de r6gulation tels que celui de Is but6e d'acc~l~ration

- ia g.5om~rie de Ia veine (calage des aubages, sections de distributeura de turbine ou de tuy~res,
jeux ... )

- des param~tres de 'qusliL6"tels qw las~aract6ristiques des compresseurs ou de Is turbine (position
de La ligne de d~crochage, pente des li .es iso-vitesse, rendements ... ).

Par exemple, sur un turbor6acteur simple corps simple flux, le d~crochage compresseur est fa-
voris6 par

leI rcltvement du dThjt de hut~e d'acc6l6ration au maximum de ia tol~rance (figure n' 3

-le montage d'un distributeur de turbine de section minimale

-une ligne de d~crochage "basse'.

4scart de d~bit A C00
carburant par rapport

~ Lalotnomialer6glage "d~crochage"

0

param~tre de commande

limite de tolerances

Figure n' 3 - tol~rances de la Ioi de but~e d'accdl~ration

On peut ainsi d6finir des configurations "d~cricnage" et "blocage", obtenues par empilage
des tol~rances dans un aens d6favorable, dont lea marges respectives vis A via de ces deux ph~no-
m, nes sont les plus faibles.

A titre d'exespie, le tableau ci-dessous donne la d6finition de ces configurations pour un
turbor~acteur simple corps simple flux.

Configuration Configuration
"d~crochage" "blocage'

But~e d'acc~l~ration Maximale Minimale

Distributeur de turbine Ferm6 Ouvert

Tuy?!re Ferm~e Ferms~e

Ligne de d~crochage Basse-

4.3. Ln~rjdients.

Lea caract~ristiques du carburant et du fluide employe' pour Ia r~gulation peuvent avoir une
grande influence. Par exemple, si le dosage du carburant eat volum~trique, tout changement de den-
stt se traduit par un changement de d~bit massique. Or pour un mitme type de carbursnt, lea varia-
tions de densit6 peuvent Otte tr~s importantes at Ion tient compte des tolerances et des variations
de temp~rature comme le montre Ia figure no 4.
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0 50 tempdrature de carburant *C

figure in' 4 - Plage de densit6 du TRO

En 'idmettant que le pouvoir calorifique ne varie ps (Ce qul eat vrai en premi~re approxima-
tion) et aui nly a pas de dispositif de compensation automatique, l'emploi de carburant dense ou
froid favorise le d~crochage et lemploi de carburant ldger 00 chaud le blocage.

La prdsence d'un correcteur de densit6 sur le moteur permet le cas 6chiant de sitmuler des
dcarts de densitd.

5. RLEFRESENTATIVITE DES ESSAIS

11 reecort de ce qui pr~c~de quc pour valider V.adaptation du standard de sdrie, ii euffit
de contrbicr le fonctionnement des configurations extremes danc I'ensemble du domaine de vol revendiqu6.
En fait, l'empilage syst~matique de toutee lea toidrancec dana un seo dkfavorable West pac toujoure
r~aliste dans Is mesure oOi certains rdglages ne sont pas rigoureucement indkpendants at risque d'Otre
inutilement contraignant.

11 y a lieu de tenir compte d'uoe part de Ia probabilitk de rdaication de cec configurations
extremes et d'autre part de Is gravitA des rieques encourus. On peut par exemple admettre cur on bimoteur
certains d~fauts de fonctionnement qui ne seraient pas acceptable. cur un tin~omteur.

Cec consid~rations cooduisent parfois A choisir pour lec escais des configurations idg~reiment
moins pdnalisantes qoc lee configurations extremes et d'accepter un taux de couvertore de Is sdrna
infdrieur A 100 %

6. METHODES EM4PLOYEES

Deux mdthodes d'essais ont dtd expirimentdes.

La premi~re consiste A essayer des moteurs doot la qualitd dec composantc et lee rdglages coot
rigoureusement ceux dec configurations extremes retenuas. Cette mdthode ect appliqude depuic longtempc par
le CEV. Elle a 6td employde avec succbs pour Is validation dec vercions rdcentec de Is famille ATAR.

L~a deuxi~me consists h utiliser on moteur dont lee rdglages soot qoelconques mais prdalsblement
identifids et A cimuler le comportement des configurations extremes piron ddrdglage appropricsde Ilabutde fg-
celdration. Cette mAdthode de simuilation trouve a justification dana I'dquivalence vie A vie des phdnombnes
de blocage et de ddcrochage entre changement d'adaptation 00 de ligne de ddcrochage et ddplaceaent de me-
me amplitude de Ia butge d'accdldration dane le champ comprecceun. Teles eat Ia mdthode qui a 6tO adop-
tke pour le contr~le de l'adaptation do turbordacteur I.ARZAC & l'ALPH1A-JET.

7. DISCUSSION :AVANTACES ET INCONVENIENTS DE CI{AQUE METHODE

Ij~ne mkthode:

Tout l'intdr~t de cette mdthode rdeide danc le fait qo'elle rend poacible le contrflle do com-
portement rdel des moteurs extremes dane touc sea aspects sane risque d'erreur d'interprdtation.

En fait, l'imposcibilit6 de martriser certains paramkdtrec extdrieure tels que Ia tempdraturc
de latmocphdre et Is densit4 du carburant rend penfois ndceecaine le recours A certaines simulations.
Celles-ci soot rdalisdes Ie plus couveot par l'intermddiaire do correcteur de densitO en offichant one
valeor differente de celle prdconicde.

Par ailleurs, la rdalisation des configurations extremes suppose one edlection prkalabie des
diffdrentc composants. Or, A cc ctade do ddveloppement, le matdriel ddjA construit nexiste qo'en nombre
limltd, doO i n risque de ne pas dispocer A coop sOr de tous lea dquipemente lea plus "critiques".



Enfin, Ia m~thode n'est facilement applicable qu'aux moteurs de conception simple pour lea-
quels le nombre de configurations est peu 6lev6. Pour un turbor6acteur double corps double flux par exem-
ple, La prise en compte des risques de d~crochage de chaque compresseur peut conduire A un accroiaaement
prohibitif du nombie de configurations A rgaliser.

R~me m~thode:

La m6thode de simulation eat parfaitement adapt~e aux moteurs complexes pour lesquels le nom-
bre de paramitre. influents et de configurations A essayer eat 6lev6.Son principal int~rLt eat qu'il suf-
fit en principe d'un seul moteur pour r~aliser 1lensemble des easais. N'importe quel moteur pr~lev6 ii
la sortie de la chatne de production peut convenir pourvu qu'il aoit parfaitement identifi6. Chaque con-
liguration s' obtient en remplaqant le r~gulateur d'origine par un r~gulateur dont lea r~glagea ont 6t
sp~cialement modifies.

It faut signaler en contrepartie un certain nombre d'inconvdnients qui rendent nocesaaires
quelques am~nagements:

- it ne peut paa Otre rendu compte simultangment de tous lea aspects du fonctionnement d'une configura-
tion. Par exemple lea temps de reprise qui pourrsient etre mesurds lora de La simulation de la confi-
guration 'd~crochage" nont a priori aucune signification.

- it n'est pas possible de simuler une configuration donnde par un r~glage unique valable pour toutes lea
conditions de vol. Cela tient au fait que lea lois de but~e d'acc~ldration soot en gdn~ral des lois aim-
dlifiges qui ne tiennent pas forc~ment compte de tous lea paramltres. Par exemple une loi de Ia forme

C = P x f (N)

qui ne tient pas compte de la temp6-ature T ne se transcrit pas de faqon unique dana le champ ( fT,N/ ~F).
It apparait donc ngcessaire, soit de prendre des marges suppl~mentaires, soit de disposer d'un

dispositif correcteur.

Le correcteur 6lectronique de but~e du IARZAC a rendu possible pour ce moteur Ia deuxi~me
solution.

- Pour ce qui concerne La dgtermination des limites de dgcrochage~ Is simulation par l'intermddiaire de Ia
loi de butte n'est valable qu'en transitoire d'accdl~ration. Un sute moyen doit etre employ6 pour rendre
compte du fonctionnement en regime stabilis6. Ainsi, l'6tude du comportement du LARZAC avec hautes inci-
dences et en vrille a 6t6 effectu6 avec un moteur dont lea merges de d~crochage avaient dt r~duites par
diminution des sections des distributeurs de turbine.

8CONCLUSIONS

Pour garantir le fonctionnement de lensemble des moteurs de agrie sur avion, lea essais en
vol doivent rendre compte du comportement des moteura extr~mes r~aliaables compte tenu des tol~rances de
r~glage et de fabrication.

Deux m~thodes sont employdes par Ie CEV pour y parvenir. L'une conaiste A r~aliser ces moteura
extr~mes et A lea essayer effectivement, Vautre A en aimuler le comportement par des r~glages approprids
de Is r~gulation ou d'auires 6quipements.

Chacune d'entre elles a sea avantages et sea inconvdnienta. La premiere eat bien adaptde aux
moteurs de conception simple mais s'accorde mal A Ia complexitd des moteurs modernes. Pour ces derniera,
il veut mieux avoir recoura A La simulation malgr6 sea imperfections.
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Ph. RAMf I-E ESSAIS DE GRANDS COMPRESSEURS AU C.E.Pr J.L. FRESON
Centre d'Essais des Propulseurs Service Technique de Is Production

SACLAY Adronautique
91406 ORSAY FRANCE 26, Boulevard Victor

75996 PARIS ARM~ES FRANCE

RESUME -

L'exposd comprendra une description du banc d'essai C3 du CEPr. Cette installation permet
d'essayer de grands compresseurs double flux, dont Ia puissance peut atteindre 40 000 kW. La prisentation
portera sur les mgthodes de mesure (peignages par sondes mobiles, mesures de ddbit, mesures sur les parties
tournantes), et sur lee mdthodes d'essais et l'utilisation de l'ordinateur pour obtenir lea champs
compresseur des deux flux, en particulier A proximit6 de Ia ligne de pompage.

1 -INTRODUCTION.

L'examen des diff6rents programmes de dgveloppement et de recherche en cours ou prdvus,
et en particulier le programmne CFM 56, on conduit en 1973 A Ia decision de r6aliser un banc compreaseur
de grande puissance. Compte tenu de lexistence au C.E.Pr d'un ensemble de turbines de forte puissance,
Ie banc C3 a kt6 implantd au bout de Ia ligne d'arbres correspondante, A partir de Mai 1975. La
premi~re rotation avec un compreaseur basse Preasion de CFM 56 a eu lieu le 29 octobre 1979. Le banc
C3 permet l'dtablissement des champs de caractdristiques complets du compreaseur en esaai, avec
exploration des zones de flottement et d~termination des lignes de pompage.

2 D ESCRIPTION DUi BANC DESSAI C3 DU C.E.Pr.

Les principales caractdristiques du banc C3 sont pr6sent~es dana la figure 1. Le banc C3
permet d'esaayer des compreaseura monocorpa A double flux jusqu'A une puissance de 40 000 kW et une
vitease de rotation de 12 500 tr/mn.

Le circuit d'air A l'admisaion eat dimensionnd pour un ddbit de 500 kg/a, une pression
comprise entre 0,1 et 2 bars et une tempdrature comprise entre - 35 Ct + 100*C.

La volute Basse Pression qui recueille le flux secondaire sortant du compresseur est
dimensionnde pour un d~bit de 500 kg/a, une pression comprise entre 0,1 et 4 bars et une tempdrature
comprise entre - 30 Ct + 300'C.

La volute Haute Preasion qui recueille le flux primaire sortant du compresseur eat
dimensionnde pour un ddbit de 200 kg/a, une preasion comprise entre 0,1 et 12 bars et une temp~rature
comprise entre - 30 et + 500

0
C.

La figure 2 montre une vue en El6vation du coeur de banc qui eat ancrE sur une table en

b~ton reposant aur des supports dlaatiques.

2.1.- Entrainement m~canigue.

La puissance n~cessaire A l'entrainement du compresseur en easai eat fournie par une
turbine A vapeur accouplde A une turbine A air. La turbine A vapeur peut fournir une puissance
de 25 000 kW et Ia turbine A air peut fournir une puissance de 18 000 kW. Un accouplement
d~brayable permet de faire fonctionner lea turbines sans entrainer le compreaseur.

Un inverseur rend lea deux sens de rotation possibles. Un multiplicateur permet de choisir
la gassne de vitesse adaptde au compresseur en essai en changeant le rapport de multiplication.

La compresseur eat entrain6 par l'arriere par une ligne d'arbrea qui traverse lea volutes.
IA ligne d'arbres eat composde de trois arbres reposant chacun aur deux paliera et accoupl~a
deux A deux par des accouplenents flexibles.

2.2.- Circuits d'air.

La figure 3 prdsente le schdma des circuits d'air. L'admission et l'dchappement du banc se
font actuellement A l'atmoaphtore. Dana un atade ult~rieur, linatallation qui eat dimensionn~e pour
permettre de simuler lea conditions r~ellea de vol pourra @tre raccordde aux circuits de condition-
nement d'air du Centre.

La circuit d'admission comprend de l'amont vera laval

- on silencieox d'admission avec trois vannes permettant le r~glage de la pression d'admission,
- une toysoterie droite de 3,20 m de diam~tre et 17 m de longueur,
- un divergent avec A Ia sortie un r~gulateur en nid d'abeille et un filtre,
- un caisson de tranquillisation de 6 m de diambtre et 7,5 m de longueur,
- un pavillon et on conduit d'alimnentation devant le compresseor en eassi.

Derri~re le compresseur, deux volutes recupillent inddpendansnent lair de chacun des deox
flux.

La systAme de vannage Basse Pression (figure 4) comprend douze soupapes consnsnd~es par des
vdrins hydrauliques. Deux soupapes sont spdcialisdes dana la fonction "antipompage", huit dana la
fonction r~glage "gros dEbit', one dana Ia fonction "petit d~bit" et one dana Is fonction "tr~s
petit d~bit".



Le systrre de vannage Haute Pression (figure 5) comprend douze vannes disposdes en
couronne dons Ia volute HP. Chaque vanne comprend un volet entralnd en rotation par un vdrin.

Les circuits d'dchappement HP et BP comprennent chacun une conduite droite qui se s~pare
en deux canslisations 6quipdes de:

- un ensemble rdgulateur compos6 d'un filtre amont, d'un r~gulateur en nid d'abeillk et d'un
filtre aval,

- un venturi de mesure de debit,
- une vanne de sectionnement.

Les quatre tuyauteries aboutissent dons un collecteur et ls miss A lair libre se fait
par un silencieux d'dchappsient situd A 54,5 m de l'axe du banc.

2.3.- Servitudes.

2.3.1.- Craissage du compresseur.

La centrale de graissage du compresseur comprend

-un circuit de lubrification des paliers, des joints carbone et de Is butoe du
compresseur,

- n circuit d'dpuisement des carters St des paliers,
-un circuit de ddgazage,
-un circuit d'slimentation du vdrin hydraulique qui exerce une contre poussde asservie
A la meaure de is charge axiale sur le roulement de but~e du compresseur,

-un circuit de remplissage du rdservoir par un rdservoir auxilisire.

2.3.2.- Graissage de linverseur, du multiplicateur et de is ligne d'arbrss.

La centrale de graissage correspondante assure:

- la lubrification des paliers et dentures avec un d~bit compris entre 5050 et 6550 1/n,
- le r~chauffage, Is filtration et Ia vidange de I'huile,
- Ia purification par centrifugation.

La centrale eat munie d'un Echangeur huils / eau.

Lea pompes sont doubldes pour des raisons de sdcuritd et en cas de panne
Electrique le graissage eat assur6 par la turbopompe qui rests alimentde en vapeur.

2.3.3.- Centrals de refroidissement.

Cette centrals assure is refoidissement des El6ments m~caniques en contact avec
lea voluts:

- ls systZme de barres St rotulss qui relient et soutiennent lea volutes,
- la motorisation des vannes HP,
- le carter de Is ligne d'arbrea qul sat protdgE par un ecran thsrmique.

Ces 6l6ments sont refroidis par circulation d'eau ddmindralisde en circuit ferm6.

3 - ?ESURES AU BAN4C C3.

3.1.- Mesures de surveillance du banc.

Tous lea Eldments du banc: C3 sont dquipds d'une instrumentation de surveillance impartants.
La surveillance ports essentiellernent sur l'entrainement rndcanique du compresseur d'une part, et
aur lea circuits de servitude d'autre part. Lea valsurs dei diffdrents param~tres mesurds
(pressiona, tempdratures, vibrations) aont indiqudes par des appareila de mesure snalogiques done
la salle de contrle.

Des seuils d'alarms sont d~finis pour tout lea parambtres importants, suivant is
hidrarchie suivants

alarms blanche -. ddfaut mineur, Evolution A surveiller
alarms jaune -. w.. d~faut n~cessitant une ddc~ldration rapids par action manuelle du pilots
alarms rouge -. d~clanchement automatique - Ia turbine A vapeur nst plus alimentde et is

banc s'arrgts.

3.2.- Meaures aur is compresseur.

Lea meaures effectu~es our ls compressur sont acquiss par un ordinateur MITRA 15 propre
au bant. La capacitd de meaurs du banc eat de 2 000 ineaurs.

L'acquisition des meaurs de preasion sat rdalise soit par des scanivalves, soit par
des capteura individuels pour lea meaures acquiss lore du pompags.

Lea mesures de tempdrature se font par des thermocouples Chromel - Alumel.

Des meaures de vibrations Bont effectudes aur lea diffdrenta paliers du compressur.

Lora des essais du compressur OP CFM 56 une tdldmesure eat montLe. dana Is net du
compresaur. Cetta t~ldmeaure tranamet A une antenne fixe placde A lsextdrieur du compreaseur
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lea mesures effectudes sur les parties tournantes, essentiellement des contraintes Bur lea
aubages.

Des sondes mobiles de pression ou de tempdrature t~ldconssanddes A distance peuvent 9tre
utilisdes pour explorer certains plans de mesure du compresseur. Ces sondes peuvent 9tre d~placdes
A is fois en profondeur et en orientation angulaire.

Des mesures par Eul chaud sont effectudes derri~re la roue fan du compresseur et servent
coamme moyen de ddtection du pompage.

Des mesures de pression instationnaire avec des capteurs de type kulite peuvent Egalement
@tre faites.

Des mayens plus complexes de inesure tels que l'utilisation du laser pourront E6ventuel-

lement 41tre implantds dans le banc dans un stade ultdrieur.

3.3.- Macurea de ddbit.

La mesure du ddbit d'air entrant dane le compresseur eat effectude en utilisant les

r~sultats d'un dtalonnage prdalable de la manche d'entrde du compresseur.

La mesure du d~bit est dgalement faite au niveau des quatre venturis A 1'dchappement
du banc.

La figure 6 montre l'6quipement de mesure d'un venturi.

Un peigne de 11 prises de pression totale periset de d~terminer le profil de Ia couche
limite et de calculer un coefficient de d~bit.

Pour mesurer Ia pression diffdrentielle au col du venturi on utilise deux capteurs
diffdrentiels de gafne diffdrente (7 kPa et 17,5 kPa). .Iuaqu'A 6 kPa on utilise le capteur de
ganne 7 kPa et au desaus de 6 kPa on utilise le capteur de ganale 17,5 kPa. Ceci permet
d'amdliorer Ia prdcision de la mesure. Des preesostate permettent une fermeture automatique des
circuits par des Electro-robinets en cas de surpression.

La preasion totale et la tempdrature totale sont mesurdes en amont du col du venturi. La
tempdrature de parol eat Egalement mesurde au col pour tenir compte dee'variations de section dues
A is dilatation.

Loea sections des quatre venturis sont dchelonn~es du gros venturi du flux secondaire au
petit venturi du flux primaire. Selon le ddbit d'air correapondant il eat possible de adlectionner
pour chacun des flux soit le petit venturi, soit le gros venturi, soit l'ensemb le des deux
vienturie. Le nombre de Mach au col des venturis ne doit pas 9tre trop faible car la mesure du
d~bit devient alors trop impr~cise; pour limiter lea pertes de charge on ne ddpasse pas un
nombre de Mach au col1 de lordre de 0,5.

La comparaison entre le d~bit mesurd A l'entrde du compresseur et la somme des d~bits
mesurds par lee venturis eat safisfaisante.

4 - ITHODES D'ESSAI.

Thus lee calcula aont effectuds en temps rdel par lord.nateur MITRA 15 du banc.

Trois modes de traitement diffdrents sont utilisds lore d'un eseai :le mode pilotage
pendant lea phasea d'accdldration ou de d~c~ldration, le mode champ pour Is d~termination des isovites-
ses et le mode pompage, A proximitd du pompage. La choix de ces diffdrents modes ainsi que lea diffdren-
tee options d'Adition ou de tracE se fait par l'interm~diaire de roues codeuses A proximitd du bouton
d'appel du point de mesure.

4.1.- Node pilotage.

Ce mode a pour but d'indiquer rapidement au pilote lea diffdrents param~tres dont il a
besoin pour suivre lessai.

L'acquisition ne porte que sur un nombre rdduit de paramiltres (en particulier seules lea
pressione aur capteura individuels sont acquises).

Les patamLtres r~duits du compreeseur (ddbits rdduits, rapports de pression, vitease de
rotation rdduite, rendements) sont calculds et affichds sur des Ecrana de t~ldvision avec
quelques paras~tres de surveillance propres au compreaseur (pressions d'enceinte, tempdratures
de paliers, etc...).

4.2.- Mode champ.

Ce mode a pour but de caractdriser lee performances adrodynamiques du compresseur et
permet en particulier Is d~termination des isoviteases dana lea champs compresseur du flux
primaire et du flux secondaire.

L'acquisition porte cur Ia totalitd des mesuree. Les moyennec cont calculdes par peigne
et par anneau dans lea diffdrenta plans de mesure.



Le calcul des diffdrents param~tres r~duits eat effectuog en temps rdet et lea r6sultata
sont aff ichds sur lea dcrans de td4vision et imprim~s Bur une imprimante rapide.

L'ensemble des acquisitions, des moyennes et des rdsultats de calcul est enregistrd Sur
un disque magn~tique.

Un point6 sur table tragante de la position du point d'essai dans le champ compresseur
du flux primaire ou du flux secondaire peut @tre effectud.

4.3.- Mode pompage.

Ce mode a pour but Ia d~termination prdcise des lignes de pompage dana les champs compres-
seur des deux flux. Les ph~nom~nes 6tant instationnairea A proximit4 du pompage il eat n~cessaire
d'effectuer une acquisition rapide A 10 Hz d'un nombre r~duit de paramitres (environ 50). Cette
acquisition est stockde dans une mdmoire tournante qui ne conserve que lea 60 derni~res secondes.

A partir du dernier point champ effectud, ou se ddplace sur une isovitesse en fermant
ldg~rsment lea vannes A ld6chappemsnt du flux concernd, jusqu'A l'apparition du pompage ddtectd
ewatre autre par le signal du fil chaud (figure 7). On ouvre alors lea vannes d'antipompage et on
arr~te la scrutation du mode pompage.

On effectue ensuite le tracd aur table tragante de l'un des param~tres acquis au pompage
(en gdndral le fil chaud).

La courbe obtenue (figure 8) permet de ddterminer de faqon prdcise 1 instant o6i le
pompage eat apparu. Cet instant eat ensuite introduit dana l'ordinateur par l'interrnddiaire d'un
clavier.

Lea moyennes qui soot utiliades dana lea calcula sont alors recalculdes A partir des
moyennes correspondantes du dernier point champ dana le rapport des param~tres acquis au pompage
rapportds aux valeurs correspondantes du dernier point champ.

Le m~me programme de calcul que pour le mode champ eat ensuite utiliad pour calculer lea
diffdrents paramitres rdduits.

4.4.- Mode rdpartition.

Ce mode consiste A explorer un rayon du compresseur et A ddterminer en diffdrents points
de ce rayon l'angle de 1'dcoulement, Is pression totals, la pression statique et Ia tempdrature
tota is.

L'opgration se fait en deux temps

- A Vaide d'une sonde A trois beca on replre Vangle de ldcoulement et on mesure la preasion
totale pour diffdrentea valeurs du rayon;

- apr~s changement de sonde, on mesure Ia pression statique ou Ia tempdrature totale en orientant
Ia sonde face A l'dcoulenent conformdment aux relevds prdc~dents.

II eat prdvu que le ddplacement des sondes en profondeur et en angle Soit effectud de
fagon automatique.

5 -CONCLUSION.

Crflce A s puissance qui peut atteindre 40 000 kW, le banc d'esai C3 permet d'effectuer
lea easais des grands compreaseura des moteurs civils actuela tels que le CEM 56 ou le CF6-32. Las
essais de tels compreaseurs offrent Ia possibilitd d'explorer des zones de fonctionnement dangereuses
pour le moteur complet (pompage, flottement) et permettent une inddpendance du ddveloppement du compree-
seur par rapport aux autres parties du moteur.
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PUISSANCE 40 000 kW

VITESSE DE ROTATION 12 500 tr/mn

ADMISSION ddbit 500 kg/s
pression 0,1 A 2 bars
tempdrature - 35 A + 1000%

ECHAPPEMENT BP d~bit 500 kg/B
pression 0,1 A 4 bars
tempdrature - 30 A + 30000

ECHAPPEMENT HP d~bit 200 kg/s
pression 0,1 A 12 bars
temp~rature - 30 A + 5O0

0
C

FIGURE 1 PRINCIPALES CARACTERISTIQUES DU BANC C3
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inverseur/ turbine a turbine A

FIGURE 2 VUE EN ELEVATION DUi COEUR BE BANC
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FIGURE 5 SYSThIMf DE VANNAGE HP
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FIGURE 6 EQUIPEMENT IX IRSUE D'UN VENTURI
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I. SUMMARY

A special combustor test facility has been built at DFVLR Research and Test

Centre PORZ WAHN which is described in detail. On this facility, research on annular

combustors has becn carried out up to 16 bar and 820 K combustor inlet conditions.
First of all the requirements for typical test procedures for high pressure/high
temperature combustor testing have been established. After definition of these
requirements the layouts for the test installations and the test bed were specified.
As well as the design of special test equipment it was necessary to develop the

testing and measuring techniques. Every effort has been made to achieve the most

accurate high temperature measurement and gas analysis at the exit of the annular

combustor. Results achieved by rig testing showed close similarity to those produced

by engine testing.

2. INTRODUCTION

Compressor pressure ratios and turbine inlet temperatures of aircraft gasturbine
engines have been increasing steadily. In both civil and military applications
the tren6 is towards turbofan engines having compact high pressure, high temperature
gas generators. Fuel efficient civil engines now in the development stage have
overall compression ratios of up to 40. The latest military engines have turbine
inlet mean temperatures exceeding 1700 K. In cycle and mission analysis of these
modern compact engines it was assumed that materials, combustors and turbine cooling
systems can be designed and developed to work satisfactorily. High overall compres-
sion ratios are followed consequently by high compressor discharge air temperature.
As this air is the coolant for the flame tube and the HP-turbine, it offers only
a low heat sink capacity. At the same time the cooling requirement will increase
because of high gas temperature in the flame tube and high heat fluxes to the engine
parts exposed to the gas. Thus, with increasing pressure the proportion of cooling
air increases, i.e. for flame tube cooling it reaches more than 40 % of the combus-
tion air. Therefore, as the amount of combustion air which is needed for a stoichio-
metric mixture in the primary zone takes nearly 30 %, the remainder for the dilution
zone is very small. Intensive combustor development is therefore necessary in order
to arrive at the temperature pattern factors required to guarantee adequate turbine
life.

Progress has been made in designing combustors and calculating the aerodynamic/

chemical processes in a combustor (I) . These calculations relate the chemical

reactions according to the local conditions and mixture ratios to the aerodynamic

flow field in the combustor. Fuel vaporization calculation and better understanding
of the recirculation model of the primary zone permit determination of flame stabil-
ity limits, combustion process and gas emission specimen.

In addition to the theoretical work a great amount of detailed model rig testing
has been performed to generate well established data of the aerodynamic and thermo-
dynamic behaviour of combustor components, such as diffusor and flame tube cooling
devices. All these data are very useful for the proper layout of a combustor, how-
ever the complex effect of aerodynamic and thermal load on the combustor can only
be shown in tests under actual engine conditions.

The simulation of these engine conditions requires a specially designed test
site and rig. The planning objective for the combustor test site and combustor
rig has to follow the development requirements in the engine programme. At first,
a research combustor rig and subsequently an engine parts rig (using engine parts)
was designed for high pressure and high temperature operation.

Exact simulation of all actual engine operating conditions was the ultimate
goal. However, technical and economical considerations led to some compromises.
As durability problems of high temperature loaded components dictate TBO and life
time of an engine it was the main goal to simulate the influence of gas temperature
on combustion process, pattern factors and flame tube wall temperatures.

1) Numbers in parentheses designate References at end of paper.
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3. MATCHING COMBUSTOR TEST SITE CAPABILITIES TO COMBUSTOR REQUIREMENTS

At DFVLR Research and Test Centre PORZ WAHN, the existing compressor capacity
for the required air massflow is 20 bar. By installing a new air heater the combustor
rig inlet temperature could be increased to 850 K. The measuring equipment, i.e.
temperature/gas sampling probes, had to be designed to withstand peak temperatures
up to 2000 K. A special traverse gear for probe rotation at the combustor exit
and the exhaust ducting including the throttle valve had to be designed to stand
mean gas temperatures up to 1750 K.

3.1 Air supplies

The existing test facilities are supplied by a common compressor station con-
sisting of low pressure ( '- = 5) and medium pressure ( 'm = 4) compressors. Tqey
can be coupled in parallel or in series. Optionally, five HP-vessels of 1000 m
total volume can be filled at night by a separate HP-compressor (60 bar) to give
some 70 000 kg HP-air in addition to the compressor air for testing purposes. The
combustor test procedures have been chosen in such a way that for maximum air demand
by use of vessel air the electrical power for the compressors is limited to approx.
11 Megawatt for economical reasons.

A simplified scheme of the combustion test site is shown in fig. 1. The air
from the central compressor station is fed to the combustor test site by a piping
system which contains two metering orifices (0,2 - 5/1,5 - 30 kg/s) for accurate
measurement of the combustion air flow rate. The metered airstream is fed to the
air heater and then passes through a 30 m long, well insulated piping system to
the test site. This arrangement had to be chosen because of local restrictions
in heater location and it unfortunately results in a maximum thermal piping expansion
of 360 mm and in a temperature loss of nearly 75 K. For special cooling requirements,
there is a separate metered high pressure air line into the test cell.

3.2 Combustor Air Heater

Exact duplication of all engine operating conditions concerninq combustor
inlet temperature was the main goal. Near maximum temperature and pressure at engine
HP-compressor discharge occur during high speed low level flights. As the aircraft
then needs maximum thrust the combustor must also be capable of maximum heat release
under these conditions. All test and measurement equipment was designed for these
conditions. The design criterion for the air heater was to heat the maximum test
facility airflow of 20 kg/s up to 820 K at combustor inlet. In accordance with
this and the 75 K temperature loss the maximum temperature rise of the heater was
set at 640 K. This temperature rise with a desired time stability of + 2 K and
the most economical design led to the chosen convection type heater.

The temperature rise of the heater at 1 bar is 400 K to 550 K. Above 2 bar
any required temperature rise between 200 K and 550 K can be set up. A heating
up time of less than 40 minutes and a TBO of 300 hours was guaranteed and could
be proven. The heater, see fig. 2, consists of an oil-fired combustion chamber
and a folded gas pass to the heat exchanger. To alter the maximum 1300 K high gas
temperature, cold dilution air can be mixed gradually with the hot gas before enter-
ing the heat exchanger. The heater is controlled automatically by a three stage
regulation system. For big changes of heat flux the amount of burnt fuel and hence
the hot gas temperature is influenced, small changes are controlled by the dilution
air / hot gas mixing ratio. For accurate temperature regulation a cold air bypass
of the heater enables a temperature stability of + 3 K.

3.3 Test Site Supplies

Fuel supply

The fuel supply system was designed for the development of combustors with
different fuel spray systems. Therefore a three line system was chosen. Pressures
up to j00 bar and flow rates up to 3000 1/h can be covered. Metered backing lines
allow for presetting of required flow rates. For quick and accurate measurement
three different flow rate measuring systems have been chosen. An accuracy of + 0,2 %
o.r. is guaranteed by an automatic volumetric system. The impulses from the cali-
brated flow turbines are fed to the automatic data acquisition system.

For special endurance tests with cycling combustor heat releases, the fuel
can be automatically chopped from a chosen maximum to a minimum flow rate with
individual time settings. For investigation of elevated fuel temperatures on fuel-
boiling behaviour in manifold and spray systems, the fuel temperature can be increased
to 430 K.

Cooling Water Systems

The existing main cooling water system is made up with a boost pump (10 bar)
and then used to cool all combustor exhaust ducting. Each separate line is flow
rate-controlled according to water exit temperiture to restrict the overall amount
of cooling water to an allowable rate of 160 m /h. From this medium pressure water
system an injection water system is fed by another boost pump (35 bar) which injects
water into the hot ga downstream of the combustor. A regulation system which meters
the flow rate in relaLion to the amount of burnt fuel keeps the water loss to a
minimum. A fuel/watpr ratio of 1:5 has proven to be satisfactory and keeps the steam
plume at the exhaust stack nearly invisible.



For cooling of the thermally high loaded probes at combustor exit a separate
closed-loop decarbonised water system was designed. The pressure of this system
is adjusted by a bypass regulation system to keep the pressure difference between
water and gas to a minimum. This method and a safety shut-off system prevent burn
out of all probes in case of damage to one single probe. By additionally monitoring
water exit temperature at each probe, damage has so far been completely prevented.

3.4 Combustor Test Rig Arrangement

The best method of handling thermal piping expansions between air heater and
combustor rig and also to take up ma,:imum axial loads of 250 kN from the throttle
valve, was to install the whole rig and its complete measuring equipment on a move-
able rig dolly, see fig. 3. Hot combustion air enters the rig at the front support
which can be disconnected for combustor mounting purposes, hydraulically sliding
on the basic frame. Front support, basic frame and rear support take the high ayial
loads from the rig. The rear support carries the exhaust throttle vale. Thermal
expansions between front and rear support are taken by a compensator upstream of
the combustor. To prevent any buckling force on a thin walled (1,6 mm) engine com-
bustor casing, the compensator can be installed with pre-tension. This arrangement
first seemed to be very complex but it has proved to be a safe and easy mounting
device. Only 4 mechanics and 3 engineers are necessary to fulfill a comprehensive
test programme with 3 different combustors within a week, having a 10 hour day
shift. Up to now more than 650 HP running hours have been accumulated without
great difficulties or damage to the equipment.

4. TEST LINE

4.1 Combustor Test Rig

The research Combustor Test Rig is shown in fig. 4. It consists of the inlet
section with its measurement instrumentation, a two row flow simulator, outer/inner
casing and the annular flame tube. By means of a grid, by variable guide vanes
and by blockage rings the required compressor discharge velocity profile and turbu-
lance level can be generated. The section downstream of the flow simulator contains
an interchangeable prediffuser. The dump diffuser divides the annulus air into
approximately equal proportions for outer and inner flame tube supply. At the end
of the outer annulus, HP-turbine bleed is simulated by a metered blow off line.
The combustion outer casing carries ii fuel nozzles and two high energy torch igni-
ters. Different up-to-date fuel spray systems have been investigated, such as atom-
izers and vaporizers. Best results have been achieved using a fuel prevaporization
concept, (2), (3). The flame tube consists of sections welded together using highly
efficient machined cooling rings. At the exit of the flame tube, in the plane of
the nozzle guide vane (NGV), measurement of gas temperatures and gas sampling are
performed. To ensure that during testing the probes at combustor exit (6 off) are
well centered in the hot combustor exit plane, they have to be adjusted to give
approximately 3,5 mm offset.

4.2 Traverse Gear

For reasons of simplicity most of HP/HT Combustor development work is usually
done by using either a number of fixed probes or integral well mixed gas values
downstream of the combustor, (4), (5). At NASA-Lewis Research Centre a newly designed
test facility for HP-combustor and HP-turbine development uses an internal rotating
assembly. (6). A similar design was chosen by Rolls Royce Bristol. Problems with
"internal" traverse gears are often caused by the hot gas environment of the measuring
wiring 3nd the mechanism for rotation and control.

After a design evaluation in 1972 it was decided to build a traverse gear
with "external" connection of the probes, see fig. 5. External connections permit
easy checking of all instrumentation wiring, easy tubing and individual adjustment
for radial probe positioning. The chosen traverse gear design consists of a fixed
front member, a T-Shaped rotating ring for support of 6 equispaced probes, a hydraulic
drive system, a control unit and a fixed rear member. To take off any axial load
from the T-ring, a superstructure of 8 bridge pieces is built over it. The bridge
pieces take the axial loads generated by the high internal pressure. To allow for
the thermal and elastic expansion of the superstructure only one single gear carries
the rotating T-ring. All fixed and moving parts are water cooled. By means of a
system of piston type rings and HP sealing air chambers any hot gas leakage to
the atmosphere can be prevented. Careful attention is paid to balancing the pressure
for sealing air in the upstream and downstream annular HP air sealing chamber.
On the outer diameter of the T-ring all wires and tubes are run together to form
a common flexible harness to wind up during rotation of a full sweep of 1200, see
fig. 6. The pictures give a view onto the front member of the traverse gear and
the exhaust duct downstream of the combustor exit. The cruciform water cooled pipe
structure centers the inner water cooled linings and contains a water injection
nozzle on the centre line.
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4.3 Exhaust Throttle Valve

The design principle of the internally watercooled exhaust throttle valve
(butterfly type) is that a hollow and rigid internal structure takes the load from
the HP-gas pressure, see fig. 7. A separate water jacket enables the construction
of narrow passages for intensive water cooling. The water jacket with its elevated
temperature and non uniform thermal expansion can move freely on the internal
body. Therefore a multisealing design at both ends of the axis was necessary to
prevent leakage of cooling water into the gas or rather HP hot gas penetration
into the 10 bar cooling water system, depending on actual gas pressure. For ease
of installation the single piece valve is mounted between two flanges of the exhaust
ducting.

5. INSTRUMENTATION AND MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT

Combustors of modern aeroengines are highly loaded, i.e. they are required
to produce a large heat release in a small volume. It is therefore important to
prove their performance which must approach 100 percent burn-out rate of the injected
fuel together with a reasonable temperature distribution to ensure a definite HP
turbine life. Therefore the technology of temperature measurement and gas analysis
for high pressure and high temperature gas had to be developed at MTU in order
to enable combustor development.

5.1 Temperature measurement

Probe Design

Thermocouples of Pt Rh/Pt are usually used for high temperature measurement.
Using the combination PtRhlO/Pt, the thermocouple beads stand temperatures up to
2000 K (melting point). The problem of temperature measurement is twofold: as a
probe body is required which will stand these high temperatures, it has to be water-
cooled intensively, and hence the heat flux from the thermocouple bead to this
heat sink causes the bead temperature to be somewhat lower than the actual gas
temperature.

For easy measurement of the whole combustor exit, three rakes, each incorpo-
rating five open beads, were found to be sufficient for accurate temperature field
determination. The traverse gear has then only to rotate through a 120 degree sector.
The following criteria have been established for the temperature probe design:

durability of probe body and beads up to 2000 K at 20 bar

easy maintenance or replacement of the thermocouples

foolproof connection systems to prevent mixup of bead wiring and faulty contacts

good reproducibility of geometrical bead configuration

good response of thermocouple bead

probe design to measure gas temperature as near as possible to the wall

no catalytic effect on bead surface in case of unburnt products in the gas.

As a result of continuous development we came up with a hook-like probe body,
see fig. 8. The head is of slender form held by a 22 mm diameter shaft. The cooling
water impinges on the hot leading surface of the probe and is drained along the
inner structure. Five separate welded in tubes enclose the teflon insulated 0,5 mm
diameter thermocouple leads which end in ceramic tubes at the probe head. These
ceramic tubes of 2.8 mm diameter contain four holes, two of them for PtRhlO support
wires. A four-wire bead design was found necessary for reasons of durability and
to keep the bead centered for all thermal expansion positions. To prevent catalytic
postreaction the beads are A1203 coated with a layer of 6 - 8 Pm thickness.

Temperature Correction

Open bead temperature rakes have been used first during atmospheric combustor
test periods. Combustion efficiency according to thermocouple mV-reading was always
too low compared to the gas analysis efficiency. Therefore, it was corrected in
relation to gas efficiency. For the purpose of comparison, hot gas calibration
tests of the probes have then been performed. A definite influence of hot gas Mach-
number, gas temperature and bead configuration on the error between bead and actual
gas temperature was found. Starting the HP combustor test series, the correlation
of this atmospheric calibration leads to pyrometric efficiencies above 100 %. In
the first instance this efficiency could only be corrected in relation to the corre-
sponding gas analysis efficiency. This method was unsatisfactory. Therefore, some
effort was put into probe improvement together with some analy- ical heat balance
alculations of the standardized bead configuration.



In this heat balance model the bead has to perform a heat balance considering
forced convection, conduction and radiation. Any catalytic effect could be neglected
because of Al 0 coating. A schematic of the thermal heat balance model is given
in fig. 9. Pa~atetric calculations showed a reasonable sensitivity of the computer
model. By applying a temperature influenced emissivity of the A1 20 3 coating a good
coincidence of atmospherically calibrated values and theoretical data was obtained,
as can be seen in fig. 10. Corrections by this calculated relationship are applied
to each individual temperature reading, taking into account the typical test point
data such as air pressure, air temperature, air/fuel ratio, combustor exit Mach-number,
bead emissivity etc. In all atmospheric and HP/HT combustor test evaluations discrep-
ancies of not more than 3 % (25 K) between pyrometric and gas analysis efficiency
are obtained. According to this the peak gas temperature at combustor exit has
an accuracy better than 1,5 percent, i.e. 1,3 percent accuracy of the temperature
pattern factors OTDF and RTDF.

5.2 Gas Analysis

Gas analysis has been employed to determine the gaseous combustion products
and smoke emission. The efficiency of the combustion process can be readily deter-
mined from the portion of total unburned hydrocarbons-UHC and Co. The concentration
of smoke for example is mostly a measure for the mixing quality of the fuel-rich
reaction in the primary zone. Combustor gas analysis at a higher pressure level
than in normal atmospheric tests has the advantage of comparability with actual
engine results. The problem however with rig results is to get a true and representa-
tive value for each specimen.

Gas Sampling System

High temperature and pressure might cause postreaction of the sample in the
probe if fast quenching of the unburnt products and radicals cannot be achieved.
In order to avoid too much investigation into developing sample techniques some
theoretical calculations have been performed which showed that the lower the concen-
tration of unburnt products, the lower the rate of postreaction, and hence the
better the reliability of the determined combustion efficiency. For a typical 15
bar test point the accuracy of combustion efficiency is within a band of nearly
0,5 percent if the determined efficiency is better than 99 percent. As nitric oxides
show practically no tendency to further reaction below 1500 K it could be proved
by HP-rig test results, that the well known pressure law for NO formation EIN -1- p

0
,
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could be adopted for our combustion systems. As it was also proved that the rig
smoke results compared well with the engine exhaust values, we gained confidence
in the used gas sampling technology.

For sampling gas emissions from HP combustor rig tests three five-point water
cooled probes were used, see fig. 8. The width of the probe corresponds to the
annular combustor exit plane height. The cooling water impinges on the hot leading
surface of the probe and thus gives good cooling of the body and allows for fast
quenching of the gas specimen in each of the five separate lines. After cooling
down the gas, the five gas sampling lines are joined in a main duct and its mean
gas temperature is monitored at probe exit. During the stepwise temperature traverse
at the combustor exit gas samples are taken from three equispaced probes in order
to obtain a full set of gas emission data. All lines to the instruments are heated,
and the arrangement was built up corresponding to the EPA requirements as far as
possible, see fig. 11. To minimize the response time of the system, the gas flow
rate is kept as high as possible by venting the excess gas. Thus, a response time
of 10 seconds plus 10 seconds for value stabilisation gave only a 20 second period
for each test point sampling. All instruments operate continuously and the results
are traced permanently by multi-channel chart recorders. Before and after each
test point the instruments are calibrated with high accuracy reference gas. During
start of the combustor and fuel-rich burning during test point set-up, contamination
of the sampling system with liquid fuel or soot is prevented by blowing purge air
through the lining system. Each probe can be connected separately to the instruments
by means of automatic shut-off valves if non-mixed individual values from the circum-
ference are desired.

Gas Analysis Equipment

A recommendation for the procedure for continuous sampling and measurement
of gaseous emission from aircraft turbine engines is laid down in the "Aerospace
Recommended Practice ARP 1256", (7). The equipment which was used corresponds to
this standardising technology. The photograph of fig. 12 shows the set-up of the
equipment.

Total Unburnt Hydrocarbons - UHC

The total unburnt hydrocarbons are measured with a flame ionization detector
(Model FID 3, Testa, Germany). This special model is insensitive to oxygen
and is completely heated to 150 °C. Because of a pressure stabilizer it
has a stable read out even under inlet pressure variations. The flow rate
is kept to 50 1/h and its measuring ranges are:

0-10/100/1.000/I0.000/I00.000 ppm Vol

For calibration a set of different gas concentrations (C3 H8 in N2 ) are used.



Nitric Oxides - NO x

The nitric oxides NOx=No+NO 2 are measured using a chemiluminescence analyser
(Model 10 AR, Thermo Electron Corp., USA). This model has been chosen because
of its good sensitivity resulting from the vacuum reaction chamber (25 Torr).
The low pressure also prevents extensive cross-sensivity to water vapour.
The lines and the capillary module are also heated to prevent NO fall
out in condensed water. The analyser including the capillary modale is
calibrated with NO and NO 2 mixtures in N2 with the flow rate of 50 1/h,
the same as for the measuring set-up. By passing the gas through a NO /NO
converter the NO proportion of the NO x value can be measured. Span seiting
ranges are:

0-2.5/10/25/100/250/1.000/2.500/10.000 ppm Vol NOx

Carbon Monoxide - CO, Carbon Dioxide - CO 2

These specimens are continuously measured by the usual nondispersive infra-red
analyser (NDIR). The used model shows an excellent thermal stability and
no long time drift as a result of its double stage cuvette system (Model
UNDR 5N, Maihak, Germany). The line heating is set to approximately 150
°C and the gas is filtered, dried in a 2 °C water trap and fed to the instru-
ments at a flow rate of 60 1/h. Span setting ranges are:

0-0.2/0.5/2.0 % Vol CO

0-3/10/30 % Vol CO 2

Smoke (optical extinction method)

The smoke measuring procedure is laid down in ARP 1179 (8). This procedure
involves the divertion of a small fraction of the engine exhaust stream
which is passed through a standardized filter, the loss of its reflectivity
being measured. Since this method was specially conceived for engine compli-
ance tests it has some drawbacks regarding combustor gas measurement. The
main disadvantage is its inability to carry out continuous smoke emission
measurements. Therefore an improved optical smoke meter was designed at
MTU which permits continuous measurement with sufficient accuracy at low
smoke concentrations. Further details are given in (9). The optical instru-
ment employs a chopped dual beam optical system. The light from the source
is divided into a measuring beam through a steadily blown smoke chamber
and a reference beam. Comparison of the two light intensities leads to
the extinction value of the actual gas sample passing the heated smoke
chamber.

5.3 Data Acquisition

A semi-automatic data collecting system was designed. Depending on the type
of combustor test, different data sequences can be chosen. A basic programme which
collects a fixed set of data for test point evaluation, is activated before and
after each test point traverse. A schematic of the data acquisition system is given
in fig. 13. On command from the control unit, the multiplexer digitizer scans all
determined signal input channels. For pressure measurement transducers and scani-
valves are used. For higher precision, pressures are taken as differences to a
finally calibrated reference pressure, normally a static pressure at combustor
inlet. Scanning velocity can be adapted to full pressure settlement in the lining
system. Temperature accuracy in the case of combustor exit gas temperature measure-
ment is mostly governed by the quality of the mV-reading/gas temperature correlation,
not by the accuracy of the digitizer instruments.

The input signals are immediately emitted on a punched tape (BCD-Code) and
fed into a teletyper for a printing of all data outputs in mV-units for control
purpose. Fifteen channels can be traced on chart recorders parallel to the automatic
digital system for control. During a 120 degree sweep, gas samples and temperatures
are normally taken simultaneously. The step increment of the traverse gear can
be selected by digital switches, but a 5 degree step is preferred. This mode gives
360 individual temperatures and 24 gas sampling values for a full traverse at com-
bustor exit. Considering a data collection sequence time of 20 seconds for one
step, one comes up with nearly 7 to 8 minutes for a complete set of data for a
single test point.

6. TEST AND ANALYSIS PROCEDURES

6.1 Typical Test Procedure

After a series of model testing, atmospheric combustion testing and altitude
relight testing the performance of the combustor under actual engine conditions
has to be proved. These HP/HT-combustor tests should precede the engine testing.
To achieve good compatibility not all of the dimensions of the rig combustor in
relation to the engine combustor should be scaled and great care should be taken
to ensure the simulation of the dominant engine characteristics.
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The HP/HT-combustor test procedures have been established in such a manner,
that at first the aerodynamic design values are proved and found applicable to
the combustor even under high thermal loading. Special attention is then drawn
to the primary zone performance (recirculation, mixing quality, flame tube wall
temperature). By altering the air temperature and pressure and the air/fuel ratio
as well, the optimum of combustor performance can be determined in a parametric
manner. The second stage of development deals with the optimisation of the combustion
process to meet the engine design requirements. The most important features are
combustor durability and exit temperature pattern.

High pressure combustion tends towards smoke production, so a lot of development
has to be put into smoke reducing flame tube modifications or burner design improve-
ments. For a smoke reduction from emission values of 9 HSU to 4 HSU, for example,
a development period of nearly two years was necessary and another period of two
years brought the smoke value within 1,5 HSU well below the visibility limit of
2,5 HSU.

For this typical work accompanying an engine test programme a certain combustor
test procedure was found to be the most economical, see fig. 14. In this HP/HT
test procedure, measurements are first taken at part load conditions to prevent
any damage to the combustor and the probes. In the second step full load is applied
if the foregoing data allow for higher thermal load.

6.2 Data Processing and Test Evaluation

Comprehensive computer calculations are needed for data processing as each
individual temperature reading has to be corrected to come up with the true gas
temperature. As the combustion engineer not only desires to know mean values or
global pattern factors but also temperature field plots, complex computer software
was established. As a result one came up with temperature graphs, see fig. 15.
On this graph lines of constant gas temperatures are plotted which enable an easy
judgement of traverse quality.

The gas analysis results are gathered on multi-channel chart recorders. Scripts
are evaluated manually. A typical chart is shown in fig. 16, it also contains the
traverse gear stepping trace for better data correlation and evaluation. Automatic
gas analysis evaluation during gas sampling is in preparation.

6.3 Comparison of Rig and Engine Test Results

As far as gas sampling results are concerned comparison of HP/HT combustor
test and engine test data could be easily applied, as in the engine test programme
mainly exhaust measurement equipment was installed. For analysis of engine test
data it has to be born in mind that a certain deterioration of combustor exit values
to turbine exit values occurs due to possible postreaction in the turbine section
and due to mixing of combustor exhaust gas with turbine cooling air and internal
sealing air. Temperature measurement by traverse of low pressure turbine exhaust
gas showed a change in temperature profile shape and peak temperature location
compared to combustor cxit results. No congruence to combustor exit temperature
profiles could be found. Gas analysis data however at engine nozzle discharge compare
very well if a sample of the core jet stream is taken and corrected for dilution
by internal bleed and turbine cooling air, see fig. 17. The measured emission values
of unburned products (UHC, Co) decrease in the well known manner with increasing
pressure and temperature in the combustor, i.e. shaft rotation or thrust of the
engine. The formation of NOX and the production of smoke both show a tendency towards
increase, the NOx formation corresponding to the rising gas temperature, and the
smoke production corresponding to the increasing fuel richness and gas pressure.
For reasons of comparison rig results are plotted into the engine emission curves.
From this good agreement of gas analysis data it may be assumed that a similar
good agreement exists for combustor exit temperature pattern factors at combustor
exit. This could be indirectly proved after thermal paint tests with turbine nozzle
guide vanes (NGV) fitted to the combustor rig and NGV tests in the engine.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Great effort has been put into the design and development of a high pressure/high
temperature combustor test site and combustor rig. As well as the design of special
test equipment, an intensive development programme for instrumentation equipment
was necessary which was accompanied by theoretical layout calculations. For measure-
ment of combustor rig and engine emissions recommended practices and gas analysis
equipment led to good and comparable results. For fast response and reproducible
smoke emission measurements with high sensitivity, two different instruments have
been designed and proved to work satisfactorily. In accordance with these proven
engine-to-rig correlations it is possible to develop an engine combustor to its
full performance in a rig programme. Consequently not only time and cost of engine
development work can be saved but also a better understanding of the combustion
process is accomplished. In long term development risks can be minimised through
proper combustor lay out.
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SUMMARY

The engine performance simulation model is the basis of all engine work and is also used for a reliable assessment of
marketable performance, for the prediction of the flight performance of the aircraft, for the interpretation of the engine malfunc
tioning and then for a correct evaluation of the engine growth potential. The accuracy of the enqine model is a function of the
quality of the performance characteristics used for each component.

In accordance with this concept, within a turbofan development program, FIAT AVIAZIONE carried out a comprehensive
investigation on the Low Pressure Turbine in order to define the component performance with the best possible accuracy. Different
kind of tests have been performed, from bidimensional, rotating cascades and a cold flow rig test to "in engine" component testing.
The advantages and the intrinsic limits of each kind of test are discussed herebelow.

The first part of this paper deals with the Low Pressure Turbine theoretical prediction methods used in FIAT AVIAZIONE
and a correlation between predictions and rig results is also shown. The second part of the paper compares the rig results with the "in
engine" ones measured with an appropriate instrumentation fitted un the engine.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

it isentropic efficency
T, absolute total temperature

Pt absolute total pressure
Ps absolute static pressure
'y specific heat ratio
CID specific heat at constant pressure
It power
M mass flow
A area
a absolute flow angle

Ma Mach number
Re Reynolds number
R gas constant

Ytot pressure loss coefficent (Pt, - Pt2 )/(Pt -Ps)

i incidence angle
"H/U2 stage loading factor
"H/T specific entalpy drop
M V1T/P flow function
NL low pressure spool speed

NL / v' non-,fimensional speed

Subscripts

1 turbine inlet section
2 turbine outlet section
REF reference value
T direct method
7power method
WSC wall static continuity method

1.0. INTRODUCTION

The optimization of a new engine project concerns all areas supporting the development. The engine simulation by
mathematical models is quite important in order to explore the engine operating characteristic through the complete operating
envelope. Such models are helpful both for assessing the marketable performance and as a diagnostic means for any modifica-
tion needed by the general engine improvement; therefore they must simulate engine steady state operating conditions, starting
characteristics, windmilling conditions and transient performance.

A reliable mathematical model cannot be worked out by simply extrapolating data from similar engines, but also an
acurate analysis nf the individual component behaviour is required. Such an analysis is generally based on theoretical predic-



tions during the preliminary design phase; afterwards rig investigations allow, within certain accuracy limits, both the aerodyna

micists to verify their predictions and the performance specialists to improve the quality of their mathematical model.

The final step should be the assessment of each component performance when installed in the engine; however time and

cost saving suggest to perform this st-p as soon as possible during the development program.

Within the development program of a turbofan engine a step by step investigation has been carried out by FIAT AVIAZIO

NE on a Low Pressure Turbine. Such a turbine has two stages with a mean radius of about 200 mm and an average blade height
of 95 mm. The loading factor is .1H/U

2 
= 1.9 on the first stage and . H/ U

2  
1.6 on the second stage. The expansion ratio is

over 2.4 : 1.

The above mentioned investigations have been carried out as follows:

a) Theoretical prediction of the turbine performance by using ;he method by Ainlev & Mathienson as modified by

Dunham & Came.

b) Profile pressure loss checks on annular cascades.

c) Check of the overall row characteristics on rotating and static cascades.

d) Testing of the whole turbine on cold flow test rig.

e) "In engine" turbine testing.

The results obtained together with the advantages and disadvantages of each ;ingle step of the investigation program are

described in this paper. Sometimes only a few steps out of the five mentioned mi, ht be needed, depending on the type of the

turbine to be analysed and on the kind of engine on which it is fitted.

2.0. ENGINE MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The need of mathematical models to describe the engine performance with a good accuracy during the several steps of an

engine development program, implies the availability of the components characteristics in terms of flow capacity, pressure ratio,

efficiency, specific enthalpy drop, surge margin and so on. Furthermore these characteristics should be defined at sea level static

as well as within the flight envelope.

A comprehensive investigation through the widest range of operating conditions is therefore required with the aim of

defining the influence on the theoretical components maps of the following factors:

- Reynolds number effect.

- Aerodynamic pattern upstream and downstream the components installed in the engine.

- Actual tip clearances on the engine.

- Heat transfer between core engine and by pass duct.

Influence of secondary and cooling flows.

- Surge margins for compressors.

- Mechanical and aerodynamic limits.

The required amount of data and the difficulty of extending such an analysis to all the engine components make difficult

the optimization of the mathematical model. For istance, due to the working temperature levels and the contained dimensions,
the High Pressure Turbine is a critical component to be investigated in the engine; in this case an accurate definition of

compressors and LP Turbine performance (compared with the overall turbine ones), allows the HP Turbine characteristics to be

estimated.

Extensive testing is needed for the model optimization to identify the critical components in respect to possible engine
performance shortfalls. This analysis, firstly carried out theoretically, is then supported by testing the engine at sea level as well

as in the Altitude Test Facility, and afterwards in flight. The engine computer model can make profit of these data for further

optimizations and at the same time is a very useful means for the preparation of the test program too.

The influence of a particular component on the engine performance is a function of: (i engine configuration, ii0

component own characteristics. (iii) characteristics of the component coupled on the same shaft with the one under analysis.

Appendix 1 shows for three different flight conditions the influence of the Low Pressure Turbine on the performance of a

mixed flow, low bypass turbofan. The results of the analysis show in terms of thrust, specific fuel consumption, shaft speed

by-pass ratio the LPT influence on the engine matching and emphasize the engine growth potential by only modifying the LPT

characteristics, provided that the resulting matching does not badly affect handling and shaft speeds.
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3.0. TURBINE PERFORMANCE PREDICTION METHODS

The use of the analytical methods to predict turbine performance leads to simplified models due to the extreme comple-

xity of the flow through the blades caused by three dimensional temperature and pressure distributions. The introduction of
computerization allowed great improvements of these methods by making possible to be defined, with good accuracy, the
required optimum blade shapes. This is applicable as well to off design performance evaluations.

The analytical method used in FIAT AVIAZIONE to predict turbine performance is the well known one by Ainley &
Mathienson as modified by Dunham & Came (ref 1 and 2). This method uses semi-empirical relationships to calculate the
turbine blade pressure losses as a sum of profile (Yp), secondary (Ys) and tip clearance losses (Yk1-

Ytot Yp i Ys 4 Yk

These pressure losses are defined as the total pressure drop through the row divided by the dynamic head at the row exit

(Ytot (Pt, - Pt2 )/q 2 I.

Sometimes this procedure leads to a turbine map quite different from the one obtained by subsequent rig tests as shown in
Fig. 1. These differences are mostly due to inaccuracies in defining the total pressure losses with the above mentioned relation-
ships, in particular the major uncertainity is related to secondary and tip clearance losses because of the complexity of this
phenomenon and the interaction among the different sources of loss.
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In order to achieve a turbine map somewhat more realistic than that obtained in the above way, the component perfor-
mance calculation program has been fed with input values relative to blade row pressure losses measured on cascade test rigs.

4,0 RIG TEST INVESTIGATION

Three rig test procedures can be used for pressure loss measurements: i) rectilinear cascades, (ii) annular cascades, (iii)
rotating cascades.

Rig tests on rectilinear cascades are helpful for profile losses investigation. In this case secondary loss measurements are not
meaningful: in fact it is quite impossible to simulate the blade span-wise static pressure gradient and blade surface/end wall
boundary layers mixing causing such losses. Therefore, for conventional blade profiles, these tests become useless and time
consuming; it is possible finding in the literature how to evaluate the profile losses for conventional geometry blades.
Annular cascades rig tests are very useful to define the cumulative (profiles +-secondary) pressure loss characteristics for
stators. These cascades extend over a certain sector of the annulus; if the sector is not large enough, (i.e. narrow than 120
degrees), the measurements might be affected by the boundary conditions, causing in this way appreciable discrepancies
between annular cascade and complete blade row. Unluckily such a rig test is not reliable for rotors because the blade
spanwise static pressure distribution is different in the reference system, preventing the secondary losses from being investiga-
ted.

- Rig tests on rotating cascades allow accurate analysis on rotor pressure losses. In this case the relative total pressures must be
worked out from the absolute total pressure and the absolute flow angles; following this tecnique only the mean circumferen-
tial value of pressure losses can be measured. Investigations of tip clearance influence on pressure losses can also be carried
out, on this test rig, supplying useful data to transfer test rig results to engine and mathematical models.

An accurate evaluation of the pressure loss characteristics for each single row of a multistage turbine implies testing on
particularly designed annular and rotating cascade test rigs, but such a solution was found too expensive and time consuming;
besides the matching of the single results could produce some errors in the overall pressure loss picture. To overcome these
problems FIAT AVIAZIONE have built a multi-use test rig on which the testing of single rows and complete turbine can be
done. In this way pressure loss characteristics of the annular cascades (stators) and of rotating cascades (rotors) can be obtained
alternatively taking into account the mutual influence of the blades rows previolusly tested.
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4.1. Rig description

In Fig. 2 the possible configurations of the test rig, when arranged for cascade investigations, are shown. The four blade
rows are interchangeable with other rows having different geometry (stagger angle and contained annulus modifications). These
features allow to check many configurations on the same test rig with the same instrumentation.

MULTIUSE TEST 2IO

Fig, 2

The air mass flow supplied by a centrifugal compressor electrically driven is measured with a calibrated nozzle. The braking
system is made by two hydraulic brakes of 12000 HP total power at 12000 rpm max speed. Bearing lube flow and temperature
raise rate are measured during the test; this allow the absorbed power to be taken into account for turbine efficiency
calculations.

TURBINE COLD FLOW RIG INSTRUMENTATION
TEST SYSTEM SCHEMATIC 0 STATIC PRESSURES Y BOSSES FOR RAKES

2 3 1 3

• 6

4

1 compressor motor ..

2 throttle valve
3 dump valve 10 0 

S I4 plenum chamber -TATON
S protective screens water
6 eautt diffuser 9 P P 5 *7 clous, fan , , * * * * S7 fa
B turbine on test
I ofl cooler

10 hydrauic brake • 4. . •

11 centrifugal compressor STATION 1 STATION 2 STATION 3 STATION 4

Fig. 3 Fig. 4

The test rig is equipped (Fig. 4), with rakes of total pressure and temperature probes with five reading points each. The
provided instrumentation allows three different methods to calculate the effi-
ciency. KET _- 2
- Method 1 based on temperature and pressure measurements upstream and

downstream the turbine. Tt - ,C2p

- Method 2 based on brake power and total to total expansion ratio. I(,II1'T

- Method 3 based on brake power and total to total expansion ratio evalua- tTt 2.P.P, MtAWsRo TTP ,.12.,T, MESASURE

ted by calculation of downstream total pressures from static
pressures, swirl angles, airflow and areas. METHOD 3

The relationships by which efficiencies have been calculated are listed in -. 1 If. I, (MIAS0

the following table. US 1 CALCULD O

The 2nd method (efficiency based on power measured) is the most accura- L HC( t A.., '.

te as it can be seen from the analysis reported in Appendix 2. The rig test

efficiencies quoted in this paper refer to this method. (1 s

\ I 
.14 .2 ) R

Table 1
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4,2 Rig test procedure and results

To investigate stator characterirtics at a given inlet Mach number and aerodynamic incidence, many measurements over a
grid similar to that superimposed on Fig. 5 are required. The
grid density must be higher in the wake region and at each point
both total and static pressures have to be measured. In order to STATOR RIOTO

minimize the interference between instrumentation and flow, a
remote-controlled yawmeter. previously calibrated on a wind 1.0
tunnel, is to be adopted. An example of the results obtained
from these measurements is shown in Fig. 5. From such a map -j r -

mean pressure losses area weighted for several radial stations can * .5
be obtained.

In the case of a rotor the test is quicker not being necessa-
ry to move the yawmeter circumferential wise; in fact the mea- 0
suring system, due to its inertia, behaves like a filter feeling the -an 'T
mean circumferential value only. The measurement, performed */Nt D'90

for several radial stations, should be then repeated for the requi- 49$ MEAURE %IM0197
red values of aerodynamic incidence.

From a set of pressure loss maps, shown in Figs. 5 and 6
for stators and rotors respectively, total pressure loss versus Fig. 5 Fig. 6
aerodynamic incidence characteristics can be worked out. The
incidence variation for the 1st stator can be done by changing the stagger angle of the blades, while for the following blade rows
it can be done by varying the rotor angular speed. The characteristics obtained on the multiuse rig for the LP Turbine, we are
dealing with, have been compared in Fig. 7, with the Ainley & Mathienson curves.

PaIDmCTID/ EXPIEIMENTAL CASCADE PRESSURE LOSSES

0.3 &_03Y

le'STATOR I" RTOR 2-STATOR 1 2- ROTO
o.2 0,3 o.:

0.1 .1 0.1 - -- -- -

w -- I toaE ' 10 10 *
-PEDCTED
---- EXPERIMENTAL y, = p ...P

P. - t.

Fig. 7

To justify the appreciable differences recorded on the rows downstream the 1st stator, it must be pointed out that the
pressure loss characteristics prediction as suggested by A. & M. method mainly refers to conventional blade profiles, while the
ones used for the turbine under discussion have shaped by interactive method computer aided allowing for thinner blade shapes
and better performance.

When all the cascade investigations are performed the rig is able to test the overall turbine in order to achieve a map. The
turbine map calculated by using the measured row pressure losses vs incidence shows a good agreement with the overall turbine
characteristics measured on the test rig (Fig. 8) for all the relative non dimensional speeds.

OPTIMIZED MODEL VERSUS RIG MAP

1.04.0

1.0 / .kM.QL

.9 -- OPTVAUWD MN , 4. 9
---- SIB MAP

"96 [E 60' ..
.9l4 fn 80' HL ,14

.20900. IT -92

AK/T AWT .u
AH/TaF AH/TD

. .4 .6 •. 5 ' 0 t2 .4 .6 A to 2

Fig. 8



5.0. LP. TURBINE MATHEMATICAL MODEL CALIBRATION

An accurate calibration of the mathematical model allows reliable performance predictions for any geometry modification
of the basic turbine (blade restagger and contained annulus modifications) intended to produce the required engine rematching.

When dealing with several possible configurations the mathematical model is an helpful and reliable means for a comparati-

ve analysis; the most suitable solution, and that only, can be then tested on the test rig saving in this way money and time.
Provided the mathematical model is accurately optimized no appreciable deviations are to be expected from the last verification

on the test rig.

The model optimization implies test conditions on the test rig as consistent as possible with the actual turbine behaviour in

the engine; besides the mathematical model must include a;l the refinements necessary to cope with the "in engine" performan-
ce. The method used to minimize the discrepancies of test riq results and then the mathematical model (optimized through rig

testing) against the "in engine" component behaviour is illustrated in the following table.

RIG TEST VS ENGINE MATHEMATICAL MODEL 4S ENGINE

Reynolds Number Reynolds Number
For the turbine under discussion the ratio Re on rig / When pressure loss characteristics are available for
Re on engine) is contained between 1.7 and 2.0 for each row the Re correction can be done with the
the different ratings. The measured efficiency should formula reported in ref. 2.
then be corrected in accordance with the following
relationship. (Yp I ys).c. = Yp Ys)(Re/2' 105 ) 

-02

11 - Ieng) = (1 - 'rig) (Rerig/Reeng)0.
2

Air - cold gas - hot gas Air - Gas
The change of Cp and R (function respectively of The mathematical model accounts for any Cp and R

temperature and fuel air ratio) and the throat areas values, furthermore it is also able to correct Cp by

variation due to thermal and centrifugal effects par- flow static temperature through the rows being this
tially counterbalance and often annul each other. In more accordance with the real flow.

this way the rig tests and engine flow functions equa-
lity also guarantees the aerodynamic similarity in the
axial direction. Cold gas -- hot gas

In order to guarantee the aerodynamic similarity in The model could allow for geometry variations at dif-
the tangential direction, as the two mentioned effects ferent ratings, provided that it is correctly instructed

do not compensate each other, the following ratio (correct thermal analysis available).

should be used:

(N/ 'ileng / (N/ / lrig / /TYeng Reng Arig
/ 7rig Rrig Aeng

Tip clearance Tip clearance

The rig tests flexibility allows the definition of an The mathematical model could be adapted to allow

experimental relationship to correct the performance for the experimental curve obtained on the rig to

for different running clearance values, predict both rig and engine turbine behaviour.

Flow distortion Flow distortion

It is very difficult to obtain on the rig a satisfactory The mathematical model, being one-dimensional, can-

simulation of the flow distortions. Furthermore that not consider particular profiles for the inlet parame-

could imply very complex and expensive modifica- ters. Moreover it must be pointed out that "general-

tions of the rig. ly" flow distortions attenuate through the rows and
then should affect the pressure losses of the 1st row

only.

6.0. "IN ENGINE" TURBINE PERFORMANCE INVESTIGATION

In order to improve the knowledge of the turbine characteristics when installed in the engine it may be useful to investigate

their performance using the engine as a test bench.
The original target for this test was the drawing of an installed turbine map. The test procedure was in fact studied in such

a way to explore the whole map (different fans, variable nozzle area, different bleed configurations, particularly shaped nozzles
to split hot and cold flows). Unluckily the intrinsic difficulties of this kind of analysis did not allow the achievement of such an
ambitious target, however this kind of test turned out to be very useful to define: (i) pressure and temperature profiles,
upstream and downstream the turbine, (ii) absolute efficiency level in operating conditions.
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6.1. Instrumentotion

The engine readout is not problem-free and to our experience it can be regarded as reliable only when a large number of
measuring points and a particularly accurate procedure are used. The type and density of the instrumentation to be fitted on the
engine depend on the kind of measurement errors affecting the results. In fact, pressure and temperature distorsions on the
engine and furthermore the high temperature values achieved, sensibly affect the choice of thermocouples type and position.

Overall measurement error limit has been defined for the LP Turbine under discussion, by analysing the possible causes of
error: systematic and random.

Systematic errors (SE)

- Temperature and pressure probes inac- Eliminated by installed probe calibration.
curacies

- Data acquisition system uncertainty i Negligible because of transducer calibration.

- Pressure profile inaccuracy due to limi Negligible because of the flat shape of profiles.
ted number of probes

- Temperature profile inaccuracy due to Estimated from previous tests in about 1 K at turbine
limited number of probes inlet and oulet.

- Temperature inaccuracy due to rakes Core to by-pass duct heat exchange, taken into ac-
axial displacement count.

Random errors (RE)

- Entry and exit temperature instrumenta- ± 0.15 percent
tion precision

- Entry and exit pressure instrumentation ± 0.30 percent
precision

- Number of points taken at the same ra-
ting

The overall measurement error limit is defined as follows:

OMEL = -/ ISE)
2  f(RE)

2

Following the above analysis the instrumentation has been a ranged as shown in Fig. 9.

IN INGINE INSTRUMENTATION AEEANOIMINT

2
"AemssuI11$

TIMP2iAVUAIS

STATION I STATION I STATION I

Fig. 9

Inlet and outlet thermocouples have been calibrated against master thermocouples in order to contain mean errors
within ± 0.5 K around the max temperature values. Pressure probes of the Kiel type have been used.



The measurement error influence on efficiency evaluation is discribed in Appendix 2. It can be observed that this influence
ib rapidly increasing when decreasing turbine load. It appears then quite clearly how difficult is to obtain reliable efficiencies at

low speed, even with good measurement accuracy.

The flow function at turbine inlet is influenced by possible errors in engine by-pass ratio estimates, other than by
temperature and pressure errors at LP Turbine inlet.
In the present case the evaluation of the by-pass ratio is based on an energy balance method requiring measurements or

estimates of the following parameters:

- Engine combustion chamber and by pass duct inlet temperature

- Total air flow at engine inlet

- Fuel flow

- Combustor efficiency and pressure losses

- Secondary flows

- Power offtakes

The obtainable accuracies for the above parameter measurements and the relative weight on air flow evaluation through the
core engine are reported in table 2.

PARAMETER ERROR RELATIVE WEIGT
t % ON MASS FLOW

EWLUATION %

INLET MASS FLOW 1 0 0 2

LPT EXIT TEMPMTUMA (CICATEDI 05 is 0.2

BY-PASS OUCT ENTRY TEWRATURE 0 S 0 6

COMPRESSORS EXIT TEMPERATURE 0,5 0

FUEL MASS FLOW A HEATING VALUE 0.5 0.5

COMBUSTION EFFICIENCY 03 0 3

SECONOARY FLOWS 07 0 7

ENGINE ENTRY TEMPERATURE 03 0.5

Table 2 LPT EXIT TEMP. PROFILE ICALIRRATED) 015 0.2

The following turbine performance parameters precision ( with 95'/. confidence level) is expected around design point:

Efficiency 77 ±1.5 '/.

Inlet flow function M '/1 /P ± 0.7*/.

Specific entahalpy drop A H/T ± 1.4'/o

6.2. Test procedure and results

In the attempt of drawing the turbine map a test procedure based on engine geometry variation has been adopted. In fact
the different components match themselves in a certain way when installed in the engine making so difficult to investigate the
turbine map on points outside those lying along the steady state working line.

In order to obtain working line shifts, different fan, nozzle areas and bleed configurations have been tested. The engine
mismatching has been also attempted by replacing the nozzle with a special one, splitting the hot and cold flows and varying the
two flows geometric areas. Nevertheless all the mentioned configurations did not allow appreciable excursion of the working
line unless in a very narrow band.

During the development of such a test program one realizes that pursuing a lot of different configurations to obtain the
required running line excursion is complex, expensive and time consuming. At the end no better results than those obtainable
with a good mathematical model can be expected.

Even if the original aim of the investigation has not been totally achieved, satisfactory results have been obtained both in

terms of performance parameters level and accuracy; the results obtained are compared in Fig. 10 with the theoretical map

(optimized through rig tests). Reynolds numbers, radial tip clearances, secondary and cooling flows have been taken into
account for a consistent comparison. The majority of the experimental points lie on the working line. It can be observed that a
good accordance in terms of efficiency, flow function and specific enthalpy drop has been achieved at a fixed relative non

dimentional speed.
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IN ENGINE LP TURBINE WORKING LINES
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Fig. 10

From the graph of Fig. 11 showing the measured data plotted versus N/ /T it results that the predictions of the parameter
measurement precision are confirmed (with a 95'/o confidence level).

TEST IESULTS AT MMRIOUS KLEED CONFIGURATIONS WITH TWO DIFFERENT STANDARDS OF FAN

i 1i
1.02 1.1

to 1.04

102 .

6 1.0 .6

" 00 so 70 0 100

NL %I - T T

Fig. 11

When using the direct method, i.e. temperature and pressure measurement upstream and downstream the turbine, the

efficiency calculated is much more accurate when the average (weighted) pressures and temperatures represent the real value
(i.e. the systematic errors are removed).

One of the purposes of the investigation has been also to find (through subsequent tests) the optimum number of pressure
and temperature taps for a correct average value definition, in the same time avoiding a too heavy instrumentation, which could
alterate the turbine characteristics. When a too heavy instrumentation is fitted on one or more components the apparently
satisfactory results obtained, often refer to a component or engine of different geometry.

The analysis carried out suggests that particular attention must be paid to the temperature reading distribution, while for
pressures, due to the flat profiles, also a low instrumentation
density gives a satisfactory answer. MEASUREMENT ACCURACY VERSUS

In Fig. 12 the obtainable measurement accuracy is plot- INSTRUMENTATION DENSITY

ted against temperature reading density. It comes out that a
satisfactory accuracy (i.e. t 1K at max rating) can be achie- 1.05
ved with an instrumentation density not higher than 400

reading points/square meter. %
From what already told it emerges that further improve- f °

ments on efficiency evaluation are hardly obtainable with the 1.00 *

used measuring technique. Alternative techniques like hot
film and laser anemometry could be used. However these
techniques entail in addition to the background needed for _. ___

the results interpretation, to overcome installation problems. 100 200 300 400

The hot film anemometer, for instance, should be fitted in a roading points number

part of the engine where high temperature gas is flowing and g 6001 seem

where an intensive analysis of the thermal and vibration pro- Fig. 12



blems is required. Furthermore this particular technique does not suit the hot region investigation very well. The laser anemome-
try does not suffer for the above problems, but on the other hand requires the installation of cumbersome devices on the outer
casing of the engine. Both the mentioned techniques are very expensive and the data acquisition and interpretation can be done
only after accurate calibrations.

7.0. CONCLUSIONS

The achievement of a reliable engine mathematical model, especially during the early development phase, is of primary
importance for the success of an engine program.

Such a model requires an accurate definition of "in engine" component characteristics.
The extensive use of sophisticated computer methods allows the introduction of unique features to optimize the aerodyna-

mic performance of a specific component.
Therefore, when dealing with high performance engine components, it is difficult to find a satisfactory generalized

prediction method. It comes out that, mainly in the preliminary design phase, an intensive experimental investigation work is
necessary to support and then verify theoretical predictions.

The rotating cascade tests, performed during the investigation program of the LP Turbine under discussion, proved to be
the most meaningful rig tests from the point of view of the turbine simulation model. The best results can be obtained from a
multiuse bench; in this way the interaction between rows can be taken into account without resort to particulary designed
annular and rotating cascade test rigs, being this last solution too complex and expensive.

The LP Turbine tests carried out on the engine did not permit the drawing of a map. During the development of such a test
program, one realizes that pursuing a lot of different configurations to obtain such a result in complex, expensive and time
consuming, and no better results than those obtainable with a good mathematical model can be expected. Nevertheless this test
allowed the determination of performance characteristics along the steady state working line and the definition of pressure and
temperature profiles upstream and downstream the turbine.

Useful data can be worked out following the above investigation procedure for: (i) rig results to engine reduction and then
improvement of the mathematical model, (ii) turbine design optimization, (iii) performance prediction of derivative configura-
tions.
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APPENDIX 1 - LP TURBINE INFLUENCE ON ENGINE PERFORMANCE

The influence of a particular component on the engine performance is a function of: (i) engine configuration, (ii)
component own characteristics, (iii) characteristics of the component coupled on the same shaft with the one under analysis.

In the following figures the influence of the low pressure turbine on the periormance of a mixed flow low by-pass turbofan
is shown.

Fig. 1-1 - SEA LEVEL STATIC
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The flow capacity of the LP turbine has been modified by ± 5'/. and the efficiency by + 2'/.. The analysis has been
carried out with two different fan characteristics; the first with the efficiency versus .
speed relationship shown in figure 1-4 the second one with a constant efficiency versus
speed.

The results of the above analysis show in terms of thrust specific fuel consumption, "
shaft speed and by-pass ratio the LP Turbine influence on the engine growth potential by
only modifying the LPT characteristics, provided that the resulting matching does not ,\
badly affect handling and shaft speeds. s a, a * a

Fig. 1-4
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APPENDIX 2 - EFFICIENCY EVALUATION METHODS

The most suitable method to be used for turbine efficiency evaluation on test rig is investigated here with reference to the
three methods available listed in the table of paragraph 4.1.

The main differences among the three methods lie in the different way of calculating the actual power produced by the
turbine (i.e. the numerator of the efficiency formula and also the denominator in the 3rd method). The i) direct method
requires the measurement of the turbine outlet temperature, the ii) power method the measurement of power and air mass flow
and the (iii) wall static continuity method the measurement of power, massflow, outlet static pressures and flow angles.

The assumed measurement precision for all the parameters required by the three above mentioned methods are:

- Total pressure measurement AptPt ±0.3'/.

- Static pressure measurement APs/Ps ±0.3=
/
.

- Total temperature measurement aTIT 0.15'

Brake power measurement .111/11 ±1.0 '/.

- Air mass flow measurement AM/M ±1.0 '/.

A - Comparison between method 1 and method 2

The mean square error has been calculated with the following relationships for direct and power methos respectively.

1?IT IhIT / T, )2 IT2 )(7TT T2 2 T (8tlT 8 Pt,)2 a't / t2 t APt il/2

7 I l 7 / tT , )2 I T 2 (6A!6 P t j )2 j P t2 lt( s/ /P t2 ) 2 A p t2 (6t n f / / M )
2  AM 2  

+ (lT I7 / t I )2 ,1 
2
11 2 /2

The graphs shown in Figs. 2-1 and 2-2 have been worked out by developing the above relationships. It results quite clearly
that, with the assumed parameter precisions, the power method is largely better than the direct one. It can be also noted
that in both cases the error increases rapidly when decreasing turbine load (AH/T), making so difficult an accurate
efficiency definition particularly at low ratings. Even if expensive torque measuring devices are required, the power method
is the preferred one because of the better accuracy obtainable. On the other hand the direct method does not need power
and mass flow measurements and when pressure and temperature profiles and radial work distribution are of interest, could
be preferred or used in parallel to the power one, despite the worse accuracy.

anl,
'1, arn,

* a , o -'

.AA.A.AA.f 6.Am1 .o~ m ft.

Fig. 2-1 Fig. 2-2

B - Comparison between method 2 and method 3

The only difference between these two methods is the different way of calculating the turbine outlet total pressure. The
theoretical comparison has been then based on AP errors only. The results are shown in Fig. 2-3. Also in this case the power
method is allowing for better accuracy. However it must be pointed out that the wall
static continuity method should be the only one able to define the real total to total
efficiency, while the power method should allow a total to axial total efficiency ', o",

evaluation only. On the other hand the use of Kiel probes, insensible to misaligne- "'\.

ment between flow and probe axis up to ±45 degrees overcomes this problem. -

a 3" b t Sa 0 N

Fig. 2-3

I)
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DISCUSSION

Don Rudnitski, NRC, ('a
What method of determining flow direction was used? Was it a cobra probe with nulling techniques? If so, was it
manual or computer controlled?

Author's Reply
It was a cobra type probe, the nulling method was used. It was not computerized, but manually done, using
manometers.
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.I -, aid iu-ii ,tte L ,e re,1e of Is, use t I 1 1 ' ' j
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*,o re d (, 1( 1 Lh(u t~i rh i n,, papa.'U t t rt he': in na :Y I y's [: w'as It;Ti de :i[1 i , i l ii , ,r'-

nnnce A [,qnostic comtputer prog,,"mne . The I;parmLef(t r7 we/re rr'.d .il. ', -

".t~ty ind turvbine exit.

Heorewith a're,[ mentioned the engine' tetst: rei[ati.Vp to Wh, Wv,!¢L': . -

Lion on the turb ine2 capa);city, firs:t ;tauo rotor tip Wen'r'ntce, 0] %'. A W; I, -,.

f'or:srsce.

s ) urh 
't 

ino, ,SI,,cI i te':t:

The tests; we're made building two 'n ine:: with di ff,'rP nt r in. s,1.

F'II,'ltiOns;. The first one (nominal nozzles cp:aciLty) raIve th, : i i i-

Lions; obtain'd on the cold rig. An olLtput of the 1,Isin( perfur'mine Ai'11no-

:;tie p'og ram is' reported in tauble '. Jt sh:;owCd ,a tulrhirlbn cip I'c v dsool.

Theon.d( t(lt (;cornd .Lne nozzle n'hro11L i1'90 +4%s) ,'I\ th, I-

i Q,,r ' .ue
t

ty, confirmi , the rigV teK. r':l tI , . . wn irs C . k .

Peoter tip aieIrnce

'lhu fir': t to, rotor tip cleatrlnce w0:. analyzed p' t on *h, nric,

b('cause experimentrtl dLti cor'relatint Lip clearance 1and ell nis t o5'n :h,

rip were alreoady v' i lahlI. The pIurpose oF such 1 tost w'12 to v,.r s.,

method of the ro tor Mholold cooling to redulce W "s: tihe thl''I 'p IN.Wn.

it wl:; adop ted a1n impingement cooling method :howcl in 1 1P. 1 thl
10V(" good r'esl] tI .

ir fig. n Ire reported the ef'ficiency level verN We, ti i olr tln

ce oltatoined dur'ing those te s. Must 1,1' noted the rotor tip Il'IItl c 1'

e:;'timated by the rotor and shroud tempner':tur.e:n reeordevd know I , mI 1ttte'ri~l

therma l expansion.

c)Altitude test

The AR 31. engine ws tosted on I fly ,igI test be'd. Some ofI the t t

points obtained during the f lihtl. progranmes shown in fig. 1 ,re OlIllpel''d

with the performance prediction,'; obtained by the ulse of the component lhlr,-

cteri;tic 11p to date a; consequence of the component s rig tes tn illThu. Tit I' [I t

te;t progrrnme is stil I going on but those first resul ise( , Ise bo ifi rPo i

whlt wa' understood by the Reynolds; nlumber invOestigation on til' romlpolnlInt

tests.
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rIE MEl( AN IGAI, TESTIN, OF COMPRESSORS AND TURBINES
FOR AIRCRAFT GAS TURBINE ENGINES

I). Norris
Maniager, Mec" all it a I 't
flg inevr iug Isp at tlleni
Rol -Roy- li it ed

SUMMARY

Over the past three decades, great advan (e have ot crrelI in th..

tieoref ical appraisals which (an be tmade ot g a turtiu engine
cOmponents. Nevertheless the amoult of IIhalliLal ttin- doll,
on such pieces has not declined but has become more txtell elv' all'i
detailed . Ma or rotating components, whose failure i potent ially
catastrophic to anr aircraft, are the concern of much of this
testing, chich is aimed at proving and developing the mechanical
strvnLgti, or endurance of the piece.

khi, paper briefly reviews the principal tests, the techniques and
so:1.e of tLhe equipment which is employed at Rolls-Royce, Derby, for
testing compressor and turbine components. The work relates to
about ten diflerent engine types, including the RB 211 family of
engines, and to both civil and military applications. A consider-

able amount of research work also forms part of the activity.

INTRODUCTION

ile advent of the compuLer has led to very significant improvements in the theoretical appraisal which
cac be made of mechanical designs. This has not however led to an overall reduction in the amount of
riechaniial testing employed on gas turbine engine components. Indeed the use of alternative materials
and more omplex designs, more stringent safety requirements and the need to extend fatigue lives has led
to more testing being required. The introduction of the large fan engine has also created new testing
requirement and therefore led to new equipment and techniques.

A variety of tests are necessary on selected components from one engine type. Therefore the manu-
facturer of a wide range of engines must be equipped to test very many different types of component in
many ways. This is particularly the case regarding the major rotating components. The RB 211 engine
has nineteen rotating discs and sets of blades which make up the compressor and turbine assemblies, Some
hundreds of tests have been carried out on these components to investigate the design from many aspects.
The, entry of an engine type into service does not mark the end of this work since fatigue lives still need
,ont irming aid extending, tests may be required to support investigations into service incidents and the
possible effects of changes in the manufacturing source need to be assessed.

The te ting currently undertaken at Rolls-Royce, Derby relates to engine types ranging from those
which have been in service for over tienty five years to new engines which have yet to enter service.

Rsearch wur into new materials, designs and methods also constitute a very significant part of the work.
Abut one fundred and fifty results are obtained annually from the principal tests on compressor and tur-
bine cirt.ponents. Eight test facilities are available for this work and these are in use for twenty four

hours a day.

This paper does not attempt to discuss all the types of test or all the techniques and equipment in use
but gives a brief account of the principal activities and associated techniques together with a description

of a major test facility.

tIRE NEED FOR TESTING

There are a number of reasons for the mechanical testing of compressors and turbines. Not only does
the continued functioning of an aircraft engine - and possibly therefore the safety of an aircraft-depend
upon the structural integrity of major components but the high energy of the fragments resulting from the
failure of a component rotating at speed is potentially very dangerous. Demonstration of adequate mech-
anical integrity is therefore required by the Safety Authorities. To meet this requirement, Overspeed,
Bird Ingestion, Blade Containment and Fatigue testing may be done on selected components or assemblies
from the compressors and turbines of an engine.

After certification the use of alternative materials, new suppliers of material, different manufactur-
ing techniques, design modifications etc. often makes further testing necessary during the development and
service, phase of engines. Another major requirement for mechanical testing may stem from the philosophy
of the cyclic fatigue liifing policy which can depend on the testing of ex-service items for evidence to

enable increases to be made in the declared service life. Research into design innovations for future
engines such as the use of new materials or new methods of construction together with the need to obtain
information to support future theoretical predictions of the behaviour of components under load also
necessitates mechanical testing.

In order to be able to impose and control the conditions necessary for the proper testing of components
it is necessary to use test rigs. Conditions which range from those usually encountered in an engine to
those applying in extreme situations such as blade containment can thus be imposed on components. Such
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tests are quite impractical using an engine. A test rig offers good control over the test conditions and
gives rapidly obtained and relatively inexpensive results.

SOME PRINCIPAL TYPES OF TEST

1. Overspeed Testing

This work i>, ,iined at .ss 'sinig Lb, pl tic behaviour anr. the ultimate strength of comprsor or
turbine discs.

It consists of running the test assembly -it maximum engine speed and above and recording the
permanent strain corresponding to those speeds. The purpose of the test is to demonstrate
whether the growth of the Lomponent is acceptable up to the overspeed condition stipulated by
the Safety Authorities. The test may be continued to the failure of the components for further
informat ion.

Prior to test the mechanical properties of the test piece are compared with the minimum specification
properties for tile aterial and the test speeds are factored accordingly. In this way the weakest
disc which may be manufactured to that design is cleared by tile test.

The component is tested for five minutes at each of the
selected test speeds and is then dimensionally inspected
in order to measure any permanent strain. The test may

be terminated before failure of the disc following an

examination of the dimensional changes. This type of PREDICTED

test may be on a single disc or on an assembly of discs - FAILURE SPEED

such as a compressor drum. Such an assembly offers a

very representative test since interstage spacer loads are
fully represented and with care a number of the discs which

make up the drum may be evaluated simply by removing the
blades from each disc when it is evident that a reduction |
of load is necessary if a burst disc is to be avoided. GROWTH sSPEED

The remaining, bladed, discs may then be tested further. STRAIN RELATIONSHIP AS

DETERMINED
2. Fatigue Testing BY TEST

The determination of the safe cyclic fatigue life of

components is a major testing activity. Safe operation,
adequate spares provisioning and economic operation of
gas turbine engines can only occur if the necessary
replacement intervals of components are first established.

Testing allows such lives to be predicted. Fatigue
testing is also a valuable design aid in that Stress
vs Endurance Curves for new materials may be determined SPEED

from components subject to a representative stress field,

and changes in disc or blade geometry or alternative
manufacturing techniques can be evaluated both qualitati-
vely and quantitatively. It is important that components

which are used for test fully represent those components
whose service fatigue life is to be established. This not only applies to the design of the com-

ponents but also to the manufacturing processes, so that the geometry, metallurgy, surface finish

etc. are all representative.

The tests basically consist of accelerating the component from a low speed to a speed chosen to
generate a required stress level within the component and then reducing the speed to the low level.
One fatigue cycle is thus imposed on the component. The test is conducted at a temperature which

is consistent with the engine condition to be represented. Many thousands of fatigue cycles may be
imposed on the component before the first evidence of cracking occurs. Further testing may then be
done in order to investigate the design of the component with regard to crack propagation.

Consideration of the speed and temperature conditions to which compressors and turbines are exposed

within an engine usually indicates the need for more than one test in order that the life of a disc
be properly evaluated. For instance the peak cyclic stresses in either the rim or the bore of the
disc may limit the fatigue life of the component and a test would then be required for each area. In

order to generate the desired stress range in those areas of the disc two quite different tests may
be necessary. As an example, the rim test would require blades to be fitted to the disc and may be
run close to the relevant engine speed and temperature, but a test on the bore of the disc may not

have blades fitted and would then be run at a much higher speed and probably at a different temper-

ature.

the predominant stress cycle is usually at aircraft take off conditions, other points in a service
cycle either giving no or negligible fatigue damage or else being accounted for in the interpretation
of the results of the test.
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In order to cater for the scatter which occurs in the fatigue

properties of a material the stress range may be factored up
from that predicted within the engine, or the resulting lite
found from the test is factored (fown, or a combination of
these approaches may be used. The result of tile test is
interpreted using the assumption that the sample tested is
the best specimen of those which it represents. More than AT HESrO
one sample may be tested in which case the best test result OT TEST AFOVERSTRESS TEST AFTER
can be used. ALLOWANCE

IS MADE FOR

To achieve the correct stress in the part of the component SCATTER

under test it may be necessary to test an assembly. In that
way the influence of adjacent discs on the stresses in z
spacers can be achieved and the spacer loads can be correctly

imposed on a disc. It may also be expedient to test an
assembly in order to rapidly identiiy highly stressed areas. STRESS 4/Such areas can then be further assessed by tests designed TEST RESULT

specifically around that part of the assembly. Alternatively AT
a single disc may be adequate for the purpose of the test. REOUIREa sigledis ma be deqateforthepurpse f te tst.STRESS

It is common practice to modify test component, however,
whether single discs or assemblies, such that the purpose of
the test can be achieved. For example the rim features of
a disc might be cut off so that they do not limit the testing
of the disc bore. A test on the rim features of a disc
however would require blades to be fitted to the disc.
These usually are dummy blades, made specially for test LIFE
purposes and featuring a simple block of metal in place of
an aerofoil. Such blades can easily be designed to give
the required rim loading, they reduce the power required
to rotate the disc thus shortening the test, and also offer an advantage in the control of the test
temperature.

Fatigue tests are done incrementally. After each increment the component is fully inspected, by
various techniques, for cracking or for the extension of cracking. Other damage may occur such as
the fretting of blade fixings and fatigue tests can provide a convenient vehicle for the assessment
of treatments to prevent this.

3. Bird Ingestion Testing

The purpose of bird ingestion testing on a test rig is to investigate the effects on engine components
of an impact by a bird. This usually is either for investigative development work or for engine
certification by single bird impact. Multi bird impact certification testing is done using an
engine.

Bird impact damage is usually confined to the front stage or stages of the compressor section of the
engine. On large modern civil aircraft engines such as the RB 211 type, the LP compressor (or fan)
is the component most exposed to bird strike. Such a component may be tested in two ways:-

(a) The complete fan assembly can be rotated in the test rig and the bird fired at aircraft
forward speed into the blade.

or

(b) A single blade can be mounted and rotated in the test rig and the bird dropped under gravity
into the path of the blade. Adjustment to the blade incidence and rotational speed is
necessary to achieve the correct relative velocities.

The first method fully represents tile service
situation and is used for Certif icat ion Clearance
testing bLLt the seconr Method is cheaper and
offers advantages for analysis of the event. The
test is observed using high speed cine cameras.

The radius at which the bird is ingested, tile
bird speed and weight, and Lhe rotationial speed
oI Lhe rotor are all possible vari.iles, but
t.,LiilM is ustually at the most adverse conditions
tor tht cceighl of bird under cunsideration.

h r,.ult of suc
1 

a test may extend to pertanent FAN BLADE
distort ion of Lhe blade leading edge or in an AFTER BIRD
extrer:, casi to Il i!ure of Lit' erofuil. IMPACTI'i

_______\
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4. Blade Containment TeLiting

It is necesary, in the event o the re-le.se of a compressor or turbine blade, to deuioiiiLrat e that
the debris will be contained ,itlhin tihe engine.

Tbe strength of casings in this repect can oAften be sit isfactorily demonstrated by calculation are!
trom experience but it this is, not possible, as for example in the case of the use Of a new contain-

ment material - then testing is necess;ry.

Recent work at Rolls-Royce, Derby has belln directed at investigations into the containment a ptCt,
of an blades tor the RB 211 series of engines. Such test, involve the mount ing of the coilta~nml(,llt
casing irounld the fian assembly ithin the Lest rig and the blade i:, released at the requ ired test

speed. Great care mIust be taken to ensure the biest siullation of the engine. The position of Lhe
blades relative to the casing must be correct at the Lest speed un,!er vacuum conditions; the rotor
assembly musLt be built to a repro eritat-ive standard; temperature conditions must be correct if tLhi
i, s tg n i i ,L, t .i:, t ,ii,! tLLI casin-1g R tr I I I rp- -I I 1 li,!'!.

Because of their nature, these tests are very destruct ive and expensive. On large components, blade
oitl loads are very high (e.g. 70 toni) and damage t, the test facility can be significant.

Analysis et the cine I ilms taken during the test, together with a detailed examination of the damaged

components, yields valuable information. Those a-eas of the blade which cause most damage to the
containment ring can be idelltifi ed ald ase sst-ent can be made of the energy of any pieces escaping
from the containment re

TEST CHAMBER AFTER FAN BLADE AFTER
CONTAINMENT TEST CONTAINMENT TEST

THE TEST FACILITIES

The test facilities at Derby are varied ill their type and all the compressors and turbines from Derby
based engines can be tested, either as full assemblies or as sub assemblies. The various requirements of

the tests calls for different test rig designs but some features are common to the eight test rigs. They
all are electrically powered and employ electrical braking and the test chamber can be evacuated of air.

There are two principal types of rig.

TYPE I

Those rigs having a short 'rigid' final drive shaft carrying the test assembly.

The first fundamental whirling frequency of these rigs is intended to exceed the test speed range.

This type of rig is used for tests on short assemblies having an approximate length to diameter ratio of
less than 0.5. They are also the rigs used for tests where the centre of rotation of the assembly must

be constrained jr where large unbalanced loads may occur - as for instance - on bird ingestion or blade

containment tests.

if
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TYPE 2

Those rigs having a vertical 'flexible' final drive shaft carrying the test assembly.

The first fundamental whirling speed of these rigs is very low and the test speed ranges are intended
to lie between the first and second fundamental frequencies. rest assemblies having a high length to
dianeter ratio can be accommodated. This allows for the testing of complete compressor drums which may
have a length to diameter ratio up to 3.
These rigs are primarily used for fatigue testing or overspeed testing where no large unbalanced loads are
expected.

BEARINGDAMPER

ABEARING

ASSEMBLY

TYPE I DRIVE TYPE 2 DRIVE

Many different types of engine generate a wide variety of test assemblies. These may be summarised as
follows.

POSSIBLE NUMBER APPROX. APPROX. TEST SPEED
COMPONENT OF STAGES IN DIAMETER LENGTH RANGE

TEST ASSEMBLY RANGE RANGE

Fan 1 74" to 84" 8" to 10" 0-5000 r.p.m.

Compressor 1 to 12 8" to 43" 1" to 50' 0-25000 r.p.m.

Turbine I to 3 9" to 46" 1- to 14" 0-25000 r.p.m.

The range of rigs which are available for testing such components
include four rigs of type I and four of type 2. The rigs are
generally capable of speeds in excess of 25000 r.p.m. and motor
powers of up to 1Q00 HP are used. Although the test chamber is
usually evacuated of air -and most tests are carried out at a
vacuum of 25 torr or less -in order to reduce the power required
to revolve the disc and also to minimise dynamic heat ing e fects,
tile large Hiiotor pow'er are still required ii order to provide a
rapid rate of speed cycling. Cycle Limes vary according to the
required speed range, the gear ratio, the Level of vacuu, employed
and of course, the inertia of the test asserslbly hut they can
usually be completed within 10 seconds f(r small assemblies to

'40 second, for fan assei;ili es. DIl tiMes at Lop speed ca1 be
appl i-d i nectsary tfr tll' investigation of creep p'henomena.

Most of the rigs tan be fitted with slip rings for usc, with
o traingaugev or ther-,cOu led LeSt asstenlblie.

Thi t't chli, er ofth. rigs are lined with cOnlltlillmlllt material

hoL, to I r,te(:t th' Vactlmll, chamber from rl Image ill the event of
a Sic failure and also to milrnimiis secondary damage to till' disc

Iragment . The fracture faces of a piece of disc can yield &valahly intormatlon oil the reason for the iailure. This con-

tainment mate rial usually takes tile form ol aluminiunl blocks,
but other materials such as sand has been used. The energy
released following the failure of a disc is very great and large
teces ol I scs can penetrate steel plates to a great e 1 t. TYPICAL TEST
,recautions were taken during the design of the rigs to reduce ASSEMBLIES
the risks of explosion, such as could occur following the loss

of oil into th' test chamber during a test at high temperature,



,11 rote ItdUres are operated ill order to -O(,L tlt rigs before a'l i tL Ing f rsh air (oxygen) to tihe t t st

chaibt r It tilt' end ofi a test inc remelnt.

All the rigs aire I itted with dulli Cated sp ed 1on1[toruig elquiplent hiich illticorporates al Overspee{'
detector to minimise the consequenceslof e lectrical cont rol f ailur. The s!pe'ds (all be manually con-
trol led for non cy(clic testizig or the rig, (,ill be set to cycle automatically between predetrmined speeds.
One major test ia iltity incorporates both the characteri tLic , of Type I and type 2 b-,igns andi (,il,
ac 'cos lOd lt com f ncl lt " " of at leas, t lie li I i si i. It ia he u -d ill - cll figural I inl .

till fH AlT, WINIIOWSiCOVER I WITH IaEARBOXS AND AN D MO N tilt , IN
TYPE 2 DRIVE IN ' AM HAs 1'

It I f T i , E l K4k ,

tNFiiHHATION 1 CONIF IGURATItiN 2 W-TMFR1

IL It t - ell that lternative covers are used for the Lest chisiber, oil ich I L [. f et ill !iameter.

Olt cst r carries the gearboxs and drive system used with the 1000 lip (t-e 2) !riv ind the other cover
i- i pLit, , which is fitted with the MOunting features required for cine camera and tile bird ingestion

'tie t, and shich incorporates glass windows. The bottom drive shalt is .a'aI'h of Ileeds ill
-,ce ol 7,000 r.p.m.,is approximately 8 in. diameter,and must sithvtanld the loads imposed following the
reIi ot, a tan blade. The out ol balance loads following such an vlet llCan t. as high as tO0 toni.
ih, top !rive shaft is approximately 1.75 in. diameter and passes through a damper fitted below the

,r inc-. The damper serves to limit the excursion of the shaft :hen the speed passes through the first
critical speed. No large imbalance loads are anticipated in the design of the top drive, which is
caj;-l, of speeds ill excess of 25,000 r.p.m. The test chamber may be evacuated down to about 5 torr,
at hih vacuum level less than 200 liP needs to be delivered in order to spin a RB 211 size fan at
IO0 r.p.m. The control room, hich is temotely situated for safety, contains all the necessary instrum-
entat ion and Thyristor equipment is used for motor control. Duplicated speed monitoring is provided on
the I fnal drive for both COn igurations and the time for one revolution of the bottom drive can be
riea sure .

[cat IEC0N ITUES

[fEATINGO

Testing of components at elevated temperature usually requires the provision of heating ejuipment,
althougi. dynamic heating, particularly when engine blades are used, may be sufficient to achicve the
required temperature. The distribution of temperature is also important and dynamic heating alone offers
little or nor control over this aspect. Simple electrical resistance heaters are therefore frequently
used either to improve the distribution of heat input or also to further elevate the temperature of the
test assembly.

The heaters are mounted around the test assembly and separate control of individual heaters is pro-
vided. In this way the test assembly can easily be heated uniformly but if large temperature gradients
are required then heat shields or cooling equipment is provided. Testing at temperatures up to 650

0
C is

usual and thermal gradients of 20C per inch tan also be achieved in this way. Larger gradients require a
more localised and potent technique and then eddy current equipment is installed. The use of electrical
resistance heating which is cheap and reliable, limits the vacuum level in the test chamber to about
25 (torr). At higher vacuumdifficulties can occur with the electrical insulation.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT

Accurate temperature measurement poses a real difficulty on this work. The ideal method would be to
attach thermocouples to the test assembly and hence directly monitor the temperatures. However, this is
impractical since welding to fatigue specimens is unacceptable, and whilst adhesive bonding can be used,
it is frequently not a viable technique in view of the timescales in which the test must be done. Various
alternative methods have been explored and the currently used technique employs the following temperature
sampling approach. Thermocouples are mounted in fixed positions around the test assembly and other
thermocouples are provided which can be brought into contact with the test assembly. The assembly is
rotated at a steady speed and heat applied until approximately the required temperature is achieved. This
is indicated by the fixed thermocouples. Those conditions are then maintained for 2 to 3 hours until it
is considered that temperature changes within the assembly have ceased and that it is 'heat soaked'. The
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assembl' is then rapidly stopped and the heaters turned ott. 'The movable thermocouples are brought into
cot act with the test assembly and their output recorded. Analysi, of this output is then mafde and after
correcting for certain known losses, the temperature of the test piece is derived. If necessary the
pr-eiss is repeated using different heat inputs until the required test temperature is achieved. The

t ixed thermocouples are then used for temperature monitoring during test. Whilst this proedure is
length v - some eight or ten hours may be required to establish tie required temperature when first starting

test, the technique otfers i re-con,ilde acciricy iii is eIi .ct ivcly ,I ili'.

Nevertheless a technique offering a constant and direct temperature Measurement of tile test assembly
is still desirable in order to reduce costs. Development is in hand ol pyrolnetry equipment, for this
purpose.

CRACK INSPECTION

Fatigue testing is basically directed at establishing the lil to tce first cracking of a component.
It is clearly implicit in such testing that frequent and detailed inspect ion for cracks must be done.

All components are inspected as part of the testing procedure not only after increments of testing
but also before test. Whilst new components are crack inspected as part of the manufacturing proces.s,
it has proved valuable to repeat this process with the equipment and personnel who will subsequently
inspect the test pieces after testing. In this way, qualitative inspection conmcent and continuity of
knowledge on tce component is achieved.

Test pieces have a binocular inspection, at up to X30 Magnification, over all their surface but with
particular reference to the test area. Supporting technique include eddy current,ultrasonic, and

penetrant dye inspections. All detects or indications of possible defects are recorded at each inspect-
ion. The etching of components in order to improve the quality of the inspection must be used with
discretion. Components which have been subjected to fatigue can have their lives prolonged if fatigue
dIanaged material is removed by etching. In a similar way etching should not be done on test surfaces
xfcich have a certain treatment such as vapour blasting. Inspections of the component are sometimes done
wfcilst it is still fitted to the test rig. One technique that has been used in this way consists of

introducing a penetrant dye to the surface of the rotating test piece. Thus a crack, which may be
tightly closed, when etc cumponeit is sittionary, can be identified for subsequent investigation.

BIRD INGESTION

As referred to earlier, bird ingestion tests may be on a single blade or on full disc assemblies of
blades. In both cases a real, or gelatine dunmy, bird must be introduced into the path of rotation of the
test piece. With the single blade, the bird is dropped under gravity from a suspension filament severed
by a detonator. For the full assembly, the bird is fired by air pressure from a gun following the bursting
ot a diaphragm. Accurate coordination of the bird release with the lighting and camera operation and the
rotational position of the rotor is essential on single blade tests and desirable on full assembly tests.
This is achieved using a probe which signals to electrical tincer boxes each revolution completed by the shaft.
ait!: [li -ccili clt ,ic 'vet c:it ice initiated sitlcin -F15

0  
of any point during rotation of the a-secmbly

at 40O0 r.p.m. and the subsequent events filmed on cameras operating at up to 9,000 frames per second.

BLADE CONTAINiffNT

As with bird ingestion tests, the coordination of the test is very important and similar equipment
i- used. In this way the position for blade release can be selected and the events filmed. The position
for blade release is generally governed by the placing of the fixed windows through which the events are
I ilme . Optimu. camera coverage is required and se the event is planned to occur in view of the principal
camcrts. In order to improve the quality of the photography, careful attention is paid to tie painting
,t th test assembly and the test chamber itself, and the blade to be released is painted in sections such
that it- behaviour can be more easily analysed from the films.

V_ . I i cc llire' -- 1c ccii il in order to lcle s

ill ,i - r t cit i t, ,iscu l i s. These include tfh
- ,rc. ciL c cc Li d ,I is li wcakeiiig ,Lie blade such tIct
if -ocil i, tc---c to it', ultimaLe load it tfie test

i-c . ancl ict hc;cciu .hereby weakt-ntd hl , - t L italcLL

,ril ,,-li ie heated el ectricaly it I,,- Listt sIcei' ill
crdr t,,le i prts- the uLt.imati- strengL -f tie maLerial.
,ii- l ir of [t is-e appro,iches cautsed the blad to Ie rileasid
iL t -r-iie,tb,- ti:cc and were iccsuitafibli ior tests which

rclii , r-cl i ailed analysis of the resuLts such a- could

c.il y i c..... iw..i- usliii high speed ci .. filming. lhe
.i-fniqi i.. ur.r.ctLy used for blade . lease consists ofl
,, akt'nicg LIce revant area of the blade such thaL at tfhe
itst cp.-cl it iv stress d to 95, o its actual ult itsiti
A ririss. Explosive detonators are I ilted withii this
hi ~ihIly ctrecs d art ind are t ired electrically Once the 0
t1- ciic hils cbe efl ac tcii'icd. This lechnique is used
At- itie hldc,, is to be released Iron the shank. It is
this ,tcca -wft-re sotf tic icnt material is available for this

Icciroc ft. It the biladt is to he released from tte
,iirooitl t i' n alternativi technique involving an
enpliciv, tic' e is Used. It is this latter method which DETONATORS FITTED

i s eu" wit h tfh hol l,: I in btade whi(t is currently under TO MODIFIED BLADE

cvi- lopmert it Ritlls-Royce.



FUTURE TRENDS

Major advmces in the techniques and equipment used on this testing have been made in the past thirty
years. These have been necessary in order to keep abreast of the use of new materials and designs and
Also to -Iti-fy the need for more reliable and accurate test evidence. Further advances can still be

made by ref ining existing techniques and also by developing new ones.

One concern where a relatively new test requirement has led to a developing technique, is that of
high cycle fatigue damage. Only low cycle fatigue work has been previously discussed, but high cycle,
or vibration, damage can also occur in engines due to aerodynamic excitation. A cross wind situation is

good example of such an excitation relating to fan blades. The current approach for this type of test
f to mount, adjacent to the test blades, fixed plates with apertures. As the blades rotate and pass the
Ipertures all aerodynamic excitation occurs and adjustment of the vacuum level and other parameters can be
'ate so as to achieve the desired stress levels. Discs have been similarly tested by arranging di crete
jt s of air to impinge on tile disc rim. This approach has so far proved satisfactory but alternative
tcciniques, such as mechanical excitation methods are under consideration.

A second important development in Lhis area of testing is likely to be aimed at imposing a better
lo, cycle fatigue test by TIt only cycling the speed, but also by cycling the temperature of the disc.
ihe full stress range experienced by the disc in an engine would thus be represented. The principal

itficulty with this approach is that of cooling the Lest assembly sufficiently quickly to give a practical

Other developments are likely to include changes to the method of temperature measurement by the
introfuction of pyrometrry and libre optic equipment, and the establishing of acoustic emission as a

<cgular inspection tool. Work on both these techniques is in hand.

in general, mechanical te-ting will continue to be required, not only in support of theoretical work,
'it also to help resolve Lhose problems which are not amenable to solution by calculation.

_____________ I
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HELICOPTER TRANSMISSION QUALIFICATION PROCEDURES AND TESTS

A. Garavaglia and G. Gattinoni

Costruzioni Aeronautiche G. Agusta

I , I).J I dy

SUMMARY

This paper will discuss the tests required to qualify helicopter transmission in
conformity with the current civil and military requirements, the tests to be conduc-

ted for initial development and pre-qualification as the tests essential to guarantee
a satisfactory maturity of the product being released for service.

The discussion shall stress the features of each test technique and their signifi
cance under the various phases of the program.

Moreover the use of ground test vehicles and intensive flight testing will be poi

nted out with particular emphasis.
The paper shall also cover the techniques used to assure an adequat'e degree of

confidence to the information obtained from the various experimentation;.

INTRODUCTION

The maintenance cost of a helicopter drive system is about 25*30", of the total

maintenance cost. This cost represents a significantly high incidence in the life cycle

cost of the helicopter and must be carefully evaluated because in the next years,

other parts, such as hubs, blades and controls, will be less expeniive because of the appli-
cation of new and sophisticated technologies.

In addition to new design criterias and new materials, in the future it will be
necessary to plan precise test programs designed to improve reliability and thus reduce

the drive system maintenance cost.
The purpose of this paper is to describe those tests necessary to obtain both a

high level of reliability while satisfying existing requirements.
The test philisophy described in this paper is currently in use at Agusta for the

development of new drive systems.

TEST REQUIREMENTS

In Italy the current practice is to apply for the qualification test under the fol

lowing U.S. regulations :

Military Civil

MIL-T-8679 FAR 27

MIL-T-5955 FAR 29

Even the latest issues of these documents specify only the demonstration tests and

permit the manufacturer freedom in choosing the development tests that may often be re-

stricted both in number and in time because of their costs.

However the AMCP 706/202-203 does suggest some of these kinds of tests.

TEST PROGRAM PLAN

The reliability tests of a system are performed to determine or demonstrate the pro

bability that the system will accomplish a specified task or mission.

The test program will be divided into two main phases : first is for development

and the second is for demostration (Fig. 1).
During the development phase the product is tested to determine that both its fun-

ctional and structural features meet the design requirements, at any time during this

phase it is possible to modify parts in order to correct evident malfunctions.

At the completion of this phase the manufacturer can qualitatively predict the re-

liability level of the system.



The second phase includes the tests established with competent authority which

will demonstrate a minimum level of reliability. These tests differ from the precee-

ding ones because the system configuration may not be changed (Fig. 2).

DEVELOPMENT TESTS

There are two kinds of development tests

- Initial development tests, to substantiate the design criterias.
- Full development tests, to obtain adequate system reliability information

INITIAL DEVELOPMENT TESTS

Each new technology or new material utilized in the system design will be evalua
ted by means of suitable research programs.

However, their simul neous applications in a new design can be a risk which must
be investigated prior to stating the definitive prototype configuration.

The initial development tests that are designated specifically to minimize the

costs incurred from these risks, and are not easily quantified by the design analysis,

are the following :
- Elastic tests of the gear blanks
- Lube system tests with and without oil
- Critical points where potential wear problems exist
- Tests to demonstrate producibility.

FULL DEVELOPMENT TESTS

These tests are initiated when either an assemply or the entire transmission system

initial development has been completed.
Usually the full development tests are conducted in two different ways:

- Test of one or more assemplies that require specific test benches
- Test of the complete system enmploying

- An aircraft secured to the ground
- A Ground Test Vehicle (G.T.V.)

- Or a helicopter Bench (Iron bird)

Obviously the maximum reliability is obtained from the second type of tests.

However, the disadvantages are that they are very expensive, require too much time,

and do not permit the overpower tests which are generally limited by both the rotors
and engines.

Those tests which are intended for the purpose of identifying potential malfunc-

tions of components, or subassemplies, thereby requiring correction of the design,

should permit to pass qualification by satisfying stated requirements, even though they

are not tested in the final definitive configuration.

DEVELOPMENT TESTS ANALYSIS

A test program will assure a successful development of a gear box if it includes:

1) Case static tests
2) Gear box elastic tests

3) No-load Lube-system test
4) Incremental load and efficiency tests

5) Thermal mapping tests

6) Overload tests

1) Case static tests

Static tests of castings are generally of two types

- Elastic tests at the operative load to measure deflections of bearing housings

caused by both internal and external loads.

- Static test at the ultimate loads to prove the adeguancy of the critical case

to the required casting factors.
Both of these tests are performed using the same test rig.
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2) Gear box elastic tests

These tests are intended to evaluate

- The gear patterns and design
- The hearings behaviour

- The load sharing in planetary systems

- The maximum deflections of input and output shafts which are critical for
seals.

Close-Loop benches are generally used for these tests, which will allow the appli
cation of static torque, of external loads and slow rotation.

Another feature of these tests is variable loads and temperatures in order to
cover the entire operative range.

3) No-Load Lube-System test

The first assembled transmission will be used to evaluate the behaviour of the
Lube-System prior to initiating the load development tests.

For these tests it is useful to have a movable fixture in order to evaluate
the windage loss of power and the constant pressure of the oil for different atti-

tudes of the helicopter in normal flight operation.
The normal growth recorded will be a significative mean for the comprehension

of hydraulic phenomena because without a load the temperature is a direct function
of windage losses.

By means of these tests it is possible to establish the correct shape of oil
baffles, the pressure inside the transmission, the vent position, the foaming si-

tuation and the preliminary evaluation of rotating seals.

4) Incremental load and efficiency tests

After the no-load lube tests it is useful to perform short functional tests
with increasing loads to investigate the actual behaviour of the bearings and the

gears.

At the same time it is possible to determine the efficiency of the transmission.
The rigs in this case can be either close-loop mechanical benches or full absorp

tion benches with or without electrical power regeneration.
Modern rigs allow the application of impulsive transient torque to simulate ac-

tual function condition for the investigation of the scoring phenomena.

5) Thermal Mapping tests.

Modern transmission of civil and military helicopters are required to demonstrate

a fail-safe behaviour in no-lube cordition. By means of special instrumentation such

as thermocauples, thermoplackards and thermovision systems, it is possible to create
thermal mapping of critical points of the transmission where heat generation could

create a risk.
After the examination of the maps, modifications necessary to pass the no-lube

tests will be established.

6) Overloads tests

During the prequalification, for a period of 10 i. 15% of the total test time, the

transmission will be run at an overload torque factor of 1,25 't 1,30 of the corres-
pondent design power. The scope of this experimentation is to produce evidence of
the failure modes and the fail-safe behaviour of the rotating parts.

The absence of pitting, scoring, tooth breakage and other catastrophic failure

modes shall be demonstrated with the same oil used in service. These tests will beco-

me true fatigue tests of rotating parts when overload factors reach the value of

1,3+0,4and are intended to demonstrate the endurance limit of those parts.
The duration will be established to accumulate sufficient number of cycles on the

slowest rotating part.

DEVELOPMENT TESTS OF THE WHOLE DRIVE SYSTEM

With the development test of each assembly it is possible to obtain an adequate

level of realiability, but there is no information concerning the potential problems of
interface with other assemblies.

The development tests of the whole system determine any malfunctions prior to the

beginning of the flight tests and tiedown demonstration test.
A tie down helicopter is used to investigate the effect of different operating levels

of power and the excursion of flight controls that can cause loads and unpredictable vi-
brations in the same conditions.

\
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A preculiarity of these tests is the experimental determination that critical flexional

and torsional vibration speeds are far from the normal operating speed range and that

the behaviour of the engine and transmission mounting and of the hangar tail bearing

supports are in agreement with the preliminary vibration survey obtained with the sha-

king tests.
Dynamic and static balancing tolerance of rotors and shafts are also investigated

in a true environment.
The engine installation can be evaluated in order that the air intakes are not ef-

fected by the exhaust gas reingestion, which could cause engine stall and damage to

the drive system.
A practical substitution of the tiedown helicopter is the "Ground test vehicle"

(G.T.V.), that is a helicopter modified for a long and intensive running program on the

ground and is operated by remote controls.
The G.T.V. is the most effective device to continue the development on the ground

of the transmission system after the qualification tests and to conduct tests in cli-

matic cells to evaluate the behaviour of the helicopter systems in extreme operative

conditions.

QUALIFICATION TESTS

Civil and military regulations establish the basic tests to obtain the qualifica-
tion of a drive system. These basic endurance tests are in particular specified by the

military documents such as the MIL-T-8679 and AMCP 706-203.

- A 50 hour test to garantee an adequate level of safety before the beginning of the

flight test.
- A 150 hour preproduction test
- A 250 hour test to establish the initial T.B.O. (time between overhaul) and special

inspections.

These tests performed on a tie down helicopter or a G.T.V. differ from development

tests because major modifications cause the repetition of the test, that is, the confi

guration is fixed, and time, sequence and policy of the different phases of these tests

are governed by requirements.
After this first kind of test the reliability program will be implemented with

flight and ground tests to demonstrate a specified M.T.B.F. (Meantine between failure).

GROUND TESTS

The ground tests will continue using regenerative test benches, or a tiedown heli-

copter or G.T.V. with a qualified transmission. The necessary reliability level will
define their duration.

The total duration of this tests will be divided in order to approve different kinds

of lubricants and components produced by alternative vendors.

FLIGHT TESTS

The flight tests necessary to complete the qualification program and to develops

the load and vibration survey, must be implemented with a program of intensive flights

by means of a production helicopter. The purpose of this tests is to collect data about

the reliability and maintainability level of the whole dynamic system.

The first flying prototype, instrumented with straingages, accelerometers, thermocou

pies, etc. will be utilized for the load and vibration survey.
A second one will be utilized for the demonstration tests of handling qualities and

functional reliability.
The same helicopter will be used for other activities scheduled as follows

- Activities recommended for civil helicopters will be performed by the engine manu-

facturer with a flight test program to develop the efficiency of the engine instal-
lation.

The purpose of these tests Is to investigate

- Mission profiles

- Dynamic system torsional stability

- Decelerations
- Accelerations

- Ground starts
- Engine control system stability
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The data furnished by the above tests are useful to eliminate malfunctions in an
early stage of the program and to minimize its cost.
After this experimentation the helicopter will be used for the demonstration of

the handling qualities by the airframe producer.

After the flight demonstration tests the helicopter will be employed for intensi-
ve flight tests program to accumulate significative flight time in order to garan

tee sufficient maturity at the commencement of its operative service life.

TEST DATA ANALYSIS

At the end of each test the data concerning visual and analytical inspections will
be collected by means of a computer program to elaborate them in order to collate in-
formation relating to the frequencies of different kinds of malfunctions and statisti-

cal failure rate.
Accuracy in inspection and analysis is very important to assure a true value of

test results and to make a correlation with the fault analysis report.
Different kinds of data analysis will be used in each phase of the experimentation

program.
A qualitative analysis will be made of each component during the development phase,

based upon thorough and varied inspection techniques to determine its "mode of failure"
with the conclusion being the identification of the design fault, if any, and its cor-

rective solution. The same analysis criteria will be used also for the initial T.B.O.

demonstration.
The reliability demonstration phase and the data accumulated in service, will fur-

nish sufficient data to permit their statistical elaboration.

The "design and testing engineering staff" will directly manage the test program
during the development and demonstration phases. But with the great increase of the num
ber of flight hours, after the aircraft has entered service, it's not possible that the

same staff can physically handle all the data; for this reason, of extreme importance
after the development program are the use of highly skilled mechanics and the proper
completion af all fcrms for thorough review.

CONCLUSIONS

In future test techniques will be implemented to confirm the modes of failure pre-
dicted by the design fault analysis rather than discover them. In fact with adequate
test program it is possible to garantee the sufficient maturity to a new drive system

entering service.

All that will give the customers the economical advantage of low operative costs
obtained from the reduction in maintenance incidence.
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PHOTO I, A109 MAIN TRANSMISSION MAST BEARINGS TEST BENCH

PHOTO 2. A1O9 PLANFIARY SYSTEM TEST BENCH



PHOTO 3. A109 MAIN GEARBOX CLOSE LOOP TEST BENCH

PHOTO 4. A109 TAIL GEARBOX CLOSE LOOP IEST BENCH
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PHOTO 5. A 109 IRON BIRD

PHoTo 6. A 109 TIE DOWN HELICOPTER
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HELICOPTER TRANSMISSION TESTING

PASQUALE J. MANGIONE
NAVAL AIR PROPULSION CENTER

P. 0. BOX 7176
TRENTON, NJ 08628

SUMMARY

Helicopter propulsion system evaluation testing is conducted on individual components

in the early stages of development. The total propulsion system is not operationally
tested until the components are installed in the first aircraft. As such, dynamic inter-

face problems are not detected until this stage of the full scale development program
which can prove costly. To achieve more development/reliability testing and more meaning-

ful qualification tests of the total system, the Naval Air Propulsion Center, under Naval

Air Systems Command sponsorship, developed the only indoor facility in the United States

capable of testing a "rotorless" helicopter propulsion system. This paper describes the
test facility and presents the rationale and capability of an integrated, dynamic test

stand for total system testing.

INTRODUCTION

The performance and design evaluation testing of helicopter propulsion systems has

long been accomplished on the individual components, i.e., engines, transmission, gear-

boxes, etc. Certainly, such engine test stand and transmission gearbox back-to-back test
operations are essential in the early stages of development but they fail to provide
evaluation of any interactive effects which can exist in the total system. In fact, the

total propulsion system is not operationally tested until installed in the tiedown or

flight aircraft at which time these interaction or interface problems can cause needless

delays and added cost. In an effort to obtain more development and reliability test time

and more meaningful qualification tests of the total system, the Naval Air Propulsion

Center (NAPC), under Naval Air Systems Command (NAVAIR) sponsorship, designed and installed

the only indoor facility in the United States capable of testing an entire helicopter

propulsion system except for the rotor and rotor hub assemblies.

The conceptof an integrated, dynamic test stand for total system testing was formu-
lated and developed to satisfy a number of test program objectives. Briefly, the types

of test programs would include:

eVerification of system designs and performance for new and upgraded aircraft

.,ualification per specification requirements (AS-3694A)

eEndurance/Rellability - Simulated Mission Endurance Test (SMET)

elIre-flight Rating and Flight Worthiness Demonstration

okesearch/Development of system hardware, accessories, and lubricant/lubricant

cooling systems

*Fleet service problems

11 of these programs can be effective in the early identification of the dynamic inter-
face problems in a propulsion system prior to installation in either the first flight or

i odiflied flight vehicle. NAVAIR acknowledged the capability of an integrated system

test facility by specifying its use for pre-flight and qualification testing in a heli-

pter trainsmission general specification, AS-3694A (reference 1). The specification
,v"ers the ;enerl requirement for VTOL-STOL transmission systems and the specific

reiirem'nts f,,r design, component testing, and integrated system testing of these
systems.

FACIL[ItY blldCRI ''lN

The fa.:ility is an "open end" design wherein the flight powers and certain load

p[trimmterq are imposed on the main transmission, nose, intermediate, and tail rotor

;,eirboxes, Lnterconnectirq shafting, clutches and couplings, and all accessories common

t, the total oropulsion system. The "prime movers" are the actual turboshaft engine(s)

used in the flight vehicle.

The "heart" of the facility is the 30:1 ratio step-up gearbox with a capacity of over

'.97 megawatts (8000 horsepower) as shown in Figure 1. The gearbox translates the low

speed-hilh torque output of helicopter main transmission rotor shafts to high speed-low
torque values which permits power absorption by the use of multiple waterbrake dynamo-
meters (Figure 2). Power absorption at the tail rotor gearbox is also accomplished with

A waterbrake system. All accessory drives are "loaded" with the specific generator,

hydraulic pump, and rotor brake common to the particular helicopter propulsion system.

Ancillary electrical and hydraulic power absorption systems within the facility provide

appropriate generator and hydraulic pump loading throughout the test program.

The integrated, dynamic test stand also includes the means of applying thrust and

bending leadas to the main rotor shaft of the test transmission. The thrust and bending
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loadin ; systems are shown schematically in Figure 3 for an All-Il, transmission. Maximum
thrust loads ot up to 222,500 newtons (50,000 pound-force) can be applied to the main
rotor shaft by means of four las (nitrogen) operated "jacks" mounted to the four corners
I' a square loading platform or table. A tapered roller bearing allows rotation of the
main rotor shaft and the bearing inner race within the stationary outer race and thrust
table. Load cells in the connecting arms to each of the loading "jacks" provide accurate
measuremenL ot the thrust loads.

The bending load is applied through a separate housing at the top of the main rotor
shaft. As in the thrust loading system, a tapered roller bearing permits main rotor shaft
rotation within the stationary housing while the externally applied load is reacted through
the bearing to the rotating shaft. The system was designed and procedures were established
to assure proper application of the bending load, and to maintain accurate alignment of the
entire shafting from the test transmission to the step-up gearbox. If the load were im-
properly imposed, a severe misalighment could occur and result in high vibratory loading
of tue test components. Maximum bending loads of up to 22,500 newtons (5000 pound-force)
can be applied and accurately measured by means of a load cell. The main rotor shaft
loading system imposes realistic load conditions on the transmission components and improves
the overall capability of the facility for performance and reliability evaluations. The
facility design specifications and operating limits are presented in Table I.

TABLE I

NAVAL AIR PROPULSION CENTER TRANSMISSION TEST FACILITY DESIGN

SPECIFICATIONS (TEST CELL 8W)

Input Power Source - 1, 2 or 3 Turboshaft Engines

Transmission Main Rotor Speed - 175 rpm to 325 rpm

Power Absorbed - Main Rotor - 5.97 megawatts (8000 hp) maximum

Rotor Shaft Torque - Maximum 325,400 newton-metres (240,000 pound-force-foot) at

Nominal Erogina Airflow - 22.7 kg/sec (50 lb/sec) maximum 175 rpm

Cold Inlet: -54°C (-651F) Hot Inlet: +1040C (+2200F)

Sea Level (Ambient Conditions)

Thrust Loading (Main Rotor) - 0 to 222,500 newtons (50,000 pound-force)

Bending Loading (Main Rotor) - 0 to 22,250 newtons (5,000 pound-force)

This facility provides sufficient flexibility to install and test a variety of current and
future helicopter propulsion systems up to and including the growth version of the Sikorsky
RH-53D helicopter.

An isometric view of the RII-53D propulsion system installation is shown in Figure 4.
The test installation includes the two T64-GE-415 engines, two nose gearboxes and inter-
connecting shafting, main transmission, accessory gearbox, oil cooler/fan, two sections
of the drive shaft to the intermediate gearbox, and the tail rotor drive shaft and gearbox.
The main rotor shaft output power is absorbed by three 2.2 megawatts (3000 hp) waterbrak,
dynamometers on top of the step-up aearbox and a tail rotor waterbrake dynamometer capable
of absorbing up to 1.5 megawatts (2J00 hp).

The control room provides extensive instrumentation, as shown in Figure 5, for the
measurement and monitoring of all parameters necessary for proper operation of the engine(s)
and all subsystLms comprising the total propulsion system. The engine(s), waterbrake
dynamometers, and main rotor loading control consoles have direct access to related instru-
mentation for continuous monitoring and control by the qualified operators. Critical
temperatures, pressures, and all chip detectors in the propulsion system components are
included in a special panel with warning lights and aulible alarms (far right in Figure 5).
A critical alarm signal will initiate immediate execution of emergency shutdown procedures
to avoid possible catastrophic failures.

The speeds and torques of all rotating subsystems are measured and monitored throughout
the test program. In fact, present capability includes direct and simultaneous readout of
all input/output powers on command which permits accurate evaluation of the system
mechanical efficiency.

The main rotor shaft can also be strain gaged, as shown in Figure 6, to measure the
strain induced by the bending and thrust loads, either separately or in combination. The
strain signal is telemetered to visicorder and digital readout instruments which permits
system calibration with the load cells under static conditions and continuous monitoring
under dynamic conditions. The location of the strain measurement and recording instru-
mentation in the control room is shown in Figure 7. The Visicorders and telemetry receivers
can be seen in the center console which is flanked by the vibration monitor console on the
right and the generator loadings systems in the console on the left. The console at the far
left contains all power supply equipment for the control room. Two, closed-circuit tele-
vision systems with monitors in the control room (far right console) are used to maintain
visual surveillance of the test area throughout the test program.

On a continuing basis, every effort is made to improve and up-date the facility for
data accuracy (instrumentation) and effective mission simulation (control/loading).



Future plans include: (a) the tie-in of test instrumentation into the Center's 3,ita
acquisition and programing systems to reduce the complexity and man-hours in the rvri ii,;

and analyzing of the data; and (b) the installation of a failure monitoring tape syste.
which will continuously record selected parameters for analytical review and diagnosis
should a failure occur during test operation.

In addition, NAPC has determined the design concept and the hardware requirements
necessary for expansion of the present transmission test facility. The new system would
provide basic capacity to 11.94 megawatts (16,000 horsepower) with overload capability to
13.41 megawatts (18,000 h,'rsepower).

DISCUSSION

The integrated, dynamic test stand permits full evaluation of -nqine/drive train com-
patibility under simulated service operating conditions prior to nstallation in an air-
cratt. The concept of total systems testing offers significant advantages over the
regenerative or back-to-back arrangements particularly in assessing interaction effects.
The coupled interactions between two or more helicopter dynamic subsystems have often been
the source of vibration problems which have required compromising the performance of one
or more components. Such interface problems are among the last to be found and the most
costly to correct in a development program. The experience of U.S. helicopter manufacturers
with dynamic interface development problems are extensively examined and summarized in
references 2 through 6. These reviews were performed under government sponsorship and
,stablish a definite need for further analytical and testing efforts to achieve better
understanding of the problems and the potential solutions. The method of total propulsion
system testing can provide this much needed information in (a) developing the broad data
base to improve analytical design techniques, and (b) during the development program to
avoid costly modifications and delays.

In general, helicopter mission times are short compared to fixed-wing aircraft and
require considerable power cycling of the engine and drive system. The integrated, dynamic
test stand permits transient speed and power changes much the same as in the helicopter.
In fact, the rigorous mission cycle selected and imposed on the total propulsion system
allows an assessment of component performance, torsional vibration instability problems and*
other potential operating problems associated with power cycling and system response. The
"one engine inoperative" (WEI) mode is also accomplished in the test facility by supplying
maximum power levels to one input module (clutch engaged) while the opposite input module
clutch operates in the overrunning mode. This method applies more realistic clutch oper-
ation than the regenerative type test stands which must "lock-out" the overrunning clutch
during each cycle. The testing of the total propulsion system under simulated service
operation will demonstrate flight worthiness and the fail-safe features of the dynamic com-
ponents. In addition, the discrepancies cited at the teardown inspection of the test com-
ponents after qualification tests will indicate specific hardware deficiencies and the most
probable long-term failure modes of each propulsion system. The individual testing used
extensively to qualify transmission accessories, remote gearboxes, oil coolers and fans can
be combined since the facility permits full qualification of these components along with
the main transmission. In addition, full operational testing of the main rotor brake(s)
can be accomplished with rotor brake actuation to control the time required for full rotor
stop from any main rotor speed.

This method of testing provides all the advantages of tie-down testing in a ground test
vehicle (GTV) at lower cost and without its associated airframe vibratory stress problems
due to rotor ground effects. In addition, the integrated test stand has more extensive and
sophisticated instrumentation and equipment which can be "tailored" to meet specific test
requirements. The test program dictates the type of data needed and the test cycle
establishes the frequency of recording data. All instrumentation and equipment are cali-
brated as necessary to assure that the required degree of accuracy is maintained throughout
the test program. Test conditions and critical operating parameters are more accurately
controlled under test cell operation. Unlike GTV tests which are subject to ambient con-
ditions, the facility can control engine inlet temperatures with "conditioned air" to assure
that proper power levels are maintained throughout the test program.

A propulsion system test facility can be effectively used in a development program as
an integrated, dynamic test for the critical assessment of:

(a) system flight worthiness and safety in a 60-hour pre-flight rating test.

(b) system design and performance in a 150-hour qualification test on production
parts.

(c) system reliability/durability in a 500-hour endurance test.

Of course, such total system testing must be predicated on adequate bench testing of all
components in the early stages of development. In particular, overstress testing of
componens in regenerative type test facilities in which the requirement is not a "must
pass" test but an evaluation of parts design and integrity. Basically, the test objec-
tives are to determine modes of failure, detectability of failures and the extent of
fail-safe features in a program used to "de-bug" the components through redesign, fix
and repair. All redesigned and improved parts should be adequately evaluated in these
tests prior to installation in the components for total system testing on an integrated,
dynamic test stand. In addition, the total system tests will permit qualification and
endurance evaluation of all clutches, couplings, shafting, rotor brakes, and accessories



ln; with th e te ii bexes.

A briet i",it w it test program conducted i the, NAP' transmission tst fOility may
s,! c to demnstrat, its capabilitie s and versatility. oftln, the demands fir new and

n: coed pt iatiou toles in oxisting helicopters at satisfied b5y the icrelped power
Avilable in ;riowth eniInes which can be "fitted" into existi, iirtrirts with few mod-
1OlwtiiS in dcsilqn t tilt arcrlt ind power drive system, one such model mdificatior,
was accomplished for tho tuein-Vertol CiH-461E tircraft with th. (eineral To.r:tj i58-¢;E-16
en Inc, a Irowth version I the T58-GE-10 enline used in earlier CH-46 models. A 200-hour
qA licition test of the upi td (2089 kw/2800 snp) pr opulsion syst,,m was completed in th,,
"AF ' tiinsmissmn test acility. Iiluru 8 shows the installitin f the aft tranmissin
,n * XbX wiih twh<, transmission mounted lell( raters, lower absorption of the aft rotor
sh,:t wts Acc~miplished by a sin-le waterbrake on the st,.p-up '- ,rbox throuth the flexible
2pap]in. and tocquemetur arranement. Since the ear systems irn both the forward ani aft
t rans ssion r o basically the same and the aft transmission is th( heavier loaded, the
:wn rd transmission was not tested. however, it was simulated in the test installation

by a w,,.rbraku power absorption system as shown in Figure 9. Subsequent qualification
I !h trwa rd transmission was based solely "n the perfori-mane "f the aft transmission.

The Fro ram also included a qualification test of a second soirce overrunniuq clutch to
mec pr ected shontquos at the Naval Air Rework F"iti lity leve. I lThe prolram also pro-
'id , d as assissment of the T58 enjoinc Pewer Manaqoment System which nintains "balcarcd'
, , shaii j between the engines at any output power. The qualification test consisted

, 10 cycles at the loadinq sequence shown in Table I I for a four hour cycle. This test
w-de provided for a total of 150 hours of dual online operation ai,: 25 hours (each) of
siil 1 enline operation. Each load condition in the test cycle was sot by imposin, n thy,
Ki n the 1orwatAI (transmission) waterbrake and adjusting enjine input powers to the tWtil
SWrl iequOireeneit. In this manner, the aft/mix transmission power losses were readily
issussud. Special instrumentation provided a simultaneous readout of all input and output
pewe':s which indici t t an ait/mix transmission efficiency of 97.3 per ent at 2089 kw
(2900 nIHP) . Single engine operation was accomplished with the "inoperative engine" at
iunj idile which imposed the most severe differential speed (67 percent) in the over-
!nnnin clutch. In additLen, each clutch experienced 50 engagements (one per cycle) plus
-i -mbr uf onqaulemonts at each engine start. Throughout the test program, the test trans-
:ission was perioaically monitored by spectrometric oil analysis (SOAP) and continuously
by m, netic chip detectors.

TABLE I

CII-46E QUALIFICATION TEST

AFT AND MIX TRANSMISSION

TORQUE N-M/ AFT FORWARD
TEST CONDITION (TN-LB) EACH TRANSMISSION WATERBRAE

AT AFT ENGINE AT AT 264 RPM AT 2562 RPM DURATION

T"TAl KW/(IIP) TRANSMISSION 19,500 RPM Kw/(HP) kw/(IP) IHPS:MIN

6,7 (540) NRS; 304 N.R. 153 (1357) 313 (420) 313 (420 0:10
Input Torque

2. 2089 (2800) NRS; 1105 N.R. 511 (4525) 1149 (1540) 940 (1260) 0:50
Input Torque

5o. 1492 (2000) (NOM) Single (Enqine #1) 730 (6464) 746 (1000) 746 (1000) 0:20
(1481 ' T5)

3b. 1238 (1660) Single (Enqine #1) 606 (5365) 619 (830) 619 (830) 0:10

4. 2059 (2800) NRS; 1201 N.R. 511 (4525) 1253 (1680) 836 (11,0) 1:55
Input Torque

5. 22)8 (3000) NRS; 128.65 N.R. 548 14848) 1343 (1800) 805 (1200) 0:05
Input Torque

6a. 1492 (2000) (NOM) Single (Engine 02) 730 (6464) 746 (1000) 746 (1000) 0:20
(1481'F T 5 )

6b. 1238 (1660) Single (Engine 42) 606 (5365) 619 (830) 619 (830) 0:10

TOTAL HOURS

NRS - Normal Rated Speed - Power Turbine RPM - 19,500
FWD and AFT XMSN Input RPM 2562
AFT Rotor (Main) Output RPM 264
NP - Normal Rating of AFT XMSN = 1044 kw (1400 iP)

#1 Enqine( - Left-land Looking Forward
02 Engine - Ri-jht-Hand LooKinq Forward

The events described next emphasize the ability of integrated system testing to identify
and resolve problems which can result from the coupling of propulsion system components.



During the initial checkout ot the test installation, the ,ibration (acceleration) level
at the aft tube support of each engine was well above the limit specified in the aircraft
operatinT manual. The accelerometer pickups were monitored, at the high speed shaft
rotational trequency, by the actual aircraft ground test equipment in accordance with
normal ground run-up procedures. The high vibration level had reportedly been a source
of service problems in the field because of the high operating speed and inherent, complex
desi(n oC the high speed shaft. The shaft "complexities" were further compounded by the
need of a special adapter to permit the use of the T58-GE-10 engine shaft with the T58-
G(-16 enoine. At the time, an entirely new shaft for the T58-GE-16 engine, with a "phase-
shift" torquemeter system, was in the design stage and unavailable for this test prograrr.
A vibration spectrum analyzer, with full scanning and tracking capability at all rotational
frequencies, was used to assist in the study of vibrational ;iodes in the system. These
results were provided to BoeinI-Vertol for a critical speed analysis of the system which
led to a resolution of the problem through improved assembly fits and rebalancing of shaft
components. The total effort on the high speed shaft problem provided a significant amount
of operational vibration data which was not readily attainable in other test facilities.

The 200-hour test program was then completed without further incident of major impor-
tance. At the end of the test, inspection of the component parts revealed that all parts
were in highly satisfactory condition except for the spiral bevel input pinion and gear
mesh and one input pinion idler assembly which "housed" the second source test clutch. The
spiral bevel gear teeth exhibited a significant amount of surface distress (scuffing) which
precluded full qualification of the propulsion system at the uprated power. An extensive
investigation indicated that the damage may have been related to "poor" tooth patterning at
assembly and a tentative qualification approval was agreed upon. Full qualification
approval was ultimately given after a 200-hour penalty run in the first flight aircraft in
which the spiral bevel pinion and gear were determined to be in satisfactory condition. The
primary damage to the input pinion assembly was described as "flats" and scuffing of the
clutch inner race, and, to a lesser degree, to the clutch outer race in the idler hub
assembly. The second source test clutch retainers and sprags were not distressed and were
considered in good condition for further operation. The damage to the clutch races was
attributed to out-of-phase loading of the sprags in the test clutch, i.e., not all sprags
were loaded equally at all times. Since the "production" clutch in the other input idler
assembly performed well without distress under similar operating conditions, qualification
was denied for the second source clutch with specific recommendations for analysis/redesign
as necessary and for further full scale testing. As a matter of record, a second source
clutch configuration was later qualified following satisfactory demonstration in bench tests
and a 200-hour flight test.

A similar effort was employed in the qualification of the Bell Helicopter AH-IJ propul-
sion system at increased power in the NAPC transmission test facility. The results of the
AH-lJ qualification program were :eported with recommendations to incorporate specific
hardware modifications for improved system durability. In comparison, another uprated,
advanced helicopter model, not tested in the NAPC facility, experienced major component
failures in ring gears, main rotor shaft thrust bearings, and rotor brake bearings, over a
two-year period of field service. The testing at the contractor's facilities, which in-
cluded a 200-hour test in the regenerative test stand and two, 200-hour tests in a GTV, had
not uncovered the deficiencies experienced in service. From the contractor's records it
was determined that the limitations in attainable test conditions may have contributed to
the non-failure of components in the three 200-hour tests. For example, limited capacity
in the regenerative stand resulted in applied main rotor thrust loading below required
values. In the GTV tests, high ambient conditions limited the maximum engine powers attain-
able and resulted in a lower power spectrum during test operation. The integrated, dynamic
test stand is capable of imposing realistic operating conditions throughout the entire
operating cycle.

The facility has also been effectively and expeditiously used in the resolution of fleet
service problems. In most cases, the inherent capability of the integrated, dynamic test
stand permits sufficient flexibility in test operation, use of special instrumentation, and
close control of system parameters to extensively investigate service malfunctions/failures
through duplication of actual operating characteristics.

FUTURE PLANS

In future helicopter and V/STOL development programs, the U.S. Navy will require com-
pliance with Specification AS-3694A and will continue efforts to provide a coordinated
military specification. The integrated system test stand is considered a viable means of
performing pre-flight rating and qualification testing in a properly scheduled, well-
defined test program which will provide a successfully integrated and qualified propulsion
system. In addition, a 500-hour endurance test will demonstrate system durability and add
a high degree of functional maturity to the final design configuration.

The transmission facility itself will be improved and updated to assure maximum capa-
bility in meeting future test requirements of advanced propulsion systems. Near-term
efforts will provide computer system data aquisition and analysis which will improve
transient capability and reduce manpower requirements within the facility. Failure analysis
and diagnostic capability will be improved with the addition of a multi-channel failure
monitoring tape system. In addition to the instrumentation improvements, a parallel effort
will be directed to improve the control/loading systems for more effective mission perfor-
mance simulation in the test programs. Long-term plans are to provide increased main rotor
power absorption capacity through a proposed expansion of the present transmission test
facility.



The NAPtC transmission test facility is available to government agencies and industry
contractors in the United States and the NATO nations. The costs and scheduling )f
proirims will be determined upon application to the Naval Air Systems Command.
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F ig. 5 Transmnission test facility control room showing
cont rol/instrumen tat ion consoles

I jg(, Main rotor shattI %train gage and telemetry installation
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U vs mv doe propul sion 3i 'dulr~e de vie I imi t6o'' doit avoi r des pouISS6cs mass ique
e t si Iac I( ie et tiine con somiia t i on s pec: f riq pIte r fo rna ntos , t out en re stan t s ilIe de conit-
celpt Ion pour assurer tin cofit dlo produJct ion faible.

A Cc C ua S t~ t i I SSjoutent lai faci ilit6 d' intC'gration clans la cel Dile (coefficient de
distor Sion doent r~e d'a ir 6lv,(quipenionts concentr6s, formes g6n~ra les simples,...

cf I 'cuplisscizout fiable do la mission impartie Imiso en Oeuvre et dcmarrage, r~gtila-
io 1 rt'1 1iC , 1101i1iC tentIC alux soIlI ic ita t i ons de I ' env ronnement ,...I.

ICs L'SSi Is Ie d1ttC I uppomonilt ct de qua I i f i ca t i on deo1 prodtict i on siont donc t r~s (I f H-
itIll .IdeC Icix d c pl1o tItI Sl;tI s d 'a xr ontIs li lot~s :Ia; prelii&re part io die IaI oC~turoCII pi-
S cIItc It- css,i isprn If 1, p:.u"s rCil iscs stir IC ttirbor~acteiir N1ICkOIIRO. TIl 00 clans le Cadr-e
Jt (cI ;I rc L, l rit Jlo adapt at ion ' des tuft i cii s Sailts pi Io to.

a scclnd Iu t It-. donne quol I qItjos I iid I cat ions su r des So Ilit 005I rOtenLeS CIn Vioe d ' Oh-
I tO1 I I tll I ll I- L' 01 t 1 do 011 i i t I Oil
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In1 ll a Slc ict(3 N1ICIOHIRilt) aI ct ropr is le d~veloppemcnt d'un r~acteur doe missi -
It C.Salts p I Ioteonk cililI ds I ,or I-Ig no11 poorI aVu r 1 Z 0( diiro de v ioe I illi t6C ot tin fabIhL, coit
de product ion:

- du~rkcd tio i 21 hoiiros ot/ou SO cyc los,
- 100 francs par d~cariowtons (10 dol lars par 1 ivrc de pouss~e).

Les donnl4os techn iquos, on I 'absence do tout programme (ii'applation, Cta ient S im-

-diaim&t ro maiama I. .. .. .. .. .. 330 mm
- ma1se total h. .. .. .. .. .. .. ...... 0 kg
- llliss;t' man imal h. .. .. .. .. .. 300 daN

- t-sottttIon sp~c i ique . 1,30 kg/dlaN.b

I I ot-'YSta~ i do mC Z3 cotto 6poqUe aucun r~glomcnt dont I 'analyse puiss orir-
dt gutide-dait a concept ion d'un rCactouir :cotte I ihert6 a 6tC certtiinement Lii 616111o1t
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cbC stir l0 cho ix d'Oii ti rho rCac tour i ye ine ax iale dont I es pr inc ipalm composanits sont

- carter d'ontroe dtiir pouvant contonir l'ensemble des accossoires,
- compressol-r ax ial 3' 3 6ttmgeos
- chambro do,. combuist ion annulaire,
- tujrbine tixitilo mono-6tage.

llorrnis; los porformances Cxcel lontos obtenuLCS , bun nombre des qutal1i t6s recherch~es
Ciont- 6tC r~v~l~es quoe daiis ho coors des essais doe d6veloppement et dapphication.
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L'amel jorat ion) prog~ressive des compcsants et leur mcilleure adaptation r6ciproque
c ondu is i rent aux performances actul loIS SUivantes

- dia m& t re max imralI..... 330 mm (ma intenu)
- masse totale........... ...... 45 kg (r6duction 10 %.)
- pousse maximale.............370 daN (augmentation 23 S
- consommat ion sp6c if ique ... 1,30 kg/daN.h (maintenuc)

A cc jour, quatre programmes utilisent le r~acteur 'FRI 60, preuvc de la justesse
des choix initiaux

- dekix programmes concernient des engins-cibles pour losquols I'adaptation dui syst&-
iiu global dic propulsion, mont6 en pod 1 l'ext~rieur du fuselage, a 6t6 partiCuli~rement
ais~o :Ia planchec 2 d~montre la facilit6 d'int~gration des 6quipements p~riphiriques.
Les engins-cibles SNIAS (C22 et BEECIh VSTTF poursuivont hours ossais de d6veloppement et
d '6va lua tion.AISTREXUT

TARGET DRONE
Planche 2

-deux programmes concernont des missiles anti-navires pour lesquels cette int~gra-
tion est encore plus simple ia planche 3 parle d'ell-m~me. Cos deux applications sont
les missiles BAeOC SEA EAGLE et SAAB RB 1S.

Pyro hgmtimn Pyle start
No oil tank

ONE SHOT MISSILE
Planche S

2 . ESSA IS Fi.IE 0 VELt' 'PEME:MINT

2.1. Ind~pendamment d'une quelconque application, de nombreuIx essals do d~veloppement
ont eu pour but de caract~riser le domaine de vol du r~acteur TRI 60. Sous cot aspect, los
essais irtrinsbques d'un propulseur 5 dur~e do vie limit~e diff~rent peu do coux d'un pro-
pulsour normal, si ce n'est par la difficultC, Ii6e au faiblo nombre d'heuros allotic pour
conduire l'essai et a la recherche syst~matique des limites :Ia qualification d'un domai-
no do vol roquiert A lui soul la dUr~e normale de vie escompt~e compto tenii do son utili-
sat ion pendant uno bonne partie do ce temps A la limite du niveau maximal des contra intes
calcul~es mc~caniques ct/eu thermiques. Les bancs doessais MICROTIIRBO et CY~r ont 6t uti-
lis6s pour d6montrer lo domaine de vol initial de la planche 4.

ENGINE DEMONSTRATED FLIGHT ENVELOPE

15 1 5
1lan1he

___________________________. ._ .___ . I...)



A .c ette 16monst rat ion des per formances s' ajoute Ia recherche d one duri~e de vie
init ia le grace ;i tin cssai d'endurance acl:6l166. ILe programme tit i I is6 est celiii die I '1JS
A ir I cr c (planc-he 5) part icul i~rement s~veire pour cc qui est du temps d 'tppl iCat ion die
Ia puissance max imale (TOT) ali point fixe act sol , donc j tin niveau thermitptc major-6. Ces
essa is se soot dfroul~s princ ipalement SLIT les bancs d'essa is CIPr et Ii)RT-111JSTIS (lISA)
-A ce jouir , I cs r6ic t Curs 'IR I 60 on t accumo I pl us (IC 450 hen res et 2 300) dcina r rages.

ENIVUANCE TEST SCIEBULE CYCLE

UK I1e w 29500 mu swma ff
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- *I* 29500 %- 5-1._________

!1 51 it '. it(-sc I, it t o t conduits pendant Io d16Veloppement doI
tirt.t 11 1t 1 , 1 tilpor a t it rC LiC pea it], d ilIatat ion , survitesse, sur-

.A1 *'1 t1 otit o tic dI (tcrtd re les pe rformances et poss ihbi 1 i t~s

I It I- - doIk do v ic 1 im it6c d i Iffre CssCnt je I Iement
Ji I7~ -.I I. I I I I It I, I c '. cond it ions dI i n t6gra t i on soo t Ifi f f ici le s a
'.a t t, .I I I 1 1, it it( dc I miLct ions s imples et fiah les assurant la r~is-

A IItt tl I tot..tI I 1C C t C (L3Iit I~ I I t-~ I l

Ii 1)irlem It I I Im I I I It .I I ;I tolt i t Iotn au htic dti niieat accepttable de distor-
SIttIit quo -1tt,1- 1 1p ct- 1 I t titI..I oaiteti. Ix. Li te choisi est Ic C 90 RR H obtertt ptar

onI ohsttiL IC de ito Titt i It iihIt , du )0t dog it d'Cxtuors iotn piiph6r iqtte, sitiic .1 tin
diati tl ro ci aititit t I di ttipf It- ' i . I trial oITotilt , il a ILt6 kl dmoiitl t'tie platqtue pleime n 'em-
p cha it pas I(. lCm.ti rigo- 1 10a1 e tra it o e It IoOLt ionnemett dtt r6actotir, Stins d~charge
dtt10111 ottir CSSote r I 3 a; I Ct 11 1 i to 011 ptttlatt to de la d i ort ai 6t 6 pai rt I 101 ete il t me , tir~c

Ki It I() 1 5 -

Pour c haquo appi i cait ioint, k ct ossti a ;I 6t lpt t til I'atIC Oii CII S0ti C r iC, Col ttt i -

I i sailt I ont rc i6ol le Idui missi Ic, doc matti rc ti tqualIifier los effets d'i n i denco Ct de 16--
rapage. Les instal Lit iotis tit ii iscos out 6t6 prioL ipalenlont los hatics LU NGTF ct de MItCROl-
IIIRBO et Ia soutf I rie tie I '1NIRA SI NMIANI.

L~a plaiche 0 r~suttte los LaraL t~uist iqttos, dmontrces.
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5.2. ~ g elli~v a~oo atit orot at i on

t 'it I I I salt ion sii I Ces III Iz s I Cs alit i -n n v I r1Cs i l) I I of Ua t I a iii i so on oiiiv re dalls til
tomlp> In in ImIa I c.os spec i 1'i c at ioils in1 it i a 10 s donianrda io el t d ' at t c i vid rc 90) 1,il rcg i me noi -
II eln 5 seoondos Si compt or doe I 'j oct ou (Ill cache d 'on t r~c d 'a i r ( I argago P a vio on) oii (Ill
it 01(01 tlg ai ol) s di c on t a no(r f I ;Inc kOiflii t d 'lin hat a aIi .

'(iii SA t I S I Z I iC CC t to e C i 01lIt I on), i I aj t to d ' abo d eni ci sagpC d' tit I I Iso u tinl di~ma r ro ir
A t 1 lartuc' Iiyl o dIia Ireui i assilijant I ;iIn Is coen rot at ion rapidIo dii1 r ot or. La pl1 it clic

d, t nI t f o ca; ia, t L list i qie s ro t orl ieos

SPECIFICATION Oil PYRODEMARREUR
PYROSTARTER SPECIFICATION

MASSE NE POUDRE0,5k
WEIRtT OF PROPELLANT0,5k

MASSE TOTALE NU NEMARREUR 7,0 kg
TOTAL WEIGHT OF STARTER

DUREE NE FONCTIONNEMENT 3O
OPERATING TIME3,s

Copendait d S los prenliors essa is, ii Iost appain quo la co~ncept ion axialo diil
roat turl ass LIra It ILI sat iSlaCt in i d I 'inip6rati f par I'it iIisat ion settle i do lattorota-
t I i).

Pollii I azpp i cat ion ;iir -uuir, I I s~pioiicec ost i n it 6 parI I ' C jct in do cach c le6vi -
tinlt I ,iii"t o Iotit ioll pendanit lo vol porto5. Pans le nlmeo tomps, le rohinet pyrotochniqno doQ
Lilhil ill it los dons pyro al ItIiimurs sont misS lfOLn plus do 200) cyc les do d~niarraigc onlt
L(t C r Ca I I s s s I:r Io hain c d ' o ssa i N GI:. 1. a pIa n ch o 8 r 6s in c Ia 101 temps doe d~inarrago foric-
tonl di i olul de Mach anl mntion t do la rgago . Les per fo rmancos do d6ma rrage onl a(ito rotat ion

AsSuroiit IC (ooIC k i DISSiut) lors doe largagoS Sl altitUde tr&'s faiblo.

ALTITUDE AND AIRSPEED DURINGDURATION OF WINOMILLING START AT S.L. SURFACE -TN-SURFACE LAUNCHI
[ftire to 90%)

a t1iil91I1umilit of(gtuk tt.
0 Eteien Ctral

10 -
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6.- aIcis
5.
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3,
2.

0. t M ACH
0 04 05 06 07 08 09TMEgK

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
P IAuc ho 1 P1 ancho

Pt II 'il ca 1 11t i 1101-C, li ii so Il - ct itoI l sso ost obtentic piar I ;I tisoo d '.i tcc
a ;t In ,In u al I o I c : la fill do cot to phase, I v i s s i 1I a It t c i nt Iin c aI It i tilde o I C (111C

c lit aI I li0 do, TlOt I0 v, Ct 010 I t e550 vi si o Is li L i la vI t essc do c roi s ifre.

I 11 plamn.ho 't W1hm.1t I-eIak l:1 1 ili1it i On d'I CS niramlit 10 SaIi t it Idc 01 t VI tos on IC oii1i014
t i lit tomrp,. IVi %al II at in o It I poss u IIi tt* doc d16marrago Oi aiitrotat ioll Ianiitd to c-

It, ci i.I t I imi Id lato vC1lit Ii IISantill cha iiit propuIise plar tisoes , sin rill Irai I , Sp-
po i t till(, fliqui Ito, dii lii 55; I I v comport alit le rlac tour ct I ' clit IoeC I ai r rt

m
o I I o . itct to(

ilist a I It 1 '1i .i o ti (0 15I0L0 pal lo I.L. L~a phase dio piiiI opiiot acc(Ir Hi liilor moi Its do
St()ndt-s one (((i Cli uccIurat 011 poiivatt &t re ajiistooe- a Li ( tI I1 equ4iIse, Stilt' it d 'lnt

1,) o i I to do. 2, ;eLocs all moni us al I it sso I ogotootit dotL 101 ssan to , to ciii i O~o pal ilon I re I-
IZIa l'J o 1 IN d I i o II (111 C

I I ;;a s t Is taci t i oil dIts spti it I ca I oils dIo i71s ll SOtl Ih ((i I I ap I( de iii lit mitilt at I on~ I Iiij t
so po it r a [):i r t aIi n mis s I I i or do Foiirlli r a 11 s1 - t ^)t I e I I .i t ! iit . I aI Iiilit o t I a1 ri It

da l oI., I' iv aiit c itS ot I a l amp. ' i ili cc t I(inl poillia lit ;IIt t.iI Ill Ic ,It Wpal s so I o teomps de
dI~iiIrigu propromont (lit.



3..Acc C l&rat is '1lit tn oitljineet

L'appl icat ion di" RI hi0 den engilts catapiilt6s a impos(' la d6monst rat ion de ses
dpac itis de suipporte'r des iccelerationl1 longittidirt h's irnportantcs tant AIa misc en vol

qu' la rectpCirait ion. Ces essa is out 'te rHaIis&s ain (FTt siir in catap"iite pneumat ique
et Ics r6s"ltats obteniis solit r~suni6s Ai la llanctte 10.

UP

STRUCTURAL LUAIINI LIMITS (COMPUTATION) AIN

'orA

Two . I' . u m . ....-- o.... AFT Aaie 3 5 O.S di

* iiridius

O *l~adirnTRI 81 CATAPULT LAUNCHI TEST
TS~i~i mm.~~ 2S adin ACRATII BECELE liTlON 911 LAIKN 3

$ Sriding AS aill in ii* - 6 _ -I-

siredrailea low Nts so eruad.80 sq 1 mtd V ::lA7

I'l nc he 10C

;.I. tSImersti 7t ittilissaige

11 usT e'-uoTici qclu Iv r~actetti dan cugin-cihie piisse 8trc remis en oeuvre
ip it "ne rec. ;ia it ii un met . !a; p1 aiche 1 1 restime le cycle auquel I st soumi s en essai
ar(ahtuur 1711 1,0. PnstaiIItiiti soy missile. c't contle pour que lensemblc de ces

oirit itt' 'ui ctetu wnit depose d" r~actehir ; la rHvision en atel icr est envisag~e apris
10 t 'i s Yc Ie . CYCLE FINCTIINNEMENT IUMERSIIN REFuuIBISSASE

IFERATIBN IMMERSIEN - REFIRBISNINI CYCLE

FINCTIONNEMENT 39 1n
IFERATHIN
IMUERSIBN mANS L'EAU SALE[E REVIES
IMUERSIIN IN SALT WATER = 2
All ANBIANT I Kiln
EXPISURE TI AMBIENT - 1 1
ARRISAIE EAN 18UCE IV
IMUERSUN1 EAU 11UCE do 5 i 15.No
WASNINI WITH FRES1 WATER OR from Its 15 min
UNMERSEIN IN FRESH WATER
VENTIL ATIUN SECRE del1 i 2..
BRT CRANE from 1 t 2 min
TRAITEMENT FINAL &m3 i 5..
ENN TREATMENT from 3 tm 5.min

Plinche 1 1

It Tbat lios

Litit pendant 1v vol portil otn Ic stockage stir "n pouT de bateau, q4ii pendant le vol
d" j iilu, Ic r iac I ci esl sioumtis a "in eu i ronnenient v ibrat otre important.

Iepetidatt, la val idat ion de la tenite d"t r~acteiir est 6tioitement I i~e Ai la manic'-
I U tit CST Loidui t intiTel essa i et en part iciil ier Ali faioti dont les vibrat ions sont
titt~ti '.e' par !a strtucttire tiun tel essa i sc fa it en 6t roite col laborat ion avec lc mis-

7, PHURSHI11 DIS PRtCRANIS

DaIC idre de's hiat re prog rammes ut iliistint Ile TR I 61, on certaTi n nombre d *es-

cdi vt en ceturs "" reste i fai re:

- liagramme des vi tesses et teitp6ratoires dui jet,
-signature nirtirotige, nattirelle et aitgmcflt~ce

- ingest ioin d 'etiti

- a It i oe,

a i ns i tlte la valIidatIioin It' tout e noiivc I I solIut ion a ssiirant iine mci I Ictire adapt at ion A l a
mi ssioin ittpa r tie



S. IIRILNUE OF PRODUICT ION

Pics son origine, le programme TRI 60 a Wt conduit avec le souci principal d'une
product ii A 6 iLble colit

Dles solutions originales ont Mt d6velopp6es,certaines nont pas Wt retenues,
commv par exemple le collage r6duisant IA dennontab Ilit. Ma is la qualIi tO e~sent jel I r6-
side dans Qa simpi icit6 de I 'architecture le TRI 60) coinpurte en effet 20 pi6ces princi-
pales (planche 12)

- illiage l6ger tail 116.. .. ..
- all iage 16ger couI6 ...
- acier special couI6... 2
- mccano-soudire ... ... 7

Planche 1K

Dans la phase de d6veloppement et en l'ahsence d'outillages importants, certaines
I~ces ont Wt obtenues par usinage conventionnel :au fur et A mesure de la cration des
uutillages, les pilces do production ont 0t6 incorpor6es dans le r6acteur et soumises A
des essais de qualification de performances et d'endurance acc&lMre.

E~n conclusion de cet effort de conception, le TRI 60 est de loin le moins cher
des r6acteurs A "dur6e de vie limit~e" de sa classe en regard des performances et des
qual it6s offertes.

Ramen6 aux conditions 6conomiques de 1972, le prix au daN do r6acteur TRI 60, en
production de sWrie, est 6gal 5 102 francs, l'ohjectif glohal fix6 iA y a 8 ans a donc
Wt atteint (planche 13).

CARACTERISTIQUE VALEUR PROJETEE -VALEUR OBTENUE ECANT
CHARACTERISTICS TARGETS ACHIEVED DIFFERENCES
EERIE OE VIE 2m*'*'*res *CIca 23 Hguru ls NEANT
ENSUE LIFE Issrs 3ytS H:s/lCC NONE

PIX AU *ICANEWTIN IIFac 1hns2
COST PER U@11 OF THRUST iirusl2ras2
IIAMETUE MAXIMAL 338 mat331m NEANT
MAJOR DIAMETER UnNONE
MASSE TITALE 8g4j1%
TOTAL WEISUNT Sb 5,-
P115511 MAXIMAL 333 iaN 371daN -23%
MAXIMUM TRUST
CUNSUMMATII SPECIFIOVI 133 L31 NIANT
S-F-C *NONE

Planche 131



IlSCUSSION

Ihli cliillns iiiniiiited )It '.Chiclcs, aic isvI attcr aI long cwriod Of xIolagv. Vi Itlially nce% ,nlid 11111t Icinmnlstrai t1hi
iliahilit\ it tliii stirtnig iotcntiAi fi this state HO Imi i this tAkcnI iitii accuili1t. it iic,(ssar\ inlli tiltst which are

liorillI\ OIMUliuiliu At J last rMIt Otil d SIlILlIC 1,1ichiii?

Author's Reply
l)Liftinlii hirst 1).1t Oft the dCiopiiciit (irtirailli. sirtilig tests WLcrC ciidiUCtil. Jotse to cajch other. Wmilli at
NilIglI kcILgitc for a gist n', sahlai ion., iveii wlili tests were reCateuId Witlli dihhirCIII iligililes this kkii5 ttilk

dlceiiilist rmtiit st art in riliahihit11 i a liei wciigIifnc

Stjrtiiit! Kcliahillf\ ot a Iigtirleniginie will hie ilciiiiistratctl with the foilowing proigrammeii

accceptt licc It'st ol uniglue as flew.

pripratIti for stormgc Ilife
sir i1latimn td accelerated storage life I (0 t 6 \asill a pIk-lod tit () uiitiiitIS)

uliiioistrtatioii ot startingu rvhiahilitx inl a siniited envirmnnieit.

A toitjI of 4 CulIicinS kIll Ile Used Illnimin progralinnICN.

Albert A.AWirtiio. s, ATA'( LItS
Regardling (Ii t"oie-sht miissile- how~ do ti pli jan toi Iiihricate this cligilic. and how doi ytii plan to

i\piiiiitiII\ %cril this capiihility

Author's Reply
I RI 60 IN h-ISIcalk de.signed Witlhi a hilinrcin-Iotip systemi A. lieh necessitates an oiil capaclty

Ill thi e SC a1 talr'Cit-dronc application iC. a Eight duration capahility ot inure thani 2 limirsan mi, i tank is suppliedi
itch' I %% rippeit ariiiitli h u,;,prcssimn sect iiii and has a iiseable capadcitY 01 000 ccL.

I-or a "oic-sltit itissili". (ie flight diuration will not i\ccecd 4(0 miiitas. Flhe air Intake caisig cijmcit it 200 cc

IN k]uuitC SiItHiclirt is the average oil COui~liiiiptiiiil is 40 cc aiid piping! and hearing capacitY is, liss than 8h cc .

RH.Biake. ROlls-Royce I td. LIK
%% hat Nir Ot IProiduictioni Protuf tistitig is carried iout ill thei light oft the short life oii thc CiginI

Aurthior's Reply
At thie itid of the desc~ipient midl eiitoii phascs the I RI 60O priupuio stfcmi kill he if/il for hle oi rcs-

Iti'lid i11 application

I his tI-iliitoi will thCin hi hiiTicdl fit prtidiictiiti Inld the first 4 units will he isced to onitit a complete

pnr aiiiiii Oh u)ItIItituii qiialiticaltiol stiiiihiaricing the, mi,1ii Ntil),s tf thuc Initiil philscs is

pcrliriiaiiics fin HIi tlight Cnseipi)C
startimig rcliahl its :

tiflmis intl shocks,

tug stoiragi lifi



PRLI)ICTION OF FLITURI' TIST NILS TEST115 FACILITIES AND) PROCEDU)IRES

I Ile I .*\hli
t rS.\l .Atniaiircai Systeiii D~ivisioir

I )tpiit for I'rrpiilsioii
AsI1) 1Yt/I

Wi-ilt-Vaitt'Soir "\lIt
Ohiio 45S433.US

INTRODUCTION

I-he reqluirvilrints for futurt' iitary Iturbine eingirne testing wrill reflect a uime reasonable and raJti lrl balanIC
between the tivties of'%alidlatlioi irct'ssarv to provride satisl actory o\0pera tional w eaponl syst emrs. l i tie past a large
ciii phasis hias beenl placed oi ithe acrod v rinlIC anld thlermrodyniaminic asplects oft tile enlginle. DF)uabdity 31nd re lditV is-AVe
tended to ble assigired lesser priority. it s situiationr has leti tii problems aind failures of' eirgintes hri operational servic.

I ieSe p~roblICIIS hate: resute~d hri a rL-esaiiratotr by thle VSAl- of tile type aird ilretitids associtetd with (ItI alifica-
I ioir tt 1iuular\ gas tuirblIne eniles I tormtg thiis es amimirat ion it beca lire esiden I t at re-c topliasis onl tile diurability aspects
oft t nigneic was nceCssary. it wsas also recogiri/ed t hat a balanced approach to address all aspects of* etIgille requirenienits
wsas tire best apprioacito meeting the needs of' [lie LISAV oiperatiing and Support orgarri/aiiis.

TYPES OF TIESTING

I lit'L~k teeo pnicnrt allrd iuaItfict iir rest ing of1' turbite cingin"e Iirr iIit ary app) Ilicadtur[IS atid ile eti irr coi rrrecialI
a lp p iat tol' us an ble 1 assi tied itir thrrete brioad cat egoin ies. P rf'r riianrce. O pe rability. an irDIurabilit y. Perfirmnrice is
ferieraiik considere-d thle thiriist anrili \arr lI Joet flow associatedj \it il tire pjarticumlar designr i'irse paranreters are mrost
c:ritical fir sstiin raige. paN load and naeieablt.Operability is defirred litre as respinse tir thirout tit anrd \arying
ereurre Minlt colirditinns. IbIis, area is, lieasii cncerntdn With the enlgine coitrol equipped w-ith anr afterburner or
augmnTI or. 111 tie iarakcit ist its it thia t ti cc tnCt )ira bilit v i nvolves tire rest of' thle eniginte reqiireiteirt s sucih as low cycle
thiguC fite. stress rupture iir creep lifeC. F~ore'igl ibieCt DItanrge I 01) resistance, aird iithier tmechianiical aspects iif tile

niesigin.

AS a briiad lzenreraliiatioir. each oi tireticatgriits iir' testing call be cnsidterted equnally iimpiortanit. Ilnisever. whtn a
partlicular svt'ipon systeni iir application is iuroived. Snict IN pt's on rt'quireiir'nts can li' t'rrpiiasiit'd ortr otirers. For

thuII11.Il, dirtct iiperaitiiig 'o ii traruspoit aircrlaft mvlargrely drive NIrtl~li f tCIC1SML.Tis Imls

port tirgiit prrograir will iiiNt I ikcir conicetitrate t' itaviiy oi li Pth prioritianre aSpetts (ILiting tie selojMIpint . A fighterc
airrcraft dt'pteids onrr a Simiiithly operatinrg arn respiunsivv 'urgiurt o)ver a widt' varitty iif opteratinrg curnuitions. hrt Suci
cast'. tint operaiiity Sidte may rt'cirt inrrtasted temphasis.

Flowever, it is, importanit tor recnginit' [lit' nect'ssitv h ir keetpintg tIe durability part inf' tht prorgramr oril ai t'qual ltst'i
with tine iothitr areas- It niakt' little St'nset' iiiave anl t'ticieit. Smornothi responidinrg tigiit' it' it is conrtirroialt" iir tit' Shop
rinlt'rgoiiig repairs or mitenutianct'

PAST PROCIEIURIES

P~erformnict' tt'stting has bene relat ivt'ly Successful iir tine past. Wihilt' it is a d ifflictilt anrd t ryinrg lprobltem to assure tirle
nt'ct'saryN accuracy arid rt'peatairility of metasuremnrrts iif igitre airloiw anrd thtrust, faJCihitl SituCIn as UISA F Arrnld
I.rfi ''rivi cinn DIo)estiiipieit Ce'n tter ail( t ire U SN Naval Air Propl sion ('ertt r hravt' beeni able tno provid e exceirt nncaurt'-
retts oii these parameters tin the satistachjoir irf all concernreud.

Iie t a rca oft init'rab lit y las rett' Ved itt* reast'd err p itasis Ii te it'past tellr to hil'teclt years. It is trot to incidlent thrat thiis
tine period las St't'n filt' introuctionr of augmnted turbofan einginres, lie iriteraclbirn betweten tilt' augitnitor andtt tlit
cuomrcn ril ni Sy ste t ht as ret'sue Ii r in rcrea std tiottpit'x it aind prot'ent ial prob lent areas. U. se irf' Intlt sinuolat ors andi Screeir
fior generaltirn of d istiortion havt' beemn Illie pirimett' ihomd iif evaluating titt' oiperability clharacteristit's ofl' te nrgine.



I% 111cal rC'Ceiit (cclopieliit 11r0gililis tlate called lor ealiiat ion o(it: eCligilic's -,tall iliargini aigliiit14or Hiow -ouit anld
iclIlt IaII I]a.Ict, lost I,' s I ildTTaml eniginie 1blo1w-out Iu an iaiistairt envelopesii'.

i li ntl urcaI Of dirablits ItsN bieen addtressed TuO d lesser CxtrIit inl past pirogramls. IllealV [ililict' Wit placid OF1iTto'
I 1) hiotur ciudlol,I -c Test as lieIi' mniarN indlicaitor ot eniginle lufe aind reliability. As [liei enigini' Thrust to weight ratlio has
illcjsc'd ,iitd tIllivaSinuts iphisitcated aiid i'\oi ma nterial~s atnd iiiiiiti'ctuing pruocesse's hasek hevii 11ntrodLUCid. titio

clo' T I' Ic th 51 ) IT tI test hIt hCO1lili less ihib s a I. ;iiiuicaItioin (fItI To:i titihIit y ot thle einginie Iiuiri' itodels sich as
loss es dc I *imute anid rapid crack propaigaiont were not aidequnately add ressed Iii these Types of test%,

Ibet lit 0Ioirl eCiurdillc Test tended to conicentrate otti the titne-at-templerattire ispictS Of tile engie, that is cp
anld stres, Iutr ot11,1C0 lail(ievs Itls was a recognlitionl That early turbiiie eingines were IItootd by mici tailure nmodes.
Flueretlore. The ditrabulits testIVILe ws drivenl tui shows that thre enigine tot sectionm tcoiiiustiir and turbinet could withistandmt
flt'e teupuire ti1e Cit el-11 tICIIelat lore anld onlyN a limited i'xaiiatilllfIt itte cyclic lodtdin~g ot the' en~gine was iERIde

CUiRREIN PRACTICILS

ile area ofi pertornick testing i ppcars. to tiate reached ait Itc'at. Cuirrenit fatcilities iavc aulequate cupahilits. TO

hLI~tIIC en~gIne cluiracteri1tiCs TO a level sulitICIt [or miost needs, Additional rchefiients are necessary and are
ctiituiiiuiirg, ;mrmiaiils Ii li ti a,cuiitjii aidu eCLLICtIIOII. I'liere is alsoit need toi htandile tile smaiille'r Clg that are hemti
Usedc Ill stick1 'Ase Is 1 Ic ,ir Ilatuteied Cruise \hissjle, uand New Generationt Framter. Phic abilt to pruisidi' comparable:

i,isuirciic'iits ott at! enigine thiat prIodUCes 000) pounds of' thrust as opposed to 40,000 IOLIndLS of Thrust is, a dittiCtilt Task
Ili pI IITiar pI 1obl 1ei IllI onle ot dtItcit rac\ .. I\hsC putund error Ii thItrust Is negl igible ott tile large etigine: bitt is almiost tote

lc'rlCctit t it' he iitl one. I lit' discrepanlcy uncuCases with altitude tut tile poitnt where tile samiie atbsoluite level canl he a 1itie
pe -cri0t ctro0r.

)peIribilitv s hcminuv addressed smlt the Use Of screens aind inlet simu~tlatorS. illis tVype of Cilgine1-inlet Testing is
Ac~tiicl uisetul whein coti111c'LI w]it thle analytical tiiils to predict enigine stability. [ile urse of screens tat drawback

sIic Thie% uOlk repIrcscilt tile' inlet at iiiie coniltion, As thle enigine airtIlow changes. thle reSul]tinlg distortion tromii the
sAce cluattes I hs i series ofi scienis is, rictcssar tio coser thle extremnes oft thle etiveOpeC. [Ie Use of' all inlet silUlator
is a partiail aniswer toiitls piroblemt.

I lie pruibletm \v ith stuck a des ice' is a piissihitlt it wvill tnot reflect tire real aircrat't COlufgUration. Another obection
TO time Ilsc Oft simulattor Is its inluhlit\ to ii pr ItIC s\tr, iiig angle of atttack capability where most of- the dlistortion is
gcuuraltd [utith since tile igitie dlesign miust st-irt earlier thtan the aircraft anld thle inlet n~aV unde~rgo several iterations.
thle esitilse of such at simtutlator may not be ssarrolhICIi.

Anither area itt concert Ili operailitv testing is the catpatility (of the lacilitu tuo imaintatin the proper conditions of
tInlet tcminperaI re anid pressure while tilie engine is untdergoting a Thrttle Transient. With airltw chaniges of' 500'; comiiimon
Ill turbittai engintes. it is diftictilt tit su~pply air that represenits a cuonstanit flighit condition tor predictable flight p~athl.

Foir These aitd tither reasons. while operability testinlg inl current facilities is thoroUgh, at liCas' dependenFcel onflighit
est intg is ncessatr . It is Ii thle ii lmab lity atreat tihat thle prepo ndleratne of' p ropulIsioni syste fi l iight tlest ing is con ceittrated

part tcular-IN tbr tighiter atnd attack aircraf't F l ighit test is currently tilie tinly way thie trite iiilet atnd ernvironnmental conidi-
ions canl he cx perik iced.

It is Iii t(lie area of' duirabtility testing that thle most reenit ectanges in USAF developmnit and qualification testing
[take occurreid. The current series of' engines recently developed includitng the [:100, F 101 , and 1:404 have adopted a

proeedutre k nown its flt: Acceleratted Mission Test or AMT. This test replaCcs tilie lIStorICaIh 150 hIour eiidutraiice test. F ire
AM I pltilosoptik is tot attempllt to Ideiitify the structurally datmaginig eveints caused by po~wer level chmaniges atnd time at high
ciii pe rat tre arnld cliIt11A ca ie i. Iii t Iiis type iif test . a one tor one corresptoniden ce with Itte t ime at hiighi temiiperatutre

anid itajoir po wer level i a nges (ntear idlei to iiilitairy ptowe r anid retuiirn) FrIom act utal or projecte i sc is achliei'ved. Less
ilartiagirig timec suich as crUISe [lower. aircraft warm-upl andI taxi descent tithe is elitiinated. While this timte may cotutribute
tot wear OtUT anld CWsetitial failutre tof bearings, gears, seals. ant the like, it is believed That attempting tot evaluate these Modes
in anl experisise enigine: test is not cost effect is' I lie apptroach li cuetrrentt use is to citnductt specif'ic rig and contpomrent
tests, MI iThetse' to ~ e t lies ices LI1IC lit s provides tie necessiary real Titoe intorinatiott assuociatted with wear u imtdes,

I lie lust- tt AM I has increased %igriticaritl withtiii tile USAF tit tile riecent past. Not oilly do tilei ciurrentt develop)-
mierit engines mntionieid earlier rely il AMT Itrteiditris hilt atlsoi exist ing tlder operat iotnal enginles such its thre 1130 and
11-41 are uusitg AM-l1s tto invest igatie servicie protbliems aiid plitit al sotlutitons. Fle largest benitit itt' tic AMN1F is ttti
ability to ac-CIIItmIt(ltc lairgie aiitunits itt eqiuisalenit time ii tile high cost and critical parts itt ati eigine. D~eteriiing t(lie
hifhe oft sitchi issenital Iitemsit its dIisis, Tuitrb in ati'urfotits. tail bladeis aid) pressure vesselIs trov tICS tilei r~eed c(i ti tn) ierle, tor

piredictting sit cCCSSIL service experience with tile itigitic.

iiig a blei tio acci'lerat th Ttitmeii necessary tim yerity loiw cycle f'at glue and lttle att teiiperat tie lifec redulies bit It te
litle mid ciost asstociaiteid withI vetrifticatioil t est inig. A receit ho r week test tin tire U SAl: dlevelopmtenit enlginti reslte Itcll
tile iccilTnil at ltll if thi'( satiie iuimibir (tf loiw cyile fatigue cycles and titlc at hight Tuirbinie tetpi'rat tiri' its the engine



ksliill Is l Nicall\, iCCUiiriiiatC li tliicc Years ilt si'rcc list-. l'is' is tic to two lactiirs Flii tist wits rimi ofn a round tfile
clock slidlt with the I i iil% inttirllti l or rout tic scrssicitg aindt Ispecion I lit-' S'coinid factior wats filei accele'ratioln
Or ciiiilpri'sSiolil It timte associalCd l ileti .'\\I I' piloisophuty IIli% risiults Ii i a2.5 acielieratioin for it typical fighiter
.11w iilt it, 1l (it miole tot ,l tranisport c)Pille' IIn othicr rords. one' hour Ii im An \M1 proigramt replre'senits 2.5, 10t or miore

FUTURE APPROACHES

Iliei arci of ciigini' pi'rtiriiaiICC testinug alpear,, to 1w' onl the most Siolid ground re'gard ing current capahilitics vs
proict ld f utuire nceeds. We' ex\pect hia "ith tic ever Increasinhg hiId colsts. aI renewed emtphiasis will hi placid onl factor,,
that Cl lcl InchI COHIJisuptiili. ItCIIIS SUCII as iktlCt claraticc conitroil. moire cIlficn cuomprcssors and turbinies aird
redunced c-oolitig sN~tciO loisses wil neeid aI luoroui'i isaliiat in.

Ihik wsill result i lii' h nrreil test ing t1CCliIIII(n'S lor performiance qualificat ion being geiierally adeqluate foir deter-
inlithilo ill tlit, oicrall Cn~giC Chiaracteristics. Mtuchi miore detailed develiipiiicitit testinig will hi' requjireid to dCle and

ilpriuc spcIluC ciiipiint ill till' cuiginIC I cspi'ctl that thei need will exist for advance's tin itistrLIlltd~ tlI and
IlicasuircIlicilt Ickillitkiqcs In) ttctiic whtichi aria rculitcls additional siviloptilctt and refinement.

Ilieiii-uurcmi Staite-iofthec-art i% Such that it is, difficult to determtinie whiere performance shoirtcomtings ex\ist. Itlie usc
itl rig tes.ts lii defline iiilliillicnt pirfoirmanlcie lievels is an area of promllise that will likiely siec incireasinig Use'. SuIch tisting

catIi I-csuilt in a oindi iuiiderstatidiu og ii hasic Caipability ot tire comiponientI. [hi' prohlcem is anid cont inues to hi' oni' of
liitic fgi'c asHI JS J siii rislulnds lOiltllilics Ili aiialltical predictioins of ttic effects of* parasite lossi's and cooling
los', 'iaii lisi' a i'0tiic i mlipict oilit, iciraull performtancie of tti igilli. [h]is is wheire the emphiasis will tiecd Ito hi'
pLs, cd Ii tt, triormiilc listitng

I tic problteim is cspcciitts ailtc iiIli' sii~ilcr cnginic It has beien sail therie is line tiling wrong with heavily
Instrumenciting enginecs I lie intitiuii'itatiiiii distiurbs tic flow anid thin it tiells tfile observer what it is. With flow passages
Ill j Small11 ClIUcV ill h)i'li a leitiiliitir li si/i. it is dillicnlt tio iihtaint accuratie measuremetints to determine' whtiheir ttii
dk Ni -1!1t1 illt 11 IxCIiig oct I 'rip PC1,S11Iliil), siiitiiuil Iis e liisi' Ot optical instrumeiints such as laser vcocimtii'trs and

)pirailitll litsting Icilliills it) i n csitioimr\ Statie. Whilie thle usie of Scrieiens is adequateI'- or go- no go type' testing.
a 11Ci'u CiNIst Iloi' ci'op lccimIuq l ii lnl Citt 1itlill tol more realistically slinilati' thle aCtUal environment file' enginie seies.
Ims 1,u% 11 It ics Ii t II Ic I SAI Iha i II ,itddrcss t I ns p riihin n ci r rcmtI\ hciig (eheopcd. thlie AeropropLIsion SYSt Citi lest
II, ihItm I \S I I l it A\rniold I liglicirilg lOcto.loiiin ( cittir Al D) amid thet ( omiprcsslir Research Facility (('RF at
%ki nmhft.l'ttcr'.oi <\1 B

I ii' \S It Is hISiiig lc',iglicd to priusidc thec iapahilflto tmotirc chiisi'lv follow ttlie trailsii'it chiaracteristics of' the
ci'lgili> I hIs Sllinilt l Criiit , t rilir ith'rtiatmioii if thie iligilIC'S capahility to rispond to rapid throttle transiients anii
iniert prisairi' and tciipcratiiri htaiiges I hIls lacility is also planTiCIc to ha~ve' tfie ultiimate capahility to test Ii a 'rec
lit Modeut I itii ii1ilct NsICIy still cal hc iistalLd inl ttii ti'st chiamoher. Variations. Iii anigle' of attack and sidcslip iall hi'
cs'uhui~itcd priiir tim flight list I lit' laciliti' will also( hiave at Sophisticated data ri'dnctimn systitol to i'alnatc nit liiii the
ri-sult', ot Tist,

Ilie. ( RI %% Itl he iualck iol tistinig tlii comliprcssioni sssstci 'wsithi tlli actual inliet pri'ssuri' and tctnperaltire ipccteit
mi Hight JIs, is ti contrast toi [lic staitaril practici' iol ioperating at rcdLICCd iiilet ciiiditioiis i oirider to teit aisailahhi'
Ill, ocr rcequirimnlits. this ticilit% will thus result tin an carlN deiniitioni of tile comiiprcssion systiem pirtormlancie.

,opcraihillt\. - ,iii Mladel'suritiiii cliaractiristics and thus reduci' thn' risk for at till Scalie LCVetopnt11i't. It Will AlSO Miltatie
promising rcsi',rtm ;ciiiicus ii thic moist rialistic illSiromeiint shoirt iif all actual inginei.

X\Iii thcn test tcdtll(liqii thl wa 'sill iColliein oto proineniitcie is, ciintrol Systemi rigs. Such I rigs permtit at complteti sinlital-
ion it te mc cnt rots. ,ii tiati rs antI si' o rs of a 1111rh1in1Ccengintic. As addtlitituna Iiomiiplex ity Stich ats va riahtie cy cli' design,.
idt ciiiuptei iligilti inlit controls. th nee ocd will coniitinui' to grow to cV'aLuai'tC i'e total systiom response'. Iti tire past, we'

hiave in cas ion ally heen iisorp rised h y tfile control initeigra tion task atnd t he way various conitIrol comttponenitt anrd siensors
Iiac Si'diti1111 ic a t id . [lie' Systeimii rig call gii tar to un tcovier thetsi' pit tat Is hi'flre te hi~tavi' t lii cttantce to cause i' an gineii
tail ure.

Operability testintg will ciontinuie tio rely hecavily lil flightt test. Regardless ol' thn' capahility to hitter sittiULati Inilet
cond itiiins, 1111 thti grmund. th lI'til antswer iaiill nly i' de' tmnd ill tire act ua Ictvi roil ntttt. The advanci's fi groundti
ti's! will rctduce lt'e risk ot priihlcets, hut it still will hi' nccssary to contduct a thorough flight te'st program. It. the enginec
is r1i1t thloiro iughlIy e'valu ateid fit tflighit withI ti'e enire' a ircralft syster clii unetionaI. tfi'e developemr iall hi' lid into a fl si' sensie
lit sicCiritIy atnt hi' so rpri sit hy oipe'rat ioinat p~rohblms doiwti st na to whe Itet hel sit itiott mtay he ext!remtely dil'ticu It it)

Il lc ii

The fi nat toupiic ilvlve% vi'steti usc oif durabhitlit y ti's!ting. 'Flc mrajour rucw thIrust conicerns tfice a pplicat iio i le damtiage'
toleranci' or f'ract~r ti' rchtanics approach tio dcsigtn otfcritical parts oift fie engitie. This apprtoactt. cturretntly hcitig applied



to tie Ii C 110 enigine J[IdI p la ) ed for Iftutre engines. Is au siciatIed wit tIhel reiplireiteti t Io axxun I II thaI a I I dw t1hat ixNo

below~ the lcsel ot Itnspection detectibility canl exist i tile part. Ani iialysis is then performted to deterittii hIt, lon11 lIII:

engiecl operate with thle crack growing ditle to cyclic loading or teniperat tire loads. I III)pCCI iMISIx l 1 part at tI h'11(1
clcIi o pres et the crack gro wing to a cri tical xi/ 'Ili o peratio nal Serv ice.

I li' lit- (it hi liiloacli Will rIo lieasilx oii [lie AM I and enlgine' in1ilcirial c-irolilniViet incas~iri-iliCIrt lt ',*i;1 Kr;l, k
growthi rates I inI legiltelo FOInsure tHe ak.Cciracs of OIL, predicted giowtlt rateS, a becter iinkderstaindinit OIL eCligmt
clixironiciiii is clearly ncc:sr% I Ihis will requlire tilt isc oft lieasilv iistriniiited test enigine,, to) itiasure tlti tciniipriJ-
tuirLS anid siraits thec part uondergoes Ili the engine. I1li AMII is, the priiiiar\ tool that VerIlIc's tile actuail crack gruissil raicx'
Iti tirc AI I sx% ill incliidc Ihe actutal ruingi of cra, te rotat Ing parts Such as Spacers anildiscs to verity Ir ict.rack I

propagatitoun rates. Ibuis Will also lhe increased reliance oin comiponieint testiing Ii spuin pits, or ''lcrris Wheels'' to load tict
iscsS andk 114afts and JlcriineHI crack g!rowth rates, A kcv iced is tio develoup facilities that accuirately' siulatc: file rapid

theral ihang t a ii ctinc parccs Ii a powe c~cc Curn pit% With tc'w exceptions liale relatixely slow thermal

resp rsc iht-A'cristics (,tutahble1 ILCIMCIratl stuulatIC grAdictuts fritti hutrc to itnn. I hcv are lor~tjclt i ne
Cx acUiatd c:1ittiu (i0' t linlit the drix, hoI rsepowtxer requiiremeinets. Il)its is ati acceplt able' Inttit~t lii SiniLL tice cetiriltigal
load arid aurtoul gas load canl he Adc(IuiatCl, sliniolatcd Inl cuirrent diesigns. AN ncw and nIovel blade ittacluinuut dcSigtis
*ippvai .this hllntat ion Wxill requiure re-vviaunratiuun.

I ic, I S \1- is misidrlerirg, ct',ttitctiuiri Of A Ilcx taCuIIto VlIIcaiUAtc tritll;Iact Of uuu1uciC1CrS l nigiiie iuirabtlith
I Ire I1111C r I lt21r1C I Odd Siltutilator fI. ESI prouposedl or Al-D l) %ould subtee1t a flll cingincl to uuancuxeLr torce Ls hi
rotaturrc tilec nlginc at tilt, cuid o ain arm while Siil tancOUusl 1, Spinninig thil cuugIuC' I [lie taclit is also planned to rave.

\-RaN tapabiluts% to clicck Internal mouution and cleararnces, Such a test capaildity would hue uscchl to cVtimie bendlig loads
mururicd I,% L- irc' and ,vro'scopic moiinits.

I lrgbt te'sts ak~o liras a role to pla\. Ii tlic durabilit. arca. A\M a rc baxed il n priiILtCdf niuSSutun'S and tHuC cfatiiagirrg'
ecris dctcriuirel trout threse uuuussuorrs. ANx tactics and opcrauOnual 1utiNSIMSuo e\0%1c it uS occa'Siiiillfl iiccc'S.ar% 1 i o id

tic, AMI I to reflect this tactt Flight test cant prouIxC l ecark %crthicatiitif ile pruicctc'd mnissioun. ()Itie if the currernt
[ S l1 un11tedI dcxClipuictIt programs ia5 as a prume objective c'onductig a1 se'ries iot flight tests to validate tlie mnission
Used r1 c aJIUat il e Cii gitic LI eSiut i. It uN essenli al t hat Suich hflighlt test ohbic iocs be rccoini/ed andw coinpletiedl Itoi iiipriisc

til c urusuIr lt tnto tire en~gineI design and( CX pCCt ClIi hIC

I xollukc 1ii) niak MA, itnual note abouit dlurabulit> textiuug. We muLst recognize a tuirbiiie enigine isa v ery Siilhiixtictccl
andl comitiplIe i x cc~. I his txact Shluid ca use' ii, to expect (ccasiitnalI Sn rprises and failures. Ni) tmatter how, hiard we: t"r
alit) hitiw stiplistiCated iUir techituecs hecoune. the unknown uinknownts will still ble there. We can and Will dIo bettcr butI

perfect ion I, P ribahbIN hCkv i1 iiiir reach.

CONCLUSION

A tact to renlie iiher as we c' coke ouir test techiquelsc is thfat tie text is tie proo'o I thle anialIysis. Thie two miiust go
hiantd inl hind. [clinrg four texttig sake us riot prod iiC11iC I acli text imulst coinfirmi or dleniy ail aniialIysis. It' it LIoies ntilthen1k
tile test becomtes tmea nitngless since t here is til miethon d to puredlict whtat will hiappenr as I le siat ion chlaniges. T ets will
becomtie more soiph ixticat ed and realistic hu ltliiilesx I(lie reqiiremnt toif coiii Ii nit ho il alIys is is pa ra mnill,~t We Cani
Windc Up Witlhi failed etnginies with tio iifea MfIN it hiappenied or what to dfo abinit it.

I)ISCUSSION

J.C.Ripoll. D~irect ion lecliniqUex des ('onxtrUctioix Ai&rotatiiques. Fratnce.
My i1tviestiont is related to a remtark made by Mr Miliail:

Youi i ndicat ed I that thle conditlitis of' eimiploymuerin t of atl etnginte vary coinrsiderab ly tro rm aircratt to aircraft, arid
frnt user lto user.- Given thftis. is it possible to codify thle liongev'ity~ texts to) produ lce a niormr for cert ificat itt'

Author's Reply
We hauve been examtinirig varioulS tests arid mtissionis aiid fitnd, as YOtU Mtay eXpct. they fall inito twit general categories.
tranrsport or l ightter/at tack . Tranisport testing leads to gcenrera Iphrotedufre Ithat is citomiparahle fromt xystemii toi systetm.
Hills it probably call he standardiz.ed. The lighter/attack engine is more system PeCculiar witht sotne general

iil arnit y. Thus the tigfi /aItack tet will e iore systemr orienited anl less gene ral.

We will he attempting toi establish general texts in thle trainsport andti fight t r/a It ack areas in I le fiutuire,. It is a cli ficUiIt
protblcem and will require considerable ceffort.
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SUMMARY

The project philosophy of the propellers in general will evolve in the future, as
in the past, keeping in mind the three fundamental characteristics of aerospace systems:
weight, volume, power. Considering the use of the propeller, (military or civil), two
other eminently economic factors must be taken into consideration: the lowest possibl(e
obsoleteness for military use, the lowest cost of utilization for civil use. Themes of
theoretical and experimental research:

a) about the components relative to only the energetic system: subsonic and supersonic
combustion processes; traditional and non-traditional combustibles, interaction bet-
ween the mechanical and combustible system; with combustion in axial fluxes and de-
viated fluxes; spark ignition; initial combustion and relative phenomena; transitory
of the combustion, the combustion regime;

b) of the fluid-dynamic system components: isolated blades of the compressor and turbine
with a small rapport 1/d in subsonic and supersonic fluxes; elevated load blades in
subsonic and supersonic fluxes; annular formation of the compressor and turbine;

c) electronically servo-assisted automation during the transitory phase of any process.

1. INTRODUCTION

The definition and the development of the design of aerospace propulsive devices must
take into account two factors which are relevant to the general economic context: the low-
est possible obsoleteness for military use, the lowest cost of utilization for civil use.
These two factors are strictly connected with the characteristics of the aerospace systems:
power, weight, reliability and maintenance. The design effort must of course be based on
studies and researches which contribute to the development of alternative solutions and
technological integration within the context of the objectives of the operative develop-
ments and to the forecast of the impact that the new information can exert on the future
uses of the various kinds of engines and the new opportunities that may rise in the fu-
ture, always keeping under control the evolution of the technological and scientific in-
formation all around the world.

Starting from the "basic research" it is possible to pick out applicable possibili-
ties from which branches of "orientated research" are developed, with not only the hope -
but perhaps it can be claimed - with the certainty, to create innovations for the system
project; at this point "finalized researches" can be developed, either sectorial or
global, of the system in which Institutions or Industries can be interested.After the
development of the research carried out in the way mentioned above, two other phases have
to follow: the "diffusion of the research" and the "development of the prototypes". The
detailed procedure mentioned above has been presented in Fig. 1-1. Basic and finalized
research in the long term plays a primary role in the engineering field and it is of
great support for the industrial product. In fact, considering the innovation process and
focusing on the industrial product, one can think of a multilevel "hierarchical design"and,
passing through various phases, one get to an "optimal design" which, putting in discus-
sion the product in relation to the required goals, widens the field of research to the
whole system. The apprcximative time of the research,of the design of tne system and the
subsystem, are reported in Fig. 1.2, with specification of the various kind of interven-
tion.

2. FUTURE DEVELOPMENT OF AEROSPACE PROPULSION SYSTEMS

Two general concepts on the fundaments and on the research development, in its va-
rious aspects and stages, have been underlined in order to identify the necessary times
for realizing the "aerospace system" proper for the use. The system will have to be qua-
lified in the external context in order to be fully efficient and has to be profitably
used for 8-12 years after its realization and, therefore, the installations and instru-
mentations will have to be proper to satisfy the experimental needs for a variable period
of time from 0 to 10-15 years. The basic needs requested to carry out these tests are:

a) compressed air plants to drive subsonic transonic supersonic and transonic wind tun-
nels;

b) compressed air plants to carry out researches on subsonic and supersonic combustion;
c) installations for producing energy of many kinds for various sperimentations not fore-

casted nowadays;
d) installations for studies and researches of uses and systems not easily forecasted

nowadays;
e) instrumentations for the diagnostics of experimental measurements;



f) data acquisition systems.

It i necessary to underlin, that a series of laboratories, able to solve the experimen-
tal needs mentioned above , ative such a high cost of basic structures, that the not uti-
lization of them for ieseirches and studies of systems close to the aerospace field,
would turn out to be antieconomic.

3. AIRCRAFT PROiPULSION

T1he prpu is lon which uses atmospheric air as supporter of combustion must adopt
,ilt 1n-tent typIes a) pr pu is ive sys tems, iccordinq to vehicle speed. Such systems need
dl Iele nt compoll nts which themselves require different researches and experimentations.
In Fij. 3 var ious types of aircraft propulsion are represented with the components of

each system.

1.1 Turbomiachinei- for subsonic, transonic and supersonic propulsion

't is easy t, fotesee that the experimental research on turbomachinery which is use-
tul t) 11 teirate and assist computational methods will be one of the most important trend

iropulsion laboratories in the future. Such opinion is based on the following conside-
At I ns,:

I) the flohw behaviour in a turLiricbira is a very complex physical phenomenum; in spite of the
tecent proqjress - due to the presence of high speed and capacity computers of the 4th
jeneration - the actual know-how of theoretical research in the field is not so ad-
vanced for thinking that very important progress can be reached only theoretically.
Very important phenomena as secondary flows, flow unsteadiness, blades interactions,
turbulent and inviscid effect, are still studied with the use of very simplified mod-
teIs. For this reason, in the future the experimental work on real machine will qive
the necessary inputs to mathematical models.

L) the actual world energy situation demands high efficiency in any process which uses
any form of energy. In all these processes, except few cases, there are turbomachines
whose performances are consequent to reaching good thermodynamic efficiency. Therefore
Lt is necessary that, in the near future, the propulsion laboratories will be able to
test every type of turbomachine, also those which are not directly used in the pro-
pulsive systems. A reconversion process should be done, in which laboratories spe-
cialized in fluid-dynamics carry out also researches on turbomachinery mechanics.
As said before, a new turbomachinery laboratory must be as flexible as possible al-
lowing to operate in different fields and on different turbomachines with minimum mo-
difications avoiding large money investments. Therefore, the laboratory should support
"service acquisition" rather than the building of unflexible test rigs useful only
for particular experiences.

In the future the testing on real turbomachines or on models which reproduce the fluid-
dyrailc phenomena in its whole complexity will be more and more important, rather than the
experimentation on partial test rigs which are able to reproduce only models object of
previous theoretical approach (for example see the cascade).

Of course the experimentation on a real machine can be very arduous for many rea-
sons: difficulty of a proper instrumentation of an industrial turbomachine, power requi-
rement too high in the case of driven machines or mass flow rates too high in case of
turbines. It is possible to overcome- at least partially- the first difficulty, building
a model which already presents the necessary modifications for a correct instrumentation
(optical screens, probes into rotating elements, etc.). The similarity theory can help
in such a work because it allows to vary the machine dimensions, the pressure and tempe-
rature of working fluid reaching values compatible with probe and transducer physical
characteristics and, above all, compatible with the stresses of rotating equipment in or-
der to reduce the costs.

As without great fluid-dynamic forces, the stress of a rotating element is function of
peripherical velocity u following

a = k om u2

where k is a function of the dimensions, p, is the rotating element material density,
the convenience of reducing the peripherical velocity is evident. In a kinematic simila-
rity this reduction means a decrease in the flow velocity. Following the compressibility
laws, i.e. same Mach numbers in the model and in the real machine, the gas sound veloci-
ty formula

a yRT

shows the possible ways to overcome the problem:
- reduction in temperature (not very used and not very useful due to the low consequent

reduction in velocity)
- adoption of fluid with high molecular mass.
This second possibility allows to reach supersonic velocities with reduced mechanical
stresses. For example using a fluid with a molecular mass M = 500 at ambient temperature
a sound velocity of 70t80 m/s can be obtained and in consequence mechanical stresses 15-30
times lower than in the case of turbomachines working with air or steam.

To follow the similarity laws and thus to reproduce the link between the pressure
nd the specific volume during the thermodynamic transformation, it is necessary to use

sometimes fluid mixture of very complex fluids with monoatomic ones. In any case it is
necessary to operate in a closed cycle with many problems due to the piping. It should
be reminded that if the model works at low revolution speeds, also the problems concern-
inj sealing devices and bearings are greatly reduced.
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In addition to the possibility of building a rotor with less stresses, the adoption
of a closed cycle allows another very important advantage: the possibility of changing at
will the pressure value of the plant. Because of similarity laws, this means a change in
the turbomachine power due to T -1_p 14, 2

P M T po

where Po,Mo,Topo are the power of the real machine and the mass, temperature and pressure
of the original fluid, and P,M,Tp are the same parameters of the model. Supposing for ex-
ample a ratio P/Po = 0.1 and M/Mo = 0.05 a power equal to 2,2% of the real machine power
can be achieved with a model of same dimensions and operating with the same fluid-dynamic
In conclusion, the adoption of a closed cycle and of a working fluid of heavy molecular
mass, in respect to similarity laws, allows the building of models not very stressed and
thus the use of materials of better machinability, such as aluminum alloys, with cheaper
mechanical solutions and a lower input or output power of the turbomachine.

Another experimental possibility is that of maintaining the actual working conditionE
(fluid, pressure, temperature, velocity and power), but performing the whole experimenta-
tion very quickly. This procedure (blow down) allows to fit the laboratory with a power
lower than that of testing, using accumulating systems: pneumatic systems with fluid
stocking in high pressure cylinders (see Appendix I) or mechanical systems with the use
of . flywheel (see Appendix II. The blow-down technique demands a very sophisticated re-
gulating system which allows to minimize the set up of the instrumentation and the timing
of the machine (1). Such a system needs also the development of an acquisition data sy-
stem able to collect and process many signals shortly and at the same time. Moreover,the
laboratory should have a high technology in processing computers and efficient equipments
for probe and transducer calibration (2).

3.2 Aeronautical propulsion in the subsonic, transonic, supersonic and hypersonic range:
internal aero-and gasdynamics

Analysis and design of the components of such propulsion systems must be aided
by means of careful experimental tests taking place in blow down type wind tunnels (see
Appendix I and II). Test sections must be large enough to avoid wall effects on the mod-
el, among the other things also boundary layer suction at the walls can be used.

The experimental apparatus must be able to simulate the flight in all the condi-
tions; Mach number, Reynolds number, heat flux, and, if necessary, dissociation and re-
combination phenomena must be considered.

Stagnation temperature should be considered in the experiments not only in connec-
tion with the aerodynamics phenomena but also because of the thermal shock of the struc-
tures. Dissociation phenomena should be considered only if Mach number exceeds 8 (M>8),
(hypersonic flight) and then more in the field of spatial than of aeronautical propul-
sion.

In the range 0,5<M<4 test section cross section must range from 1xi m. to a
minimum of 0,5x0,5 m. with maximum stagnation temperatures of the order of 800 0 K. Test
section must be equipped to analyze the forces (in all directions), pressures, tempera-
tures and aero-and thermoelastics deformations. In the case of<4<M 5, test section size
must be not less than 0 = 30 cm; taking into account the axialsimmetry of the propulsion
system, only a sector of the component could be tested, allowing in this way the use of
a larger model. The stagnation pressure and the stagnation temperature are of the order
of 100 bar and 800 0 K rispectively in these wind tunnels. The air flow must be heated by
means of an alloy steel heater, with an aluminum-bronze bed inside.

Beyond these Mach number we are in the field of spatial research; in fact, atmo-
speric propulsion, till heights of 20.000 v 30.000 m., can not overcome these Mach
numbers also because of drag and boundary layer phenomena.

4. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS IN SPATIAL PROPULSION

Spatial propulsion is characterized by hypersonic speeds and by the use of not air-
breathing motors.

Equipment to be used to analyze missile performances and connected phenomena are
mainly blow-down type wind tunnels but auxiliary systems are required.

4-1 Aero-and gasdynamics of the spacecraft

These tests, also if not strictly of propulsive type, are connected with the be-
haviour of rocket propelled systems. Phenomena such as the missile or satellite reentry
in the atmosphere, gas ionization and then spacecraft control, vacuum effects at high

(1) These basic installations used for such experimentations are used not only for re-
searches on turbomachinery, but also for experimental researches on combustion, in-
takes and nozzles.

(2) In Appendix III an installation based on the proposed criteria is described. This in-
stallation is now being prepared at CNPM.

,t.
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altitude (80v400 km) sun radiation and interaction of all such phenomena with spacecraft
behaviour and control should be studied.

In the range 6 M<12 an axialsimmetric water ccoled wind tunnel of the same type of
those employed for M,6 can be used. The stagnation pressure is of the order of 100 bar
and the air flow is heated at 1500 0 K by means of an electric heater equipped with Konta
resistances. Of course the wind tunnel working at these Mach numbers must discharge in a
closed space with a pressure of 0,5T1 mming, spheres of 9-20 m diameter, according to
the length of the tests, are used.

In the case of M=20 wind tunnels working operating at the required conditions
(speed and stagnation pressure) per interval time in the range 0,1 r 2-4 sec can be
used.

The electric arc should be obtained or by means of batteries or following the system
of Appendix II. In the case of Mach = 20 test sections should have a diameter of the or-
der of 60t80 cm, and a stagnation temperature of about 6.000°K. A vacuum system working
in the range 10" : 10-8 mm Hg must also be provided. Fig. 4.1 shows the characteristic be-
haviour of a vacuum system for spheres or other vessels; the degree of vacuuo, is on the
horizontal axis, while the air mass flow at the intake of the vacuum pumps of suitable
characteristics is reported on the vertical axis.

The arbitral flight simulation can be obtained in a large cylinder (3t6 m diameter,
4r8 m length), cooled at the inside wall by means of liquid nitrogen to reach temperature
as low as 70-100 0 K. The vacuum must be of the order of 10"'-. 10"8 mm Hg, while sun radia-
tion can be simulated with xenon-hg arc lamps (1).

5. COMBUSTION FOR AERONAUTICAL AND SPATIAL PROPULSION

Fig. 5.1 shows the different types of aeronautical and spatial propulsion also if a
sharp division is rather difficult to be made. In fact rocket propulsion is used also in
the field of the aeronautical propulsion, in the case of air-air, air-grourd,ground-air
missiles, or to obtain suitable initial velocities for the ramjets engines (ramjet with
liquid rocket engine or hybrid ramjet with solid propellant rocket engine).

The planning of a combustion research facility should take into account not only
theoretical and applied research systems, but also of industrial ones. Of course it is
necessary to be able to acquire a large number of experimental data to improve knowledge
of the thermofluiddynamic phenomena and then to mathematically model them.

Tests with real systems are possible only with large and expensive support (i.e.,
air mass flow rate, available energy, etc.) but allow to overcome many problems connect-
ed with the use not full scale modes, not always possible (see Appendix I and II). Com-
promising solutions are often necessary (i.e. the use of only one part of an anular com-
bustion chamber), but they must give good results without alteration of the physical
phenomenon.

It is now possible, in the combustion field, to obtain measurements of high spatial
and temporal resolution as:
- mean velocity (components);
- fluctuating velocity and distribution function;
- fluctuating temperature and distribution function;
- spatial concentrations (also from the air pollution point of view);
- behaviour of the particles and of the sprays (fuel spray, coal particles, etc.);
- spatial and temporal correlations among different quantities.

Now and in the future large experimental efforts should be devoted to the analyses
of the turbulent flow field, mainly because of the necessity of obtaining better turbu-
lent models for the numerical simulation.

Besides the classical diagnostics instrumentation (probes, hot wire anemometer, etc.)
experimental facilities should be equipped w~th sophisticated electro-optical instrumen-
tations as:
- laser anemometers (connected with suitable data acquisition and computer systems) able

to study the sub-trans and supersonic field measuring at the same time three velocity
components;

- diagnostics systems based on Raman scattering (rotational, vibrational, C.A.R.S.);
- other systems based e.g. on Rayleigh scattering, fluorescence, radiation absorption,etc.

Optical diagnostic techniques, in large use in the future, require in many cases
high power sources and it seems to be convenient to centralize them and to distribute
the light by means of suitable optical ways (optical fibers, mirrors, etc.) to the diffe-
rent experimental test bench.

The analysis of fluctuating and transient phenomena requires the acquisition of a
large amount of experimental data to be then worked out; a centralized data acquisition
and treatment system seems to represent the best solution for such type of facilities.
Fig. 5.2 shows schematically the centralization of these services.

5.1 Air-breathing combustion

Diagnostics techniques of the type previously analyzed can be applied to different
combustion phenomena.

(1) In order to reproduce the intensity of radiation spectrum at 400 km of altitude, 20
of these Iampsare needed.



a) Periodic combustion (reciprocating engines)

Analysis of the flow field in isothermal and not isothermal conditions, controlling
the influence of the combustion chambet configuration, intake and discharge timing
etc. It can be analyzed in greater detail with respect to the past, the ignition,
the influence of turbulence and the flame propagation, the fuel and air mixing etc.
In the case of Diesel engines it is necessary to study the sprays deeply (heating
and combustion of the droplets), to analyze the flame propagation and exhaust gas
composition. Such an analysis is able to give information allowing e reliable mathe-
matical modelling of engine processes; models can also be used to design the engine
(if they are reliable).

b) Continuous combustion (turbojets and gas turbines combustion chambers)

Besides the flow field, it is also possible to analyze droplet combustion, flame pro-
pagation and stabilization etc. It is also possible to go deaper into the interaction
between droplets and gas movement both in isothermal and not isothermal conditions,
and in the mixing processes in primary and secondary regions. Mathematical models of
the combustion chamber can be improved starting from the new information obtained.

c) Supersonic combustion (ramjet)

The analysis in this case is more complex because of the necessity of the study of the
starting process (liquid rocket engine or solid rocket engine in the hybrid ramjet)(1).
Also in this case local and global stability phenomena, instability propagation, etc.
should be studied. The matching between internal and external aerodynamic must be
carefully analyzed because of the fact that the flight path of the airplane can in-
fluence the flow field in the ramjet leading to flow separation phenomena. Mathemati-
cal modelling in this case not only contributes to the improvement of ramjet design,
but also to the guidance technique and then to the flight mechanics of the ramjet
propelled airplane.

5.2 Combustion in rocket engines

Advanced rocket propulsion, particularly in the field of military research, is main-
ly oriented toward solid propellants, which have now all the characteristics of the liq-
uid propellants and also many advantages (it is our intention to omit to talk about liq-
quid propellants and their sperimentation; solid propellants will be the subject of our
attentions).

Forecast and control of combustion limits of condensed matter (ignition, extinction,
oscillation, detonation, etc.) are now the main research subjects in this field. This
type of information, necessary for all engines using chemical energy, is now lacking al-
so at fundamental level. The main research fields are:
- theoretical combustion models for stationary conditions for traditional propellants
with metals or catalysis and for new propellants;

- theoretical analysis and experiments of external controlled multiple ignitions and ex-
tinctions;

- experimental information on the flame structure in the plane near the combustion sur-
face;

- experimental information on the particulate coming from the combustion surface;
- experimental information on the low pressure selfoscillating combustion.

But to obtain all the experimental information necessary to control and develop mod-
els, special equipment and special use of them is necessary. But not all the necessary
information can be obtained or from models or from real rockets; from this point of view
theoretical analysis can help experiments, showing the behaviour of the propellants un-
der the action of different external forcing actions. Suitable experimental systems are:
-highpower laser sources to obtain directly information on nonlinear combustion instabili-
ties including *gnition and extinction processes;

-laser techniques in particular L.D.V. (laser doppler velocimetry) to obtain directly in-
formation on the gas phase near the combustion region (velocity and size of the particu-
late)

-high speed schlieren and holographic films (from 10.000 to 50.000 pictures per second)
-combustion experiments at very low (,I bar) or very high (>1000 bar) pressure.
These experiments take into account the tendency toward an increasing in the combustion
chamber pressure in the future.

6. DIAGNOSTICS AND EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENTS

In the future optical techniques based on the coherent light will be used more and
more in combustion and fluiddynamics. In fact the use of these techniques allows:
- no alteration of the phenomenon (non intrusive techniques);
- the use in bad environmental conditions where the use of sensors is very difficult

(high temperature, corrosion problems, etc.);
- to obtain at the same time more than one information (for example, concentration size

and velocity of the particules in the flow);
- to have high spatial and temporal resolution;
- to analyze fluctuating phenomena and to obtain distribution functions.

(1) see combustion not air-breathing



In jeneral, these techniques require highly sophisticated electronic and optical e-
quipment, are then very expensive and,moreover, signal analysis is in many cases rather
difficult requiring a large amount of theoretical and numerical work.

A very important problem, involving the configuration of the research facility, is
represented by the laser light source to be used. In same cases a very high power source
is required. A solution can be the centralization of light sources and the distribution
of light beams by means of suitable optical paths, as optical fibers, mirrors, etc., as
shown in Fig. 6.1.

All the optical techniques here considered are based on the elastic and anelestic
scattering of the radiation; the most important parameter to be considered is the cross
section for the particular type of scattering considered, because from it depends the
strength of the collected signal, and then it is possible to deduce the type of problems
in the analysis and treatment of the signal. In fact, the lower is the cross section the
lesser is the scattered signal (the amount of scattered radiation) and then the more com-
plex and sophisticated the signal treatment system must be. Table 6.1 shows the cross
sections of scne scattering phenomena used in the diagnostics.

Many orders of magnitude divide Mie scattering from vibrational Raman,and from this
it can be deduced the different type of problems to be solved in the use of the different
processes. While in the case of Mie scattering particules must be present in the flow to
have the interaction, in the case of the other scattering phenomena diffusion is made by
molecules, seeding is not necessary, and information connected with the molecular proper-
ties (concentration, type of molecules, temperature etc.) can be obtained.

6.1 Fluiddynamics measurements

Parameters to be determined for the analysis of non-reacting flow fields are:
- turbulent fluctuations;
- spatial and temporal correlations between fluctuating components.
- the average velocity (or the components of average velocity)

The most suitable system for this type of analysis seems to be the laser doppler a-
nemometer, able to give an instantaneous and simultaneous measurement of the different
velocity components. The interaction is based on the Mie scattering and then seeding is
necessary. Particle size and concentration should be carefully controlled to obtain re-
liable information. Fig. 6.2 shows an experimental set up to be used for the flow field
analysis.

In spite of the complexity, these systems can be arranged in such a way that it is
possible to use them also in large industrial plants without problems of vibrations
etc. Velocity measurements are obtained from a frequency and then the limits of the
system are connected with the available electronic technology; at the present time using
argon-ion laser of some watts power velocities of the order of Mach 3T4 can be measured.
Spatial velocity correlations can be obtained by focusing in different points two diffe-
rent L.D.V. systems; data acquisition and treatment equipments must be used for the prac-
tical utilization of such kind of information. Today L.D.V. systems can be easily con-
nected with microprocessors and microcomputers; in this way it is possible to obtain
highly automatized systems able to give in a very short time any kind of data treatment
and elaboration. Fig. 6.3 shows the interconnection between an L.D.V. and a data acqui-
sition system.

6.2 Measurements in combustion

Optical techniques offer in this case the best opportunities. They are not intrusive
and then able to be employed in such a bad environment. Optical techniques are able to
give a lot of very useful information about combustion, also if many of them are still in
development and probably can be largely improved. In general they are able to determine
two fundamental parameters in reacting flow that is temperature and local species concen-
tration. The experimental techniques to be considered are:
- atomic and molecular fluorescence;
- Rayleigh scattering;
- Raman scattering-CARS (Coherent Antistokes Raman Spectroscopy).

Fluorescence can beuSed for temperature and species measurements; in the case of
atomic fluorescence seeding with suitable atoms is necessary. AIsL exhaust unburned
hydrocarbons can be detected with fluorescence. Problems can arise because of quenching,
autoabsorption and background radiation.

Rayleigh scattering can be used in density measurements taking into account the fact
that scattered radiation is proportional to the number of molecules; this technique can
also be used for soot analysis and, in connection with laser anemometry, to determine
correlation functions of the type p'u'. Because of its very small cross section (10O2cm2/
str)it can be used only in very clean flames.

Raman scattering can be used in different ways, also according to the experimental
situation.It can be used to measure directly velocity and concentration while, in connec-
tion with a laser anemometry can furnish velocity-temperature and velocity-concentration
correlations. Raman is a molecular scattering and no seeding is necessary; temperature
measurements are now mainly obtained from N2 or OH radical.

Because of the very small cross section (10-30cm2/str) it is necessary to increase
the signal, and this may be obtained by means of CARS, in which the emitted radiation is
coherent and then not isotropic but undirectional and much more strong. The signal to
noise ratio is high in CARS and a large development of this technique in the future can
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be foreseen;as it is possible to see in Fig. 6.4 local temperature and concentration can
be measured with a single _ulse of 10 n.sec duration. Pulsed laser have a repetition in-
terval of the order of 10 sec. and continuous measurements can not be obtained.

As it is possible to see, the limit is not due to the diagnostic systems but to the
background instumentation. It is possible to foresee that laser development will lead in
a near future to pulsed lasers with repetition time of the order of 10-2 T 10

-3 
sec.

7. LABORATORIES FOR FUTURE STUDIES AND RESEARCH

Looking at the future, taking into account the delay between the project and the in-
dustrial production, it is possible to foresee studies and researches on scientific and
technical problems to improve the aerospace defense.

7.1 Solid propellant rocket

To develop always greater thrusts is the trend in solid propellant rockets in order
to increase the rocket speed and to reduce the arrival time to right altitude for the em-
ployment in the range of action of the rocket. This thrust increase can be obtained in-
creasing the combustion chamber pressure and it is expected to reach pressures about
800-1200 bar; this objective implies a research, nearly a base research, about combustion
- also with mathematical models - in order to single out the combustion stability limits.
Stability is necessary in order to avoid extinction and detonation. Hence it is necessary
to acquire a serie of experimental data, for steady and unsteady phenomena, changing tem-
perature and pressure. Temperature must be varied between a few tens of centigrade degrees
under zero and a few tens of centrigrade degrees over zero; pressure between limits below
atmospheric pressure and those of the order of 1000-1200 bar; that is, it is necessary to
determine the static and dynamic stability limits in the heterogeneous combustion.

Dynamic limits, being not a property of the state of a system, can be observed only
indirectly; all the experimental techniques, already known, must be matched together in
order to observe simultaneously: ignition, combustion rate, pressure, temperature, bright-
ness and doppler signal. It was observed, and analytically proved, that the dynamic stabi-
lity lower limit is instantaneously valid for monotonically decreasing forcing in time,
asymptotically for arbitrary in shape, but growing fainter in time, forcings; in parti-
cular pressure impulses and radiation impulses were considered as external forcings. The
stability limit is the same for pressure and radiation disturbances, if the condensed
phase is optically opaque, as solid propellants often are.

In order to observe the combustion dynamic stability, the implemented experimental
technique argued is described. A steady combustion sustained by laser radiation at pres-
sure of interest is considered; dynamic stability is directly bound to the radiant flux
intensity and to the fall speed of radiant impulse required in order to extinguish com-
bustion; hence, a radiant flux variation produces thesame effect as pressure variation;
advantage in experiments is well imaginable.

A laser radiation, appropriately selected, in order to produce a negligible photo-
chemical effect and well controllable, is the ideal external forcing in determining sta-
bility limits - static and dynamic - and of acoustic admittance of solid fuels; acoustic
admittance driven by radiation derives from its connection with acoustic admittance
driven by pressure. Unprofitableness in using pressure like external forcing in this
kind of tests is due to following difficulties:
- strong perturbations induced of fluidynamic and kinetic character;
- difficulties in the forcing control.

In Fig. 7.1 the experimental apparatus for tests of combustion driven by monochro-
matic and appropriately modulated light, at variable pressure from vacuum to tens of at-
mospheres and with a variable period from millisecond to tens of second.

The instrumentation chain for the required diagnostics must be connected to the ex-
perimental bench and with anemometers, laser, high speed cinematography, oscilloscope,
image visualization, power meter, etc.

7.2 Interception systems

The detection of shock waves originating from the interaction of fast bodies with
the ionosphere and, generally speaking, the transmission of signals through ioniz.

A 
gases

(e.g. from and towards aircrafts and spacecrafts at super and/or hypersonic velocities)
plays a great role among all the defense problems.

Plasma physics already possesses most of the theoretical and experimental methodolo-
gies suitable for studying the ionized gases; at present, such methodologies are widely
used in controlled thermonuclear fusion experiments: a very important research field con-
nected with the future availability of energy (e.g. Tokamak and Stellarator machines,
Plasma Focus apparatuses, laser fusion systems, etc.).

It is then natural to acquire such methodologies and to make them to tend towards
this wide-scope and up-to-date topic; the research on ionized gases has a great operatio-
nal flexibility being able to be everytime focused on the specific emergent problems.
Moreover, the "broad range" professionalism gained by the engaged people guarantiees the
continuity at the operational level for the staff personnel.

Aside from the above mentioned very important defense problems, it is then useful to



list some of the fields, most of which possess a technological nature, which have problems
very similar to those found in the research on ionized gases:
a) telecommunications; b) shock wave dynamics and explosion phenomena; c) physics of the
ionosphere; d) aerospace problems; e) ion and electron beams; f) plasma lasers; g) sur-
face conditioning; h) controlled thermonuclear fusion; i) energy conversion; 1) ionic
propulsion; m) solid state plasmas; n) combustion and chemical plasmas. In spite of the
differences existing among the practical applications of the above mentioned topics, the
related research problems need similar theoretical and experimental methods and, often,
very similar diagnostic apparatuses.

Here, we propose a "Diffusion Plasma Machine" (DPM) for producing a quiescent and
homogeneous plasma. It has two specific characteristics: simplicity and a great opera-
tional flexibility. These two requisites have to be considered as essential for a last-
ing experimental plant, i.e. for a research installation which must satisfy further ex-
perimental requirements connected with a today-unknown future.

Fig.7.2schematically shows the DPM apparatus for producing the basic quiescent plasma
("environment plasma") (for plasma production see also Appendix I). This plant is a unit-
composed svstem with three structural modules: the central one is connected to the vacuum
system. The filling gas is injected through valves. The three modules have basically the
same structure: a low permeability metallic jacket encloses a cylindrical grid which is
heated up to the thermoionic emission temperature; an accelerating potential is applied
between the two structures and the resulting plasma diffuses towards the center of the
machine due to particle diffusion processes. The three units can be operated both simul-
taneously and separately; the electrical insulation between them allows a differential
biasing when required. Moreover, the two metallic grids a and a' separate the three mod-
uls for providing the requested boundary values for the plasma voltage between two adja-
cent sections.

The external jacket and the flanges must be water cooled. For each unit, the elec-
trical insulation between the cylindrical grid and the external jacket is obtained by
means of two ceramic rings connected by metallic tension rods supporting the filament
winding which constitutes the electrically heated cylindrical grid. A set of flanges
in the external jacket provides the required accessibility to the machine for diagnostics
purposes, allowing the introduction of probes, electrical devices and the set-up of op-
tics windows.

The proposed machine (DPM) allows the creation and containment of a "quiescent"
plasma with an electron density of the order 10 - 1010 cm-

3
and electron temperature of

the order 0.5 - 5 eV. More tenuous plasmas with parameters even closer to the ionospheric
ones, are obtainable by means of various plasma sources: for this reason the flanges P'
must have a diameter broad enough for allowing the connection of these sources to the
machine, thus greatly improving the plant flexibility.

The low magnetic permeability of the external jacket allows the use of Helmholtz
coils or of permanent magnets for providing a weak magnetic field if required by the ex-
perimental conditions. Obviously, the magnetic field configuration must be carefully
planned to avoid unwanted effects in the plasma formation and diffusion processes.

Fig. 7.3 shows the cylindrical grid in the inner region of the (external) jacket.
The filament material is tantalum (or other similar ones), the filament diameter can be
estimated of the order 0.1 mm. The insulation ceramic rings must tolerate a continuous
operation at a temperature of the order 2.000OC in their outer hottest region (boron
fluoride). The mean distance of the cylindrical grid from the inner surface of the jacket
can be estimated of the order 10 mm (tipically: 20 mm).

The flanges perpendicular to the cylindrical axis of the machine prevent some re-
gions of the inner surface from being effective in the plasma formation process: they re-
present spatial discontinuities affecting the desired homogeneity of the plasma. To lower
this effect, the ratio OM/Oi cannot be lower than 6-7, where OM and 0i are the machine
and the flange diameters, respectively (see Fig. 7.3).

In conclusion, it is useful to point some requirements for the related instrumental
apparatuses and to list some of the required diagnostic systems: a laser with power of
50 MW (optimum: 20J in 20 nsec, i.e. 1 GW), microwave interferometry, spectroscopy in
the visible range, Langmuir probes, r.f. injection systems and spectrum analysis, reso-
nance probes, Faraday's cups, etc.

8.DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

In order to design a laboratory for experimentations as close as possible to real
conditions but of short duration one has to develop data acquisition systems capable of
recording, during the test, all the data necessary to understand the investigated pheno-
mena. In short time duration the maximal amount of data has to be collected i.e. one has
to utilize very high rate data acquisition systems. The optimal system configuration of
the data acquisition system is depending upon the type of measurements to be operated
and chiefly on the sampling frequency needed and on the test duration (data volumel.
These parameters determine the choise of data acquisition subsystems. Fig. 8.1 shows the
actual and projected limits in the next 5 years for the main subsystems dealt with the
following paragraphs.
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8.1 Converters

The conversion speed for A/D devices is the most significant parameter able to con-
tain the cost of the whole system. In fact, for a fixed number of channels, a higher
conversion speed allows more signal channels multiplexed on the same converter and less
data channels out of the converter thus simplifying the architecture of the system.Today
A/D conversion modules can be found in the market with adequate resolution power at
prices ranging in the low thousands USD capable of converting at 50-100 kIlz. In the near
future and at higher prices conversion systems with frequencies higher than 100 MHz will
be available. Costs rise anyway since, at such a high frequencies, subsystems for data
storage are needed. For 100 v 200 MHz A/D conversion systems in the next few years prices
will range in the low tenths of thousands USD.

8.2 Memories

Data sampled have to be stored in memories from which will be retrieved for comput-
ing purposes; the dimensions and speed of the memories are critical parameters for dimen-
sioning the whole system. Mass memories chiefly disks make no problem for the storage of
high volumes of data but speed is severely limited, transfer speeds of about 50 kHz are
the actual limit. For higher frequencies buffer memories are needed to accomodate tempo-
rarly the data; by this way conversion rate can be higher but dimension limits are severe
and the volume of data transferable is low. Disks and removable disks chiefly are a very
handy way of storing data.

8.3 COntrol systems

A control system masters the operation of the conversion channels and the storing of
data collected during the test; this can be accomplished at different levels. At low
speeds for the incoming data a microprocessor with analog interfacing devices can be uti-
lized on real time.

For faster speeds the control has to be distributed in sophisticated peripheral sub-
systems whose task is the acquisition and storage of data. A central computer with limit-
ed computational power, acts as a supervisor and manages the transfer of data, once the
test has be completed, from the buffer memories to the mass merories as shown in Fig.8.2.

Today available microprocessors once interfaced with A/D converters are capable of
coping with frequencies in the order of 500 kHz. In the near future the HMOS technology
will push this limit upwards in the range of 5 MHz.

For still higher speeds dedicated control systems are needed which are constituted
by high speed special components by which speeds up to 100 MHz are obtainable a.- shown in
Fig. 8.3.

As for the programming language implemented to ease the operation of software confi-
guration of the control system, interpreters to be easily used by not highly specialized
operators are forecastable.

8.4 Electronic laboratory

The optimal configuration for each data acquisition system is depending upon the
test requisites and the characteristics of the available subsystems. Some considerations
on this point have to be evidentiated; sampling frequency, number of channels, test dura-
tion; since these parameters are depending upon the specific test to be carried out the
data acquisition system configuration has'to be found case by case.

8.5 Considerations on data acquisition systems

Operational limits dealt with the preceeding paragraphs are not coincident with the
limits of the devices available in the market; in fact because of economic reason systems
on the edge of the technological capabilities are not generally worth to be manufactured.

The ratio between the performance of the systems availables in the market and the
inherent potential limits of the components can be grossly estimated to be around 10 and
this ratio is probably going to stay in the future. This considerations entails that a
research laboratory has to have an electronic department whose tasks are:
- to configurate the data acquisition systems for the specific test by means of utilizing

available subsystems and modules;
- to design and realize high performance systems utilizing components at the highest

technological limits in order to fill the gap between the potentially realisable sy-
stems and the ones available in the market.

8.6 Sensors and advanced diagnostic techniques

These instrumentations and components needed in each test are widely different depend-
ing upon the type and modality of the test and therefore general projection are not easi-
ly assessable.

Continuosly rising limits in pressure temperature and speed of gases and transient
phenomena response impose highly demanding requisites to the sensors and measurements
chains along with the more conventional necessities of accuracy and precision. Sensor poi-
soning by means of the characteristics of the (reacting) gases has to be mentioned



Progress in the last years has been slow and perhaps new techniques and technologies
promise further improvements. This problem area is certainly one of the most critical and
demanding and one that shows inadequacies in front of the theoretical and experimental
needs. Several manufactures are involved in the field whose number is rising in front of
the widening use of microprocessor based control systems which necessitates progress in
sensors and acquisition devices. The energetic and aerospace fields are strongly oriented
toward more utilization of these systems; solutions for extreme experimental conditions
are therefore the leading realizations from which industrial components benefit.

9. CONCLUSIVE REMARKS

Looking at the development of aerospatial propulsion in the near and medium term fu-
ture in the whole, it can be observed that complex experimentation procedure shall be
needed in all the areas of systems and components for propulsive devices in order to de-
velop more and more significant mathematical models to simulate the physical phenomena
and therefore to forecast the propulsion system behaviour.

Long term tests, demanding large energy consumption and personnel w~rktime are less
preferable than short burst of energy at high power levels - from 200 10 to 106 kW - in
short durations (10 - 1000s). The laboratory has to be fitted with optical and electronic
highly sophisticated instrumentation (while continuously updating in front of new diagno-
stical techniques) and with data acquisition systems capable of allowing, in very short
time durations, to collect and compute data by means of distributor microprocessor power
and central processors of high power in order to analyze thoroughly the physical phenome-
na both in fluid and in machine.

Reliability analysis of single components and of the whole propulsion system may well
be performed by means of an accurate sampling of experimental data and by application of
analitical and mathematical methods which have been today developed and used for nuclear
power plants and relative components.

In case of a strict necessity of carrying out examinations for a long time at speeds
up to Mach number 2 i 2.8 aircrafts yet existing can be properly fitted along with expe-
rimental flying laboratories like DC-10 and Concorde. Utilization of the abovementicned
aircrafts or similar as experimentation centers copes with actual and future economical
considerations in the same way as the spatial shuttle.

Having examined research laboratories for aerospace propulsion typical of the past
I think to have envisaged with adequate certainty a research laboratory apt for the fu-
ture, that is yet in the present, in the way synthetically expounded in the present re-
lation.
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APPENDIX 1

In order to operate a blow-down one has to store large quantities of air at high
pressure in large air cylinders whose volume capacity ranks in the 1000 1 2000 liters
range and which are capable of sustaining very high pressures 200 T 300 bar (the maximum
allowable pressure has to be about 10% higher) and to control by means of a series of
pressure regulators the desired pressure and flow to carry out the test.

In this situation cost containement can be looked after by means of volumetric com-
pressors of limited flow value: the delivery pressure has to overcome 300 i 400 bar and
the richarge time of course varies depending upon the compressor flow rate and the volume
to be filled.

Air compressors can be driven by electric motors or reciprocating diesel engines
and compress the air with mono or bicylindric configuration; whenever possible, natural
gas has to be chosen as a fuel.

Fig. III-1 shows a detailed scheme of the storage plant with air cylinders fitted
for the wind test beds of the CNPM laboratory of the Politechnic of Milan to carry out
tests on compressor and turbine cascades as dealt with in Appendix III.

When air inlets and nozzles have to be investigated (by means of air) as components
of propulsion systems for supersonic or hypersonic speeds (Mach n. 4-12) in order to sub-
stantially rise the air flow speed in the wind bet it is possible to operate the dis-
charge in a vacuum sphere of high capacity, in which depression by means of a proper
vacuum pumping set can be as low as 1-0.5 mm Hg.

APPENDIX II

High power values, for reasonably long times, is an uneasy task and the power values
to be installed in order to operate subsonic and transonic wind tunnels with large air
flows (very large sections) and to operate supersonic wind beds with lower air flows are
as high as to necessitate electric motors highly costly, unrelJpble and difficult to
find.

The characteristics of actual electric motors with continuous current excitation for
present and future realizations are shown in the plot of Fig. II-1. These characteristics
imply limitations in the use of electric motors to actuate compressors in order to drive
wind tunnels and therefore blow-down techniques have to be utilized.

In order to make a blow-down the energy storage system may well be mechanical-based
on kinetic energy accumulation in large flywheels (this technique has been yet adopted at
the CERN laboratories in Geneva for the synchrothrone and at the Max-Plank Institut fur
Plasma Physik to generate plasma). This type of energy storage is certainly more flexible
than the storage of compressed air in large cylinders; in fact it can be used also to
drive electric motors, compressors, pumps etc.

Kinetic energy accumulation can be accomplished in a single flywheel for low energy
values or in cylinders constituted by the point of several flywheels. Actual technologies
lead to different limits depending upon the choise:
- Germany 120-150 t

- USA 180-210 t
- Japan 220-250 t

As a fact in order to obtain a higher rotor mass and consequently a higher energy
storage the cylinder can be configurated with significant length values which vary from
3 m up to 7 m. Powers to drive the cylinder up to the maximum speed are not very high and
anyway lower if a vacuum chamber is fitted around the flywheel to lessen the air friction
losses.

An electrical motor can be coupled to the cylinder but the operation time duration
of the electric motor is strongly limited by overheating since cooling techniques are un-
easy. Fig. II-1 shows the coupling characteristics. Operating time durations vary from
20 s to a minimum of 3.

Coupling by means of an overgear can be easily accomplished as well as driving a
pump. These facts demonstrate the inherent versatility of the devise and the diversifi-
cated use of this basic energiser in a laboratory for aerospace propulsion and for all
the other uses dealing with energetic problems.

Figs. 11-2, 11-3, 11-4 show plots of the thermal power (W), compressed water flow
(kg/s) and compressed air flow (kgis) versus time duration (s). Fig. 11-3 and 11-4 show
different curves as a function of pressure. Curves have been computed for overall system
efficiencies of 0.5 and 0.75. The calculus has been carried out basing upon the follow-
ing assumptions (data have been drown down from the Max-Plank Institut fur Plasma Physik)
Cylinder:
length 5.700 m
outer diameter 2.9 m
inner diameter 0.4 m
flywheel weight 223 t
whole weight 323 t
peripheral speed 250 m/s
rotational speed 1650 rpm

Other characteristics are:
driving enginp power 5700 kW
maximum available energy 1450 MWs



maximal electric generator power 167 MVA
maximal AC output voltage 2x3,3 kW
maximal AC output 2x22,5 kA

pulse duration 11 s
repetition interval 6 min
time to reach nominal rpm 25 min
time to break down 18 min
time to slow down (without breaking) 3 h

A further consideration is that in order to install electric motors of very high
power, omitting cost and realisability problems, an electric power line is needed devoted
to the job. Otherwise a black out would be determined in the area served by the power
station during the operation. The peak power value is well higher than that of an ordina-
ry nuclear power plant.

APPENDIX III

Inside the limitations of the structures and of the financial possibilities, the Po-
lytechnic of Milan (CNPM) has followed the two criteria above mentioned for its turboma-
chinery experimentations.

The laboratory has a high pressure (130 bar) air stockage facility at the moment;
but a new bigger and higher pressure (200 bar) equipment is now being built which will be
able to provide supersonic flows for short periods (from 5 sec to 10 min). The scheme
of this installation is represented in Fig. III-1.The laboratory is now developing a clos-
ed cycle circuit useful for experimentation of subsonic, transonic, supersonic compres-
sors and turbines working with air or suitable fluid mixtures which allow to reach high
Mach numbers.

The technical features of the installation are the following: on the test rig com-
pressors or turbines can be tested with power recovery with the aim of a coupling of a
generator/motor in d.c. till 400 kW. Such a system allows to test 800 kW compressors
whose half power would be given by the electric net. Other main features are:

compressor max power 800 kW
turbine max power 400 kW
working fluid air or other fluids (freon, etc.)
revolution speed 0 T 35000 rpm
max rotor diameter 500 mm
max flow rate 15 kg/s for D = 2

4 kg/s for 0 = 10

The scheme of the turbomachinery test rig and a siplified lay-out are shown in Fig.III-2
and Fig. 111-3.

The disegn of the plant was fully carry out and the construction has already started at
C.N.P.M. (Centro di Studio per Ricerche sulla Propulsione e sull'Energetica).

N\
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Interacting particle Interaction type cross section
cm

2

Particle 0 1 Lwn Mie scattering 10 10

Molecule Absorption 10 17 10 20

Molecule Fluorescence 10 18 10 21

Molecule Rayleigh scattering 10 '1

Moltecule Raman rotation 10 30

Molecule Raman vibrational 10 31

Tab.h. I Main characteristics for some optical diagnostics
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Fig.6. I The research laboratory with the distribution system of a centralized high power laser beam
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Experimental set-up

1. CO2CW laser

2. Camera shutter

3. Variable attenuator/beam expander/K,leidoscope
system/optic integrator system

4. High pressure I.R. window

5. Solid propellant (target)

6. Combustion chamber

7. Diagnostic system

8. High pressure visible window

Fig.7.1 Test rig for combustion research with power laser
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